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INTRODUCTION TO THE FRENCH EDITION

If ever a book was worthy of being recommended to the Daughters of Charity, it is the collection of talks given them by their holy
Founder. Reading these substantial pages will give them a greater
love for their vocation, a deeper understanding of its spirit, and
fuller knowledge of the obligations it entails.
In these pages we see the complete picture of Saint Vincent de
Paul, whom we can never admire enough. His language is warm
and lively, simple and conversational, convincing and shrewd, instructive and practical. He appeals in turn to logic, to the heart, and
to the will, with words that often attain lofty eloquence. Whether he
is raising his heart to God in inspired prayers, or abasing himself
through humility to a place lower than that of demons, we realize
that he is not doing so for oratorical effect but that this is the spontaneous outpouring of an upright, sincere soul, giving expression to
his true sentiments.
Not all his talks or "conferences" to the Daughters of Charity
have come down to us. The fIrst two are missing; the third one,
given on July 31, 1634, is followed by a hiatos of six years. The
Founder met with the Daughters of Charity in the Motherhouse
sometimes on Sundays, sometimes during the week. His audience
was composed of the Sisters living at the Motherhouse and those
who were able to come from Paris and its environs. 1 On July
31,1634, only twelve of them were present; later their number
would fluctuate between eighty and one hundred.
Saint Vincent urged the Sisters to be faithful to these meetings.
"Sisters," he said, "never miss them, not even to go to hear a sermon; for, even though listening to sermons may be a very good
thing, you should still prefer these gatherings, which are held simply to teach you what you are obliged to do; and everything that's
I At the

time, theMotherhouseoftheDaughtersofCharity was outside the city walls ofParis.

-xsaid here is for all of you and each one of you in particular-which
can't he said of sermons. I'm not saying that you shouldn't listen to
them when you can, but only that you should prefer to come here on
meeting days.'"
Saint Vincent would arrive, accompanied by Fr. PortaiP or, in
his absence, by another Priest of the Mission. When something unforeseen arose that kept him at home or called him elsewhere, he
had one of them replace him.
His insll1lctions centered mainly on the vocation of the Daughters of Charity, their ministry with poor persons, the sick, or the
foundlings; on the daily schedule, rising, and prayer; on the Common and Particular Rules; Christian virtues and those that make up
the spirit of the Company: simplicity, charity, humility, mortification, and love of work; and on frequenting the sacraments ofReconciliation and the Eucharist. He also gave some excellent
conferences on scandal, temptations, envy, admonitions, and the
Jubilee. Several talks were devoted to the virtues of Sisters who had
died. Sisters who were heing sent to the Provinces rarely left without receiving his advice. The election of officers was another opportunity for him to say a few words.

'lQ'.IX, Conf. 11. Whenreferences to othervolurnesofthis series aregiven, the number of the
volwne will be given in bold characters. the page in italics, and the number of the footnote
preceded by "n.", e.g. (cf. V, 243, n. 4). Where there is reference to another conference in vols.
IX-XII, the reference will be given in the form used here. e.g. (cf.lX. Conf. Il).
3 Antoine Pot1aiI, born in Beaucaire (Gard) on November 22, 1590, carne to Paris to study at
the Sorbonne. He met Saint Vincent there around 1612 and became devoted to him. From the
time ofhis ordination (1622) until his death in 1660, he was the Saint's auxiliary. Saint Vincent
received him as the first member of his new Congregation, initiated him imo the ministry of the
missions and the work of the ordinands, assigned him to the service of the galley convicts. chose
him as Fmt Assistant in 1642, and entrusted to him the direction ofthe DaUghters of Charity. In
1646 Portailleft Paris to make visitations ofthe houses of the Congregation. He began in the west
ofFrance, then went south, crossed into Italy. and didnot return to Saint·Lazare until September
1649. Except for a fairly long absence in 1655, he hardly ever left the Motherb.ouse again and
died on February 14, 1660. after an illness ofoine days. (C!. Notices surles pritres, clercs et
jreres di,/unts de la Congregation de la Mission [10 vols. in two series, Paris: Dumoulin.
1881-191IJ. vol. 1,1-94.)
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As for the choice of topics, Saint Vincent took his cue from
events, the needs of the Company, and the suggestions of Saint
Louise de Marillac. 4
A notice sent to the various houses in Paris and in the suburbs informed the Sisters ofthe topic and points of the conference, the day,
and the time. We still have one of the notes distributed before the
conference of July 3, 1660,' stating that "the topic for the conference concerns the late Mlle Le Gras. First point: The reasons why
Daughters of Charity should discuss the virtues of their Sisters who
have gone to God, especially the virtues of their very dear Mother,
the late Mlle Le Gras. Second point: What are the virtues that each
Sister noted in her? Third point: What are the virtues that impressed
them the most and that they want to imitate with the help of God?
For Saturday at two 0' clock."

4Saint Louise de MarUlae [Mlle Le Grasl, Foundress, with Saint Vincent, of the Daughters of
Charity, was born in Paris on August 12, 1591. Her father was Louis de Maril1ac, brother of
Michel de MarilIac, Keeper of the Seals (1616-30), and half-brother of another Louis, Mar6chal
de France, renowned for his misfortunes and tragic death. Louise married Antoine Le Gras,
secretary of Queen Marie de M6dicis, on February 5, 1613, and they had one son, Michel.
Antoine Le Gras died on December21, 1625. The devout widow had implicit confidence in her
spiritualditector, Vincent de Paul, who employed her in his charitable works, eventually making
her his collaborator in the creation and organization of the Confraternities of Charity. The life of
Saint Louise, whom the Church beatified on May 9,1920, was written by Gobmon (1676), the
Comtesse de Richemont (1883), Comte de Lambel (n.d.), Monsignor Baunard (1898), and
Emmanuel de Broglie (1911). Her letters and other writings were copied and publishedin part in
the work entitled: Louise de Man'/lac, veuve de M. Le Gras. Sa vie, sea vertus, son espn't(4 vols.,
Bruges, 1886). Saint Louise was canonized on March 11, 1934, and on February 10, 1960, was
named patroness of all who devote themselves to Christian social work. Therefore, in this
English edition of the letters of Saint Vincent, "Saint" has been added to her name in titles of
letters and in the footnotes. To the above bibliography should be added some of her more recent
biographers: Alice, Lady Laval, Life of the Venerable Louise de Marillac (Mademoiselle Le
Gras) (New York: Longmaos, Green & Co., 1917); Monsignor Jean Calvet,Louise de Marlilac,
a Portrait, translated by G. F. Pullen (1959); Joseph L Dirvin, Louise de Marillae (970): the
compilation by Sister Anne Regnault, D.C., editor: Louise de Marillac, sea ecrits (1%1), of
which the section containing the letters was translated by Sister Heten Marie Law, D.C.: Letters
of St. Louise de MariUac (1972); and the revised edition of Sister Regnault's work entitled:
Sainte Louise de Marillat:, ecrits spirituels (Tours: Marne, 1983), ed. Sister Elisabeth CbaIpy,
D.C., trans. by Sister Louise Sullivan, D.C., Spiritual Writings of Louise de Marlilac,
Correspondence and Thoughts (Brooklyn: New City Press, 1991). Hereafter this work will be
cited as SpiritU<ll Writings followed by the appropriate letter and number, e.g., A. 2 or L. 350.
Finally, Sister Elisabeth Charpy, D.C., ed., La Compagnie des FiIles de la Charite aux Origines.
Documents (Tours: Marne, 1989), which will be cited as Documents D.C.
Set. X, Conf. 118.

-xiiSaint Vincent would begin the conference with the prayer Veni.
Sancte Spiritus (Come, Holy Spirit). The "conference" truly merited this name because it was not simply a monologue. The Sisters
would ask questions, make observations, and humble themselves
for their faults. Sometimes there were touching group manifestations of good will, which the Saint prompted by his questions.
At the meeting ofApril 26, 1643, 6 the Founder introduced a new
method. "In the preceding conferences." he said to the Sisters, "I
noticed that you needed some help in finding motives or reasons for
what had been suggested to you. That's why I felt it would be better
to change the method in order to make it easier for you to understand what you will be taught, and this will be a big help to you in
making your prayer. I'll ask you questions, as is done for catechism
lessons." And to encourage the more timid and uneducated, he
added, "If anyone can't give an answer, please don't worry about it
because persons who say little sometimes do better, and those who
catch on quickly and have no trouble discussing what is proposed to
them sometimes don't do as well, although there are some who
speak and do so well. Those who speak well. Sisters, should humble
themselves profoundly-this is a gift for which they should express
their gratitude to God-and those who have a hard time understanding what is suggested, or have difficulty expressing their thoughts,
should put themselves in God's hands and make renewed resolutions to do good."
Then he began to question them: "Tell me, Sister, what reasons
do we have for desiring that disunion should never arise in the Company?" "And you, Sister?" "And how about you, Sister, who come
after her. can you tell us some reason?" When a Sisterhad answered
well, the Saint expressed his approval or even congratulated her:
"Right you are, Sister!" or "That was well said, Sister!" or "Blessed
be God, Sister!"
He was delighted with this experiment. "Blessed be God, Sisters! I assure you that I' m deeply edified by this type ofconference.
I can't tell you how much it consoles me, in the hope that it will be
6cf. IX, Conf. 14. All the quotes that foUow here are from this conference.
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helpful to you, and that you' 11 learn by this means to discover the
motives fordoing or saying the things that wil1 be proposed to us."
Another day' he said, 'The last conference I attended greatly
consoled me; each Sister shared her thoughts sincerely, and it
seemed to me that they were like sparks igniting a huge fIre-like
one candle that was lighting the others."
Everyone shared the edifIcation Saint Vincent felt, but did any
Sisters have other sentiments as wel1? Among these simple, timid
young women-most of whom were from the country and were un·
accustomed to speaking in public-some trembled at the thought of
being asked for an explanation. If they were questioned, they be·
came nervous, forgot what they had prepared so painstakingly, and
contented themselves with repeating what others before them had
said. To avoid this difficulty, Saint Vincent advised them to write
down their thoughts and to read from the notes they had prepared.
Unfortunately, the Sisters who felt most embarrassed were the ones
who didn't know how to write, but he did his best to help them.
Many Sisters used to read their notes aloud, even those who were
educated, among them Saint Louise herself, who nevertheless always answered with ease and profIciency, and Saint Vincent questioned her frequently. If her name does not appear in the
conferences for which she took the notes, it is because, through
modesty, she didn't name herself. When Saint Vincent addressed
ber, it was always in a more respectful tone of voice; his words of
praise were also more frequent: "What was said before is good, but
this is even better." ,
This method of holding a conference added charm and liveliness
to the meetings. Sometimes Saint Vincent added other questions to
his initial one, asking for details and ful1er explanations. At times,
he addressed al1 the Sisters together, and everyone would answer
him as one.
They didn't always wait for an invitation to express col1ectively
their desire to do good. On July 31, 1634, at the end of the confer-

7Cf. IX, Coni. 23.

SCr. IX. Coof. 59.

-xivence, all the Sisters promised spontaneously to observe the Regulations.' At the beginning ofthe conference ofJanuary 25, 1643, they
knelt down, humbled themselves for not having sufficiently profited by the Saint's previous instructions, and entreated him to ask
God's forgiveness for them. 10
Sometimes his eloquence gave rise to touching scenes. During
the conference ofApril 26, 1643, on the harmful results ofdisunion,
a Sister asked to speak and said, ''Would you allow me, Monsieur,
to ask pardon right now of my Sisters for having complained because I thought that some of them had snubbed me in the street, and
also to ask pardon of those to whom I complained?" II When permission was granted, the Sisterknelt down, and so did all the others;
she then asked pardon with great humility, naming each Sister in

turn.
On March 15, 1648, a Sister who was speaking about the good
use of corrections added, "Recently, I was so proud that, when admonished of a fault by one ofmy Sisters, whom I myself had asked
the charity to remind me, I showed that I didn't like it. I most humbly ask your pardon for this, and I ask pardon ofyou, Sister, who did
me that act of charity." 12 On hearing this, the other Sister knelt
down and said, "Sister, I'm the one who asks your pardon. I didn't
admonish you as I should have done because there were otherpeopie present." "Isn't that wonderful!" cried Saint Vincent, edified by
this, "One accuses herselffor not having taken the reproof well, and
the other for not having given it properly; in this way, each tries to
put the blame on herself." These good examples added weight to the
lessons given during the conferences.
At the end ofthe conference, Saint Vincent would give his blessing to his Daughters-although reluctantly, because ofhis "unworthiness." On May 30, 1647, the remembrance of his own faults
made him exclaim, "I'll ask Our Lord Jesus Christ to give you hiroselfHis holy blessing, and I won't say the words ofit today because
gef. IX, Conf. I.

'OCf.IX. Cont. 13.
"a.lX, Conf. 14.
lZCf. IX. Conf. 35.

-xvthe faults I've committed in your regard make me uuworthy of it. I
ask Our Lord to be the one to do it." 13 Thereupon, he kissed the
floor, recited the usual prayer, Sancta Maria, etc., and got up to
leave. But Saint Louise and the Sisters, who were unwilling to accept this deprivation, insisted so strongly that he finished by giving
in to them.
When the conference was over, the Sisters would hasten to write
it down as faithfully as possible. Those who had been questioned
would bring their notes. Saint Vincent himself lent them his outline-at least Saint Louise ventured to ask him for it. "I hope," she
wrote to him on January 25, 1643, "that our Sisters will make good
use ofthe instruction Your Charity 14 gave us today. Their hearts are
filled with the desire to do this and they would really like to remember it forever. This causes me to entreat you most humbly to send us
the little memorandum ofthe points you had in it. It seems to me that
this would help me to recall a large part of what our good God said
to us through your mouth." "

The written conference was sometimes, if not always, given to
him to indicate any corrections to be made. We have proof of this in
the following words he wrote on August 25, 1646, to Saint Louise,
who was absent: "Enclosed is a summary of the conference of our
dear Sisters, written out by dear Sister Hellot. 16 Ijust read part of it,
and must confess thall shed a few tears in two or three places. If you
are not coming soon, send it back to us after you have read it." 17
More than half ofthe notebooks of the conferences written down
by the first Sisters have been lost; only fifty-four are extant. In
twenty of them, we recognize the handwriting of Saint Louise; in

l3Cf. IX, Cont. 30.
14Saint Louise often referred to Saint Vincent as "Your Charity," by analogy with "Your
Majesty," "Your Excellency," etc.
lSCf.ll,392.
16EJ.isabeth HellOl, a native of Paris, entered the Daughters of Charity in 1645. Until herdeath
in late 1650. she was secretary to Saint Louise. Her duties included rlnlfting the letters of the
Foundress and taking notes during the conferences of Saint Vincent, which she immediately
transcribed and verified.
17Cf.
28.

m.
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sixteen, that of Elisabeth Hellot; two are by Julienne Loret, IS and
sixteen others by Mathurine Guerin. 19 The other conferences are
known to us from copies made at a later date.
The editing ofthe conferences varies according to the Sister who
was doing the writing. Each has her own way of presenting what
took place at the meeting, just as each has her particular style. They
tried, no doubt, to give an exact rendition ofthe thinking and even of
the words ofthe Founder; however, since it was impossible to recall
verbatim what he had said, they inevitably put some of themselves
into what they gave as coming from Saint Vincent.
Saint Louise guarded these manuscripts jealously. Mathurine
Guerin testified to this in a report given in 1660 or 1661 to Margue-

lsJulienne Loret was born in Paris on October 7, 1622, and baptized the same day, Orphaned
at an early age, she was raised by the parents ofJacques de la Fosse, who later became a Priest of
the Mission. In a conference after her death it was said that "She had a tiny body that enclosed a
great souL" (Cf. Recuei/des principaIes circuJaires des superieurs generaux de la Congregation
de la Mission (3 vols., Paris: Georges Chamerot, 1877-SOl, vol. U,524), Julienne entered the
Daughters of Charity on June 9, 1644, and took her vows on December 25, 1649. Her merit and
vittue were so remarkable that, on October 30, 1647, scarcely three years after her own
admission to the Community, she was entrusted with the foonation of the new Sisters. At the
same time, she became Saint Louise's Assistant "It was she who directed the whole
Conununity:' Sister Mathurine Guerin would later say, "because Mademoiselle was in no state
to come to any exercise." (Cf, Recueil, vol. II, 530,) Julienne also carried out the duties of
Secretary and was responsible for taking down Saint Vincent's talks, to which she listened pen in
hand. In 1651, she was sent to Chars to settle a very delicate situation: the new Pastor had
Jansenistic ideas and was attempting to impose these practices upon the Sisters, Retunling to
Paris in 1653, after two yean of difficult trials, Julienne was appointed Sister Servant in
Fontenay-aux-Roses (Haut!Hie-Seine), where she remained until 1655, Recalled to the
Motherhouse, she was again named Assistant, remaining in office under Mother Marguerite
Chetif, after the death of the Foundress, and again under Mother Nicole Haran. She died in
Fontainebleau on August 9, 1699. Her manuscript life, by Antoine Durand, C.M., is in the
Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity.
l~athurine Guerin was bom in Moncontour (Brittany) on April 16, 1631. Despite the
opposition oCherparents, she entered the Daughters ofCharity on September 12, 1648. After her
formation period, she was sent to Saint-Jean-de-Greves parish and then to Liancourt. Recalled to
the Motherhouse in 1652, she became Seminary Directress and Saint Louise's secretary. In 1655
she was made Treasurer, but in 1659 was sent to the hospital in La Fete (Aisne) to replace Sister
Marie-Marthe Trumeau as Sister Servant. In July 1660 Saint Vincent sent her and two other
Sisters to serve the prisoners and to teach poor girls on Belle-ile-en-Mer (Morbihan), off the
Breton coast (cf. Charpy, Documellts, D.C., Doc. 483, 538). Since 1650 the island had belonged
to Nicolas Fouquet, Minister ofFmance, wbohad a fortress built there. She served a first six;-year
term as Superioress General in 1667 and again (1676-82, 1685~94), and died at the Motherhouse
on October 18, 1704. A long sketch ofherlJfe and virtues is written in Circulairesdes supirieurs
generaux et des soeurs superieuTes aux FiIles de la Charire et Ref1Ulrques ou Notices sur Ies
soeurs dejuntes de la Commaunoure(Paris: Adrien Le C1ere, 1845),556-68.
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rite Chetif, 20 Superioress ofthe Company, when she wrote, "One of
the greatest treasures of our Company is the very accurate anthology she compiled and had others compile of the instructions of our
late Most Honored Father.... She loved those poor manuscripts so
much that she wouldn't hear of anyone recopying them, as a good
priest from Saint-Lazare wanted to do, for fear that he might change
what this blessed Father meant, for she preferred their simple, natural style to more polished language."2!
The Superioresses who succeeded Saint Louise inherited her
reverence for the writings ofher holy Director. Abelly,22 writing in
1664 about the Daughters of Charity, stated that "they have collected more than one hundred of these talks of their good Father,
which they still read and reread every day in their Motherhouse in

UMarguerite Chttif, hom in Paris, was baptized at Saint-Sulpice on September 8, 1621, and
entered the company of the Daughters ofCharity on May I, 1649. She was fll'St sent to Chars, and
in May 1651 went to Serqueux. She took perpetual vows in Paris on April 4, 1655. When the
Company was erected officially on August 8, 1655, she signed the Act of Establishment (ct.
XDIb , 225-28). In 1656 she went to An'as as Sister Servant and was there when Saint Louise
died in Paris. Saint Vincentappointed Sister Marguerite SuperioressGeneral (1660-67); in 1667
she became Seminary Directress, and in 1670 Sister Servant in Angers. In 1674 she was named
Treasurer General under Sister Nicole Haran; upon completion of her term of offIce (1677), she
went as Sister Servant to the Nom·de·Jesus Hospice. She died at the Motherhouse on January 9,
1694. Two conferences given after her death are preserved in Circulaires des superieurs
generaux, etc., 470-78.
21 Louise de Manllac. Sa vie, ses vertus. son esprit, vol. I, 250.
22Louis Abelly was borninParis in 1604. From the earliest years ofhis priesthood be tookpart

in Saint Vincent's apostolic labors. The Saint spoke so highly of him to Fraru;ois Fouquet,
Bishop-elect of Bayonne, that he appointed him his Vicar-General, but his stay in Bayonne was
not long. He accepted a simple village parish near Paris, and shortly afterward (1644) was given
charge of Saint-Josse parish in the capital, where he fonned an ecclesiastical community. He
later became Director of the Sisters of the Cross (1650), chaplain ofthe General Hospital (1657),
and Bishop ofRodez (1664). In 1666 he resigned his diocese for reasons of health and retired to
Saint-Lazare, where he spent the last twenty-five years ofms life in recollection and study. We
have almost thirty of his books on devotion, history, and theology, among themLa Vie du
venerable Serviteurde Dieu Vincent de Pau~(3 vols., Paris: Florentin Lambert, 1664; translated
byWilliarnQuinn, FSC, under the title The Life of/he Venerable Servant ofGod Vincent de Paul,
edited by John E. Rybolt, C.M (3 vols., New Rochelle, NY [USA]: New City Press, 1993).
According to Coste, Abelly is not merely the sponsor of this work, as has been asserted, but is
truly its author, although his task was greatly facilitated by Brother Bertrand Ducoumau, C.M.,
who collected and classified the documents, and by Fr. Fran~ois Fournier, C.M., considered by
some scholars as its real author. Abelly made a donation to the Saint-Lazare house of some
property he owned in Pantin, which became the country house of the students. He died October 4,
1691, and, according to his wish, was buried in the church of Saint-Lazare, under the Holy
Angels chapel. (Cf. Pierre Collet, La vie de St Vincent de Paul, [2 vols, Nancy, A. Leseure,
1748], vol. I, 5ff.)

-xviii-

order to be nourished by them. They are looking forward to the day
when they will be in print so that the Sisters who live farther away
may share the fruits oflhis excellent fealling."23
Around 1670, Sister Mathurine Guerin, then at the head of the
Company, had the first copy made. "We owe her a debt of gratitude," writes the author ofher obituary notice, 24 "for four thick volumes ofconferences ofM. Vincent ... which ... Mlle Le Gras had
colIected but didn't have time to edit." The author of the notice
adds, "In addition to these, she also recorded !be conferences on the
virtues of our Sisters who had died."
From this it would seem that, in these four volumes, none of
which has come down to us but must have served as a model for
copies made later, Sister Mathurine Guerin did not make a slavish
copy of Saint Louise's text. Meanwhile, the Sisters living in the
Provinces, like those at the Motherhouse, ardently desired to read
the conferences oftheir holy Founder. Sister Suzanne Parent, Sister
Servant at the Angers hospital, expressed this desire to Edme JolIy,
Superior General. On January 20, 1677, he replied to her as folIows:
"The transcription of the conferences you would like to have is a
major, long-term project, and will require time for its completion.
Meanwhile, you have plenty ofgood books to provide you with the
benefit you want to draw from reading them.""
Mother Marie Moreau, elected Superioress of the Company on
June 4, 1691, took the matter to heart. She consulted Edme JolIy regarding her plan to enlist copyists from the outside; on December
30 of the same year she received the following reply from him:
"You have to be absolutely certain ofthe reliability ofthe persons to
whom you want to give M. Vincent's conferences to copy, for a
man who is in need might not scruple making two copies, and to selI
them at a high price to certain curious persons." 26

23Abelly,op. cit.,bk. n, chap. IX, 356.

24Conjerences spirituelles tenues pourles Fitles de Ia Chariti surles venus remarquies dans
les soeurs d/funtes (Paris: Demonville, 1826),385.
2S Recueil de pieces relatives Q1IX Filles de Ia ChariIe, MS, 66.
26/bid
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It was around this time that copies of the conferences began to
circulate in various houses of the Company. Those that have survived the years enrich the manuscript coUection preserved at the
Motherhouse.
Given the large number of houses ofthe Daughters of Charity, it
is amazing that these conferences were not printed before the nineteenth century. Were they afraid that copies might faU into the
hands of persons outside the Community? This is probable.
The first printed edition is the work ofFr. Boumac, a priest ofthe
Toulouse diocese. Entitled Conferences de saint Vincent de Paul,
its two volumes contain forty-two conferences on the Rules. 27 The
displeasure the publication of this work caused among the children
of Saint Vincent was also shown in a note Fr.[Pierre-Fran~ois]
Viguier 28 wrote in the front of the copy preserved in the secretariat
of the Congregation of the Mission: "This edition is repudiated by
Fr. [Claude-Joseph] Brunet, Vicar-General of the Congregation of
the Mission [1800-06], by his successor, Fr. [Fran~ois-Florentin]
Placiard [1806-07], and by Mother [Antoinette] Deleau
[1790-1804]. The manuscripts from which it is taken are incorrect
and unreliable. To regard it as the genuine work of Saint Vincent
would be to fail him. Paris, September 30, 1803. Viguier, Priest of
the Mission."
This comment is not only severe, it is unjust. If Fr. Viguier had
taken the trouble to compare Boumac's text with that of the early
coUections, he would, on the contrary, have found it, on the whole,
accurate.
In 1825, Charles Boujard, who, as Vicar-General [1819-27],
was acting head of the two families of SaintVincent, gave one ofhis

27Paris.1803.
28Pierre-Fran yois Viguier, Secretary General of the Congregation of the Mission in the period
immediately following its reestablishment and that of the Company of the Daughters of Charity
by Napoleon Bonaparte. Because of the continued upheavals in Europe and in the Church, the
Congregation of the Mission was governed by Vicars-General both in France and in Italy, each
claiming jurisdiction over the whole Community. This period ofturmoil came to an end when on
January 1, 1827, the Holy See appointed Pierre-Joseph Wailly Superior General. He died in
October 1828, and the General Assembly of May 1829 elected Dominique Salhorgne as his
successor.

-xxpriests the task of completing Bournac's work by having printed
fifty unpublished conferences contained in a manuscript collection
from the beginning ofthe eighteenth century. It was very popular in
the early nineteenth century, probably because the talks were classified by subject matter, preceded by a summary, and provided with
a marginal synopsis of each paragraph. 29
Since most of these conferences-thirty-nine out of the
fifty-are known to us from the original manuscripts, it is very easy
to judge the value of this collection. Its author eliminated details
that did not suit him or no longer corresponded with the customs of
the Daughters of Charity, and even transposed to Saint Vincent's
time practices from a later period. Had he known where to draw the
line, he might have been excused for touching up the primitive
manuscripts. On the one hand, this text gives only an imperfect rendition ofSaint Vincent's talks and is in part the work ofcopyists. On
the other hand, it is full of grammatical errors and all sorts of inaccuracies, and many of the sentences are incomplete. Obviously,
Saint Vincent did not speak that way. The reading of a text corresponding in every point to that ofthe manuscripts wonld have been
more fatigning than interesting and instructive. Sister Mathurine
Guerin had understood this; therefore, the first copy made by her,
which was the source for later ones, was revised.
Editing a text, however, is not an easy job. The editor has to
know how to limit himself or herself to the essential, that is, to respect the contents and, as far as fonn is concerned, to retain the
words and phraseology of the manuscript whenever meaning,
grammar, and the French language allow. The author of the manuscript used by the 1825 editor failed badly in that. True, he wasn't

2'7he work published during the Vicar-GeneraIate ofCharies Boujard (1820-25) is entitled
Conjerences spirituelles tenues pour les Filles de 14 Chariti par saint Vincent de Paul,
recueilliesde mimoire parquelques SoellTS prisentes et revlU!S par un pretre de 14 Congregation
de 14 Mission (Paris: Demonville., 1825). The rnanuscriptfrom which this work was published is
in the Archives of the Motherbouae of the Daughters ofCbarity (SV 17). In 1802 it was lentto the
Sisters in Bordeaux and doubtless to other Sisten: as well. Lucien Philippe, Director of the
Daughters of Charity (1802-09), wrote in his preface, ''This precious notebook belongs to the
principal Community of the Daughters of Charity in Puis and must be returned there as soon as
possible. December 9, 1802." It was still the preferred manuscript in 1825.

-xxitrying to produce an historical or critical work, but simply to prepare for the Sisters-and only for the Sisters----;m edifying book,
which, as a matter of fact, from the practical point of view, has
many advantages.
Jean-Baptiste Etienne had scarcely been named Superior General [1843-74], when he asked Jean Grappin, Director ofthe Sisters,
to prepare a new edition of the conferences. 30 Unfortunately,
Grappin had neither the competence nor the time needed to carry
out well such a difficult and important work: Although his confrere,
Jean-Marie Naudin, appointed to collaborate with him on it, had
more time at his disposal, he was no better prepared for this type of
work than Grappin. The latter republished, with no modifications,
the fifty conferences that were in the 1825 edition. For the
forty-three that he added, the text of the manuscripts was revised
and corrected. "In this edition," he stated in the introduction, "by
comparing different manuscripts, we were able to eliminate several
inaccuracies and a few exaggerations. In each conference, wherever there were grounds for it, order was restored by transposing
certain things, often by following what was set forth in the introduction. A few passages were deleted to avoid repetition. Perhaps more

could have been done, but, in so doing, there would have been reason to fear diminishing the richness and even the effectiveness of
these sorts of repetition."
Fr. Grappin emended more than he leads us to believe. Almost
no sentence in his work is a faithful reproduction of what is written
in the manuscript. Even the most correct phrases did not suit him; he
changed things for no apparent reason, and what he writes is frequently no improvement on the original. The conferences explaining the Rules, which he revised meticulously, are, in fact, the ones
that needed it the least, and there was generally no problem publishing them as they are in the manuscripts, which is what we ourselves

30pgblished in Paris by Adrien Le Oero in 1845, the title is the same as that of the 1825
edition. In the same year, again using Le Clere, Grappin published another edition: Suppllmem
au premier volume de l'ancienne edition des Conferences de Saint Vincem de Paul. Besides the
conferences published by Boumac, the SuppUmem contains those of May 22, 1657 (X, Conf.
80), and July 24, 1660 (X, Conf. 119).

-xxiiwill be doing. In addition, for the text of the Rules on which Saint
Vincent had commented, he substituted a text from a later revision,
with the result that there are discrepancies between the text and his
commentary.
Grappin's work came out in 1845. It was his text that was
adopted by subsequent editors, who were satisfied with simply adding to the number ofconferences. To the ninety-three in 1845 and in
1863,31 twelve were added in 1881 32 and four more in 1902. 33
From this point ofview, our edition will signal great progress because it contains one hundred twenty conferences. 34 It has another
advantage: that of giving the reader a more accurate text. Instead of
republishing Grappin's work, whose shortcomings we have just
noted, we have preferred to base our text directly on the originals 3S
and, when these manuscripts are not available, on the early collections formed from the copy made by Sister Mathurine Guerin. We
are not claiming to have added anything to the perfume of edification given off by the conferences of Saint Vincent as we already
know them; but we can show that his words are more accurately
preserved here, and historical truth better respected.
Note: This English edition of the Conferences uses an informal,
conversational style in order to preserve the spontaneity and simplicity ofthe exchanges between Saint Vincent and the first Sisters
and to provide a translation that appeals to the modern reader.
-Ed.

31Published in paris by Jules Le Clere and Co. The title is the same as that of the 1825 and
1845 editions.
32Confirences ik saint Vincent ik paul aux FiUes ik la Chariti (2 vals., Paris: Pillet et
Dumoulin, 1881).
.
33Confirences de saint Vincent de Paul awe Filles de la Chariti (Paris: Dumoulin, 1902).
340ne more conference has since been found (IX, Conf. 49a), bringing the number in the
English translation to one hundred twenty-one.
3SJbe original notebooks give the text of fifty.four instmcfions. For forty conferences, nearly
allan the Rules, we have followed manuscripts SV 3 and SV 4. Nine instructions to some Sisters
sent to the provinces or to the houses in Paris and the short address delivered on August 27, 1660
<X, Conf. 120), come from the collection Proces-verbaux des Conseils tenus parsaint Vincent et
N. V. Mere Mademoiselle I.e Gras. Three conferences on the deceased Sisters are taken from
manuscripts Def. 2 or Def. 7; one is from Conflrences spirituelles tenues pour les FiIles de la
Chariti par plusieurs superieurs et directeurs de la Compagnie, vol. III, 75ff. A dozen
additional conferences come from MS. SV 9.

SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL
CONFERENCES
TOTHEDAUGHTERSOFCHAroTY

1.· EXPLANATION OF THE REGULATiONS'
July 31.1634

On the last day of July 1634, in a third and final conference,
M. Vincent gave the Rules to the little Congregation of the Daughters of Charity, and an instruction on how to practice them. Following are the notes that were taken:
He knelt down, as did all the Sisters present, and after reciting
the Veni, Sancte, began in this way, "Dear Sisters, when I was
speaking to you the other day, I was saying that you've been residing together for some time now with the same purpose in view, but
so far you haven't had any Regulations for your way oflife. In this,
Divine Providence has guided you, as God gnided His people, who
were without a code oflaws for more than a thousand years after
creation. Our Lord acted in the same way with the early Church; for,
as long as He was on earth, there was no new written law; His Apos-

Conference 1•• Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharity, 140 rue du Rae, Paris;
the original is in Saint Louise's handwriting.
lIn a series ofconferences. beginning in October 1655 and found in vol. X oftrus series, Saint
Vincent explained the Common Rules of the Daughters of Charity. These "Rules" had evolved
from the "Regulations" that were gradually introduced to the Sisters from the origin of the

Company, as can be learned from his first recorded conference on July 31, 1634. The Rules are
probably the fruit of a collaborative effort between Saints Vincent and Louise. The latter. who
lived and worked with the Sisters on adaily basis, was eminently qualified to suggest revisions or
changes to the Rules as she saw them lived outin the Company. At times, Saint Vincent uses the
terms "Rules" and "Regulations" interchangeably. (Cf. XIDb, 147, for a history of the
development of the Rules for the Daughters of Charity.)

-2ties were the ones who assembled His teachings and Commandments after He had gone.
"Providence seems to have brought the twelve of you together
here with the intention of honoring His human life on earth. What a
blessing to be a member of a Community because each individual
shares in the good that is done by all! By this means you'll have
more abundant grace. Our Lord promised us this, saying, 'Where
two or three are gathered in my name, there am 1in their midst.' 2 For
even greater reason, when several of you have the same intention of
serving God, 'my Father and 1will come and dwell among them,' if
they love us. It is for those who have the same spirit and who help
one another in this same spirit to honor God that His Son prayed in
the last prayer He offered before His Passion. 'Father,' He said, 'I
pray that they may be one, even as we are one.' 3 So, dear Sisters,
let's see how you should spend the twenty-four hours that make up
the day, as the days make up the months, and the months the years
that will lead you to eternity.
"As far as possible, observe the prescribed times, for it will be a
very great consolation to you on rising to think, 'All my other Sisters, wherever they may be, are rising now for the service of God. '

za.

Mt 18:20. (NAB) The Scripturalquotationsin this volumeareusually taken from theNew
American Bible (NAB), unless a passage cannot be found in that edition or a more suitable
rendering of the phrase is found elsewhere. In such instances. the Douay-Rheims Bible (D-RB)
has been used. Where there are variations in the numbering of the psalms in these two editions,
both versions may be cited. In the conferences to the Daughters of Charity, Saint Vincent
referred to Scripture at least 275 times; occasionally he gives an incorrect rendition or attributes
the passage to the wrong person. This edition does not give references for all the quotations and
allusions, many of which are already familiar to the reader. For further study of Saint Vincent's
use of Scripture. see the following studies: Warren Dicharry, C.M., "Saint Vincent and Sacred
Scripture," Vincentian Heritage. YO, no. 2, 1989, 137-49; Maurice Vanstoenkiste, C.M., "Les
Regles Communes et la Bible, Citations explicites, implicites. et reminiscences," CD-ROM
Documents vincentiens, &rits et Images, Claude Lautissier, C.M., Paris 2002; and Franc;ois
Gamier, "Enchiridion Spirituale Sancti Vincenti a Paulo IV: Textes Bibliques Cit6s par Saint
Vincent." Vincentiana, 23 (1979): 214-19, among others.
3ef. In 17:11. (NAB)

-3So, you'll rise at five 0' clock, whenever the work of the Charity' allows you to go to bed at ten, for you must take care of yourselves for
the service of those who are poor, and give your bodies their just
due. Your first thought should be ofGod: thank Him for having preserved you during the night, consider briefly whether you've offended Him, and thank Him or ask His forgiveness for this; offer
Him all your thoughts, the impulses of your heart, and your words
and actions; resolve never to do anything to offend Him, and everything you do during the day will derive its strength from this first offering made to God. For you see, Sisters, if you fail to offer
everything to God, you'11 lose the reward of your actions. Saint Paul
tells you how much you lose when the first thoughts of your mind
are filled with anything other than God. When you wake up, the
devil does his best to inspire you with other thoughts. That's why
you must be imbued with this holy practice, as good Christian
women and true Daughters of Charity.
"The first thing you should do when you've risen and have begun to dress is to kneel down and adore God. What do you think it
means to adore God? It's to render Him the honor that belongs to
Him alone and to acknowledge that He is your Creator and Sovereign Lord. Next, you'll ask for His holy blessing, bowing your head
slightly in order to receive it with devotion and with the intention of
making all your thonghts, words, and actions pleasing to His Divine
Majesty and willing to doall of them for the glory of His most holy
love.
"When you've finished dressing and have made your bed, you'll
begin your mental prayer. This is the heart ofdevotion, Sisters, and
you really have to want to accustom yourselves to making it well.
No, don't be afraid that poor village girls-ignorant as you think
you are-shouldn't aspire to this holy exercise. God is so good, and

4Jbe Confraternity of Charity, often called simply "the Charity," was an association founded
for the purpose of helping sick and/or poor persons in the parishes (cf. V, 243, n. 4, for a fuller
explanation). The Ladies, who were members of the confraternities, were also referred to as the
"Sisters" and were assisted by volunteers, mostly young women from the country or servant
girls, who were called simply lesfilles. hence the tenn Filles de la Chnriti or "Servant girls of the
[Confraternity of] Charity," When they became a separate entity, they became known as
"Daughters of Charity."

-4has already been so good in your regard as to call you to practice
charity, so why do you think He'll deny you the grace you need to
pray well? Don't let such a thought enter your mind. I was deeply
edified today in talking with a good young woman from the country, who is now one of the greatest souls I know!
"Always begin all your prayers by an act of the presence ofGod;
otherwise, an action will sometimes fail to be pleasing to Him. You
see, Sisters, even though we don't see God, faith teaches us that His
holy presence is everywhere, and this is one ofthe means we should
propose to ourselves-I mean His presence in all places, permeating everything, even the very depths of our hearts. This is even
more true than the thought that we're all here present because our
eyes may deceive us, but the truth that God is everywhere will never
deceive us.
"Another means ofplacing ourselves in the presence of God is to
imagine ourselves before the Most Blessed Sacrament of the altar.
It's there, dear Sisters, that we receive the most cherished testimonies of God's love. Let's love Him dearly and remember that, when
He was on earth, speaking of His Father and the Holy Spirit, He
said, 'If anyone loves me, we will come to him,' 5 and souls will be
guided by His holy Providence as a ship by its pilot.
''Take care to give an account of your prayer as soon as possible
after making it. You can't imagine how useful this will be. Tell one
another quite simply the thoughts God has given you and, above all,
be careful to remember the resolutions you took at meditation.
Blessed Sister Marie de !'Incarnation' used this means to make
great progress in perfection. She used to give a careful account of
her prayer to her maid. Yes, Sisters, you can't imagine how much
this will benefit you and the pleasure you'll give to God by acting
this way. Just think, dear Saint Mary Magdalen hid in her heart the
SCf. In 14:23. (NAB)
6Born on February 1, 1566, in Paris, Barbe Avrillot married PieJTe Acarie, Vicomte de
Villemore at the age of sixteen and became the mother of six children. After Henry IV exiled her

husband. she took an active part in various religious endeavors, especially the introduction into
France ofthe Discalced Carmelites (1604). Her three daughters entered Carmel. After the death
ofher husband, Mme Acarie entered the Discalced Carmelites as a lay Sister, taking the name of
Marie de l'Incamation. She died in Pontoise on April 18, 1618, renowned for her virtues and
miracles, and was beatified in 1791.

-5good thoughts she gathered from Our Lord's words, and the same is
said of the Blessed Virgin. The good thoughts God gives you in
prayer are relics; gather them carefully in order to put them into
practice, and you'll gladden the heart of God; then you'll be the joy
of God, and all the saints will celebrate.
"Go to Holy Mass every day, but do so with deep devotion; conduct yourselves in church with great reserve and be an example of
virtue to all who see you. I have to give as an example a dear lady
named Mme Pavilion, who for many long years has been a source of
admiration in her parish. 7 She seems to walk and carry herself as if
she's visibly in the presence of God, and appears to be almost unaffected by everything, sin excepted. She would allow herself to be
trampled on rather than be diverted from the presence of God. That,
Sisters, is how to behave reverently in church, especially during
Holy Mass.
"What do you intend to do while you're there? It's not only the
priest who offers the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass but also those who
are present at it, and I'm sure that, when you've been well instructed, you'll be very devoted to it, for it's the center ofdevotion.
"Remember that when you leave meditation and Holy Mass to
serve poor persons, you lose nothing, Sisters, because to serve those
who are poor is to go to God, and you should see God in them. So
then; be very careful to attend to all their needs, and be particularly
alert to the assistance you can give them for their salvation; don't let
them die without the sacraments. You're not there simply to care for
their bodies, but to help them to be saved. Above all, motivate them
to make general confessions; put up with their little fits of temper,
and encourage them to suffer patiently for the love of God. Never
get angry with them, and don't speak to them harsWy; they have
enough to put up with because of their illness. Imagine that you're
their visible Guardian Angel, their father and mother, and don't
contradict them except in those tltings that are bad for them, for in
that case it would be cruelty to give them what they want. Weep
with them; God has made you to be their consolers.
7According to a manuscript, Mme Pavilion's parish was in Grandchamp. No other
infonnation about her is available.

-6"You see, Sisters, what fidelity you owe to God. The practice of
your vocation consists in the frequent remembrance ofthe presence
of God. To make this easy for yourself, take advantage of the reminder given when the clock strikes, and make an act of adoration
at that time. To make this act is to say in your heart, 'My God, I
adore You,' or simply, 'My God, You are my God,' 'My God, I love
You with my whole heart,' 'I wish, 0 my God, that everyone might
know and honor You in honor of the contempt You endured on
earth.' When you begin these acts, you may close your eyes to recollect yourselves.
"Before dinner, make the examination ofconscience for the time
of one or two Misereres' on the resolutions you took at meditation.
As far as possible, these resolutions should be on the practice of
some particular virtue and, as a rule, should aim at combating the
imperfection to which you're most inclined; for you see, Sisters,
even the most just person falls seven times a day; some Sisters are
subject to vanity, others to unbecoming behavior. That's what you
have to work at: overcoming your bad habits. It's essential to be
very modest and recollected and to keep guard over your eyes. A
glance destroyed David, who was such a good man. It's nearly impossible for a person whose external behavior is improper to be
truly unpretentious interiorly. And if you ask me how long you
should keep the same resolution, my answer is: as long as you feel
inclined toward the vice you're trying to overcome. Be very careful
about using language that is loose and risque. A good means of being recollected is to reflect often that God sees you.
"Make good use of the free time you have after cating for the
sick. Never be idle; apply yourself to learning how to read-not for
your own advantage but to be in a position to be sent to places where
you could teach. Do you know what Divine Providence wants to do
with you? Be always ready to leave whenever holy obedience sends
you.
UAfter the evening examination ofconscience, keep silence until
after meditation the next day so that this recollection, which will ap8pS 51. (NAB)~ Ps 50. (D-RB)

-7pear exteriorly, may foster the conversation of your hearts with
God. Keep it especially after the act of adoration you offer to God
before going to bed and after having received His holy blessing.
"Go to bed modestly and fall asleep with a good thought. This
will be an easy way for you to remember God when you awake, and
your mind will be better disposed to make your morning meditation.
"Go to Communion on Sundays, holy days, and certain other
feast days, but always with your confessor's permission.
"Since obedience improves all our ministries, there must always be one among you who acts as the Superior. Sometimes it
will be one Sister, sometimes another. That's what we do on the
missions. Don't you think this is necessary? May God be pleased
with your submission to her in honor of His Son's submission to
Saint Joseph and the Blessed Virgin! Be sure, Sisters, that you always consider as the Blessed Virgin the one who holds the place of
Superior-even see God in her-in this way you'll benefit more in
one month than you'd otherwise do in a year. By being obedient
you'llieam holy humility, and by governing through obedience
you'll instruct others usefully. To prompt you to practice holy
obedience, I'd like to tell you that, when God placed me in the
house of the General's wife, 9 I decided to obey her as I would the
Blessed Virgin, and God knows that it really helped me! Honor the
Ladies of the Confraternity of Charity and always treat them with
great respect; honor the sick as well and always look on them as
your masters.

9pran~ise-Marguerite de Silly, wife of Philippe-Enunanuel de Gondi, General of the Galleys,
was born in 1580, the daughter ofMarie de Lannoy and Antoine de Silly. Comte de Rocheport, Baron
de MontmiIail, and Ambassador to Spain. Shortly after Saint Vincent came to live in her home as her
children's tutor, she entrusted to him the direction ofher soul. The Saint's influence was not long in
making itself felt The devout woman fonned the habit of visiting and serving the sick and of
distributing abundant alms to persons who were poor. She had missions given on her estates and
joined the Confraternity ofCharity in Montmirail. MIne de Gondi died 00 June 23, 1625, after having
her saintly director named head of the College des Bons-Enfants and providing him with the means
of establishing the Congregation of the Mission by a gift of forty-five thousand livres.

-8"So now, Sister Marie 10 of Saint-Sauveur, you'll be the Superior
of your Sister for the whole month; Michelle,lI the Superior of
Barbe 12 at Saint-Nicolas; Marguerite, 13 ofher Sisters at Saint-Paul;
and you, Sister, at Saint-Benoit, your Guardian Angel will be your
guide. For the H6tel-Dieu, 14 it will be MIle Le Gras. Be very cordial
with one another, and let the Sisters in the other parishes come here
from time to time to be aided in putting your Regulations into practice.
"I still have to tell you the good results you'll have from this way
of life. The fIrst is that you must believe that if anyone should hope
for paradise, it's the Sisters who are faithful to it. And why? Be1IMarie Ialy, one of the first Daughters of Charity, was presented by Mme Goussault around
1632. She served poorpersons in the parishes ofSaint-Paul and Saint-Gennain in Paris and atthe

HOtel-Dieu. In 1641 she was chosen for the new mission in Sedan, where she remained until
1654. During that time she experienced successively pillages, devastation. famine, and
massacres, which caused great suffering for the poor. In 1654 Saint Louise asked her to return to
Paris, but she refused until Saint Vincent intervened. When she did return, she became

discouraged and ran away from the Motherhouse. Overcome by remorse, she went back, was
readmitted at her own request, and made up for her momentary weakness by exemplary conduct.
She signed the Act ofEstablishment afthe Company on August 8, 1655 (cf. XIDb , 225.28), and
in 1672, while Sister Servant at Saint-Jacques-du-Haut·Pas, she signed the text ofthe Common
and Particular Rules approved by Rene Almeras, Superior General. Marie Joly died on April 3,
1675.

liVery little biographical information on Sister Michelle is available. As mentioned here, she
was named Sister Servant of the community at Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet (1634). Saint
Louise mentions her death around 1642 in a letter to Barbe Angiboust. (Cf. Sullivan,spiritual
Writings, L. 127, p. 82.)
12Barbe Angiboust, who holds an important place in the first twenty-five years of tile history
ofthe Daughters ofCharity, entered the Company on July 1, 1634, atthe age oftwenty-nine, and
was admitted to vows on March 25. 1642. She was put in charge of the foundations of
Saint-Gerrnain-en-Laye (1638), Richelieu (1638), Saint-Denis (1645), Fontainebleau (1646),
Brienne (1652), Bemay (1655), and Ch8teaudun (1657) where she died on December 27, 1658.
In 1641 she was responsible fortile Sisters who were serving the galley convicts. The conference
on her virtues, held in the Motherhouse on April 27, 1659, is very edifying (cf.X, Conf. 109).
13As seen here, and also in his letters, Saint Vincent often designates the Daughters of Charity
by their first name only. To avoid confusion, he sometimes adds the name of the place or parish
where they are. From this distance in time, it would be difficult to give the corresponding family
names, either because we cannot find them in his letters or in those of Saint Louise, or because
several Sisters had the same first name.
14Hospitallocated near Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris. In the ninth century a monastery was
transfonned into a hospice for poor persons; by 1006 it was a dependency of the Cathedral
Chapter of Notre-Dame. In the middle of the twelfth century, it began accepting tile sick people
of Paris. The Parlement of Paris deprived the Cathedral Canons in 1505 of the temporal
administration of the hospital and entrusted it to eight townsmen, who in tum brought in
Augustinian nuns to staff it. In 1634 Saint Vincent doubled the religious staffby introducing the
Ladies of Charity and the Daughters of Charity. (Cf. 'flu! New CaJholic Encyclopedia, vol. 7,
173.)

-9cause God has promised this. By observing it, you're assured that
you'll be doing God's most holy Will. Saint Clement" felt this
way; he used to say that anyone who had lived in a Community and
observed its Rule had nothing to fear.
"In the second place, it's the beginning of a very great blessing
that will perhaps last forever. Yes, Sisters, if you begin to observe
your Regulations with the intention of doing God's most holy Will,
there's great reason to hope that your little Community will survive
and grow. However, you should also fear that, if you neglect them
and don't live by them, the Community will disappear entirely.
Watch out for that! What a disordered state! !t's a question of nothing less than the abandonment of a good work that God has perhaps
planned from all eternity and for which He has chosen you! What a
happiness if you do it according to His Will! Your Community will
last, not only for a time but, when you die, it will be cause for augmenting your glory in heaven.
"In the third place, perhaps the lives often thousand persons depend on your fidelity. How many husbands are back with their
wives once again, and how many parents with their children!
Maybe you'll be the reason why many persons who might otherwise be lost, will be saved.
"But how is it that God has chosen you for such a great blessing?
It's God's Will to choose simple people. He chose the Apostles to
triumph over idolatry and to convert the whole world. Remember,
Sisters, that God began the Church with poor people, and say, 'Because I am nothing, God has chosen me to render Him a great service. God has so willed it. From my lowly condition I will never
forget Him and will always adore His great mercy to me.'
"Fourth, consider what a great misfortune it would be if, after
God had chosen you for this holy ministry, you should fail Him
through your own fault. At the hour of death, God would reproach
you, saying, 'Go away, you wretched creature; because you didn't
obey your Regulations and didn't assist the sick poor, you've been
15Saint Louise must have misunderstood Saint Vincent because he was probably referring to
Pope Clement vm (1592·1605), who has not been canonized. Vincent, however, considered
him a saintly Pope and even said as much.

-10the cause of the premature death of many persons and of the disappearance of your Little Company.' Now, because it's a good thing
and fitting that it should survive, here are some means:
''The first is to ask God for the grace to live in conformity with
the little Regulations that have been proposed to you.
''The second is to take the trouble to do so and make up your
mind right now to observe them, saying in your hearts, 'Yes, my
God, I'm determined to begin to practice those good things you
taught us. I know I'm weak, but with Your grace I can do all things,
and I feel confident that You'll help me. I implore you by the love
that prompts You to teach us Your holy Will, and I beg you to give
us the strength and courage to live them.'
''The third means of observing your Regulations is to live in
great cordiality and charity with one another. Persons chosen for
the same ministry must also be united in everything. These Sisters
have been chosen for the fulfillment of a plan, but the building
won't last if you don't cherish one another, and this bond will prevent its destruction. Our Lord said to His Apostles, 'If you, my
Apostles, want to carry out the plan I have had from all eternity,
then have great love for one another.' It's true, Sisters, that you're
weak, but put up with one another's imperfections. Uyou don't, the
building will collapse, and others will be put in your place. And because there may be antipathies, it would be well if you were
changed, with the permission of Superiors and the consent of the
Ladies in charge. Saint Peter, Saint Paul, and Saint Barnabas certainly had differences arnong themselves, so it shouldn't be surprising if poor, weak young women have them. You have to be ready to
go wherever you're told to go, and even to request this, saying, 'I
belong neither here nor there, but wherever God wants me to be.'
Don't act like the sons of Zebedee who secretly had places sought
for themselves, which God, for their own good, didn't give them.
You are chosen to be at the disposition of Divine Providence and,
should you be unwilling to submit yourselves entirely to it, you'd
lose a great deal.
"Another means is perfect detachment from father, mother, relatives, and friends so as to belong to God alone. Now, to have this
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great blessing, you must divest yourselves of all things and have
nothing of your own. The Apostles had such detachment. For one
ecu, 16 you'll have a hundred, and as many mothers as there are Ladies of Charity; Providence will never fail you, Sisters. Shouldn't
you have the courage to give yourselves to God, who thinks so
highly of you? Don't try to reserve anything for your own support;
always rely on Providence. Rich people can become needy through
the accidents that often happen, but those who are willing to depend
completely on Providence will never be poor. Isn't it good to live
like that, Sisters? What's there to fear? God has promised that those
who take care of persons who are poor will never want for anything.
Don't you prefer God's promises to the deceits of the world, Sisters? God has committed himself to provide for all your needs.
''The sixth [sic] means is for you to make an annual retreat in order to renew your good resolutions, and each of you will make it at
the time and place judged appropriate and wherever obedience
sends you. It may well be in tltis place.
"Another means to preserve the Company in the exact observance of the Regulations is for each of you to give a monthly account to the person who has the general charge of all of you, and for
a brief talk to be given in this house on the blessing of your way of
life in order to encourage you. As far as possible, I'll be the one to
do this-{)r one of our priests.
"For the coming week, Sisters, make the subject of your mental
prayer a reflection on the graces you've received from God-even
from your childhood-and the dangers about which your parents
warned you and from which you've been rescued by Divine Providence. In order to do this, divide your life into several periods: your
Baptism, the other sacraments, and especially your vocation, and
say, 'When I wasn't even considering it, God was tltinking ofleading me to a Community that would be a means of salvation for me.'
How many graces He wants to grant you in carrying out your minis-

16TItroughout this edition the various denominations of French money have been left in
French since no adequate. unchanging value in American dollars can be assigned. At the time,
one ecu equaled three livres. One thousand livres could support two priests and a Brother for one
year on the missions (cr. vm, lB, n. 2).

-12try! I know someone who was deeply touched by the love of God at
the thought of a grace she had received by her birth, without which
she might never perhaps have been baptized. You can't imagine
how much she has benefited from this. You should say, Sisters,
'Quoi! from all eternity God thought of doing good for me, even at
the time when I hadn't begun to have sentiments of gratitude and
thanks!' Reflect in your hearts on what resolution you should
choose, and resolve to spend your entire life in observing your Regulations of service to the sick. Continue to do this for a week; then,
for the rest of the month, use the meditations in the Introduction, 17
and please don't grow weary of this.
"But, Sisters, all our resolutions are nothing without grace.
That's why we really have to ask God to give us strength and set to
work courageously. Give yourself to God and to the Blessed Virgin
for that intention, and ask the intercession of Saint Louis IS and the
other saints who were so happy to serve God in the way you do.
"Well now, Sisters, think about God's mercy in choosing you to
be the first persons for this foundation. When Solomon wanted to
build God's temple, he placed precious stones in the foundation to
show the excellence of what He was trying to do. May God in His
goodness grant you, the foundation stones of this Company, the
grace of being eminent in virtue! For, by failing to be virtuous, you
would do harm to all those who come after you, if God is pleased to
bless this beginning. Just as trees bear fruit only according to their
seed, those who come after you will probably not aspire to greater
virtues than the ones you've practiced."

17lntroduction to the Devout Life by Saint Francis de Sales. Trans. John K. Ryan. New York:
Doubleday, 1982. This holy man, who honored Saint Vincent with his friendship, was born in
Thorens, near Annecy on August 21, 1567, and died in Lyons on December 28, 1622. "Many
times I have had the honor of enjoying the close friendship of Francis de Sales," declared Saint
Vincent at the beatification process of his illustrious friend on April 17. 1628. He always spoke
of the Bishop of Geneva with great admiration, often referring to him as "our blessed Father" or
''the blessed Bishop of Geneva," and considered him wonhy of the honors reserved to the saints.
According to Jean Coqueret, a Doctor of the Sorbonne, Saint Francis, on his part, used to say that
"he did not know a more worthy or more saintly priest than M. Vincent." (Postulatory letterfrom
the Bishop of Tulle, March 21, 1706.) When it came to appointing a Superior for the Visitation
convent in Paris, Francis de Sales chose Vincent de Paul.
lllLouis IX or Saint Louis (1214-70), King of France (1226-70), canonized in 1297.

-13All the Sisters then declared that they wanted to follow the advice they had heard and to live according to the Regulations given
them. Everyone knelt down, and M. Vincent added, "May God in
His goodness imprint upon your hearts what I, a wretched sinner,
have just told you on His behalf, so that you may be able to remember it well in order to put it into practice, and that you may be truly
Daughters of Charity. In the name of the Father and of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit. Amen."

2•• THE VOCATION OF A DAUGHTER OF CHARITY
July 5,1640

"The subject of this conference is the happiness of Daughters of
Charity: in what it consists, and what you must do to be good, true
Daughters of Charity.
"The happiness ofChristians consists in remaining always in the
state that makes them most pleasing to God so that there's nothing
that can displease Him.
"Two sorts of persons in the world may be in this state: some are
in their own homes and attend ouly to the care of their families and
the observance of the Commandments; the others are those whom
God calls to the state of perfection, such as religious in every Order
and even those He places in Communities, such as the Daughters of
Charity who, although they don't have vows to sustain them for the
present, are, nevertheless, in that state of perfection, if they're true
Daughters of Charity.
"Now, to be true Daughters ofCharity, it's necessary to have left
everything: father, mother, possessions, and the hope of establishing a household. This is what the Son of God teaches in the Gospel.
We also have to renounce ourselves; for, if we leave all things, but
retain our own wills and don't renounce ourselves, nothing has
been done. To be Daughters of Charity is to be daughters of God,
Conference 2. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse afthe Daughters ofCharity; the original is in Saint
Louise's handwriting.

-14daughters belonging entirely to God; for whoever is in charity is in
God and God in her. We must do God's Will in its entirety by observing God's Commandments and those of Holy Church, obeying
our Superiors, observing our Regulations, and preserving uniformity. Yes, Sisters, we have to work at that with all our might.
"Urgent business has kept me until now from helping you, but
the remorse of conscience I often feel about this has made me take
the resolution to speak to you every two weeks on this subject. So,
we have to review your Regulations and make sure that, although
you may be in different places, your spiritual exercises, meditation,
and prayers before meals will still take place at the same time.
"Let's go on to the means of being good Daughters of Charity.
You should often ask God for this in all your prayers, and offer all
your actions to God for this intention; for, of yourselves, you can't
have this great blessing. You, simple country women, swineherds
as I was, we should never presume on our own strength.
"A second means is to have the will to be true Daughters ofCharity. Don't all ofyou desire this? Aren't you determined right now to

be so?"
After M. Vincent had the consent of all present he added, "Make
an act of this right now; all of you, and say in your hearts, 'Yes, my
God, I desire with all my heart and I resolve to be a true Daughter of
Charity with the help of Your holy grace.' That's how interior acts,
like those of faith, hope, and charity, are made.
"To be true Daughters of Charity you must do what the Son of
God did when He was on earth. And what did He do mainly? After
submitting His Will and obeying the Blessed Virgin and Saint Joseph, He worked constantly for His neighbor, visiting and healing
the sick and instructing the ignorant for their salvation. How fortunate you are, Sisters, to be called to a state oflife so pleasing to God!
In addition, however, you must take great care not to abuse this and
strive to become more perfect in this holy state of life. You, poor
village girls and daughters of workmen, have the happiness of being among the fIrst women called to this holy ministry. Since the
time of the women who served the Son of God and the Apostles, no
Community has been established in God's Church for this purpose.
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Humble yourselves profoundly and make up your minds to strive to
be perfect and holy, for you shouldn't hope that those who come after you to follow your example will be better than you because, as a
rule, like produces like. So don't demean your state of life-or
rather, don't dishonor it; don't, by your example, be the reason that
unsatisfactory young women are entrusted with such a noble ministry."

Since, in the course of time, the Sisters had developed habits injurious to their perfection, two questions were asked, the fIrst one
being whether they offended God by complaining of one another.
M. Vincent replied that nothing destroyed union and charity more
than this fault, and that, in the olden days, in a certain Community of
men, when the religious used to visit one other, their fIrst words
were, "Brother. tell me something edifying." "In like manner,"
added Most Honored Father, "when you visit each other, be careful
to say nothing that may cause scandal. If you're Daughters ofCharity, you must fIrst of all have charity among yourselves. Isn't this
what you'd want?" And, asking this of all those present, he had

them promise to excuse one other.
He was then asked if, when they're discontented either with their
Superiors, their ministry with the sick, or at home, or when they experience temptation and sadness, or their troubles make them think
ofleaving the Charity, it's all right for the Sisters to console one another; and if, when the Superior or Superioress has been told of their
failings, they may state their suspicions about certain Sisters, become angry, and speak ill of them.
Regarding the fIrst point, our Most Honored Superior M. Vincent led us to see that venting one's feelings in this way is contagious, and Sisters who seek relief in this manner infect others and
perhaps wound them mortally. If the latter murmur and leave the
Charity, those who have offended them by their bad example will
answer before God for all the 'glory the others might have given
Him, for all the assistance they might have rendered to poor persons, and for all the good they might have done in the Company. In
this we saw the magnitude of this evil, and how carefully it had to be
avoided.

-16As to being reminded of one's failings, M. Vincent said, "Sisters, not only should you not be angry when you know one of your
actions has been reported to your Superiors, but you should desire
it. How do you think all religious Orders and Communities act in
this matter? Without this benefit they couldn't survive. How could
a Superior guide his men without this help, if they're more or less a
hundred leagues 1 away? How could we, in our houses and parishes,
guide you without these admonitions? You can rest assured that this
is absolutely necessary and one of the best practices in Communities! A Superior or Superioress with a great deal to do couldn't
know what goes on in the house without this means. So then, Sisters, don't you think it's necessary?" They all admitted that it was,
and promised not to complain or find fault with it in future nor vent
their feelings to others.
"Well now, Sisters, may God be blessed for the good resolutions
you've just taken to serve Him! They'll help you to grow more exemplary in the vocation to which He has called you. I beg the Divine
Goodness to give you the graces necessary to keep them and to
unite yourselves ever more perfectly in His holy love. In the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen."

3•• THE VOCATION OF DAUGHTER OF CHARTIY
July 19. 1640

On Thursday, July 19, 1640, M. Vincent gave us the second conference on the vocation of the Daughters of Charity and began as
follows: "Well now, here we are, Sisters, gathered together again to
talk about the excellence ofyour vocation and to help you to understand it well, to make up for the faults into which constant business
has caused me to fall, by putting off too long instructing you on
what you should know on this matter. Perhaps, dear Sisters, the jus'One league equals approximately 2.5 miles.
Conference 3. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharityj the original is in Saint
Louise's handwriting.
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tice ofGod will punish me forit in purgatory, but! do have one consolation, namely, that for the ten to twelve years that your Company
has been in existence, you've honored the way the Son ofGod acted
in establishing His Church, for He spent thirty years of His life
without appearing in public, ministering for only three years, and
left nothing in writing to His Apostles. You've been guided by tradition in everything you've done these past years, Sisters, but, with
the help of God, for the future you'll have your little Rules. So, the
object of this talk will be to help you to know God's plan in establishing the Daughters of Charity, for all the workers in the world
have some plan in their works. God himself has never done anything without a plan. His design in establishing the Capuchins was
to form men who would teach penance by their example. He raised
up the Carthusians to honor His solitude and to sing His praises, the
Jesuits to lead an apostolic life, and so on for the others. We have to
look, therefore, at God's plan in establishing you. You, women
wearing your poor headdress, aren't you deeply consoled and
amazed at the same time at such a great grace from God? You don't
realize this ye~ but some day you will. So, have great respect for the
plan God has had for you from all eternity in this regard, and, although it may seem insignificant to you at this time-almost nothing-know that it's a very important one, since it's to love, serve,
and honor the life of His Son on earth.
"But perhaps, Sisters, you don't know how one can love God
above all things. I'm going to tell you how: it's to love Him more
than anything else-more than father, mother, relatives, friends, or

any creature whomsoever; it's to love Him more than ourselves for,
if something were to arise contrary to His glory and Will, or were it
necessary to die for Him, it would be far better to die than to act contrary to His glory and His pure love.
"See what a great plan God has for you, Sisters, and what a grace
He gives you in allowing you already to serve so many poor people
in so many different places! That requires different kinds of Regulations. The Sisters in Angers have theirs; one kind will be needed
for those ministering with poor little children, another for those
who care for the poor persons at the H6tel-Dieu, another for the Sis-

-18ters who serve the poor in the parishes, another for those with the
poor convicts, and still another for those who remain at home,
whom you should look upon and love as your own family. And all
these Rules should he based on the general Rule, about which I'd
like to speak with you.
"Providence has permitted that the very first words of your Rule
read as follows: 'The Company of the Daughters of Charity is established to love and serve God, and to honor Our Lord their Patron
and the Blessed Virgin.' And how will you honor Him? Your Rule
tells you, for it goes on to make known to you God's plan in establishing your Company: 'To serve the sick poor corporally by supplying them with all they need; and spiritually by seeing that they
live and die in a good state.' So you see, Sisters, you may do all the
good you like, but if you don't do it well, it will profit you nothing.
Saint Paul taught us this: give all your goods to the poor, but if you
don't have charity, you're doing nothing; no, not even should you
give your lives. We must imitate the Son of God, dear Sisters, who
did nothing except from the motive of the love He had for God His
Father. So, your intention in coming to the Charity should he to
come here purely for the love and pleasure of God; and, as long as
you remain in it, all your actions should tend to that same love.
"The first and surest means of acquiring this love is to ask God
for it and to have a strong desire to obtain it. What use would it he to
carry soup or medicines to poor persons ifthe motive for such an action wasn't love? That was the motive of all the actions of the
Blessed Virgin, ofthe good women who ministered to poor persons
under the guidance ofour holy [Mother) and the Apostles, like Saint
Magdalen, Saint Martha, Saint Mary, Salome, Susanna, and Saint
Joanna, the wife of Herod's steward Chuza, of whom you're so forlunate as to he the successors.
"You also honor the Son of God by seeing that the sick poor are
always in a good state, that is, in the grace of God. What an honor
and consolation for you, Sisters-who of yourselves could never
hope to perform great acts of charity nor he able to assist in the salvation of souls-that God has given you such an easy means to
serve their bodies! To do this for the love of God wouldn't suffice

-19for you for, among those whom you may serve, there will be many
who are God's enemies because of the sins they have been committing for such a long time and the ones they will perhaps want to
commit after their illness, if you don't try to change them from being God's enemies to being His friends by true penance. That's why
it's essential, Sisters, for you to be aware that, from all eternity,
God's plan for your establishment has been that you honor Him by
doing your utmost in the service of souls to make them friends of
God, that is, by taking great care to dispose them to receive the sacraments, doing so even before concerning yourselves with their
physical care. You should speak to them with such charity and kindness that they see that only God's glory and their own salvation
prompt you to talk to them on such matters. Point out to them the
importance of receiving the sacraments in dispositions that may
benefit their souls and, when they have been reconciled with God,
tell them that there won't be a single moment of their lives, nor a
single suffering, that God won't accept and reward, even should
they not die for another fifty years.
"While they're ill, take great care to prepare them for death, and
to take resolutions to lead a good life ifGod allows them to recover.
In that way, Sisters, from being enemies of God, as they were, they
will become God's friends. What a consolation for you in paradise,
if you're so fortunate to see there those sonls who, by their presence,
will increase the glory with which God will reward you!
"And that's not all. God has another plan, dear Sisters: that of
your own perfection; for what good will it do you, Sisters, to win all
souls for God if you lose your own? On the other hand, how can you
strive for your own perfection when you have so much to do? Your
Rule will teach you how, since the second article tells you to love
one another like sisters whom Jesus Christ has united by the bond of
His love. Isn't that a very compelling motive? Sisters, it would be a
great deal to say, 'Love one another like sisters,' but it would clutch
you by the heart completely to say to you 'Like sisters whom Jesus
Christ has united by the bond of His love.' See how obligated you
are to love one another, dear Sisters, if you don't want to run the risk
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of spurning the great grace God has bestowed on you in giving you
the vocation of His dearest friends!
''This holy love, dear Sisters, couldn't allow you to harbor any
bitterness ofheart toward one another. So, should it happen that you
have any of this bitterness or give bad example to one another, ask
each other's forgiveness immediately-a forgiveness that comes
from a loving heart that is anxious to please God, to love Him, to
love one another for love of Him, and to bear with one another in
your little difficulties and natural shortcomings.
"Another means to improve yourselves is mortification of the
senses. What a great secret Saint Paul reveals to us in one of his
Epistles when, speaking to the people he had instructed, he says,
'My very dear brothers, I have to speak to you ofvery lowly, humiliating things, but you must mortify your members so that, just as
they have served iniquity, they may now serve justice.' I I say the
same to you, dear Sisters: mortify your senses and you'll soon find a
change in yourselves and great facility in doing good. We have five
exterior and three interior senses. The exterior ones are sight, smell,
hearing, taste, and touch. They are so many windows by which the
world, the flesh, and the devil may gain entrance into your hearts.
''That's why you should begin with sight: accustom yourselves
to keep your eyes moderately cast down, for, since you'll be serving
laypersons, your reserved attitude should not be so severe as to
scare them off. That might hinder you from doing the good that
moderate cheerfulness could accomplish. Simply abstain from staring too long and too fixedly into the eyes of men or women, and
from certain provocative glances that are highly dangerous and
whose damage is not inunediately perceived. You can also mortify
this sense in church, in the streets, and on many occasions when
your curiosity is aroused, by averting your gaze from all these objects for love of God.
"Our sense of smell also needs to be mortified, either by willingly enduring offensive odors when they present themselves,
without being squeamish, especially when you're with your sick
'Cf. Rom 6:19. (NAB)
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poor, and also by refraining from pleasant odors when you are able
to smell some; but this shouldn't be obvious."
M. Vincent was asked if there was any merit in refraining from
putting fragrance on one's linen or dresses. Since he couldn't even
conceive of anyone having such very vain ideas, he showed great
surprise, and this amazement was almost his only reply. Nevertheless, he added that it would be a very great fault for a Daughter of .
Charity even to entertain such an idea.
"We can also mortify our sense of taste very frequently, even if
only by taking the piece of bread we least fancy; by going to meals
without manifesting the keen appetite we may sometimes have; by
not eating between meals; and by not taking what is most pleasing
to our taste, or taking only part of what we're allowed to eat.
"The sense of hearing is another dangerous window by which
what is said to us sometimes takes such a strong hold on our hearts
that countless disorders ensue. Watch out for that, Sisters. Charity
is often greatly endangered because of the senses. That's why you
should mortify them as far as possible. Don't willingly listen to
slander, but turn adroitly away from spiteful words and anything
that might unnecessarily wound your hearts or even your senses.
"The fifth is the sense of touch. We mortify it by refraining from
touching our neighbor and not allowing others to touch us for sensual pleasure-not merely our hands, but any other part of our
body.
The practice of such mortification, Sisters, will be a great help to
you in becoming perfect and fulfilling God's plan in establishing
your Community. Strongly encourage one another in this. Another
benefit resulting from it is that you'll give others good example; for,
although it's a great thing to teach by words, dear Sisters, example
has quite another power over hearts. Saint Francis 2 was well aware
ofthis. One day he said to one of his Brothers, 'Let's go and preach,'
and then he simply walked through the town with him. When, as
they were heading back home, the Brother said to him, 'But you
didn't preach,' the Saint replied, 'Oh yes, Brother, our demeanor

2Saint Francis of Assisi.
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and recollection were a sermon for those people.' So then, Sisters,
please be recollected and work earnestly at your perfection. Don't
be content with doing good, but do it in the way God wants, that is,
as perfectly as you can, thereby becoming worthy servants of the
poor.
"I was deeply consoled a few days ago, dear Sisters, and 1really
must share this with you! 1heard the vow formula ofthe Hospitaler
Monks ofItaly read aloud; it ran as follows: 'I ... vow and promise
to God to observe all my life poverty, chastity, and obedience, and
to serve our lords the poor.' Just imagine how pleasing it is to God,
Sisters, to honor His dear members the poor in this way."
The fervor with which M. Vincent read the words of these vows
prompted some Sisters to express their feelings. Referring to the
happiness of those good religious, who gave themselves entirely to
God in that way, they asked whether, in our Company, some Sisters
might be allowed to make a similar act.
"Yes, indeed, Sisters," His Charity replied, "but with this difference: since the vows of those good religious are solemn, not even
the Pope can dispense them from them; but the ones you might
make could be dispensed by the Bishop. Still, it would be better not
to make them at all than to have the intention of obtaining a dispensation whenever you wished."
To the question, "Would it be well for Sisters to make them privately and from devotion?" His Charity answered that we should be
very careful about that, but if anyone wished to do so, she should
mention it to her Superiors and, after that, remain at peace, whether
they permit or refuse it.
Moved with great fervor, M. Vincent began to raise his heart and
eyes to heaven and said the following words, " '0 my God, we give
ourselves entirely to you. Grant us the grace to live and die in the
perfect observance of true poverty. 1ask you this for all our Sisters
absent and present.' Don't you wanttodo so, Sisters? 'Grant us also
the grace to live and die chastely. 1ask this favor for all the Daughters of Charity and for myself as well, and that of living in the perfect observance of obedience. We likewise give ourselves to you,
my God, to honor and serve our lords the poor all our lives, and we
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this, dear Sisters?"
All our Sisters gave their consent very willingly and devoutly,
and went on their knees. M. Vincent gave us his customary blessing, asking God to grant us the grace of fully accomplishing His
plan. Blessed be God!

4•• FIDELITY TO RISING AND MENTAL PRAYER
August 2, 1640

At the meeting held on Thursday, August 2, 1640, when M. Vincent noticed that some Sisters had absented themselves without a
good excuse, he began by pointing out to us the importance of persevering in the vocation to which God has called us.
"You see, Sisters, we must be very careful not to lose any opportunity of perfecting ourselves. You've seen that God's plan in calling you to the Daughters of Chality is to sanctify you in order to
honor God's Will and that of His Son, who spent thirty years working on earth before instructing and healing the sick poor. So, dear
Sisters, you should work seriously. It's not enough to bear the name
of Daughters of Chality-that is, daughters of God-you must also
seize the opportunities to learn the means of improving yourselves,
such as the conferences, which are all aimed at that. God so earnestly desires you to follow and carry out the vocation to which
He's calling you that, as one great saint has said, if your father and
mother were to throw themselves across the threshold to prevent
your departure, step over them. 'But they're my parents,' you'll
say. Never mind, step over them. With even greater reason, dear
Sisters, do you have to overcome any difficulty that may alise to
prevent you from becoming perfect Daughters of Chality. 'But it's
the Superioress of my palish.' Even should it be your confessor,
you must still go ahead.
Conference 4. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharity; the original is in Saint
Louise's handwriting.
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"We'll begin this conference, Sisters, by speaking of the necessity of putting everything in order. You see that God's order is manifested both in nature and in grace; you see how all the seasons
never fail to follow one other, how day follows night, how birds
have their winter and summer migrations; how plants bring forth
flowers and fruits in due season. Lastly, dear Sisters, if we don't follow our Rules, we won't do anything worthwhile, for disorder is the
road to perdition. It's said of hell, which is the place of perdition,
that there's no order there, but only everlasting horror and disorder.
"You will rise punctually at five 0' clock. The entire daily schedule depends on this first action. Be courageous in forming this habit;
it isn't very difficult to do provided you're healthy and have had
sufficient sleep during the night, which should be seven hours. If
some weakness prevents this, then we should make up in the morning the time we haven't slept during the night."
M. Vincent was then asked whether a Sister may stay in bed in
the morning if she has been kept awake at night by some slight pain
or other disturbance or if, through her own fault, she didn't get to
bed on time, or if, being slightly infirm, she usually doesn't fall
asleep until moruing.
"Sisters," replied M. Vincent, "it's not reasonable that Sisters
should rise late if they haven't had a good night's rest through their
own fault; that would be a continual disorder and a departure from
the order in which God wants us to be. They have to be careful to
conform to the hours prescribed by the Rule. Furthermore, there
would be reason to fear that nature would grow accustomed to this
morning sleep-which it would infallibly do.
"I'll tell you quite simply what I do. Often I don't sleep at night
but, unless fever obliges me to provoke a sweat, I always rise at four
0' clock, which is the time fixed for the community, for I know from
experience that I'd easily grow accustomed to getting up later.
That's why, dear Sisters, you have to do a little violence to yourselves; then you'll find it very easy because our bodies are donkeys;
when they're used to one road, they always take it. And to make this
habit easy, go to bed regularly at the same time."
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parishes are liable to receive visitors, sometimes poor persons and
at other times neighbors, who interfere with their spiritual exercises
and are the reason why they can't always get to bed on time, he replied, "Look, Sisters, you must be generous in seeking perfection
through the exact observance of your Rules. Tell the people who
come to see you at the times when you should be at some community exercise, 'This is our meal time,' or 'This is the time we go to
bed.' Ifyoll say this in agraciolls manner, you won't vex them; on
the contrary, you'll edify them. God will be glorified by it because
you'll be faithful to Him in this malter, and you'll derive great advantage from it for your perfection.
"So, having risen at five 0' clock, adore God on your knees, offer
yourselves to His goodness, thank Him for all His graces, and ask
Him for His holy blessing. Then get dressed, make your beds, and at
half-past five begin your meditation. Have a deep love for this holy
exercise of mental prayer, Sisters, and go to it with the greatest care,
for it's the seed bed of all devotion.
"In this respect, I must tell you how edified I was recently by a
President, 1 who made his retreat with us about a year ago. Speaking
to me about the little examination ofconscience he had made on his
rule of life, he said that, by the grace of God, he thought he had
failed to make his meditation only twice. 'But do you know, Monsieur, how I make my meditation? I foresee what I'll have to do during the day and take my resolutions accordingly. I'll go to the
Courts of Justice; I'll have to plead such and such a case; perhaps
I'll meet some person of rank who may, by his advice, try to corrupt
me. With the help of God's grace, I'll be very much on my guard
against that. Perhaps someone will offer me a present which I'd
very much like to have; I won't take it! If! feel inclined to rebuff
somebody, I'll speak to him kindly and graciously.'

1President of the Parlernent of Paris. "Parternent" refers to the French judicial system. At the
time of Saint Vincent, France hadeightParlements, each with its own legal jurisdiction, chief of
which was the Parlement of Paris. They registered or gave sanction to the King's edicts,

ordinances, and declarations, and supervised their implementation.
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"Well, Sisters, what do you think of that sort of prayer? Aren't
you deeply edified by the perseverance ofthat good President, who
could excuse himself on account of his many business affairs and
yet does not because of his desire to be faithful in keeping his resolutions? And you, dear Sisters, aren't you courageous enough to try
to follow God's plan to perfect you by the practice of your Rule?
You can make your prayer in this way, which is the best way; for
you shouldn't make it in order to have exalted ideas, ecstasies, and
raptures-which are more harmful than useful-but only to perfect
yourselves and make you trnIy good Daughters of Charity.
So, your resolutions should be something like this, 'I'm going to
serve some poor persons; I'll try to go to them with a simple, cheerful attitude to comfort and edify them; I'll speak to them as if they
were my lords. There are some persons who seldom speak to me;
I'll put up with it; I have the habit of saddening a Sister on such and
such an occasion; I won't do it. She sometimes displeases me; I'll
bear with it. One Lady scolds me, another finds fault with me; I'll
try not to fail in my duty and will show them the honor and respect I
owe them. When I'm with a certain person, it's nearly always harmful to my perfection; as far as possible, I'll avoid that situation.' I
think that's how you should make your meditation, Sisters. Don't
you think this method is helpful and easy?" All the Sisters thought
so, and Most Honored Father added, "Well then, dear Sisters,
please practice it in this way."
When some pointed out the difficulty they experienced in making their prayer, he replied, "For a long time, a lady I knew 2 had the
practice in all her meditations of contemplating a picture of the
Blessed Virgin. First, she would look at her eyes and then say in her
2Saint Jane Frances de Chantal. Jeanne-~se Premiat was born in DijaR on January 23,
1572. She and Baron de Chantal her husband had four children. Widowed at a very young age.
she placed herself under the guidance of Saint Francis de Sales, and with him established the
Orderofthe Visitation. The foundation ofthe First Monastery in Paris drew her to that city where
she remained from 1619 to 1622. There she became acquainted with Saint Vincent, whom she
requested of Jean-F~isde Goneli, Archbishop of Paris, as Superior of her daughters. Until
her death in Moulins on December 13, 1641, as she was returning to Annecy from a trip to Paris,
she kept in close contact with M. Vincent, whom she consulted for spiritual direction and the
business affairs ofberCommunity. (Cr. Henri de Maupas du Tour, La Vie de lo. Vintrable Mere
Jeanne.FrtJIlfoise Frimior,jondatrice, premiere Mere et Religieuse de l'OTtire de la Visitation
de Sainte-Marie [new ed., Paris: Simeon Piget, 1653).)
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own mind, '0 beautiful eyes, how pure you are! You never did anything but glorify God. What purity is apparent in your holy eyes!
How different from mine, by which I've so often offended my God!
I don't want to give them so much liberty any longer but, on the contrary, I'll accustom them to modesty' ...
"Another time, she'd look at her mouth and say, '0 holy mouth,
how often you opened yourself to give praise to God and to teach
and edify your neighbor! You never did it to commit sin. How different from mine, which has always done the opposite! Holy Virgin, by God's grace and your charity I am trying to watch more
closely over my words and especially to avoid certain speech that
gives bad example and saddens my neighbor.' In this way, point by
point, that lady contemplated the Blessed Virgin, and it served her
for many years as a subject for mental prayer."
M. Vincent's attention was called to the fact that sometimes the
two Sisters who ministedn a parish dido't know how to read, and he
was asked if it would be well for them to confine themselves to the
principal mysteries of the life and Passion of Our Lord, which they
had heard about more often. "That would be excellent, Sisters," he
replied, "but on feast days it would be well for you to meditate on
the Gospels that are read at that time. And you can learn these Gospels by spending a long time in this house, for Sisters should love
the place where they're formed to be capable of working for the
sanctification of others and in the service of the poor. I've known
persons who could neither read nor write, yet made their prayer perfectly well. To be truly learned, dear Sisters, it suffices for you to
love God.
"But some Sisters will say to me that books and knowledge are a
great help. If that's what you think, you're deceiving yourselves.
One day a Franciscan Brother said to Saint Bonaventure, 'How fortunate you are, Father, to be so learned and to make your prayer so
well! What a help that must be to you!' 'Brother,' he replied, 'to
make our prayer well we don't need knowledge; it's enough to love
God well. The poorest old woman and the most ignorant Brother, if
they love God, make their meditation better than I do.' This so de-
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ignorant folk love God well, and we will make our meditation well.'
"When someone else asked Saint Thomas in what books he
found his lofty, beautiful concepts ofGod, he received this reply, 'If
I may, Monsieur, I'll take you to my library,' and Saint Thomas
brought him before his crucifix, telling him that it was the only
thing he studied.
"Dear Sisters, those of you who don't know how to read would
do well, until you've learned the Gospels of the feast days of the
year, to dwell on the Passion of Our Lord. The Franciscan Friars
never have any other subject for their mental prayer. It has occurted
to me that using pictures would be very helpful to you. You saw
how useful that was to the lady I mentioned. Get some fairly large
pictures of the principal mysteries of the life and Passion of Our
Lord; and in the evening after the examination of conscience, instead of reading something, the Superior should show one of these
pictures to her Sister and say, 'Sister, we'll make this the subject of
our meditation tomorrow.' Then she should put it in the room where
they're to meet the following morning. If thoughts fail you, look at
the picture and use the method of that good lady. In addition, don't
forget the President's method for your resolutions, which should be
the principal point of your meditation."
A few Sisters then complained about forgetting their resolutions
or about something else, but M. Vincent said to them, "Sisters, I
also knew another very virtuous lady living in the world who used
to carry a little picture in her sleeve. She would take it out, without
anyone noticing, look at it, say a little prayer, and quietly replace it.
This practice kept her strongly attached to the presence of God. I
ask you, too, to accustom yourselves to this holy presence, which is
extremely necessary for you. You'll find in it a great aid for your
perfection. There are different ways of practicing it: you can see
God in the heavens and reflect that He's everywhere, or in each

creature you see, or even in your own heart."
Some Sisters stated that it was difficult for them to make their
meditation before going out to take medicine to the sick, especially
in summer because ofthe heat. "Dear Sisters," said M. Vincent, "a1-
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ways do whatever you can so that, prayer being your fIrst occupation, your mind may be fIlled with God for the rest of the day. It's
true that you must prefer the service of the poor to this in case of necessity, but, if you're careful, you'll fInd plenty of time for both.
The sick are rarely purged during extremely hot weather. The devil
does all he can to keep us from making meditation because he's
well aware that, if he's the fIrst to fIll our mind with frivolous
thoughts, he'll be the master of it all day long. So I urge you as
strongly as I can, Sisters, to make your prayer before going out and
to make it together. If, however, you're legitimately prevented, you
can make it later in church, but this should be as rarely as possible.
Please be exact about this holy exercise; share with one another
how you've spent your prayertime, and especially your resolutions,
which you should mention quite simply."
After listening to some Sisters who complained about sleeping
during mental prayer, M. Vincent added, "You must be really on
your guard against this temptation because it's a common one.
True, sleeping at prayer may be the result ofa bad night or too much
work the previous day, but that's the exception. If sleeping during
prayer should become habitual, then, to break the habit, stand up, or
kiss the floor, or bring back your attention from time to time because, if we don't fInd a cure for it, it will recur daily. Are you aware
that there's a devil whose job it is to put people to sleep when
they're at prayer? He stirs up bodily humors in such a way that they
send vapors to the head that put people to sleep.
"Well now, Sisters, I ask God to sanctify you by the practice of
your Rules, to grant you the grace to imitate His Son, who willed to
work for thirty years before going to teach His neighbor, and to give
you His holy blessing for this purpose. In the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, Amen."

-30S. - FIDFI.I'I'Y TO RISING AND MENTAL. PRAI ER
August 16. 1641)

On Thursday, August 16, 1640, feast of Saint Roch,' M. Vincent
said, "Sisters, although I'm the most contemptible sinner in the
world, it has pleased God in His goodness that I should come to
speak to you on His behalf, and I ask Him that it may be for His
glory and your edification. I had promised myself that I'd give you
your little Regulations today, but some business has prevented me
from doing so. I was nearly unable to come at all today because I
had to go far into the city: therefore. I won't have much time to talk
to you."
The oldest Sister2 reminded him that at the end of the last meeting it was stated that, since the subject concerned our practices. it
would be well to begin by a review. So, M. Vincent went back once
again to the points, beginning with rising at five o'clock. and questioned the Sisters one after the other. By the grace of God no one
was failing in this matter.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! Keep it up because to begin is nothing.
And mental prayer'? If possible, you should never miss it. Do you
remember that good President's method?" Some Sisters said they
had practiced it. "That doesn't mean, Sisters, that we should spend
all our prayer time looking ahead at what we have to do and how to
do it well. But the subject for meditation must be considered; converse with God about it, and do so for His love, which I'm sure
you'll always cherish deeply. Direct your resolutions toward the
day's activities, especially those that will help you tend to perfection and the fulfilment of your Rule, the better to honor God in your
vocation.

Conference S. - Archives of the Mothcrhousc of the Daughters of Chanty; the original is in Saint
Louise's handwriting.
'Saint Roch. horn in the thirtecn h century in Montpellier (France ). was invoked for protection
against the plague and contagious diseases.
'Saint Louise.

"Eh Bien! Sisters, we said at the last meeting that one means of
leading a well-regulated life is to be diligent in what you have to
dooutside the house, not lingering anywhere, and sending away
persons-no matter what their social class-who come to your
house at the times prescribed for your spiritual exercises. Are you
doing this" Since this was a very difficult point, M. Vincent added,
"Please don't fail in this, dear Sisters, because on it depends the
practice of your Regulations. Sometimes, out of timidity, a Sister
won't dare to say to her companion, `Sister, it's time for us to
leave.' This is the way you should act: there are two of you; imitate
the conduct of soldiers in wartime. One is usually more submissive
than the other. The one who is less so sees to what has to be done. In
the same way, those among you who, either by character or by virtue, are more decisive , should take charge of putting a stop to the
hindrances arising from conversations outside the house, but you
should do so gently and charitably. Above all, the other Sister
mustn't offer any resistance to this, even if she's better acquainted
than her companion with the persons who have to be sent away."
In reply to the question of whether the Daughters of Charity
could receive women friends in their rooms and even invite them to
sleep there , M. Vincent said, "Sisters, be careful never to invite anyone into your rooms under any pretext whatsoever; that would be
very dangerous."
"Monsieur ," said a Sister, " please tell us how we can practice the
devotion of that lady Your Charity mentioned the last time-the
one who kept a picture of the Blessed Virgin in her sleeve."
"You can do it this way: at the beginning of any action or conversation, and from time to time throughout the day, touch the rosary
that hangs on your belt, or the medal or crucifix attached to it. Raise
your heart to God and say to Him, 'My God, may I speak this word
or do this action for your glory and love.' "
Most Honored Father wanted to know if the Sisters remembered
this action of the lady. Some said they did and had begun to practice
it. Marguerite Lauraine, the young Sister who was serving poor persons in Saint-Laurent parish at that time, told us how, when she was
passing through the square where silly tricks and games were being
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played during the fair,3 she wanted to go back to watch some of
them, but, instead of yielding to this, she held the crucifix ofherrosary and said, "0 my God, it's much better to look at you than at the
follies of the world."
"God bless you, Sister! That's what should be done. Do you
think, dear Sisters, that this good Sister did little or nothing by acting like that? Oh, she did something great! And what did she do?
She pierced the heavens and sent a dart oflove into the heart ofGod.
God himself tells us so, 'A short, fervent prayer pierces the
clouds.' 4 Those darts of love are very pleasing to God and, consequently, are highly recommended by the holy Fathers, who realized
their importance. That's why I urge you, Sisters, to accustom yourselves to make them and to think often ofyour obligation to work at
your perfection in your way of life. You don't realize its grandeur. I
can't tell you enough, Sisters, that it's one of the greatest in the
Church, after that of the Nuns of the Hiltel-Dieu,5 of whom I'll
speak to you some day. Isn't your heart touched when you think,
'Quoi! God has chosen me, a poor country woman, for such a holy
ministry! He passed by my mother, all my relatives, and so many
others in my village, and cast His eyes on Genevieve, Jeanne, Marie,etc., to bethefrrst! What agreat grace ofGod! 0 guidanceofDivine Providence, you will be forever blessed!' This thought, dear
Sisters, will surely give you the desire for great perfection.
"I think we spoke at the last meeting ofhow gracious you should
be with one another. I recommended that you not allow in your
hearts anything that might displease your companions, and never
give bad example to one another. Remember, dear Sisters, that this
is the bond ofyour union, which is so necessary for you. Be faithful
to this practice and you'll see what great good will result from it. It
will, in particular, prevent many complaints that often occur if
we're not very careful about this. No one displeases God more than
a grumbler. What does a murderer do? He kills the body ofa person
3No infonnation is available on Marguerite Lauraine. Saint-Lazare Priory, as aseigneurie,
had rights over the Saint-Laurent fair, which was beldjnst opposite the priory, on the other side
of rue do Faubourg-Saint-Denis (cf. XIlla, 305, D. I).

4<:(. Sir 35:17. (NAB)

sne Augustinian Nuns.
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whose soul is perhaps happy in heaven. But, I ask you, what does a
grumbler do? Far worse! He doesn't kill the body, but with a single
word he may perhaps kill many souls. Yes, Sisters, a Sister who
would tell another of the anuoyance caused her by the Superior or
her Superioress, or who would complain of being kept in a place she
doesn't like, or who might feel tempted to leave and would say so,
criticizing those who may have been the cause of her discouragement; yes, Sisters, I tell you that such a person would be worse than
a murderer. The poor Sisters who listen to her will be dismayed by
all those complaints and will start to grumble more themselves,
grow weary of their situation and, in the end, will abandon their vocation, by which God intended to save and sanctify them. Isn't that
poor Sister, who was the frrsllo complain, the cause of the loss of all
the rest? And what could she do to restore to those poor souls the life
she's taken from them? Don't you see that such a Sister, if-God

forbid!-there were any, would be worse than a murderess, since
the life of the body is nothing in comparison with that of the soul.
" 'But,' you'll say to me, 'what will such a poor discontented
Sister do?' Do you know what she should do, Sisters? She should
come to see me-me or your Superioress-to tell either one of us
her troubles; and, instead of listening to her, her companion should

say. 'In God's name, Sister, let's remember that we're Daughters of
Charity; as such, we shouldn't complain of anything and should
love our Sisters cordially.'
"Well then, Sisters, since you've been chosen to imitate the holy
life of the crucified Jesus on earth, may He be pleased to obtain for
you from God His Father all the graces you need to be true Daughters of Charity! In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit. Amen."

-346•• EXPLANATION OF THE REGULATIONS
August 16. 1641

"Here we are, dear Sisters, meeting once again by God's grace. I
should have brought you together long ago but was prevented
mainly by my own wretchedness and my business affairs. Well,
Sisters, I hope that God's goodness itself has made up for what I
should have done for you. That same goodness is allowing us to
meet on the feast of Saint Roch, one of the saints to whom you
should have great devotion because he spent his life in the practice
of charity, to the point of contracting a contagious disease from the
plague-stricken whom he was nursing for the love ofGod. How fortunate you are, Sisters, that God has called you to such a holy ministry! Some among you care for the sick poor so fervently that they
gladly expose themselves to the same danger as good Saint Roch.
Our dear Sisters in Angers went into the tainted atmosphere of the
hospital, and even ministered to patients who had the plague with as
much ease as they attended to other patients. It seemed as if they
were immune to the plague, for they nursed everyone without exception.
"Oh, Blessed be God! Blessed be God! Blessed be God,dearSisters! That is indeed the charity the Holy Spirit teaches us when the
Spirit says that there's no greater love than to lose one's soul-that
is, one's life--for love ofthe neighbor. How holy is our state of life,
dear Sisters! For isn't it true that our greatest happiness is to be
loved by God? Nothing can give you greater assurance of this than
the practice of what is required by your state of life, and that's what
you're doing, dear Sisters, for there can be no greater charity than to
risk one's life for the neighbor. And isn't that what you do every day
by your ministry? How fortunate you are!
"Be very grateful for this grace and take great pains to preserve
it; and, in order to do so, be faithful in the exact observance of your
little Regulations, whether you're inside or outside the house. How
risky it is, Sisters, to put yourself in danger oflosing it! Avoid every
Conference 6.· MS. SV 4, 14ff.
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those souls fall who spurn their vocation and abandon God's service. Do you know what happens to them? Abandoned by God, they
commit the most serious faults and are at the mercy oftheir senses. I
can't explain this state better to you than by telling you what happens to a wretched priest, who, because he's made himselfunworthy of his sacred character by notorious misdeeds, has incurred the
penalty of being defrocked. Look at what the Bishop does; he removes the chalice from his hands with words ofexecration; then the
stole, while reproaching him for his unworthiness; next, the
maniple and the other priestly vesttnents, continuing all the while
with similar execrations. Finally, he hands him over to the secular
authority. Something like this happens, Sisters, to persons who, by
their inconstancy, lose their vocation. Little by little God withdraws
His graces and ends by abandoning them entirely. Let us fear this
just punishment and do all in our power to preserve this precious

treasure.
"One means of preserving your vocation is to have a high regard
for it and to reflect often on the grace God has given you in taking
you from your native place, your home, and your friends to place
you in such a holy state of life. I had intended to have your Regulations and the holy practices of the house read aloud, but I' m pressed
for time; however, I won't fail to do so.
"Please tell me if the Daughters of Charity should rise at five
o'clock and make their prayer afterward." The Sisters' replies
showed that none of them failed to do so, except that, for meditation, those who didn't know how to read and those who, because of
the large number of patients couldn't make their prayer at home, did
so during Holy Mass.
One ofthe Sisters asked ifit was better to make one's prayer or to
go to Holy Mass. "That's a good question, Sisters," said M. Vincent. "As far as possible, you should hear Mass every day, but ifyou
are needed in the house or have to attend to poor persons, you
should have no qualms about omitting it. I'll tell you what an Abbot
of the Order of Saint Bernard said to me on this topic. In his day,
there were ouly three or four priests and a number of other religious
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meditation. A nobleman who had observed this said to the Abbot
one day, 'Father, how is it that your religious don't go to daily
Mass?' 'If they did, Monsieur, it would be very detrimental to the
needs of the household.' 'Tell me, please, how much you'd lose
each year?' They calculated the amount ofmoney that would be lost
if they each assisted at Mass and found that it came to forty eous,
which was a large sum of money at the time. The nobleman gave
them that sum of money and, with it, the convenience of hearing
Mass.
"From this example, Sisters, you see that, in those cases of necessity to which I've referted, you shouldn't worry if you can't get
to Mass every day. As to knowing which you should prefer, meditation or Mass, when you have a free half-hour, I tell you that you
shouldn't omit either. Go to church and, after making the preparation with the priest, say the Confiteor, so that, your sins being forgiven, your prayers will be more pleasing to God. Then begin to
make your meditation on the subject, which you'll read in the book,
as you read it the previous evening. But as far as possible, Sisters,
get in the habit of making your mental prayer at home, as your Rule
and the custom of the house prescribe.
"After Mass, you should work at learning how to read in order to
be able to teach little girls. Apply yourselves seriously to this, dear
Sisters, because it's one of the two aims for which you give yourselves to God: the service of the sick poor and the education of
youth, especially in country places. The city is almost fully furnished with Sisters, so it's only right that you should go to minister
in the country. Aren't all ofyou disposed to do so, dear Sisters, with
no further thought of where you may be sent, of your friends, or
whether to places that are near or far?" With cheerful countenances,
all the Sisters replied that they intended to go wherever obedience
might send them.
"As for your examination of conscience before dinner, be faith-

ful to that, Sisters. You know it's to be made on the resolution taken
at morning meditation, and to thank God if, by His grace, you've
put it into practice, or to ask His forgiveness if, through negligence,
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examination of conscience.
"And, dear Sisters, do you think of God frequently?" Some Sisters said they raised their hearts to God several times an hour; others, whenever there were slight annoyances. Most said they did so
every hour; a few said almost never.
"Sisters, the custom of reading a chapter of our blessed Father's
Introduction I has been very helpful to you. Don't neglect this
means. As for reconciliation, when there's any little disagreement
between you, do you kneel before one another to ask each other's
forgiveness? That's a very necessary practice, as also that of charitably admonishing one another when you see your Sister commit a
fault. But do you know how to do this? If a Sisternotices that one of
her companions has committed afault in private, she should remind
her of it once or twice in order to practice fraternal correction. If the
warning proves useless, she should tell either the Directress or me,
whichever is more convenient. You see, Sisters, this is a divine
command, since God himself said He will demand an account of
our brother's soul from each of us. We're responsible for one another. As for me, M. Dehorgny 2 has the duty ofreminding me ofthe
faults I commit. You should do the same for one another. I recommend this practice; it's a great blessing for those who comply with
it." By asking questions, M. Vincent saw that it was practiced only
by some Sisters, and very rarely by others.
"Let's be faithful to God, Sisters, and fear His judgments, especially since we'll have to give Him an account of how we lived our
vocation. I myself have great reason to fear them.

[Saint Francis de Sales, Introduction to the Devout Life.
2Jean Dehorgny, from Esrrees-Saint-Denis (Oise), entered the Congregation of the Mission in
August 1627 and was ordained a priest on April 22. 1628. When Saint Vincent made the move to
Saint-Lazare in 1632, Dehorgny took overthe direction afthe College des Bons-Enfants, which
he retained uoti11635, then took up again (1638-43, 1654-59). He was Assistant to the Superior
General (1642-44, 1654-67), Superiorofthe house in Rome (164447, 1651-53), and Director of
the Daughters of Charity (1660-67). In 1640, 1641, 1643, 1644, 1659, and 1660. he made the
visitation of several houses ofthe Company, reestablishing good order wherever necessary. His
sympathy for Jansenistic ideas merited for us two beautiful letters from Saint Vincent, who had
the joy of seeing him return to sounder beliefs. Dehorgny died on July 7, 1667. We still have
twenty.three of his conferences to the Daughters of Charity and several letters.
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point again two weeks from now. Please come without any further
notification. May God be pleased to be glorified by what we've
said, Sisters, and to grant us the grace ofimitating the charity of the
great Saint Roch so that, fearing nothing, we may practice charity
purely for the love of God! I ask Him with all my heart to bless you.
In the name of the Father, etc."

7•• THE JUBILEE'
October 15, 1641

"Dear Sisters, this meeting has no other purpose than to instruct
you on the Jubilee so that, knowing what it is, you may have an even
greater desire to gain it. I'll explain the Jubilee, why we have it, and
the means of gaining it.
''The word 'Jubilee' comes to us from the Old Law. A Jubilee
year used to occur only once every hundred years and brought great
privileges to those who were living at the time; but it was only for
temporal benefits: those who had sold property could recover it and
those who had any debts were released from them. The year was
called the year ofjoy orjubilation; from that comes the word 'Jubi·
lee.'
"Now, under the law ofgrace, dear Sisters, the joy of the Jubilee
is qnite different for Christians. Holy Church, guided by the Holy
Spirit, grants a Jubilee regularly every twenty·five years; conse·
quently, we'll have one nine years from now. In virtue of the power
given by Jesus Christ to Saint Peter, the Holy Father may grant an
exceptional Jubilee because of certain great needs, as we see this
year-not in the same way as under the Old Law, but rather by giv·
ing us the means to recover God' s grace, which we've lost by sin, to
Conference 7.. Archives ofthe Motherbouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in Saint
Louise's handwriting.
IThc term "Jubilee" has been used in Catholicism since 1300 in connection with the Holy
Year, in which the Pope grants special spiritual benefits for those who perform certain religious

0<".
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recoup our strength, and to compensate for the good we should have
done but didn't. The reason the Jubilee has been established, dear
Sisters, is the universal need that is obvious throughout Christendom. Furthermore, the Holy Father has extended it not only to
France, Italy, Spain, and the Indies, but also to the Antipodes, to implore God to pardon our sins.
"And do you know what the grace ofthe Jubilee is? The Holy Father, who holds the key ofthe treasures ofthe Church and the power
to dispense them to the faithful, does so liberally. Do you know
what makes up these treasures? First, the merits of the life, death,
and Passion ofJesus Christ, those ofthe Blessed Virgin, of the holy
martyrs, and of all the saints, the value of which is derived from the
merits of the Son of God.
"Are you aware, dear Sisters, of the advantage our souls will derive from the Jubilee, if we make it well? When people offend God,
they turn away from Him and turn toward creatures; that is, they
toni their backs on God and their faces toward creatures. Isn't acting in this way, dear Sisters, a great affront to God, who is so good
and so worthy of being loved? Now, Sisters, you should know that
the sinner's turning away from God merits hell for him, and his
turning toward creatures earns him punishment, sickness, and other
afflictions, as you often see happen to persons on earth, or as happens in purgatory, when they haven't made satisfaction in this life.
However, dear Sisters, we mustn't conclude that everyone who is
afflicted in this life is afflicted because of the punishment due to
their sins. God sometimes acts that way for other reasons-to test
their love and fidelity, for instance, as in the case ofJob and Tobias,
both of whom were His friends. But, when there's generalized affliction of all peoples, there's reason to believe that God wills to
punish us for our sins. That's why, dear Sisters, we should all strive
to gain this Jubilee.
"I told you that sin has two effects: a turning away from God and
a turning toward creatures. By our ordinary confessions we efface
sin, which causes us to deserve hell. By trials, sickness, and afflictions, the turning toward creatures is remedied and, by gaining the

-40Jubilee, the punishments our sins deserve are entirely remitted. So
you see how it profits us to gain this holy Jubilee, Sisters.
"Let's reflect carefully on what we have done when we have offended God. Quoi! Sisters, if a courtier, in the apartment of his
Prince, were to turn his backonhirn, wouldn'the do him a great dishonor? How much greater if this were done in order to turn toward
another creature! To take pleasure in offending God and in seeking
our own satisfactions instead of pleasing Him! How despicable we
are when we behave like that, Sisters! During this holy period, let's
strive to satisfy the justice of God. Perhaps this may be the lastJubilee we'll see during our lifetime. Let's not lose the opportunity of
participating in this year of joy-not the joy of repossessing our
temporal goods, but of avoiding the punishments we'd infallibly
have to sufferifwe hadn't made satisfaction for our sins. That's the
order that was given us by God from the beginning of the world
when, in pardoning Adam, He imposed on him the punishment due
to his sin, and when He told David that the son of the mother who
had sinned with him would die to satisfy the punishment due to his
sensuality.
"Let's now see, dear Sisters, the means of gaining the Jubilee.
They're the ones laid down in the Holy Father's Bull. The first is to
return to God with aU your heart by a good, complete confession.
Yes, Sisters, this penance has such great power that God has said,
'Iff told the sinner that he would be damned, and he does penance, I
will not damn him.' 2 So, dispose yourselves to make a good coufession, Sisters, and if all of you haven't made general confessions,
then think about doing so. What a benefit that will be for you, Sisters; for not only will your sins be forgiven, but amends will be
made for your acts of negligence! Examine yourselves carefully,
particularly on the Commandments of God and the observance of
your Regulations-which is no slight matter, since your vocation is
one ofthe greatest and holiest in the Church. How necessary it is for
you to be very virtuous if you're to persevere, Sisters! You're called
not only to care for the bodies of the sick poor, but also to instruct

2{;f. Ez 33:14-15. (NAB)
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them in whatever way you can. That's why it's important that you
lose no opportunity of being well instructed yourselves. And since
one of the principal components of Penance is a fIrm purpose of
amendment, you must be very careful to make it before going to
confession.
"Another condition laid down by the Bull for gaining the Jubilee
is to fast once or three times during the week chosen to gain it. Persons who have never made a general confession and who might
have serious-even reserved-sins, should fast on Wednesday,
Friday, and Saturday; and everyone else on Friday only. All confessors approved by the Archbishop of Paris, 3 Sisters, have the same
power of absolution as the Pope himself, but only for the period of
the Jubilee.
"Another condition is to visit certain churches. Many have been
designated, but it suffices to visit one or several ofthem. We have to
pray in them for the intentions of the Church, which are the ones for
which the Holy Father has opened its treasures to us, namely, for the
sanctifIcation and exaltation of Holy Church, peace among Chris-

tian Princes, and, in general, the conversion of sinners.
"You should also have the intention, Sisters, of becoming truly
good Daughters of Charity, for it's not enough to be Daughters of
Charity in name; you must be so genuinely. It was oflittle avail for
the fIve virgins mentioned in the Gospel to be virgins and to be
called to the wedding of the spouse, since they didn't go in to it.
They had no oil for their lamps, that is, they didn't have charity, and
hadn't been exact in the observance of their Rules. So, dear Sisters,
it's not our state in life, it's not our qualifIcations that make us
pleasing to God and save us, but it's how we use the qualifIcations
we have. Our Lord himself has said so. To all those who will say,
'Lord, have we not driven out devils in your name and done many
other good deeds?' He will reply, 'I do not know you.' 4 And why is
that? Because they haven't performed those deeds in charity. That,
Sisters, is why you must be very exact in the observance of your
Rules. In that way you'll become more perfect, and will make your3Jean-Franfiois de Gondi (1622-54).
4Cf. Mt 7:22-23. (NAB)
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self pleasing to your Spouse, who will accept the services you render Him in the person of His sick poor. Look, Sisters, examine
yourselves: are you hetter now than when you carne to the Charity?
A great saint has said that a person who doesn't advance in the spirituallife, falls back. Haven't you lost a great deal if, for the last four,
seven, or eight years, you haven't advanced in the spiritual life, the
correction of your faults, and the mortification of your senses?"
One ofthe Sisters protested that she had a very hard time making
her meditation and had no attraction to it. "I'm really glad that
you've raised this objection, Sister. It's true that those who can
make use of the methods given to make mental prayer-especially
the one given in the Introduction to the Devout Life-do very well,
but everyone can't do this; however, each individual can stand at
the foot of the Cross, in the presence of God and, if she has nothing
to say to Him, she'll wait for Him to speak to her. If He leaves her
there, she'll remain willingly, awaiting from His goodness the
grace either of listening to Him or of speaking to Him. For twenty
years Saint Teresa' persevered in waiting for God to grant her the
gift of prayer, and she received it so fully that her writings are admired by the greatest Doctors. So don't be discouraged, dear Sisters, if you think you're wasting your time at meditation; it's
enough for you to do God's Will by obeying your Regulations.
Aren't all of you willing to do this, dear Sisters?"
The Sisters showed that this was their intention. And hecause the
care of the sick often prevents Sisters in the parishes from making
their mental prayer, M. Vincent, with his usual charity, proposed
changing the hours of rising and retiring. All the Sisters willingly
accepted this, even though they said it would he difficult for them.
Then M. Vincent encouraged us once again not to omit anything in
order to gain the Jubilee. "So now, Sisters, think about preparing
yourselves for this holy time. If you like, I'll help you in this; yes,
Sisters, I'll give you a day or two during the week to hear your confessions,"

~Saint Teresa of Avila, Carmelite reformer and mystic (1515-82), named first woman Doctor
of the Church by Paul VI in 1970.
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His charity was obvious in his usual magnanimity. He made no
further reference to the Sisters' failings, but rather simply encouraged them to do better, and he listened very patiently to many proposals that seemed useless. A few Sisters made excuses for not
observing the Regulations, some, because they were in the habit of
visiting the Ladies to obtain alms for needy poor persons and, in return, to do little services for them in order to please them; others, because at times they stayed up very late to do spinning in order to
have enough to live on and support themselves.
"I'm so glad you've raised those objections, Sisters," replied
M. Vincent. "You see, those visits that keep you from observing
your Regulations must be curtailed. The fIrst time the Ladies send
for you, go to them in God's name and say, 'Madame, in order to
come to you, I've missed my mental prayer or some other spiritual
exercise; I very humbly ask you not to take it amiss if! don't come
on another occasion.' You can be sure, Sisters, that the Ladies
won't take it badly at all, but on the contrary will love you all the
more. As for your work, Sisters, you have enough to live on. One of
your Sisters has no more than you; yet, about a year ago, she sent me
fIfty francs from what she had saved. I'm not advising you to be
idle, but your primary concern has to be the service of poor persons
and the practice of your Regulations.
"Well now, my very dear Sisters, I ask God, who has inspired
our Holy Father with the thought of opening for us the treasures of
God's mercy, to be pleased to dispose your souls to receive them.
May His love, which has called you to such a holy practice, grant
you the grace to gain this holy Jubilee and give you renewed
strength in observing your Regulations! In the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit."

-448. • FAULTS AND FAILINGS OF THE PAST YEAR
January 6, 1642

"My very dear Sisters, we're meeting today, at the start of this
new year, to see how you've spent the past year and how you can try
to spend this year better. You should attach great importance to the
name you bear. It was not human persons who gave it to you; and
that's very clear evidence that it comes to you from God himself. At
the beginning of Christianity, the Fathers of the Church held it for
certain that those writings whose authors couldn't be discovered after careful research were composed by the Apostles. That's a great
source of consolation for you, Sisters, for no one ever thought of
giving you a name. But, in the course of time, when people saw you
totally devoted to the service of poor persons and other good works,
they called you familiarly 'Daughters of Charity.' Have great respect for this Holy Name, Sisters, and act in such a way as always to
show that you're worthy of bearing it. What do you think is the
meaning of this beautiful title of 'Daughters of Charity,' Sisters?
Nothing else than 'daughters ofGnd,' since whoever is in charity is
in God and God is in him, I So then, you must be very kind and gracious and a school of every virtue,
"In the fIrst place, there must be close nnion among yourselves
and, if it were possible, it should be like the union of the three Persons of the Most Blessed Trinity; for how, dear Sisters, could you
practice charity and gentleness with persons who are poor, if you
didn't practice those virtues among yourselves?
"So, we'll begin with a sort of stocktaking of the shortcomings
of the past year. I'm going to mention seven thall myself noticed or
of which I've been informed, This will be a good means for your
self-improvement. I'm sorry, Sisters, that I couldn't hold this conference sooner; it should be held at the end ofevery year. That's the
custom in many Communities, including our own. Didn't a great
Conference 8. - MS. SV 1, pp. 33ff. In the manuscript, the words placed at the beginning of this
conference: "Instruction given ... in the house across the street from Saint-Lazare" show that
the Sisters were already living in their new home.
lef.1 Jn4:16.(NAB)
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prophet say that he reflected in the bitterness of his soul on his sins
of the past? 2
''The fIrst fault is a lack of tolerance toward one another. Nothing is more necessary than this mutual support, dear Sisters, because minor personality clashes are normal. Don't you see that we
ourselves have mood changes so often that we become unbearable
to ourselves? That's what led Job to cry out, 'My God, how is it that
you've made me feel so burdensome to myself?' 3 And don't you

see that even our inner organs, apparently so united, are sometimes
not in harmony? That's why we have to be strongly committed to
the practice of mutual support, Sisters.
"If the senior Sisters bear with the shortcomings of the young,
see in them God's call to His service, and encourage them by word
and example, they will honor the perfect age of Our Lord and His
forbearance with the very imperfect men around Him. The Son of
God taught His followers much more by example than by word. Imitate Him, dear Sisters. The senior Sisters must be very exact to all
the customs; do what they tell others to do; choose the worst, put up
with the minor failings of newcomers, encourage them by their
words, and console them at times in their little troubles, telling them
that they themselves experienced similar ones-becanse all of you
have had them, Sisters, and it's good to have them, provided they
are disclosed honestly to Superiors, and to them alone. The senior
Sisters have to encourage the newcomers, show them respect,
praise their little efforts, accept what they say and do and, above all,
take care not to talk to them and treat them like strangers or make
fun of the way they speak and the cut of their clothes. When they
meet them, they should always say a good word to them, as, for instance, 'Well, Sister, are you very fervent? Do you really love meditation and all the practices ofour little Regulations? Keep at it! How
are you getting on? Are you beginning to get used to our way oflivingT "
It was pointed out to M. Vincent that several Sisters were scandalized by the departure of Sisters who were leaving the Company,
~f. Is 38:17. (NAB)

3ef. Jb 7:20. (D-RB)
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were murmuring and becoming discouraged. Others find it hard
that people often ask them what they're earning, tell them they're
wasting their time, or treat them like idlers, and claim that they're
staying to lead an easy life.
"Sisters," M. Vincent replied, "no one should he surprised regarding Sisters who have left. You're well aware of how patient
we've heen with them; sometimes they were changed to another
house, sometimes their compartions were changed because we
thought they might get on better with certain Sisters than with others; we even sent them to the country to try, by every means, to help
them to persevere in their vocation. If, after all that, they haven't
heen able to master themselves, would you want us to keep them at
the risk of harming the whole Community? That would he unreasonable, dear Sisters. You can he sure that nothing is done without
weighing it carefully. A short time ago I had some complaints from
a person of quality, in whose house one of those women was working. 'Monsieur,' he said to me, 'ifmy wife doesn't send that woman
away soon, I think I'll have to leave home because she's such a dangerous person.'
"One day I was giving the Archbishop ofParls a report ofthe visitation of a monastery, which I had made on his orders. I told him I
found nothing amiss in that house, except that most of the nuns
complained that the Mother Superior accepted everyone who presented themselves, and none of them ever left. 'Oh!' he replied,
'What poor government! What greed!' This shows how important it
is that nuns rid themselves of persons who might do harm to the others. That's why, dear Sisters, you should never he surprised when
some leave hecause, you see, you're putting yourselves in danger of
criticizing your Superiors, which would he a great fault-worse
than that committed by a murderer. You see, if the body of a man
who had heen killed was in your house, the murderer would have
done less harm that the faultfinder; for he killed ouly a body, but the
person who finds fault puts herself in danger of killing many souls.
Be very careful about that, dear Sisters, because when you grumble
among yourselves, or speak ill of the poor Sister who has left, or
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criticize the conduct ofyour Superiors, these are faults that God will
surely punish.
"One day Noah, who wasn't thinking clearly because he had
drunk a little too much wine, lay completely naked. Some of his
children made fun ofhim, but one of them, knowing the respect due
to his father, turned his back so as not to see him, and covered him
with his cloak. Do you know what happened? The sons who had
criticized their father were cursed by God, as were all their descendants as well; but the respectful son was blessed, along with all his
posterity. 4
"When people ask you what you're earning and claim that
you're wasting your time, dear Sisters, fortify yourselves against all
such attacks and reply that you consider yourself quite fortunate
that God should want to make use of you in this state of life. Don't
be afraid; if they see you so determined, they'll say no more to you
about it. And to those who call you servants and criticize you for
earning your living easily, just say, 'We'd be willing to serve God
and poor persons at our own expense, and if! had the means, 1'd
gladly do so; to show the love and honor we owe to poor persons, 1'd
very willingly make myself poor to serve them.' Say this, dear Sisters, but on condition that you feel it in your hearts.
"People may also object to you that the Company may do well
during your lifetime, but after you the whole thing will collapse. In
reply to that, dear Sisters, I can tell you that this never happens to the
works of God. You'd have poor support if you had only that of a

weak creature. Your strength is Divine Providence, which initiated
your Company; for who has chosen you, I ask you; who has made
you what you are if not God?! can't repeat this to you often enough.

We, for our part, never planned it. On what foundation do you think
Our Lord established His Church? There were many who followed
Him, but at the end of His days only twelve remained, all of whom
were put to death. How little do God's works resemble those ofhuman beings! Wasn't the sarne said of the Oratorian Fathers at the

~f. On 9:20-26. (NAB)
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time Fr. de Berolle' died, and of Saint Francis? But what am I saying, despicable sinner that I am? There's no comparison. No, Sisters, fear not, God will never fail you, if you're faithful to Him.
Work hard, then, to perfect yourselves by serving persons who are
poor.
"We'll meet again in a month's time and discuss what should be
done at the beginning ofthis new year. I beg the Divine Goodness to
bless you by giving you the gentle graciousness of true Daughters
ofCharity, mutual support in your weaknesses, and the grace ofreconciliation with one another should any little difficulties arise
among you. Lastly, Sisters, I beg the Divine Goodness to bless you
by filling you with absolute confidence in His Divine Providence to
accomplish eternally the most holy Will of God and to bless you
forever by the gift of all the qualities of true Daughters of Charity,
according to His plan. In the name of the Father, etc."

SPierre de B6rulle was bom"in the ChAteau de emily (Yanne) on February 4, 1575. Ordained a
priest in 1599, he was appointed chaplain to King Henry IV shortly afterward. His skill in
conlroversy enabled him to bring several important persons back to the Church, among others
the Comle de Laval, the Baron de Salignac, and a judge of the Parternent of Paris. He established
the Cannelites in France in 1603 with the support of Mme Acarie and Michel de Marillac,
Keeper of the Seals. In 1611 he founded the Congregation of tile Oratory, of which he was the
first Superior. King Louis
entrusted him with the honorable mission of conducting to
England Henriette ofFrance, daughter of Henry IV, who was to marry (May II, 1625) the Prince
ofWales, the future Charles I. He greatly influenced the clergy and gathered around himself the
most virtuous and eminent priests of Paris. As soon as Vincent arrived in the city, he sought the
assistance and advice ofB&uUe. Abelly claimed that the Saint lived "about two years" under his
roof (op. cit., bk. I, chap. VI, p. 24), but apparently that time should be reduced to four or five
months at the most. The intervention of Bemlle is evident in Vincent's acceptance of the parish
of Clichy, his entrance as tutor into the de Gondi family, his withdrawal to
ChAt:iUon-les-Dombes, and his return to the General of the Galleys. We would like to be able to
state that their relationship always remained the same. However, BeruUe did not approve of the
nascent Congregation of the Mission and even tried to prevent its approval by Rome, as one of
his letters to Fr. Pierre Bertin indicated. In 1628, referring to the new Congregation, he wrote:
''The plans that you tell me belong to those who are soliciting the affair ofthe missions by various
and, in my opinion, devious ways, should make it suspect and oblige us to put aside the reserve
and simplicity with which I consider the affairs of God should be conducted." (Cf. Archives of
the Mission, according to Arch. Nat., M 216, second packet, folio of Fr. Bertin, p. 26, in which
this excerpt is no longer found.) At the time, Pierre de Berulle had been a Cardinal for a year. He
died on October2, 1629, and his life was written by Fr. Cloyseault. Father Ingold published this
manuscript in 1880.
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-499•• CARE OF THE SICK
March 9 [1642]'

On March 9, becanse of urgent business, M. Vincent was unable
to be present at the beginning of the conference His Charity had intended to give us on the manner of serving the sick poor, namely,
how to help them to make good use of their illnesses in accordance
with God' s plan for them, to prepare them for death if their illness is
terminal, and, if not, to exhort them to take the fInn resolution to
spend the rest oftheir days in the service of God better than they had

ever done, and to reflect more seriously on their salvation.
M. Portail began the conference and questioned several Sisters,
whose thoughts will be given in the report of the previous conference on this subject, God willing. I'll simply state here that, when
one Sister said she felt it necessary to prepare the sick to make a
general confession, M. Portail added that this was very important
indeed and that God was blessing this practice, since He had made
use of it to inspire the wife 2 of the General of the Galleys to establish the Priests of the Mission. The following is an account of how
that happened:
In one of her visits to a man eighty years old, the said lady advised him to make a general confession. Mtee this confession,
which was heard by M. Vincent, when the old man was again visited by the General's wife, he said to her several times, "Madame,
without that confession I would have been lost; yes, Madame, I was
damned; I had sins I had never dared to confess, and I never would
have confessed them were it not for that confession." From that moment the lady decided to found the Mission.

Conference 9. ~ Archives ofthe Motherhouse of the Daughters ofCharity; the original is in Saint
Louise's handwriting.
IOnly the day and the month of this conference are indicated in the manuscript. The year is
inferred from the fact that it is in Saint Louise's handwriting and that the conference was given on
a Sunday. As indicated in the next conference, the following Sunday was one ofthe four Sundays
in Lent that preceded what was then called "Passion Sunday," now the fifth Sunday oiLent. The
first observation limits the choice of dates to the years 1634-46, the second to 1636 or 1642, and

the third eliminates the year 1636. The size of the paper confinns this conclusion.
2Mme de Gondi
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what some of our Sisters had said, His Charity continued, "Sisters,
it's getting very late; I can't tell you how consoled I've been by the
little I've heard, and I think I would have been even more consoled
had I heard all those who spoke and those who haven't yet been
questioned, but we have to postpone the discussiou until next
Sunday, God willing, because this is a matter of great importance,
Sisters; it's the reason God has called you. Meditate again on the
same points, and add another which I forgot to mentiou-or to
which we didn't give much attention-namely, the motives or reasons we have for serving the poor well, not only corporally but spiritually. We wouldn't, in fact, be doing enough for God and the
neighbor if we only gave the sick poor food and medicine and if we
didn't assist them, in accord with God's plan, by the spiritual service we owe them. When you serve poor persons in this way, you'll
be true Daughters of Charity, that is to say, daughters of God, and
you'll be imitating Jesus Christ. For how did He serve persons who
were poor, Sisters? He served them corporally and spiritually; He
went from place to place, healing the sick, giving them what money
He had, and instructing them about their salvation. What a happiness, Sisters, that God has chosen you to continue the ministry of
His Son on earth! Make your meditation Sunday morning on this
topic and reflect before God on the motives or reasons why we
should serve poor persons corporally and spiritually, one of the
chiefmotives being to honor the holy humanity of Our Lord by imitating His actions in this respect. What a happiness, Sisters, to do
what a God did when He was on earth!"
This very dear Father wanted to add another motive, but refrained, saying, "Oh no, Sisters! You should be left free for the rest,
and I'll be content to do as mothers do who, when they're obliged to
wean their babies before they can eat properly, chew up a little
bread for them at first-not much, otherwise they would extract all
the substance from it. So I have to do the same, and in God's presence you'll see and learn the other reasons from Him.
"Well now, Sisters, I implore God, the Source ofcharity, to grant
you the grace to learn how to serve the sick poor corporally and spir-
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itually in His Spirit, in perfect imitation ofthe Spirit of His Son, and
also to bless you. In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Spirit. Amen."

10•• CARE OF THE SICK
[March 16, 1642]'

This is a continuation of the conference on the motives we have
to serve the sick poor corporally and spiritually and to teach them
how to make good use of their illnesses, to prepare them for death,
and to take firm resolutions to lead a better life if they're cured. This
conference was held on the [second] Sunday of Lent, and M. Vincent did us the honor of being present from the beginning. After announcing the topic, His Charity asked the Sisters to share their
thoughts.

First, the motives: "The flfSt motive," said a Sister, "is that poor
persons have the honor of representing the members of Jesus
Christ, who considers the services rendered to them as done to himself. The second is that the souls of poor persons have the image of
God imprinted upon them, and therefore we're bound to honor the
Blessed Trinity in them. The third is that the Son of God has recommended this service to us by word and example. To show the disciples of Saint John that He was the Messiah, He told them that the
poor had the Gospel preached to them and the sick were healed. The
fourth is that to assist a soul to save itself is to cooperate in the perfect fulfillment of God's plan in the death of Jesus Christ."
"One powerful motive," another Sister said, "is that, by serving
poor persons, we honor what the Son of God did while on earth in
His holy humanity." (Several Sisters thought of this motive.) "Another is our obligation to help our neighbor as we would wish to be

Conference 10. ~ Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
[The subject of this conference corresponds to what was discussed on March 16, 1642, the
second Sunday of Lent.
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aided if we were in need of assistance. Since God has not permitted
us to have any wealth so as to give great alms, we must at least devote to the service of the poor what little strength and ability He
gives us."
Another Sister remarked that those who are poor are abandoned
by everyone, have many needs, lack consolation in their sufferings,
don't always know who God is, and sometimes have not even
thought about their salvation. This Sister, as well as most ofthe others, was deeply humbled at the thought of the grace God had given
her in calling her to such a holy vocation; she resolved to have
greater respect for it and to be more faithful to God in it.
Another Sister's motives: She's happy to belong to a Company
beating the name of Daughters of Chatity and feels she should
honor the poor in it, look upon the little foundlings as such, and care
for them as if she were eating for the Son of God himself, as long as
she's employed in this apostolate, as He himself asks. Since the
principal aim ofthe Daughters of Chatity is to imitate the life ofJesus Christ on earth, she wants to devote her own life to the service of
poor persons because the Son of God died on the Cross for them as
well as for us. In this way we will be true Daughters of Chatity in
deed and not simply in name. The last motive is to render the poor
all possible service for love of God and because of her desire to see
Him one day in His glory.
Several Sisters gave as a motive gratitude for the great grace God
has granted them in calling them to a vocation like that of the Son of
God on earth; they humbled themselves for their negligence in it
until now, and formed new resolutions of greater fidelity to God.
The thought that poor persons are the members of Our Lord was
for all the Sisters a strong motive for serving them with greater care
and chatity than ever before.
Another Sister said that, since she possesses nothing and that
almsgiving is, nevertheless, very pleasing to God, she wants to give
herself completely to the poor to honor the life of the Son of God,
who died for them.
Another Sister stated that, since she has been called by God to
the Company of the Daughters of Chatity, she must serve poor per-
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sons spiritually, that is, to assist them to know God and take the
means of saving themselves; and corporally, that is, to administer
food and remedies to them with great care and kindness.
"Since God wants us to serve Him in the person of the poor," remarked another Sister, "1 will look upon them in Jesus Christ and
serve them for love of Him."
Another Sister said that we should consider God in the person of
those who are poor and, with the intention of imitating Him, call to
mind the gentleness, humility, and charity Jesus Christ practiced on
earth in serving them, making no exception of persons and treating
all equally according to their need.
Another Sister noted that God is very pleased with the service
rendered to poor persons for love of Him. She acknowledges that
she's unworthy of her vocation and believes that everyone else
would do better than she would. Nevertheless, she submits to the order ofDivine Providence, which has called herto the Company, and
promises to visit the poor with the thought that she's honoring the
holy life of Jesus Christ.
Here follow the means of encouraging the sick poor to make
good use of the illness sent them by God, as reported by the Daughters of Charity in the aforesaid conference:
After greeting the sick in a moderately cheerful manner, finding
out the state oftheir illness, sympathizing with them in their sufferings, and telling them that God is sending you to serve and comfort
them to the best of your ability, enquire into the state of their souls.
Explain to them that they should accept their sickness from the hand
of God for their own greater good and that in His eternal love He
permits that illness in order to bring them back to Him because often, when we're well, we think only of working for the life of the
body and don't trouble ourselves at all about our salvation. After
that, suggest that they make an act of faith in all the articles of our
religion in general and an act of conformity to God's Will, especially in what concerns the acceptance of sickness. Teach them that
God sometimes afflicts us because of our sins and at other times to

give us the opportunity of showing Him our love. Speak to them
kindly, saying, for example, "My dear brother or sister, in your
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yours to His and to offer them to His Father for your sins."
Say to them sometimes, "My dear patient, reflect that, since Jesus Christ has suffered so much for you, you should suffer patiently
for love ofHim, and that it's not reasonable for the servant to take a
different path than that ofhis master. Consider also that God has allowed your body to be ill in order to cure your soul, which should be
very important to you, since it was created for paradise, where
you'll be with God forever. To help you to be patient, often ask God
for it, and have the Holy Name of Jesus often on your lips.
"I'm well aware, my good friend, that your poverty will increase
your troubles because of the inconvenience to your wife and children; but, to soften these thoughts, think ofthe poverty of the Son of
God, and of His Holy Mother who didn't even have a place to stay
when He came into the world. He himself said that He had nowhere
to lay His sacred head. 0 my brother, what a great consolation!
"One thing that should console you in your illness, brother, is
that, even though it may be very serious, it's nothing in comparison
with what Our Lord suffered for you on the Cross. If you endure it
patiently and for love of God, He'll increase the glory you'll have in
heaven. This sickness will pass, but the consolation of having suffered for love of God and for having submitted to the Will of God
will remain, and He will love you more!
"You see, brother, this illness God has sent you will perhaps help
you to avoid the pains of hell, which will last for all eternity. Rest
assured that it will greatly diminish those you might have to endure
in purgatory for your sins-but on one condition, namely, that you
make good use of it and bear it for love of God. On the contrary, if
you grow impatient during your illness, you' II lose a great deal. I
don't mean if you moan, for moaning isn't impatience."
One Sister commented that, on entering the patients' rooms, it
was a good thing to see in them Our Lord on the Cross and to tell
them that their bed should represent for them Our Lord's Cross, on
which they are suffering with Him.
Reflections of another Sister: "If the sick person shows a little
annoyance, tell him that when we're ill it's by God's permission
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and that, in this state, we should ask ourselves what we'd wish, at
the moment of death, to have done during our lifetime. During this
illness we should also try to make amends for all our sins by conformity to God's Will, patient endurance of the poverty and pains we
experience, and the union of our sufferings with those of Jesus on
the Cross."
Another Sister said, "Encourage the sick person to make good
use of his illness by pointing out to him that his sickness is permitted
by God his Creator, whom he must adore and love, and to whom he
must submit. This Sister expressed deep gratitude to God because,
by His grace, He had chosen her to make Him known and loved, and
thus to imitate what His Son did on earth."
Most of the Sisters said that, as soon as they begin to nurse the
sick poor, they must help them to profit from their condition and,
for this purpose, point out to them that if we're in mortal sin, nothing we do or endure will be pleasing to God, we will lose many merits, and all our sufferings and pains become useless. Next, they
should fmd out the time of their last confession and Communion
and explain how the grace of God is the life of the soul, just as food
is the life of the body, and, if we were to remain long without eating,
our bodies would cease to be alive.

11•• OBEDIENCE
June [20J 1642'

"My very dear Sisters, our conference today will be on one ofthe
topics that's most important for your perfection, namely, most holy
obedience, a virtue so pleasing to God that the Holy Spirit has said
through the Fathers of the Church that obedience is better than sacConference 11. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
lCoste states elsewhere that this conference was given on June 20 (cf. n. 289. o. 1).
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years on earth, until His death. Yes, Jesus Christ preferred holy obedience to life itself. Didn't He say to Saint Peter, who tried to prevent the Jews from arresting Him, 'Do you not want me to do the
Will of God my Father, which is to obey the soldiers, Pilate, and the
executioners? And were it not for the accomplishment of this most
holy Will, would not legions of angels come to deliver me?' 2 0
holy virtue! You'll be pleasing to God, Sisters, only to the extent
that you're obedient.
"But do you know how this virtue should be practiced? In many
different ways because we owe obedience to the Holy Father,
Bishops, Pastors, our confessors, Directors, and Superiors, as well
as to the King and Magistrates. And all those who hold the position
of Superiors are also obliged to be obedient. I myself, worthless as I
am, am bound to obey, so much so that, if those who can command
me were to send me to the ends of the earth, I would be obliged to
go. What is more, by God's mercy, I'd prefer to die rather than fail
in this. We are also bound to obey our Rules and Divine Providence,
and you, the Ladies who are officers of the Charity.
"Sisters, if you only knew how necessary obedience is for the
Daughters of Charity! Yes, I tell you, it's more necessary for you
than for any other Community. What can keep you in the service of
God and your holy vocation if not obedience? Do you know what
obedience is for you? It serves you as a ship does for those at sea.
The ship encloses everyone on it and takes them to port. If it is shipwrecked and breaks up in the open sea, they all die. The same is true
for you, dear Sisters. As long as you remain in exact obedience to
your Superiors, your Rule, and Divine Providence, you'll go
straight to God; but if you stray from it, you'll certainly be shipwrecked. You don't have occasion to obey the Holy Father, the
Bishops, or Magistrates, but you have plenty of opportunities to
obey your Superiors. Let's now see the way to obey, and what true
obedience is.

ZCf. Mt 26:52-54. (NAB)
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with discernment, and, above all, for the good pleasure ofGod. You
owe entire obedience to your Director. And since God has entrusted
me in some way with your guidance, unworthy as I am, you're
obliged to obey my orders. To those ofyou whom I know (and there
are many), I' ve recommended that they be satisfied in ordinary confessions with accusing themselves of three sins because, by God's
mercy, I daresay that none of those whose confessions I've heard is
guilty of mortal sin; in which case, confessing the three venial sins
that cause you the greatest shame suffices. You'll find it easier to recall them, and it will also be easier for you to make an act of contrition or attrition for each ofthem and to take the resolution to amend.
If you accused yourself of a great number of sins, how could you
manage to detest and renounce them all? You couldn't do it, Sisters!
So, practice obedience on this point, and this act will earn you
God's mercy to make amends for the sins which, out of obedience,
you don't confess.
"Some time ago I was deeply consoled on this point. One of the
greatest servants ofGod I know 3 said to me about our Sisters in Angers, 'Monsieur, I don't know any persons who make their confessions better than your good Sisters at the hospital. They confess
without delay and seemingly from a truly penitent heart. They accuse themselves so contritely and promptly that it's obvious that
they're seeking nothing but the grace of God.' He gave them the
3Probably GUy Lasnier, Abbe de Yaux, one ofthe most remarkable priests ofAnjou during the
seventeenth century. For a long time his sole ambition was to satisfy his vanity and his passion
for hunting and other worldly amusements. In February 1627, he was appointed to Saint-etienne
de Vaux Abbey in Saintonge. and was named Vicar-General of Angers in 1628, then Canon of
Notre-Dame de Paris. In spite ofthe obligations imposed on him by these dignities. he continued
to lead a very worldly life. In 1632, like many others, he was curious as to what was going on in
the convent of the Ursulines of Loudun. [It was rumored that some of the nuns were possessed;
Richelieu ordered their exorcism and the execution of the Pastor, Urbain Grandier, for the
practice ofwitchcraft.J Ab~ de Vaw: had cause to rue the day. It is alleged that, to his great
confusion. one of the nuns. penetrating his interior life. revealed faults that he had never
mentioned to anyone. From then on. he was a new man. In 1635 he made a retreat at
Saint-Lazare. where he met Saint Vincent, with whom he remained in contact. He also had
dealings with Saint Jane Frances de Chantal. Jean-Jacques Olier. and Baron de Renty. In his city,
Angers. he established a Visitation convent. richly endowed the seminary, and founded the
ecclesiastical conferences in his diocese. He was a prudent counselor and devoted protector of
the Daughters of Charity of the Angers hospital and gave hospitality to Saint Vincent. Saint
Louise. and Jean-Jacques Olier. De Vaux died on April 29. 1681. at the age of seventy-nine.
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on this point.
"You're bound to obey your confessors in what concerns confession, such as doing the penances and using the means to keep you
from offending God, but not in anything that ntight be wrong. They
should be careful not to order you to do anything of that sort or advise you to do anything contrary to your Rules because in that case
you wouldn't be obliged to obey them.
"You're also obliged to obey your Sister Superiors. That rentinds me, Sisters, to tell you that recently I happened to be in a
monastery of nuns--of the Annonciades,4 I think it was. I noticed
that their Mother Superior was called Ancelle, and that made me
think of you. The word ancelle, dear Sisters, comes from the word
ancilla which means 'servant,' and that's what the Blessed Virgin
called herself when she gave her consent to the angel that God's
Will be fulfilled in the mystery of His Son's Incarnation. This has
led me to think, dear Sisters, that, in future, instead of calling the
Sister in charge by the title of 'Superior,' we should use the expres-

sion

~Sister

Servant.'

"What do you think?" said our very dear Father to some of the
Sisters. And his proposal was accepted. "That's the title the Holy
Father gives himself," be added, "and all his communications begin, 'Urban, Servant of the servants ofJesus Christ.' When the Sister Superiors of the Company of the Hotel-Dieu were first
established there, they also took that title. That was the wish ofdear
Mme Goussault, the President's wife. 5
"So then, my very dear Sisters, you owe obedience to whichever

one of you will have this duty, in all that concerns the service of the
"TheAnnonciades des Dix Venus. or Sisters of the Annunciation of the Ten Virtues, founded
by Saint Jeanne de France (1464-1505). At that time their motherhouse was located in Paris on
rue du Sevres, not farfrom the present motherbouse of the Daughters of Charity• 140 rue du Bac.
~Mme Goussault, nee Genevieve Fay&. was the widow of Antoine Goussault, Seigneur de
Souvigny, Councillor of the King, and president of the Chambres des Comptes in Paris. Five
children were born ofthis marriage. Widowed in 1631, she dedicated herselfuntiringly to works
ofcharity. She was the first to have the idea of an association ofLadies for the reliefof the sick at
the H6tel-Dieu and was the first Superior of the group. It was thanks to her that the Daughters of
Charity were called to the hospital in Angers. Mme Goussault was also the aunt ofRene Alm&as,
second Superior ofthe Congregation of the Mission and of the Daughters of Charity. She died on
September 20,1639, in the exercise of charity.
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poor and the practice of your Rules. You also owe obedience to the
guidance of Divine Providence, accepting and receiving from the
hand of God whatever you're ordered to do. But let's see, Sisters,
what reasons we have for obeying. The first is that obedience is so
pleasing to God that He told us by the holy Fathers of the Church
that obedience is better than sacrifice. Now, you know the grandeur
of sacrifice, dear Sisters, because from the beginning of time God
has had sacrifice offered to Him to appease the Divine Justice,
justly incensed against man on account of his sins. Since God tells
us by the voice of the Church that obedience is worth much more,
you see what respect you must have for it.
"Another reason is that the Son of God willed to subject himself
to it and practiced it perfectly for thirty years; and the Blessed Virgin did so all her life with Saint Joseph. It's also said of the Son of
God that He was obedient even to death on the Cross. What more
powerful motive would you want to love and practice holy obedi-

ence, Sisters?
"Another motive for loving obedience is that, as a rule, we deceive ourselves and allow ourselves to be blinded by our passions,
so we need guidance in order to do good. Believe me, dear Sisters,
obedience must be your principal virtue. But how should you obey,
Sisters? Promptly, cheerfully, with discernment, and, above all, to
please God. When you obey, you should reflect, 'I'm pleasing
God,' or what comes to the same thing, 'I give pleasure to God.'
Sisters, isn't the thought that we're pleasing God a means to help us
to overcome the reluctance we might have in obeying?
"Obedience must be prompt, Sisters, because to delay and to go
about things lethargically greatly lessens the merit of tltis virtue,
gives bad example to your peers, and saddens Superiors, and the result may be that the person who told you to do something would
rather do it herself and, as a maller offact, she sometimes does it. So
then, dear Sisters, be very prompt in obeying. The example of the
Blessed Virgin going to Bethlehem and fleeing into Egypt should
serve you as an example. Your obedience must also be given willingly, and not through constraint or fear ofcausing displeasure or of
being reprimanded. And if you experience a little reluctance in it,
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would be without merit.
"Obedience must also be accompanied by submission of your
judgment. What's the meaning of 'submission of your judgment:
Sisters? It means doing what you've been instructed to do in the belief that it wi1l be for the best, even though it may seem to you that
what you're being told to do isn't as good as what you think. And it
will be better, because holy obedience is pleasing to God. Often,
Sisters, our judgment is blind, and the knowledge of what is best is
concealed from us, just as the mys of the sun are sometimes hidden
by a passing cloud; yet the mys are there, even though they're not
seen for a time. So it may happen that the knowledge of what is best
is concealed from us because we're preoccupied by some passion-which shows us clearly that the safest path to follow is that of
obedience.
''The principal aim of your obedience, dear Sisters, should be to
please God. What happiness for a poor, worthless creature to be
able to please God! Isn't that a great happiness? Anything you do
through obedience is very pleasing to God, since it's in compliance
with His Wil~ which is the activity of the blessed. On the contrary,
if you listen to your own will, even in the very best things of the
world, then you run the risk of following the will of the devil who,
transforming himself into an angel of light, urges us to do good in
order to lead us to something evil. So then, dear Sisters, love to
please God through your obedience.
"Your practices of obedience usually have to do with the Sister
who is with you in the parish. Don't consider, dear Sisters, whether
you like this Sister or not. Sometimes temptation and your own will
may suggest that if it were some other Sister, you'd gladly obey her;
'but this one' you'll say, 'is so sullen and speaks to me so rudely that
I find it very hard to obey her.' Be very careful, dear Sisters, not to
allow your mind to dwell on such a thought. Reflect that Jesus
Christ himself, or the Blessed Virgin, wants you to remember what
I've said to you, namely, that by obeying your Sister you please
God, and this submission and obedience that was so hard for you
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will assuredly become easy. The thought may also occur to you,
'She's so moody that what she tells me to do oue day, she no longer
wants me to do another day.' Don't be surprised at that, Sisters. If
Job complained to God that he often felt at war with himself, to such
an extent that what he longed for in the morning was hateful to him
in the evening, why shouldn't you, whose temperaments are so different, have the same problem? But do you know what arranges everything? A little forbearance. Take care, dear Sisters, lest your
reluctance when a Sister orders you to do something might prompt
you to reply, 'Do it yourself.' My dear Sisters, what an expression!
'Do it yourself!' It's an expression from hell, an expression of disorder and disunion! It's an accursed expression! 'Do it yourself!'
Such an utterance should never come from the mouth of a Daughter
of Charity." M. Vincent put so much stress on this expression that
he made us see clearly how dangerous a meaning it had.
"The obedience due to your Rules is also very important. You
must obey them from the day you enter the Company because you
were not admitted unless you stated that you were willing to do this.
Usually, you're given sufficient time to reflect on that; nothing
about it is concealed from you. That's why you should be extremely
punctual, dear Sisters, pay attention to all you're told to do, and go
at the appointed time to wherever the bell summons you for your

spiritual exercises because to miss one exercise is to fail in all, just
as to sin against one Commandment is to sin against all of them.
And be careful, for if today you neglect the practice of one point of
your Rules, tomorrow you'll neglect two, then three, and in the end
God will withdraw His grace, and that's why lukewarmness and
weariness in one's vocation often follow. In the end, God disdains
being concerned with us, and we certainly deserve that. God
doesn't want us to satisfy others to the prejudice of the love we owe
Him,just as earthly husbands don't want their wives to make eyes at
anyone other than themselves. He teaches us this truth, saying that
He's a jealous God. Yes, Sisters, He is a jealous God, and the
Spouse of our souls. It's not good to irritate Him."
A Sister asked ifit was better to obey the Ladies who are officers
of the Charity when they want something the Sister doesn't want.
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the Sister at the Motherhouse te1\s you to do. Provide for all the
needs of your patients and go where obedience calls you, without
discussing it with them. As for coming to the meetings, never miss
them, not even to go to hear a sermon; for, even though it may be a
very good thing to listen to sermons, you should sti1\ prefer these
gatherings, which are held simply to teach you what you're obliged
to do; and everything that's said at them is for all ofyou and for each
one of you in particular-which can't be said of sermons. I'm not
saying that you shouldn't listen to them wben you can, but only that
you must prefer to come here on meeting days.
"Do you know how you must practice obedience to Divine Providence? When you have to change from one house to another, dear
Sisters, be very prompt in doing so, reflecting that Divine Providence orders this, and never say, 'Such and such a Sister, such and
such an event has been the cause of my leaving that place.' On the
contrary, believe that it's Divine Providence looking after you."
I'm not sure if it was at this conference and on this topic that
M. Vincent said to us, "Sisters, you should have such deep devotion
to Divine Providence and such great love for and confidence in it
that if Providence itself had not given you the beautiful name of
Daughters of Charity-which you must never change-you should
be called Daughters of Providence, for it is Providence that has
brought you into being.
"You must also practice obedience to Divine Providence in the
difficulties you encounter and in the changes I mentioned to you,
convinced that Providence is allowing those challenges for your
own greater good. In this way you wi1llove them and not be upset
by any difficulties you may experience. If each ofyou examines her
conscience to see how she has failed in the practice of obedience,
you'1\ discover many faults in yourselves. These are very important
practices, Sisters, and you should apply yourselves more earnestly
to them than you've done in the past. Before this conference I spoke
to three Sisters, who told me they had failed badly in this matter and
wanted to humble themselves for it in presence ofthe Community."
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God and of the Company for the faults they had committed, of
which people were aware and were dismayed by them, and they
promised with God's grace to correct themselves.
"Sisters," continued, M. Vincent, "other serious faults have been
noted in the Company, and you're not working hard enough to correct them. Most of you have acknowledged that your sins were the
cause of the collapse of your ceiling '-and my sins along with
yours, I who am the worst sinner of all-and all of you have acknowledged particularly that the greatest fault among you is a lack
of unity. A body can't be perfect if it's not completely unified. Isn't
it essential, Sisters, that in a human body the head should carry out
its own function and the arms and legs theirs? If the arms wanted to
walk and the other members ofthe body to perform a function other
than their own, it would be an abnormal body without order or harmony. It's the same when two Sisters aren't closely united, Sisters.
Don't you see that if the head is sick, the other members bear with
it? That's how it should be with you; bear with one another's failings, reflecting that iftoday you've put up with one ofyour Sisters,
either in her bodily infirmities or in her bad mood, tomorrow she or
some other Sister will have to bear with you in like manner.
"Another great fault is that, when you have some difficulty or
other, instead oftelling us or the Sister at the house about it, you go
and complain to one ofyour Sisters who will perhaps be as dissatis-

fied as you are, or who is unable to console you." There were also
some other faults, which I don't remember now.
"Well now, dear Sisters," M. Vincent went on to say, "don't you
admit that most ofyou have fallen into these faults?" We then knelt
down; some Sisters acknowledged their faults, and we promised to
be more exact in future. M. Vincent then asked this grace ofGod for
the Company adding, "Sisters, M. Portail reminded me of something that I think will be very helpful and agreeable to you, namely,
to hold a conference on your Sisters who have died since the Com6Qn the eve of Pentecost. June 7, 1642, about fifteen minutes after the Sisters had left a
common assembly room, the ceiling collapsed. Saint Louise was deeply affected by this
accident. (Cf. Spiritual Writings of Louise de Marlllac, L. 102,p. 75, and L. 120. p. 128.)
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weeks from now, God willing. I ask you to prepare for it by making
your meditatiou twice on it; first, tomorrow morning, while it's still
fresh in your mind; and second, at your house, on the morning of the
day of the meeting, of which you'll be notified.
''The subject is this: First point, the advantage to be gained by the
Company from a conference on the virtues of the said Sisters, both
in their lives and in their deaths; second point, to call to mind and
share the virtues they manifested and in which they excelled; third
point, to strive to practice those virtues, in imitation of our Sisters,
for the love of God.
"Blessed be God, dear Sisters! I beg the Divine Goodness to
grant all of you the grace to love holy obedience and to practice it in
imitation of His Son, with regard to your Superiors, your Rules, and
Holy Providence, and to grant you for this purpose the blessing of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Ameu."

12•• THE VIRTUES OF MARGUERITE NASEAU '
[July 1642]'

This is the report of what was said at the conference M. Vincent
had someone give in his presence to the Daughters ofCharity ou the
first eight Sisters who had died The first point is found in the original.
Second point: consideratiou ofthe virtues each of us has noted in
our Sisters who have gone to God

CDoference 11. - MS. Det. 2, pp. IOU£.
IMarguerite Naseau (1594-c. 1633) was born in Suresnes, a small town not fatfrom Paris. She
met Saint Vincent during a mission and volunteered to work in the Confraten1ities of Charity.
Although she died at Saint-Louis Hospital some nirie months before the foundation of the
Daughters ofCharity•she, together with SaintLouise, figures in the origin of the Company. Saint
Vincent considered her the ideal Daughter of Charity, often speaking of her in the course of the
conferences (cf. Conf. 12,20,24,40. 52, 69).
2Since it was announced at the preceding conference. held on June 20, that this one "on the
first eightdeceased Sisters" would take place in two weeks, the date ofJuly 4 or 5 can be assigned
to it.
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Sister Marguerite Naseau was the first Sister who came to serve
the sick poor in the parish of Saint-Sauveur, where the Confraternity ofCharity was established in the year 1630. Marguerite Naseau
from Suresnes was the first Sister who had the happiness of showing others the way, both to teach young girls and to nurse the sick
poor, although she had almost no other teacher or schoolmistress
but God. She was just a poor, uneducated cowherd. Moved by a
powerful inspiration from heaven, the idea came to her to teach
young people so she bought a primer and, since she was unable to
go to school for instruction, went and asked the Pastor or the Assistant to tell her the first four letters of the alphabet.
On another occasion, she asked about the next four, and so on for
the rest. Afterward, while minding the cows, she would study her
lesson. If she saw a passerby who looked like he knew how to read,
she would ask, "Monsieur, how is this word pronounced?" In this
way, she gradually learned to read, then taught other girls in her village. Next, she decided to go from village to village to teach the
young people, accompanied by two or three other young women
she had instructed. One would go to one village, and the other to another. The amazing thing is that she undertook all this with no
money or any other assistance except Divine Providence. She often
fasted for entire days and stayed in places where only the walls were
left standing. Sometimes she worked day and night teaching not
only little girls but even the older ones, doing so with no motive of
vanity or self-interest and no other intention than the glory of God,
who provided for all her major needs, without her even thinking
about them. She herself told Mlle I.e Gras that one time, when she
hadn't had any bread for several days but hadn't told anyone of her
distress, she found, on herreturn from Mass, enough food to last her
for quite a long time.
The harder she worked at teaching the children, the more the village folk ridiculed and calumniated her, but her zeal grew only
more ardent. She was so detached that she gave away all she had,
depriving herself even of necessities. She provided for the education of a few young men who had no means of their own, frequently
supplied them with food, and encouraged them to serve God. Those
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that there was a Confraternity of Charity in Paris for the sick. poor,
off she went, driven by the desire to be involved in this ministry,
and, although she really wanted to continue to teach young people,
nevertheless she gave up that practice ofcharity to take up the other,
which she felt was more perfect and necessary. And that was how
God wanted it, so that she might be the first Daughter ofCharity and
Servant of the Sick Poor in the city of Paris. She attracted to this
other girls, whom she had helped to detach themselves from all superficial things and to embrace a devout life.
She was very humble and submissive, and so little attached to
anything that she willingly changed parishes three times in a short
period, and everyone missed her greatly when she left. In the parishes, she was just as charitable as she had been in the country, giving away anything she might have, whenever the opportunity
presented itself. She could never refuse anything, and would have
been Willing to take everyone home with her. It should be noted that
at this time no Community had yet been formed, nor any Rule that
might order her to do otherwise. She was very patient and never
complained. Everyone loved her because there was nothing in ber
that was not lovable. Her charity was so great that she died from
sharing her bed with a poor plague-stricken girl. Attacked by this
illness herself, she said good-bye to the Sister who was with her, as
if she had foreseen that she was going to die, and went off to Saint
Louis [Hospital), her heart filled with joy and conformity to God's
Will.

13•• lMITATlNG THE VIRTUES OF VILLAGE GiRLS

January 25, 1643

All the Sisters knelt down, entreated M. Vincent to ask God to
forgive them for the poor use they had made ofthe grace oftheir voConference 13. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
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cation and of all the instructions they had heen so fortunate to receive from His Charity, and promised to hehave hetter in future.
This kind Father, in his goodness, immediately asked God's forgiveness, as well as the grace needed by all his daughters.
"I had planned, Sisters, to speak to you on the feast of Saint
Genevieve I and, since this great saint was a poor woman from the
country, it seemed most fitting that I should say something to you
about her virtues and those of true village girls, since the Divine
Goodness has heen pleased to call women from the country, flfst
and foremost, to be memhers of your Company. And although I was
unable to speak to you on that day hecause of something that prevented me, I thought it advisable not to change my plan, seeing that
it's very logical for this great saint now in heaven, who was honored
by Kings and all kinds of people on earth, to show us how she made
herselfpleasing to God by practicing the virtues oftrue village girls,
which she did so perfectly.
"First ofall, Sisters, keep in mind that, when I speak to you about
village girls I don't intend to speak of all of them, but only of those
who have the virtues of true country women. Likewise, when I am
speaking of women from the country, I don't mean to exclude all
city women, for I know there are some living in the towns who have
the virtues of those in the country, and we have reason to believe
that there are some of these even in your Company, and it really
consoles me to see it. Blessed he God for this, Sisters! Blessed he
God! But it' s also true that in villages there are some-and only too
many-who have the spirit of city women, especially those who
live near the towns. It would seem as if the city air is contaminated
and that contact with the others spreads inclinations to evil.
"It will he very easy for me to speak to you about the virtues of
good village girls because I know them by experience and by nature, since I'm the son of a humble tiller of the soil, and lived in the
country until I was fifteen. In addition, for many years now the
Priests of the Mission have ministered among country folk, so no
one knows them hetter than we do. There's nothing to equal persons

lpatroness of Paris, whose feast is celebrated on January 3.
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faith, greater recourse to God in time ofneed, nor greater gratitude
to Him in times of prosperity.
"So lean teU you, dear Sisters, that the spirit of true viUage girls
is extremely simple-no slyness, nor words of double meaning;
they're not opinionated nor obstinate because in their simplicity
they believe quite simply what they're told Daughters of Charity
should be like that, Sisters, and you'U know that you're really so if
you're truly simple, not attached to your own ideas, but accepting of
those of others; if you're candid in your speech, and if your hearts
aren't thinking one thing while your lips say another. I can weU believe that ofyou, dear Sisters! Blessed be God! Blessed be God, Sisters!
''True country women are noted for their great humility; they
don't boast of what they have, don't talk about their relatives, and
don't think they're clever, but act in a straightforward manner. And
even though some have more than others, they don't put on airs but
live just like everyone else. That's not true of city women, who often boast even of things they don't possess, and are always talking
about their homes, their relatives, and their easy circumstances. Sisters, true Daughters ofCharity are, and should be, far removed from
such a spirit, and, by the grace of God, I think this is fairly obvious
because, although there are women of every social class among
you, everything is the same, and that's how it should be. Sisters
from the upper class should adopt the true spirit ofgood village girls
and live as they do. I must teU you, dear Sisters, how consoled I am
whenever I see those of you who really have this spirit-and there
are some who do. May God be blessed for it! Yes, I repeat, Sisters,
that when I meet you in the streets, with your basket on your back:, I
experience inexpressible joy. May God be blessed for it!
''The humility of good country women keeps them from being
ambitious. I say'good ones,' Sisters, for I'm weU aware that not all
of them are so virtuous, and that even in the country there are some
who are just as ambitious as those in the towns; but I'm talking
about the good ones who haven't acquired the spirit of the city.
They are the ones, dear Sisters, who want only what God has given
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them; they don't aspire after more greatness or riches than they
have, and are satisfied with their food and clothing. Still less do they
consider nsing fine words but are humble in their speech. If they're
praised, they don't know what is meant, so they don't listen to it.
Their language is truly simple and sincere.
"Sisters, how we should love this holy virtue of humility, which
causes us to be little concerned if we're despised, and even prompts
us to love contempt! The holy Apostles gloried in contempt, and
Saint Paul says, 'We have been and are considered apple peelings
and the refuse of the world.' 2 That's how Daughters of Charity
should look upon themselves, dear Sisters. You'll know that you're
true Daughters of Charity if you're really humble, if you're neither
ambitious nor presumptuous, and if you don't think you're better
than you are nor better than others, either in body or mind, family or
possessions-<lr even in virtue, which would be the most dangerous
form of ambition. Simply make use of God's gifts; if you think
you've done something good, attribute the glory to God, and imitate
true country women who act openly and say frankly what they
know, without being too concerned about what they say or do.
"A more certain sign that you're true Daughters of Charity is if
you love contempt, for perhaps you won't lack the opportunity to
receive some. And why should you not have any? The Son of God
certainly did, and He said that His kingdom was not of this world.
And should the kingdom of the Daughters of Charity be of this
world? Oh no, Sisters! And may God be blessed that they're very
far from thinking so!
"Country women, my very dear Sisters, are very abstemious in
what they eat. Most of them often make do with bread and soup, although they're constantly engaged in hard work. That's what you
should do, Sisters, if you want to be true Daughters of Charity.
Don't be concerned about what's given you, still less whether it's
well prepared, but eat only to live. And women from the towns who
want to be Daughters of Charity must accept to live likewise.
They're not the only ones who live like that; in many places, people

2Cf. I Cor4:13. (NAB)
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bread made from chestnuts. In that part ofthe country where I come
from, 3 dear Sisters, the people are fed on a little grain called millet,
which is set to cook in a pot; at mealtime it's poured into a dish, and
the family gathers around it to take some for their meal and then go
back to work.
"How necessary moderation is for the Daughters ofCharity, Sisters! You'll know that you're truly abstemioos if you maintain the
sobriety of country women, especially those who were called from
the beginning to serve the poor, for they lived very abstemiously.
I'm not telling you to eat only a little bread. Oh no, dear Sisters!
Saint Bernard says that enough bread should be eaten, but I'm saying that Daughters of Charity should be content with little for the
rest And may God be praised that you seem to be doing this already! Blessed be God for it! Keep it up, Sisters, if you want to have
the spirit oftrue village girls, in which God called you to the service
of the sick poor.
"Alas, Sisters! Don't think you're fed any worse than persons
outside. At any given time, there are always some who are fed much
worse than you are, and they have to work hard. A few days ago,
Bro. Mathieu 4 wrote to me from Lorraine, and his tear-stained letter
informed me ofthat province's misfortunes, especially the plight of
more than six hundred nuns, 'The sorrow in my heart is so immense, Monsieur, that I can't express it to you without weeping because ofthe extreme poverty ofthese good nuns whom your charity
is assisting. I can only depict the smallest part of it to you. Their
3'Jbe Landes, in southwestern France.
4Mathieu Regnard was born in Brienne-le-Chftteau, now Brienne-Napol&iD (Aube) on July
26, 1592. He entered1he Congregation of the Mission in October 1631, tookhis vows on October
28., 1644, and died on October 5, 1669. He was theprincipaldistriburorofSaint Vincent'salms in
Lorraine and during the troubles of the Fronde. His daring, composure. and savoir-faire made
him invaluable to the Saint. ~ made fifty-three trips to Lorraine. carrying sums afmoney
varying between twenty thousand and fifty thousand livres. Bands of thieves, who had been
alerted to his passage and knew what he was carrying, watched him closely, but he always
arrived safely at his destination with his treasure. His company was considered a safeguard: the
Comtesse de Montgomery, reluctant to journey from Metz to Verdun, decided to do so only after
having procured Brother Mathieu as a traveling companion. Queen Anne of Austria used to
enjoy listening to him tell of his adventures. R6gnard's biography is in vol. n of Notices, pp.
29-33.
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habits are scarcely recognizable. They are patched allover with
green, grey, red-in short, with anything they can get. They even
had to wear wooden shoes!' 5
"They barely have enough bread to eat. These are all persons of
gentle birth, who have been very wealthy. Wouldn't it be disgraceful if Daughters of Charity, servants of the poor, loved to lead a
comfortable existence while their masters are suffering in this way!
Rest assured then that, if yon want to be good, true Daughters of
Charity-both those ofyou who are widows of the upper class and
those who actually come from villages-you have to be abstemious
and not be on the lookout for appetizing foods. There are no distinctions, no differences, Sisters, when one is a true Daughter of Charity. And do you know, dear Sisters, what the Blessed Virgin lived
on when she was on earth, and on what Our Lord subsisted? It was
bread. He entered the Pharisee's house to eat bread, Holy Scripture
tells us, and this is repeated in several other places. Only once is it
stated that He ate meat, and that was when He ate the paschal lamb
with His Apostles; on another occasion He ate broiled fish. Blessed
be God!
"Country women like the great Saint Genevieve, dear Sisters,
are also very chaste~ they never remain alone with men, never look
them in the face, never listen to their flattery. They don't even know
what it means to be flattered. If someone were to tell a good village
girl that she was sweet and pretty, her modesty couldn't tolerate it,
and she wouldn't even understand what was being said. So, Sisters,
Daughters ofCharity must never listen to such language, for to take
pleasure in it would be a serious fault. They shouldn't even reply by
denying it, for all such talk is silly. Be careful about that.
"And if words are so dangerous, what about actions? Never remain alone with men, Sisters, not even with a priest! Never touch
the hands of poor persons, unless it's a necessity. Don't even consider whether you're pleasing or displeasing them, but don't let it
show and don't offend them. In a word, Sisters, you'll know that
you're true Daughters of Charity if, when you're with men, your
~Cf.

II, 391.
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than to carry out your obligations for the love of God. Be very careful also not to try to attract men either with your eyes or your words.
Furthermore, take care not to listen to anything that might be in the
slightest way harmful to the purity you must have, in order to share
in that of true village girls like Saint Genevieve, who should serve
you as a great example. My very dear Sisters, may God be praised
for having preserved you until now from all these dangers!
"Let me also add, Sisters, that true country women are very reserved in their demeanor; they keep their eyes cast down and are
modest in their clothing, which is coarse and cheap. That's how
Daughters of Charity should be. They mustn't go into the homes of
the wealthy unless they are there for the service of the poor, and
even then they shonld be discreet, taking no notice of what may be
seen there, and speaking to everyone with great reserve and modesty. Recently I was profoundly edified. I had taken a good Brother
to a place where we remained a long time. When I asked him about
some detail he said, 'I'm sorry, Monsieur, I don't know; I didn't notice anything; I couldn't te\l you what that is.' This reserve touched
me deeply.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! I mention this to encourage you to
practice this virtue and to let you see that, if you want to be true
Daughters of Charity, you should take the example of the Blessed
Virgin. She was so chaste and discreet that, although greeted by an
angel, who told her she was to be the Mother of God, nevertheless,
her modesty was so great that, without even looking at him, she was
disturbed. Such reserve, my very dear Sisters, should teach you
never to do anything to seek to attract men. How dangerous that is,
Sisters! Always mistrust yourselves and you'\l surely acquire this
modesty that's so necessary.
"Our dear Saint Genevieve, good village girl that she was, also
had a great love for poverty, and all good Daughters of Charity
should be attached to the practice of this virtue. I say the practice,
Sisters, because it wouldn't be sufficient to love the virtue in the abstract; you have to love the needs that may arise and not complain
ahout what you don't have. Wanting to have what you don't pos-
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sess, Sisters, isn't the poverty of true country women, who are content with what they have, both in food or clothing. As for their
possessions, they never think about them and don't even take into
account what they have, but are attached to poverty. They work as if
they had nothing; and, Sisters, if you have no ambitions and are
content with what has been given you by the grace of God, people
will know that you're true Daughters of Charity. The fIrst persons
God called to your way of life have already done this. And what do
you think the life of Our Lord and His Holy Mother was like, Sisters? A life of perfect poverty. Don't you remember that all those
the Son of God has called to follow Him have learned from Him to
practice poverty? 'If you wish to be perfect, leave all and follow
me.' 6 Have you ever heard, dear Sisters, that anyone who trusted in
God was ever disappointed? Oh no, Sisters! He's too good and His
promises are genuine. Don't yon know that He has promised those
who leave all things for the love of God a hundredfold in this world
and glory in the next? Isn't it true, dear Sisters, that most of you
have experienced the truth of these promises? How many mothers
and sisters have you not found for the ones you've left? Isn't that
true?" All the Sisters said that it was.
"As for property, Sisters, I assure you that you've gained much
more than you left, whatever poverty you may have observed. During the past few days, Sisters, an account was given of everything
spent since the fIrst Daughters ofCharity came together. How much
do yon think it amounts to? Twenty thousand livres, Sisters. And
where did all that come from if not from the Providence of God, as a
result of His promises?
"Blessed be God, Sisters! And how good it is to put our trust in
Him! So then, love holy poverty, which will lead you to place all
your confIdence in God and never worry about your food and clothing. He who provides for little children and the flowers of the fIeld
will never fail you. He has given His word, and His words are true.
Have you ever seen people with greater confIdence in God than
good country folk? They sow their seed and then wait for God to

6Q'. Mt 19:21. (NAB)
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have confidence in Him for their food for the whole year. Should
losses occur, their love of poverty, through submission to God,
makes them say, 'God gave itto us; God has taken it away; blessed
be His Holy Name!' And provided they have enough to live
on-which they never lack-they don't worry about the future.
Now, Sisters, since your earliest Sisters were fIrst and foremost
chosen by God from among good village girls, and from those who
had this spirit of poverty the most, don't you have reason to know,
by the way you practice this virtue, whether you're true Daughters
of Charity?
"You must also practice it on this point, namely, not to worry
about the future; take care of your expenses throughout the year
and, if anything is left over, bring it to the Motherhouse to help to
form Sisters for the service of the poor. You have a right only to
your food and clothing; the surplus belongs to the service of the
poor. Sisters, have you ever heard it said that God chose poor persons to make them rich in faith? And what do you think of God's
choice of village girls for that? Until now, all the women called to
God's service have been of gentle birth and wealthy. I repeat, Sisters, how do you know whether, by calling you for His glory and the
service of persons who are poor, God isn't trying to test your fIdelity in order to demonstrate the truth that God has chosen persons
who are poor to make them rich in faith? For poor persons, faith is
indeed a great possession, because a lively faith draws from God all
we can reasonably hope for. If you're truly poor, Sisters, you're
even more truly rich, for God is your all. Trust God, dear Sisters.
Has anyone ever heard that those who trust in God's promises have
been deceived? That has never been seen and never will be. Yes,
Sisters, God is faithful to His promises and trusting in Him is a very
good thing. Furthermore, this confidence is the entire wealth of the
Daughters of Charity and their guarantee. How happy you'll be,
Sisters, if you never lack this confidence, for then you'll be true
Daughters of Charity and will share in the spirit and good practices
oftrue village girls, who should be your model, since God has made
use ofthem, fIrst and foremost, to begin your Company. Blessed be
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of true country women! How consoled 1 am, my very dear Sisters,
when 1 meet some of you who, 1 know, have this spirit and some
truly magnanimous virtues. Yes, Sisters, some among you are to be
admired. Blessed be God, Sisters! When 1see and meet on the roads
women of quality who really have the spirit of good village girls,
with a basket on their back, carrying burdens in the street, and walking with a reserve that inspires devotion, what a great consolation
for me, Sisters! God be blessed for the graces He gives them!
"One ofthe chiefvirtues ofwomen who have all the characteristics of country women is holy obedience. This virtue is as necessary-or more necessary-for you than any other, Sisters, because
you have to do equally both difficult and easy things. You have to
go to places you don't like, as well as to those you do, and to do so
without complaining, always thinking that it must be done because
your Superiors order it and, consequently, it's God's Will. Be docile and receptive to the guidance of Divine Providence, as a horse is
to its rider; go sometimes to the right, sometimes to the left, as
you're ordered. But the senses will say, 'I was just beginning to get
used to that parish, to that neighborhood, to those Ladies. No matter! obedience is taking me away from them; 1must leave promptly
and cheerfully.' Don't you know, Sisters, that you shouldn't have
any friendship in the world that can prejudice the love you must
show God by your submission and obedience? There's no greater
obedience than that of true village girls. They come home from
work, worn out and fatigued, wet through and covered in mud, to
eat their meager lunch, and they're barely there when, if the weather
is suitable for work or if their father and mother tell them to go back
to it, they do so at once, without paying too much attention to their
weariness, or the mud, or how they look. That's how true Daughters
of Charity should behave. If they return at noon from serving the
sick to have their lunch, and the doctor or another Sister says, 'This
medicine has to be taken to a patient,' they shouldn't think about the
state they're in, but forget themselves in order to obey, and prefer
the convenience of the sick to their own. By this, my very dear Sis-
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ters, you'll know that you're true Daughters of Charity. Blessed be
God, Sisters! I think almost all of you are in this state of mind.
"But, Sisters, do you know how such acts ofobedience should be
carried out? Joyfully, graciously, and charitably, and not for form's
sake or negligently, but with such fervor as to show that you don't
want to spare your body in the service of God by serving His poor,
and paying no attention to the places to which you're sent or to the
persons who give you orders, but being as prompt in going from one
place as to another, whether it be to Paris or to the country, near or
far away. In this way, dear Sisters, you'll be true Daughters ofCharity, and you'll be imitating Our Lord and the Blessed Virgin in their
obedience with regard to residences and changes of place, by the order and guidance of Divine Providence, which you must consider in
all instances where you have to practice holy obedience.
"In the name of God, Sisters, be very mindful of your obligation
to acquire virtue, if you want God to grant you the grace of becoming true Daughters of Charity. If you realized how obliged you are
to work toward your perfection, Sisters, and what a misfortune it is
to make yourself unworthy of so holy a vocation, you'd weep tears
of blood! Yes, Sisters, I repeat, to be called by God for such a holy
ministry and not to acknowledge this grace by fulfilliug your obligations would merit tears of blood. This thought occurred to a pitiful person like me today, Sisters, when I saw myself as I am, in a
state that should make me so perfect. We should all be very much
afraid, Sisters! Think of this often and say, 'Quoi! My God, you've
chosen me, a poor, weak creature, and placed me in a state that you
alone know (Yes, Sisters, God alone knows the perfection of your
state), and shall I be so negligent as not to strive to have the prescribed conditions!' What a misfortune it would be for you if
through your own fault you were to lose your vocation, or if because
of your laxity you didn't take the trouble to acquire the perfection
God wants in those who will serve Him in this state! Think about
that, Sisters, reflect on it often and seriously, as a matter of the
greatest importance. 'Quoi! I've been elected and chosen for such a
holy vocation, and I attach such little importance to it!' If you realized what an act of infidelity this is, you'd be horrified. Therefore,
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Sisters, take good, strong resolutions once again to treasure your
vocation more than ever, and try to work with greater fidelity toward the perfection God is asking of you:' All the Sisters manifested their readiness to do so.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! Blessed be God! I want you to know,
Sisters, that, if I've ever said anything true and important to you, it's
what you've just heard, namely, that you must strive to maintain
yourselves in the spirit of good, true, country girls. You to whom
God, by His grace, has given this spirit by nature should thank Him
forit, and those ofyou who don't have it should strive to acquire the
perfection I've just pointed out as being characteristic of true village girls. Ifwomen ofgentle birth present themselves with the de-

sire to enter your Company, Sisters, it must be in order to live, in
body and spirit, like those who truly have the virtues ofvillage girls,
as our great Saint Genevieve did, so honored now for her simplicity,
humility, austerity, modesty, obedience, and all the other virtues we
have noted in good village girls. Blessed be God! But what am I
saying, Sisters! Those are the virtues practiced by someone even
greater-by the Son of God when He was on earth, and by His Holy
Mother, whose life you should honor in a special way in all your actions.

"May the Holy Spirit pour into your hearts the insight you need
to enkindle in them a great fervor and make you faithful and attached to the practice of all those virtues so that, for the glory of
God, you will esteem your vocation at its true value, and love it in
such a way that you may be able to persevere in it for the rest ofyour
life, serving poor persons in the spirit of humility, obedience, suffering, and charity, and so you will be blessed. In the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit:'
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April 26, 1643

On April 26, our Most Honored Father M, Vincent did us the
kindness of giving us a conference on the danger of disunion in the
Company of the Daughters of Charity, and His Charity said to us,
"Sisters, our topic for today is very important, since it involves
nothing less than the continuance or the entire dissolution of your
Company. So, Sisters, each of us should raise our minds to God,
place ourselves in His presence, and entreat Him in His goodness to
give ns the thoughts we need on this subject. In preceding conferences, I noticed that you needed some help in rmding motives or
reasons for what had been suggested to you. That's why I felt it
would be better to change the method in order to make it easier for
you to understand what you will be taught, and this will be a big help
to you in making your meditation. I'll use questions and answers, as
is done for catechism lessons.
"This conference has three points. The fIrst concerns the reasons
for desiring that no disunion ever arise in your Company. How right
it is to desire this, Sisters! If anyone can't give an answer, please
don't worry about it because persons who say little sometimes do
better, and those who catch on quickly and have no trouble discussing what is proposed to them, sometimes don't do as well, although
there are some who speak and do so well. Those who speak well,
Sisters, should humble themselves profoundly-that's a gift for
which they should express their gratitude to God-and those who
have a hard time understanding what is suggested, or have difficulty expressing their thoughts, should put themselves in God's
hands and take fresh resolutions to do good.
"Well now, Sister, tell me what reasons we have for desiring that
disunion should never arise in the Company, either among individual
Sisters or in general; for example, if the whole Company was divided, with some wanting one thing and others something else. First
of all, what do you think the word 'disunion' means? It means that
Conference 14.- Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
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for instance, all the members together form only one body. They
form a union as long as they are joined to the body, but, if my hand
were cut off, don't you see that there would be disunion? Now uniformity is what maintains union in the body ofa Community: observance of the same Rules, the same way of dressing, and the same
harmony. There would be no union ifSisters had contrary desires and
complained to others. God grant that this may never happen to your
Company! All right, Sister, go ahead."
"I really had a hard time understanding the meaning of the word
'union.' 1 thought, Monsieur, that it was a virtue Your Charity has
frequently explained to us and that all ofus should have it in order to
do God's Will."
"And you, Sister, why should we desire that there never be any
disunion in the Company?"

"Because, Monsieur, where there's union and harmony, there is
love of God and the neighbor, and where there's disunion, we find
hatred of God and of the neighbor."
"And you, Sister?"
"I think union fosters peace and tranquillity, and disunion causes

war and unrest."
"Right you are, Sister! You see, Sisters, all the wars and misfortunes you witness are the result of disunion, which always causes
trouble and unrest."

"Union preserves persons in their vocation," said another Sister,
"and disunion often causes them to lose it."
'That's what usually happens, Sisters. Well now, let's go on; I
hope this sort of conference will be more helpful than the others.
Don't you think so, Sisters?" All of them said yes.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! 1 feel my heart deeply consoled, and
I'm as edified as 1 was ashamed at the last conference-not on your
account, Sisters, oh no, but on my own, because of my wretchedness.
"And you, Sister, why should we want union always to exist in
the Company?"
"Monsieur, disunion seems to me to be like a building that's faIl-

ing down."
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be in excellent condition; but, if it should become unstable-if, for
instance, a beam should give way-not only would the beam fall
but the ceiling as well, so, instead of union, the house would be in
confusion. And that's why each individual should be on the watch
to avoid discord, for, if it were not put right, the whole body would
infallibly feel the effect.

"And you, Sister, who come next, tell us some other reason."
"Monsieur, one compelling reason is that union rejoices or
pleases God, who is always present where there's peace. On the
contrary, disunion gladdens the devil; a divided heart is like
hell-always restless and troubled; and discord, which is born of
disunion, puts it in constant turmoil."
"0 Sister, what you just said is so true!"
"Union," said another Sister, "is the image of the Most Blessed
Trinity which is composed of three Divine Persons, united by love.
Ifwe're closely united, we'll all be ofoue will and in complete harmony. Disunion, on the contrary, would give us a picture of hell,
where the demons live in perpetual discord and hatred."
"You see, Sisters, how obliged you are to maintain union among
yourselves, which is so pleasing to God, so displeasing to the devil,
and so useful to yourselves! Be very grateful to God for the grace
He gives you to understand this truth!
"And you, Sister, what reason do you have for wanting the Community ofthe Daughters ofCharity always to live in perfect union?"
"It seems to me, Monsieur, that union must give joy to God, be-

cause where there's peace, there God is; on the contrary, disunion
saddens God and rejoices the devil, who looks ouly for discord and

disunion in order to ruin us."
"Well said, Sister; God doesn't want to reside where there's disunion, and it was to point this out to us that, when He appeared to
His Apostles after His Resurrection, His first words were, 'Peace be
with you!'!
"And you, Sister?"

ICf. Lk 24:36. (NAB)
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"I think union is the image of the Blessed Trinity. The three Persons are only one same God, united by love from all eternity. We,
therefore, should be only one body in several persons, united with
the same end in view for the love of God. On the contrary, disunion
seems to me like the image ofhell, where the devils and the damned
are in a state of perpetual discord and hatred."
"0 Sisters, do you see the truth of what this Sister is saying? In

no way can there be any disunion in heaven. There was, once; do
you know why? When Lucifer and a group of the angels tried to
raise themselves above their state, they were immediately hurled
into hell, and those who continued to be united in their obedience
and submission to God remained, and will remain, eternally in
heaven. Should there be any disunion among you and it couldn't be
remedied, it would be absolutely necessary to remove those who

were causing it."
"Union is so excellent," said another Sister, "that OUf Lord
willed to give himself to us under the beautiful name of Communion. That's why we must ardently desire that union always exist
among us, since God loves it so much."
"And what do you think, Sister?"
"Since union is the source of such great benefits, and since disunion, on the contrary. causes such great evils, it seems to me, Mon-

sieur, that we must do our utmost to maintain union among us."
"I beg God with all my heart, Sisters, to grant you the grace always to reflect on the necessity of union and to help you to remember all the evils disunion may cause, which you've noted, namely,
that it drives out the love of God and the neighbor, engenders wars
and anxiety, causes the loss of vocation, saddens God, makes souls
unworthy of Holy Communion, and separates you from one another. Disunion would cause all those disorders and many others
among you, Sisters, whereas union brings many benefits to Communities and to anywhere else it's found."
"It seems to me," another Sister noted, "that one of the strongest
reasons we have for preventing disunion among ourselves is that, if
we were in conflict, we would displease God who loves union so
much, not only in reasonable creatures, but even in all the things
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very nature with means of union, even in those things that oppose
each other. And since, when God created our souls, His plan was to
unite us to himself, and He sent His Son on earth to help us to do so,
we would really be very contemptible if we didn't love union and,
by disunion and disorder, put ourselves in danger of losing what
God has given us by His love. That would be to oppose oneself deliberately to the most holy Will of God.
"Another reason for always maintaining perfect union among
ourselves is that disunion in the Company would be a hindrance to
the reception of God's grace, which it really needs to survive. Otherwise, it could happen that the Company might begin to weaken
or-what is worse--might become a scandal to the world, and God
wouldn't be glorified by the service His Goodness wants it to render
our neighbor for love of Him."
"If disunion were to arise among you, Sisters, it could happen
that God in His anger might destroy your Company. For those who
offended Him in this way this wouldn't be a great shame, for they
would thoroughly deserve it, but what a misfortone if we consider
the good that's now being done, and the even greater good that
could be done! Would there be a hell severe enough to punish those
who had committed such a great sin? Watch out for that, Sisters!
Blessed be God for having inspired the topic of this conference! I
hope much good will result from it. I've been greatly consoled by it.
And don't you think, Sisters, that it was necessary to discuss this
maller?" All the Sisters expressed their joy at this conference.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! It's His Goodness that inspired all of
you to say what you did; but do your best to profit from it, for this
must be an important instruction for you, even as useful as a sermon. But what am I saying? Doubtless, anything God inspires you
to say should be a sermon for you. Take heart, Sisters!" And still
looking at the Sister to whom he was speaking, he said, ''Tell us
some motive, Sister."
"We should greatly fear disunion because if two Sisters visit the
sick and have some difference of opinion, it would be very difficult
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to conceal this; consequently, the neighbor would be scandalized
by it."
"You see, Sisters, that what this good Sister is saying is true, for
the result of disunion is that if one wants to do one thing, the other
will want to do something else; people who see this will not be edified, and the poor will have good reason for not accepting in good
part the advice they give them for their own good. 'Look at those
Daughters of Charity,' they'll say, 'they don't get along with one
another.' How easily disunion, even among individuals, paves the
way for the ruin of a Community, Sisters! My body is one in all its
members, but just let an incision be made in my hand, causing the
flesh to separate, and it will be felt throughout my body. So it is with
Communities; when one part is out of harmony, all the rest ofit suffers, for those who see this and are scandalized by it don't simply
say, 'It's Jeanne and Marguerite who behave like that,' but rather,
'It's the Daughters of Charity.' Because for only two who have
fallen out, the whole body of the Daughters of Charity suffers and
has to endure the scandal, but when all of them are united, how they
edify their neighbor, and God is honored by it!"
"Monsieur," remarked another Sister, "disunion is a very bad
thing because it drives God from our soul, and we shouldn't even go
to Holy Communion when we're not united."
"What an excellent remark, Sisters, for God forbids those who
are at odds with their neighbor from approaching the holy altar, and
He has said so in these words, 'If you bring your gift to the altar and
there recall that you have something against your neighbor, go back
and be reconciled with your neighbor.' 2 Quoi! Sisters, to go to Holy
Communion with dissension in your heart, when you are out ofharmony with your neighbor, that must not be done! That would be
greater cruelty than that of a judge who, to make a man die a miserable death, ordered him to be bound mouth to mouth and stomach to
stomach to a corpse so that, as that body decayed, the man who was
alive would be infected by the corruption and would die by inches.
It would be far worse and more disgraceful to put God, who is life it-

l(:f. Mt 5:23-24. (NAB)
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to want to place Jesus Christ among devils? So, Sisters, see if you
don't have good reason to prevent disunion among you, since it is so
harmful to you! Blessed be God for the knowledge He is giving you
about this! Make good use of it."
"Disunion among us would be a great evil," said a Sister, "because God couldn't be pleased with the service we would render
Him; He'd be offended by the persons who should be glorifying
Him. It would cause aversions and complaining among us, and the
patients wouldn't be served with charity. That's why we must carefully avoid any disunion among us, both in general and in particu-

lar."
"As for myself," remarked another Sister, "1 thought that if I
were at variance with others, it would be the worst thing that could
happen to me, and my soul would be deeply troubled."
"That's true, Sister. And you, Sister?"
"1 thought, Monsieur, that we should always try to live together
in unity because disunion is contrary to the charity we must have for
one another, and that God, in punishment for these faults of ours,
would withdraw His grace from us. I thought that if disunion existed among us, God wouldn't make use of us any longer to participate in the graces He wants to bestow on the poor people we're
supposed to serve."

"And you, Sister?"
"It seems to me that, as far as possible, we must prevent disunion
from infiltrating the Company, because not only would we be disunited in body, but, what is worse, we would be cut off from God
and unable to attain the perfection He asks of us." Another Sister
noted that it would be difficult for us to have union and charity with
outsiders if we were in the habit of being disunited among ourselves."
"It seems to me," said another, "that we must always take great
care to preserve union among ourselves in order to be an example
for those who come after us and to make ourselves pleasing to God.
If we were at variance, we would resemble the foolish virgins who
had no oil in their lamps, for we would be without charity."
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Another Sister said that we really have to want to be united for
love of God, whom we should love dearly.
"I also though!," added another Sister, ''that we should love union very much, because disunion caused the damnation ofLucifer."
"That's well said, Sister. Lucifer, like the other angels, was once
perfectly united to God; when disunion arose among them, those
who caused it were driven out of paradise and sent to hell for all
eternity. How dangerous it is to be disunited, Sisters! You're fortunate that God is giving you the grace notto experience that peril."
"A sign that God wishes us to be always united," remarked another Sister, "is that even in nature, contrary things have the means
of being united. We have to believe that God's intention in creating
us is to unite our souls with Him, which presupposes union with our
neighbor; otherwise we'd lack charity, which is necessary for union
with God." Another reason given by the same Sister is that disunion
in the Company would place an obstacle in the way of the graces it
needs if it is to last; it would follow that it might begin to weaken or,
what would be worse, be a cause of scandal to the world. Furthermore, God wouldn't be glorified by the services His Goodness
wants to obtain from it.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! Blessed be God! tassure you that this
method of holding a conference really edifies me. 1 can't tell you
how much it consoles me, in the hope that it will be helpful to you
and that you'll learn by this means how to discover the motives for
saying or doing the things that will be proposed to us. 1 think that
those who haven't yet spoken might find even other reasons, but
what has been said shows us sufficiently that we have very powerful reasons for always remaining closely united with one another,
for we see that union is the source of all sorts of benefits, both spiritual and temporal, and disunion is the cause of all evils, as experience clearly shows us.
"Let's go on to the second point, which is what should be done in
the event that there might be any disunion in the Company, both in
general and in particular, if, for instance, Marie had fallen out with
Fran~oise, or Barbe with Jeanne, or if some disagreement had
arisen in the Company causing Sisters to take sides; for instance, if
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one side should say, •As for me, I'd like to go to Holy Communion
on Thursdays,' and the other might choose some other day. If some
were of one opinion and decided on one thing, and others of another, what should be done? Should you takes sides, that is, agree
with one side or the other? Most of the Sisters said no, and Most
Honored Father continued, 'That's the way it should be, Sisters, we
must always suspend our judgment. What should you do, Sister, if
you heard that two Sisters had fallen out?"
"I'd have to try to bring them together by excusing both of
them."
"You're perfectly correct, Sister. The Bishop of Geneva says in
his writings that sometimes two persons get annoyed with each
other without rhyme or reason, just as when two heavily laden porters, coming from different directions with their heads down, don't
see one another and bang into each other. True, they crashed into
one another, but without intending to do so. Sometimes the same
thing happens among you. It's true that at times you say or do something without thinking that gives reason for annoyance, but if you
had the charity that always prompts you to union, then you certainly
wouldn't allow yourselves to get angry. Act like those good porters
who don't get into an argument but simply go their way. If someone
tells you she's annoyed, say that the Sister with whom she's angry
dido't mean it. At times, Sisters, we see some disagreement and disunion among ourselves. Isn't the same true of our own internal organs? You may have heard people say that our bowels occasionally
get very upset; they become so twisted that a serious condition may
result, and persons sometimes die of it. And you're well aware that
there's no ill will among them because they're incapable of that.
The same applies to you, Sisters; always live in such perfect union
that, by God's grace, you'll be incapable of getting angry with one
another. If a Sister complains to you about another, excuse the latter
and say, 'Sister dear, OUf Sister never meant to annoy you.'
"And you, dear Sister, what should be done?"
"In the fIrst place, when we reflect on the great benefIts that
come from being united and the great evils caused by disunion, with
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hearts filled with charity we should ask God for the grace to be able
to help our Sisters with that."
"And what do you think, Sister? What should be done if this evil
of disunion should arise?"
"Monsieur, we should pray for Sisters who may be in such a
state."

"Shouldn't you do some penance for them,Sisters, such as taking the discipline or some other act of austerity? That would be one
good means. But what else should be done, Sister?"
"I think we should make inquiries individually, Monsieur, before blaming either one, then try to get both of them to be reconciled-I mean, to ask each other's forgiveness."
"Asking pardon of one another, Sisters, is an excellent means of
preserving union!"

A Sister then said, "Would you allow me, Monsieur, to ask pardon right now of my Sisters for having complained because I
thought some of them had snubbed me in the street, and also to ask
pardon of the Sisters to whom I complained?"
"Most willingly, Sister." The Sister knelt down, and so did all
the others, and she then asked pardon with great humility naming
each Sister in turn.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! That's what should be done to preserve perfect union. One day I was speaking with the Superior ofthe
Ursuline nuns of Gisors, and she told me about the union and harmony that existed among her Sisters. 'But what do you do, Mother,'
I asked her in astonishment, 'to have such tranqnillity in your Community that there's never any difference of opinion?' 'Monsieur,'

she replied. 'as soon as some cause for disagreement arises, our Sisters have the custom of kneeling down and asking forgiveness of
each other, so that no disunion may come into it.' What an excellent
means, Sisters! Love to practice this-and the sooner the
better-when you see a Sister is annoyed, or has reason to be annoyed, with you."
"But, Monsieur, sometimes if we try to ask a Sister's forgiveness, she laughs at it or becomes even more irritated; what should be

done then?"
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spirit, don't ask for forgiveness at that time; that would be heaping
coals on the fire; you'd put her in danger of becoming even more
bitter. Wait until she's in a better frame of mind, then ask pardon
with as much humility as you can, acknowledging before God that
you are responsible for the harm she has done.
"And you, Sister, if several members of the Company were disunited, what would you do to restore the union that's so necessary in
your Company?"
"Monsieur, I'd tell Superiors about it, along with what I knew
about the reason for the disagreement."
'That's right, Sister, for we have to believe that God will bless
abundantly what Superiors will do about this. Always bear in mind,
Sisters, the necessity of this union, on account of the great benefits
that result from it, as you've said, and the great evils disunion
brings, especially the ones God has inspired you to mention. It's
God who has caused you to speak in that way, Sisters. May He be
forever blessed for it!
"And what steps should be taken to intervene? Should we mention it to all the Sisters? You see, Sisters, if two Sisters fall out, you
should speak to each of them separately and, after they've told you
why they're displeased, remind them ofthe forbearance they owe to
one another. Forjust imagine, Sisters, sometimes the slightest trifle
is enough to make us angry! Occasionally, people have aversions
for one another without even knowing why. Often enough, it' s a little envy or jealousy. Antipathy for a Sister may even come from
hearing her eat or seeing how she does some other action. If you
persisted in this aversion, it would certainly cause disunion. Do
your utmost to overcome it, Sisters, and, if there's any disunion,
speak to the Sisters in private."
After obtaining M. Vincent's permission, a Sister asked if, in
case ofdisunion, it was advisable for all the Sisters indiscriminately
to come together to find some way to settle it. Most Honored Father
led us to understand that, as far as possible, everyone should con-
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soothing others, and always excusing the absent, but ifit was a matter ofimportance and disunion already existed, then the Superior or
Superioress would have to be informed.
"Isn't this what all of you wish? Don't you want to give yourselves to God beginning right now, to accept that your faults be
charitably mentioned to the one who holds the place of Superioress
for you?" All the Sisters said yes quite Willingly and agreed with
cordial consent. Our dearest Father then said in his usual fashion,
"Blessed be God, Sister! That is indeed a very powerful means of
maintaining the Company in great peace and union, and the subject
of this conference is one of the most important I know of for the existence of the Company.
"Today I was talking to a good priest, Fr. Saint-Jure,3 who is
very devout; he composed those beautiful meditations that we read
aloud. I asked him how it is that, in Communities, although all the
members have the same desire to serve God and the same will to
work at their perfection, slight dissensions still arise. 'It's like this,
Monsieur,' he said to me, 'rustic people take offense far more easily
than those who are intelligent and refined. The simplest means to
keep them in peace is to accustom them to reconciliation.' Now,
you see, Sisters, most of you-and a poor keeper of pigs like myself
as well-belong to that class brought up in the country." (I'm quoting these words, which Most Honored Father often took pleasure in
repeating at very distinguished gatherings, such as those of
Bishops, Abbots, Princesses, and other great Ladies who attend the

meetings ofthe Charity.) "You must remember that," he continued,
"and, when you're annoyed with your Sisters, be sure that it's not
usually for the reason you imagine, but because of your frame of
mind."

3The Jesuit writer Jean-Baptiste de Saint·Jure was born in Metz (France) on February 19,
1588, entered the Society of Jesus on September 4, 1604, and died in Paris on April 30, 1657. He
served as Spiritual Director and Rector of a number of Jesuit houses and of many mystics. He
also acted as Spiritual Director of the cloistered Dominican nuns of Paris, an exceptional
position for a Jesuit. Among his books was a treatise published posthumously (1658) on the
qualities necessary for the community life of a religious. (Cf. New Catholic Encyclopedia. vol.
12.)
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Another Sister said that she thought the best thing was to call attention as soon as possible to the disagreement among Sisters who
had fallen out, then to ask God's pardon for them and to humble
ourselves profoundly at the thought that each one of us is capable of
similar faults. She added that if, unfortunately, our infidelities, failure to observe the Rules, disobedience, complaints, and carelessness in mending our ways and advancing in the perfection of the
love ofGod were to draw down His indignation on the whole Company, it would he desirable for each Sister to begin to do penance to
implore God's mercy. Furthermore, a conference should also he
held and a strict visitation made to discover the root of the evil, and
the persons who had caused it should be dismissed from the Company, if there were no hope of amendment. "If the evil couldn't he
remedied," she added, "I think it would be better to abolish the
Company entirely by gentle and charitable means because, just as
God will he greatly honored by it as long as it preserves union and
obedience to Superiors, the Company would also be a source of
great evils if it no longer did this. I'm ready from now on to endure
the shame that would result from this disorder, acknowledging that
1have enough shortcomings ofmy own to he the sole cause ofit."
M. Vincent then questioned another Sister, who replied, "If this
misfortune were to befall me, Monsieur, 1 would be more careful
not to give my Sisters any more cause for displeasure, and would
want them to profit from the pain 1might have caused them, in order
to advance in the perfection that God is asking of them." Another
Sister said that, should she have some disagreement with a Sister,
she would ask her forgiveness in private hefore going to hed, and
then that of the whole community.
Thoughts of another Sister: "During my meditation I thought
that if 1 saw any disunion in the Company, among others or in myself, I'd inform the Superior or Superioress of it as soon as possible,
mentioning the fault qnite simply, without excusing myselfor complaining about it, even to Sisters in whom 1 had the greatest confidence,"

Another Sister said she would kneel before the crucifix to ask
pardon for her fault and ask the Blessed Virgin to intercede for her.
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penance, with the conviction that there was none too great for this
fault. She would also ask pardon of the Sister whom she had offended and promise her and her Superiors that she would behave
better in future toward her Sisters, love them more tenderly, and
show them greater cordiality and deference. Another Sister said
that if she had a difference with a Sister, she'd ask her forgiveness,
show her how sorry she was, and try to be more friendly to her than
previously.
"And you, Sister, what should be done to correct this great evil of
disunion, should it occur?"
"We should be glad to be reminded of our faults, and listen to the
advice given us so we can put it into practice."

There were far more Sisters at this meeting than there were reasons given for avoiding this evil, and means for remedying it. Since
several had the same thoughts, I will not repeat what each one said.
At the end, a Sister' very humbly asked M. Vincent, for the love of
God and in the name of the whole Company, to offer at the holy altar
the earnest desires of the Sisters, to obtain for us from God pardon
for the faults committed against our Rules and the bad use we had
made ofthe instructions His Charity had been giving us for so long a
time, and to ask God for fresh graces for the full accomplishment of
the holy plans He has had for the Company from all eternity.
"Yes, Sisters," replied M. Vincent, "I'll be very glad to say Mass
for this intention, but not within the next few days because I have to
say it for our good King. 5 I ask all of you to receive Holy Communion for his intention, that God may be pleased to restore him to
health or, if His Goodness deems it expedient for His glory, to
maintain him in the state in which he was on Thursday, when he
thought he was dying and was facing death in a noble and Christian
manner."
The same Sister asked M. Vincent if he thought it proper for the
Sisters to accuse themselves publicly at the meetings, in his presence and that of all the Sisters, of the faults they had committed, es4Saint Louise. In the conferences she recorded, she refers to herself only in this way.
5r.ouis XIII, who died on May 14, 1643, with Saint Vincent at his deathbed (cf.ll, 435),
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means that is for your perfection, Sisters! I'd have you know that, if
from doing this act in private you obtain one degree of grace from
God, when you do it in public you'll obtain as many graces as you'll
have witnesses of this action.
"I assure you once more, Sisters, that I'm deeply consoled by
this conference. We have to leave the third point for the next one,
which we'll hold as soon as possible, God willing. At that meeting
we'll discuss the means of preventing disunion in your Company.
So, make your meditation again on this subject.
"May the Divine Goodness, Source of true union, grant you the
grace to avoid all the evils that may be caused by disunion. May
God keep you always in perfect union with himself and with your
neighbor by true charity, and with yourselves by mortification of
your senses and your bad habits, all for His glory. May God bless
you! In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit. Amen."

15.• EXPLANATION OF THE REGULATIONS
[June 14, 1643]

On June 14, 1643, our Most Honored Father M. Vincent did us
the charity of discussing with us the Regulations and way of life of
the Daughters ofCharity, as a result of the request of a parish Sister
to let her have in writing the practices observed in the house. I Most
Honored Father had not yet made up his mind whether to have a
written text; from this we have reason to believe that Divine Providence has reserved to itself the guidance of this work, which it advances and holds back, according to its pleasure.
'The subject ofthis conference, dear Sisters, will be the Rules and
way of life you set up for yourselves long ago and which you're livConference 15. - Archives of the Motherbouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
IThe Motherhouse.
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rather God inspired you with them, for we can't say that they were
given to you, Sisters. Who would ever have thought that there would
be Daughters ofCharity when the first of you came to a few parishes
here in Paris? Oh no, Sisters! I didn't think of it; neither did your Sister Servant nor M. Portail. God thought ofit for you. We can say, Sisters, that He's the Author of your Company, much more truly so than
anyone else. Blessed be God, Sisters, that you-poor country
women for the most part-have been chosen by His Goodness to
form a Company which, with the help ofHis grace, will serve Him!
"Sisters, I think you have made your meditation on this subject.
The fIrst point deals with the necessity for every Company to have a
Rule or way of life conformable to the service God wants it to render Him. That's quite clear; for there's a Rule, notouly in religious
houses but everywhere. We who aren't religious----and never will
be because we don't merit it-have one. The Fathers of the Oratory,
whom I should have mentioned fIrst, have one. It's difficult and
even impossible for Communities to preserve uniformity without a
Rule. What a state of disorder there would be if one person wanted
to rise at one time and another at another! That would be a state of
disunion rather than of union.
"So, Sisters, let me tell you the few thoughts that have occurred
to me on this topic, because I haven't had time to reflect a great deal

ouit.
''The fIrst reason is that it's necessary, as I've just said; it always
has been and always will be. Rules are established in the order of
nature; God even wrote some with His own fInger for the people of
Israel and willed that His law should be ever before their eyes. Perhaps this will also be advisable for your Rules, Sisters. At any rate,
it's essential that each of you has a copy of the Rules to help you to
observe them exactly.
"Another reason, Sisters, is that God is pleased by this. What a
happiness, Sisters, to be able to please God! Don't you see, Sisters,
the special delight we take in pleasing those we love? People regard
it as a special honor and pleasure to please a King-an earthly
King-who, according to nature, is no greater than any other man,
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of this recently in the person of our late good King, of very happy
memory, who suffered so much and who, after his death, was found
to have worms in his mesentery and one in his stomach. Sisters, if
people work with so much delight and assiduity to please an earthly
King, from whom only empty, earthly rewards can be expected,
with far greater reason should you strive to please God, who is the
King of Kings, and who rewards with eternal happiness those who
love and serve Him.
"Another reason, Sisters, is that it's easy to observe your Rules.
They're divided into two parts. The fIrst tells you, in fIfteen articles,
how the day shonld be spent; that is, everything you shonld do at every hour. The second part contains some recommendations to help
you to do it properly.
''I'm well aware that there'll be a little diversity in your Regulations because ofthe different kinds ofpoor people you serve, but for
your principal activities, all of them can, nevertheless, apply. And
should it be necessary to alter something for the service of the convicts, the children, the poor in the parishes, and the Sisters in the rural areas, it will be done. I think all of you will be able to live like
those in this house; it's to be desired that your activities be as those
of the Sisters here.
"So I tell you, Sisters, that the observance of your way of life is
very easy. There's nothing easier and more pleasant than to rise at
four 0' clock, to offer your fIrst thoughts to God, to kneel down to
adore Him and to offer yourselfto Him. Now, isn't that really easy?
"As for making your mental prayer, that is, to speak with God for
half an hour, what an opportunity and what joy that is! As a rule,
people are fortunate to be able to speak to a King; those who fInd it
hard to speak to God for half an hour lack discemment.
"It's not hard to take medicines to the sick and to hear Mass on
your return home, either. At the time the soup is to be taken to the
sick, go to the house of the Lady who prepares it-or go a little earlier, if need be, as is sometimes necessary, for fear that the servants
don't fInd it ready at the right time. And what difficulty do you ftndin
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saying grace before and after meals?
"Mter dinner, be sure to get the doctor's orders and to prepare
and take the medicines to the sick. That's very easy. Afterward, take
time to read a chapter of some book of devotion. Don't ever miss
this, Sisters; it's something very easy and very necessary; for, in the
morning you speak to God at mental prayer; and in your reading,
God speaks to you. If you want your prayers to be heard by God, listen to God in the reading. There's no less benefit and happiness in
listening to God than in speaking to Him. That's why I strongly recommend that you do your utmost not to miss it and, if possible, to
spend a little time in prayer afterward.
"It will also be easy for you to make your particular examination
of conscience before supper. Before going to bed, make the general

examination of conscience, retire at nine 0' clock, and to go to sleep
with some good thought. Isn't all that very easy, and what reasons
could you have for not doing it?
"In addition to what I've told you, you should pray your Rosary
in several parts; for instance, one decade after morning meditation,
two in church before Mass-or up to the Gospel if Mass begins
sooner-two more after reading in the afternoon, and one in the
evening. If those times are inconvenient, you're permitted to select
others.
"Go to confession and Holy Communion on Sundays and the
principal feast days, and not more often without your Director's
permission. I strongly recommend that you be exact on this very important point, Sisters. I'm well aware that there may be several who
would like to go more often, but, for the love of God, mortify yourselves in this respect, and reflect that a spiritual Communion well
made will sometimes be more efficacious than an actual one. I
know this is so, Sisters, and I'll tell you frankly that too frequent
Communions have been the cause of great abuses-not because of
Holy Communion itself, but because of the bad dispositions people
often bring to it. So, Sisters, please don't receive Communion more
frequently, without permission from your Director. 2
2The guidelines ofthe Church for the reception ofHoly Communion, enunciated here by Saint
Vincent for his time, were changed on December 20,1905, by the decree Sacra Tridentina
Synodus of Pope Saint Pius X. Today "the Church wannly recommends that the faithful receive
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sewing or spinning, when you have nothing more to do for your patients. Sisters, you have to work for a living and he very exact in the
use of time, of which God will demand a strict account of you. He
said so himself, 'I will ask you to give back the time that has gone.'
The good use oftime is so precious, and the time at our disposal on
earth can he so valuable to us that we should take great care not to
waste any of it. Wretched man that I am, what shall I say to God
when He asks me for an account of the time I waste!
"The second part of your Rules, Sisters, consists of certain recommendations, contained in seventeen articles, to observe the daily
schedule well, to do all you have to do in a spirit ofhumility, charity,
and gentleness, and to honor the holy life of Our Lord Jesus Christ
on earth. You should form your intention for that at the heginning of
each action, and especially when you devote yourselves to the service of your sick poor. What a happiness, Sisters, to serve the person of Our Lord in His poor members! He has told you that He'll
consider this service as done to himself.
"Show great honor to the Ladies. Isn't it ouly just to speak respectfully to them and to ohey them in all that concerns the service
of the poor? They're the ones who give you the means of rendering
to God the service you give to the patients. What could you do without the Ladies, Sisters? So, show them great respect, no matter what
their rank. I have to tell you that I've noticed that several Sisters are
at fault in this. From now on, carefully avoid this, in speaking both
to them and about them. They have a very high regard for you and
love you, but you mustn't abuse that.
"You should act in the same way toward the physicians. Don't
find fault with their orders, Sisters, nor prepare your medicines using other ingredients. Be meticulous in following what they tell you
for the dosage as well as for the drugs. Sometimes people's lives are
at stake in that. So, respect the physicians not only because they're
hetter and wiser than you but also because God commands you to
do so in Holy Scripture, where there's a passage that states explicHoly Communion each time they participate in the celebration ofthe Eucharist." (Cf. Catechism
o/the Catholic Church [Liguori Publications. I994J, no. 1417, p. 356.)
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themselves honor them, as do all the great ones of the earth. So why
wouldn't you, under the pretext that they are well known to you and
speak freely to you, show them the honor and respect you owe
them? Please watch out for this, Sisters. Even though you may
sometimes think that one of them isn't as competent as another, refrain from misjudging them because it's ignorance that prevents
you from knowing why physicians use different methods to treat
patients, which, nevertheless, produce similar results. That's why,
Sisters, you must always show them great respect
"You must also remember that your principal concern, which
God asks especially of you, is to be very attentive in serving the
poor, who are our lords. Oh yes, Sisters! They are our masters.
That's why you must treat them gently and kindly, reflecting that
this is why God has brought you together; and why He formed your
Company. You must see that, as far as in you lies, they want for
nothing, both with regard to their physical health and for the salvation of their souls. How blessed you are, Sisters, that God has destined you for this for your entire life!
"People in the highest places consider it an honor to spend a
small part of their time doing this, and they do it with such charity
and fervor! You Sisters who are at Saint-Sulpice, you see this in
those good Princesses and great ladies when you accompany them
there! How greatly you should appreciate your state in life, Sisters,
since you're in a position to perform works of charity every day at
all hours, and that is the means God has used to sanctify so many
souls! Yes, Sisters, didn't Saint Louis' serve the poor at the
Hotel-Dien of Paris with such great humility that it helped to make
him a saint? All the saints-or most of them-have considered it a
happiness to please God by this means. Humble yourselves profoundly and remember that this is for you a grace of God far above
what yon have merited

3Sir 38: 1. (NAB)
4Louis IX, King of France (1214-1270), who founded hospitals and patronized learning, was
conspicuous for his humility and his personal example of Christian service.
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admires what God wills to do through you. I've just come from the
Queen; she spoke to me about you. Sisters, you have good reason to
fear that you may become unfaithful to God and ungrateful for His
graces if you don't take the trouble to put into practice the Rules He
has arranged to be given to you.
"Refrain from talking too much. Being garrulous is a serious
fault, Sisters, and is unbecoming, especially in Daughters of Charity, who should be much more reserved than others. You should
also keep silence at the times ofrising and.goingto bed, that is, from
reading in the evening until after meditation the next day. What a
good practice it is to keep silence, Sisters! It's in silence that we can
hear God speaking to our hearts. Be very faithful to that. If necessity
requires that you speak, do so in a low tone of voice and in few
words. That practice will help you to become devout.
''The sixth article dictates that you be very reserved on all occasions. You should have a great regard for this virtue, Sisters, for, if
people were 10 see a Daughter of Charity behaving improperly in
the street, looking all around her, they would soon say, 'That Sister
will leave.' If several Sisters behaved like that, there would be
grounds for thinking that the Company might soon disappear. This
is a very important matter, Sisters. But we have also good reason to
praise God, and I can tell you that whenever I meet any ofyou in the
streets I'm edified by your modesty. God be blessed for it! I've always remembered the modesty and reserve of a Sister who was
coming from a certain place; when I asked her with whom she had
been speaking, she replied, 'Well, Monsieur, I really didn't notice.'
Sisters, that's the way to behave.
"You should never pay nor receive a visit, nor allow anyone to
remain in your rooms when by doing so you'd be kept from your
spiritual exercises. Should you acquire such a habit, it would be a
significant fault; gradually it would consume all your time and lead
you to be in too much of a hurry when serving your patients, and,
what is worse, it's to be feared that in the course oftime you might
neglect them to such an extent that the thought of the persons you'd
be going to see and those who'd be coming to see you in your rooms
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would take up most ofyour time and attention. This is a very important and dangerous point, Sisters! Be very careful about it, and don't
be afraid to say, 'Please excuse us; this is the time for our meal, for
our prayers, and we can't postpone them to some other time.' You
see, Sisters, even if, at the time they're talking with you, you might
think they'll take it badly, don't hesitate. When they reflect on it,
they'll give you more praise than blame, and you'll have the consolation of having replied on that occasion as God would want you to
do. What a happiness, Sisters, to feel sure that yon're doing what
God wills by observing your Rnles. So, when someone says to you,
'You don't come to see me,' reply fmnly, 'Madame, please excuse
me, we should never pay any visit.'

"You must live in close union and never complain of one another. Great forbearance is needed for this, Sisters, because no one
is perfect. If we don't bear with our Sister, why shonld we feel that
she is supposed to bear with us? This doesn't mean, Sisters, that
some slight difference of opinion may not arise at times: one Sister
will want to do one thing, and her Sister another, and what each one
wants isn't bad; nevertheless, if there isn't some yielding, if one
doesn't give in to the other, there will be disunion. For this reason,
Sisters, in God's name anticipate one another and say, 'Very well,
Sister, since that's what you want, Iagree.' That's the real way to be
always united, Sisters. Shouldn't we also act in this way toward
ourselves, who aren't of the same mind for long because today we
want one thing, and tomorrow it's something else? And if we don't
bear with ourselves in these changing moods, we'll never have
peace and tranquillity. Be very careful not to complain about one
another, either to the Ladies, your confessors, or any ofyour Sisters,
or to dwell volnntarily on feelings of aversion that may sometimes
arise.

"Here, Sisters, is another great means to maintain union and cordiality among you: if you see that you've saddened a Sister, ask her

forgiveness-at once, if you can, or at least in the evening because
to go to bed with anger in your heart is great cowardice. Not only is
this the duty ofDaughters of Charity, but of every good Christian as
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wrath.' 5 There are people in the world who act in this way.
"Again, Sisters, although you may all be equal and alike in everything, the Rule states, nevertheless, that where two or three of
you are together, one should be appointed Sister Servant. You must
submit humbly and willingly to that Sister, regarding her in God
and God in her. It will be very easy for you to submit if you reflect
that she represents the presence ofGod for you and if you regard her
in God, for it's by the guidance ofDivine Providence that you're together; you should, consequently, respect her. On her part, the Sister Servant must avoid being overbearing or authoritative with her
Sister but should act gently and affably, reflecting that charity is
gentle, kind, patient, and endures all things. 6 Now, a Sister wouldn't be a true Danghter of Charity if she didn't imitate her mother.
"Show great respect for one another, Sisters, bearing in mind
that you're equally in the service of the same Master and so are
bound to hold one another in greater honor than if you were in the
service of the greatest lords in the world. This is a piece of advice
Our Lord himself gives us: 'Anticipate one another in showing
honor. ' 7 How blessed and edifying your Company will be if you do
so, Sisters! Never argue with one another, but rather give up your
own will in order to do that of your Sister-I mean in matters that
aren't sinful or contrary to your way oflife. It sometimes happens,
however, that matters ofno importance give rise to disputes of such
a kind that we make a mountain out of a molehill. The devil, our enemy and the father of discord, is only too pleased for us to become
disunited by this means. We have to be very careful of this, Sisters,
and love to please God rather than to gratify our own passions.
"Here's another article that instructs you not to give or receive
anything without permission of the Sister Servant, who is in charge
of the house. This point, Sisters, is more important than you think.
As soon as you enter a Company, in which no one should possess
anything ofher own, everything you have is no longer yours but besef. Eph 4:26. (NAB)
6cf. I Cor 13:4-7. (NAB)
7Cf. Rom 12:10. (NAB)
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free to give or receive anything without permission. If it's in any
way important, the Sister Servant must ask the Superior's permission. Ifit's a small thing, she can give permission to accept it or give
it away. If you're in a hurry and don't have time to ask for permission you must intend to mention it afterward to your Sister Servant
in a spirit of submission, ready to give up or to keep the object, according to her orders. Isn't that right, Sisters? What a powerful
means to make you virtuous! Blessed be God!
"Here's another article that's very necessary: you will take care
to come at least once a month to the Motherhouse and to do so at the
most convenient time. And why, Sisters? To spend a little time
speaking in a friendly, cordial way with the Sister Servant about
your spiritual state, like a child who might come to its mother for
some consolation, to tell her your troubles great and small, to ask
her advice according to your needs, to give her an account of how
you are practicing your Rules, of your behavior, and of your little
differences of opinion, should there be any, doing so quite sincerely, cordially, and honestly. Sisters, the little trials oflife are no
longer trials with these consolations, or, if they persist, God will
give you the grace to love them for love of Him. It's not enough for
you to reveal your faults and worries, you should also mention quite
simply the graces God has granted you. There are five or six articles
about which you should speak. You'll be advised about them.
"Here's one that will be a great help to you, Sisters, in observing
your Rules and spiritual exercises well: don't fail to be present at

meetings when you're notified of them, no matter what excuse you
may have. If a Lady wants you with her at such a time, you have to
say to her, 'Madame, I ask you most humbly to allow us to go to the
meeting being held at home. We're obliged to be present, and have
made arrangements so that the patients won't need anything during
our absence.' If you speak to them like that, they'll be very careful
not to keep you from them; otherwise, you'd lose a great deal, Sisters, because God, who knows your needs, sometimes allows you to
hear at these meetings something useful that you wouldn't hear
elsewhere. Furthermore, Sisters, there's always a great blessing at-
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when we're gathered togetherin His name, He'll be in the midst of
us. Tell me, Sisters, isn't He really and truly Our Lord? And since it
can't be otherwise, why don't we believe Him? Sisters, I believe it
as fIrmly as ifI saw Him here in the midst of us, unworthy though I
am; yes, Sisters, I believe it more fIrmly than I believe that I see all
of you here. So, please don't fail to be present at them.
"In addition, Sisters, have no attachments either to places, persons, or duties, and always be prepared to leave everything when
obedience withdraws you from some place, being convinced that
God wills it that way. TIris is the most important thing I could say to
you. Without this general detachment, it's impossible for your
Company to last. And, Sisters, you shouldn't want to be left in a
place for your own satisfaction, when it's necessary to withdraw
you from it and to send you elsewhere or to come to the
Motherhouse. Another Sister would act like you, and then another,
and the spread of this disorder would result in the total ruin of the
Company and the cessation of all the good being done and that can
be done by others, if you're faithful to God. What a misfortune, Sisters, for the Sister who was the primary cause of this disorder! God
forbid that this should ever happen! Be very careful, Sisters, that no
attachments creep in imperceptibly among you that might prevent
you from being pliable in the hand of God, for the result could be
that you might not go to the place where God in His goodness intended to do you the favor of using you.
"Although I recommend to you the exact observance of your
Rules and your way of life, and to love to conform yourselves to all
that's done in this house, which is the heart of the Company, nevertheless, since your primary obligation is the care of the sick poor,
you should never be afraid to set aside some Rules when the needs
of the poor are urgent, provided it's a real necessity and you're not
neglecting them through mere natural inclination or laziness.
'That, Sisters, is the last article concerning your way of life.
You're being given a copy so you may read it at least once a month.
TIris is imperative. Through this reading, you'll know the Will of
God, and be motivated to put it into practice.
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for you to become true Daughters of Charity-Sisters pleasing to
God. I tell you----and it's so true-that those who are very exact in
keeping and practicing these Rules will soon attain very great perfection and holiness. What could deter you from doing so, Sisters?
They're so easy! You know they make you pleasing to God and that
by following them you do His most holy Will. If you're really faithful in the observance of this way of life, Sisters, you'll all be good
Christians. I wouldn't be saying as much ifI told you that you'd be
good nuns. Why do people join religious Orders if not to become
good Christian meu and women? Yes, Sisters, really make it a point
to become good Christian women by the faithful practice of your
Rules. God will be glorified by it, and your Company will edify the
whole Church. Don't underestimate the grace God has given and
will give you, if you render yourselves worthy of it. Reflect that
lately God has willed to provide His Church with a Company of
poor country women-as are most of you-to continue the life His
Son led on earth. Don't make yourselves unworthy of your grace,
Sisters. For this purpose, I ask God, Sisters, to give you perfect un-

ion.
"0 my God, we give ourselves to You for the accomplishment of
your plan for us; we acknowledge that we are unworthy of this
grace, but we ask it of You through the love of Your Son; we ask it
of You through the Blessed Virgin; and we ask it of You through
our Sisters whom, in Your goodness, You have already taken to
Yourself in Your holy paradise. Grant it to us for Your glory, Lord,
and bless us. In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Spirit. Amen."

-10416. - THE FOUNDLINGS'
December 7, 1643

A Sister thought that one motive for serving these little children
with great care and affection is that their souls are made in the image
of God. She also mentioned that Our Lord always loved poor little
children, for He told His Apostles to let them approach Him, and
taught us that we must be like them in order to enter the kingdom of
heaven.
''To serve them well it is good to recall all those truths and hope
that their little examples will be useful to us in trying to acquire the
virtues by which we'll be considered by God as little children."
"Blessed be God, Sister! I'm really consoled to see the thoughts
God is giving all of you. Have no doubt about it; there's reason to
hope for many graces while serving these poor little creatures,
abandoned by all but Divine Providence, who has chosen you to
serve them,"

"Father," said another Sister, "we should consider ourselves
very fortunate that God has given us charge of these babies, among
whom many will perhaps give great glory to God either on their
own or through the instruction they'll be able to give to others.
"Another reason is that we must believe that God wills us to have
this ministry, since He himselfinspired our Superiors with the idea,
and also the fear that, if we don't do our duties well, He may entrust
this work to others who will do so. I also thought that carrying out
this ministry well is a means of attaining OUf salvation."

Conference 16. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
1Hundreds of children were being abandoned in Paris and its suburbs; the Ladies of Charity
assumed responsibility forthem. and in 1640 they decided to accept all the foundlings who were
brought, entrusting them to the care of the Daughters of Charity. In 1647 they acquired the
Chiteau de BicStre, where the weaned babies were housed until 1651, when they were returned
to a more healthy location in Paris. (Cf. I, 407. n. 4.)
For the history ofthe Foundlings, one can refer to the following: tcrils spirituels, A. 80; the notes
on the same subject, (ibid, p. 91); Fran~is-TimoI6on, Abbe de Choisy,La Vie de Madame de
Miramion (paris: A. Dezallier, 1706), pp. 140 ff.; Alexandre Monnier, Histoire de I'Assistance
publique dons les temps anciens et modemes (Paris: Guillaumin, 1856), pp. 395 ff.; Leon
Lallemand, Un chapitre de l'Histoire des Enjants trouves. La Maison de 10 Couche () Paris
(paris: Champion, 1885).
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Reflections of another Sister: "Father, these children, who in all
probability are doubly conceived in sin, represent to us a very
thorny plant that God is unwilling to throw into the fIre, but from
which He wants to gather roses; and these roses are their rational
souls, which He has created and redeemed by the blood and death of
His Son. This thought has given me a great desire to serve them."
Reflections of another Sister: "Father, there are fIve principal
reasons why we should have a great desire to serve these little creatures, abandoned by everyone. The fIrst is the obligation of procuring God's glory in every way we can, by taking care of these little
bodies for love of God, instructing their souls, and giving them
good example so that they may one day glorify God in eternity.
''The second motive is that, since these little bodies are doubly
conceived in sin, there's reason to believe the devil will have
greater power to lead them into sin and will do his best to send most
of them to hell. We have to prevent that because we're obliged, under pain of sin, to rescue our neighbor from death when we can do
so, and the death of the soul has far greater consequences than that
of the body.
''The third reason is the example God himself gave us of a child
in this state, abandoned by Hagar its mother. Hagar was visited by
an angel, who commanded her on the part of God to take care of
her child. She picked him up, humbled herself, and by her tears
touched the heart of Abraham's legitimate wife, who took her into
her home.'
"The fourth motive is that we should attach great importance to
the plan God had in mind in choosing us for this work, which we
should cherish above any we could imagine.
"The fIfth motive is that the service rendered to these little children is one of the most powerful means we have for advancing in

perfection; in it we learn how to overcome ourselves in ~y ofour
passions and to avoid idleness.
"One of the fIrst means of serving these babies well is to think
that we're not capable of doing so, to remind God frequently of our
~ Sister who is speaking is confused: it is in another situation that Abraham and his wife
Sarai consent to welcome Hagar. (Cf. Gn 16. [NAB])
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serve them most profitably for His glory and their salvation.
"In the second place, to reverence these babies as the children of
God, and remind ourselves that Our Lord has told us to give them
good example because their angels behold continually the face of
God.
"In the third place, to be very attentive to whatever they may
need and to see that they lack nothing.
"Fourth, not to show more affection for some rather than for others because favoritism causes jealousy and envy, to which these littie children can become habituated.
"Fifth, to see to the practice of the Rules: first, in order to be
faithful to God, and then, for the children's welfare. If they're taken
care of at the right times, they'll be much healthier."
"Blessed be God, dear Sisters, for the thoughts He has given all
of you! They've truly consoled me, and I can't express to you the
joy my heall experiences from them, especially because almost all
of you have resolved, when holy obedience sends you to help these
little ones, to go to serve them with charity, gentleness, and affection. It's God, Sisters, who gives you this good will. Foster it carefully.
"Reflecting on the guidance of Divine Providence in your regard, I've been extremely amazed, Sisters, at the choice made of
you from all eternity-you, poor village girls, without experience
or knowledge-to the exclusion of many others, to render Him this
service, the most important one I know, along with the service rendered Him by the nuns of the Hillel-Dieu. How grateful you should
be for this grace, Sisters! Quoi! From all eternity God was thinking
of you for such an important work! Not only was He thinking ofestablishing a Company for this purpose, but He was even contemplating choosing each one of you in particular to be pall of it.
Sisters, if you really understand God's plan for you, you'll consider
yourselves fortunate for that mercy. May Our Lord grant you this
grace!
"A second remark, dear Sisters, is that these little children belong to Godin a very special manner, since they've been abandoned
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by both father and mother, and have, nevertheless, rational souls
created by the omnipotence of God. They belong to God alone, who
acts as father and mother to them and provides for their wants.
"See what God is doing for them and for you, Sisters. From all
eternity He singled out this age in order to inspire a large number of
Ladies with the desire to take over the care and guidance ofthese little ones, whom He regards as His own, and from all eternity He has
chosen you, Sisters, to serve them. What an honor for you! If persons in the world consider it a great honor to serve the children of
the great, how much more should you who have been called to serve
the children of God!
"Recently I was in a place where the King 3 was taking a walk.
'Sire,' said his governess to him, when she saw the Chancellor arriving, 'Sire, give your hand to the Chancellor.' '0 man Dieui'
cried the Chancellor, making a profound bow, 'I'm very careful not
to touch the King's hand; I'm not God.' You see, Sisters, he's a
King because he's the son of a King, and if the Chancellor, who is
one of the highest officers of his Crown, doesn't dare, out of respect, to touch his hand, what sentiments you should have while
serving these babies who are the children of God! Sisters, give
yourselves to God to serve them with great charity and gentleness,
and accustom yourselves to see God in them, and to serve them in
God and for His love. What a powerful motive, Sisters! You must
conclude from this that God is very pleased at the sight of the ser-

vice you render them.
"Another motive, Sisters, is the great pleasure God takes in the
service you render these babies, just as He also does in their little
babbling-even in their little cries and wailings. Each ofthese cries
touches the heart of God with pity. And when they begin to cry and
you comfort them, dear Sisters, rendering them the services they
need for the love ofGod and to honor the infancy of Our Lord, don't
you give pleasure to God? And isn't God honored by the cries and
wailings ofthese little children? Courage then, Sisters! Have a great
3Since Louis XDI had died on May 14, 1643, this was his son, Louis XIV, who was born on
September 5, 1638. Pierre Seguier held the dual titles of Keeper of the Seals and Chancellor of
France.
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receives perfect praise. It's not I who say this, Sisters, but the
prophet, Ex ore in/antium et lactentium peifecisti laudem tuam. 4
But I'm saying it in Latin. It's meaning, Sisters, is: 'Your praise is
perfect in the mouths of little sucklings.' So this is true, Sisters, because Holy Scripture affirms it.
"See how fortunate you are to render service to these little creatures, who give God perfect praise, and in whom the goodness of
God takes so much pleasure-a pleasure in some sort similar to that
ofmothers who have no greater comfort than to observe the little actions of their young ones. They marvel at everything and love it all.
In like manner God, who is their Father, takes great pleasure in all
their little actions. Do the same, dear Sisters. Consider yourselves
their mothers. What an honor to consider yourselves the mothers of
children of whom God is the father! And as such, take pleasure in
looking after them, in doing all you can for their care. In this, Sisters, you'll resemble in a certain sense the Blessed Virgin, because
you'll be at one and the same time both mothers and virgins. Get
used to looking upon these little children in that way, and it will ease
the difficulty of dealing with them, for I'm well aware that there's
difficulty in that.
"Think also about the affection good mothers have for their children. They'll risk all sorts of dangers to rescue them from a trifling
difficulty, Sisters. And what I say is true even of mothers in the animal world, such as mother quails that allow themselves to be captured by hunters in order to save their chicks. When you take good
care of these poor babies and give them all they need, then you'll be
acting as their true mothers. How pleased our good God will be with
you, Sisters, since you'll be doing His holy Will in that, and by serving these little ones you'll be contributing toward giving Him the
most perfect praise, which isn't given Him by theologians but by
the voice and actions of these little creatures!
"A fourth motive is that all nations will adore God because these
little children have given praise to Jesus Christ. ... Shouldn't you
4<'Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings you have fashioned praise." Cf. Ps 8:3. (NAB)
Jesus alluded to this in Mt 21:16.
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Christ in the person of these little children and to teach them to give
glory and adoration to God?
"But someone might say to me, 'How can I look after these dirty,
squalling brats, children of wicked mothers who brought them into
the world by offending God, and then abandoned them?' Sisters,
you'll have a great reward on all these counts. In a certain sense you
make amends for the offense those sinful mothers committed by
abandoning their children in that way, when you devote yourselves
to serving them for the love ofGod and because they belong to Him.
You see, Sisters, if God hadn't called you to this service, if He had
left you in the midst of the troubles of the world, you would have
been mothers, and your children would have given you far more
worries and miseries than these do. And for what? Like most mothers, you'd have loved them with a natural love, as animals love their
young. What reward would you have for it? Quite simply, a natural
reward: your own satisfaction. This doesn't apply to the service you
render to these little ones for the love of God, Sisters, because
there's no inducement but that for doing it; they're dirty, and the
very thought oftheir mothers may be somewhat repugnant to you.
"True, Sisters, the work is very difficult, but where is there not
some difficulty? It's everywhere. Were you without problems
when you were in the world? Wouldn't you have some if you were
still there? There are trials and tribulations in every walk oflife, but
in the case of Sisters who are serving little children-as in every
other act of charity-the difficulty is followed by such a great reward that the trouble involved should be greatly loved. In the world,
you would have been mothers, but not like you are now, for these
little ones belong so entirely to God that we may call them His children, since no one else fulfills the duties of father to them. Understand this truth clearly, dear Sisters.
"I'm sure you'll have great consolation in serving them when
you think of the perfect praise given to God from their mouths. The
prophets state that God is glorified by little children. Why? Because
they're grateful for the special care He takes in looking after them.
Sisters, since from all eternity Our Lord had you in mind to serve
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these little children, who glorify Him, this is a great honor for you,
and you must, therefore, consider yourselves very fortunate. Yes
indeed, Sisters! you must attach great importance to God's plan for
you. He has chosen you-you who weren't thinking of Him. He allowed quite a few years to pass, during which many children died
and, instead of turning to so many people whom His Goodness
might have chosen for this holy work, He waited until you were in a
position where He could use you for it. How grateful you should be
for this grace, Sisters!
"What else? When He chose you there were plenty of people in
the world and yet He picked you-Anne, Marie, Marguerite, and all
the rest of you-leaving aside many other young women in your
own towns and families! How indebted you are to God, and how ungrateful you'd be if you weren't most thankful for these graces and
didn't do what God asks ofyou in regard to these little ones! I hope,
Sisters, that you'll never be reproved for that. I ask this ofHim with
all my heart.
"Now don't say to me, 'But, Monsieur, do we have to take such
great care of these babies, who have been born of such bad mothers
and cause us so much trouble?' Yes, Sisters, I've already told you
so; it's true that you have to go to a lot oftrouble, but this effort is the
reason why God is pleased. He finds it so agreeable that He certainly reveals it to His saints, and His saints glorify Him for it. If
these were well-to-do children, Sisters-I mean children of distinguished families-you'd have a great deal of difficulty, perhaps
even more than these give you, and for what reward? Very meager
salaries; and you'd be considered servants. But what will you receive for having served these babies abandoned by everyone? God,
throughout eternity. Is there any comparison, Sisters?
"What is your place with these little ones? You are, in a certain
sense, their Guardian Angels. EI quoi, Sisters! Would you be averse
to being with these poor babies when their Guardian Angels consider themselves happy to be there constantly? If they see God, it's
from that place; if they glorify Him, they do so beside these little
ones; if they receive His commands, it's from that same place. They
are the ones who lift up to God the glory these little beings give Him
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by their cries and prattlings, and they consider themselves higWy
honored to render them those services. Sisters, act in that way because, together with those glorious spirits, you are entrusted with
the care of these little ones. If you do so with the same zeal, considering God in them, you'll see that the trouble entailed will he very
sweet to you and easy to hear.
"One means of serving these little children well, Sisters, is indifference, which consists in heing prepared to he assigned to this ministry and, in general, to he ready to go wherever obedience will send
you. You wouldn't be true Daughters of Charity otherwise. Animals ohey humans; is it possible that a Daughter of Charity might
refuse to ohey God? Sisters, even saddle horses don't refuse to have
a saddle put on them, and those who draw carriages never refuse to
lead. I've never---excepton one occasion-seen horses refuse to go
where someone was trying to lead them, to the right, to the left, forward, backward. They obey the persons who lead them. And you,
Sisters, would you want someone to reproach you with the fact that
animals are superior toyou in submission and indifference? Sisters,
he very careful about that and, for that purpose, often call to mind
your good resolutions, reflecting that, when difficulties arise, the
only way to overcome yourselves is to see God in these little ones
and to think that He's saying to you, 'My daughters, the trouble
you're taking with these little creatures is so pleasing to Me that it's
tangible, and I consider the service you render them as done to myself.'

"Another means, Sisters, is the exact observance of the customs
practiced in the house. We don't have Regulations for them. If
there's something to he corrected, it will be done. But until the
Rules have been clearly set forth, he faithful to those observed here,
and all will go better.
"Some Sisters will say to me, 'I'd gladly do that but it's too hard
for me to live with tltis or that Sister.' That's not how your mothers
acted, Sisters, noris it a good examplefor the Sisters who will come
after you. In former days children showed such respect for their fathers that they wanted to imitate them at the risk of their lives. Why
shouldn't we do for etemal things what they did for temporary and
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passing ones? Holy Scripture relates that the children of Rechab'
used to say that their fathers never drank wine, nor lived in castles or
houses, and, consequently, they never wanted to drink any nor to
live anywhere but in tents. And although that was no longer done,
and people tried to persuade them to act like others, they would
never consent to it because they had so much respect for the example and customs of their fathers, and they would say, 'Quoi! For
three hundred years our fathers refrained from drinking wine and
living in houses; God forbid that we should ever act contrary to their
custom!' So, they preferred to die rather than to do otherwise than
their fathers had done, and this filled God with pleasure. In the same
way, Sisters, you should become habituated to the customs observed iu the house in order to imitate the first Sisters ofthe Charity
so that those who come after you may imitate you as their mothers.
"Another means, dear Sisters, is often to think of the grace God
has given you in calling you to serve Him in the person ofthese little
children. Since you have been caring for them, their number has
reached twelve hundred or more; they all have received holy Baptism. Had you not taken over the care of them, perhaps they would
all have died unbaptized and, consequently, been deprived of the
sight of God for all eternity, which is the greatest punishment of the
damned. What a happiness for you, Sisters, to be able to contribute
to such a great benefit, and how honored you should consider yourselves for having had this grace, along with that other one, namely,
that through your care, many ofthese little ones are still alive! Ifthat
continues, there will be at least seven or eight hundred of them
within ten years, and those who die baptized will go on to glorify
God for all eternity. What a happiness, Sisters! You have a share in
the praises they give to God, to whom they portray the charity you
had for them and all the trouble they gave you. The charity practiced
toward these poor little creatures, to whom you give life-or rather
preserve the one God has given them-by the care you take ofthem
is a tremendous aid to your salvation. What a happiness, Sisters!
Acknowledge that you're very unworthy of this grace, and try to

Sec. Jer 35. (NAB)
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make yourselves worthy of it, for fear that God may take it away
and give it to others who would make better use of it and be more
grateful for His goodness.
"Apart from the merit and reward God gives you for serving
these little children, a rather powerful motive for serving them conscientiously and assiduously is that sometimes there is satisfaction
in it, and I'm convinced that you often have feelings of affection for
them. Sisters, you can't have too much affection for them. Rest assured that you don't offend God by loving them too much, since
they are His children, and your motive for devoting yourselves to
their service is His love. It wouldn't be the same if you had been
mothers in the world, for the natural love of mothers for their children is often an occasion of sin; and then they deeply regret and suffer much on that account. But you, Sisters, will be suitable mothers
if you see to the needs of these little creatures, instruct them in the
knowledge of God, and correct them with faitness accompanied by
gentleness. In this way you'll be truly good mothers. And what will
be the outcome, Sisters? These babies will grow so accustomed to
vittue that they'll be easily inclined to what's good and will manifest the power ofGod who gathers good fruits fmm diseased trees.
"So, dear Sisters, be courageous in bearing the little difficulties
to be encountered in this mimstry, for I know they exist; above all,
however, see to it that, from the moment they begin to stammer,
they pronounce the name of God. Teach them to say, '0 my God!'
Get them to talk frequently of God among themselves; tell them
about Him yourselves in simple words adapted to their capacity.
Whenever you bring them anything they find good or beautiful, let
them know and acknowledge that it' s God who has given it to them.
"Finally, Sisters, since it's only the love of God that prompts you
to go to so much trouble for them, try to impress strongly on their
minds the knowledge of their obligations toward God and a great
desire to be saved. The good you do them won't end with their time
here because, if they live, they'll go to work in the world; if they
marry, they'll give good example to their fariIilies and neighbors; if
they withdraw from the world, how can they fail, with the good habits acquired from their infancy, to be truly virtuous and to edify oth-
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ers! You'll honor God greatly by doing your duty, but rest assured
that God will honor you much more by accepting the services you
render Him in these little children, and by giving you a great reward
in heaven.
"So then, make a special effort to accustom them to speak about
God. I've had a mother tell me, after losing a beloved child who had
made good use of the instructions she had given him, 'Ah! Monsieur, when he was little, I stayed for hours at his bedside, waiting
until he awoke, to see that the first words he uttered would be "My
God!" , And do you know why, Sisters? Because when we awaken,
the devil tries to put some silly thought into our heads, so that the
rest of the day may be the same.
"'The last means that comes to my ntind now, dear Sisters, is for
you to apply yourselves to reflect on the grandeur of your vocation.
It's esteemed most highly by everyone fantiliar with it; appreciate
its true value yourselves. Your vocation, like that ofthe nuns ofthe
Hotel-Dieu, is one of the greatest I know ofin the Church. And God
has chosen you, poor ignorant young women, for such a great work.
Don't be so amazed at this to the point offeeling proud ofit; for, as a
rule, God chooses the most uncouth and unsuitable persons to do
great things.
"When you serve these little children, when you nurse the sick
poor, when you seek them out, you render to God the greatest service that can be given Him; you do your utmost so that the death of
the Son of God ntight not be in vain for them; you honor the life of
Our Lord Jesus Christ, who often did the same things as youdo and,
when you serve the convicts, you honor the sufferings and calumnies the Son of God endured on the Cross. You'd be the most ungrateful persons on earth, Sisters, if you failed to recognize the
grace God has given you by such a holy vocation. But beware, I repeat, beware of being unfaithful to it! What a ntisfortune! As great
as the happiness of Sisters who are faithful to it will be, the ntisery
of those who are not will be as great, for it isn't just for someone to
receive a reward for work that he or she hasn't done. The example
ofJudas and ofmany others should be a powerful motive to incite us
to perseverance. Thank God, Sisters, for having been chosen for
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such a perfect vocation; ask Him to give you all the graces you need
to be faithful to Him. I beg Him to do so with all my heart and I ask
Him to give you the grace to imitate the Blessed Virgin in the care,
attention, and love she had for her Son, so that, like her, as true
mothers and virgins at the same time, you may bring up these poor
little children in the fear and love of God and that, together with
you, they may glorify Him for all eternity. This is the wish I make
with all my heart, Sisters, asking God to bless you. In the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen."

17•• CORDIAL RESPECT
January 1. 1644

On New Year's Day 1644, Most Honored Father did us the charity of giving us a conference on the cordial respect Daughters of
Charity should have for one another. After reading the subject for
mental prayer on this point, he said to us, "Sisters, you should know
that you can show one another two sorts of respect. One is solenm
and serious; the other is cordial and warm. Solenm respect is often
forced; it's the respect ofinferiors toward superiors. Sometimes it' s
shown more through fear than through good will, and in this way

it's neither cordial nor genuine. The respect you owe one another,
Sisters, must always be accompanied by sincere cordiality, that is,
by genuine deference, in the way the angels respect one other.
When you meet, you can picture the presence of your Guardian Angels, who, out of respect for God, honor you with their most affectionate care. But, Sisters, just as respect without cordiality isn't true
respect, so cordiality without respect wouldn't be genuine but
would lead occasionally to taking unseemly liberties and would
make this cordiality of little value and subject to change-which
will never happen if cordiality is joined to respect, and respect to
cordiality. God, by His grace, has endowed many of you with those
Conference 17.. Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
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two virtues, which are the marks of true Daughters of Charity, that
is, daughters ofGod. For this 1 thauk Him. Should there be any who
don't honor these virtues, it is to be feared that they may, on the contrary, become daughters of the devil. You should fear then, Sisters,
being deprived of these two virtues; fear that the lack of these virtues may cause people to say that you have the attire of the Daughters of Charity but are not Daughters of Charity. Not that I'm
accusing all of you of failing in this, Sisters. I'm well aware that
many of you are both cordial and respectful, but this isn't true ofeveryone. So please fear this and work to make these two beautiful
virtues a habit with you.
''The fIrst point of today's conference concerns the reasons for
showing cordial respect to one another. Let's consider the thoughts
God has given you on this subject, Sisters. I'm sure that, by bringing
them to mind in this way, they'll be very precious to you.

"Go ahead, Sister."
"I thought we should have cordial respect for all our Sisters for
the love of God, and that Superiors in particular have a right to our
respect; we should consider them as God upon earth and obey all of
them equally."
"How about you, Sister?"
''The fIrst reason is that God has loved us so much and with so
cordial a love that He willed to deliver himself up for us, and humbled himself to the point of making himself like a sinner. As for a
poor wretched sinner like me, how could 1 not love my Sisters and
not show them honor, since they're the temples of the Holy Spirit
and far more advanced than 1 in the love of my God?"
"Blessed be God, Sister! Oh yes! The thought of God's love for
our Sisters and ourselves is a strong motive for you to have this cordial respect for one another.
"And you, Sister?"
"On the first point 1 thought that in order to be pleasing to God 1
must respect my Sisters cordially and look upon them as servants of
God and of persons who are poor. 1 resolved, with the help of His
grace, to show them great cordiality by means of the service 1 can
render them. 1also thought that, if 1 preserve this cordial respect, it
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will be a great blessing for the Community, will edify all of us, and
will strengthen us in our vocation."
"You're right to have had this thought, Sister. What a lovely
sight it is to see several persons living together in great union! Yes,
Sisters, you'll surely be a source of great edification to everyone.
"And you, Sister?"
"On the first point, considering the importance of this cordial respect, 1felt that it was the chief means of maintaining good order in
a Community; that the early Christians were exact in practicing this
virtue, which kept them in a state of great perfection and contentment' and that, when enthusiasm for this virtue lessened, there was
unrest among them. The same would happen to us if we were to fail
in this cordial respect, whereas, on the contrary, if we practice it reciprocally, as the Son of God recommended to His Apostles, teaching them to love one another as the eternal Father loved them, there
will be good order and union."
"You see, Sisters, how God instructs you to love one another,
since His love for us induced Him to give us His Son. Blessed be
God, Sisters, for teaching us himself the way to express this cordial
respect to one another, namely, by a strong, courageous love and
not by feeble, weak expressions!
"Let's go on. Sister, you who come next, tell us your thought on
the subject of your mental prayer."
"I thought that, in order to show my Sisters the cordial respect 1
owe them, 1will see God in them and count myselfas the least of all
the Sisters. I'll speak to them with great gentleness and consider
myself fortunate to be the servant of the servants of God."
"And I, Monsieur," said another Sister, ''thought that one reason
prompting us to have this cordial respect for one another is to reflect
often that, if we fail to do so, great harm may arise both for the Community in general and for each of us in particular. Another reason is
to reflect that their Guardian Angels are always present. On the second point, 1felt that this cordial respect consists in thoughts, words,
and deeds, and is sometimes shown by our gestures and facial expressions. We should be careful about this, and 1 ask all our Sisters
to be charitable enough to let me know the failings they've noticed
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them."

"And you, Sister, who come next, I hope God will bless your
thoughts and everyone else's and will make them helpfuL"
"A very special reason for this mutual cordial respect is that all
my Sisters are spouses of Jesus Christ, and I should always regard
myself as the least of all and unworthy of their company.
"One means to practice this cordial respect is to think frequently
ofthe three Persons ofthe Blessed Trinity who form one sole unity.
They practice this cordial respect constantly, as do all the saints,
who, although they've gone to heaven by various ways, still glorify
God as one. I thought that, since we're all united together for a common purpose, we must achieve it by means of this cordial respect.
When I have occasion to call a Sister's attention to some fault, I'll
do so with charity; or, if! fear she won't take it well from me, I'll inform our Superiors about it.
"On the third point, I thought that this cordial respect, united
with great gentleness, is the best means to avoid quarrels, to preserve mutual love, and to give good example to the neighbor. I resolved to honor my companions and Superiors by seeing God in
them."

"And you, Sister?"
"I thought that, when two of us are together, we must bear with
one another, dismiss all suspicions, and frequently recall the commandment Jesus Christ has given us to love one another. If we do so
with great charity, the whole Company will benefit greatly. As for
myself, I've done nothing of what I'm saying, and I've taken the
resolution, with God's grace, to practice this cordiality toward my
Sisters better than I've done in the past."
"Blessed be God, Sisters! This good Sister has brought up something very important, which would be a great obstacle to cordial respect, namely, the suspicion you might have ofone another. Be very
alert against this great evil, Sisters! As soon as suspicion enters the
mind of anyone whomsoever, good-bye to the deference that engenders respect! Good-bye to union and charity, from which holy
cordiality flows! May God preserve you from that!
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"I thought, Monsieur, that if we practice cordial respect toward
one another, God, who is charity, will be happy because of it and
our neighbor will be edified by union among ourselves. The means
of leading us to this cordial respect when there are two of us together is great support for one another and a unity that makes it obvious that we have only one will and the same sentiments and that
neither ofthe two thinks herself superior to the other. My resolution
has been to regard myself always as the least of all my Sisters and,
as such, to show them great respect-more than I've done in the

past."
"And you, Sister?"
"Given the importance of loving one another cordially, 1 resolved to have great deference for all my Sisters and to respect them
as best 1 can. For this purpose, 1 thought it necessary to put a good
interpretation on all their actions and, should there be any difference ofopinion arnong us, to bear it with great charity, with the help
of God's grace.
"On the third point, 1thought that, if all of us have this cordial respect for one another, we'll be showered with great graces, and
even the Blessed Virgin and the saints will praise God in heaven
and rejoice on account of it. That's why 1 really want to have this
cordial respect for all my Sisters. 1asked God that it be for His glory
and the salvation of my soul."
"The first reason why the Sisters of the Charity owe this cordial
respect to one another," stated another Sister, "is drawn from the
deference the three Persons of the Blessed Trinity have for each
other, as we see chiefly in two acts: the proposal of the creation of
mankind and the Incarnation of the Word. It seemed to me, Monsieur, that, even though we are several persons, this cordial respect
will cause us to be of one heart and one will, although, however,
there is no comparison. The second reason is that the Blessed Virgin
and Saint Joseph had this cordial respect for Our Lord on earth and
in their relationship with one another.
"This cordial respect is shown when we live together in great
peace and gentleness; when we bear with the faults of others, fol-
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lowing the example of Our Lord, who put up with the faults of His
Apostles and of the people with whom He conversed; and when we
try to edify one another by words and actions.
'The benefit derived from this cordial respect is that God will be
glorified by it and union strengthened. God will give us the grace to
live in the observance of this virtue, if we speak little and avoid
complaining of each other."
"And you, Sister?"
"On the first point I thought that Our Lord himself asks us to respect each other cordially. One means of acquiring this cordiality is
to ask it frequently of God, in the way He wants us to have it. Another means is to acquiesce to one another in all that is not contrary
to our duties. God's goodness is so great that He'll respond, with an
increase of love, to whatever we accomplish by this practice for
love of Him."

"And you, Sister?"
"My thought is that the practice of this cordial respect will help
us to remain in the presence of God, will preserve such union
among us that we'll give our neighbor good example, will prevent
us from engaging in worldly conversation, and will make us more
attached to our vocation. The best means of putting this respectful
cordiality into practice is always to be deferential toward one another. I have determined to be very faithful to it, seeing that I'm the
servant of God and of all my Sisters."
"Blessed be God, Sisters! See how much good you should ex·
pect from the practice of those two virtues. Yes, Sisters, they really
will keep you so closely united that people will be able to say of the
Daughters of Charity that they live in a little paradise on earth. If
you didn't have them, however, your Company would be a little
hell; you'd no longer be Daughters of Charity, that is, daughters of
union and daughters of God, but daughters of discord and, consequently, daughters ofthe devil. Sisters, be very wary ofthis misfortune! Should some fault against these virtues unfortunately be
committed, Sisters-if, for instance, you were to say something
disrespectful about a Sister-kneel down at once and ask pardon for
it, saying, 'Sister, when I said such a thing to you about our Sister, I
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was being foolish; pay no attention to it because she's a fme person.' If you do that, Sisters, I assure you that in a very short time
you'll improve. I'm speaking not only of the Sister who makes this
act of humility for the love of God, but of all those who see this example or hear about it.
"This cordial respect, Sisters, calls for you to greet one another
when you meet. And why should you greet one another? Poor village women don't do this. You should greet one another, dear Sisters, because all of you are temples of God. If we pay tribute to
material temples and statues made of stone or something else, why
shouldn't we greet one another, who are more closely related to
God? I make exception ofchurches because the Blessed Sacrament
is reserved there; God himselfdwells in them corporally. When you
greet one another you also greet your Guardian Angels, who always
adore God. There have been some persons who had such devotion
to their Guardian Angels that they always showed them honor and
respect when passing through doors and narrow passages.
"Sisters, greet one another wholeheartedly. People no longer regard you merely as country women. Don't ask yourselves, 'What
will people sayT They'll simply say that you've been well taught,
and those who notice this action will certainly be edified by it. At
Saint-Lazare, it's customary, even among the coadjutor Brothers,
to greet one another when they meet, and to hold their hat in their
hand when they're talking to each other. Men have the custom of
tipping their hat, and you should replace this act by the usual bow.
Please think about this practice, Sisters."
"Father," asked a Sister, "when we meet and have to speak to one
another, does Your Charity think it proper for us to say, 'dear Sis-

ter, to promote this cordial respect?"
'That practice would doubtless be helpful, Sisters, and I know
it's done in some places, but I'd like to think it over before advising
you to do so; we'll bring it up again at the next conference. I was just
telling you, Sisters, that the practice of this cordial respect at
Saint-Lazare was very edifying. I assure you that some people who
go there to make a retreat are converted not so much by the meditations as by the example of this cordiality. They say that God is
l
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surely in this Company, since there's such great union accompanied by respect in it.
"And you, Sister, tell us your thoughts."
"One reason for respecting each other cordially, Monsieur, is
that we're all created in the image of God and that, since this cordiality promotes close union, God will shower His graces more
abundantly on the Company; if, on the contrary, we're disunited,
the devil will destroy it We'll practice this cordial respect if we're
very humble and deferential toward one another, interiorly as well
as exteriorly; if we love the lowliest duties in the house; and if we
consider ourselves unworthy of being in the Company."

"And you, Sister, please go ahead."
"One motive to prompt us to practice cordial respect is that God
has chosen us and brought us together to render Him the same service; it follows that we must consider ourselves as one body animated by the same spirit-or rather as members of the same body.
We'll respect one another if we conceal the faults of others and are
deferential to our Sisters.
"As a second reason, 1 thought of the Blessed Trinity, which
shows us in the unity of its essence the distinction of the three Persons in two instances: in the creation of the world, when they deliberated about creating man in the image and likeness of God, and in
the determination regarding the Incarnation of the Eternal Word.
By practicing cordial respect, we also honor the relationship of
Saint Joseph, the Blessed Virgin, and Jesus. To help us to practice
this virtue, we must have a good opinion of our Sisters, paying no
attention to their slight failings, recalling that God loves them far
more than they love Him, that His Goodness takes neither natural
inclinations nor stupidity into account, and that their simplicity
even draws His graces more abundantly on them.
"It's also good to take the resolution often to habitually practice
cordial respect for the love ofGod, to ask Him for the grace to maintain a lowly opinion of ourselves in our hearts, to speak well of our
Sisters on all occasions-with discernment; however, and not in
such a way that it may look like we ourselves want to be es-
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teemed-to excuse the faults ofothers and never to correct them except in a charitable way, from this motive of cordial respect.
"Several benefits will fonow from this practice: great equality
among the Sisters win be obvious; those who are wen-born or from
the upper class will see that they're only what they are in the sight of
God and that the more they humble themselves before others, the
higher God will exalt them. The others, edified by their example,
won't elevate themselves above what they really are and win be
grateful for the graces God gives them.
''This practice ofcordial respect, in use from the beginning ofthe
Company, will be deeply instined into it, will become habitual and
will endure, and God will be glorified by it. Should it be lacking,
disunion and bad example would be the result, and the Sisters might
often scandalize the neighbor."
"Wen now, Sisters, may God be blessed for the thoughts His
Goodness has given all ofyou on the practice ofcordial respect, and
for the resolution all ofyou seem to have taken to wantto practice it!
Saint John constantly recommended this virtue in all his preaching,
right up to the end of his life. And what did this great saint say, he
who was reared in the school of Jesus Christ? Sisters, he kept on repeating, 'Children, love one another.' And those who heard him
were astonished: 'But what does tltis good man mean? He seems to
have nothing else to say to us other than to love one another.'
"I say the very same thing to you, Sisters. !t's enough for you to
learn tltis lesson wen and to put it into practice. Cordial respect will
help you to take in good part whatever your Sisters say to you, for
we don't get angry at what's said by a person we love; on the contrary, we gladly accept it, convinced that it wasn't intended to hurt
us. That, Sisters, is the mark of true Daughters of Charity, who are
daughters of God. Those who don't follow the maxim Saint John
taught his disciples are angered by everytlting, misinterpret everything, and never excuse anything. 0 Sisters! It's the mark of daughters of the devil always to have the spirit ofcontradiction, disunion,
and animosity, allowing themselves always to be guided by their
own maxims and never by the advice of others. Beware of this dangerous habit! The practice of cordiality engenders the respect you
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owe one another-not as the world manifests it, Sisters, by pretense
and outward show, which it will never be, but from a motive of
charity and in the way Saint Paul taught us, 'Anticipate each other
in showing respect.' 1 What a pleasant lesson, Sisters! Anticipate
one another in showing respect. So, we musln't wait for our neighbor to greet us. Being the fIrst to do so is to anticipate the other.
"'But Monsieur,' you will say tome, 'shouldn't we greet Sisters
who are in a position of authority or are more perfect than ourselves?' My reply, Sisters, is that you should anticipate with respect
not ouly those persons, but everyone else as well. Saint Paul makes
no distinction when he says, 'Anticipate one another.' The respectful anticipation he recommends isn't based on qualifIcations or status, but on true charity. Consequently, dear Sisters, it's to you he is
addressing this lesson-you who by a very special guidance ofGod
bear this beautiful name of Daughters of Charity, which means
daughters who are truly cordial, truly kind, and genuinely sincere.
Would it be possible for me to see you in a state ofdisuuion and misunderstanding, lacking respect and deference among yourselves?
Fear that, Sisters; I repeat, fear it; it's extremely dangerous.
" 'But Monsieur,' you'll say to me, 'shouldn't the Sisters who
know how to let blood and dress wounds and are very intelligent lay
claim to greater honor and deference than the others?' Sisters, all
that is nothing; it can all be lost in an instant. We've seen people in
the course of an illness forget everything they had previously
known. If the respect due to them as Christians had been based on
those qualities, then farewell to all the respect people had for them!
Oh no! Natural or acquired aptitudes are not a consideration for this
great Apostle, but ouly charity, which gives grace. Charity is kind,
it's gentle, it's patient; it bears all things without complaining. 2
Those are the true virtues you should have, Sisters, if you' want to
correspond faithfully with the grace God has granted you in giving
you the name ofDaughters ofCharity. If you don't have them, what
will become of you? So, don't make yourselves unworthy of this

ICC. Rom 12:10. (NAB)
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name. People in high places who bear noble names are very careful
not to detract from their prerogatives.
"A second reason, Sisters, is that by the practice of cordial respect your Company will be a paradise; yes, Sisters, it will be a paradise. What is paradise? It's the dwelling place of God. And where
do you think the earthly dwelling place of God is? In hearts filled
with charity and in Companies where there is always union. Live in
such a way, dear Sisters, thalto say 'a Sister of the Charity' is to say
'paradise,' for where God is, there also is a paradise. If union and
true charity are present in the heart of a Daughter of Charity, we
may also be sure that God is there. Sisters, Sisters, think carefully
about this truth. If you really have this cordial respect, you'll be
very good religious women; you'll [md your cloisterin the good example the others give you. Isn't that true, Sisters? Don't you think
that if you live like that, if you never contradict one another, if you
have great support for each another, you'll be living like the angels?
I assure you, Sisters, that in religious Orders that's all it takes to
make perfect nuns. So, please live like that, since you're bound to
do so for many reasons, especially because of all your works. As
you've seen, you must live within the Company in such union that
only charity is apparent. Outside, Sisters, aren't your works those of
the angels, those for the service ofthe sick poor as well as that of the
galley convicts, whom you do your best to help to know, love, and
serve God? And what do you think it is, Sisters, to be with the little
children whom you serve, when all of you are united there in perfect
charity? It's a paradise. The host of angels, who watch over their
souls, always see the face ofGod; shouldn't you who assist the children in a similar function consider that you, too, are also living in an
earthly paradise? That's why, Sisters, you must work to acquire and
preserve this union and cordiality among yourselves. Don't say,
like worldly persons who want to be held only to the obligations imposed on them by the rigor of God'sjustice, 'Would I be offending
God by doing this or that?' Think instead, Sisters, 'IfI do the slightest thing contrary to my Rules and to the respectful cordiality lowe
my Sisters, I'll displease God.' If you only knew what it means to
displease God you'd take great care never to grieve Him! To have
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shame, Sisters! Beware of that.
"Just now I was saying that to live in your Company in union and
cordiality is to he in a paradise. I also wam you against the contrary:
life in your Company without those virtues would he a little hell.
Consider that as certain, Sisters, for the devil, who is a sower of
cockle and disunion, would he among you. He'd be among you if,
failing in mutual support, you were to say, 'That Sister is so
bad-tempered!' Sisters, today she has something on her mind or
some ailment that makes her a little less approachable than usual;
why do you accuse her ofheing bad-tempered? Mayhe you'll he in
the same state tomorrow. If you aren't charitable to her today, how
can you expect her to he charitable to you tomorrow? If two Sisters
live together in these dispositions, isn't their life a hell, I'd like to
know? You see how important it is to practice these two virtues of
respect and cordiality. You must frequently ask God for them. He
alone can give you this grace, which you need so badly.
"To obtain it, and to preserve it once you do obtain it, humble
yourselves profoundly, have a lowly opinion of yourselves, and
wish to he regarded as the last and the least. If you do so, Sisters, in a
short time you'll make great headway.
"Perhaps, Sisters, some of you may say, 'But what will people
think of us when they see that we respect one another? We're
known to he country women, and almost all ofus are.' Don't let that
stop you, Sisters. To whom do you think Saint Paul addressed the
r
words, 'Anticipate one another in showing respect'? To all Christians, Sisters. Therefore, you shouldn't he ashamed or sorry if
you're taken for Christians. That's the virtue of Jesus Christ, Sisters; you should do all in your power to acquire it. Where do you
think this custom of greeting one another arose? With the early
Christians; they recognized one another by that sign. Jews don't
greet each other.
"When you greet one another, is it appropriate to use some term
ofrespect? No, Sisters, greet one another simply when you meet. As
I said before, that's what's done at Saint-Lazare, and we're satisfied
with it.

..
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"This is how we do it: when one ofour confreres returns from the
country, we each go in turn to welcome him with a cheerful expression, taking great care to bring him what he needs; and if his legs
have to be bathed to refresh him, we do it. You can act in a similar
fashion, Sisters, welcoming the Sisters with cordial respect, without using affected language, which frequently isn't a sincere sign of
genuine friendship. If two Sisters are together and one is the Superior, the other should submit to her guidance in all that concerns the
service of the poor and the duty of observance; if, however-God
forbid!-the one in charge were to tell the other to do something
contrary to the Rules, she mustn't obey her, but infonn Superiors
instead! If any Sister were to have feelings of suspicion, distrust, or
dislike ofher Sister, even having an aversion for her and treating her
spitefully, squelch such thoughts, Sisters, squelch such thoughts.
It's the devil who puts them into your head. Sisters, how far removed these are from the thoughts Daughters of Charity should
have of one another!
"So, be easy to please, and don't oblige the Sister or Sisters with
you to be always on their best behavior and to feel anxious for fear
you may take their words or actions the wrong way. That's mainly
why, when you approach one another, you should always try to
have this cordial respect that you'll show by a bow and a cheerful
expression. 'But,' you'll say to me, 'how can I show this cheerful
expression when my heart is very heavy?' I tell you, Sisters, it
doesn't matter whether your heart is heavy or not, provided you
look cheerful. This isn't being deceitful, for the charity you have for
your Sisters is in the will. If you want to please them, that's sufficient reason for putting on a cheerful face. How many things don't
people do that are contrary to feelings aroused by natnral repugnance! That's the way virtues are acquired, Sisters. If everyone
manifested his or her irrational feelings, you'd see some pretty
faces! You have to have greater self-control. When you feel inclined to show impatience or disappointment, man Dieu! Sisters,
don't do it!
"Our Blessed Father the Bishop of Geneva has given us a wonderful example of this virtue. One evening a high-ranking person
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called on him and stayed into the night. His servants forgot to bring
any candles, as they shonld have done. What do you think he said to
them? He didn't reproach them for their fault, nor did he scold
them; he simply said, 'Well, boys, we could have used a bit ofa candie.' Act like that, Sisters, and don't get into the habit ofsnapping at
one another. But what am I saying? May such a thing never happen!
And don't use unbecoming language, such as, 'You're annoying
and obstinate,' or the like. Ifyou happen to fail in this, kneel down at
once and ask your Sister's forgiveness without delay. You have to
do it, Sisters; in that way you'll obtain many graces from the goodness ofGod. I ask Him with all my heart to pour forth on your Company the spirit of cordiality and union, by which you'll honor the
divine unity in the Trinity ofPersons and the cordial respect present
in His Son's family during His human life. You'll also enjoy the
peace given by His Son after His resurrection, you'll have great union among yourselves, and your work in serving your neighbor will
be beneficial for your own perfection and especially for the glory of
God. May He bless you in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit.
"Blessed be God!"

18. - EXCESSIVE SELF·LOVE

December ll. 1644

On December II, 1644, all the Siste", of the Charity assembled
by order of Most Honored Father M. Vincent for a conference on
the harm caused us when we yield to too much self-indulgence in
body and mind. One Sister 1 gave as a motive that the less attention
we give to the care of our bodies, the easier it is for us to belong to
God.

Conference 18. - Archives of the Motherll.ouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
1Saint Louise.
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"By renouncing this tenderness by which we become too attached to our bodies, making us merely human, we become one
same spirit with God, who fills us with His holy love and gives us a
healthy disregard for ourselves. I've offended God by being too
concerned with my food and clothing; I haven't been created to become so absorbed with a matter of so little importance, and every
time I've let myself give way to it, I've acted sensually and with
vanity. The surest and best means to correct myself is to rely on my
Superiors for all my needs and duties, and to consider Jesus in His
crib, helpless in His needs, and Saint John in the desert, who was
likewise poorly fed and clothed."
The Sister who spoke next couldn't find any reason. "I think I've
offended God," she said, "by too much self-indulgence regarding
food and clothing. I should expect everything from my Superiors
and not be concerned about anything but doing God's most holy
Will. This excessive attention to what I want may lead me to gluttony where food is concerned, and to vanity in regard to clothing."
"And what did you think, Sister?"
"I thought, Father, how very dangerous it is to yield to those tendencies to which nature inclines us. We must rid ourselves of them
because they're a great hindrance to us in the acquisition of perfect
love ofGod, who alone can satisfy us. There's reason to fear that the
same thing may happen to us as to the fig tree that didn't bear fruit in
season and, on that account, was cursed by Our Lord. We would fall
into such a misfortune ifGod were to drive us from His presence for
not having His holy love.
'The second point of our meditation is on the sins these excessive tendencies lead us to commit. They lead us to spurn the advice
of our Superiors, on the pretext that we're not obliged to follow so
many Rules. We make excuses for our laziness by imagining that
they're too hard for us. Laziness causes ns to think that we shouldn't
have to rise so early. We also sin when, because of this
self-indulgence and with no great necessity, we want more than our
Sisters have or something other than what they have. This may stem
from jealonsy.
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body pleasure or rest.' And should I be so cowardly as to feel an attachment for anyone ofthose self-gratifications and satisfactions, I
should mention it to my Superiors so that, if they judge it fitting,
they may send me away from there."
'That's well said, Sister! You see, Sisters, there's no better remedy. If you act like that, you'll soon be rid of those petty, annoying
tendencies that can be so detrimental to your perfection. Blessed be
God, dear Sisters!
"And you, Sister, what thought did God give you?"
"On the first point, Father, I thought that both corporal and spiritual self-indulgence prevent us from having love for God who loves
us so much that He left heaven for earth; also that this excessive
concern for self prevents us from striving for our own perfection.
Next, I asked myself in how many ways this habit might cause us to
offend God, and I saw that we sin against the First Commandment
ofGod, which is to love Him above all things, because the pursuit of
those satisfactions proceeds ouly from our self-love. We likewise
sin against the Holy Spirit who, in His goodness, gives us so many
inspirations. This tendency also interferes with the careful, vigilant
attention we owe our sick poor if. on account of this softness, we
don't attend to them when we should, putting it off to some other
time. It's also a great hindrance to the practice of our Rules; it may
cause us to make light of our vocation and prevent us from being
gracious and gentle with our Sisters by wanting to get from them
what they're forbidden to give us. One means of ridding myself of
this excessive self-indulgence is to think frequently of the austerity
ofthe Son ofGod and that all the saints have willed toiruitate Him.
"I've taken the resolution to renounce all those weaknesses to
which I've been too attached until now and to have those tender
feelings ouly for God, who has so much tenderness for me; I'll offer
to Him, in the person ofthe poor, whom I will serve for His love, the
love I desire to have for Him. I am begging His Goodness to give me
the grace to do this."

,
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"Blessed be God, Sisters! That's how Daughters of Charity
should act.

"Go on, Sister, you who come next."
"Father, my first reason is that, by working to do away with my
self-indulgence I will distance myselffrom self, and the farther I am
from myself, the greater will be my love of God, who is my sovereign good. Another reason is that this self-indulgence might incline
me to have something special, which is contrary to my Rule, and in
this way I'd be going against God's Will.
"On the second point, I saw that these dispositions are the cause
of many sins because they always incite us to want something special; this makes others envious, keeps us constantly preoccupied
with ourselves and prevents us from thinking of God. Furthermore,
the satisfactions we seek make us too attached to created things. I
took the resolution to pay no attention to these spiritual and corporal
indulgences any longer, until I had first seen whether they were not
contrary to God's Will; to have no exclusive friendship with any of
my Sisters; to have no preference in matters of clothing and food;
not to seek any pleasures-for all that is absolutely contrary to the
Daughters of Charity-and to rid myself of all indulgence other
than that of love of God, for which I am hoping from His grace."
"Go ahead, Sister."
"Father, one motive for curing ourselves of being too
self-indulgent is that it hinders us from being united to God. When
people say to us, 'Someone is doing something against you,' we're
so upset by this that we get in a bad mood and become unbearable to
our Sisters-and even to ourselves. Another reason is that God has
granted me the grace of calling me to the Company, which I should
cherish more than all worldly satisfactions; now, if! have too much
tenderness for myself, the observance of my Rules and of what I
have been taught is bound to suffer.
"Spiritual weakness sometimes causes us to murmur against our
Superiors, especially when, in confession, we're dissatisfied either
with what we've said or what we might have wanted the confessor
to say to us. From this weakness, petty envy and jealousy often arise
against those Sisters whom we think are preferred to us, and we let
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these feelings show. Likewise, for material things, we watch to see
if others are better cared for than ourselves and, if we think so, we
complain about them. These feelings are an obstacle to mutoal support. That's why, for instance, a Sister who is more refined than the
others, on seeing some vulgarity, will ignore it. I have resolved,
with the help of God's grace, to strive to rid myself of these weaknesses in order to avoid all those imperfections and sins."
"Father," said another Sister, "one reason for ridding myself of
excessive self-indulgence is that the faults I've committed have
prevented me from practicing the virtues, especially what our RuIes
recommend. On the second point, I thought that this excessive softness inclines us always to seek our own satisfaction, to be unwilling
to suffer anything, and to attach us to created things. As a result, our
minds are occupied with other things when we try to pray. I took the
resolution to ask God frequently, through the intercession of the
Blessed Virgin, for the grace to be detached from created things so
that I may be more closely attached to Him."
"And tell us your thoughts, Sister."
"Father, I think that one reason for detaching myself from my
weaknesses is that I'd be more pleasing to God. Maybe that's why
He has called me to the Company of the Daughters of Charity and
procured for me the happiness of being able to imitate the life ofJesus Christ and that of the Blessed Virgin. Both of them might have
lived comfortably in every respect; nevertheless they endured
many inconveniences the whole time they were on earth, starting
with the day they were born. I also thought that there was no more
certain way of going to heaven, since the Apostles and the saints
passed through it, and that, to purify our souls, we have to control
our bodies. I was really ashamed to see how disinclined I am to
practice this virtue. We can sin in this respect by unrestrained indulgence in eating and sleeping, by vanity in our attire-utterly poor as
it may seem-and by murmuring against the Sisters who are in
charge of the house.
"Great harm results from these spiritoal weaknesses. They lead
to exclusive conversations and other similar gratifications, which
don't serve to perfect our soul but merely to maintain our self-love.
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1 have detennined, with the help of God's grace, to work at ridding
myself of this great fault, to regard God alone in all things, and to be
closely attacbed to Him at the thought of Our Lord's suffering during His life and on the Cross, keeping the Blessed Virgin in mind."

"And you, Sister?"
"Father, 1 reflected that, on the day the Son of God left His Father's bosom, He also relinquished all His delights in order to subject himselfto pain and sorrow. So, it's very reasonable that I, who
have been chosen from all eternity to render Him, in the Company
of the Daughters of Charity, services unknown to people, and to
work at my perfection, should strive to surmount these weaknesses
that are such a great hindrance to me.
"As for the second point, 1felt that I'd be offending God if! desired anything special in my clothing and footwear, and my Sisters
would complain of it. 1 would also be acting contrary to our Rules
and to obedience, if! wanted better food than the rest of the community, or complained ahout being treated other than 1 would like. As
for spiritual self-indulgence, 1 thought we can offend God by petty
envy; if we felt, for instance, that our Superiors took better care of
others than of ourselves, or if! were attached to my confessor, or if!
performed any special act of devotion contrary to the Will of God. 1
took the resolution to watch carefully over myself and not to harbor
such thoughts and desires in my heart, but to abandon myself entirely to Divine Providence."

,

"And you, Sister?"

\.
\

"I thought, Monsieur, that 1can have no more powerful means to
get rid of my excessive tenderness for self than to be detached from
. all things and to love the shame that comes to me from my faults. On
the second point, 1thought that we offend God when we're anxious
about temporal matters and find it repugnant to obey orders that are
contrary to our natural inclination. 1resolved to rid myself of all the
weaknesses that can keep me from being a true Daughter of Char-

ity."
''Father,'' said another Sister, "one reason to rid myself of those
weaknesses is that they make me even more strongly attached to my
own will and keep me from doing God's Will. These attachments
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the happiness that is ours ofbeing called by God to this way oflife. I
have taken the resolution that, when I am inclined to pamper myself, I will encourage myselffor the love ofGod to do nothing ofthe

sort:'
"Blessed be God, Sisters! These are good thoughts. Now tell us
yours, Sister."
"I thought, Father, that it was quite sensible for me to be cured of
these weaknesses because they proceed only from my self-love and
are an obstacle to the love I should have for my God. They make us
impatient with our Sisters and give rise to feelings of vexation and
aversion for those who refuse to give us what we want for our own
satisfaction. To get rid of them, Monsieur, I thought! should be indifferent to everything, love only the Will of God, and be satisfied
with whatever is given me by way offoad, clothing, and everything
else. May God grant me the grace to carry out perfectly the resolutions His Goodness has given me!"
"One reason for renouncing our self-indulgence," said another
Sister, "is that, when we're preoccupied with what we desire, we're
diverted from the thought of God, our Creator and benefactor. It
also interferes with the indwelling of the Holy Spirit in us, for He is
a God of peace and doesn't like our minds to be unsettled. In addition, these weaknesses are displeasing to God, make us fragile, and
are the source of many sins. They lead us away from the practice of
the Rules and, when we're dissatisfied with our Superiors, induce
us to murmur against them. I resolved to ask this grace from God often, with a great desire for my perfection, and to strive to mortify
myself."
,:-.-.......
"And you. Sister?"
f
"Monsieur, the strongest reason for renouncing ffij
self-indulgence, which frequently prompts me to seek my own sa~
isfaction, is that Our Lord, who had a tender, delicate body, didn'
spare himself. His example teaches me not to spare myself-a pod
miserable creature, who am nothing but vice and imperfection---'
want to share in His holy love and the merits of His suffering!
that I may one day enjoy His glory.

..
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cause us to offend God. Dryness and aridity discourage us and lead
us to neglect or omit our spiritual exercises. When our Superiors
charitably remind us of our faults, we munnur interiorly or show
our displeasure, and that's a great evil. One means to rid myself of
these weaknesses, when I question whether what I desire is necessary for my perfection, is to put the matter before my Superiors and
submit to their decision. Our immoderate self-love causes us to
lapse into two sorts of weaknesses detrimental to our perfection:
one, spiritual; the other, corporal. It's very important for us to rid
ourselves of both: when things aren't to our liking they prevent us
from acting for the glory of God and His love. and from benefiting
from the advice of those who can help us to make progress. Moreover, it is to be feared that we might find in those satisfactions the
reward of the good we have done, instead of receiving it from God
through the liberality of His love.
"The faults committed by those who allow themselves to give in
to such weaknesses are numerous: they look down on and complain
about persons who don't suit them, they're attached to those they
like, they don't submit to the guidance of Divine Providence, and
they don't accept what comes to them by order of God's Will. Physical self-indulgence lowers us in a certain sense to the level of animals, prompts us to criticize anything that is done contrary to our
feelings, and in the end is an obstacle to cordial union. As for my\ self, owing to my inveterate habit of looking after my own body, I
\commit many faults, fail to edify my companions, and give bad example to the whole Company.
"To disentangle myself from these weaknesses, I will, with the
help of God's grace, strongly desire to honor the way of life of the
Son of God, who, to do the Will of His Father, ha<ino attachment to
created things nor to bodily needs, and who sought in all things only
the accomplishment of this holy Will, which was the nourishment
and law of all His actions. I'll also use the example of the saints and
set myself seriously to the task of mortifying my senses and passions. In addition, since I can't live like our Sisters on account ofmy
infirmities, I'll humble myself because of my needs and offer to
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God all the difficulties that will come to me by His pennission, accepting them as acts of divine justice in my regard."
"1 can tell you, Sisters, that of all the topics we might choose,
none is more important than this one. God be blessed for having ordained that we've shared our thoughts on it! Our blessed Father the
Bishop of Geneva had the highest opinion of discussing it; he used
to say that those weaknesses and gratifications are nothing but
self-love. Now, it's true that our self-love produces those desires in
us in two ways: one, corporal; the other, spiritual. The first, as the
meditation asserts, has to do with clothing, food, and duties; the second consists in loving our own thoughts and feelings. Now, Sisters,
this subject affects in a particular way the Daughters of Charity,
whose life should be a total renunciation of self. You must, of necessity, practice this renunciation; aren't you more obliged than
anyone else to be faithful to it? Sisters, it must be accepted voluntarily for the love of God.
''The first reason is that nothing is more strongly recommended
in Scripture. Listen to Our Lord: 'Ifanyone wishes to come after me
and wants to follow me, he must deny his very self and take up his

cross'! 2 You see, Sisters, self-renunciation implies the surrender of
those tender feelings in us, which are nothing else than an
ill-regulated love of self. In another passage Our Lord says, 'If anyone comes to me without turning his back on his very self, he cannot
be my follower.' 3 And again, 'Anyone who does not turn his back
on his father and mother, his brothers and sisters, is not worthy of
being a child of God;' 4 that is, Sisters, we must turn our backs o.!,-,
them if they prevent us from leaving everything to follow Him, ani
it's Saint Paul who says so. So, Sisters, you have to die to those seri
timents and to those desires to be in the company of such or suctf
Sister. You see, Sisters, we're pleased to be on good terms v4
God, and yet we'd like to live in clover, to be loved and admired!
peclally by the Officers ofthe Charity in parishes where we're

i
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ing poor persons, to be called to meetings and to give our opinion
there. This leads us to complain when something is done contrary to
our wishes because we're dissatisfied with it, and then we forget
ourselves and say, 'Why is she in charge? That other person would
be much more suitable.' And the same for the rest of the management of the Charities. What a misfortune if that were to take root in
your Company, Sisters! Be on your guard against it, and God grant
that it may not happen!
"So much for the first point, which is to rid yourselves of attachments to the empty satisfaction you may take in what you wear, and
the pleasure flesh and blood would like to have in eating. It's Our
Lord who is asking this of you by telling you that if you want to follow Him you must renounce yourselves. Would you be willing to
refuse Him? Oh no! I'm sure you wouldn't, Sisters.
"Another reason is that almost all ofyou, like the first Sisters, are
of humble birth and, consequently, such vain satisfactions aren't
natural to you, nor were you accustomed to them in your youth.
How fortunate you are-and I along with you-that God has
granted us the grace of choosing us from the dregs of the world to
make use of us! That being the case, are we to act like we're knowledgeable persons? Are we to act like we're better than we really
are? If people err by having a higher opinion of us than we deserve,
are we to take advantage of that, Sisters? I say further, that even
should you be of noble birth, as some of you are, you must never
. pride yourselves on that, and are just as obligated to rid yourselves
of all those weaknesses and vain satisfactions you may have acquired by nature and force of habit. Was not the Son of God greater
than you, not only as God's Son but also as man? Was He not of
royal lineage? And yet you see His self-abasement, His hard work,
and His constant mortification in such great poverty that He had to
earn His living along with Saint Joseph. No, Sisters, it would be unreasonable for you to elevate yourselves above what you are. It
would be a fine thing to see a young woman accustomed to rustic
living, who never had fine food to eat or been used to vanities, arrive
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in Paris with the apparent desire of serving God and continually doing His holy Will, immediately forget that she comes from parents
of modest condition, in whose home she was always fed on a little
soup and dairy products-rarely on meat-and try to elevate herself above what she should be. Such conduct would be deplorable,
Sisters! Let's take great care not to allow ourselves to be deceived
by our sensibilities, which would lead us infallibly to this wretched
state of affairs, should we be willing to heed them. Let's be very
careful, Sisters! If today we've made to God the gift of all that we
are by the grace of our vocation, isn't there good reason to be very
grateful for it? Do you think you're the only ones called to practice
constant mortification? How many upper-class persons, with the
same motivation of the example of Our Lord, forsake everything-parents, property, and every kind of self-gratification! If
you ouly knew how beneficial it is to belong to God in this way,
you'd utterly despise the vain satisfactions of the world!
"And why do you think that in these latter days God has raised up
in the Church a Company that renders Him more important services
than any I'm aware of, and whose usefulness is known by God
alone? Quoi, Sisters! To leave everything with no hope of possessing anything, not knowing what will become of you, and having no
other assurance than Imst in God-isn't that the life ofOur Lord Jesus Christ? Is there anything greater, anything more noble? I assure
you, Sisters, that I often reflect on this, and I can tell you that I see •:
nothing like it. And yet, as great as that is, Our Lord has chosen the
humblest means so that His work might be all the more easily recognized and His Father more honored by it. So, Sisters, consider
yourselves very fortunate at having been chosen; humble yourselves profoundly for it, and make yourselves faithful to it; for, although you may consider yourselves poor, weak creatures, and
perhaps may not realize the grandeur of your vocation, God is
aware of it for you. Didn't He will that His Son should seem to be of
such humble lineage that, when people saw Him perform works apparently above His condition, they asked, 'Isn't this Jesus, the son
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of Joseph the carpenter?' 5 See how secret God's plans are, Sisters!
That's why those ofyou who come from a higher class have to make
an adjustment in your way of life and in the way you dress, and act
in all things like peasant girls, in order to follow God's plan in establishing your Community and to see that it subsists; for, without
this lowly condition as a foundation, everything would be ruined.
"These are the two extremes in the Son of God. Is there anything
greater than to be the only Son of a God; anything greater, as man,
than to be of royal blood, anything more lowly and wretched than
His poverty and lifestyle? Humble yourselves as much as you can,
Sisters. He invites you to follow and imitate Him and, although you
may fall far short in imitating Him, His goodness and love are so
great that He wills to be honored by this. How wonderful! Believe,
furthermore, Sisters, that as long as you are humble, you'll be safe.
"Since the way of life of the Daughters of Charity is to intitate
that ofthe Son of God, they should have no other practice than penance and mortification. They must, therefore, not allow themselves
any physical or mental gratification or vain satisfaction. Your mind
will want you to be in this or that parish or with such and such a Sis-

ter, or to go to a certain church for some special devotion. These are
deceits of the evil spirit, Sisters, although he may suggest beautiful
pretexts to you---even in the choice you would like to make of a
confessor! Your body will cry out for some petty comforts and dispensations from the Rules-if not in everything, at least in part; it
would like to be dressed well and distinctively, albeit rather
coarsely, and will indicate that it needs more abundant or better
food to preserve its strength. Sisters, beware of all that so as not to
be numbered among those of whom Saint Paul says that their god is
their belly. That would be to misunderstand God's plan in calling
you to the Company of the Daughters of Charity, and would not
give witness to your desire to honor His holy life on earth. Why do
you think He lacked almost everything here below, if not to teach
Sec. Mt 13:55-56. (NAB)
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you to practice poverty? What would people say, Sisters, if you
liked to eat well? If we were to do so, if we loved vanity (and don't
forget that even in our rustic way of life we can have these faults),
we would deserve blame and contempt. Quoi! Would we depart
from the simplicity ofour village life? And you who are of more noble birth, would you have given yourselves to God to live this way
of life, and then forget yourselves? Let's be very careful, Sisters,
not to provoke God.
''The means of avoiding this danger is to renounce constantly
our desires, which prompt us to want this or that. From the day you
change your rustic, simple way oflife, your poor, shabby clothing,
your headdress, and all those practices that encourage you to be
humble, you'll begin to forfeit fITst ofall the grace of God, and then
the respect people have for you. You're held in honor now because
you seem humble and virtuous in your way of life; the Ladies esteem and love you; many persons are asking to have you. But, Sisters, if you don't have solid virtue and begin to fail in it, you should
be afraid. I know that many of you would rather die than be unfaithful to your vocation-but not all. I ask you, with the affection ofJesus Christ, to renew your resolution to persevere in your way of life
and your manner of dressing. What would those Ladies, who have
so much respect for you and who love and care for you, and those
parish priests, who speak so highly ofyou, what would they think if
you were to change, if they saw you putting on airs, or if your vanity
and selfishness became apparent to them? They'd change their attitude immediately because all the affection and esteem they show
you are due ouly to the good they perceive in you; and if they were
to notice the contrary, Sisters, you'd soon see that their esteem and
affection aren't attached to your persons. You'd be held in contempt by them; they'd abandon you and turn to others. A lot they'd
care about you! What happened to one of the Apostles, of whom it
was said, 'His office ofBishop must be taken from him and given to
another,' 6 would happen to you.

6(1'. Acts 1:20. (D-RB)
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"Well then, Sisters, what do we have to do to avoid such a great
misfortune befalling us? We must give ourselves entirely to God
and ask Him for the grace of self-knowledge. For when we try to

raise ourselves up too high, when we seek our own satisfaction, the
blindness ofself-love prevents us from seeing that what seems good
in us isn't from ourselves. To the person who would ask, 'Why did
you join the Company? Who started you thinking about it?' you
couldn't give a straight answer. It's grace and not nature that
brought it about in you, for nature holds out as long as it can. No,
Sisters, nature doesn't prompt us to abandon all, to leave parents,
possessions, and friends to come to a place far from home, among
persons whose way oflife and temperaments are unknown to us, in
order to spend our lives among them. God alone can cause us to

leave everything, wretched creatures that we are and the object of
His justice, to become the object ofHis love. 0 happy exchange! To
forsake earthly love for a love that's heavenly, eternal, and totally
divine! Let's direct all our affections to that, and renounce all personal satisfaction. We must make up our minds to do that.
" 'But, Monsieur,' a Sister might say to me, 'that's very difficnlt.
Quoit IfI'm living with a bad-tempered Sister, will I have to put up
with her? Another Sister may be very unmortified and incapable of
enduring anything; do I have to bear with her?' Yes, Sisters, for if
you don't bear with that Sister, if you don't put up with that other
one, you're the unmortified one. You'll find it hard for a while, Sisters, but what seems painful to you at one time will be easy at another. Yes, Sisters, you can be sure that a time will come when what
displeases you now will give you pleasure, and some Sisters in the
Company could assure you that they delight in the difficnlties they
encounter in living poorly or being poorly attired. The same will
hold true for you. All you need is a little courage, and the matter certainly merits it. You Sisters who have already worked hard to acquire it know this. Remember that, to reach your goal, you must
detest self; the Son ofGod asks this ofyou in order to follow Him.
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'''The third means is to pray fervently. lf we can't have a good
thought without the grace of God, all the more reason for us to believe that we can't acquire this virtue, so necessary for our perfection, without that same grace. The Son of God gives us an example
of this when He has recourse to prayer in the necessities of His human life. Whenever you find repugnant the temperament ofa Sister
assigned to you as a companion, raise your mind to God to ask Him
for the support you need. lf your self-love causes you to feel some
repugnance for this way ofliving or dressing, call to mind immediately that it's God's Will, since you have been called to the Company, and give yourselves to Him once again to mortify that
self-love and to forget yourselves so that He may live in you.
'''The fourth means is to speak with one another about the happiness of souls who have this virtue. Say to one another, 'Don't you
remember how hard such and such of our late Sisters worked to
mortify themselves? How happy they are now! How they are enjoying the reward oftheir sufferings!' Those, dear Sisters, are the principal means to help us to do away with our offensive self-love,
which result in all those weaknesses that cause us so much trouble.
"0 Sisters, how happy we'll be if, by these means, we're able to
arrive at the self-contempt that is so necessary for our perfection!
Yes, Sisters, I've shown you this by the warnings Our Lord gave us
when He was on earth. This harmful kind oflove causes us to disappoint both God and our neighbor, and puts us in danger of never being able to love Him. If, on the other hand, you have contempt for
yourselves, then, instead of a harmful love that will ruin you, you'll
acquire a supernatura1love, which is the only true love. Sisters, I
know that some of you, by the grace of God, have made progress in
this heavenly love, and that almost all ofyou are striving after it. Be
consoled if you don't advance as quickly as you would like. And
you Sisters who are brand new to the practice ofthis skill, take courage, don't be afraid; Our Lord will help you."
A Sister then acknowledged her failing, saying that her
self-indulgence had caused her to fall into many faults, especially
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against the practice of the Rules. "Blessed be God, Sister!" said
Most Honored Father. "May His Goodness grant you the grace of
accepting this act of penance in satisfaction for the faults you recognize in yourself. Yes, Sisters, acknowledging one's faults in public
is an act of penance, and one that may be very pleasing to God. I
must tell you, Sisters, something I heard lately about a great Prelate
of our day, Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld, 7 who is eighty years of
age. He's so exact in his daily routine that he'd be unwilling to fail
to observe it, although his age and several other reasons could easily
dispense him from it. So, Sisters, when God has called you to a special way of life, don't fail to observe it.
"Well now, Sisters, I ask Our Lord Jesus Christ, who came on
earth to teach us this detachment from our self-love and to assist us
by His example-He who had not a stone upon which to lay His
head and all of whose actions were one continual mortification-I
ask Him to obtain for us, by His merits, the grace to strip ourselves
of any feelings contrary to His holy Will and, in this hope, I pronounce the blessing, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Spirit."

7Fran~ois de la Rochefoucauld was born in Paris on December 8, 1558. He became Bishop of
Clennont on October 6, 1585, Cardinal in 1607, Bishop of SenIis in 1611. and commendatory

Abbot of Sainte-.Genevieve in Paris in HiB. He resigned his bishopric in 1622 in order to

dedicate himself entirely to the refonn of the abbeys dependent on the Orders of Saint Benedict,
Saint Augustine, and Saint Bernard. With iliat end in view. he obtained from Pope Gregory XV
on AprilS special powers and the title Apostolic Commissary. Supported by such men as Saint
Vincent, Fr. Gregoire Tarrisse, and Fr. Charles Faure, he caused order and discipline to flourish
once again in the monasteries. TheCardinal diedon February 14, 1645, with Saint Vincent at his
side, who prepared him to appear before God. His body was buried at Sainte-Genevieve and his
heart was given to the Jesuits.

-14419•• THE VIRTUES OF SISTER JEANNE DALMAGNE
[January 15. 1645J

"Dear Sislers, in line with the holy cus10m of this Company,
we've come 10gether 10 speak ofthe virtues of our Sis1ers who have
died. Wha1 a good thing it is, Sisters, to talk about the good actions
of the dead! This is what the Holy Spirit desires. That's why, dear
Sisters, it will be a consolation for you to lell us what you noticed in
this good Sisler, as you've already done for others.
"Well then, dear Sislers, let's begin. You've all made your
prayer, as usual, on the three points proposed. Tell us, SiSler, what
did you remark in our good Sister?"
"Monsieur, she had great charity in her heart, which made her
very assiduous in visiting the poor. She used to go to see them after
dinner when she had some free time, and took special care to instruct them, always speaking to them with great gentleness."
''That's the duty ofa true Daughler of Charity, Sisters: to give all
her attention to the poor, so that not only their bodies may receive
all the assistance you owe them, but their souls may also have the
benefit which, by God's permission, they will receive through you.
"And you, Sister?"
"I recalled that our dear Sister was very recollected and always
walked in the presence of God. She willingly comforted the Sisters
she saw who were sad, and encouraged them so gently that their sor-

Cooference 19. - Def. 2, part 2, pp. Iff. At the beginning of the conference the copyist wrote: "In
1639 Sister Jeanne Dalmagne, who was about thirty years of age, came to the Motherhouse to
serve the sick poor. This good Sister was born [in 16111 in the parish of Herblay, near Paris. She
left the main convent afthe Carmelites on me Saint-Jacques, where she was an extern Sister, to
come to serve the poor, as can be seen from the conference written after her death by Most
Honored Mother Mile Le Gras. That conference is attached, along with the testimonial of the
Pastor ofNanteuil. It appears from the same document that she took her vows on March 25, 1643,
and died a year later on the same day. It was her wish to return from Nanteuil, where she had
become ill with no hope ofrecovery, so she could die at the Motherhouse; this wish was granted
her."
It is impossible to accept the date of Sunday, January 14, 1644, proposed for this conference
by the Def. 2 manuscript, and Sunday, January 14, 1645, proposed by earlier editors of the
conferences: the first, because Jeanne Dalmagne was still alive on January 14, 1644; and both
dates because January 14 did not fallon Sunday in either 1644 or 1645. The date we have
assigned avoids these difficulties, but it is only probable.
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row was eased. She also took great pleasure in speaking about God,
especially with poor persons."
"What a beautiful remark, Sisters: 'She always walked in the
presence of God' ! What virtue, Sisters! Always to walk in the presence of God! What a powerful means to advance in perfection!
What a powerful aid to serve the poor well!
"Tell us, Sister, the thoughts God has given you."
"Monsieur, we should discuss the virtues ofour late Sisters in order to please God, who has promised to be in the midst of us, if we
come together in His name. We should also do so because what is

said encourages us to become better and to persevere in our vocation. Among the virtues she practiced, the first that came to my
mind was her fidelity to the presence of God. When she met me
weighed down, coming back from the city, she used to say to me,
'Courage, Sister, let's work for God!' And when I would grow
slack, 'Sister dear, God is so good!' When she experienced any
feelings ofjoy, I saw that she immediately recollected herself, and
these words escaped from her heart, 'Dear Sister, ask God to teach
me self-contempt.' I also noticed that she didn't talk much and was
very reserved and gentle. I took the resolution to make a habit ofthe
practice of the presence of God and to control my passions in order
to overcome the first impulse of my impatience."
"Blessed be God, Sisters, for the graces He has granted this good
Sister. Keep it up!
"And what did you think, Sister?"
"Father, we share our thoughts on the virtues of our late Sisters
to glorify God for the graces His Goodness has granted them and to
encourage us to persevere in our vocation. The principal virtues I
noted in her during the short time I had the happiness of knowing
her were great modesty and reserve and great exactness in following the regulations of the Motherhouse. She loved obedience,
seemed to have her mind fixed on God, aspired only to do His most
holy Will, and served poor persons with great zeal, gentleness, and
charity. She was quite indifferent about whatever might happen to
her. I think she had a great love for poverty because she had nothing
of her own.
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the result of a strong inspiration and a response to the attraction she
was feeling during her prayer. She came and presented herself, her
soul full of submission to God. 'Whether I'm accepted or refused,'
she said to herself, 'I'll believe it's the Will of God, and I'll be content either way.' And although the good nuns with whom she was
living were opposed to her plans, she didn't desist and persevered in
her request.
"Oh! how many virtues, Sisters! We truly had a great treasure in
this Sister. How many graces! Sisters, you've certainly suffered a
great loss in this Sister; and God forbid that it was the sins of this
wretched creature that caused her death! You see, Sisters, you must
think ofherin heaven as a model you should imitate. Have devotion
to her. She sees your tears; yes, Sisters, she sees the tender feelings
ofyour hearts and loves you, much more than she showed while she
was among you.
"And what do you have to say, Sister?"
"On the first point, 1thought it was fitting for us to share our reflections on the virtues of our Sisters to give glory for them to God
and to see the faults that hinder us from acquiring the virtues they
practiced. When she was with the Carmelites she couldn't stand it
when people spoke ofthe good she was doing; ifthey did speak ofit,
she would weep. At least, I've seen her cry once, and 1think it was
because of her great humility, which couldn't endure praise."
"Father," said another Sister, "I thought we should speak about
our Sisters who have died because knowing their virtues and their
zeal for perfection encourages the whole Company to do likewise. 1
remarked great humility in the deceased. She wanted the Superior
to be informed of her faults. When we were together at
Saint-Nicolas, I she had a great love of God, a great desire for her
own perfection, and great concern for the salvation of the souls of
the poor persons she helped and served so lovingly. She was indifferent to everything, and ready to be moved from place to place,
adoring in everything the guidance of Divine Providence. She was
'Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet parish in Paris.
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very gentle in conversation, very abstemious at table, and had no at-

tachment to earthly possessions."
"Sisters, there you have the mark of solid perfection: to be exact
in obedience, whether Superiors are absent or present. What a beautiful virtue that is and what great detachment from places! That's
what a true Daughter of Charity must be like; otherwise, she would
often fail.
"And what did you think, Sister?"
"Monsieur, we should converse on the virtues of our late Sisters
in order to make use of their example by imitating them. 1 noticed
great gentleness and humility in Sister Jeanne. She took great pains
to encourage Sisters who came to her. I've had a deep desire to imitate her zeal in serving poor persons and to do whatever 1may be in-

structed to do."
"Blessed be God, Sister, and may He grant you that grace!"
Most of the Sisters repeated the same two motives, namely, that
it's good to discuss the virtues of the Sisters who have died so as to
glorify God for the graces He gave them, and to encourage one another to imitate them. For that reason, 1 won't repeat them again.

"And you, Sister?"
"The main virtue 1 noted in her was true humility. 'I don't know
why,' she once said to me, 'people wantto make use of me; 1 can't
do anything well and I've been like that all my life.' When she was
ill, 1asked her to say something edifying and she replied, 'To whom
are you speaking?' That was two days before her death. My resolution was that, with God's help, I'd imitate her humility, since it's the
virtue 1 need the most."
"What words, dear Sisters! 'I can't do anything well!' We have
in this Sister a true model of virtues. Let's be very grateful to God
for it and ask Him to give us the virtues we've seen her practice.
"And you, Sister, tell us your thoughts."
"I remarked, Monsieur, that during her illness our dear Sister
was very patient and resigned to God's Will. She said she had no
other regret in dying except that she hadn't served the poor well and
that, if God restored her to health and life, she'd serve them better
than ever. 1 took the resolution to practice what she recommended
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to us on the eve of her death. After a weak spell, she made an effort
to speak, and, looking at all of us, said that we were very fortunate to
have been called to the service of the poor and that they should be
served better than she had done."
"0 Sisters, that good Sister really knew how to esteem her vocation as should be done. My heart is filled with consolation on hearing of her virtues.
"Sister, you who come next, go on."
"1 remarked in our deceased Sister that her conversation was always good and most often was about the lives ofthe Saints, and also
that when she saw any of our Sisters troubled in spirit, she did her
best to console them. When she was thanked for this, she would say
that it didn't come from her but from God. Very often she would tell
me how important it was to give good example to others. She had
great contempt for herself and often raised her mind to God. 1 took
the resolution to imitate her in this virtue ofthe practice of the presence of God:'

"And what about you, Sister?"
"1 know nothing ofour Sister's life, since 1didn't have the happiness of meeting her until she was ill. What 1 did notice during that
short time gives me reason to think that she was virtuous all her life,
for she was very resigned to the Will of God in her sufferings and
never stopped making interior acts of the love ofGod. She often deelared that she aspired to nothing but her dear Spouse. 1 want to acquire the habit of making similar acts frequently, so as to arrive at
the point 1 think she reached. A year before she died, she was seriously ill in Nanteuil. She told the Sister who was sent to her from
Paris 2 how sorry she was for not having served the poor with the
zeal and detachment a Daughter of Charity should have, and her
distress at her lack of humility. She often showed us that her mind
was in the presence of God. One day she said very affectionately to
me, 'Dear Sister, love your vocation fervently and serve the poor

2Jsabelle or Elisabeth Martin. She was among the first Daughters of Charity and one of the
most talented, although she was often in poor health. She was Sister Servant at the Angers
hospital (1640), Richelicu (1641), and at the Nantes Hospital (1646), returning to Richelieu in

1648, where she died the following year.
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with great humility.' My resolution is to strive to acquire her virtues, especially her fidelity to the holy inspirations God will be
pleased to grant me, and also her detachment and indifference."
"Monsieur," said another Sister, "I noted her constancy in wanting to become a Daughter of Charity. Although several very virtuous persons were opposed to her plan, she would always say that
she wanted to die serving the poor. She resisted courageously all
those who promised to provide most advantageously for her during
her lifetime, as well as the nuns where she was the extern Sister,
who suggested admitting her into their monastery, and the Princess 3 who offered to allow her to select even the convent and the
Order she would like. We learned this from one ofthe extern Sisters
ofthe same convent. She was pressured so much that she gave in for
a while. However. she was overcome with sadness, prayer became
difficult for her, and her infirmities increased. From this she saw
that God wanted her to serve persons who were poor, and she renewed her efforts. Although the devil used some worldly tactics to
thwart her plans, she was accepted into the Daughters of Charity.
She lived among us, as we've seen, in the observance ofher Rules."
"0 Sisters, how many graces and what fortitude in a poor, simple
girl! I'm filled with respect for so many virtues. Go on, Sister."
"One day, when , was accompanying her into town, she said,
•Sister, try to remember clearly the good examples and instmctions
given us at the Motherhouse. They should be a big help to us when
we're far away from it.' Afterward' thought that she was trying to
teach me not only to remember them, but also to put them into practice."
"Monsieur," said another Sister, '" noted that she had such a
dread ofthe sin of presumption that several times during her illness,
when people tried to console her by saying that her sufferings
would serve her as a purgatory, she showed that she didn't agree
with them. She lived in great union with all the Sisters and wanted
3Charlotte-Marguerite de Monbnorency. She was the wife of Henri n de Bourbon, First
Prince of the royal blood, Prince de Conde, Due d'Enghien, Peer and Grand Master of France.
This charitable Princess, mother of the Grand Conde, lost her husband on December 26, 1646;
she herself died in Ch.ll.tillon~sur.Loing on December 2, 1650.
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everyone to have this union. One day, when a Sister seemed a little
apathetic, she said to us, 'Truly love one another, Sisters, and you'll
always get along well together.' She was very zealous regarding
obedience and, in order to practice it better, would have wanted to
live always at the Motherhouse. At the time of her last journey to
Nanteuil, she said to us, 'Alas, Sisters! I'm really afraid that I' m going back again to do my own will. Please pray that it may not be so!'
She had great respect for persons who were poor, which showed us
that she saw God in them."

"Father," said another Sister, "In the eighteen months I lived
with her, I didn't remark the slightest imperiection."
"How marvelous that is, Sisters! Blessed be God! In eighteen
months not a single imperiection was noticed in a Sister; that's
something I've never yet heard said of anyone. Really and truly,
Sisters, we have great reason to thank God for having given us such
an example of virtue. Take care, Sisters, please tell me-tell me
quite frankly-what faults you noticed in her."
And M. Vincent paused, leaving everyone time to reflect.
Finally, a Sister spoke up and said that what might be a virtue in
someone else was the only thing blameworthy in her, and that was
her immoderate desire to serve God and to devote herself to prayer.
"Isn't that beautiful, Sisters? Has anyone ever heard something
like that of a holy soul? A while ago we were speaking of a Sister
who was highly respected and who had some excellent qualities,
but it was pointed out that God had tested her by a few minor failings and by some passions not yet mortified. But none of these has
been noted in our dear Sister. Well now, 0 Dieu! what a blessing!
We have great reason to thank God for giving the Company such a
treasure. I'll tell you, Sisters, that I don't remember ever meeting
her without feeling edified."
"Father," remarked another Sister, "she had great compassion
for poor persons. When she couldn't do anything to help them physically, she would console them, weep with them, encourage them to
bear with their poverty and sickness, and teach them how to make
good use of these things. Even during her illness, she spoke to them
with such fervor that it didn't seem as if she was in pain. It seemed to
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us that everything she did and said was always in and for God. This
caused me to reflect that, to be true Daughters of Charity, we must
be totally detached from the world in order to be more closely
united to God. She spoke with great prudence and was very courteous and gracious with her neighbor. Even when something annoyed
her, she acquiesced with great gentleness, ifshe could do so without
offending God. When anyone said something to her that showed
her in an unfavorable light, she didn't get angry about it, but kept a
smile on her face, put the best interpretation on everything, and
sought every oppurtunity to humble herself. When the doctors told
her she wouldn't recover, she showed no sign of distress."
Another Sister mentioned that the conference we have on our
Sisters who have died manifests the goodness ofDivine Providence
which, by its hidden guidance, uses such puwerful means to produce such wonderful results in creatures so poor and wretched as
we are, and makes us ashamed at the sight of our negligence in
adopting the means to become virtuous like our dear Sisters. She often practiced humility in my regard. When she thought I was annoyed at something, she knelt at my feet. And since I was unable to
speak because ofthe shame and embarrassment I felt, she remained
in that pusition until I showed her that I was no longer displeased.
She never went to bed with any feeling of antipathy in her heart, or
even if she suspected that someone had hard feelings against her.
Several times she came and knelt at the foot of our beds to ask pardon with deep humility; afterward, she told me that we should never
go to bed if we were at variance with our neighbor and if we could
be reconciled.
"She had very great charity for her neighbor and especially for
poor persons, regardless oftheir situation. She would spare nothing
to help them in every way she could and judged to be necessary,
both for their souls and for their bodies. Her total concern was to see
how to bring them some relief, such as finding remedies for their illnesses. She served them with great gentleness. For patients who
were incurable, she would miraculously heal them of their injuries
and various wounds. And yet she had no experience, for very often
she didn't know where to begin nor what she should do; so she
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teacher God is!'
"She didn't shrink from the offensive odors that came from the
patients. In Nanteuil there was a poor girl eaten away by scrofula
and abandoned by everyone because of the stench caused by her
disease. Her mother couldn't even earn her living because of the
fears people felt on account of her daughter. Our Sister provided for
their needs with great care. Twice a day she went to clean and dress
the sick girl' s sores, despite being ill herself. The foul odor sickened
her very much and added to her own weakness. When I was told of
her condition and chided her for what she was doing, she told me
that her weakness was due to her own lack of courage, and that,
since she was unable to render great services to God, the least she
could do was to exert herself in the little opportunities she had to
serve the bashful poor. 4 Often, before dawn, when those poor persons were not even out ofbed, she was at their door with some alms,
at a time they least expected; and she did all that very discreetly.
"If she heard of anyone's misconduct, she would look for an opportunity to speak with them, and her advice was frequently followed. If the persons so warned promised to amend and failed to
keep their promise, they did it on the quiet, so she wouldn't know
about it. Every evening without fail she visited the poor vagrants
who stayed at the hospital, where the Daughters of Charity also
lived. She instructed them as best she could, especially on the principal mysteries of our faith. If she came across a poor person who
needed bread, and couldn't otherwise provide him with it, she
would come and ask me to help him with his supper, so as not to do
anything contrary to the will of her Superiors. And when I said to
her, 'Here's some stale bread, Sister; you can give it to him,' she replied, 'Oh, no, Sister, I'll eat that myself; we should give God ouly
good things.' She took great care to visit the poor elderly people,
consoling them and exhorting them to receive the Sacraments. One
day she succeeded in persuading an old woman, greatly in need of
4By the "bashful" poor, Saint Vincent seems to be referring to those persons, impoverished by
civil and military disorders of the times or by some catastrophe. who were ashamed or
embarrassed to ask for assistance.
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the Sacraments, to go to confession and receive Holy Communion;
the woman died the following day. This led us to believe that it was
a special grace of Providence for that poor soul.
"Her charity wasn't limited to Nanteuil; with the permission of
Superiors, she extended it to the neighboring villages. Sometimes
she'd go there, greatly fatigued by her own illness. One day a poor
young woman had to have a bloodletting in her foot; she did her this
service and, halfan hour later, the girl had to be given Extreme Unction. People thought that our dear Sister had caused her death, and
the rumor spread everywhere, both in Nanteuil and elsewhere.
When she saw that I was pained by it, she told me that things would
turu out as God wished, and urged me to pray with her. Shortly afterward the girl recovered and came to thank us for the help she had
received. From this I saw how resigned our dear Sister was to God's
Will in accepting this blame if the girl had died.
"She was very cordial and patient. When she noticed that I was
in a bad mood, she treated me with great gentleness, using little de-

vices and amusements to distract me; she even set aside her own
will and feelings to satisfy me. I sometimes shared the state of my
soul with her; she would encourage me and say she was worse than
1. When she saw that I was unusually upset but wasn't telling her
why, she prayed for me. Very often I felt the effects of her prayers,
especially on one Pentecost Sunday. Since I couldn't bring myself
to go to confession, in view of the great fear I had of doing so, I was
very sad and downcast all day long. The follOWing day I felt relieved of all my scruples in an instant, and confessed with great
ease. When she saw how happy I was-the reason for which I
couldn't reveal to her-she said, 'Blessed be God that the Divine
Goodness has so willingly heard our prayers!' I've felt the power of
her prayers on several other occasions as well.
"She had great liberty of spirit regarding whatever concerned the
glory of God, and, whenever she noticed anything blameworthy,
would speak as frankly to rich persons as to persons who were poor.
One day, hearing that certain rich people had evaded their taxes,
with the result that the poor were overburdened, she told them outright that it was contrary to justice and that God would punish them
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out very boldly, she answered that, when there was question of
God's glory and the welfare of poor persons, we must never be
afraid to speak the truth. During her long illness she never complained except when she was dying, and never omitted any of her
spiritual exercises, so much so that sometimes I had to forbid her to
carry out her desires and to order her to take a little rest because she
was so weak. She was very faithful to mental prayer, which she
made twice a day no matter how busy she was, without neglecting
any of her duties, and she told me that it was in prayer that she found
her strength.
"She always seemed very recollected, especially on Communion days. On those days, almost immediately after her return
home, she'd go off by herselffor a quarter of an hour, in addition to
the time she spent in Church making her thanksgiving. She gave
such good example that if she was with anyone, whether at home or
elsewhere, she never left without giving some edification. She had a
great love of God, longing for nothing but God and for opportunities to do good for love ofRim. She had such great contempt for herself that she wanted to reveal her faults to everyone. Whenever I
was corning to Paris, she begged me to inform our Superiors of
them. Often she would ask me to admonish her in order to help her
to correct her faults, requesting that I do this service as a token ofmy

affection."
"0 Sisters," exclaimed Most Honored Father, "doesn't it make
you very happy to hear this account ofthe graces God granted to our
dear Sister? You should be very grateful that the Divine Goodness
gave her to your Company. As for myself, I must confess that I'm
filled with grief and admiration: grief for the loss the Company has
suffered, and admiration when I see such a gifted Sister serve as an
example for all of you and for those who will come after you. What
a faith-ftlled Sister! You see, Sisters, the grace that was in this soul
was extended even to you by the effects of what it accomplished in
her. I assure you, Sisters, that I often felt a certain reverence at the
sight of her-not because of my own virtue, poor wretch that I am,
but God sometimes allows predestined souls to act like musk,
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"When a Sister at Saint-Germain-en-Laye 5 received news ofour
dear Sister's death, she sent the following message to the Sisters of
the Motherhouse: 'We've lost a great example. I hope our good God
will cause the virtues she practiced to be made manifest on earth for
His glory and our encouragement.'
''The lady for whom she was working eight or ten years ago told
me that even then she was very assiduous in her prayers; they would
come upnn her unexpectedly praying everywhere: in the stables, in
the cellar, as well as in her room. She rose very early to go to Holy
Mass for fear that something might prevent her from going. When
her mistress found out, she gave her permission to go every day. On
days of obligation she kept a strict fast, and during one entire Lent
she had only one meal a day, and very little at that. Her snack and
anything else she might have eaten went to pnor persons. She was a
maid in Saint-Germain-en-Laye, where the Court was in residence,
and although several persons were living in her master's home, that
did not interfere with her devotions. When she would hear the footmen and other valets swearing, she would reprove them, and she
taught catechism to those who needed it. People remarked that the
persons she rebuked were ashamed of themselves and withdrew
from her presence--a good indication that God was pleased with
the service she rendered Him in that area.
"Since it almost always happens that persons in society want to
make money on everything, her master and mistress, whether to try
her or for some other reason, sometimes ordered her to remove
large pieces of wood from the bundles they were selling. 'If you
think you're going to lose money,' she would tell them, 'sell them at
a higher price; but r m not going to remove any of the wood from
them.' Although very obedient in everything, she wouldn't have
done anything that might have offended God.
"She was very charitable, and even at that time she loved the
poor. Everything that was given to her went to them. When her mis~A town in Yvelines, where Jeanne had been a servant.
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tress reprimanded her for this, she replied, 'Ohi I'm not giving it
away, I'mjust investing it; it will be paid me back a hundredfold. ' "
When M. Vincent questioned another Sister, she said, "Monsieur, God wants us to share our thoughts on the virtues of our late
Sisters since Our Lord pennitted the disciples of Saint John the
Baptist to report to him what they had seen of His works, and this
was to afftrm them in their belief of his teachings to them regarding
the Messiah. Our Lord gives us another motive for conversing
about our deceased Sisters in His many teachings during His life,
but especially when He forbade His Apostles, at the Transftguration, to relate what they had seen before He died; this leads us to
think that He pennitted it after His death."
Another Sister stated that she admired Sister Jeanne's ftdelity in
responding to the ftrst call of God, who destined her for the service
of poor persons long before she knew of the Company of the
Daughters of Charity-a clear indication that God wanted her in
that vocation. At that time she was working as a maid in
Saint-Germain. She learned by chance that the Carmelites were in
need of an extern Sister, so off she went. The Carmelites made enquiries of her mistress who deeply regretted her departure. The information they obtained led them to appreciate Sister Jeanne far
more. They accepted her, but it wasn't for long. Shortly afterward
she decided to become a Daughter of Charity. The entreaties of human beings were unable to shake her. What a great lesson to teach
us how to do God's most holy Will! Since she didn't have sufficient
arguments to convince the Carmelites, nor enough strength to endure all the difficulties by herself, she left the decision to Dom
Morice, a Bamabite religious. After questioning her and duly considering the way God was leading her, he advised her to give herself
to the service of the poor in the Company of the Daughters ofCharity, whom he knew only from what she told him about them. He was
convinced that it was God's Will.
"She was always very exact in practicing our little Regulations
and, although she had a great attraction for prayer, she never let the
poor suffer on that account but served them without ever leaving
that state ofrecollection that was almost constaut with her. She will-
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ingly left prayer when the Will of God called for it, well aware that
she wasn't leaving Him by going to the poor for love of Him. She
was very detached from everything, even from devotional objects.
All she had was a rosary, her little book, and a surgical kit, and none
of those things of which young women are fond. And although she
was loved in the places where she resided, and might have had excellent reasons for remaining there, she made it known that she
needed to leave, and came joyfully to the Motherhouse saying, 'I'll
learn not to do my own will any longer.'
"One evening, thinking that she was close to death, she begged
the Sister with her to tell her imperfections to all the Sisters after her
death in order to make known her ingratitude and to teach them by
her example not to act as she had done. Then, making an effort to
speak, she said, 'Sisters, if! feel any regret it's for not having served
the poor well. Please serve them well. You're so fortunate to have
been called by God to this vocation!'
"Since it was very difficult for her to speak, we hardly ever came
to see her that she didn't indicate with her eyes or some facial expression that her mind was always occupied with God. When she
saw some young Sisters at her bedside, it seemed like she wanted to
encourage them to persevere. Even though she was unable to say
that to them, she made it clear.
"Sisters," said M. Vincent, "the last time I heard her confession
(I can tell you this for your edification and without breaking the seal
ofconfession), she felt that she should accuse herselfofthe satisfaction she experienced in her sufferings. 'Tell me, Sister' I asked her,
'in whom do you place your hope?' And she answered 'In God
alone.'
"I've read many lives of the saints, Sisters, and I assure you that
few saints surpass our Sister in love of God and of the neighbor.
Man Dieu, Sisters! Could we possibly have such an example under
our eyes and remain in our bad habits? To have seen the way she devoted herself to the observance of the Rules, and to continue to fail
in them? Sisters, learn well the lesson taught by this dear Sister. It
should serve as an encouragement to you. Reflect often that you've
been so fortunate as to have had in your Company a Sister in whom
you don't remember seeing any imperfection. Even little children
have their faults and, as a rule, God permits that there remain in
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try their virtue. In this Sister we haven't remarked any. Once again,
Sisters, let's be very grateful for this grace. Often people are at a
loss to fmd something good to say about the words and actions of
those who have died but, in the case of our Sister, we're all so flUed
with the good that was apparent in her that, if we were to examine
minutely everything she did during her lifetime, we'd have a hard
time finding any fault in it. Blessed be God, Sisters!
"She was very detached. One day when someone asked her if she
wanted to see her sister who was in thattown, she said, 'Let the dead
bury the dead.' The same question was asked ofher regarding Dom
Motice, who had been her Director before she entered the Company; she replied that she had to ask her Superior's permission. The
confessor she had before joining the Carmelites declared that she
kept a close watch over the purity of her soul.
"She was very indifferent as to whether she lived or died. Convinced that this illness would terminate in her death, she would
sometimes say, 'I'm going; oh! I'm going.' 'WeU then, Sister,' I'd
teU her, 'go happily to your Spouse who is calling you.' At these
words her expression showed that she was greatly consoled. Often
she would kiss her crucifix. Mter several attacks from which she
thought she couldn't recover, she asked the person whom she considered her Superioress, 6 'Will I be here much longer?' The
Superioress said she didn't think so, but that she had to remain submissive to God's Will to the end. She showed that she was ready for
that but was very much afraid that she might become impatient because of her intense suffering. She seldom complained, and when
she did, it was a weak, gentle moaning.
"After her death, they opened her up, and it was found that her
lungs were pushed up almost against her throat, indicating a severe
disturbance of the internal organs. Apparently, she snffered more
than do those who die of lung disease. God wanted to lead her tu
greater perfection.
"Blessed be God, Sisters, for having wined that all the thoughts,
words, and works of our Sister should give us reason to glorify Him
on earth and to be edified by them! It's really amazing that we can
say that we didn't note any blameworthy imperfection in her, al-

6Saint Louise. Recall that she is the one who recorded the conference.
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can say of her, Sisters, that she was a perfect model in your Company, and this should give you good reason to acknowledge what a
great happiness it is to be a Daughter of Charity-1 mean a good,
true Daughter of Charity such as she was. The last time I saw her,
when she was scarcely able to speak any longer, I said to her, 'Well,
Sister, tell me now which would you have preferred to be during
your life: a great lady or a Daughter of Charity?' 'A Daughter of
Charity,' replied this good Sister. What a beautiful reply, which
shows us, Sisters, that the state of a Daughter of Charity is greater
than all the grandeurs of the world! And who can doubt it, since to
be a Daughter of Charity is to be a daughter of God? Who wouldn't
prefer this title, Sisters, to that of the daughter ofa king? So, Sisters,
don't go to any more trouble looking for someone in heaven to help
you acquire the virtues of a true Daughter of Charity, since we can
believe that she's there. Yes, you're allowed to believe it, for she
lived the life and died the death of the just. Each of you may invoke
her in private. This is a great loss for your Company, Sisters. God
grant that my unwort1tiness has not been the cause of it!
"What a great motive for gratitude, Sisters, when we see that
God has given so perfect a subject to your Company! May God
draw from this the glory His Goodness wants us to render Him! He
has allowed us the consolation of seeing her die among us, and the
desire she had to do so shows clearly how detached she was from all
things, with no other wish than that of doing His holy Will in the
state of life to which His Goodness had called her.
"Sisters, I consider you fortunate to have had this good Sister in
your Company. Blessed are you, my God, for the graces you bestowed on her and for the knowledge you are giving us of her virtues, especially of her readiness to accept death, if God so willed it,
and to endure the blame she would have had to suffer if that good
young woman whom she bled had died!
"I beg God with all my heart to give you a share in her virtues, to
grant you the grace to imitate her detachment in all things, to love
the practice of your Rules, to condescend to your Sisters in whatever does not offend God, and to esteem and love your vocation, so
that you'll always be faithful to it. I offer you this prayer, my God,
7Cf. Prv 24:16. (NAB)
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the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." 8
She lingered a long time between life and death. We were told
she wanted to see M. Vincent, but he couldn't go to her because of
important business. Since people were saying that she was so low
that there was little hope ofher recovery, Sister Elisabeth, one ofthe
oldest Sisters of the house, was sent to visit her. As soon as the patient saw her, it seemed that God gave her renewed strength. "I'll

leave with you," she said, and continued to improve to such an extent that the doctor gave the assurance that she could travel. The
parish priest of Nanteuil and the other administrators of the hospital, even though they really wanted to keep her with them permanently, consented to gratify her wishes at the expense of the
H6tel-Dieu, and procured a litter to transport her to us. This gave
her great consolation, although she was in a very pitiful state and
unable to travel without danger of dying. Nevertheless, God allowed her to make the trip very successfully, aided by our good Sister. Her arrival was a consolation to everyone, but especially to
herself, and she would often say, 'How happy I am to be here! My
God, let me die whenever you wish!'
"Great benefits ensued for us; for, since, out ofsubmission to Divine Providence, we had remained indifferent as to whether she'd
come to us or remain where she was, I think God in His goodness
willed to let us see that He was pleased with this disposition by rewarding us for it, even in this world, as He did, when, even though
wedidn'trequestit, an autopsy was performed on her after she died.
"But what I appreciate the most is that, two or three days before
she died, Most Honored Father came to see her one evening at her
urgent request. When His Charity saw that we were afraid she'd die
during the night, he and M. Portail said all the prayers for a departing soul, in the presence of all the Sisters who were in the house at
the time. Mterward, the seuior Sister 9 who was there asked his
blessing for the whole Company, both present and absent, that God
might be pleased to grant all ofthem, at the hour of death, the grace
the Church hadjust asked for the soul ofthis dear Sister. His Charity
8In the manuscript, the text that follows was inserted a little earlier, before the words "Sisters, I
consider you fortUnate." It is repositioned here in order not to interrupt the flow of the

conference, to which it does not belong--at least not in this fonn.
98aint Louise.
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lips as well as from his heart.
"On the eve ofher death, she asked again several times to see this
dear Pather, and in her bouts of anguish and weariness she kept
tuming toward Saint-Lazare 10 to show us how much she wanted
this. God willed to grant her this consolation. When M. Vincent
drew near to her bed, she manifested great joy, and the person 11
who knew her state ofmind said to him, 'Pather, our Sister wishes to
have the honor of seeing you so that she can put her soul entirely in
your hands. She very humbly begs Your Charity to offer it to God in
the way you know will be pleasing to Him, so that the instant it
leaves her body it may be united with that of Jesus Christ, in order,
by this means, to obtain mercy.' 'My very dear Sister,' he said, 'I
promise most willingly to offer your soul frequently to God in the
way you wish. I entreat the Divine Goodness to grant this grace to
you and to all Daughters of Charity now and for the future.'
"Everyone was so pleased at the thought that they would benefit
at the hour ofdeath from the power ofthis prayer and blessing, that r
wanted to write it out in its entirety so that from it the poor Daughters of Charity may know the care Divine Providence takes of their
Company and may always be very grateful for it.
"r don't want to omit the fact that when one of our Sisters met
Dom Morice, who was Sister Jeanne Dalmagne's confessor before
she entered the Company, and told him ofher death, recommending
her to his prayers, Dom Morice replied, "r don't think she needs
prayers, but rather she's the one who'll be praying for all of us." 12
IOSaiot-Lazare was just across the street from the Motherhollse, outside the city limits ofParis.
At its greatest extent, the buildings and enclosure covered a vast quadrangle which today is
encompassed by rue du Paradis, rue du Faubourg-Saint-Denis. boulevard de laChapelle, and rue
du Faubourg-Poissoniere. (Cr. Jean Parrang, "Saint·Lazare" in Petites Annates de S. Vincent de
Paul, 1903, pp. 13-30.) In his petition to Pope Urban VID (cr. I., 248-57), Saint Vincent gives a
detailed description of the situation of Saint-Lazare in 1634.
11Saint Louise.
12Pollowing this. the copyist added: ''This good Sister died at thirty-three years ofage, having
been in the Company of the Daughters of Charity for five years. She died on March 25,
anniversary of the day on which God had granted her the grace of giving herself entirely to Him
for the service of the poor. Of all those Sisters who had dedicated themselves in this way, she was
the first to die. May God be eternally blessed!
"Note that when Mademoiselle, who wrote this conference in her own hand, mentions the
senior Sister and the one who knew the interior state of the deceased, she is stating what she
herself remarked, but out of humility uses only the generic word 'Sister' . It is easy, however, to
distinguish the style of her report from that of the other Sisters."
The manuscript gives, after the conference, a copy of the letter that the Pastor of Nanteuil
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January 22. 1645

On the feast of the martyr Saint Vincent, in the year 1645, Most
Honored Father did us the charity of holding a conference on the
Rules and practices of our Company. "Sisters," he said, "you know
the subject ofthis conference. I have to remind you ofwhat has been
the practice in your Company for a very long time. It's not a question of new Rules but simply of your usual practices. It's getting
late, Sisters; I've kept you waiting a long time, and I ask your pardon for having done so. I assure you, however, that I had my cloak
on and was ready to come, when a person of rank made me go back.
The three points of your prayer were: the motives for practicing
exactly the traditional customs of the Company; the faults that
are--<>r may be-most commonly committed against the longstanding customs and Rules of the Company; and the means to be
used in order to keep your Rules more exactly in the future. Well
then, I don't tltink we need to spend too much time on this topic.
Let's just consider some of your notes.
"Sister, what were your thoughts on this subject?"
"The fIrst reason, Father, is that we can't be virtuous if we don't
practice our Rules; the second is that, without tltis practice, there
can be no union in the Company. I recognized that I was committing
many faults against the Rules. I've failed in almost all of them, especially in mental prayer. I haven't had good, holy thoughts
throughout the day and, through false politeness and human respect, I haven't gone to bed at the proper time, even though my conscience reproached me. By so doing, I gave bad example to the
Sister who was with me, and by many other faults against the Rules
as well. I thought that, in order to practice my Rules better, I must
renounce myself because I always feel a natural repugnance when I
have to overcome myself in something. I've resolved to work at
tltis, with the help of God's grace."
"And you, Sister?"

wrote to Saint louise in praise of the virtues of Sister Jeanne.
Conference 20•• Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
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Superiors, and give good example to my Sisters in all my actions.
The faults I've particularly noticed in myself are failures in silence,
and my harsh words and improper conversation by which I've often
failed to edify the Company, as well as by many other faults that we
wouldn't want to commit in presence of our Superiors. I resolved,
with the help of God's grace, to put into practice the Rules Divine
Providence has given us and to obey my Superiors and all our Sisters. May God grant me the grace to do so!"
"And your thoughts, Sister?"
''The first reason, Monsieur, is that, since God has taken me into
His service, He expects great perfection of me. The second is that
God is so good that He well merits our doing violence to ourselves.
Furthermore, He will demand a strict account of all the graces He
has given us. The faults I commit against the Rules are caused by
my excessive self-indulgence, and my laxity has often been the
cause ofmy negligence in serving the poor. I thought that, as means
of practicing our Rules better, I should renounce myself, will only
what God wills, and obey our Superiors exactly."
"And you, Sister?"
"We must be exact in the practice of our Rules because by this
means God will grant us the grace of perseverance in our vocation.
Every time we fail in the practice of our Rules we act contrary to the
fidelity we owe to God. This separates us from Him, and it has made
me feel very ashamed because I've almost always failed to practice
all ofthem. If! am to correct my faults, it's important that Hove my
vocation more, with the help of God's grace and the assistance of
the Blessed Virgin and my Guardian Angel."
"And what about you, Sister?"
"It seemed to me, Father, that Rules are given to Companies to
help them to improve. A second reason is what Our Lord has promised to those who keep the evangelical counsels and to those who
perform the works of mercy. These promises are addressed especially to Sisters who have the happiness of being called to Companies established for the exercise of charity. All the articles of our
Rules are directed to tltis, especially instruction of the ignorant and
visits to the sick and to prisoners like the galley convicts. A third
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reason is that by the exact observance of the Rules in all things,
without ever straying too far from what is laid down for us, we edify
one another. A Sister who refuses to say, do, or accept what she has
been instructed to do may draw others into that same spirit of rebellion and disobedience. I've been so contemptible as to have failed
much and frequently in our way oflife, especially by not asking pardon of my Sisters each time I've annoyed them; consequently I've
given bad example to all my Sisters, of whom I very humbly ask
pardon with all my heart."
"Blessed be God, Sisters! And you, Sister?"
"It seemed to me, Monsieur, that the only means of helping us to
please God aod to do His most holy Will is the observance of our
Rules, which are given to us by order ofDivine Providence. I've often failed to practice them by my failures in silence and obedience,
and by my great aversion to being reminded of my faults. To practice them belrer in the future I will often ask God for the grace to do
so and will reflect just as often on my duties. Praised be the Holy
Name of God!"
"Blessed be God, Sisters! Sister, you who come next, please

continue."
"At the beginning of my prayer, Father, I admired the means
God uses to let us know what is most pleasing to Him and what He is
asking of us to increase His glory in us. Since in His chief dwelling
place there are rules, observed very exactly by the nine choirs of angels, there must also be some on earth in the Companies in which
He is pleased to reside, especially in the ones that aspire to imitate
the life of Jesus Christ, such as the Company of the Daughters of
Charity. It's only reasonable that all ofthem in general and each one
in particular should be very careful to observe in their entirety the
Rules that have been given them and to work hard at them as a
means of perfection. I admit that up to the present I've often failed
in the practice of almost all our Rules, especially in the deference I
owe to all my Sisters. To put them into practice belrer in the future, I
thought I should be very detached from myself in order to become
deeply attached to God's Will, which I find in our Rules, since
they've been given to us by our Superiors. My resolution is to be
more zealous than ever in the practice of the Rules. May it please
God to grant me the grace for this!"
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"I can't be a good Daughter of Charity," said another Sister,
"without putting into practice the Rules of the Company, in which I
have almost always failed since the time God gave me the grace to
belong to it. In ordernot to fall into these faults again, I need to overcome myself."

"And you, Sister?"
"Father, I thought that, by observing the Rules, we honor truth
and shun hypocrisy, since our Superiors, outsiders, and our Sisters
believe that we've given ourselves to the Company to do everything
that's done in it. Another reason is that God wills it; He manifested
that to us when He called us to this way oflife. It's good to recall frequently that it's God whom we are serving, that He sees us surmounting for love of Him the minor difficulties we have in it, that
He knows we're grateful for it and that, for a little work, He'll reward us in the end with a happy eternity. Faults against our Rules
gradually diminish our fervor, put us in danger of losing our vocation, give bad example to our Sisters and, what is worse, sadden
God."
"Blessed be God, Sisters, for the esteem you have for the little
Regulations observed in your Company for so long! God desires
that order be kept in all things; Saint Paul teaches us that when he
says that what is ordered comes from God.
"It may be said in truth that it's God who established your Company. I was thinking about this again today and I said to myself,
'Did you ever dream offounding a Company of Sisters? Oh no, not
I! Was it Mile Le Gras? Just as little.' I can tell you in all truth that I
never thought of it. Who then had the idea of establishing in the
Church of God a Company of women and Daughters of Charity
wearing ordinary attire? That wouldn't have seemed possible. Yes,
I did think about the ones [the Charities] in the parishes, but I can
tell you once again that it was God, and not I.
"I, though unworthy, was Pastor of a small parish. 1 As I was

about to give the sermon, someone came to tell me there was an indigent man who was sick and very badly lodged in a poor bam. I
was informed of his illness and poverty in such terms that, moved
by compassion, I made a strong plea, speaking with such feeling
that all the ladies were touched by it. More than fifty ofthem set out
lIn ChlitiIlon-les-Dombes.
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from the town, and I did the same. When I visited him, I found him
in such a state that I judged it wise to hear his confession. As I was
taking the Blessed Sacrament to him, I met the ladies returning in
droves, and God gave me this thought: 'Couldn't these good ladies
be brought together and encouraged to give themselves to God to
serve the sick poor?' As a follow-up, I pointed out to them that these
great needs could very easily be alleviated. They immediately resolved to see to it. Afterward, the Charity was established in Paris to
do here what all of you can see. And all the good began with that. I
hadn't given it a thought. God is the one who willed it, Sisters, and
Saint Augustine asserts that, when things happen in that way, God is
their author. In this city of Paris a few ladies had a similar desire to
help the poor in their own parishes, but when it came to carrying out
the project, they were greatly hindeted in rendering them the lowly,
difficult services. During the missions I met a good country woman, 2
who had given berself to God to teach girls here and there. God inspired her with the thought of coming to see me, and I suggested the
service of the poor to her. Immediately she gladly accepted, and I
sent her to Saint-Sauveur, the first parish in Paris in which the
Charity was established. A Charity was next set up in
Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet, then at Saint-Benoit, where there
were some good country women. God blessed them so much that,
from that time on, they began to meet and come together almost imperceptibly.
"You see from this, my very dear Sisters, that truly the reason
given by Saint Augustine for knowing if a work is from God is
clearly manifest in your Company, with the result that, if anyone
were to ask us how it came about, we can truthfully say, 'I don't
know.'

"So then, dear Sisters, since the plan to bring you together is
from God himself, you must also believe that it was by the guidance
of Divine Providence that, with time, your way of life was formulated in a set of Rules, and that it's necessary to put those Rules in

2Marguerite Naseau.
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writing to preserve the memory of what God asks of you and to
maintain in their observance those who will come after you.
'The second reason is that, as long as you're united and bound
together by the exact practice of your Rules, you'll be living in the
manner Our Lord asks of you and will be regarded as a little army
ready to fight the enemies who might try to break up your ranks; in
this way you'll appear before heaven and earth as daughters of God.
Sisters, you have great reason to humble yourselves because of the
plans God seems to have for you. If you only knew.... Shall I say
it, Sisters? l' m hesitating as to whether I should say it or not, for fear
that someone may become proud. 1'm tom because it might also encourage you. Blessed be God, my very dear Sisters! It's for His
glory. A few days ago I was speaking about you to a great servant of
God, Sisters; he told me with great feeling that he saw nothing more
useful in the Church. Do you know what has eamed you such a reputation in the eyes of the world? It's the practice of your Rules. And
what can maintain you in it? The very same practice-that and
nothing else. So, Sisters, stand fast and don't failin even one article
of them; that is, don't grow lax.
"Have you ever heard what sailors do, who navigate the high

seas, sometimes more than five hundred leagues from port, without
seeing land? Mariners feel safe as long as they are exact in following the rules of navigation; if they fail to put the helm down hard
when the pilot advises it, or if the sails jam, the ship is inevitably
lost. The same is true of Communities, Sisters, especially of yours.
Like a ship on a storm-tossed sea, you're exposed to many and varied dangers! Your vocation is your navigation, and your Rules are
your guarantee of safety.
"You have, then, embarked on the ship to which God has guided
you by His inspiration. You need a pilot who keeps watch while you
sleep. And who are these pilots? They're your Superiors. They're
responsible for telling you what to do in order to reach port safely.
You'll make port if you're very exact in the observance of your
Rules. If anyone among you wanted to dispense herself from them
and asked her companion not to tell on her, Sisters, don't trust that
Sister. How can we expect the pilot to steer us, ifshe's not aware of
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the rocks and shoals? Sisters, don't trust those who don't want their
words or actions to be reported to their Superiors; mistrust yourselves if you have such thoughts. And why, Sisters, should you fear
to disclose your weaknesses? Don't you realize that Superiors have
the hearts of fathers and know well how to treat the weak as weak
and the strong as strong? But the strong shouldn't wish to be treated
like the weak; great harm would result for the Company from that.
To avoid that danger, Sisters, let me say that it's better to overcome
yourselves by a little courage than to allow yourselves to be demoralized by too much laziness and self-indulgence. Here's an example
that may perhaps be of use to you: Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld,
who is over eighty years of age, has for many years never failed to
rise at four o'clock in the morning, and I don't think he goes to bed
before ten. The Chief Justice 3 does likewise, although frequently
he doesn't get to bed before eleven.

"It's very important, Sisters, that you remain steadfast in the
practice ofyour original customs if you want God to continue to bestow His graces on you, without which you'll never do any good.
This exactness alone can obtain your perseverance from His Goodness and cause you to be a source of edification to the world. Good
Mme Goussault died desiring this; yes, Sisters, she died thinking of
you. She died in the evening, but on the morning of that same day
she said to me, 'Monsieur, all night long I was thinking about our
good Sisters! If you only knew how highly I esteem them. How
many things God has revealed to me about them!' Think about this
good lady; God gave her so much good will for you. To encourage
you stillmore by her example and to strengthen you in the observance of your Rules, I can tell you that, long before her death, she
prescribed certain regulations for herself, and she was very exact in
keeping them. She had made it a habit to keep silence while dressing and didn't fail in this. In order not to be distracted by persons

3Mathieu Mole, born in Paris in 1584, became Attorney General in 1614 and Chief Justice of
the Parternent ofParis in 1641. Appointed Keeper of the Seals on April 3, 1651, he lost the office
ten days later because of political pressure resulting from the Fronde, but was reappointed on
September 9. He held the position of Chief Justice until the Queen Regent, Anne of Austria,
summoned him to the Royal Court outside Paris. He died on January 3, 1656.
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who might enter her room, she had a chapter from a devotional book
read aloud to her during that time.
"Sisters, if a woman living in the world is so exact in regard to
something to which she isn't bound, for even greater reason, Sisters, should you not fail to observe all your customs, which you resolved to do when you entered the Company. Although until now
you have not had your Rules in writing, nevertheless the custom of
the fIrst Sisters obliges you to follow them since you have formed
an association with them and you owe them your example; the elder
Sisters also owe you this example of exactitude. So then, Sisters,
put yourselves out a little and don't think that the slightest diffIculty

dispenses you from your exercises.
"Well, Sisters, it's time for you to leave. I ask Our Lord Jesus
Christ, who has brought you together to follow the example of His
holy life, to give you His Spirit to practice your Rules, and to grant
you the grace to imitate Him in His humility, simplicity, and gentleness so that you may edify one another and be in the good graces of
everyone, according to God's plan. May He bless you, in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen."
Thoughts a/Saint Louise on the Conference ofJanuary 22,1645

The Company has long desired and requested that its way of life
be set down in the form of Regulations so that, by reading them, we
may be encouraged to practice them. God, who has today given us
this grace, asks of us greater fIdelity and exactitude than ever.
By the order God has established in heaven and in nature, at all
times and in all places where His mercy reigns, He makes us understand that He also wills this in Companies to avoid the condemnation of the only place where there is no order, i.e., hell and its
appurtenances. The third reason is that our salvation may perhaps
depend on the observance of these Regulations. We are in the Company by the guidance of Divine Providence, and it is through Providence that God's graces must pass to reach us. Those who lived on
earth in Our Lord's time took up their position in the places through
which He was to pass, and it was there that some received the grace
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would show a certain contempt for God's graces were we to stray
from the path on which He has placed us.
I acknowledge that I'm guilty of all the faults of the Company
because I fail in almost every respect and don't correct others when
I should, sometimes out of cowardice and a desire to please. To follow my own inclination, I've kept the Company too long at recreation, from which has arisen the bad habit ofwasting time-not that
we were idle, but the topics of conversation weren't related to the
exact observance God asks of the Daughters of Charity, as, for instance, instructions on how to tend and serve the sick poor.
The principal failings in the Regulations are the lack of respect
of the Sisters under the Sister narned Servant of the Poor, and the
lack of forbearance of the Sisters narned Servants of the Poor toward their companions, with whom they are too authoritative in
giving orders; the misconduct of Sisters who agree to do or say
something contrary to the Rule and promise each other to conceal it;
and the laxity and laziness of those who, in order to be dispensed
from the observance ofthe Rules, declare that they're not obliged to
do so.
One means to practice our Rules better is to ask God's grace for
that purpose, and to ask my spiritual father how I can bring into harmony with these Rules my bodily infirmities and the few business
affairs I have. I must also be more attentive to what our Sisters in the
house are doing, and those outside as well; more exact in finding out
about their behavior, and doing all I can to teach them about our
way of life and what God is asking of us. May He be forever
blessed!
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Continuation of the Conference of January 22, 1645 1

"My very dear Sisters, at the last conference you brought your
notes on discussions to be held on the necessity of Rules in Companies. Good things were said that consoled me greatly, Sisters. It
was the Holy Spirit who inspired you to say them. Blessed be God!
"I think we stopped on the question of whether it's advisable to
dispense with the Rule for the service of the poor. Sisters, the service of the poor must be preferred to everything else. You may even
omit hearing Mass on Holy Days, but only in case of great necessity, such as if a patient were in danger of death and needed the sacraments or medicine, or would be in grave danger without you.
When you exempt yourselves from some exercise prescribed by
your Rules, it must be done with discernment and not to gratify
yourself. If you arrange your time in such a way as not to waste any
of it, both for visiting your patients and for getting orders from the
Ladies and presenting them with the necessary accounts, you'll see,
Sisters, that most often you'll have time for everything. When you
don't, set aside whatever is less important. In this way you're sure
to be faithful to your Rules, and even more, since obedience is regarded by God as better than sacrifice. It's God, Sisters, whom you
want to serve. Do you think God is less reasonable than the masters
of this world?!f the master says to his valet, 'Do this,' and if, before
his order is carried out, he asks him to do something else, he doesn't
find fault with the valet for setting aside what he had been told to do
in the first place; on the contrary, he's more pleased. The same
holds true ofGod. He has called you to a Company for the service of
the poor; and to make your service pleasing to Him He has given
you Rules. If, when you're observing them, He wants you else-

Conference 2L - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting.
'This conference is undated. Since the text is wriuen in Saint Louise's handwriting, it is from
1646 at the latest. Despite certain difficulties, the form and size of the sheets of paper, and the
remark concerning the ''notes'' lead us to believe that it followed the conference of January 22,
1645.
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God."
A Sister said that she often missed prayer at five 0' clock, and
asked if that was a breach of Rule. "Sister, if you miss it for the reasons I've just mentioned, you're not breaking your Rules. In such a
case, try to recall that your Sisters are beginning their prayers, and
offer them to God; you'll have a share in them. Offer Him also what
you're going to be doing at that time, which will be entirely consecrated to God; by this means, Sisters, you'll all be united. Perhaps
you'll tell me that you have so many things to think about that even
when you're praying you can't spend a quarter of an hour without
being distracted. Don't be surprised at that; the greatest servants of
God occasionally have these same difficulties. A few days ago I
was speaking to a good priest, converted a few years ago, who
spends a great deal of time in prayer. He told me that frequently he
had neither any taste for it, nor satisfaction in it, except to say, 'My
God, I'm here in your presence to do your most holy Will. It' s
enough that You see me.' You should do the same."
A Sister pointed out the difficulty arising from the fact that neither she nor her companion knew how to read. "It's true, Sister," replied M. Vincent, "that this is a little difficult. One time we spoke at
some length on this subject and suggested making use of pictures of
the life of Our Lord. That was done for a time but, apparently it
doesn't work, since the practice has been abandoned. There's another very simple means, and that is to take the Passion of Our Lord
as the subject of your prayer. There isn't one of you who doesn't
know all that took place during it, either from having heard it
preached or from having meditated on it. The Passion ofOurLord is
such an excellent means of meditation, Sisters! It's a fountain of
youth in which you'll find something fresh every day. Saint Francis
never had any other subject for mental prayer than Our Lord's Passion, and he recommended to all his dear spiritual children to make
use of it constantly. And from what source, Sisters, do you think
great Saint Bonaventure drew all his knowledge? From the sacred
book of the Cross. You'll do well to accustom yourselves to this. I
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advise you to do so; then you won't miss making your meditation
for want of a reader.
"Sisters, it's important for all the Sisters to be exact to this practice of mental prayer, as well as to all the other observances of your
Rule in order to be united, so that at the time the Sisters are praying
at the Motherhouse, those at Saint-Paul, Saint-Jacques, Saint-Jean,
Sedan, Angers, and everywhere else are also praying. Many graces
and blessings will flow to your Little Company from this. If, of necessity, a Sister should be detained with a patient or elsewhere
through chatity or obedience, she could, nevertheless, be united in
spilit and will with her Sisters. As long as you act like this, Sisters,
you will be sure that God is pleased with you.
"This uniformity is so pleasing to Him that He has commanded it
for the welfare and guidance of the universal Church. Go throughout Christendom; you'll always find Mass celebrated in the same
way, with the same words, and the same Pater Noster. Go to the
Levant, to far-offlands, or to the Antipodes; the prayers are always
the same, and it' s by this means in particular that real Christians are
recognized. If this is true of Holy Church, it isn't surprising that all
Companies act in the same manner. Go into all the houses of the
Capuchins, and you'll see that they pray the Divine Office everywhere in the same way. The same can be said of the other Orders. If
you didn't imitate them, there would be reason to fear that irregularities would soon bring about the ruin of your Company. Pay close
attention to this, Sisters; it would be a great misfortune both for you
and for those whom God might call to His service through your
good example, if you didn't do so. May God, in His goodness, preserve you from causing such a great loss to our poor, dear masters!
Not that God wouldn't raise up in your place better servants for
them. Have no doubt about that, Sisters, but what would you not
lose for all eternity! Blessed be God that all of you seem to want to
be faithful to Him and are grateful for the graces He bestowed on
you by calling you to His holy service!
"I was deeply consoled at the last conference to hear one of our
Sisters say that, when she fell asleep with a good thought, it preserved her heart from bad ones. Going to sleep like that is a good
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habit, Sisters. Recently I was speaking to Mme de Liancourt. 2 She
told me that a gentleman named M. de Chaudebonne had adopted
the devout custom ofalways sleeping with his hands joined. God rewarded him for that by the grace of dying while at prayer. It's very
important, Sisters, to acquire good habits. You should also have
great respect for your regular observance of the grand silence from
after night prayers until after prayers the next morning. Don't speak
to any Sister without necessity, for fear that you may be interrupting
the conversation of her soul with God. That time is totally consecrated to Him, Sisters; Our Lord has said so: 'I will lead my spouse
into silence and there I will speak to her heart.' 3 Just see the harm
you would do to one another, were you to interrupt such sacred conversation. I told you on another occasion that Mme Goussault was
very exact about keeping silence. Ifa lady of rank, who had so much
to do and had no obligation to observe silence, was so exact, how
much more careful should you be, Sisters, to observe your practices
faithfully, since you gave yourselves to God to do so, and because
God has subjected you to Rules that oblige you to it!
"Your Rule prescribes, Sisters, that you study at the appointed
times how to read and write. I'd like all of you to acquire this knowledge, Sisters-not to be learned, for that often only puffs up the
heart and fills the mind with pride, but so that it might help you to
serve God better. Do you think, Sisters, that those who teach or
study philosophy are better Christians because of that? No, that's
not why you should study, but so that you may be able to write out
your receipts and expenses, send news about yourselves to distant
places, and teach poor little village girls. I'm convinced that knowledge is of little use and that a theologian, no matter how learned he
may be, finds that his knowledge is no help to him in making his
prayer. It's more common for God to communicate himself to sim-

2Ieanne de Schomberg, daughter of Mar6chaJ Henri de Schomberg and wife of Roger du

Plessis, Due de Liancourt, was a pious. talented woman. She helped Saint Louise considerably in
her charitable works, encouraged the zeal ofAdrien Bourdoise,and took under her patronage the
Daughters of Providence. Pascal, Arnauld, and Le Maistre de Sacy fmally succeeded in winning
her and her husband over to Iansenism. She died in the ChAteau de Uancourt on June 14, 1674, at
the age of seventy-four.
3Cf. Hos 2:16. (NAB)
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pie, ignorant persons of good will rather than to the more learned;
we have many examples of that.
"Devotion and spiritual inspirations and acts of love are given
more frequently to truly devout girls and women than to men, with
the exception of those who are simple and humble. Among us, the
Brothers sometimes give a better account of their prayer and have
more beautiful thoughts than we priests have. And why is that, Sisters? Because God promised it and is pleased to converse with the
lowly. So, those of you who can't read should be consoled and reflect that this can't hinder you from loving God, nor even from making your prayer well. If a Sister had such great difficulty in making
her prayer that she became completely helpless, she could ask permission to say the rosary. And, in accordance with the advice given
her, she'll make use of this beautiful devotion.
"Our blessed Father used to say that, ifhe were not obliged to say
his Office, he wouldn't say any other prayer but the rosary. He
strongly recommended it, and he himself prayed it without fail for
thirty years to obtain purity from God through the purity He gave
His holy Mother and in order to die well. So then, Sisters, the recitation ofthe rosary is a very beautiful devotion, especially for Daughters of Charity, who have such great need of God's assistance to
obtain this purity, which is so necessary for them. Blessed are the
souls who give themselves to the service of God for the sake of purity! You have great reason to glorify God, Sisters, for the grace He
has until now given your little Company for this virtue. The Sisters
who have already died let us see that clearly enough. The purity of
their lives has greatly edified us. In due time, we'll speak of the latest Sister to have died. May God be eternally blessed! That's why,
Sisters, I exhort you always to have great devotion to the Blessed
Virgin.
"Another of your maxims is not to waste time. What an excellent
and necessary piece of advice! People used to ask Saint Anthony in
his day how to be saved, and his reply was always, 'Keep busy.' He
showed this by his own example because, apart from his prayer
time, he did manual labor. I recommend that to you, Sisters. When
you come home from visiting your patients and have nothing to do,
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you. You should also strive as far as possible to be uniform in all
things because, Sisters, if any of you were to love to be different
she'd no longer be a Daughter of Charity but a daughter of pride.
May God protect you from that, Sisters!
"Your way of life also prescribes that you make a short annual
retreat, that is, the spiritual exercises, and you do that, Sisters, in order to recognize your failures of the past year and to rise from them
more courageously. Those eight days of silence are a harvest time.
What a happiness if you use well that time God gives you to speak
with Him heart to heart! It is then that Our Lord's promise to lead
yoursoulinto solitude is fulfilled. That's why Ibeg you, Sisters, not
to fail to make it. You'llieam there to be true Daughters of Charity;
you'll also learn there how to serve the sick well. You'll go overin
your mind the actions ofOur Lord when He was on earth, you'll see
that He spent a good part of His time serving His neighbor, and
you'll take the resolution to imitate Him. What do you think Our
Lord did? He wasn't satisfied with restoring the sick to health; He
also taught them how to act when they were well. Imitate Him."

"But, Monsieur," a Sister then objected, "should we who are so
ignorant instruct others?"
"Have you any doubt about that, Sisters? Don't be afraid to ask
God for the right thing to say to them; He won't fail to inspire you. Is
there anything more beautiful? How touching to see that, not satisfied with the trouble you're taking, you have on your lips words that
testify that your heart is filled with the love of God and that you
want to communicate this to our masters, His dear poor persons!
Yes, Sisters, do all you can for that purpose; give yourselves to God
to serve Him in this way, and don't ever be with a poor person again

without giving him or her some instruction.
"You should also, Sisters, show great respect for the orders
given you by the physicians for the treatment of your patients, and
take care not to omit even one of them for the times as well as the
dosage of the medicines, for sometimes it's a question of life and
death. Carefully observe the way the physicians treat the sick in the
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towns-where there are some-so that when you go into the villages, you can make use of this knowledge: when you should bleed
a patient, how often you should repeat bloodletting, the amount of
blood you should draw each time, when to take it from the foot,
when to use cupping glasses, when to give medicines and which
ones are suited to the various kinds of illnesses you may encounter.
All that is very necessary, and you'll do much good when you've
been trained in everything. It's good for you to have brief discussions on this subject." A Sister then said that this was sometimes
done by way of question and answer.
"You should present yourselves to the Directress 4 at least once a
month to give an account of your conduct. What a holy custom of
your Company that is, Sisters! Don't fail in it. But let your communication be sincere and cordial. Speak at that time not only about
your failings, but also of the good you are doing by the grace of
God, and do so in order to purify it. If you omit making your communication to her, you place yourselves in danger of being tempted
because you see, Sisters, God tells the just man to do well the good
he does. It isn't enough to bring food and medicine to the sick, nor
even to instruct them, if you don't unite to it the virtue God asks of
you and the intention He wants you to have in those good works.
Communication with your Directress will be a great help in both
these matters because God blesses the submission and humility that
prompts you to speak to her for love of Him. When you go to visit a
sick person, do so in union with Our Lord and to imitate Him. In this
way, Sisters, you'll merit far more than by performing great acts of
penance. It's the intention that counts. An action oflittle value is elevated by a good, upright intention and becomes great in the sight of
God. ffyou can't make one for each of your actions, at least renew

your intentions from time to time.
"You also have the custom of never going out without permission. When you're out, be very careful never to go anywhere other
than the place for which you have permission. As soon as you return, don't fail to present yourself to the Directress, or the person
4Saint Louise. Saint Vincent refers taber by various titles, e.g., Superioress. Directress, Sister
Servant of the Motherhouse, etc.
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who represents her, to give her an account of what you did when
you were out.
"As long as you remain within the enclosure of obedience,
which is your cloister, you'll be safe, Sisters; if you go beyoud it, be
afraid from theu on and believe that you're in danger."
A Sister then asked ifit was a good thing for her to ask a Sister to
reprove her for her faults. After reflecting on the matter as usual,
M. Vincent replied, "Sisters, when you see that a Sister has no objection to your admonishing her, do her the charity ofreminding her
with meekness and cordiality; but if you see that she's disheartened,
and doesn't take it well, don't reprove her. Your willingness to help
her in her need can still be yours in not saddening her. A Sister who
isn't docile and objects to being reminded of her faults should have
great reason for fear and self-distrust. That's why I ask you, Sisters,
to give yourselves to God to accept the admonitions given you, no
matter from whom they may come; otherwise, it's to be supposed
that there's some hidden pride or natural aversion and repugnance
in our character. And why should you be annoyed that someone reproves you, Sisters? Saint Peter was willing for Saint Paul to correct
him, although he knew qnite well that Our Lord had made him the
head ofHis Church. Act the same way, Sisters; when aSisteris willing that you correct her, do her that charity. The Bishop of Geneva
recommended that so strongly to his dear Sisters of the Visitation,
not only to accept admonitions willingly, but also to manifest joy at
being reproved! He went even further, for he advised the Sister, after thanking the person who gave the admonition, to accuse herself
of a fault that had not been noticed; for instance, a Sister reprimanded for showing irreverence by remaining apatt from the others
in church should reply, 'Thank you, Sister; God allowed you to notice this fault, but if you had seen my soul, you'd know that it was
far worse, because my mind was wandering.' I assure you, Sisters,
that if you act like that, you'll make great progress.
"Sisters, I ask Our Lord, the author of every Rule, to grant you
the grace to observe very exactly those Rules it has pleased the Divine Goodness to give you for your way of life, so that, keeping
yourself in their observance as on a ship, you may arrive safely in
heaven, where you'll receive the reward ofyour labors. And for that
purpose, I ask God to give you His holy blessing, in the name ofthe
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit."
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" ... Try to excuse one another, saying, 'Surely what that good
Sister said to me wasn't intentional; I know she was taken by surprise,' and not, 'She's bad-tempered; no one can get along with her.
One thing I'll never do is to obey her; she's a conceited person.' Oh
no, dear Sisters! if you can't accept a rebuff, there's reason to think
that you're uot acting forlove of God. Reflect, rather, that this person, whom you find so difficult to get along with, may one day be
far above you in heaven and that she's the image of God; in addition, dear Sisters, honor the forbearance the Son of God has had for
His creatures who are so far beneath Him. Isn't it true, Sisters, that
you've really failed in mutual support and, for want of it, have often
become angry?" All the Sisters recognized and admitted this fault.
"Well then, dear Sisters, don't you promise from now on to correct
yourselves, with the help of God's grace?" They all manifested
their desire to do so.
"The reconciliation you've promised to make when you've had
the misfortune of being angry with one another is a great means of
improving. It's something that's very necessary, and Our Lord himself ordered it, saying, 'The sun must not go down on your wrath,' 2
and, 'If your gift is on the altar and you recall having had an argument with your neighbor, go first to be reconciled with your neighbor before offering it.' 3 So you see, Sisters, if you're on bad terms
with your neighbor, God can't be pleased with anything you do. So,

as soon as you see that you've displeased one ofyour Sisters, throw
yourself at her feet and ask her pardon, saying, 'Please forgive me,
dear Sister; I let myself get carried away by my feelings and am so
unfortunate as to have annoyed you.' That's whatI do, dear Sisters.

Conference 22. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; the original is in
Saint Louise's handwriting. The beginning of the text is missing.
IThe years between which Saint Louise recorded the conferences.
2(:f. Eph 4:26. (NAB)
3Cf. Mt 5:23-24. (NAB)
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reconciled."
One Sister pointed out that they made reconciliation two or three
times a week. "That's excellent," he replied, "but it would be better
to do it at the time the fault is committed. Don't you think, dear Sisters, that union is essential for persons who bring it about among
strangers, and that those who have the honor of bearing this beautiful title of Daughters of Charity, which means daughters of
God-God in them and they in God-shouldn't remain a single
moment in a state of discord, which removes them from their center, who is God?"
M. Vincent was asked what should be done when a Sister was
unwilling to accept the humiliation of her Sister, replying instead
with a contemptuous remark or refusing to listen to her. "Sisters,"
he replied, "if-God forbid i-such a thing should happen, then,
Sisters, the one who has been spurned should pity her Sister, pray
for her, not be disheartened, and embrace her once again; for you
see, dear Sisters, she may have no sooner walked away from you
when she will regret what she has done. Her fault is serious--greater than the fault that annoyed her-because she has
drawn away from God and saddened the heart ofher Sister. Has this
happened, dear Sisters?" Several Sisters acknowledged this fault
and promised, with the help ofGod's grace, not to fall into it again.
"And how do you remind someone of her faults, dear Sisters?
Isn't it sometimes done in the heat of passion, abruptly and rudely?
You really have to watch out for that, Sisters, because, when we admonish our neighbor, our intention is to help her. Let's correct others for the love of God, which wouldn't be the case if we were
prompted by passion. Correction, dear Sisters, shouldn't be given
for trifles, for then it would never stop. The forbearance we owe one
another should prevent us from dwelling on the matter. Give your
reproof, not in the presence of another, but privately, saying, forinstance, 'Sister, please don't be annoyed with me for reminding you
ofsuch and such a matter. 1'm wretched enough to do far worse myself, so I entreat you to have the charity to let me know when I fail.'
These admonitions should be given for faults committed against the
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Rule, when these faults are followed by bad example, and you
should be faithful to this because we're so responsible for one another's souls that one day God will ask us to render an account of
them. It's this practice that led the Church to give people a
godfather and godmother at holy Baptism.
"A few days ago I was deeply edified. A man came to our house
and asked us to give a mission in a village in which he had a godson.
'Monsieur,' he said to me, 'I'm asking this only for the salvation of
the soul of my godson in the hope that, by this means, God will
touch his heart and change it.' Isn't it true, dear Sisters, that you've
neglected this practice, so important for the salvation of your souls?
Everyone present acknowledged this truth and admitted that often
they had reproved others through hastiness and the habit of wanting
to correct, rather than from pure love of God. They determined,
with the help of His grace, to be careful about this from now on.
"My very dear Sisters, when you want to remind a companion of
some fault, I beg you, for the love of God, to commend to God what
you have to say and, if the matter warrants it, make your prayer on it.
God will bless the advice you give in this way, and your Sister will
benefit by it.
"Another matter of great importance, dear Sisters, is the way
newcomers should act toward the senior Sisters, and vice versa.
Those who have recently arrived should honor the childhood ofOur
Lord by being respectful toward the older Sisters, have a high regard for them, since they were called by God before them to His service and that oftheir neighbor, and be very deferential toward them,
humbly accepting their advice. Although the Son of God was more
learned in everything than Saint Joseph and the Blessed Virgin, and
all honor was due to Him, He was still subject to them and didn't fail
to do the lowliest tasks in the home, and it's said of Him that He
grew in wisdom and age. May this example be a powerful motive,
Sisters, to make you gentle, humble, and submissive, and not to
murmur when a Sister reminds you of some fault!"

-18223. -HOLY COMMUNION

January 22. 1646

The first point concerns the reasons we have to dispose ourselves to make good Communions; the second, the means of preparing well for them; and the third, the signs by which we may
know if we're making them well. The Sisters who were present included not only those living in the city, but also seven or eight from
the villages, whom Divine Providence apparently inspired to come,
without being notified, to hear the charitable counsels of our dear,
good Father on this important topic.
After His Charity had read the aforesaid points, he turned to a
Sister and said, "What did you think on the first point, Sister? Why
should you prepare yourself to make your Communions wel!?"
The good Sister, who wasn't one ofthe most intelligent, said that
making a good Communion was a great benefit, and we could know
that we had done so when we felt happy about it. And our very dear
Father, who wonldn't embarrass anyone, added with his usual charity, "You see, Sisters, what our Sister means is that, when we've received Communion, and our conscience doesn't reproach us for
any attachment to sin or any desire to conceal a sin in confession,
that's a sign that our Communion was well made. That may well be
a sign, Sisters, but it's not always a sure one, for there are souls
hardened in sin who never feel any remorse. May God preserve you
from such a misfortune! If that were to happen, dear Sisters, what
should you do? You should be very contrite, resolve to make
amends for this fault, and prepare well for your next Communion.
"And you, Sister, please tell us the reasons we should have to
prepare well for Holy Communion."
"Monsieur, besides committing a sacrilege by making a bad
Communion, I think we receive Our Lord to our own coodemnation. One of the signs that we haven't made a good Communion is
that we don't correct our imperfections. One means of making a
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good Communion is to be very exact in preparing for it by a good
confession."
"And you, Sister, tell us your thoughts on the subject of this conference."
"I thought, Monsieur, how important it is to make a good Communion, that we can commit a great sacrilege, and, by making a bad
Communion, add a new sin to those already committed."
"And what means should be used to make a good Communion,

Sister?"
"It seems to me, Father, that the chief means is to make a general
confession and to have a strong desire for Holy Communion."
"Father," said another Sister, "we have several reasons for eagerly desiring to receive Holy Commnnion as worthily as possible.
One is the excellence of this mystery which, understood only in the
manner of which we're capable, warrants that we devote all our
thoughts to desiring it and perform all our actions with the intention
that they may be so many preparations and dispositions for it. Another reason is the benefit we derive from a good Communion,
which is far greater, since it can make us one with God. A really
heartwarming motive is the desire manifested by Our Lord that we
should receive Him worthily when, through His great love, He instituted this Most Blessed Sacrament-may He be forever blessed
for itI-and He also willed that Holy Church should oblige us to receive it under pain of death."
"One of the signs by which we may know if our Communions
are made in accordance with God's plan is that our soul is really and
truly united to Our Lord. This makes us like Him in a certain sense
by the practice of the virtues ofwhich He gave us the example when
He was on earth, and also by correcting our faults. We should likewise fear that our Communions may be badly made when, through
deliberate negligence, we continue with the same bad habits and inclinations. If we were so unfortunate as to be led into mortal sin
through them, it would be a clear sign that we had made bad Communions for our own condemnation? And should it happen that a
sincere soul became aware of orquestioned whether she had made a
good Communion, she'd then have innate knowledge of it and
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heedless as to approach your Lord with such a sin!' And, after regretting it, she'd promise God to prepare herself better in the future.
If, however, she was a sinful, hardened soul, she'd pay no attention
to those interior warnings, but would become even more
hard-hearted and would eventually reach the point of receiving
Communion after Communion to no advantage. Such a soul would
be in a deplorable state. Let's fear such a disposition, Sisters; may
God in His divine mercy preserve us from it!"
''The better to prevent ourselves from falling into this sin, I
thought it would be well to stir up within myselfan ardent desire for
Holy Communion, to act in such a way that this desire should always be like a new desire, similar to what I would have ifI hadn't
been to Communion for a long time, and to have no other intent than
union with Our Lord. Another means is to dispose myself to make a
good confession-humble, complete, and with full confidence-making use of the grace we receive from Jesus crucified.
It's also being very grateful for the loving grace given us by Our
Lord, who showed that He had a great desire to give himself to us in
this Most Blessed Sacrament."
"God be praised, Sisters, for the thoughts He has given you! Sister has said that. when we experience peace and satisfaction in our
conscience, it's a sign that we've made a good Communion. I can
say that this is true, Sisters, but it isn't the only sign, for there are
others. I can also tell you that it isn't always an infallible sign, for
there are souls so hardened to sin that nothing moves them, and
there are others so obtuse as to have no sentiments of fear or love.
To grasp this truth, think about Saint Catherine,l who had such love
for Our Lord and worked so assiduously at her perfection. At the
time of Holy Communion, she was tortured by such abominable
thoughts that she feared being abandoned by God. In the moments
when Our Lord communicated himself tenderly to her, she spoke to
Him heart to heart. One day, when she was complaining to Him of
those horrible images, He assured her that, when they were at their

lSaint Catherine of Siena (1347-80), a Dominican Tertiary and mystic.
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souls whom God is pleased to try in this way, Sisters. I knew a very
virtuous person so violently attacked by those horrible troubles at
the time of Holy Communion that I really felt sorry for her. Outside
the time of Holy Communion she never had any thought like that;
those thoughts were so terrible that! wouldn't dare mention them to
you. Since God is pleased to try His own, Sisters, don't think, every
time you feel so troubled, that your Communion hasn't been well
made. Still, you must use every means to remain peaceful and to
have your mind at rest at the time of Holy Communion.
"Sister rightly added that to receive Communion without due
preparation is to put yourself in the danger of committing a sacrilege and is to receive Communion to your condemnation. Another
said, 'IfI approach it unworthily, it's a serious sin'; and a third, that
it's to mingle mud with precious stones. All that is true, Sisters.
What an insult to Jesus Christ! What a misfortune for a person who
receives Communion unworthily! 0 Sisters, my dear Sisters, may
God will to preserve you from that! May God preserve us! What a

sin, Sisters! It's true, dear Sisters, that to receive Communion without being well prepared places us in danger of committing a sacrilege, but do you know what it means to commit a sacrilege? It's to
try to unite something sacred to something profane. What an evil,
my very dear Sisters! May God will to preserve us from that! It's to

remove God from our heart in order to give it to a creature; it's as if
you wanted to put a precious treasure in mud. Let's be very attentive
to what we're about to do when we want to receive Communion,
Sisters, for a sacrilege is a mortal sin.
"And what do you think one of our Sisters meant when she declared just now that to go to Communion without being well prepared is to receive it to our condemnation? It wasn't she who said
that, but Saint Paul, who commands us, telling us to test ourselves
when we want to eat this Bread. And what do you think this test is if
not due preparation? Otherwise, as Saint Paul says clearly, we receive it to our condemnation. 2 What a misfortune, Sisters! Look
what happened to Judas. He received Communion without this
~f.

I Cor 11:27-29. (NAB)
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And what happened to him? Something dreadful, Sisters. The devil
entered into him. I tell you this so that you may learn to benefit from
Holy Communion. So let's be very careful, dear Sisters-both you
and I, miserable man that I am-that this disaster of making an unworthy Communion doesn't befall us.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! You see, you really must make the effort to reflect attentively on the subject proposed to you for the conferences so that they'll be helpful to you. The last one I attended
greatly consoled me; each Sister shared her thoughts sincerely, and
it seemed to me that they were like sparks igniting a huge fire-like
one candle that was lighting the others. How useful it would be for
you, Sisters, if you acted like that!
''To make things easier and to help you to remember, from now
on you'll have to prepare only two points: first, the reasons and motives we have for doing or not doing something, that is, why we
should or shouldn'tdo something that's proposed to us; second, the
means of doing well what is proposed. Once you know the points,
Sisters, say to yourse1ves before God, 'It has been suggested that I
do this. If! do it, how will it benefit me? If! don't, what harm will
come to meT In this way, Sisters, you'll easily find reasons; and, after going over them carefully in your mind, by God's grace you'll
feel a greater desire and inclination to do what was suggested. In the
name of Our Lord, I entreat you to give this matter close attention.
Blessed be God, Sisters!
"Several motives occurred to me on this subject and I dwelt especially on two of them. One is what you've already said, namely,
that if we make a bad Communion, we receive our own condemnation. How we should dread this danger, Sisters! When I was passing
through the courtyard of Saint-Lazare on my way here, I heard that
the Court of Justice had convened regarding the condemnation of a
man. 3 That touched me deeply; yet, what is temporal condemnation
3Saint_Lazare had seigneurial rights in its domain, i.e., the right of high, medium, and low
justice, depending on the gravity of the case. It was allowed to treat of matters which involved
capital punishment. incarceration or a lesser penalty, and matters of minor importance. There
was a prison at Saint·Lazare and one in the Villeneuve-sur-Gravois sector of Paris, having the
means to inflict corporal punishment.
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compared with spiritual? The state of that poor sufferer seemed deplorable to me because he was waiting for the sentence of condemnation. In the same way, receiving Communion unworthily is a
condemnation that is carried out before God.
"Sisters, what do you think is the state ofa soul that's poorly prepared in approaching Holy Communion? If she could feel it, she'd
be terrified! And yet, nothing is more true, it's a sentence of condemnation-or rather it's the condemnation itself that's being carried out because, instead of being united to the Author of life by
eating this divine Bread, she distances herself from Him by the bad
dispositions she brings to its reception.
''The second reason is that, not only is it a condemnation, Sisters,
but it's really death for the soul. We can say ofthe soul that receives
Our Lord unworthily, 'That soul is dead,' since it doesn't have the
life of grace and remains dead as long as it's in that state. On the
contrary, the soul that receives Communion after due preparation
receives at the same time this life of grace and the Source of all
grace.
"Not only does death enter into the soul ofthose who make a bad
Communion, Sisters, but sometimes even physical death ensues.
How many persons do you think there are whose days on earth have
been shortened, perhaps in punishment of this great evil, and perhaps also to prevent them from continuing to dishonor God by the
bad use they make of Holy Communion? Sisters, God is jus!. And
how many calamities, how many diseases there are! Who knows
whether they're not in punishment of such sins? Although we
mustn't judge, such things may happen.
"One of the benefits we receive from a good Communion, Sisters, is that we become one with God. Quai! a poor Daughter of
Charity who, before her Communion was what she is, that is, something worth very little in itself, becomes one with God! Ah, Sisters,
who wonld want to neglect this benefit? What a grace! What do you
think it is, Sisters, if not the pledge of a blessed eternity? Conld we
imagine anything greater, dear Sisters? Oh no! it's not possible that
a poor, weak creature might be united to a God! May He be forever
blessed!
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any longer, to tell you, Sisters, that one of the signs of a good Communion is peace and tranquility of heart. In the person who has
made a worthy Communion, this peace proceeds from knowing that
she has done what she could, and her conscience doesn't reproach
her in any way.
"It's true, Sisters, that this is almost always a sure, infallible sign.
And how could a soul in the state of grace, united to God in this
Holy Sacrament, fail to possess true peace, Sisters, since it was often one of the first graces Our Lord used to give when He was on
earth!
"Perhaps some of you will say, 'But, Monsieur, everyone who
makes a good Communion always enjoys this grace.' Not at all, Sisters! I've already told you that sometimes, instead ofthis peace, the
soul remains downcast and without feeling. This occurs when God
is pleased to test certain souls among those most dear to Him, as
I've already pointed out to you in the case of Saint Catherine and
that other person who was never plagued by bad thoughts except at
the time of Holy Communion.
"An almost infallible sign of a bad Communion, Sisters, is when
we see no change, and the person who has been to Communion still
remains attached to her bad habits, allowing herself to be carried
away by her little lies, acts ofdisobedience, obstinacy, and idleness;
always fighting with her pillow about whether to leave it to go to
prayer. These and other petty weaknesses infallibly indicate that
our preparation for Holy Communion isn't as Saint Paul desired,
and which he declared is necessary to receive Communion to our
salvation. Pay attention to this, Sisters, because Divine Providence
has given these warnings to help you-and me too--for the future.
What good reason I have, wretch that I am, to be fearful!
"Another infallible sign of a good Communion, Sisters, is when
we see the opposite of what I've just told you; when we work zealously to make ourselves like Jesus Christ in our conversation and
manners; when we obey with ease; when we rid ourselves of our
particular attachments; when all the places to which obedience calls
us are indifferent to us; and when we consider ouly the accomplish-
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ment of God's Will in whatever He is pleased to have done with
us-whether we're sent to the country, or placed in a parish, or kept
at the Motherhouse. In that case, dear Sisters, we can say in truth
that a soul has done its utmost to dispose itself for the reception of
the Most Blessed Sacrament. In the name of God, Sisters, reflect seriously on this and be convinced that preparing well for Holy Communion is the most important thing you have to do in your whole
life. Your perfection and salvation depend on it.
"Well now, dear Sisters, it's getting late. We can conclude from
everything we've just said that those souls are blessed who do their
utmost to remain in the state of always being able to make good
Communions. Those souls are also always looked upon tenderly by
God; never, never are they separated from His holy presence.
"But, Sisters, one of the reasons that comes to my mind-and
which I regard as the most important as far as your vocation is concerned-is that you're destined by God to prepare souls to die well.
Do you think, Sisters, that God expects you simply to bring His
poor persons a piece of bread, a little meat, some soup, and some
medicine? Oh no, Sisters! that wasn't His plan in choosing you
from all eternity to render Him the services you do for Him in the
person of the poor. He expects you to provide for their spiritual
needs as well as for those of the body. They need heavenly manna;
they need the Spirit of God; and where will you find it in order to
share it with them? In Holy Communion, Sisters. Both important
persons and the simple need this, Sisters. That's why you musttake
special care to prepare well to receive the abundance of the Divine
Spirit.
"Sisters, I've spoken to you many times, but never of more important matters. Please be on the watch and reflect on the grandeur
of God's plan for you: that He wants you, poor young women with
little ability or education, to cooperate with Him in communicating
His Spirit! Please don't neglect this grace, Sisters. But let's draw
near to this fire to be first of all inflamed by it ourselves and then to
draw others to it by our charity and good example. Bear in mind,
Sisters, that the chief virtue of a Daughter of Charity is to make a
good Communion; and remember that the best preparation is to go
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naturally inclined.
"May it please God, if until now we've failed to do this-I repeat, dear Sisters, may it please the Divine Mercy and Goodness to
grant us, both you and me, this grace of preparing ourselves well for
Holy Communion in the future! This is what I recommend to you
and, since we're unworthy of obtaining this grace, I entreat the
Most Holy Virgin, by the love she has for her Son, to obtain it for us,
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.
Amen."

24. - LOVE OF VOCATION AND ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR
February 13. 1646

Having taken the trouble of coming to give the conference,
M. Vincent asked what the topic was. When he was told, he questioned a Sister on it. After that, he wanted to be fully infonned ofthe
danger from which one ofour Sisters had escaped three or four days
ago, by a great grace of God.
"Sister," he said to her ''what happened? I heard that a house collapsed. In what part of the city was it? Were you inside or outside?

What day was it?"
The Sister replied that, on the last day on which it was permitted
to eat meat, I she was taking a pot of soup to one ofher poor persons.
As she was going up the stairs, a poor water carrier in front of her
cried out, "We're lost!" She was between the frrst and second floor,
and no sooner had the poor man uttered these words than the house
began to fall. Our poor Sister, terrified, crouched in the comer of
one of the steps. The frightened neighbors ran at once for the
Blessed Sacrament and Extreme Unction to be administered to
those capable of receiving them. However, more than thirty-five or
Conference 24. - MS. SV 9, fol. 8lv ff.
'February 10, the last Saturday of the season during which Church law permittedeatingmeat.
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forty persons were piteously crushed beneath the ruins ofthe house,
and only a child of ten or eleven years of age could be saved.
When the spectators saw our poor Sister in what appeared to be
inevitable danger of death, they shouted to her to jump into their
arms. Ten or twelve ofthem prepared to rescue her. She fastened the
soup pot to the end of a fair-sized pole for them; then, relying on
God's mercy, she jumped into the cloaks they were holding out for
her. Unable to say how she had been transported, she found herself,
by God's special Providence, out of danger and, trembling allover,
set off to serve the rest of her patients.
After listening attentively to the whole story, M. Vincent lamented the fate of those who had died beneath the ruins of the
house. He noted that Sister's fear was very legitimate, seeing that
she had such a close call, and he cried out with his hands raised to
heaven, "0 Dieu! if the collapse of a house is so dreadful, Sisters,
what will Judgment Day be like, when we'll see a countless number
of souls ntiserably hurled into hell for all eternity? 0 Dieu! what
will it be like? Blessed be God, Sisters!"
Then he asked for the views of several Sisters on the subject of
the conference and, when he had listened to all ofthem with admirable patience, he continued in almost the following words, "I thank
God, Sisters, for the thoughts He has given you. The ones I had have
already been mentioned, and I'm infinitely consoled to hear those
with which Our Lord inspired you. What's left for me to say now
other than what you yourselves have already said? Yes, Sisters, you
yourselves have said everything I ntight say to you. Blessed be
God! But what touches me deeply, and what should strongly move
you to love the service of the poor, is what one of you said, namely,
that from all eternity God had chosen and elected you for that. 0
Dieu! What a compelling motive! Yes, it's true, Sisters, from all
eternity God had His thoughts and designs on you and for you; and
from all eternity you were in the ntind of God to be in your present
state because, Sisters, not only all that has been, and all that is happening now, but also all that will be in the future, is present to God,
and millions of years are less than a day in His sight. How true it is,
then, that from all eternity He intended to make use of you for the
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service of persons who are poor! What happiness, Sisters, and how
the thought of God's eternal plan for you should oblige you to be
grateful to Him for the choice He has made of you! Reflect well on
that, Sisters!
"I've told you many times, Sisters, that you can be very certain
God is your founder, for I can tell you before Him that in my whole
life I never thought ofit, and neither, I think, did Mile I.e Gras. I told
you how it came about. However, because many ofthose here present weren't here then, I'll repeat it once more so that you may see
God's guidance of your establishment.
"I'll tell you, then, that while I was living in a small town 2 near
Lyons, where Providence had called me to be the Pastor, I was vesting to celebrate Holy Mass one Sunday when I was told that in an
isolated house a quarter of a league away everyone was ill. None of
them was able to help the others, and they were all in indescribable
need. That touched me to the heart. During the sermon, I made sure
to commend them zealously to the congregation, and God, touching
the hearts of those who heard me, moved them with compassion for
those poor afflicted people.
"After dinner a meeting was held in the home of a good
townswoman to see what help could be given them, and everyone
present felt urged to go to visit them, console them with their words,
and do what they could to help them. After Vespers, I took with me
an upright citizen of the town, and we set out together to go there.
Along the way, we met some women who had gone before us and, a
little farther on, we met others who were returning home. Since it
was summertime and the weather was very hot, those good ladies
were sitting by the side ofthe road to rest and refresh themselves. In
a word, Sisters, there were so many ofthem, you would have said it

was a procession.
"00 my arrival, I visited the sick persons and went to get the
Blessed Sacrament for those in greatest danger-not at the parish
church for the district wasn't a parish but depended on a Chapter of
which I was the Prior. So, after I had heard their confessions and
2(:hatillon-les-Dombes.
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given them Holy Communion, the next thing was to see how to provide for their needs. I suggested that all those good persons animated by charity to go there might each take a day to make soup, not
for those sick persons only, but also for others who might come afterward, and that's the first place where the Confraternity of Charity was established. 3
"Now, Sisters, see whether that's the work of human persons or
whether it's clearly the work of God, for was it human beings who
had made those poor people ill? Was it human beings who had inflamed the hearts of all those who went off in droves to bring them
some help? Was it human beings who had planted in their hearts the
desire to provide them with regular assistance-not only them but
also those who might come after them? Oh no, Sisters! that's not the
work of humans; it's clear that God was powerfully at work there,
for human beings could never have done it; no, Sisters, there was no
way they could have done it.
"I was recalled here and, a short time later, we went to give a mission in Villepreux, a village five or six leagues from Paris. There we
had the opportunity to set up another Charity-the second one.
Next, we were able to establish it in Paris; Saint-Sauveur was the
first place to have one, and all the other principal parishes followed
suit. But since there's a large number of sick persons in Paris, they
were being poorly served because the Ladies couldn't commit
themselves to that: a wife because of her husband and her household, a daughter because of her father and mother. In short, things
weren't going well because God wanted there to be a Company of
Sisters who would be specifically for the service of the sick under
the guidance of those Ladies.
"The first of these Sisters was a poor young woman from the
country; 4 I have to tell you this, Sisters, to let you see the Providence of God, who willed that your Company be composed of poor
women, either by birth or by the choice they would make of poverty; yes, Sisters, I say poor women because you must be so in real3ef. XIllb, 3-5 and 8-22, for the documents pertaining to the Rules of the Confraternity of
Charity begun in Chdtillon-les-Dombes.
~arguerite Naseau.
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the best of her knowledge, the children of her village and, while
tending cattle, had learned to read almost on her own, for no one had
taught her. She wottld stop a passerby and ask, 'Monsieur, please
tell me what these letters are, what this word means,' and in this way
she taught herself in order to teach others.
"Whenever she learned something, she taught her companions.
We went to that place to give a mission, and God soon showed that
this didn't displease Him. When this dear young woman heard that
people were looking after the sick in Paris, she wanted to serve
them. We had hercome here, and she was placed under the direction
of Mile Le Gras and at the service of the sick poor in
Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet parish. A short time later she caught
the plague and died at Saint-Louis Hospital. The Sister who was
serving the sick at Saint-Sauveur took her place.
"And that, Sisters, was the beginning of your Company. As it
wasn't then what it is now, there's reason to believe that it' s still not
what it will be when God has perfected it as He wants it; for, Sisters,
don't think that Communities are formed all at once. Saint Benedict, Saint Augustine, Saint Dominic, and all those great servants of
God whose Orders are so flourishing, never dreamed ofdoing what
they actually accomplished; but God acted through them.
"It is said that events whose initiators can't be discovered proceed from the hand of God. Since your institution is not the work of
human persons, you may therefore boldly declare, Sisters, that it's
the work of God. Surely a Company ordained for a ministry so
pleasing to God, so excellent in itself, and so useful to the neighbor,
can have no other author than God himself. Has anyone ever heard
of such a work before now? There are many Religious Orders, of
course; hospitals have been founded for the care ofthe sick, and devoted. religions have served them; until now, however, it was unheard of to have the sick poor nursed in their own homes. If
someone in a poor family became ill, the husband had to be separated from his wife, the mother from her children, and the father
from his family. Up to the present, my God, You didn't establish
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any orderly way to assist them, and it seemed that Your adorable
Providence, which never fails anyone, had no concern for them.
"And why do you think, Sisters, that God waited so long to come
to their rescue? It was because that was reserved for you. Yes, you
were destined by God from all eternity, as Sister has so very well remarked, to be numbered among the first. What a privilege, Sisters,
for those who enter an Order in the first sixty to one hundred
years-that is, in its first century, which is the golden age-are
called the founding members, and so you are among the founding
members. Please consider carefully to what that obliges you, Sis-

ters.
"If it wasn't God, Sisters, who brought about what can be seeu in
your vocation, would it be possible for a young woman to leave her
native place, her relatives, the pleasures of marriage-if it can be
said to have any-her little comforts, and the diversions found in
companionship and society, to come to a place she's never seen, to
live with Sisters from places far from her own home, to devote herself, in voluntary poverty, to the service of convicts, poor children
abandoned by their relatives, the sick poor languishing in ftlth, and
even persons who are iu prison? No, Sisters, God alone can do that!
He has willed that one Sister come from Lorraine, another from Sedan, another from Angers, and others from elsewhere, and this is the
place of which He said, 'I will call you from all the nations of the
earth. ' 5 So then, He is the one who willed this Company of Sisters
from different regions and wanted all of them to be of one heart.
May His holy and adorable Name be forever blessed for it!
"Another reason is God's very special protection over you. Isn't
it wonderful, Sisters? You have a recent example of that in the case
of your dear Sister. Doesn't that help us to see that God is pleased in
a very special way with the service you render Him in the person of
the poor? Is anything more obvious? A brand new house collapses;
forty people are crushed beneath its ruins; this poor Sister with her
soup pot is huddled on a step that Providence expressly preserved to
support her, and she emerges from the danger safe and sound. The
3Cf. Ot 7:6. (NAB)
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that human beings did it? They certainly lent a hand to it, but the angels bore her up. Do you think, Sisters, that God allowed this new
house to collapse, without some special purpose in mind? Do you
think it caved in simply by chance when our Sister was present, and
do you think that it was just good luck that she escaped without injury? Certainly not, Sisters; all that is miraculous. God had ordained
it all to let your Company see the care He takes of it.
"It isn't to our Sister alone that such a remarkable grace is
granted, it's to all ofyou; it's to confirm you in the beliefyou should
have that He's pleased with your service; it's to let you see that
you're as dearto Him as the apple ofHis eye; it's to oblige you, Sisters, to have unshakable trust in His Providence, which will never
abandon you. Oh no, Sisters! you can be certain ofthat; this incident
is an unquestionable indication of it. You'll be safe wherever you
go; you'll often see the wrath of God punish a multitude of sinners
with sudden and violent death, without the chance to turn back to
Him; you'll even see many innocent persons perish, and you will be
preserved. Yes, God is watching over you and sees to your protection.
"Do you think that the ceiling that collapsed about a year ago is
another weak proofofthis truth? It's one ofthe strongest. It's a miracle that a beam should crack in a place like that and that no one was
either above or below. Mile Le Gras was there; a Sister heard a
cracking noise and told her that they weren't safe there, but she
made light of it. An older Sister repeated the same thing to her, and
in deference to her age and experience, she left the room. Scarcely
was she in the next room Gust think, Sisters, it wasn't three steps
away) than the beam broke and the ceiling fell in. 6 Can you tell me
that this happened without God's special plan? I was due to be here

6 In Spiritual Writings, L. 102, around June 1642, Saint Louise tells Sister Claude Brigide

about the roofcollapsing in their house. It made such a strong impression on Louise that on June
3, 1645, the Feast of Pentecost. anniversary of the event. she mentions it in a letter to Saint
Vincent (ibid., L. 120). He refers to the event in a letter to her on June 8, 1642 (cf. II, 289), in a
conference aD June 20 (cf. IX. Conf. 11), and again in this conference of February 13, 1646.
Could he be recalling the information given him by Saint Louise on the anniversary, or, as Coste
speculates, might the copyist have misread the origina11
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that very afternoon; we were supposed to have a meeting regarding
some important matters. The cracking of that beam wouldn't have
been noticed amid the noise that goes on at meetings. That good Sister wouldn't have been there because the Sisters don't attend those
meetings, and we would all have been crushed beneath had God not
caused a certain business matter to detain me and kept all the Ladies
from being here.
"Things like that don't happen by chance, Sisters; don't you believe it. To escape the prediction that had been made to him that a
house would fall on his head, a man went off to the country. A tortoise being carried off by an eagle fell on his head and killed him. So
much for being in a safe place, Sisters! And you've been spared in
houses that have collapsed! All of you together must thank God for
this special proof of His Providence that He has given you once
again in the person of your Sister. Yes, you should, Sisters, and I ask
you to be sure to do so, and let your next Holy Communion be for
this intention. When I heard about it I celebrated a Mass of
thanksgiving; and now that I have further details, I'll do it again,
please God. May His Holy Name be forever blessed!

"So then, dear Sisters, those are some strong motives to encourage you to have great respect foryourvocation because it's pleasing
to God, and the neighboris assisted by it. Live it joyfully and without fear because God himself is protecting you.
"One means of doing as God wills is to do it in charity-in charity, Sisters. How excellent that will make your service! But do you
know what it means to do it in charity? It's to do it in God, for God is
charity, and it's to do it purely for God; it's to do it in the grace of
God, for sin separates us from the charity of God. I've already told
you on other occasions that you won't be true Daughters of Charity
until you've purified all your motives, rooted out all your sinful
habits, and rid yourselves of your particular attachments. I repeat
this to you, Sisters, and it's so necessary that, if you don't do it,
you're in no state to go to Communion; indeed you're not, Sisters,
for it isn't pertnitted to approach Holy Communion with an attachment to sin, even were it simply venial. What then would it mean,
Sisters, for a Daughter of Charity to approach this sacrament, I'm
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that; 0 Dieu! that would be a sacrilege!-but with a weakness for
venial sin? It would mean that she's unwilling to mend her ways.
For instance, a Sister has an attachment to another Sister; she seeks
her out, whispers in her ear, tells her the things that annoy her, reports the humiliations she has received. Such an attachment is vicious, and a venial sin at the least. A Sister who is under the
influence of this and receives Communion with no intention ofcuring herself, does so with an inclination to sin, and in good conscience she mustn't receive until she's willing to give it up. I've
already told you that you should inform your Superior or your Director as soon as you feel attached to anyone.
"Another Sister will serve the sick in a parish; she may become
attached to one of the Ladies, an officer, or a confessor. She should
make this known promptly and crush that serpent's head while it's
still young. If she doesn't, she'll be serving the parish and not the
poor; she'll be ministering for her personal satisfaction and not for
the motive for which she should be doing it. In the name of God,
Sisters,let's be very much on our guard against such acts ofinfideliry, for they keep us away from the altar. As soon as a Sister discovers that she's attached to a place, a lady, or a confessor, she should
mention it at once. Mon Dieu! That's so easy! She'll do it if she
wants to make progress. So do it, Sisters, should it happen to you, so
we can see where to send you to serve God for himself alone, without any involvement with or attraction for anyone.

"Another Sister may have an aversion for her companion. Everything the latter does will displease her; if someone speaks to her
about her, she'll try to lower the esteem in which she is held; if this
Sister says something to her, she won't take it the right way. If she
doesn't correct herself, she also goes to Holy Communion with an
attachment to sin, and she mustn't do that. It's so easy to correct
this! I have an aversion for a Sister, but! don't want to nurture it; I'll
speak gently to her; if she tells me something, I' II listen to her willingly; when people speak to me about her, I'll be careful not to say
anything that may lower or diminish the esteem in which she is
held.
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"If you act in this way, Sisters, you'll advance because you'll
benefit from your Communions and conferences. Man Dieu! how 1
hope that you'll understand clearly the Spirit of God in the conferences and will get used to sharing your thoughts, as you've just
done. I'm delighted to see this disposition in you because you can
see what subject matter your thoughts furnish me. I'm not saying
anything of my own; I'm simply repeating what you yourselves
have said to me. Blessed be God! 1 desire this so ardently that 1can
truly say that 1don't think 1want anything else. For you see, Sisters,
all attachments, aversions, and those obstacles that hinder the good
results of Communions and instructions are the work of the devil,
who is bursting at the sight of what you're doing and does his utmost to prevent you from benefiting from it. 'What arn 1 doing
here?' he'll suggest to the Sisters in this house, '1 carne to serve the
sick and I' m not being sentto them.' And to a Sisterin a parish, 'I'd
do much better if 1 were at the Foundlings.' And he does all this so
that when she goes to Communion with either these attachments or
aversions, she gains nothing from it. When you feel that way, Sisters, say so immediately.
"Another motive, already mentioned by one Sister (see, Sisters,
I'm only repeating what you've said), is that. in serving persons
who are poor, we serve Jesus Christ. How true, Sisters! You are
serving Jesus Christ in the person of the poor. And that is as true as
that we are here. A Sister will go ten times a day to visit the sick, and
ten times a day she'll fmd God there. As Saint Augustine says, what

we see with our eyes is not so certain because our senses sometimes
deceive us, but the truths of God never deceive. Go to visit a chain
gang, you'll find God there. Look after those little children, you'll
find God there. How delightful, Sisters! You go into poor homes,
but you find God there. Again, Sisters, how delightful! He accepts
the services you do for those sick persons and, as you have said,
considers them as done to himself.
"Another motive, also given by a Sister, is that God has promised an eternal reward to those who give a cup of water to a poor person; nothing is more true, we can't doubt it; and that's a great source
of confidence for you, Sisters, for if God confers a blessed eternity
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on those who have given them only a cup ofwater, what will He not
give to a Danghter ofCharity who has left everything and makes the
gift of herself to serve them all the days of her life? What will He
give to her? We can't even imagine! She has reason to hope that
she'll be among those to whom He'll say, 'Come, blessed of my
Father, possess the kingdom which has been prepared for you.' 7
"Yet another motive is that the poor persons assisted by her will
be herintercessors before God; they'll come in a crowd ahead ofher
and say to God, 'My God, this is the Sister who helped us forlove of
You; my God, this is the Sister who taught us to know You.' Foryou
see, Sisters, you said the most important thing of all when you
stated that they had to be helped spiritually. 'My God,' they'll say,
'this is the Sister who taught me to hope that there was one God in
three Persons; I didn't know that. My God, this is the Sister who
tanght me to hope in You; this is the Sister who taught me Your
goodness through her own.' In short, Sisters, that's what the service
of the poor will earn for you.
"So then, I entreat you to be very devoted to persons who are
poor and take great care to teach them the truths necessary for salvation. You've noted how important that is, and it's so true. I'd really
like to discover some means to do that; with God's help we'll work
something out for you. In the meantime, do your utmost.
"One Sister made a very pertinent remark: 'Before all else,' she
said, 'we must see that the sacraments are administered to the patients.' When you bring them what they need, Sisters, it's advisable
to find out very quietly, and in a sympathetic, friendly, compassionate way, whether they've been to confession and, if they haven't, to
help them to be well disposed to do so!"
Thereupon a Sister objected that very often the priests didn't pay
any attention to this. "Sister," replied M. Vincent, "be very careful
never to think that they neglect this duty; but, once you've informed
them, then your conscience is clear before God. One of you very
apt!y remarked that it was good to teach poor persons how to make
an act of contrition and to instill in them the desire and resolution to

7Cf. Mt 25:34. (NAB)
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go to confession. So do that, Sister, and if their condition deteriorates, you could inform the Pastor a second time-never by way of
complaint, however, but gently. You might say to bim, 'Monsieur,
this poor patient is getting worse; 1'm afraid he may not recover; 1
felt obliged to let you know.' And do it gently.
"Well now, it's getting late; it's time to stop. In conclusion, 1ask
God to give you His Spirit and the fullness of your vocation and to
pour out His blessings on the whole Company so that it may fulfill
His holy Will in this world with such fidelity that it may merit one
day to enjoy His glory in the next. Benedicrio Dei Parris. ..."

25•• INDIFFERENCE
May 1, 1646 1

"1 wasn't expecting to have a meeting today, Sisters. 1 had intended to postpone it to another day and thought 1 had made that
clear in the reply 1sent, but you must not have received the message.
1 was prepared to speak only to three or four Sisters who, by the order of Providence, are to leave tomorrow for a foundation in Le
Mans,2 but, since the same Providence has brought all of you together, let's say a few words, in nomine Domini.
"Our short conference, then, will be on the indifference Daughters of Charity must have regarding their places of residence and
their ministries, the qualities required for the Sisters who are sent to
them, and the means of carrying out their obligations well.
"We'll begin with the first point, which is indifference, and so
necessary to your Company that when it is no longer found in it, that
will be a sure sign of its downfall. That's why those who want to be
Conference 25. ~ Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
IAccording to Documents D.C., this conference was given on May 3, 1646.
:!four Sisters: Jeanne Lepeintre, Claude Brigide, Andree . .. . and Genevieve Caillou went to
open the house in Le Mans on May 4. In her letter of Wednesday (May 2, 1646), Saint Louise
reminded Saint Vincent of the conference he promised to give to the Sisters who were leaving on
May 4 for Le Mans (cf.lI, 639.40). Saint Vincent confinned this in his response, written on the
same letter (cf. n, 640-41).
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true Daughters of Charity must be totally indifferent to whatever
God wills to ordain in their regard: to be sent to this region or to another, to minister in this duty or in that, to be given orders by this
person or by someone else; in a word, to be indifferent to everything.
"Don't you see, dear Sisters, how every Sunday the people make
public profession ofthe obedience they are willing to render to their
Pastor by walking behind him in the procession? Do you ever see a
single one of them turn back once they've begun to follow him?
When they leave the church they have no idea where they're going,
nor by what route their Pastor will lead them. Most often, they go
without knowing where, and it's done that way to indicate their disposition to go wherever he chooses to lead them, be it to banishment
or even to death. That's why those Sunday processions were initiated.

"Furthermore, we've never seen a soldier, from the day he enlists under a captain, disobey him. Yes, a soldier never hesitates
when a captain says to him, 'Fall back here, advance there, retreat,
halt.' Moreover, I was talking recently to a gentleman, who has the
honor to command a regiment, and I asked him, 'But, Monsieur, are
you always fully obeyed?' 'Oh,' he replied, 'there's never any failure in that respect, Monsieur. It's unheard offor a soldier not to advance, retreat, fall back, or give way when his captain tells him to do
it. Very often we see clear danger; we're going to perish; the enemy
lies in ambush in the very place to which we're being sent; we have
to mount the breach, where we'll be fIred on immediately, yet we
march forward as soon as the captain gives orders, although we're
almost sure to die.'
"Sisters, should greater obedience be found in those who go to
meet death than in you who go to seek the glory of God? No, dear
Sisters, I can't believe .that! And if God willed to punish the Company by allowing one of its members to love one ministry better
than another, one parish better than another, the company of one
Sister better than another, and if she were to refuse to go where we
might wantto send her, at that moment you would have to raise your
hands and hearts to heaven and say, 'What have we done to God that
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He punishes us so rigorously as to have among us Sisters who resist
His Will?' At that moment, you should hegin to pray and do penance in expiation of the crime one of you would have committed; at
that moment you should sigh, beg for mercy, take the discipline,
wear hair shirts and penitential girdles-if you have permission to
do so-and omit nothing that could appease the wrath of God,
whose anger would be made manifest by such neglect of duty.
Those who have a real love oftheir vocation and ask for nothing but
the fulfillment of God's Will regarding the Company will experience those sentiments when they see disorders of this kind, which
are devastating to total perfection.
"Wouldn't it be distressing to see exclusive attachments or aversions among the Daughters of Charity: loving to he with one Sister
and not with another; taking pleasure in talking with someone and
not with your Superior; doing what has to be done in a certain place
because you like it, but not in another because you get no pleasure
from it! What a deplorable state that would be, dear Sisters! I hope,
however, from the goodness of God, that none of you will fall into
that and that there isn't one of you who isn't open to whatever God
wants to do with her. Let's go on, then, to the second part, and discuss the qualities of Sisters who are sent to make a foundation.
"When Solomon built the temple he was intending for the service of God, he had quantities of precious stones----{\iamonds, rubies, topazes, hyacinths, emeralds, opals-cast into the foundation,
while the upper portion of the building was constructed only of ordinary stones, of which a thousand weren't as valuable as a single
one of those laid in the foundation. What do you think God might
have wanted to teach you by that, dear Sisters? It meant that the
Daughters of Charity who are now heing chosen, and who will be
chosen in the future, to go to foundations, must be precious

stones-diamonds in fIrmness in their vocation and in the practice
oftheir Rules, rubies in their love ofGod and in charity toward their
neighbor, emeralds, garnets, topazes, andopals-embellished with
heautiful virtues, which appear as lovely colors whichever way
they are turned and regarded. In a word, they should he such that it
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"And do you know, Sisters, why those who go to make a foundation (for a house that's being opened and to which no one has yet
been sent is called a foundation. You're going to serve the sick in a
hospital, in a place where no member of your Company has ever
been; that's called going to make a foundation), do you know, I repeat, another very pressing reason? It's that those who go to make a
foundation are models for alI who will come after them. That's why
they must have alI the virtues that will ever be in all the others combined. All the good works that should ever be done in the place
where they're going to be established must fIrst of all be practiced
by them. I wish you could have seen what Saint Teresa said... ." 3

26. - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE VISITATION
OF THE PARIS HOUSES
[July 1646J '

"Sisters, making a visitation is no slight matter, and very few
persons are capable of carrying one out in such a way as to make it
helpfuI.It's one ofthe most diffIcult things to do well. Out of a hundred persons sometimes scarcely a dozen will be capable of it. One
must be so prudent, so gracious, so gentle, so faithful to confIdentiality-as secret as in the confessional!
"Let's just say a few words on this. In the fIrst place, Sisters, it
must be made in view ofGod alone and as the Blessed Virgin made
it when she went to visit Saint Elizabeth, that is, with the greatest
gentleness, charity, and love. She dido 't reprimand anyone, but by
3The remainder of the conference has nOt been preserved.
Conference 26. . Recueil des proces-verbaux des Conseils tenus par saint Vincent et Mlle Le
Gras, pp. 309ft.

IShortly before her departure for Nantes (July 26, 1646), Saint Louise wrote some

recommendations forthe Officers ofthe Company in her absence (cf. Spiritual Writings, L. 144).
In the letter she refers to a forthcoming conference by Saiot Vincent on the subject of making
visitations and the designation of some Sisters to make the visitations. It is in this CORtext that the
date has been assigned to this conference.
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her example taught Saint Elizabeth and her whole family what they
should be doing. Don't ever rebuke anyone. Our Lord spent thirty
years on this earth before reproving men, and He had come expressly to make a visitation. He never reprimanded a priest, aPharisee, a Samaritan, or a Jew during all that time, yet He saw them
behaving very badly. Oh no, never give a rebuke, never! If a Sister
tells you her failings, listen to her and encourage her gently, 'Oh
well! that's nothing, Sister. Our Lord will grant you the grace to become more exact. Alas! I commit many other faults.' And if she
complains of another Sister, never let on that she has spoken of her
to you.
"The visitation must be made as if in passing. 'I' mjust coming to
see how you are, Sister.' Never say to this Sister or that, 'I'm going
to that place.' and never mention any faults you may have noticed.
Above all, beware of thinking that you must be a very important
person because you're being sent to others to make a visitation.
Mon Dieu! that would be a hellish thought! 'Quoi! from such a large
number of Sisters, I've been chosen to make the visitation! They
must surely have a good opinion of me.' Don't let such harmful
thoughts cross your mind, but take a look at your own faults and reflect that if people were aware ofthem, they'd be very far from having a good opinion of you. 'Quoi! miserable creature that I am!
Must my hypocrisy deceive people?' For, when you look at yourselves before God, Sisters, you'll find that there's no one worse
than you. I'm bound to thiuk the same of myself, and so should everyone else. If you see that this Sister doesn't make her prayer, look
at yourselfand say, 'Alas! what am Ilike?' This Sister may be irritable. 'Mon Dieu! the way I am, I can't stand myself.' And so on for
everything else. Always consider yourself as the most imperfect.
"Now, it seems to me that Mile Le Gras has named many Sisters
to make visitations, but, because all might not be capable of this, I
thiuk it's good to try two or three at first to see how that works out
for us. 2 Sister Anne, you'll go in passing to Saint-Jacques and

2Saint Vincent not only reduces the number of Sister Visitors for this initial attempt at

visitations but also changes some of the ones designated by Saint Louise.
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all, take your eyes and ears with you, but don't take your tongue."

27. - THE PRACTICE OF MUTUAL RESPECT AND GENTLENESS
August 19. 1646

The fIrst point concerned the reasons why Daughters of Charity
must strive to acquire these virtues of respect and gentleness.
On this point it was remarked that:
(I) It pleases God and our neighbor.
(2) It's imitating Jesus Christ, who Was full of gentleness.
(3) We couldn't be true Daughters of Charity if we didn't have
those two virtues because there's no gentleness without respect,
and without gentleness we have no charity.
(4) It's not enough to have charity toward strangers, but we must
have it especially for our own Sisters. If we fail to show them respect and gentleness, it's a sign that we have no love for them;
therefore, we're Daughters of Charity in appearance only and are
unworthy to bear their name and habit.

38aint Louise had designated Barbe Angiboust for Saint-Gervais and Saint-Jacquesde-Ia-Boucherie; Saint Vincent substituted Anne Hardemont.
We get to know Sister Anne Hardemont from the many letters she preserved. In 1640 she was
missioned to Saint-Paul parish; in 1647 she was chosen to establish the mission in
Montreuil-8ur-Mer, and in 1650 the one in Hennebont (Morbihan). In 1651 she was slati.oned in
Nantes, and the following year in CM.J.ons-sur-Marne. Because ofillness she returned to Nantes,
where she remained until 1653. at which time she went to Sainte-Menehould, then to Sedan in
1654, and La Roche-Guyon in 1655. She was present in Paris on August 8, 1655, and signed the
Act ofEstablisbment of the Company of the Daughters of Charity (cc.:XDIb,227). In 1656 she
was at the Petites-Maisons in Paris and in Ussel in 1658. Because of her leadership ability, she
was named Sister Servant in all these places, despite what Saint Vincent wrote to Saint Louise
(cf. IV,258) that she was "somewhat to be feared." This was undoubtedly the cause of her many
changes. (Cf. IV, 180-81.)
4Saint Vincent is probably referring to Elisabeth Hellot, whom Saint Louise designated for
Saint~Leu and the galley convicts.
Conference 27. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
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(5) Ifwe had neither respect nor gentleness, that would give very
bad example to our new Sisters and might dishearten all the young
women who were thinking of joining our Company.
(6) Nothing can change the most embittered hearts more than
gentleness. If we want to obtain something from a person, we ask
for it respectfully and gently, and in that way are almost always sure
to get it.
(7) If we're gentle with our Sisters, they'll be the same with us,
with the whole Company and with poor persons, with whom we're
especially obliged to be gentle.
(8) Considering the grace God has granted us in bringing us all
together in a state that seems to be most in conformity with the laborious life and works ofJesus Christ, we must strive to acquire these
virtues because from all eternity He intended us to serve poor persons with gentleness and cordiality. He gave us outstanding examples of this in several circumstances of His life, both with the sick
who were brought to Him to be healed, and with sinners and those
who persecuted Him, like Judas who betrayed Him, and the high
priest's servant who struck Him.
(9) Among all the other virtues, respect and gentleness were recommended to us by Our Lord when He tells us, "Learn from me, for
I am gentle and humble of heart."
(10) He gave this lesson to His disciples before leaving them,
"By this," He told them, "they will know that you are my disciples,
if you love one another."
(I I) In the same way, people will know that we're true Daughters of Charity if they see mutual respect and gentleness among us,
since these virtues can be produced only by charity.
(12) Respect and gentleness foster peace. Where there is peace,
God abides. Works done in a spirit of gentleness and peace are
much more pleasing to God, and He may be glorified by the good
example the neighbor receives from them.
As to the second point, we've said in what those virtues of respect and gentleness consist, and what faults are committed against
them. On this it was pointed out:
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to all our Sisters, and, when we meet them, manifesting great submission with a happy, cheerful expression, which shows the love
we have for them.
(2) Respect consists in doing willingly whatever our Sisters may
instruct us to do, offering no objection, especially since we can
show no greater honor to a person than by doing what he wishes us
to do, not through constraint but willingly, lovingly, and cordially.
Gentleness consists in doing to our Sisters what we would like them
to do to us, and in tolerating in them what we would want them to
tolerate in us.
(3) These virtues also consist in being humble, obliging, and
ready to help one another.
(4) In truly loving one another and always considering ourselves
as the lowest, thinking that we owe much more respect to the Sister
with whom we are living than she owes to us.
(5) In never allowing ourselves to do anything contrary to the
honor we should show one another, looking on all our Sisters as
daughters of the same Father, who loves every one of us tenderly
and has chosen all of us to serve Him in the person of His poor, a
ministry that demands gentleness ofevery kind, as He himselfgives
us the example in the Gospel proposed for our meditation today,
when He so charitably cured the ten lepers presented to Him.
(6) In regarding our Sisters as the servants and spouses of Jesus
Christ; if we're respectful and gentle with the Spouse, we'll be the
same with His spouses.
(7) In being very open, aiding and assisting our Sisters in whatever way we think we can relieve them, respecting them, greeting
them with a joyful expression that is neither sad nor sullen, and
manifesting our contentment with the admonitions they give us.
And ifwe have any to give them, never doing so in public, but in private.
(8) In never using sharp or contemptuous language but, on the
contrary, being very sincere and respectful, never rebnking one another with bitterness, but in a spirit ofcharity, and in being very condescending to whatever our Sister companion wishes of us.
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(I) Great contempt for one another, causing us constant quarreling and quibbling, with the result that we're never willing to yield to
one another; and being rude, disrespectful, and harsh in speaking to

one another.
(2) To see our Sisters engaged in hard work and not help them,
on the pretext that it's their responsibility, and to be satisfied to
work slowly, without hurrying to be of assistance to them.
(3) To find fault with everything our Sisters do, and, should they
think of asking our advice on something, to rebuff them rudely.
(4) To speak too freely and disrespectfully to one another in ordi-

nary conversation.
(5) Should it happen that some slight unpleasantness occurs
among us, not to excuse one another sufficiently, which may give
rise to hurt feelings and murmuring, and affect charity.
The third point was on the means of correcting these faults, and
there were eight [sic] of them:
(1) Always to see God in our Sisters, to have a high opinion of
them, and to consider ourselves unworthy to be in their company.
(2) To take a firm resolution to strive for the acquisition of these

two virtues.
(3) To mortify our strong feelings and to show gentleness, even
if we are experiencing the contrary in our hearts.
(4) In the lives of the saints, we see that they excelled chiefly in
these two virtues and practiced them even toward those who persecuted them. When they noticed any fault in other people, they reproached them only with great reserve and cordiality. If their
admonitions weren't well received, they maintained the same spirit
of gentleness and humbled themselves before God, thinking that
perhaps it was their fault that others did not benefit from what they
told them.
(5) To have great respect for the judgment of others and to mortify our own, always yielding to that of others; to correct others with
great gentleness, recalling how gentle Our Lord Jesus Christ was
with regard to sinners.
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with them; if something is bothering us, to keep it from being obvious; and ifour Sisters are troubled, to support them gently and sympathize with them, without complaining to others of what is
happening.
(7) To view our Sisters with deep esteem, bearing in mind that
they are persons on whom God has not disdained to cast His eyes in
order to attract them to His holy service; esteem begets respect and
respect engenders gentleness.
(8) to strive constantly to acquite these virtues in order to destroy
the contrary habits.
(9) To foresee the occasions when we can show our Sisters some
sign ofrespect or perform some act ofgentleness, and not to neglect
any opportunity of doing so.
(10) Above all, to make an effort to acquire gentleness in our
hearts, because what is within will appear on the outside; and, to do
so, never to harbor any resentment about what goes on among us;
but, as soon as we perceive it, go to give satisfaction. In this way,
we'll bring peace to both our Sister's heart and to our own.
All of the above was said by several of our Sisters, whom Most
Honored Father took the trouble to question on the subject of the
conference. Then he began to speak in almost the following words:
"I thank God, dear Sisters, for the inspirations and knowledge His
Goodness has given you on the subject of this present conference;
by His mercy they have been clearer and more arnple than on the
other topics that have been treated for a long time. I thank Him for
this with all my heart and beseech Him, who is gentleness, love, and
charity, to be pleased, by His divine mercy, to instill in your hearts
the truths He has made manifest to your minds. May it please His
Infinite Goodness to pour into your hearts that spirit of respect and
gentleness which, by His mercy, He has shown you to be so necessary! I think you're really anxious to apply this to yourselves, dear
Sisters. It certainly seems that you have it at heart; you couldn't
have spoken of it with greater understanding.
"But God has it far more at heart-God who asks it of you and
who has imparted these things to you only so that you will make
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good use of them. By the mercy of God, dear Sisters, theologians
couldn't have spoken about gentleness and respect better than
you've done. If you haven't spoken with as much skill, you've done
so lovingly and in such a way that it's clear that this comes from
God.
"It was said in the first place that gentleness and respect are most
pleasing to God. Isn't that true, dear Sisters? And is anything more
pleasing to Him than respect and gentleness, which are the virtues
of the Son of God? As you've said so well, He himself taught us
this. 'Leam from me,' He said, 'for I am gentle and humble of
heart.' That is, dear Sisters, leam from me that I am respectful and
gentle because by humility He means respect, for respect proceeds
from humility. Was there ever a man more gentle and respectful
than Jesus Christ? Oh no! He was gentle and humble toward everyone.
"He didn't say, 'Leam from me how to create worlds or angels'
because we could never do that; that's proper to Almighty God
alone; but He said, 'Leam from me that I am gentle and humble;'
and when He told us, dear Sisters, to leam from Him, He meant that
we must leam to be gentle and humble. That's the hallmark stamped
on those who belong to Him, and you've just brought forward the
proof. 'If you are divided,' He said to them, 'you will not be recognized as belonging to me, but by this will people know that you are
my disciples, if you love one another.' I So, rest assured, dear Sisters, that this is pleasing to God, and very much so, and by it people
will know that you're truly Daughters of Charity, for what is charity
if not love and gentleness? And if you don't have this love and gentleness, you can't be Daughters of Charity. As has been stated,
you'd have only the name and habit, and that would be a great misfortune. May God in His infinite mercy be pleased to avert your
Company from the above! Yes, Sisters, you must know that a
Daughter of Charity who is on bad terms with her Sister, who saddens her, vexes her, and persists in that state, making no attempt to
set things right by practicing those two virtues of respect and gen-
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tleness, from that time on she's no longer a Daughter ofCharity; no,
she isn't; don't even mention her; it's allover as far as she's concerned; she's only wearing the habit. So, Sisters, hold fast to those
virtues. That pleases God, and pleases Him so much that it's one of
the things He finds most agreeable.
"It was said in the second place that this practice is pleasing to
the neighbor; yes, to the neighbor; and is there anything that can
please him or her more? Two Sisters are seen to be living together as
in a paradise, in harmony, gentleness, and respect. What one
wishes, the other wishes; what one likes, the other likes. Is there
anything more channing? Isn't that to begin paradise here below?
And can the neighbor see anything that pleases him or her more? On
the contrary, is there anything more ugly, more brutal-I may even
say more diabolical-than not to get along well? For that' s how the
devils live in hell. They're constantly tearing one another apart because of their rage and hatred for one another. One of the greatest
torments of the damned is always to wish evil on one another, to be
in a state of irreconcilable hatred and perpetual discord, and never,
for a single moment, to agree among themselves.
"Now, rest assured, dear Sisters, that, as long as you're gentle
and respectful with one another, your house will be a paradise; but it
will stop being so and will become a hell as soon as you're unable to
get along with one another and are neither gentle nor respectful.
Then you'll be like the demons and damned souls.
"What could scandalize our neighbor more than to see two
Daughters of Charity living together in a state of perpetual quarreling and disunion? You may be quite certain that the neighbors will
know all about it immediately. They'll hear talk about it, and they'll
be shocked-and rightly so-that women who have given themselves to God and renounced all things can be bitter toward one another. Ah! there's nothing more despicable. I know a town where
this unfortunate state of affairs occurred; the people were so scandalized that, had it been been up to them to send away the Daughters
of Charity, they'd never have wanted to see them again. The reason
for this, so they say, is that they call themselves Daughters of Charity but aren't so, since they can't get along nor live in peace with one
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doesn't correspond with your name and the dress you wear. That's a
great insult to God! So you see, dear Sisters, the obligation you have
to strive all your life to acquire and practice those two virtues in order to be true Daughters of Charity, to please God, and to edify your
neighbor.
"One means of doing this is to give yourselves sincerely to God
to practice respect and gentleness toward others, and to begin this
very moment by taking a fIrm resolution to do it for your whole life.
We must pray earnestly for that; so let's pray forit all together, dear
Sisters, and say with me now, 'My God, in order to please You, I desire with all my heart to be respectful and gentle toward my Sisters,
and I give myselfto You once again to strive to acquire and practice
these virtues in a way very different from what I have ever done.
But, since I'm weak and can accomplish nothing of what I propose
for myself without Your special assistance, I entreat You, my God,
by Your dear Son Jesus, who is the essence of gentleness and love,
to be willing to grant them to me, together with the grace of never
doing anything contrary to them.'
"So much for the fIrst means, dear Sisters. The second is that the

respect and esteem we must show our Sisters must come from our
heart, which is their source, since the source of respect is esteem,
and esteem is formed in the heart, and from respect springs gentleness, as you've so well remarked-and may God bless the Sister
who said it! Why, dear Sisters, would we not have a high opinion of
our Sisters, since they are the spouses of Jesus Christ, who has himself lovingly sought them out? 'But she's a poor young woman!'
Oh! she's a soul who has been honored by being sought out by a
God; she has consented to this, and He has taken her for His spouse.
What higher dignity could she have? If she's a damsel, she's a
young woman who has laid aside her headdress to wear this contemptible attire and give herselfto God in a lowly Slate oflife and of
humiliations and diffIculties because God has asked it of her. Nothing is more worthy of great esteem. A young woman will come
from one hundred or one hundred twenty leagues, from Flanders, or
from Holland, to consecrate herself to God in the service ofthe most
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abandoned persons on earth; isn't that going to martyrdom? Yes,
without a doubt. A holy Father has said that anyone who gives himself to God to serve his neighbor and endures willingly all the difficulties he may encounter in this is a martyr. Did the martyrs suffer
more than these Sisters? No indeed, they certainly didn't, because
having one's head cut off is soon over and done with. If they suffered greater torments, these still didn't last very long; they were
quickly terminated by death. But those women who give themselves to God in your Company are sometimes with sick persons
full ofinfection and sores and often noxious body fluids; sometimes
with poor children for whom everything must be done; or with poor
convicts loaded down with chains and afflictions; and they come
under the authority of persons they don't even know but are bound
to obey in every type of miuistry. And you wouldn't consider such
persons worthy of respect! They're far more worthy of it than anything 1could say to you, and I see nothing like it. If we saw the spot
where a martyr had been, we'd approach it only with respect and
kiss it with great reverence; yet, we're capable of despising our Sisters, who are persons God preserves and enables to exist in a state of
martyrdom. Hold them in great esteem, dear Sisters; keep that high
opiuion of them, no matter what may happen, and look upon them
as martyrs of Jesus Christ, since they serve their neighbor for love
of Him.
"'But she's so quick-tempered and peevish!' Well! Sisters, who
is without fault? No one in the whole world; no, not a single person.
Wasn't Saint Paul, who was such a great saint, one of the most
quick-tempered and irascible men you could meet? He was a firebrand. Was there anyone more self-willed than Saint Peter? Look
all around you, and you won't see anyone who's flawless. But take
a closer look at yourself and you'll see many other faults because,
Sisters, if we compare ourselves with our neighbor, we'll see
clearly our own faults rather than hers, and will find that all the
wrong is on our side.

" 'But that Sister is so morose.' Well, Saint Peter wept constantly! If you see that your Sister is sad, you can be edified by
thinking that she's asking God's forgiveness, and be ashamed that
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you're not more sorry for your sins and are insensitive to the offenses committed against God. 'But she's so moody that we never
have any joy or consolation in her company!' Saint Catherine 2 took
a woman to live with her who never gave her any consolation, and
she served her at the price of great sacrifice, thinking that her own
salvation was hound up with that.
"No, Sisters, nothing should diminish our esteem for our Sisters.
Everything must he interpreted in the hest light. As the Bishop of
Geneva says, if there are a hundred aspects of any affair, we should
always look at the hest side. So, dear Sisters, if anything comes up
that seems unfavorable to your Sisters, refuse to believe it. There
are some actions about which Superiors should be informed, but
that should in no way affect the esteem you must have for your Sisters, for it's no slight fault to judge someone badly. It's against charity to judge your Sister. That's a great evil, dear Sisters, and

sometimes it may even be a serious sin, if the matter is important.
For instance, I may suspect a person of something that's a mortal

sin, and I mention it to someone else; I'm committing a mortal sin.
Don't fall into that fault, dear Sisters, for it destroys the esteem on
which you must establish the respect and gentleness you owe one
another.
"The Sister who said she intends to control her emotions and to
appear gentle, even though her heart may feel the contrary, spoke
very well. But tell me, Sister, don't you think that this is hypocrisy?
Because isn't it making a show of something other than what you
have in your heart?" The Sister said no, and Most Honored Father
picked up on that, saying, "No, Sister, that's not hypocrisy, not at
all; on the contrary, it's both virtuous and prudent not to let our Sister see the wound we feelin our heart from what she has said or done
to us, but rather to show her a cheerful face and do all sorts of acts of
gentleness!
" 'But my heart is complaining.' That doesn't matter, Sister; it
shows quite clearly that you don't agree to it. Don't stop, even
though your poor heart is saddened and filled with bitterness be-

2Saint Catherine of Siena.
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cause of the displeasure your Sister's words or actions have caused
you. 1 repeat, don't stop being respectful, friendly, humble, and
gentle toward her, and that heart will be consoled by it.
"I think someone also said that it was good always to condescend
to the opinions ofher Sister. Mon Dieu! dear Sisters, how very right
the Sister was who said that, for there's nothing more gracious or
easy. A great theologian advises us to condescend, if possible, to
whatever our neighbor desires of us, in everything that isn't sinful.
A Sister may say, 'Let's go to such and such a place'; it's so easy to
reply, 'Right, Sister, let's go,' or, 'Sister, let's do that this way.' 'All
right, Sister; that's fine with me.' And even if you sometimes think
it could be better done in some other way, agree with her anyway,
provided there's nothing wrong in it; and believe me, dear Sisters,
your heart will have more sweetness and consolation in condescending than in following your own opinion. And you'll be so
much more at peace!
"Attach great importance to each other's opinion, dear Sisters,
and yield to it as much as you can because it's a great testimony of
respect and an act ofhumility to believe, as far as possible, that your
Sister's judgment is sounder than yours. How pleasing this is to
God, and He will know well how to make things succeed in the way
they should for His greater glory!
"I also share the view, dear Sisters, that this respect should be
manifested externally by some sign, such as greeting or bowing to
one another. In the best-regulated religious Orders in the Church of
God, the nuns have a Rule that they make a slight inclination toward
one another when they meet in the cloister, and, ifthey fail to do so,
they accuse themselves of it and ask for a penance at the time of the
visitation.
"Why shouldn't you do this, Sisters, since God has willed that
you have the honor of forming a Company in His Church?
Shouldn't those who are its members be respected? The person you
meet is the spouse of Christ; can you not at least greet her? You
should do so especially, Sisters, when you meet in the streets and, in
many cases, in the house as well. 1 don't think it's necessary inside
this room, but it's well to do it as you enter. However. if a Sister is
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walking across the room and someone meets her, I see no objection
to their greeting one another. But if she doesn't leave her place, orif
she gets up to look for or to carry something, and this is a frequent
occurrence, there' s no need.
"Parish Sisters who come and go to their room together need not
bow every time they meet. But if a Sister comes in from the outside
and finds her Sister in the room, well, what's to prevent her from
greeting God, who is in her Sister's heart, and to prevent the Sister
from responding? I think it's good for you to do this, dear Sisters;
it's a mark of esteem, respect, and love. When a Sister from another
house comes here, greet her humbly, cheerfully, and graciously; let
her see that you're happy and contented to see her, and give her a
welcome that will please her.
"Take care also not to talk too loudly, but reservedly, and very
graciously. Man Dieu! Some people are so gifted in that way and
speak so gently and kindly that what they say makes a strong impression. I'm well aware that, because of faulty vocal organs, some
Sisters naturally speak in a loud, harsh tone of voice and are unable
to soften it because they don't have the ability to do so; but at least
they should always act in such a way that it's clear that what they
say comes from an affectionate heart.

"You also show respect when two Sisters arrive at a door at the
sarne time and one says to the other, 'You go first, Sister' If she declines, then you may go on. But must this be done wherever you run
into one another? There are many doors in the house, and maybe
you meet someone there ten times a day. My reply, Sisters, is that
it's not necessary on every occasion, but I think it would be well on
most. When you meet at a door on leaving the house or entering a
church, etc., always follow this practice.
"But when you do this, Sisters, take care not to fall into another
fault, by being too ceremonious, which would be contrary to simplicity. You really have to be careful about that. If you meet a Sister
at a door and tell herto go ahead ofyou and she says, 'You go ahead,
Sister,' you should do it unquestionably. Then you'll be practicing
two virtues: obedience and simplicity. You'll satisfy both your respect and your duty toward her by offering her precedence, and
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you'll perform an act of obedience and simplicity by going abead
when she tells you to do so. Above all, dear Sisters, never meet in
the street without acknowledging one another. 1already said that to
you, and I'm repeating it again.
"At a conference we had some time ago on this same topic, 1
gave you another means of practicing respect and gentleness from
which, by the mercy of God, we've seen very good results. That's
why we thought it would be well to give you yet another one, in order to renew yourselves in the practice of the instructions that were
then given and to make fresh resolutions. I'm speaking about asking pardon of one another, dear Sisters, whenever something has
happened that is ever so little contrary to respect, or has impaired
gentleness. When your heart whispers to you that you've said some
sharp or biting word, ask pardon because you must, Sisters, you
must do it to soothe your Sister's heart and your own also, which
will no doubt be pained by this fault. And what I'm advising you to
do, dear Sisters, 1 assure you I've already done today myself, poor
wretch that 1am ! Yesterday 1happened to speak abruptly to a priest
of our Company in a sharp, harsh manner. 1 should have spoken to
him more gently. 1noticed this afterward, and when 1heard that he
had to go out this morning, 1sent word to the front door, asking him
not to go into the city until 1had spoken to him. When he arrived, 1
very humbly begged his pardon; so you see, Sisters, what I' m advising you to do, 1 try to practice myself."
At this, a Sister asked to be told how she should act toward a
companion who refused to forgive her, who reproached her for often falling into the same faults, and even ridiculed her. She added
that her quick temper often caused her to fail frequently, but since
the day she had been rebuffed, she hadn't dared to ask for forgiveness again.
"Sister," said Most Honored Father, "I'm really glad you've
made this objection to me, and I'm going to answer it. But, before 1
do, 1 must say that the Sister who acted that way behaved very
badly. Mon Dieu! She committed a serious fault. To have ridiculed
her Sister kneeling in front of her to ask pardon, and to say, 'I could
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not care less about this asking pardon,' is a very serious fault! She
should accuse herself of it and have the courage to confess it!
"Let me tell you, Sister-I'm not speaking to you, however, I'm
speaking in general-that some people accuse themselves all their
lives and never amend; no one ever sees them take a single step forward, never correcting themselves of anything, always hasty, always troublesome, always making blunders; and that's a little hard
on those who have to live with them. Nevertheless, it's very wrong
to rebuff them. When one Sister kneels down, the other should do
the same and say, 'I'm sorry, Sister; I'm the one who, because ofmy
bad temper, have caused you to be annoyed,' or, 'It's my own
pride,' or something like that, depending on the subject, and she
should never find fault with her Sister. Man Dieu! What a great
fault! We should always put ourselves in the wrong and believe that
it's because of us that our neighbor is angry or has committed some
other fault. As for those who unfortunately might not amend-I'm
not referring to you, Sister, or to anyone in particular-they mustn't
stop trying. You may rest assured, dear Sisters, that if you do so
with genuine regret for your fault, by the grace of God you will improve and, if you see that you're not improving, then I'd advise you
to have recourse to penance, that is. to impose some punishment on
yourself that's a little hard because, despite our repugnance to asking forgiveness, we do become accustomed to it. and sometimes it
becomes very easy. But, when we do so in a spirit of humility, and
join a penance to it, then we infallibly benefit from it.
"A man had a very bad and dangerous habit of cursing on every
occasion. On one of the feasts of the Blessed Virgin, God inspired
him to go to confession in a church of Our Lady, and he was so
touched that he took the resolution never to swear again. He was
given a penance of giving a sou to the poor every time he swore.
When he reached home he began to swear again. Immediately he
took a sou from his pocket and gave it to a poor person. Another
curse, another sou; however. since there was no poor person
around, he put it in his other pocket to be given away at the first opportunity. And so it went. In the end, seeing that his money was disappearing, and since perhaps he didn't have too much of it, he
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man that he avoided like he would avoid hell persons who swore,
and he couldn't tolerate them.
"Likewise, dear Sisters, when you've saddened your Sister or
given her bad example by some habitual fault, impose a penance on
yourself; for example, deprive yourself of half your dinner, if you
can do so without becoming too weak, or take the discipline or put
on the penitential girdle, kiss the floor, deprive yourself of talking
for a certain time-unless someone asks you something-then
you'll see, dear Sisters, that in a short time you'll become humble,
respectful, gentle, pleasant, and very mellow. I know full well that
this will be a little difficult for some and that perhaps there are persons who are rather hard to get along with, but I also know that, by
the mercy of God, it's not the majority and that, among those who
have these imperfections to contend with, a good number have improved since the last conference we had on this topic. If, however-God forbid!-someone unfortunately had no intention of
correcting herself, she'd be much better offoutside the Company. If
she remained in it any longer, she'd greatly dishonor God, whom
she had promised to serve, and would scandalize her neighbor,
whom she's supposed to edify. If you become aware of this, dear
Sisters, weep over this poor Sister, sigh, do penance, and ask God's
pardon for her and for those Sisters to whom this disaster has happened. Please do it from this very moment, dear Sisters, and, for that
purpose, imitate me and say with all your heart, 'My God, we very
humbly ask your pardon for our Sisters and for ourselves, who have
been so wretched as to have become angry with one another and
failed in the respect You so lovingly recommended to us, and in the
gentleness that is so much in harmony with the title of Daughter of
Charity which, by Your Will, we have the honor to bear. We entreat
You, by the perfect gentleness of Your very dear Son, to be pleased
to eradicate those faults and to grant all of us the grace to be, from
now on, of one heart and one soul for and in Your love.'
"That's all I had to say to you, dear Sisters, on the subject of the
present conference, reduced to four principal practices, the first being to fervently ask this gentleness and respect ofGod, to give your-
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selves to Him for that purpose, and to take an inviolable resolution
to do so; second, to manifest these virtues exteriorly by greeting one
another; third, to ask pardon of one another; and fourth, to impose a
penance on yourselves if you fail.
"May God in His goodness, dear Sisters, be pleased to pour forth
abundantly on you His Spirit, which is nothing other than love, gentleness, graciousness, and charity, so that, by the practice of these
virtues, you may do all things in the way He wants you to do them,
for His glory, your salvation, and the edification of your neighbor!
And I, although the harshest and least gentle of men, relying on the
mercy of God, will still pronounce the words of blessing on you. I
beseech Him with all my heart that, as I am uttering them, He may
be pleased to fill you with His holy graces. Benedictio Dei
Patris. ..."

28. - CONCEALING AND EXCUSING THE FAULTS OF TIlE SISTERS
October 22, 1646

Conference of October 22, 1646, on the obligation of Daughters
ofCharity not to blame the Sisters with whom they are living for the
faults that slip into their practices.
The first point concerned the reasons for concealing the faults of
our Sisters from those who shouldn't know them.
On this it was said:
(1) We cannot reveal the imperfections of anyone whomsoever
without offending God.
(2) That is contrary to charity and, therefore, if we do things contrary to this virtue, we must no longer be called Daughters of Charity.
(3) It's a source of disedification; we're the cause of people having less esteem for the Sister of whom we have spoken badly, and
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from it on seeing our lack of forbearance and charity.
(4) Our disrespect for our Sisters falls back on ourselves, as if we
were to throw a stone into the air and it fell back on our own head.
On this point Most Honored Father said, "How true that is, Sisters, and how well our Sister has spoken! For how much esteem can
people have for a Daughter of Charity who is disrespectful to her
Sister and tears her down? Alas! they can't have any; and even
though at the time we seem to agree with what she says and are even
glad to hear it, nevertheless, when we think about it afterward, and
the feeling that led us to listen to her has passed, we'll say, 'This Sister must have very little virtue, since she criticizes and maligns her
Sister, instead ofexcusing and bearing with her.' So our Sisteris excused and the other condemned, and just as if someone were so
foolish as to spit up into the sky, the spittle would fall back on her
face, so the blame she wanted to fallon her Sister will fall back on
herself. Pay close attention to what will be said on this topic, Sisters; it's one of the most important we have to deal with because it' s
the means by which the devil tries to ruin you. I hope, however, that
the Holy Spirit, who inspired us to consider it, will enlighten your
minds and inflame your hearts to realize its importance and adopt
its practices. Well then, in nomine Domini, in nomine Domini, in

nomine Domini! Let's continue, please."
(5) As Our Lord said to His disciples, "If you love one another,
you will be recognized as my disciples," so, if we love one another
we'll bear charitably with the fanlts of our Sisters, and, by that, people will know that we're true Daughters of Charity.
(6) If we excuse those faults of our Sisters, we'll win their trust,
and they'll be able to correct them with better results than if we
mentioned them aloud or rebnked them bitterly.
(7) The habit of excusing ourselves causes us to commit many
faults, which we don't notice immediately but only later when we
examine ourselves; this sometimes troubles our conscience and
prevents us from benefiting from our meditations and other spiri-

tual exercises.
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(8) Our Lord has made us responsible for bearing one another's
burdens, and even taught us how to do it during His own lifetime,
and this practice will promote union among us.
(9) Nothing impairs charity and union more than a lack of forbearance, and it's an offense against the whole Company if, when
people see us failing in it, they think the Company doesn't practice
this virtue.
(10) When we accuse our Sisters, and our excessive self-love
and conceit lead us to impute to others faults of which we ourselves
are guilty, that's a lack of humility and knowledge of our own
weakness.
(11) It's a lesson the Eternal Father gave us through His Son,
who practiced this virtue throughout His life, and even to His death
when He made excuses for the ignorance of those who were crucifying Him.
(12) By the practice of this virtue, we fulfill the law of Jesus
Christ, which is given only to those who tolerate the faults of their
neighbor.
(13) Our Regulations require that we practice this virtue; this
seems to be a serious obligation so as not to lead a disorderly life
contrary to our Rules.
The second point dealt with how to conceal and excuse our Sisters' faults. The following observations were made:
(1) When we see our Sisters commit a fault, we should think that
it's through inadvertence, that they dido't realize they were doing
anything wrong, and that we ourselves fail much more frequently
and do so deliberately.
(2) If they're new to the Company, we can say that they're not
yet used to the Community and are still following the maxims ofthe
world; and we must believe that this distresses them a great deal.
(3) If they are older Sisters, let's bear in mind that we have to
work at this all our lives and that God allowed the saints themselves
to fall sometimes; this is so that each of us will realize that of ourselves we can do nothing but sin.
(4) When a Sisler comes to us to complain of her Sister companion, it will be well not to listen to her, or to change the conversation.
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"That's a good means of chopping off this accursed sin at the root,
dear Sisters, because, as people say, if there were no receiver of stolen goods there would be no thief. Likewise, if there were no listeners, there would be no slanderers. 0 Sisters! never listen to them,
never! Your Sister may come to you with her complaints; perhaps
the poor thing is in a bad mood; that passes, and then she wishes she
hadn't said anything to you. Nevertheless, her words would have
made an impression on you, and you'll have a bad opinion of another Sister, who perhaps is quite innocent. Well, there's a lot to
think about here, Sisters, because the person who complains is often
mistaken, and the one who is accused wasn't thinking ofdoing anything wrong, as has been very well remarked. The first Sister was in
no position either to see or hear what she thought she saw or heard,
so, instead of charitably advising her Sister, when she sees you
she's quite at ease to unburden herself to you.
"Don't let that happen, Sisters! Although, by the mercy of God,
I'm certainly not aware of such great faults among you, they can,
nevertheless, arise. The devil, who is very clever, begins with petty
misrepresentations, little grumblings, and minor complaints, which
end in serious disagreements and glaring detraction. For you see,
Sisters, the prince of demons, the chief enemy ofthe works of God,
who fears the good this Company will be doing, has undertaken the
task of destroying it, and has commissioned a special demon to
tempt you. This demon has nothing else to do; he observes you from
every angle to discover the place where you can be assaulted. Just as
God has given you a Guardian Angel especially to protect you, this
demon exists expressly to destroy you, but he'll do so only through
your lack offorbearance and the complaints that ensue from it, soon
to be followed by detractions, then by serious conflicts. What holds
up this building? The foundation stone supports the one above it,
the latter supports another, and each stone goes on supporting another; in this way the whole building is reinforced. May God, in His
infinite goodness, be pleased to preserve us from such a misfortune!
But to prevent it absolutely, never listen to complaints. That's the
means your Sister has just mentioned and it never fails.
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" 'But, Monsieur.' someone may say to me, 'how shall I get my
Sister to be silent? Shall I tell her she's out of line? She'll be annoyed at that.' Sisters, let me tell you a means that has just occurred
to me, which I might forget if! waited until later. It's to make no reply at all but rather to lmeel down and ask God to send your Sister
some thought coutrary to what she has said to you. When she sees
you in that position, she'll come to her senses much more quickly
than if you had said something to her.
"Recently I was thinking to myself, 'What could keep this Company from surviving?' All that came to my mind was that despicable vice, for, as far as what is called 'the great evil' is concerned, by
the grace of God I don't see it. Nor will it be for lack of excellent
persons who love their vocation, nor the fault of the people because
they love you and will always readily welcome you; it's too much in
their interest that the poor be served. No, it will happen because of
you yourselves, if you don't soon set to work at it seriously. That's
why you should take the resolution, beginning right now, to wage
war courageously against it, Sisters. Every one of you must have a
horror of this enemy. And if there's anyone who doesn't feel disposed to resist him, I'd advise her to leave the Company rather than
be a scandal in it. Ifhalf of you were taiuted by this evil-which is a
very great one, Sisters, because it's not always a simple imperfec-

tion but sometimes it's a sin, even a mortal sin, as when you reveal
the serious sin of a Sister, you yourselves commit a grievous sin-I
repeat then, Sisters, if half of you were habitually unable to tolerate
the faults ofothers, and were guilty ofdetractiou in their regard, and
if you were absolutely unwilling to rid yourself of this vice, I would
advise that half to withdraw so as not to harm the rest of the Company because, Sisters, you'll be responsible before God not ouly for
the evil you committed, but also for that which you caused or for a
lessening ofthe good that would have been much greater were it not
for your bad example.

"Be very careful about this, Sisters, for some Sister among you
may perhaps be lost for misusing the graces God gives her here iu
this house, for giving cause to others to offend God, or for hindering
their greater perfection. And perhaps she might have been saved in
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her own home, where God wouldn't have asked so much of her. In
God's name, Sisters, be very careful about this, and never forget the
means just mentioned by our Sister. Let's go on with the means."
(5) It's well for us to look at ourselves to see whether we are not
the cause of the faults committed by our Sisters.
(6) Not to accuse our Sisters to our confessors, to whom we
sometimes mention our differences.
At this, our venerable Father, intervening again, said, "Oh!
never, Sisters, never to confessors! Bon Dieu! That would be a sacrilege! And if you do it outside of confession, it's detraction. To go
and blacken the character of your Sister with a confessor is odious.
During confession, speak about yourself and never of anyone else.
Theologians hold that if one can't confess a sin without making
known the person with whom one has committed it, it's better not to
confess it. Charity is the queen of virtoes, Sisters; is there anything
that wounds it so deeply as to sully the reputation of our neighbor?
Confession is necessary, but it's subordinate. Charity comes fIrst,
and ifcharity may be wounded by confession, give up going, for it's
only the handmaid ofcharity, and must not be made to its detriment.
Charity is supreme.
"If you have something against your Sister, tell those who
should know it and who can remedy it; tell your Superior or your
Superioress, but never your confessors, who are there only to correct you for the sins you confess and to give you absolution, but not
to hear about what goes on among you. I say this to you once more,
in line with the theologians who were the fIrst to put it forward: it's
better not to confess than to reveal someone else's sin in confession;
instead of receiving the merit of the sacrament, you'd add a sacrilege to your sins.
"If you do it outside of confession, alas, Sisters! you are mentioning them to a man subject to the same failings as yourselves,
who has no obligation to you to keep it secret and, after leaving you,
will have the power and liberty to repeat what you had said to him.
And to what does this sometimes give rise? Alas, Sisters! we've
seen some who, because of an atrachment to their confessors in this
way, have been lost. Not, by God's mercy, that anything bad hap-
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pened, but the confessor liked one Sister more than another and always considered her to be in the right. If she told him about some
dispute or disagreement between them, he'd say that the other Sister was to blame, and he never brought them any peace. What a useful remark our Sister made! Watch out for that, Sisters; don't ever
abuse confession, always bear in mind the obligations of charity,
and never say anything outside of confession. The confessors to
whom you reveal your Sisters' faults know full well that you
shouldn't be mentioning them. If they're in a place where people
are talking about you, alas! they'll say qnite freely, 'These Sisters
snap each other's heads off; you may think they're worth something; if you knew them, you'd see how it is; they always have a
bone to pick with one another; they tell the fIrst person they meet all
about their differences, with no charity or forbearance. 1'm tired of
hearing it.' That's how your confessors will treat you, Sisters, if you
don't have the necessary discretion in dealing with them. You'll
lose your good name, you'll scandalize one another, and you'll do
harm to the Company."
(7) Should it happen that the poor aren't served on time or
haven't received their medicine, don't blame our Sister, but try to
excuse her; and do the same if a Lady is displeased with her.
(8) If we have a little love of God, it will be easy for us to put up
with the imperfections of our neighbor; and if we want to advance
in virtue, we'll be glad when those little opportunities arise, so that

we may strive to improve.
(9) When a person has something to say about a Sister, we'll try
to excuse her, saying that she was taken by surprise and that, if God
didn't restrain us all, we'd commit far more faults.
(10) Reflect that when we justify ourselves at the expense of our
Sisters, we often change, more to our own advantage, the way
things appear, and in this way we offend against the truth.
(II) If our Sisters should let slip a hasty remark, instead ofjudging that they have done something wrong, we should look into ourselves and see whether it was because of us that they committed the
fault and whether we might have done worse than they did if they
had treated us in the way and as rudely as we treated them, and by
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these reflections, always try to excuse them in our own minds. If we
can't do so with those who have witnessed their faults, it's well to
justify their intention.
(12) Remember that, if we bear with our Sisters by concealing or
excusing their faults, God will allow them to practice a similar charity toward us, and there's good reason for us to acknowledge that
each one of us has great need of it.
(13) Try to overlook the faults of others and, in order to do this,
excuse them and believe that they've acted inadvertently and with
no ill will.
(14) Should it happen that we indicate to our neighbor that we've
been offended by what she's said or done, ask her forgiveness for
this as soon as possible, and let her see that we feel no resentment.
(15) When a Sister's fault is obvious to outsiders-be it the Ladies or the physician-we should conceal it, if we can do so without
lying; if not, we should consider ourselves obliged to excuse her
and to try unobtrusively to make amends for the fault. Since we are
ouly one body, each ofthe members must put right and make up for
the damage the other has done, but without letting it be known, if we
can-not even to the Sister herself-unless it may prove useful for

some other occasion.
(16) In order to commit ourselves to keeping silent about the
faults ofour Sister, we should remember that mentioning them is fatal to her.
Our venerable Father laid great stress on that remark: "How well
you're speaking without even realizing it, Sister, for it's so true that
those who deprive persons of their honor kill them! Legal experts
tell us we have two sorts oflife: physical life and the civic life which
is our good name. The Daughter of Charity who tears down her Sister deprives her ofthis good reputation; she takes from her the favor
she enjoyed from those who knew her, and causes her to die in their
estimation. They take no furthernotice ofher, just as people take no
further notice of a man condemned by the law to civil death, which
is banishment; he is deprived of his honor. In the same way, a person who has been slandered is deprived of her honor in the opinion
of those to whom it is mentioned.
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"We see a good Daughter of Charity who looks after poor persons very well, carries out her duties at the right time, and fully satisfies the Ladies. Everyone is edified by her, and you go and say,
'She's so bad-tempered! We can't live with her; she's not all that
she appears to be.' You kill her, you deprive her ofthe reputation by
which she existed in the estimation of those people. That's why our
Sister spoke so well, and yet, she didn't realize what she was trying
to say.
"Reflect on all that; whenever you see yourselves inclined to
speak ill of another, think in your own minds, 'I'm going to say that,
and no one is aware of it; I'll gratify my own anger but 1'm also going to kill my Sister; 1'mgoing to deprive her ofher honor, and from
now on her reputation will be ruined.' Sisters, if you had these reflections, I don't think you'd ever go any further. You were quite
right in saying, Sister, that to make someone' s faults public is to kill
her, and yet you weren't thinking abuut what that implied. Well
then, in nomine Domini!

"The third point deals with the benefits that will accrue to us,
each one in particular and the Company in general, if we're faithful
to the practice of the virtue of forbearance, that is, if we conceal and

excuse the faults of our Sisters and accuse ourselves instead."
On this point it was said:
(1) It's a means of acquiring humility, by which we'll draw
God's graces on our Community, give good example to our neighbur, and help our Sisters to appreciate their vocation, seeing that we
bear with one another and put ourselves in the wrong rather than our
Sister.
(2) God will be glorified by our mutual forbearance because it
will prevent envy from arising among us, by which He's so often offended.
(3) We are kept in check by disregard of ourselves because,
when we see a fault in our Sisters, we'll humble ourselves, recognizing that, without the grace of God, we'd be much worse.
(4) Our neighbur will be edified by it; we'll carry out our spiritual exercises with a stronger sense of the presence of God, greater
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cheerfulness, and a purer intention, and we'll love one another
more.

(5) Great union, harmony, peace, and friendship will result in
general and, in particular, great peace of mind, which is so necessary to obtain perseverance.
(6) Peace will be created in our Company from this reciprocal
forbearance ofour Sisters and ourselves. We'll mortify the passions
of our heart, which might try to rebel against this virtue; we'll be-

come more restrained in our conversations; by our example, we'll
instill this virtue into the hearts of newcomers, who may not perhaps be aware ofit, and when we're faithful to it, then our Company
will be truly a Company of Charity.
(7) By the practice of this virtue in the whole body, God will be
glorified because in this way we'll honor the teaching and example
of His Son when He was on earth.
(8) The merit of similar virtues practiced by Our Lord will be
lavished on us if we practice them for love of Him.
(9) If we begin to practice these virtues of forbearance and excusing our Sisters, we'll form only one body and one same spirit,
and thereby will have much greater power to draw down the graces
ofGod that we need in order to strengthen and affirm our ministry in
the service of God and of persons who are poor.
(10) The practice of this virtue will always keep our minds
peaceful and humble, make us congenial with our neighbor, and
greatly assist us to serve him or her; even in this world, we'll be able
to share, in a certain sense, the reward promised by Our Lord to
peacemakers because it will be easier for us to place ourselves in the
presence of God and to remain there.
Most of the Sisters had something to contribute at this conference and said substantially part ofwhat we've put down here, using
the notes several had made on their meditation. When they had fmished, Most Honored Father began to speak in almost the following
words: "It's getting late, Sisters, and you've grasped the importance
of this subject so well that it's unnecessary for me to speak about it
at any great length. You yourselves have recognized the evils
caused by these faults, the scandal they give to your neighbor, the
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offense against God, the disorder they cause among you, the great
disunion they create, how they disrupt the peace and make you irritating to yourselves. How happy you'd be without them! It would
be paradise if you knew how to deal with it properly. Where there's
charity, God abides. An important person has said that God's cloister is charity. He enjoys being there, His palace of delight is there,
it's the dwelling place in which He is well pleased. Be charitable, be
kind, have the spirit offorbearance, and God will live in your midst.
You will be His cloisters, you'll have Him in your home, and you'll
have Him in your hearts.
"Now, by His mercy, dear Sisters, there's reason to hope that
you want this, and that you're striving wholeheartedly to acquire
this charity. That's why, given how well-disposed you seem to be,
I'll make no further attempt to show you how productive it is for us
to conceal and excuse the faults of our neighbor, since God himself
has shown you sufficiently the advantages that will accrue from this
to each one of you in particular and to the Company in general.
We'll just briefly go over the means God gives us to strive for His
love because, Sisters, we have to work judiciously at that.
"The first means is to ask it of God. Yes, Sisters, we must ask it
of God, but it should be with all our heart; and while I'm speaking to
you now, lift up your hearts to ask it of Him, and take the resolution
never to let an opportunity pass of excusing your Sister, of bearing
with her, and ofdoing your utmost to help her, without seeking your

own interest.
"The second means has been mentioned but, so you'll remember
it better, I'll speak of it again. It's to kneel down when a Sister
speaks ill of another. That's a great means! You won't say a word,
but she'll see very clearly what you mean. She'll think about what
she has said, and at that very moment will feel remorse for her fault
and perhaps, by God's grace, will determine never to fall into it
again. You'll also cause those who used to listen willingly to her to
be touched by your example, and they'll be very careful not to imitate her. By the very act of kneeling down, you yourself will be
humbled, and in your heart you'll excuse both the Sister who was
maligned and the one who committed the fault. 'Alas!' you may
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demon never stops assailing her. IfGod didn't protect me from him,
what would become of me?' Rest assured, Sisters, that the demon
has God's permission to try your virtue in this matter, and he'll
never lose an opportunity to tempt you. That's why you must always be on your guard.
"Should you ever lapse into slander, murmuring, or detraction,
get hold of yourselves and say, 'Wretched creature, what have you
done? You've let yourselfgo over to the enemy; you've killed your
Sister; you've ruined her reputation, you've scandalized the Sisters
to whom you've spoken; what will they think of her now?' And at
that very instant, Sisters, so that the bad impression caused by your
words may go no further, and also because charity demands that we
contribute to the good reputation of our neighbor, at that very instant, I repeal, and without further delay, go fmd your Sister, kneel
at her feet, and say, 'Sister, I'm here at your feetlo ask your forgiveness. I've been so mean as to make such and such a remark about
you; please forgive me and ask God to be merciful to me.' After
that, go find the others and say to them, 'Alas! pray for me; I've
been so petry as to have allowed myselfto say such a thing about my
Sister! In the name of God, don't be disedified by it, but ask God to
be merciful to me.'
'''The third means is, when we're in a group of persons where a
Sister is being maligned, to ask God to touch the heart of the poor
Sister who's speaking to us, to go in spirit to heaven and to constrain
God, so to speak, to give her some good impulse, to take some good
thought from the Heart ofJesus, to ask the Holy Spirit to give her an
inspiration appropriate to the situation in which she finds herself
and-I keep going back to this-to get down on her knees. If the
place is suitable, and nobody sees her, why not? But if the place is
inappropriate, or if she doesn't feel moved to do so, then she
shouldn't say a word, but lift her thoughts to God and ask Him with
all her heart to touch the heart ofher Sister. I don't think it advisable
to say anything to the Sister, for she may not be in the mood to hear
it. She has just been annoyed at that moment and might become
more agitated if someone said something to her. It's far better to
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no words have as much power.
"No, Sisters, I've told you before and I tell you again, that nothing we can say by way ofexhorting our neighbor to do her duty is as
strong as example; sooner or later, you'll see the results. Blessed
Jean de Montmirail' was one ofthe great noblemen ofthe Court and
Constable of France. He defeated the English before Compiegne
and was one of the greatest landowners and most powerful men in
the kingdom; his eldest son married the daughter of the King of
England. After the father had labored long on behalfofthe crown of
France, he wanted to become a monk. 'Father Prior,' he said to the
Prior ofthe convent he had chosen, 'I will carry out faithfully everything you do here; I will rise at the same time you do; I will eat in the
refectory as you do, and so on for the rest. But one thing bothers me
and that is that I'll never be able to clean my own shoes. I sincerely
hope I can manage everything else, but on that point, I admit my

weakness. Give orders to have someone clean my shoes and return
them to me every morning.'
"The Prior, who had the spirit of God and clearly foresaw that
Blessed lean wouldn't remain in that state of mind very long, said,
'By all means, Monsieur, that's a mere trifle; I'll give a Brother
charge ofthat, and he won't fail to do it.' And so it was done, andevery day the shoes were brought to his room. Since this went on longer than the Prior had expected, he himself picked up the shoes of
Blessed Jean, cleaned them, and brought them back every morning.
One day the monk saw him and, since he wasn't quite certain who it
was, he looked more closely to be sure. He began to think, 'What,
wretched man! Your Prior is cleaning your shoes; you want to be a
monk, but what are your dispositions? You need a valet. You don't
know how to clean your own shoes, and your Superior is cleaning
them!' In this state of mind he went on his knees before the Prior,

'Jean de Montmirail (1165-1217), an impetuous and loyal knight in the service of King
Philippe II Auguste of France, converted to a less worldly life and established a hostel near his
castle for persons with every type of illness, but especially for lepers. In 1210 he left his wife and
children to become a Cistercian monk of Longport Abbey in the Soissons diocese.
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You see by this, Sisters, the force of example.
"But this Sister is lazy; she doesn't get up with the rest of you!
Well, don't say anything to her. But she does nothing; she won't
even sweep the room. Then you sweep it. If she doesn't make her
bed, you make it. All the work she's supposed to do but doesn't, you
do it; and you'll see that she won't let you do it for long. But, above
all, when a Sister criticizes someone, tum to God without saying a
word, and you'll see that she'll soon keep silence; for, if there were
never any Sisters to listen, there never would be any to complain.
"A fourth means-I'm coming back to it to recommend it to
you-is not to discuss your Sisters with your confessors. In the
name of God, Sisters, never discuss your disagreements with them;
be respectful concerning them. As I've told you, that can't be done
in confession, and, outside confession, it's slander. Conceal your
little differences of opinion as well as you can, except from those
who should know about them. Above all, bear one another's burdens in peace.
''The fifth means to prevent complaints and to help each one to
correct herself is, I think, not to reprove one another. I've already
told you not to reproach the Sister who speaks ill of someone; I'm
now going further: never reproach anyone. The Jesuits, who are
wise men if there are any wise men in this world, used to correct
each other in the early days of their Institute; since they were still
committing faults, they decided to try another means, namely, not
to give any reproofs, but to inform the Superior about them, and
ouly in the case of a conspicuous fault. They noticed that this
brought better results than when they used to admonish one another, so they resolved not to do it any more, and they don't; so I
think that, if we adopt this practice, we'll infallibly see good results.
" 'But how can we do that, Monsieur? This Sisteris always talking and never keeps silence.' By keeping it yourselfat the appointed
time and letting her talk.
" 'But she does nothing whatsoever; I have all the trouble and responsibility; if I go on like this I'll become ill.' Keep going, do ev-
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do so for very long.
" 'She didn't make her bed all week long.' Make it for a whole
month-for two months, if necessary; before the month is over,
you'll see an improvement. If, however, there is none, don't stop
doing it.
"We'll try this means for three months; unless I tell you otherwise, please don't reprove anyone about anything for three months
except by example. In three months we'll have another conference
on this subject, and you can tell us the results. During those three
months, take care to examine your conscience on this before dinner
and supper. Let each one see whether she has said anything against
her Sister, and whether there has been any grumbling. Do that, Sisters, give one another good example, and don't say a word. Don't
say a word, but don't act disdainfully, Oh no! certainly not. Still
more, don't scold, for that would be a great imperfection. The in-

structions you're given aren't intended merely to prevent imperfections. I'd never ask you to do your Sister's duties in order to give her
good example if! thought you'd do them grudgingly or fail in cordiality. Oh no! I mean you should invite her to meals at the proper
time, converse with her about the practices of your Rule when
there's time to do so, take reading with her, talk to her during meals,
encourage her to come to recreation, show her every sort offriendliness and respect, and ask her advice when appropriate. Believe me,
Sisters, a Sister would be very little disposed to virtue if, after such
an example, she didn't improve. Be faithful to this practice; always
be reserved, cheerful, and in a good mood, even when the pain she
causes you makes that difficult because, Sisters, she won't see you
behaving like that very long before she begins to do even more than
you'd desire.
"The sixth and last means are confession and Holy Communion.
These are great means, Sisters; they'll draw down on you without
fail graces sufficient to help you to bear with and excuse the faults
of others and to correct yourselves. Familiarize yourselves with
them, Sisters, in the name of God. Have you noticed that you have
fallen? Have recourse to holy confession, go to Holy Communion
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every time God in His goodness allows it. 'But! have no inclination
for it.' Never mind! don't stop going. It's God who's calling you.
There's no remedy more efficacious against the illnesses of our
souls. That's where we must go to fortify ourselves; that's where we
must go to tell our trouhles, for there we'll fmd the True Physician
who knows the best remedies. That's where we must go to study
love, forbearance, graciousness, good example to our neighbor, and
all the other virtues we need. Go then, dear Sisters, when Jesus
Christ calls you there, and don't consider whether you're attracted
there by a perceptible fervor because your enemy will strive with all
his might to prevent you from approaching them, in order to deprive
you of the graces God wants to impart to you to help you to begin to
practice the divine virtues of His Son. All together let's ask Him for
those virtues ofcharity and forbearance, which He practiced during
His lifetime and which I'm now going to ask Him for you.
"My Lord and my God, Jesus Christ my Savior, the most amiable and loving of all men, You who practiced charity and forbearance incomparably more than all people together, You who
received the most wrongs and insults and had the least resentment,
please listen to the very humble prayer we offer You, that You may
be pleased to impart to the Company the spirit of charity with which
You were aflame, and the spirit of gentleness and forbearance You
had for Your enemies, so that, by the practice of these virtues, the
eternal plans ofthe adorable Will of God for it may be fulfilled, and
it may glorify God by imitating You and, by its example, win souls
to Your service. Above all else, my God, may this Company, by
mutual forbearance, be pleasing to You. My God, do not consider
the voice of the sinner who speaks to You, but look at the hearts of
our poor Sisters, present and absent, who desire this and who ask
You for it through my lips. My God, I ask you to please grant them
to the Company through Your most Holy Mother, through all the
Saints who glorify You in heaven and by all those living on earth,
through the Guardian Angels of our poor Sisters, and by their desire
to be faithful to Your graces. My God, I hope You will grant me this
grace, wretched sinner that I am, although I have often acted contrary to the precepts You have given me and the inspirations You
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have sent me for the practice ofthese virtues. Filled with confidence
in Your infinite mercy, I will not fail to pronounce the words of
blessing on this Company, and, at the same time I utter them, I hope
that You will fill their hearts with Your spilit of charity. Benedictio

Dei Patris. .. 0"

29. - RELATIONS AMONG THE SISTERS AND WITH PERSONS
OUTSIDE THE COMPANY
February 2 [1647]'

Conference of February 2 on the reasons why Sister Servants
should carry out faithfully their duties toward priests, the Ladies of
their parishes, and their Sister companions; 2 also, the relations of
Sister companions with their Sister Servants and with one another,
and what they should do to perform their duties well in every respect.
After reading the title of the conference, Most Honored Father
began to speak in almost the following words: "Sisters, this is a very
important topic, much more important than I can express. We're
doing today what Saint Paul did in his day when, writing to the
Christians of the early Church, he taught them how the husband
should live with his wife, the father with his child, the master with
his servants, and servants, both men and women, with their masters
and mistresses. So, Sisters, this conference is to teach you how you
should act with your confessors in the parishes where you are living, with those who are assigned to visit the sick whom you serve,
with the Ladies who are Officers of the Charity and, lastly, how you
should act with one another, that is, the Sister Servant with her Sister, and vice versa. And if it pleases the Divine Goodness to bless
Conference 29. ~ Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
lin her letter to Saint Vincent of April 21, 1647 (cf.li, 178), Saint Louise was probably
alluding to this conference.
2At this period of the Company, Community houses, especially in the parishes in Paris and its
environs, had only two Sisters, one of whom acted as Sister Servant, and another who was
referred to as "the Sister companion,"
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from it.
"I think it would be well to add the physician to the list; however,
as this subject is very broad and would require not just one conference-actually, each point would merit more than one-I'm of the
opinion that, taking this into account, together with the fact that it's
getting late and some ofyou have come from a distance, it would be
well to deal with only one point today, namely, how you should act
with regard to the priests who visit the sick. And we'll continue this
topic at the next conference.
"Sister, would you please tell us your thoughts on this subject?"
The Sister said that it was necessary to treat priests with the utmost
respect, the Ladies with the greatest submission, and one's Sister
with the greatest cordiality, but it sometimes happened that a Sister
was of one opinion and her Sister Servant was of another, and a
slight altercation sometimes resulted from this disagreement. She
entreated Most Honored Father to do her the charity of telling her
what to do in such circumstances.

"Yes, Sister, certainly," he replied. "I'll give an answer both for
you personally and for all our Sisters here present, as well as for
those who are absent; someone can tell them because this can happen to anyone. I'll begin where 1 should end, which is how Sisters
are to live with one another. So, Sisters, when these differences of
opinion arise, the Sister should yield to the Sister Servant, unless
she informs Mademoiselle or the Superior' of the matter. That's
what is done in well-regulated Communities.
"Superiors or Superioresses have their Councillors, to whom
they submit matters. When they've heard their opinious, they follow them if they think it well to do so, for a Superior or Superioress
has the authority to act contrary sometimes to the advice of their
Councillors. If they think it more advisable to act otherwise they
may say, 'We'll think about this again,' and, if they judge it necessary, they may act contrary to what they have been advised to do. At
the time ofthe visitation, the Officers may tell the Visitor that, on a
3"Mademoiselle" is Saint Louise; "the Superior" mentioned here is Saint Vincent
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certain day, the Superioress asked their advice on a particular matter, and they agreed for such and such a reason that the thing should
be done, but that it wasn't done; and the Visitor will make enquiries
and order what he thinks advisable.
"This may happen when you are together, Sisters. If a Sister
doesn't agree with what her Sister Servant proposes to her, she's at
liberty to give her reasons once or twice; but, if the Sister Servant
doesn't accept them, then all she can do is submit. If the house is
conveniently located and the matter isn't urgent, I certainly think
the Sister Servant shouldn't proceed any further until she has spoken with Mile Le Gras or, in her absence, with the Sister Servant
here. If this happens in a distant place, it will be well for her to write
to Mademoiselle as soon as possible and say, 'This matter came up;
a Sister here was of such and such an opinion and I was of another.
I've acted according to my way of thinking; please let me know if!
did the right thing.' It seems to me that this is what should be done,

Sisters.
"Now, while we're on this topic, I still wantto tell you how a Sister and her Sister Servant should get along with one another. In the
first place, I think that to do this well they should live in such a way
that no one ever knows which one is the Sister companion and
which is the Sister Servant. The latter should never seek to be first,
to be better dressed, or to take the best place. They should always go
just as they happen to come; in that way it will sometimes be one,
sometimes the other, who is first, and outsiders will never know
which one is in charge.
'They must also have great respect for one another. Therefore,
the Sister Servant must be convinced that her Sister is much better
than herself, and far more capable of occupying the position she
holds. That, Sisters, should be our aim, namely, always to consider
that someone else is worth much more than we are. And no truly
good person thinks otherwise; no, a man isn't really a good man unless he thinks he's the most wicked man alive and that every other
person is more worthy than he is. Believe me, Sisters, if we don't
think this of ourselves, we're in great danger. I tell you, Sisters, that
as soon as a Sister imagines that she's more important than her Sis-
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ter, she's no longer anything in the sight of God; and, as imperfect
as her Sister may be, she's better than she is. If anyone thinks she
has a better presence, a nicer manner, a sharper mind, that's the
spirit of pride slipping into her, the spirit of the devil, and the spirit
of hell because pride is the cause of hell.
"Never say, 'This Sister is troublesome and bad-tempered; she
has no vittue.' When such a thought crosses your mind, Sisters,
look at yourselves and you'll soon say, 'Mon Dieu, she's far better
than I am, who can't do anything worthwhile. All I do is spoil
things; I don't know how people can stand me.' That's the point we
have to reach, Sisters. It's not enough to say this, you must really
believe it for, I repeat, it's impossible for a good man to look at himself before God and not see that he's the most wicked man alive. So,
Sisters, the Sister Servant must always think that her Sister is better
than she is and far more qualified to occupy the position she holds.
To do things right, there isn't a single Sister Servant who shouldn't
ask permission at least every six months to be relieved of her office.
Alas! I know-maybe I shouldn't tell you this-as I said, I know
the Superior of a poor little Company, the least and most useless in
the Church, who never fails to write at least once a year to ask to be
relieved of his office. 'Father,' he says, 'in the name of God, please
relieve me. What do you think you're doing with me in this job? I
spoil everything and am doing nothing.'
"Now, Sisters, those who are in Paris can ask Mile Le Gras, the
Sister Servant here, or the Superior to relieve them, and those living
at a distance have to ask in writing, but do it sincerely and without
pretense, and recognize honestly that they're spoiling everything.
Furthermore, they should never give orders to their Sisters but always be very gentle in speaking to them, so that it doesn't suggest
the sort of person who wants to decide everything herself, like
someone who would say, 'Do that, go there, come here.' That's
devilish language, Sisters; that's what the demons do. Beware of
that. May there never be a Daughter of Charity who speaks that
way! God preserve us! When you'd like a Sister to do something,
say to her, 'Sister, would you be kind enough to do thatT And add,
'For the love of Our Lord.' In this way she'll have the merit of obe-
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dience, and of obedience for the love of Our Lord. So, when you
want something, Sisters, please say, 'Sister, I'm asking you to do
this for the love of Our Lord.' And no one should be able to tell from
the way you act which of you is the Sister Servant and which is the

companion.
"When you have occasion to speak, it's up to the Sister Servant
to take the initiative. Not that the other Sister may not speak also;
but, just as when one is walking with a prominent person, one
should remain a step to the rear, in like manner, when the Sister is
with her Sister Servant, she may indeed speak at times; but once she
has said something, she should let her Sister Servant continue the
conversation. And this must be done imperceptibly, so that no one
notices it. That's how you should act with one another, Sisters.
"Let's say something now about priests. Sisters, how well our
Sisters spoke when they said that they should treat them with great
respect! With as much respect as though there's no one in the world
to whom such great respect is due! To convince yourselves of this,
reflect that they are persons who have the power to cause bread to be
changed into the Body of the Son of God; that by their ministry
you're restored to God's grace; that from an enemy of God they
make you His child; that God gives them authority for what they do
with regard to sinners; and that they have the power to snatch a soul
from the hands of the devil and restore it to God. Sisters, you can
never honor them too much. That's why you should never speak to
them except with very great reserve, and hardly dare to raise your
eyes in their presence. Respect their holiness-if they are
holy-and if, to your knowledge, they are not, respect the holiness
of their ministry and the place they hold in the Church of God.
"When you speak to them about the needs of a sick person, do so
briefly and succinctly, and never at their residences. Oh no, Sisters,
never! it's better to wait for them at the chUrch. If there's a pressing
need-I mean something really urgent-and you can't put it off,
then you may go there, but never alone. Alas! and what would an
unaccompanied Sister be doing in the residence of a priest? What
would people say? Oh no! that must absolutely not be done. Ifthe
case is urgent, you may take a Sister with you, tell her why you're
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going, and leave immediately afterward. If the priest should want to
keep you to discuss something else, don't do it. You may, however,
reply once or twice, but if he wants to detain you any longer after
that, say. 'Please excuse me, Monsieur; I have some business to
take care of; I'm rather in a hurry.' For you see, Sisters, although
these are men who, by the holiness of their ministry and the sacred
character they bear, are raised far above the rest of people, it could
nevertheless happen with some ofthem that, if you speak to them at
length and on unnecessary matters, they might continue to listen,
and then both of you would be wasting your time. So you should always deal with them very seriously and briefly.
"With regard to the Ladies you must obey all their orders, keep
them fully informed about the patients, take their orders for everything and follow them most exactly, never changing anything of
what they tell you to do, and recognize that it's up to them to give
the orders and for you to obey. But I have a very important piece of
advice to give you: don't put yourselves on a par with them, nor
treat them as your companions, nor encroach on their authority by
giving orders on your own, for you'd spoil everything, Sisters;
you'd destroy the Charity; they wouldn't want to have anything
more to do with you, and would pullout of everything. They provide support for the Confraternity from their own resources; you
give ouly your time, which would be of no use without their funding. They are like the head of a body and you're only the feet. What
would it be like if the feet wanted to give orders and to ignore the
head whenever they felt like it! That would be qnite ridiculous because it's the distinctive feature of the head to command and up to
the feet to move to where the head orders them to go. Now, Sisters,
if you want to see the Charity flourish and the poor continue to be
assisted, you must act this way with regard to the Ladies; otherwise
they'll grow weary of it. So then, Sisters, try to work with all your
might at the practice of the three points we mentioned, which are
great love, great cordiality, and great esteem for one another; great
respect and perfect reserve toward priests; great dependence, submission, and obedience regarding the Ladies; perfect charity for the
poor persons you serve, and total submission to all for the love of
God.
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come on earth to submit himself not only to His parents but to the
most wicked of all men and to His enemies; who did not come to
earth to do His own Will but that of His Father; who did not come to
command but to obey; I ask Him, I repeat, to put into your hearts the
true desire for perfect obedience, the true spirit ofobedience that He
himself had, and to give you His true Spirit to act with everyone and
in all matters in accordance with His holy and divine Will. I make
this prayer to the Eternal Father through the Son, to the Son through
His holy Mother, and to the entire Blessed Trinity through our poor
Sisters now in heaven. Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

30. - THE RULES
May 30,1647

"Sisters, the subject of the present conference is the importance
of keeping your Rules well, the benefit and help that come from
their observance, and the harm that is caused by growing slack in
them. This talk is divided into three parts. I just told you the first
one; the second deals with the faults most often committed and into
which we most easily allow ourselves to lapse; and the third, the
means to remedy the faults that are noted. May it please the Divine
Goodness to grant all of us, such as we are, the grace to draw good
results from this talk and get some help from it! Sister, would you
please tell us your thoughtsT'
The Sister then replied that it was very necessary to keep even
the most insignificant ofher Rules because, if nature begins to grow
lax, it will soon demand more. If we neglect one thing today, we'll
neglect another tomorrow.
"What Sister means to say is very remarkable," said Most
Honored Father; "for it's a ruse of nature that seeks its own ease.
For example, if you get up late today, tomorrow your body will feel
Conference 30.. Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters of Charity; notebook wriuen by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
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heavy because it will not have had as much rest. If today you have a
fling and go for a walk or pay some visits, tomorrow your mind and
body will be unwilling to subject themselves to the confines of the
limitations ofthe Rule. That's why, Sisters, there's nothing like getting into the habit of doing what has to be done, if you want to find
nothing difficult. Once the body has been disciplined, it no longer
finds anything painful and feels fit. Take, for instance, a poor soldier who has served in the army for a long time, badly fed, sleeping
on straw----&ld quite happy ifhe has any! When he returns home and
has had a little more rest in a more comfortable bed, he becomes ill.
And that, Sisters, is why Sister is quite right in saying that, if today
we do only a little, tomorrow we'll want to do even less. Go on, Sister." The Sister added that, to enter into the practice of the Rules,
she thought it would be good for her to set out every day to be faithful to them, and in the evening to examine her conscience to see
where she had failed.

"That is, Sister, every morning you'd say to yourself, 'I want to
keep my Rules today (don't talk aboutlomorrow); with God's help,
, won't fail in anything.' In the evening, and even sometimes during
the day, at the particular or general examination of conscience,
you'd see where you failed in them. 'think that's what you meant to
say, Sister, when you spoke about doing penance for them, for
that's necessary. If you did fail, you should punish yourself, either
by reciting a decade of the rosary, or kissing the floor, or even taking the discipline. Ifyou follow this advice, you'll soon notice some
progress in the observance of your Rules. When the body sees itself
treated like that, it soon submits. God bless you, Sister!
"And would you please tell us what you thought, Sister?"
'" thought that, from the time we enter the Motherhouse, we're
obliged to practice the Rules, since we've promised God to live in
conformity with them and with the spirit of the Community, and to
fail in them would be a lack of fidelity to God."
"That's so true! It would be a lack of fidelity to God; right you
are, Sister, it would be a lack offidelity to God! Please continue."
The Sister added that, to be a true Daughter of Charity, it's uot
enough to bear the name and wear the attire, we have to do its
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works; otherwise, we'd give bad example to the whole Company,
and that would be very harmful to it. On the second point, she said
that the most usual faults are the negligence and little love with
which we carry out our ministry; the lack ofcordiality, forbearance,
and deference to the judgment of our Sisters, from which failures in
charity among ourselves nsually result; and lastly, failures in silence at the appointed times. On the third point, she noted that one
good means was to have a high esteem of the Rules and great love
for them because they're the way by which we'll reach heaven; and
to be careful not to do anything that could give bad example to our
Sisters.
Another Sister remarked that there was no better means of pleasing God and advancing in virtue than the practice of the Rules, that
we often failed in this by talking about the failings of others, and
that this fault could be corrected by the practice of the presence of
God.
Another Sister gave as reasons for the observance of our Rnles
that there's nothing in them that doesn't tend to the glory of God,
that Our Lord willed to fulfill faithfully on earth all that the prophets
had said of Him, without omitting a single occasion to do so, and
that the Rules prescribed in Communities are lights God has given
to Superiors to be proclaimed to those men and women who are
willing to embrace them and to be faithful to them. On the second
point, one of the principal faults is that we don't reflect sufficiently
on the excellence of our Rules; consequently, we underestimate
their value and gradually allow ourselves to neglect them. The remedy is to be energized by the two motives of the first point, which
are that we'll give glory to God and will also please Him.
Another Sister stated as one reason that, having been called to
our present situation by the Will of God, we must believe that it's a
sure road to attain the perfection He wants of us. The most generalized fault, and the source of many individual ones, is not to have

sufficient esteem for our Rules, to convince ourselves that we can
easily be dispensed from them at the slightest obstacle that presents
itself. The remedy for this is to have a high esteem for them and to
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Another Sister said that ifwe keep our Rules our Rules will keep
us, that a fairly common fault is a lack of gentleness and compassion toward the sick, and that a good remedy is to motivate ourselves at the beginning ofour actions to do them for the love ofGod.
Several other Sisters spoke but, since most ofthem had not written anything down, we couldn't retain everything. Mademoiselle,
requested by Most Honored Father to say what she had thought,
handed in her notes which contained the following:
One reason is the recognition of our obligations to God, who
knows we need Rules for our salvation and has given us this means
of cooperating in this with His grace. Another is that, if the Rules
are not observed in Companies, not merely in what they recommend but also in what they forbid, there will be constant disorder
and disunion, and God will be more dishonored than glorified.
The most common faults are not making the effort to apply ourselves to meditation; lacking sufficient esteem for our Rules; convincing ourselves that they're not obligatory; being unwilling to
have our faults mentioned to our Superiors; taking the liberty to discuss the faults of others, along with our own troubles and petty discontents; and murmuring often against Superiors.
As means there are the following: to do those things contrary to
the aforementioned; to keep ourselves informed frequently of what
is according to our Rules; to tell our Superiors, as soon as possible,
the faults we have committed against them; to give ourselves daily
to God to observe them; to ask His grace to do so and, for that purpose, to pray to the Blessed Virgin and our Guardian Angel.
After expressing his approval of all that had been said for the
motives and for the remarks and means, Most Honored Father began his talk in almost the following words: "I thank God, dear Sisters, for the inspirations He has given you on this topic; from the
look on your faces it is apparent that, by His mercy, your hearts have
been touched by them. I seem to read in them the desire to make serious efforts to practice your Rules faithfully. I see something extraordinary in your behavior. I thank God for this with all my heart
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and beseech His Goodness to lead us to a true knowledge of the
glory it will render Him!
"Do you know a powerful motive for embracing your Rules, Sisters? You said it yourselves, namely, that God inspired Superiors to
give them to you. You said it was God who had made them. It's not
you who said this, Sisters, it's Saint Paul. 'Everything good' says
this great saint, 'comes from God'. I Nothing is done for God unless
He himself does it. Now, Sisters, what work is more the work of
God than yours? Who else would have known how to establish it as
He did? What could even God himself have done to make it better?
"First, He has chosen poor young women. If He had chosen rich
ones, would they have done what the former have done? Would
they have served the sick in the most lowly and painful forms ofservice? Wonld they have carried a big pot or a basket to market to purchase provisions? And although, by God's grace, there are at
present among you some women offairly high rank, it's easy to believe that they might not have done such things in the beginning.
"After that, could God do anything better than to establish
among you the frugality that's practiced here? And isn't that a sign
that it' s God? If you had been well fed and provided with fine foods,
alas! Sisters, nature, which seeks her own ease, would scarcely be
concerned with going to the assistance of others; you would have
begun to idle about and be well fed, and then people wouldn't have
wanted you; for, since you weren't allowed to spend much money,
so as not to be a burden on the places that were asking for you, it was
absolutely essential for you to lead this frugal sort of life, which is a
very sure sign that your work is the work of God.
"And isn't this also seen quite clearly in its beginnings and development? Saint Augustine tells us that one sign by which God's
works may be recognized is that they come about by themselves.
They go along in such a way that they're imperceptible, and, in the
end, the thing is done, and no one can say how. That's how it is with
your establishment, dear Sisters, for it can't be said how it came into
existence, nor who made it, if not God. Ask Mile Le Gras if she ever

ICf. las 1:17 (NAB), and not Saint Paul as Saint Vincent states here.
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tell you before God that I never thought of it. So, who did, Monsieur? It was God, who knew full well what He wanted to do, Sisters. Therefore, love the way He has guided your Company and
hold fast to the Spirit He has put into it and the practice of the Rules
He has introduced, which contain in themselves the most certain
means for living as true Christian women. Not only that, but, observed in the Spirit of God, they'll help you to reach the heights of
religious piety and the most solid virtue that can be practiced in
Christendom.
"First, they're in conformity with the Gospel. They contain all
that's most perfect in what Our Lord has taught us, the entire path
He has indicated for attaining the kingdom ofGod. They mark it out
for you; I'dmake this clear to you in everything, if! weren't pressed
for time, but I'll point out to you just two or three articles.
"The first evangelical counsel teaches poverty; Our Lord begins
with that when He teaches the way of perfection to those who wish
to follow Him. By the mercy ofGod, Sisters, that's where you begin
because, when you enter here, you possess nothing; if you do have
anything, you give it up, according to the evangelical precept. At
the Motherhouse, you have poverty in all things: you're dressed in
the poorest fabrics,-no headdress is as simple as yours-the frugality I just mentioned to you is a sign of God's guidance of your
work, evident in what you eat and drink, and, by His grace, everything else is characterized by very great poverty.
"For your consolation, Sisters, I can tell you that nothing is more
holy, nor more perfect in the Gospel maxims than what is prescribed for you by the Rules God has given you and which, by
God's grace, all of you observe.
"In addition to poverty, Our Lord commands us to leave self;
isn't that what you do in coming to the Company of the Daughters
ofCharity, Sisters? For, in all the Orders in the Church ofGod, who
has to renounce self as completely and continually as you do? I, for
one, certainly don't know of any. To surrender your own will as
soon as you come here, never to entertain a thought of being able to
satisfy yourselves in any respect, to live in entire and constant de-
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this or that office---that's total self-renunciation.
"In the third place, Our Lord counsels disregard of self and, by
His infinite mercy, that's what you're seeking. Is there anything
more despicable in the eyes of the world than a poor Daughter of
Charity? Don't the holy Rules that the Divine Goodness has been
pleased to give you teach you to learn this disregard of self when
they dictate that you are to submit your judgment, to have always a
high opinion of your Sister, and to believe that you're the cause of
what is done poorly?
"What perfection is contained in them, Sisters, and how certain
you should feel that they've been given to you from the hand of
God, since they're filled with the holiest practices that Jesus Christ
taught those who wanted to follow Him, and which the Apostles
and all the saints have practiced! One of you said-and it's so
true-that it' s very difficult to persevere in your vocation when you
neglect your Rules. Sisters, it's God who caused you to speak like
that, for, not only is it difficult, I'd go further and say it's impossible. For how can a person make herself worthy ofthe grace of perseverance, if she despises her Rules? And not to observe them is
certainly to despise them. You also said that, if you keep them,
they'll keep you. From what do you think they'll keep you, Sisters?
They'll keep you from being unfaithful to God because no one has
ever seen a person, attached to the observance of her Rules, lose her
vocation. If she commits other faults, God gives her grace to begin
over again.

"That's a powerful motive, Sisters, and a strong reason to incite
you to be exact and careful in the practice of your Rules. You yourselves have said so, not 1. But I' m coming back to it to emphasize its
importance, which is so great that, if well taken, is a question of
eternal salvation; for, although you're not obliged to practice your
Rules under pain of sin, nevertheless it's true that, since you're in
the Company, you're bound to observe them. They're a route God
has traced out for you; they're the paths by which He wants to lead
you and, if you wander away from them, believe me, dear Sisters,
you're in great danger of going astray.
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and satisfactory for those who have embraced them. Every sin deserves punishment, either in this world orin the next. Now, if, in order to make amends for the time she has lost, a person gives herself
truly and wholeheartedly to God in a way of life that tends to His
glory, all her observances make satisfaction to Him for the punishments due to the sins she has committed. Therefore, she can apply
to the forgiveness of her past sins everything her Rules order her to
do. Well, Sisters, who among us will neglect snch an opportunity?
Who hasn't been sullied by vanity? How many lies, slanders, or bad
thoughts, and how many other faults you can't remember, for which
our Rules are sweet penance for us?
"They're also meritorious in themselves because, while satisfying for past sins, they acquire new merit of such a nature that nothing else is needed to make a person holy, if she has been faithful to
them. I saw a Pope, Clement VIII, a very holy man, so holy that
even heretics used to say, 'Pope Clement is a saint.' He was so
touched by God and had the gift of tears in such abundance that,
when he went up what is called the Holy Stairs, 2 he bathed it in his
tears. Now, this holy man said, 'Bring me a member of a religious
Order, just a girl or a woman who has persevered in obedience to
her Rules, give me sufficient proof of this, and I won't ask for any
other evidence of her sanctity; I'll canonize her. I don't want any
raising of the dead to life; I don't want any cures or other miracles,
but simply the fact that she has kept her Rules. I'll have hername inscribed in the calendar and a feast proclaimed. '
''This holy person, who was a Pope ofour own day, respected the
observance of Rules. From this you see, dear Sisters, the merit they
have in the sight of God and to what perfection of life they lead the
souls who are exact to them, since this holy man asked for no other
testimony of sanctity for the canonization of a soul than fidelity to
Rule. Isn't that something to inspire you to love them, to have great
respect for them, and never to fail in them? Doesn't it suffice to reflect that you are doing God's Will in order to receive satisfaction?
2The Scala Santa, near the Basilica of Saint John Lateran in Rome. Clement vm was Pope
(1592-1605).
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Is there any more powerful motive? Can a soul who desires to
please God want anything else than to do God's Will? And in doing
what is prescribed by your Rules, Sisters, you're just as sure of doing God's Will as if He had told you so with His own lips. You
couldn't be more certain. Since your Rules come from Him, your
Company comes from Him, and He has called you to it to do there
what He has ordained for all the others. May God be blessed, Sisters, and let's give ourselves to Him to do always His most holy
Will!
"So then, dear Sisters, those are some motives to spur you on to
the love, esteem, and fidelity you owe to your Rules. The first is that
your work is the work of God; the second, that your Rules contain
the means of helping you make your way to Christian perfection;
the third, that they're in conformity with the Gospel and composed
of what is clearest in it to help the soul advance toward virtue; that
it's difficult to persevere in your vocation if your Rules are neglected; that they're meritorious and atoning; and that, were there
no other motive than to think you're doing the Will ofGod, that motive would be powerful enough to oblige us never to deviate from
them.
"It now remains to give some means to do so; in nomine Domini.
Among all those with which God has inspired you, Sisters, I find
one in particular that's wonderfully efficacious, namely, to ask
God's grace for that, butto ask it in the right way-I mean with the
intention of corresponding with grace to the utmost of our ability
and to be faithful in the smallest circumstances because, as you
have remarked, whoever is faithful in small things, will be faithful
in great ones. Now, don't think that there's anything of slight importance in the Rules, Sisters, because everything pertaining to the
glory of God is sacred and noble, and we mustn't neglect to do anything that may be in our power to do. Ask God for this every morning, throughout the day, and at night, and never stop asking for it.

.. 'But, Monsieur,' someone will object, 'that's very easy to say,
but it's very hard to be able to do everything in the way we're told to
do it. A thousand circumstances arise preventing us from doing, at
specific times, what is being done at the Motherhouse.' Sisters, for
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must be no delay in what concerns the service of the poor. If, at the
time of your morning prayer, you have to take medicine to someone, then go there with your mind at rest; after an act of resignation
to the holy Will of God, offer Him what you're going to do, unite
your intention with the prayer being made at the Motherhouse or
elsewhere, and go about your business with no anxiety.
"If, on your return, you're free to spend a little time in meditation
or spiritual reading, very well! But, if you can't do it, don't become
upset, nor think you've failed, for it's not lost when you leave it for a
legitimate reason. And if there is ever a legitimate reason, dear Sisters, it's the service of the neighbor. To leave God for God is not
leaving God at all, that is, to leave one work of God to do another,
either of greater obligation or of greater merit. You leave prayer or
spiritual reading or you break the Rule of silence in order to help a
poor person. Keep in mind, Sisters, that doing all this is to serve
Him. What a consolation for a good Daughter of Charity to think,
'I'm going to help my sick poor, but God will accept this in place of
the prayer I should be making just now,' and let her go off cheerfully to wherever God is calling her.
"When Moses read to the people ofIsrael the Law God had given
him on tablets of stone, he asked them, 'Will you do all this?' And
they raised their voices unanimously, saying, 'We can't do it ofourselves, but we will ask it of God.' The same holds true of your
Rules, Sisters. Of yourselves you can't observe them exactly but
you must ask this of God.

"My Lord Jesus Christ, it's true that, of ourselves, we're poor
creatures capable only of offending Your Divine Majesty and dishonoring by our weaknesses the choice that You, in Your goodness,
have made of us tu serve You in the way of life to which You have
called us. Yet, trusting in that same divine goodness and mercy,
with our whole heart we ask Your grace for all of us-both those
who are now members of our Company, and those who will be-to
observe the Rules You willed to give us, in the way you carried out
the most holy Will of Your Eternal Father in this world and to die
rather than deliberately commit a single act ofinfidelity. Shonld we
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hand to us in Your immense charity to raise us up from our falls. All
of us, with one accord, ask this of You, my God, and declare that we
would rather die than fail in a single iota of what You want of us.
May it please your Divine Goodness to grant us sufficient grace to
accomplish it with the perfection You want! That, dear Sisters, is
the prayer I offer to God for you with all my heart. I entreat Him to
respond favorably to your desire for this. If you ask Him often for
the grace to carry out your Rules and give yourselves to Him to
practice them, He'll never allow you to become unfaithful.
"Another means-and a very effective one, Sisters-is to be
willing to be athuonished for the faults you commit against your
Rules; to consent to your Superiors being informed of them and to
their reproving you for them; to accept this in a spirit of meekness;
to be glad that they do this act of charity for you; to ask the Sister
with whom you live to notify Mademoiselle and to tell me personally, but doing it frankly and sincerely: 'Mon Dieu! Sister, for the
love of God please inform M. Vincent and Mademoiselle of the
faults you see me commit.'

"You can't imagine how useful this is, Sisters; for alas! we see
only the slightest part ofour faults, we even lose sight of sins thatincur damnation, as happened to David after he had Uriah put to
death. He gave it no thought so God sent him a prophet to admonish

him of his sin, and he came to his senses at once. 'What!' said he,
'alas, I have committed that sin!' 3 And the realization remained so
strongly imprinted on his sonl that from then on he said daily,
'Lord, forgive me my sins.' And when Saint Peter denied Our Lord,
he didn't think he had done wrong. But from the day he was admonished for it, he wept constantly, recognizing the enormity ofhis sin.
"But do you think there are any persons in your Company and
among you, Sisters, who are so disposed to be admonished of their
faults and are willing that Superiors be told of them? By the mercy
of God, there are some-yes, there are; I'm well aware of
this-who'd like all their faults to be known, and I know some who
3ef. 2 8m 12:13. (NAB)
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are glad to be reminded of their faults and to have them mentioned
to Superiors. I'll go even further, Sisters, for I'm willing to believe
that you're all disposed to be admonished, not only in private but in
public as well.
"Consider the mercies of God on a member of your Company,
Sisters-I won't mention her name, at least not just now. From the
rural area, where she was staying, she wrote a letter to her Sister
who had come to Paris, and this is what she said: 'My very dear Sister, I greet you at the foot of the cross of our dear Savior suffering
for us. I'm writing you this note to ask you to do me the great favor
ofmentioning all my faults to Mademoiselle, without keeping from
her a single one of them. This would be the greatest proof of love
you could ever show me; for, if you love me, you'll also love my
perfection and, in that case, you won't refuse me what will contribute so greatly to it. And to oblige you more strongly to do what I'm
asking of you, I'm sending you a little picture of the Blessed Virgin
to urge you, by the merits of her Son Jesus Christ, not to refuse me
such a just request. For, dear Sister, you know the good someone
did you when she did the same for you. So then, please believe me
when I say that, with God's help, this will be beneficial to me.
Hoping for it from your Charity, I remain forever, in the love of our
dear Savior, your very humble servant, Sister... .'
''Those, Sisters, are the sentiments of one among you. But I
won't mention her name, at least not at present. What do you say to
that, Sisters? If she were requesting something that would be very
advantageous to her, can she ask for it more insistently than she
does when she begs to have her faults mentioned to others? 'And to
oblige you to do so,' she says, 'I'm sending you a picture of the
Blessed Virgin to urge you to do so by the merits of her Son.' Note
that: to give someone a gift to oblige her to mention her faults, and
to make a gift ofa picture of the Blessed Virgin, which was perhaps
very precious to her so that, if the Sister should forget, she might be
reminded by the sight of it. God bless her! Believe me, Sisters,
when we're faithful to grace, it works wonders in our souls. I've
seen persons reach the stage where they wanted everyone to know
their faults. I was hearing the confession of a poor woman in the
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country; she spoke so loudly that everyone could hear what she was
saying. In vain I said to her, 'My daughter, lower your voice, people
can hear you.' 'It doesn't matter, Monsieur,' she replied, 'I wanteveryone to know that I've been so wretched as to do all that evil.' It
was to a poor country woman that God gave those sentiments. I also
knew a poor man who said to me after his confession, 'Monsieur, if
you would allow me, I'd go through the country proclaiming my
sins aloud so that everyone would know me for what I really am.'
"Those are some ofthe effects of grace on sOllls who don't resist
it, Sisters. Believe me, you have to reach that point. Anyone who
wants to advance in virtue must be willing to have her faults made
known. She should mention them herself and be glad that others reveal them. When you come home, don't fail to say how you've
failed against your Rules. Ifyour Sister gets here before you, ask her
to tell Mademoiselle where she has seen you fail. If you can't see
Mademoiselle, tell Sister Jeanne, Sister Anne, or Sister X; please
mention it, and do so without fail.

''Those, Sisters, are some means we've given you; they are motives that will help you to observe your Rules. But here's still another, Sisters, which God is sending you. Up to the present, you've
worked on your own, with no other obligation in relation to God except to carry out the order prescribed for you and in the way of life
laid down for you. Up to the present, you haven't been a body independent of the Ladies ofthe Confraternity of Charity; but now, Sisters, God wills that you form a special body which, however,
without being separated from that of the Ladies, will still have its
particular functions and spiritual exercises. Until now you've
worked with no other obligation; now God wants to bind you more
closely by the approval He has permitted the Most Reverend and
Most Illustrious Archbishop of Paris to give to your Rules and your
way of life. 4 This is the petition presented to him; here are the
Rules, then here's the approval. I'll read them for you one after the
other."

"The Rules submitted to lean-Fram;:ois de Gondi in 1645.
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many pages to read. The first article ofthe Rule states that the Company is composed ofwidows and unmarried women, who will elect,
by a plurality of votes, one among them to be Superioress for a period of three years; she may continue in that office for a further three
years, but not beyond. M. Vincent said this was understood to be after God had called to himself Mademoiselle, who thereupon knelt
down and begged him to begin it right now. "Your Sisters and I,
Mademoiselle, have to ask God to give you many more years of
life," he replied. "It's God's usual method of acting to preserve by
extraordinaty means those who are necessary for the accomplishment of His works; and if you think about it, Mademoiselle, you really haven't been alive for more than ten years now-at least in the
ordinary way."
He then continued to read until he reached the article that states,
"It will be a Confraternity and will bear the name of Confraternity
of Sisters of the Charity, Servants of the Sick Poor." Having said
this, he exclaimed softly, "What a lovely title, Sisters! Mon Dieu!
What a lovely title and what a beautiful designation! What have you
done for God to deserve it? Servants ofthe Pooris the same as saying Servants ofJesus Christ, since He regards what is done to them
as done to himself, for they are His members. And what did He do in
this world but serve persons who were poor? Preserve this title carefully, dear Sisters, for it's the most beautiful and the most worthwhile one you could have. Do you know-I don't know if I've
mentioned this to you before-do you know what title the Pope
takes? The most beautiful and most venerable of his titles, the one
he uses when dealing with the most important affairs, is Servant of
the Servants ofGod. We read, 'Such and Such-Clement, Urban, or
Innocent-at this time Servant of the Servants of God.' You also,
Sisters, may sign your name Servants of the Poor, who are the
well-beloved of Jesus Christ! When Saint Francis gave his Rule, he
took the title of Minor which means little. If this great patriarch
Called himself 'little,' shouldn't you consider it a great honor to follow him and to call yourselves Servants ofthe Poor?"
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Most Honored Father continued to read until he carne to the article stating that Sisters maintained at the Motherhouse will be provided for from the meager income of the said house and from the
work and savings of the Sisters. "Sisters," he then added, "how
beautiful that is: from your savings, that is, what you place in reserve by your frugal mode of living; and from the work of your
hands-manual labor, you see; that means what you do outside the
time during which you're on duty with the sick. In your free time
you earn something to contribute to the formation of others, who
will afterward carry on the same good work as you are doing. May
God bless you, Sisters, and give you grace in abundance!"
M. Vincent continued to read the Rules and paused at the article
stating that the Sisters will guard against offending God grievously,
especially in what concerns chastity, taking every precaution to
preserve it, not allowing men to enter their rooms, and not stopping
in the streets to speak with persons ofthe opposite sex. If they must
do so, they will cut short the conversation. "Sisters," he said, ''that
refers to men, to whom you will never stop to talk in the streets, except in extreme necessity. Cut short the conversation. Say what you
have to say, as clearly and briefly as possible, and then send them

away."
M. Vincent then went on to read the remaining Rules; when he
carne to the article on silence, he added, "I urge you to observe this,
Sisters. Honor at that time the hidden life of the Son of God. 'But
that's very difficult, Monsieur,' someone will say, 'we have business at that time.' In that case, Sisters, remember what I said to you a
little while ago about prayer, that to nurse the sick is to make your
prayer. The same holds true ofsilence; but at least you must observe
it faithfully from after reading in the evening and from rising in the
morning until the end of prayers. And if you're very careful of this,
nothing can keep you from it. All that's needed is a little care and reflection, but above all a desire to keep the Rule,"
After he had finished reading the Rules, Most Honored Father
added, "Our wish has been that what was said of Our Lord ntight be
said of you, Sisters, namely, that He began to do, then to teach. 5
Isn't this what you've just heard, Sisters, and what you're doing
5Cf. Acts 1:1. (NAB)
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God; what you've been instructed to do today, you were doing previously. It's true that I had already received orders about this from
the late Pope, but you hadn't yet received any specific order. Thousands of years before Our Lord came into the world God had sent
Moses, to whom He had given a Law, a figure of the one Our Lord
was to bring. The people always observed it. But when Our Lord
gave His Law, everyone embraced it. Not that Our Lord abolished
the Old Law, because the Commandments contained in it are also in
the New, but He perfected it.
"So now, Sisters, here are Rules, approved by the mercy ofGod,
which establish you as a Confraternity of Chariry separate from the
Confraternity of the Ladies of Charity, with whom you've been associated up to the present. They don't disengage you from that of
the Ladies, to whom you're still subject in all that concerns the service of the sick, but they do make you different in your manner of
life, so that, as far as you are concerned, the Confraternity you
shared with the Ladies is now only like what the Law ofMoses was
in regard to that ofJesus Christ. You shonld consider these Rnles as
coming to you from the hand ofGod himself, since they're given by
order of the Archbishop, on whom you depend. How consoled
should you not feel, Sisters, to see such an effect ofthe guidance and
Spirit of God on you! Thank Him because you've already kept
them; thank Him because now you're even more obliged to observe
them and because it has pleased His Divine Goodness to order you
to do so and, by that very fact, to give you a testimony and assurance
that they're acceptable to God. May your next Holy Communion be
in thanksgiving for this, dear Sisters. Thank Him, all ofyou, in your
Sunday Holy Communion, and 1'd like you to do this as well on
Pentecost and Trinity Sunday. Let all three Communions be for this
intention, and also to thank God for your vocation and to ask Him
for new graces for His glory and the accomplishment ofHis work.
"When Moses gave the Law of God to the people of Israel, after
seeing how ardently they desired it he said to them, 'My people, this
Law is given to you on the part of God. If you keep it, I promise you,
on behalfofthe same God, a thousand blessings on all your works, a
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them, a blessing on your work and on your rest, a blessing on all that
you do and don't do; in short, all blessings will abound in and on
you. If, instead of keeping it, you disdain it, 1promise you the exact
opposite of all that I've just said; for a curse will be on you in your
houses, a curse on you outside them, a curse when you enter and a
curse when you leave them, a curse on what you do and a curse on
what you don't do; in short, all curses shall settle in and on you.' 6
"What Moses said to the people ofGod, 1say to you, Sisters. You
have the Rules that have been sent to you on the part of God. If you
observe them faithfully, all the blessings of heaven will be poured
out on you: you'll have a blessing on your work and on your rest, a
blessing on entering and on going out, a blessing on what you do
and on what you don't do; all things will be filled with blessings for
you.If-God forbid-anyone did not intend to enterinto this plan, 1
say to her what Moses said to those who wouldn't fulfill the Law he
gave them on the part of God, 'A curse will be on you in the house
and outside the house, on what you do and on what you don't do,
etc.'
"I've already told you on other occasions, Sisters, that a person
who boards a ship for a long voyage must submit to everything that
is done on board; if he didn't obey all the laws that are kept on it,
he'd be in danger of shipwreck. In the same way, those called by
God to live in a holy Community must observe all its Rules. By the
mercy ofGod, Sisters, 1think each of you is determined to put them
into practice. Don't you all feel this way?" They all said yes with
one voice. And Most Honored Father went on, "When Moses gave
the Law to the people ofGod they were all kneeling, as 1see you doing now, and 1hope that His Mercy will second your desires by enabling you to do what He is asking of you. Do you not give
yourselves wholeheartedly to God, Sisters, to live in the observance
of your holy Rules?" Everyone answered yes. "Aren't all of you resolved with all your heart to live and die in them?" he continued.
Everyone answered yes. "I implore the sovereign goodness of

6Cf. Dt 28. (NAB)
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pour forth abundantly on you all sorts of graces and blessings so
that you may be able to accomplish perfectly and in all things the
good pleasure ofRis most holy Will in the practice of your Rules."
At this point, one or several Sisters asked pardon for the faults they
had committed.
"I ask God with all my heart, Sisters, to forgive you your failings. And I, wretched man that 1am, don't keep my own Rules, and
1 ask you to forgive me for this! I'm very guilty in your regard in
what concerns your work. Please ask God to have mercy on me. For
my part, I'll ask Our Lord Jesus Christ to give you himself His holy
blessing, and 1 won't say the words of it today because the faults
I've committed in your regard make me unworthy of it. 1 ask Our
Lord to be the one to do it." Having said that, he kissed the floor.
Seeing this, Mademoiselle and all the Sisters, deeply distressed that
he was unwilling to give his blessing, begged him several times to
do so with such insistence and importunity that, in the end, he
yielded.
"Pray then that God will not consider my unworthiness nor the
sins of which I'm gnilty but that, having mercy on me, He will pour
forth His blessings on you while 1pronounce the words ofblessing.
Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

31•• HOLY COMMUNION
August \8. \647

"Sisters, the subject ofthis conference is Holy Communion. The
first point deals with the reasons why Daughters of Charity, like all
other Christians, should give themselves to God to receive Communion worthily; that is, Sisters, it deals with the importance of making a worthy Communion because of the benefits that come from it
or the evils that ensue. The second point deals with what you think
Conference 31. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot
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We have only one hour, Sisters, and we must try, with the help of
God, to make good use of it.
"For what reasons, Sister, should Daughters of Charity give
themselves to God to make a good Communion? What benefit results from a good Communion and what evil from a bad one?" The
Sister replied that, in her opinion, a person who had made a good
Communion did everything well. "What good thinking, what good
thinking! The person who has made a good Communion does everything well! And this is true, for how could a person who has been
so happy as to make a good Communion do something wrong? She
carries God in her heart; she carries a sweet fragrance everywhere;
she does nothing except in view of God and for His love. So, Sisters,
rest assured that a Daughter of Charity who has made a good Communion will do everything else well. Her heart is the tabernacle of
God-yes, the tabernacle of God. The Daughter of Charity should
always be that; she should always be in God and God in her, and in
that way she'll never do anything but good.
"And what harm, Sister, comes to a person who makes a bad
Communion?" The Sister replied that such a person would lose the
merit of all her other Communions and might even lose her vocation. "Stop there for a minute, Sister. Our Sister has mentioned two
or three great evils, which should be weighed and considered attentively. The person who makes a bad Communion, she says, will lose
the fruit and merit of all her past Communions; she'll lose the merit
of all those she will subsequently make, if she doesn't do penance;
she'll lose all the good she's ever done and could do. All that will
count for nothing for her and, worst ofall, she'll lose her vocation.
"Isn't that what happened to Judas? Like all the other Apostles,
Judas had received Our Lord's grace; he had been called to be an
Apostle; he had preached, worked miracles, had the honor of following the Son of God, and had assisted at the institution of the
most august Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Jesus Christ. He
made a bad Communion, and what followed? He lost his vocation at
once, withdrew from the holy company of the Apostles to which he
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belonged, went and sold his Master and, in the end, damned himself
forever.
"So, our Sister was quite right when she said that a Sister could
lose her vocation. And she will do so without fail, for how can she
be faithful to her vocation, if she isn't faithful to God? That's not to
be expected. The person who does nothing to make herself worthy
of the graces and fruits ofHoly Communion won't become exact in
the practice ofher Rules; she'll fall into negligence, then into weariness, and finally into a total loss of the graces she received from
God. Watch ont for this, Sisters, for we mustn't rely on the first fervor we show; we forget all that; and if the Sister has no concern for
the promises she made to creatures, she won't pay the slightest attention to the ones she made to God.
"Now, Sister, what benefit is there for a Daughter ofCharity who
makes a good Communion?" The Sister replied that, when someone had made a good Communion, she did everything well; she was
more gentle and charitable towards the sick, and gave greater edification to everyone. "What an excellent comment: the person who
has made a good Communion does everything well! If Elijab, I endowed with a twofold spirit, worked such wonders, what will a person do who has God within her, who is filled with God? She won't
be acting of herself; she'll be doing the actions of Jesus Christ;
she'II look after the sick with the charity ofJesus Christ; she'll have
the gentleness of Jesus Christ in her conversation; she'll have the
patience of Jesus Christ in her trials; and she'll have the obedience
of Jesus Christ. In a word, Sisters, all her actions will no longer be
those of a mere creature, they'll be the actions of Jesus Christ.
"In this way, Sisters, the Daughter of Charity who has made a
good Communion does nothing displeasing to God because she
does the actions of God himself. The Eternal Father respects His
Son in such a person; He considers all the actions of such a person as
the actions of His Son. What a grace, Sisters! To be certain of being
respected by God, held in consideration by God, loved by God! So,
when you see a Sister from the Charity nursing the sick gently, lovITbis should be Elisha (cf. 2 Kgs 2:9. [NAB]). Here, as in several other places. Vincent has
given an incorrect Scripture reference.
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ingly, and attentively, you may say confidently, 'That Sister has
made a good Communion.' When you see a Sister who is patient in
the midst of difficulties, cheerfully enduting all that may be hard to
bear, rest assured that this Sister has made a good Communion and
that those virtues aren't ordinary virtues but the virtues of Jesus
Christ. Endeavor to imitate the most sacred and august person ofJesus Christ, Sisters, both for His own sake and because He'll make
you pleasing to God His Father.
"Since we have very little time left, Sisters, I think that what has
already been said about the importance of giving oneself to God in
order to make a good Communion will suffice to enlighten you on
the advantage and disadvantage ofmaking a good or a bad Communion because, if, as has been said-and it's quite true-a person
who has received Communion worthily does everything well, then
one who has communicated unworthily does everything badly.
What does a person receive who has made a good Holy Communion? She receives Jesus Christ and, with Him, a thousand efficacious graces and blessings to work out her salvation and contribute
with Jesus Christ to that of others; and, in the end, she receives eternallife.
"And what does the one who makes an unworthy Communion
receive? Alas! Sisters, she receives her own condemnation. It's
Saint Paul who says so, and it's true, for the world would sooner
perish than would the truth of the words spoken by the servants of
God, who were instruments of the Holy Spirit. Now this is Sacred
Scripture and must not be doubted. 'He who receives the Body and
Blood of Jesus Christ worthily, in the holy Sacrament of the altar,
shall have life eternal,' says this great Apostle, 2 and the person who
receives it unworthily receives his condemnation and will be eternally lost, if he does not do penance.
"Since, then, whoever receives Communion worthily perfonns
actions that aren't ordinary actions but actions of Jesus Christ, the
person who makes a bad Communion doubtless performs actions,
not of a human person but of the demon, and worse even than those

2Cf. 1 Cor 11:23-30. (NAB)
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of the demon, if that were possible. Could the devil conceive anything more sacrilegious and abominable than what Judas did after
receiving Communion unworthily? To rebel against God after receiving such extraordinary graces! It seems that only the devil is capable of that. And Judas did this after receiving Communion!
Abomination of abominations! To desert the side of God, to rebel
against Him, to sell and betray Him! Those who abandon their vocation have a great deal to fear and should really consider whether
their conduct may not be a punishment for their Communions that
were badly made, with no amendment or improvement! I'm not
speaking of anyone in particular, but am simply cautioning you that
care should be taken not to abuse God's goodness toward us in this
holy and most august sacrament. He doesn't chastise us the first
time we sin against Him, but let's fear that, if we don't correct these
sins, we may end by making a bad Communion, and such an unworthy Communion may draw down on us the chastisement of all our
other sins because Judas-I'm going back to that example-had
committed other crimes against the Son of God. He had conceived
envy in his heart against Him, which had no effect; and as soon as he
had received Communion, the devil took possession of his heart
and involved him in his abominable undertakings.
" 'But, Monsieur,' you will say, 'what is an unworthy CommunionT May God preserve us from it, dear Sisters! I hope from His
Goodness that not one of you is in the state of mortal sin. But there
are so many things to be considered if we're to make our Communions profitably and to good account that it's well-<lven though,
by the mercy of God, none of us has a conscience in that state-to
see what can hinder our progress and whether it isn't some lack of
the proper dispositions for Communion, and also to see what we
need to do to receive Communion worthily.
"Sister, what do you think is necessary to make a good Communion1" The Sister replied that she thought it was necessary to ask
God fervently for the grace to do so. "That's good, Sister, and that's
where we should begin. For who can hope to do a good deed if God
doesn't give her the grace to do it? And who ofherselfcan conceive
a good thought? According to Saint Paul no living person can do so
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Communion if God doesn't give her the grace? Sister was quite
right to suggest this means. It's the basis and foundation of all the
others; and God will never refuse it to anyone who asks for it properly. God bless you, Sister!
"And you, Sister, what other means do you think are necessary to
make a good Communion?" The Sister replied that she thought we
should have an ardent desire for it.
"How right you are, Sister. Consider what she is saying, Sisters;
we should have an ardent desire for it-ardent, for God doesn't
wish to be desired coldly or lnkewarmly, but with all the strength
and ardor ofour will, in the same way as He desires to communicate
himself to us. When He instituted the Blessed Sacrament, He said to
His Apostles, Desiderio desideravi hoc pascha manducare
vobiscum,3 which means 'I have ardently desired to eat this pasch
with you.' Now, since the Son ofGod, who gives himself to us in the
Holy Eucharist, desired this with such an ardent desire----4esiderio
desideravi-isn't it right that the soul who desires to receive Him,
and of whom He is the sovereign good, should desire Him with all
her heart? Rest assured, Sisters, that what He said to His Apostles
He still says to each one of you. That's why you must try to stir up
your desire by some good thought such as 'You desire to come to
me, my Lord, and who am I? But I, my God, desire with all my heart
to go to you, for you are my sovereign good and my last end.' The
late Bishop of Geneva used to say that He always celebrated Mass
as if it were for the last time, and received Communion as if it were
Viaticum. That's an excellent practice and I advise you, as strongly
as possible, dear Sisters, to adopt it.
"Your Communion days are regulated clearly enough; you can
fmd out when they are and, beginning on the previous evening, prepare your heart. 'My God, I'll receive you tomorrow. Alas! how I
wish that my preparation were the same as that of the Most Holy
Virgin and of all the saints! I sincerely desire, my God, to have all
the love of the Seraphim so that I ntight give it to you. What shall I

3Cf. Lk 22:15. (NAB)
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do, my God? What shall my understanding say? What shall my
memory do? What shall my will give You? 0 Lord my God, may .
You yourself put within me all You wish to be there. May this Communion make up for the imperfections of all the others from which,
unfortunately, I have not benefited, and may I be what I would want
to be, my God, if this were the last one of my life and I were to die
immediately after it!' You might then make an act of contrition for
all the sins of your past life, Sisters, a renewed detestation of sin and
a resolution to avoid it in future. In this way, God will bless your
disposition and won't fail to communicate himself to you and to
give you His Spirit to do what He wills ofyou for life or for death.
"And you, Sister, what do you think should be done to make a
good Communion?"
''To benefit from Holy Communion I think we really have to take
care to thank God, Monsieur."
"You're right, Sister. What we've said up to this point has dealt
with the preparation, but after Holy Communion it's absolutely
necessary to thank God. If a bride gave a cold reception to her husband on their wedding day, to which he had been looking forward
for so long and on which He expected to receive greater expressions
of affection, how hurt and very sad he would feel! What good reason he would have to complain of the bad treatment of his bride!
And if he were of a social status to have done her a great honor by
marrying her, how indignant and offended would he not feel? If a
friend who had been separated from his friend for a long time ardently desired to see him again, cherished the hope of doing so in
his heart, and rejoiced at the thought ofthis consolation; if, I say, on
the day they were reunited, instead of the friend he was promising
himself, he found an enemy, ready to plunge a dagger into his heart
and take his life, what would become ofhim? Instead ofa bride, that
bridegroom would find a shameless woman; and the friend, instead
of a friend, would find an enemy. Now, Sisters, this is what Jesus
Cbrist is for souls who have given themselves to Him. He's more a
spouse than all the spouses on earth, and in a very different way, for
this way is truly heaveuly and truly divine. He is more a friend than
all the friends in the world since He has given His blood and His life
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for the salvation of each soul. What will He say then if, having desired with a great desire--desiderio desideravi-to unite himself to
you, to share with you His graces, merits, and glory; what will He
say if you, remaining silent and ungrateful, spurn Him and turn your
back on Him? Will He not have good reason to be justly angered
and to withdraw all the graces He had bestowed so abundantly on
you? This is how vocations are lost, Sisters, and is the reason why
the unfortunate Judas was abandoned to the demon, who enticed
him. He would have received the remedy against temptation, had he
wanted to make use of it; but he spurned it, and you see what happened to him.
"I recall that six or seven years ago the late King Louis XIII was
angry for a week or so because, on his return from ajourney, when
he had taken the trouble of sending for the Dauphin so he could visit
with him, the latter wouldn't look at him (he was only a child) and
turned his back on him. The King was angry and rebuked those in
charge of the Dauphin. 'Had you prepared my son,' he said, 'had
you explained to him how important it is for him to see me, he
would have come into my presence, as he was obliged to do, and
manifested joy at my return.' Now, Sisters, if an earthly King is
rightly angered because, on his arrival, his son turns his back on
him, what will Jesus Christ do, the King of Heaven and earth, compared with whom all the Kings of the earth are as nothing? What
will He do, 1repeat, should He meet any of you who, not having prepared for His coming by the consideration that He is God and the
benefits He brings to the soul, instead ofdevoting herselfentirely to
thanking Him, giving Him her heart, offering Him her soul, and
abandoning everything for His sake, remains cold and useless?
What good reason His Divine Goodness would have to be offended! Please, Sisters, let's be very careful of this for the love we
owe to God, the benefit it will bring our souls, and the glory we will
give to God, if we don't make ourselves unworthy of the graces He
wants to grant us.
"And you, Sister, what is necessary to receive Communion
well?"
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Communions and will draw down on us God's grace so as not to
make bad ones."
"That's really good, Sister. You're saying that, if we prepare
well one time, we'll receive Communion with the intention of being
faithful to God and will strive daily to do so because, dear Sisters,
that should be our aim, and when, in order to make a good Communion we are careful to thank God, that Communion will be a preparation for the next one, and that one for another; in this way, we'll
always draw down on ourselves fresh graces of God and rise to a
higher degree of love and perfection.
"And what about you, Sister, do you have any other good
means?"
"Monsieur, I think that one of the things necessary to dispose us
to make a good Communion is to lead a quiet life, like the Blessed
Virgin did, not making useless visits or talking too much."
"So, Sister, you think that, in order to make a good Communion,
you should speak little and not pay visits in the city?"
''That's my thought, Monsieur."
"God bless you, Sister, you're so right! Is there anything that
causes greater dissipation of heart than too much talking, and anything that causes greater harm to recollection and spiritual advancement than useless visits? Sisters, if any of you, under any specious
and pious pretext whatsoever-for you wouldn't otherwise do
so-has allowed herself to pay visits from which she sees uo benefit
before God, she should discontinue them. The Most Blessed Virgin
would leave the house to provide for the needs ofthe family and the
solace and consolation of her neighbor, but it was always in the
presence of God; apart from that, she remained quietly at home,
conversing in spirit with God and the angels. Ask her, Sisters, to obtain for you from God this interior recollection by which you'll prepare yourselves for the most holy Communion of the Body and
Blood of her Divine Son and will be able to say, 'My heart is ready;
my God, my heart is ready!' 4
'cr. '" 56'8. (D-RB)
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"And you, Sister, what do you think is necessary? Give us some
good means for making a worthy Communion." The Sister answered that she thought it necessary for us not only to have no attachment to mortal sin but also to rid ourselves of anything
depraved we might have, either in our habits, our will, etc.
"You see, Sisters, in order to go to Communion frequently it's
not enough to have no attachment to mortal sin; you mnst also rid
yourselves of every immoderate attachment, for every immoderate
attachment is deceitful. Now, to love a certain Sister ardently and to
be attached to her is an immoderate attachment; to love to be in one
place rather than in another, or in this ministry rather than in that, is
an immoderate attachment, and we must rid ourselves ofthem in order to make ourselves worthy of frequent Communion.
"And you, Sister, do you have any other means? Tell us briefly
what you do when you want to prepare for Holy Communion." The
Sister replied that she would offer herself entirely to God, saying
with Saint Teresa, "My God, give Yourself entirely to me; I give
myself entirely to You," and that to benefit from Holy Communion
we had to mortify our senses, especially curiosity in regard to seeing and hearing useless things, which occupy our minds and prevent us from being united with God.
"Mademoiselle, would you please tell us your thoughts on those

two points?"
Mademoiselle then read some notes on her meditation, which
she had written in the following terms: "On the first point, I thought
of two main reasons in which all the others are included: one is fear
and the other is love. The precept of the Church that we must receive Communion once a year under pain of mortal sin shows that
it's God's absolute Will for us to go to Communion. This threat is
probably advising us to receive Communion more often, under pain
of losing many graces that would be given to us in Holy Communion. It's also important that we give ourselves to God to receive
Communion worthily because, if we don't, we'll run the risk that
the threats addressed both to those who don't go to Communion at
all and to those who go unworthily, may be addressed to us to punish us.
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good Communion is the gratitode we should have for the great love
He shows in giving himselfto us in Holy Communion; we can do so
only by expressing a reciprocal love of Our Lord, so to speak, and
by desiring with all our heart to receive Him, since He wishes with
all His heart to give himself to us. His love seemed even greater to
me from the fact that, since His Incarnation sufficed for our Redemption, it seems that He's giving himself to us in the Sacred Host
solely for our sanctification, not only by the application of the merits of His Incarnation and death, but also by the desire of His Goodness to make us share in all the actions ofHis life and to establish us
in the practice ofHis virtues, wishing to make us like himselfby His
love.
"On the second point-what we should do in order to give ourselves to God to make a good Communion-I thought we should
have such great esteem for Holy Communion that it causes us to
fear not having the dispositions for a worthy Communion, and that,
since one of the effects of Communion-the principal one-is union with God, we must do our utmost to strive to remove the hindrances to this union. And seeing that the most dangerous ofall is to
be too self-centered, through love ofour own will, if we're to participate in the fmits of Holy Communion, it's essential for us to give
ourselves to God to have only one will with Him; this is what I desired after having been shown by God on so many occasions that
I'm incapable of any manner of good and utterly unworthy of Holy
Communion.
"What I felt I shonld do is to regard more attentively the actions
ofthe Son of God so as to try to unite mine with His, assisted by His
grace. And because I know that God sees everything, I think we
must always have aright intention in going to Communion, with no
admixture ofhuman respect, but by the love we should bear the holy
and divine humanity of Jesus Christ, so that we may correspond
faithfully with the love He has for us in this Most Holy Sacrament.
The knowledge God has given me ofthe abuse ofHoly Communion
I have often made during my life, leading a life that made me unworthy ofit because of the violence ofmy passions, has inspired me
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with the desire to strive to mortify them, so as not to incur God's hatred instead of His love, should I continue to make a bad use of this
divine food."
"These, dear Sisters, are ample means to dispose you to make a
good Communion and to profit from your Communions. And when
you receive Communion in this way and with the dispositions you
yourselves have mentioned-for it's to you that God in His goodness has communicated all those truths, and I did nothing but recall
them-when, I repeat, you receive Communion in this way, you
can be sure that you've made a good Communion. You've said that
you must ask God for this grace. Nothing is easier than that, and you
obtain it if you ask for it properly, that is, wholeheartedly and with
the desire to make use of it.
''The means aren't lacking: mortifying your passions and senses,
speaking little, not making useless visits, preparing yourselves
from one Communion and another, and during that time, Sisters, always advancing in some degree of virtue and love of God, plus all
the other efficacious means you mentioned, but on which I haven't
had time to make any remarks. There is one you never mentioned,

Sisters, and that is to go to confession; yes. Sisters, you must go to
confession. It's the proximate preparation and the one that makes
amends for the faults that may be present in all the others. It makes
up for their imperfection and confers the grace that makes our souls
so pleasing to God. So, we should go as often as possible hecause
we can't he too pure when approaching God; above all, however,
we should go with a finn purpose of amendment.
"Yet another means to obtain forgiveness for all the sins
we-you, Sisters, and I, a wretched sinner-may have committed
in our Communions is to ask God's mercy for the past and His grace
for the future. Make this request with your whole heart, each one of
you personally; and I, as the most guilty, will do so aloud, both for
you and for myself, with a heart filled with the confidence that God
will not regard my sins but your desire.
"My God, with all my heart I ask for your mercy. Mercy, my
God, mercy for all the abuses we've made of Your grace! For our
negligence in correcting the faults that have displeased You, mercy,
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my God! For all the times we've treated Your sacred mysteries unworthily, mercy, my God! Don't remember our sins. May those
sorry days be blotted out, and may Your mercy forget them forever!
I ask You this, my Lord, both for this Company and for myself, begging you at the same time, my God, to grant us the grace never again
to approach Your holy altar without the preparation You desire, so
that we may be able to put into practice the means You have shown
us to be necessary for that, and may we always be faithful to Your
grace and to Your holy love.
"Do not consider the voice of the sinner who is speaking to You,
my God, bnt deign to look at the hearts ofthose who ask Yon for this
mercy and grace; and I, thongh the most nnworthy of all men, relying on Your promises, my God, will not fail to speak the words of
blessing which confer Your Spirit and Your grace. As I pronounce
them, may the Divine Goodness be pleased to pour them into the
souls of those who receive them on your behalf! Benedictio Dei
Patris. .. ."

32. • PERSEVERANCE IN OUR VOCATION

Seprernber22,1647

"The subject of the present conference, dear Sisters, is perseverance in our vocation. The fIrst point concerns the reasons each of ns
has for persevering until death in our vocation by means ofthe grace
ofGod; and the second is what we should do when we feel shaken.
"Sister, would yon please tell ns your thoughts on this?" The Sister handed him the note she had written, and His Charity took the
tronble of reading it. "On the snbject of the conference, which is on
the reasons we have for persevering in our vocation, I thought we
should consider who founded it-no other than God himself. Secondly, I thought that the young man in the Gospel, who went away
quite sad after hearing Our Lord tell him to sell all he had and follow
COIIference 32.. Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
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feared that a Daughter of Charity who is unfaithful to her vocation
may be forgotten by God and by others. The second point is on what
we should do when we feel troubled about our vocation. I thought
we should sometimes go over in our minds the motives that had led
us to give ourselves to God in this vocation, and to recall the fervor
with which we carried out what was prescribed when we began. Another means is often to look upon our Lord in His sufferings, which
were great and which lasted all His life until His death."
"So those are two reasons our Sister has given on this fIrst point.
The fIrst is to consider who is the author of the way oflife we've
embraced-and who is none other than God himself. That's troe,
Sisters, and it's a very good reason because, when a Daughter of
Charity who is tempted to abandon her vocation begins to consider
that God is its author, will she not see that it's the devil who, by his
wiles, is trying to lure her away from it?
''The second reason she proposes for holding fast is the fear that
the same thing may happen to us as to the young man who sought
Our Lord in order to ask Him what he should do to gain the kingdom
of heaven. When Our Lord told him to sell what he had and follow
Him, the Gospel tells us that he went away quite sad, and from that
time on no mention is made of him, and nothing whatever is said of
what happened to him. Now, Sister means to say that the same holds
ttue of a person who abandons her vocation and leaves the place
where God had sent her; she's forgotten by God and by others. That
Sister, who could have done so much good, who had a talent for
serving the poor and would have greatly benefIted from it, and who
could have given glory to God by so many good works that would
have made her so happy if she had allowed herself to be guided,
withdraws; no one speaks of her any more; no one asks what she's
doing or not doing, but they leave her to herself, just as she is.

"On the second point, Sister made another two remarks, the fIrst
being that we should reflect on the motives that led us to choose our
vocation. What a great means that is, Sisters, for renewing your fervor! For, as a rule, when we are tempted, we forget everything else,
and nothing seems reasonable to us except what inclines us toward
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the temptation. 'But I don't know if it's God who has called me to
this state of life.' Well, what could have made you abandon what
you were, if not God? Is it flesh? Is it blood? Alas! by the mercy of
God, flesh and blood don't get much satisfaction in the Company.
'But,' someone may say, 'can one be tempted to abandon her vocation when it comes from God?' My reply, Sisters, is that she can.
But if the temptation were to last a day, a week, or a month, or
should it last six months, or even years, that would be no reason,
Sisters, to make you think your vocation might not be from God.
" 'But were the saints tempted?' Indeed they were, Sisters, and
very strongly tempted! 'Quoi? as long as I've been?' Some were
tempted all their lives. And God allowed this to manifest His power
and glory by showing that, although the devil may strive to lead His
servants astray, nevertheless, they do not fail in the fidelity they
owe Him.
"Now, temptations atise in two ways. Sometimes they come
from God, who proposes His servants to the devil to put him to
shame, as He did with Job. 'Look at my servant Job,' said He, 'how
faithful he is to my law.' At once the devil asks permission to tempt
him, and God allows him to do so to show how His servant remains
as staunch under trial as he had been in tranquillity, and even to give
him the opportunity to merit the crown by winning the victory.
"The devil also tempts the servants of God because he's envious
of the good they accomplish, both for themselves and for their
neighbor; he wants them to fall to prevent them from continuing.
Take, for instance, a Daughter of Charity who sets out to bring a pot
ofsoup to a sick person. That's not such a great thing; it's just a little
soup. But when she takes it, she'll say a few good words to the patient and God will touch his heart. Dh! that causes the devil to burst
with rage. She snatches from him this soul whom he thought was his
own; in revenge, he'll do everything in his power to ruin the Sister
herself, and will begin little by little. First, he'll make her spiritual
exercises difficult for her; then he'll cause her petty vexations that
will put her in a bad mood; next, he'll influence her to go about her
work listlessly for form's sake. Afterward she'll grow slack in the
practices of her Rule, then begin to find them distasteful and, in the
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end, will abandon everything. And how does she reach that stage?
By not remaining fInn in her conviction that the Institnte comes
from God, and that He called her to it to work out her salvation. And
for not having a high enough respect for what she was, she has
fallen miserably. Well! let's not make any judgment; only God
knows that.
"But what will happen next, Sisters? Because she has made herself unworthy of God's choice of her, this poor Sister will be divested of the grace He gave her, a grace suffIcient for her
sanctifIcation. When we priests are so wretched as to commit a
crime that merits death, we are condemned by the judges and sent to
the Bishop to be defrocked. When the criminal has come before the
Bishop, he is clothed once again in his priestly vestments; then the
Bishop recites an imprecation in Latin, stating that, for having unfortunately abused his vocation, he has rendered himself unworthy
to wear the chasuble; and the chasuble is taken off fIrSt. The Bishop
then continues and says that, for having abused his vocation, he has
made himself unworthy of the holy stole; and the stole is taken
away. Then it's the maniple, the cinctnre, the alb, and all the other
priestly vestments.
"Now, Sisters, the same holds true of God with regard to a
Daughter of Charity who loses her vocation. In His mercy, God
called her; He let her see the good she was embracing; He gave her
the grace to carry out what she was supposed to do. And this Sister
will neglect her Rules, will make no account of obedience, will love
her own will, and will disdain the warnings given her by her Superiors. God bears with her for a time, shows her the state in which she
is, allows her faults to become known and that she be admonished to
correct them. And since she spurns all that, God says, 'I called you
from your home to enjoy the rewards promised to those who serve
Me, and you have made yourself unworthy ofthem; therefore I shall
give to someone else the crown I had prepared for you'; and He'll
call a young woman from Touraine, or Saintonge, or Brittany to
come here to receive the crown that, in His mercy, he had intended
for Marie, Fran90ise, Jeanne, or someone else whom He had called
and who made herself unworthy of it. That, dear Sisters, is what
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God does when, by our cowardice, we have been the occasion for
His just wrath to be vented on us.
"Will you please tell us your thoughts, Sister?"
"I thought that one reason for being steadfast in our vocation is
that God is glorified in it by the exercises of piety we carry out daily
in serving poor persons. The second reason is that it's useless to begin well if we don't persevere so as to increase God's glory."
"So then, there are two reasons our Sister notes on the first point,
namely, that God is glorified in us by the virtues we practice, and
that it's not enough to begin well if we don't persevere so as to increase God's glory. How good God is, Sisters, to be willing to be
glorified by the actions of a poor country woman! Jeanne, Marie,
and Fran~oise will gladly put up with what is said to them as they go
about serving the poor. That's practicing patience. This sick person
will be discontented, and they'll still try to draw him out of his bad
mood, speak to him about God, teach him to make an act of faith,
and that's practicing charity. If the patient tells them he's not well
cared for, they'll blame themselves, and that's practicing humility.
In this way they'll find occasions to practice a thousand virtues, by
which God will be glorified. When you see Sisters who don't seek

their own interests nor their own ease, and who are always
even-tempered, isn't it obvious that there's a God for whom they're
working? And when people see them growing in virtue and working until death, they'll be showing that they really love God and that
nothing can separate them from Him.
"Well, Sister, what should a Sister do who feels troubled,
tempted, and driven to abandon everything?"
"I think she should mention the fact to our Superiors as to persons given us by God to guide us in our vocation."
"Do you think that's a means of overcoming the temptation?
Yes, it certainly is, and it's an infallible one, provided it's used sincerely and with the intention of following the advice that will be
given us; fornothing wards off the blows of the devil so surely as to
mention them; as soon as he sees he has been discovered, he leaves
the field. That's why, Sisters, it's a good thing for those who feel
tempted to go to the Superior and state frankly and truly the exact
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state of affairs: 'I feel tempted for such and such a reason, Monsieur. That gives me certain ideas; please tell me what 1should do.'
And, Sisters, believe what the Superior tells you, for it's not much
good to ask for advice if you don't follow it. When a sick person
asks the doctor what diet he should follow and then, instead of listening to him, does just the opposite, he'll become even sicker. The
same holds true of spiritual ills; if you don't comply with the advice
God gives you by your Superiors and if, instead offollowing it, you
raise objections like, 'Yes, he told me that, but he doesn't know the
real state of affairs,' rest assured that your condition, instead of improving, will only grow worse.
"Would it be a good thing, Sister, for a person who is in this state
to speak of it to another Sister?"
"I don't think so, Monsieur, because the person to whom it's said
may fall into the same temptation."
"You're right, Sister; no, it should be mentioned only to those to
whom God has given the grace to assist you in your temptation. A
poor Sister is working away peacefully without a thought of anything else but her doing her duty; ifyou go and tell her your troubles,
instead ofhelping you in them, she'll fmd herselfin difficulties, and
you'll oilly min each other. Furthermore, that's giving bad example; it's giving scandal. This Sister thought you were one of those
most attached to your vocation, but now she'll be frightened at seeing you tempted, unaware that it's in accord with God's plan and,
instead of helping you, she'll harm you, and perhaps be lost as well
as yourself.
"Another means, Sister? Aren't you aware of any?" To which
the Sister replied that temptations should be resisted the moment
they arise and shouldn't be allowed entrance into our hearts.
"That's the great, sovereign remedy, for if we close our hearts
and ears to temptation, the devil will indeed have a hard time carrying out his plans! To help us in this, it's well to turn to God the moment we feel tempted and to say to Him, 'My God, You see where
the enemy is attacking me and You know how weak 1 am; please
help and sustain me so 1won't fall.' And it would be well for those
to whom God has granted the grace of giving themselves more per-
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fectly to Him and who have promised to serve Him in the Company,
to renew their vows; yes indeed, that would be a good thing! It gives
renewed strength and draws down new graces. Those who can do so
and who are in this state should adopt this means with humility and
with the confidence that God will assist them; those who aren't yet
bound by vows should renew their resolution as soon as they feel
shaken. 'Alas, my God! I'm on the point of giving in, unless you
sustain me; have pity on my weakness and don't let me fall.' And let
them make known their temptation."
Another Sister said, in reference to the first point, that the reward
was a strong reason for persevering. Another good reason is the fear
that God might abandon us in a state that isn't in conformity with
His Will.
"Sister, what becomes of a Daughter of Charity who forfeits her

vocation?"
I think she runs a great risk of being lost."
"Mon Dieu," said M. Vincent, joining his hands and raising his
eyes to Heaven, "mon Dieu, man Dieu, we mustn'tjudge! That's reserved to God. We still have to pray for her and humble ourselves,
but never speak or think of those who have left. There's reason to
believe that Sisters who have died in the Company are now at rest,
by the mercy of God. Ab, well! in nomine Domini!
"Would you please tell us your thoughts, Sister?"
"Apart from a special reason obliging me to persevere in my vocation, I also perceived that, as a rule, the call comes from God and
subsequent ones are a temptation rather than a call. Another reason
is that the end of all our good actions crowns the work; so, if we
want to be crowned, we must persevere until death, following the
example ofOur Lord, who wasn't satisfied with becoming man, but
persevered until death in the work of our redemption.
"On the second point, it seemed to me that when we feel shaken,
we must try not to dwell on those feelings of disgust, and avoid like
poison to our soul anything that may induce us to talk about them.
We should torn to God and say what Pilate said about the inscription on the Cross, 'What is done, is done,' and disregard every
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"Sisters, before going any further and so as to teach those who
aren't sure of what we're discussing, let me tell you what a vocation
is. A vocation is a call from God to do something. The vocation of
the Apostles was a call from God to implant the faith throughout the
world; the vocation of a religious is a call from God to observe the
Rules of religious life; the vocation of married persons is a call from
God to serve Him in establishing a family and raising children; the
vocation of a Daughter of Charity is the call of God, the choice His
Goodness has made of her, rather than of so many others who came
to His mind, to serve Him in all the ministries proper to this state of
life to which He allows the Sisters to devote themselves. Yourvocation, then, Sisters, is ofsuch a nature that God, from among so many
thousands of millions, looked on you, you who are with the children, you who are with the convicts, you who are in the
Motherhouse, in the hospitals, in the villages, in the parishes and
said, while choosing you, one from this place, another from that, '!
want this soul to sanctify herself by serving me in such or such a
ministry.'
"And that, Sisters, is your vocation. When God makes His
choice, He often calls you by means unknown to you, but most often by the desire He gives you for it and your perseverance in seeking admission. After that, Sisters, you shouldn't say to yourselves,
'But is it God who has willed this?' For when you reason in that
way, very often it's because you experience difficulty in the practice of the humility, submission, and obedience you need, and
which the devil tries to make impossible for you. God is steadfast in
His judgments, Sisters. The salvation ofsouls is so dear to Him that
He takes all the care needed to put them on the easiest path to arrive
on the road to heaven. But don't try to leave it, for as soon as a man
who has set out on a long journey leaves the highway or turns off
from it, he's in danger of finding only paths that will lead him far
from the place to which he was going.
"The person who would transplant trees shortly before the season for bearing fruit, then dig them up again to plant them some-
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place to place and from soil to soil would even be in danger of dying.
"Judas, whom God called to be an Apostle and to whom He had
given so many graces, thought he'd do better in another way of life.
You all know his story and how he destroyed himself. But, by the
mercy of God, his place didn't remain vacant, and God called Saint
Paul from the Gentile world in which he was plunged to make him a
worthy vessel of election. I
"Let's go on, in nomine Domini. Sister, please teU us your
thoughts."
"The reason we have to persevere to the end is that perseverance
merits the crown and, on the contrary, for want of perseverance, we
may lose the merit ofaU we've done until now and fall into a deplorable state of abandonment, as a punishment for the loss ofour vocation. rfear tltis so strongly that r ask God daily to let me die instead.
On the second point, r thought it well to be strongly attached to God,
who is steadfast; to motivate myself to observe the practices proper
to our vocation by considering the glory we can render to God and
by the hope of the rewards prontised to those who do what we
should do; above all, to believe firmly that we've been caUed by
God and that every thought to the contrary comes from the devil; to
be on our guard against dallying with temptation but to represent it
to God in a loving way, to ask His assistance and to commend ourselves to the Guardian Angel of the Company."
"And you, Sister, please tell me why we're obliged to persevere

in our vocation."
"Because God has placed us in it."
"Would there be any danger, Sister, in leaving the place where
you know God has willed you to be?"
"r tltink it would stir up God's wrath against us and oblige Him to

abandon US."
'Saint Vincent implies here that Saint Paul was chosen to replace Judas. In Acts 1:21-26 it is
related that Mathias was chosen by lot to replace Judas. Paul, the "Apostle oftbe Gentiles," was a
Jew, as he himselfdeclares (cf. Acts:22), but by his birth in Tarsus (Cilicia) he was also a Roman
citizen.
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placed us in it.' Have you ever heard of a soldier deserting the post
where his captain had placed him? A soldier posted as a sentry by
his captain remains there, come rain, wind, or hail; whether he's
frozen with cold or cannons are discharged at him; he may not depart, even if he has to die. And if he is so cowardly as to desert,
there's no mercy for him; he is shot because he didn't remain in the
place where his captain had posted him.
'What other reason do you have, Sister?"
"It seems to me, Monsieur, that it would be better never to have
come than to leave, because one's soul is in a state of torment and I
think one can't be at peace."
"You can be sure ofthat, Sister, one couldn't be at peace. Alas! I
know some women who are after me every day, begging me
through all sorts of persons to take them back. Even yesterday
someone came to me on behalf of one of them, and the other day it
was for another one, saying, 'Monsieur, this poor girl will never
have any peace; she's languishing.' Now, Sisters, they're not all at
that point, for there are some who are insensitive. But most of them
are so restless that they don't know where to turn, and it's very true
that it would have been better had they never come. Alas! they
wouldn't have to be accountable for the graces they've wasted. The
Master of the Sentences 2 regards the perseverance of a girl or
woman as so important that he says that the woman who knows how
to resist temptations hurls the demon into hell. The devil is condemned to be eternally in hell, and although he leaves it to tempt
people, he still carries his hell with him. And the woman who has
the strength to resist him causes him such dismay that she hurls him
into the depths of hell, never more to leave it. It's the Master of the
Sentences, Sisters, ftrst among the theologians, who says tltis. Now,
just as tltis plunges the devil into profound sadness, it also gives joy
to God-yes, joy to God. That a woman, a poor girl, can give joy to
God! Yes, she can! God regards and takes pleasure in seeing ourft2Peter Lombaxd 0095-1160), whose Sentences was one of the pedagogical foundations for
the systematic study of theology throughout Europe in the ages prior to Saint Vincent
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delity in the midst of temptations. And He rejoices when, despite all
the battles of flesh and blood, despite all the cunning of the evil
spirit, we persevere in what we've undertaken for love of Him.
"And you, Sister, what should we do when we feel tempted?
What means do you think we can use to resist?" The Sister replied
that it would be well to reread the resolutions taken during retreats.
"Oh! Sisters, what an excellent means! For these were thoughts that
came to us from God when we were conversing very familiarly with
Him; they're provisions that He gave us for our time of need. And
that's why it's very good for us to gather them together so we can
use them in time of need. Those who can't read should have them
read aloud and each of you should say, `Wasn't it God who gave me
that thought? Wasn't I urged on by some good motive to take that
resolution?' You'll certainly find that an excellent means to resume
once more what you began, Sisters.
"Someone may say, `But is there anyone who isn't tempted? For
that's a heavy enough burden. How can we always know if they're
temptations?' To this I answer yes, Sisters: there are persons who
aren't tempted, and these persons are of two sorts. The first are
those who do whatever comes into their head. As soon as they feel
envious, they yield to this. They don't experience the temptation
because they give in to it at once. And since they don't resist, they
say they're not tempted. The others are spiritual persons to whom
divine things are so pleasant and agreeable that they never experience feelings of repugnance. I will tell you, however, that all God's
servants generally are tempted. It's Saint Paul who says so.
"I've known only two servants of God who weren't tempted.
One was converted from the religion,' and he became a priest.
Since his conversion he has never had any trials, never any feelings
of repugnance, not the slightest thought in the world contrary to perfection, and so content in his state that he couldn't be more so. The
other was a woman who devoted herself to good works and the devout life, in which she made great progress. She never felt any
temptation contrary to the good she was doing. Now, what hap-

3The Huguenot religion.
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pened to those two persons? They were tempted by not being
tempted. They would say, 'I know quite well that all God's servants
are tried, are subject to temptation, and that the devil leaves in peace
only those who belong to him. How is it, then, that I'm not tempted,
that I feel nothing to the contrary'? Doubtless, God is not concerned
with me .' Not to be tempted was a stronger temptation for them than
if they had actually been tempted; it was the heaviest cross they
could hear.
"Sister, would you please tell us what thought you had on the
topic of this conference?" The Sister replied that, as long as we
loved our Rules, God wouldn't permit us to lose our vocation.
"Blessed be God, Sisters! Those are so many motives and means
for being faithful to our vocation and for resisting temptations
against it. I'm pressed for time and won't stop to recapitulate them,
but I'll just say about the last remark that it's true, Sisters, that as
long as you love your Rules. God won't permit you to lose your vocation. Was any Sister who left us exact in her Rules? You won't
find a single one. One of them failed to observe one article, another
failed to observe another; not one of them kept everything. You saw
a certain negligence in the way they did things-as if they were
merely doing them for form's sake, and never that spirit of fervor
and recollection we should have when we set out to please God. So,
love your Rules, dear Sisters; keep them as the path by which God
wants to lead you to himself, and rest assured that as long as you follow them, God, who has prescribed them for you, given them to
you, and placed you on the road to practice them-rest assured, I repeat, that He won't allow you to go astray.
"When Our Lord told His Apostles everything they had to do, He
didn't promise them wealth in this world; He didn't say to them,
'You will be at rest; you will he at peace; you will have nothing to
do but serve Me ; nothing will hinder you,' but rather . 'You will
have to testify before kings , etc.' He promised them crosses, trials,
and sufferings and, in their persons, He promised this to those who
would wish to follow him. Saint Paul wasn't exempt from temptations. He endured very painful and very violent ones. So. let's not
be surprised. Sisters, if we're sometimes tried, but let 's make use of
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the grace for ourselves and for all our Sisters to die a thousand
times-if that were possible-rather than ever to consent to the
. temptations our enemy may send US against our vocation.
"This is what I ask you, my God, for myself, for all our Sisters
here present, and for those who are not Weare weak, my God, and
capable of giving in at the first assault You have called us by pure
mercy; may Your infinite goodness be pleased to preserve us. On
our part, with the help of Your holy grace, we will do all in our
power to render You all the services and all the fidelity You await
from us.
"Grant us, then, my God, grant us the grace to persevere until
death. I ask You this by the merits of Our Lord Jesus Christ, confident that You will grant it to me. I will now pronounce the words of
blessing, with which Ientreat You to bestow on the entire Company
the spirit that from all eternity You have willed it to have.
Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

33. - PURITY OF INTENTION

July 11'

"The first point of this conference deals with the reasons why
Daughters of Charity should perform all their actions in a spirit of
charity and with God in view, that is, Sisters, with the intention of
pleasing God; second. some means to be taken in order to perform

all our actions in this way, and third, the evils that may arise, or the
harm there is in not doing our actions with this intention.
"That's the subject ofthe present conference, Sisters. It has been
a long time since we've had such an important one, because it's the

Conference 33. - Archives ofthe Motherbouse of the Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister ~lisabeth Henol.
'The year of this conference is not indicated on the manuscript Since Sister Elisabeth HelIot,
who wrote it, died in late 1650, it must be placed between 1646-50, and most likely between
1646-49, because in 1650, Saint Vincent gave a conference (Con!. 48) on July 14.
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intention that gives weight to all our works and makes them meritorious in the sight of God.
"Sister, would you please tell us the reasons you've thought of
with reference to this topic?" The Sister replied that, if we do all our
actions with the intention of pleasing God, He himself will be our
reward. To have the intention of pleasing God means that we
shouldn't seek any reward but act purely for love of Him. Without
this intention, it's impossible to persevere in our vocation.
"Isn't that beautiful, Sisters? I can't let it pass without calling
your attention to it. If the Daughters of Charity were at this point,
what glory and service they'd give to God, and how God himself
would take pleasure and delight in them! And you, Sister, why is it
good for Daughters ofCharity to perform all their actions in a spirit
of charity?"

"Because it's more pleasing to God, Monsieur."
"And what do you have to do to have this intention of being more
pleasing to God, Sister?"
"To ask God, the fIrst thing in the morning, for the grace to do
nothing all day long except for love of Him."
"And if a Sister doesn't do that, what happens to her if she works
hard from early morning with nothing on her mind other than to get
on with her work and with no thought of God?" The Sister replied
that, without this intention, we labor in vain and all that we do
counts for nothing. Another said that, to induce us to do all our actions well, it's good to call to mind God's greatness; another, that
we should do them with quiet promptness and without haste, especially since that sometimes prevents us from lifting our soul to God.
Another Sister said that one reason for doing all our actions in a
spirit of charity is that we're far removed from this virtue, which is
so necessary and without which we bear unworthily the name of
Daughters of Charity, since it's to be feared that we may be so only
in appearance and not in reality. A further reason is that if we don't
act with God in view. we're acting to please creatures; conse-

quently, we receive our reward in this world and won'treceive that
of our heavenly Father, since we're not working for Him. A third
reason is the warning Saint Paul gives us that, if we were to do all
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of God-all that would serve us as nothing.
One good means is to keep ourselves in the close presence of
God and in that way to motivate ourselves to please Him who sees
us constantly; to examine ourselves more often to see whether our
intentions are not ntingled with any others than the love of God and,
if we notice any that are not pure, to sttive to uproot them.
Another means is to be strongly convinced that poor persons are
the members of the Son of God and that, in them, we serve the person of Jesus Christ.
"On the third point, I thought that, without this spirit, great disunion may arise in the Community, especially since, where charity
is wanting, so is union; consequently, there is no Community because what maintains it is union of hearts. The result is that many
even lose their vocation because, if the actions performed in it are
lowly and humble, and they're not elevated by the spirit of charity
and the thought of the presence of God in which they should be
done, we easily allow ourselves to be influenced and discouraged
by the spirit of the world, which is simply a spirit ofpride and ambition, and we are unable to sample the humiliations of Jesus Christ.
My resolution is to consider God alone in all my actions so as to do
them for love of Him, with the help of His holy grace."
With regard to the first point, another Sister said that it's appropriate to bear in ntind the Sovereign Majesty of God, that the principal end of all our actions is to please Him, and that they couldn't be
acceptable to Him if they lacked the spirit of charity. The second
reason is that, if we don't pedonn our actions in this spirit and with

this intention, they're lost to us and can't be meritorious before
God. The third reason is that we're called Daughters ofCharity, and
we'd act contrary to the meaning of this name if we had any other
motives in our actions than that of pleasing God and of doing them
in a spirit of charity. So that our actions may be animated with this
spirit, it's well to unite them with sintilar actions ofJesus Christ and
to His constant aim ofpleasing His Eternal Father, in order to make
up for what is lacking in ours, and to the spirit ofcharity with which
all His actions were animated, in order to heat up the tepidity of
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to do this in a spirit of charity, with a view to pleasing Him alone.
On the third point, I noticed three principal faults contrary to this
holy practice, the flfst ofwhich is that, if we don't have the intention
of pleasing God, nor the spirit ofcharity, we perform our actions indifferently or they have no merit. Another fault would be to do them
for our own satisfaction, with no other aim than self-gratification.
The third-and the worst ofall-would be to do them to please others and to win esteem for ourselves.
"Very good! dear Sisters, by the mercy of God that's very good
indeed! You've brought forward some excellent reasons and, from
the way you presented them, it seems that your hearts have been
touched by them and that all of you are determined to begin the
practice of doing nothing from now on except with the aim and intention ofpleasing God. That's what Saint Paul meant by the words,
'Whether you eat or drink, do it for the love of God!' 2 If actions of
this nature are made meritorious and pleasing to God in everything
when they're done for love ofHim, Sisters, how much more will actions be that are excellent in themselves, such as prayer, the observance of Rule, assisting the poor, etc.! Yet we often do them
without intention and without attention. Man Dieu! dear Sisters,
how much will we be losing by not applying ourselves to what we
do, and of how much we deprive Our Lord by not offering our ac-

tions to Him!
"Do you think, Sisters, of the pleasure God takes in regarding a
soul that's intent on pleasing Him, careful to offer Him all it plans to
do? It's beyond imagining, Sisters, and the Sister was so right in
saying that it gives joy to God. Yes, it's ajoy to Him, His good pleasure, His delight. He's like a father is with a son who takes care to
bring him everything people give him; if someone gives him something he has no rest until he has found his father and says, 'Look,
Dad! Look what I have; this was given to me; I did that myself!'
And the father takes indescribable pleasure at seeing the docility of
2Cf. 1 Cor 10:31. (NAB)
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same holds true of God, dear Sisters, and in a far higher degree.
When a person says to Him in the morning, 'My God, I offer you everything that may happen to me today,' and, in addition, on all the
principal occasions that arise to do or to suffer something during the
day, she glances interiorly toward the Divine Majesty and says in
wordless language, 'Look at what I'm about to do for love of You,
my God; this situation is painful and hard to bear but, for love of
You, nothing is impossible to me;' then, Sisters, God gives an increase of grace in proportion to the use His Goodness sees the person making of it. If today she's had the strength to surmount one
difficulty, tomorrow she'll have it to overcome another-or several-far greater and more painful.
"Many other things have been said that could help you to understand the importance ofthis practice, the glory God receives from it,
and the benefit that comes to souls who devote themselves to it, but
it would take me too long to repeat them to you. What, then, should
be done? That's the whole point.
"It was said in the first place that we should turn to our Guardian
Angels, and it's true...." 3

34•• THE GOOD USE OF ADMONITIONS

January 22, 164S

First point: the reasons we have for consenting to have our faults

made known and being admonished for them.
Second point: the means ofprofiting from the admonitions given
us.
"It's been a long time since we discussed a matter ofso great importance, Sisters. It's a question of showing the reasons why it's expedient and even necessary for our faults to be made known and for
our Superiors or others to do us the charity ofreminding us ofthem.
Yrhe rest of the conference has been lost.
Conference 34. - MS. SV 1, pp. Iff.
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This is a practice repugnant to nature, but grace will make it easy if
we have the sincere disposition God is asking of us in the way oflife
it has pleased His Goodness to choose for us.
"Sister, is it well for our Superiors to be informed ofour faults?"

"Yes, Father."
"Why should they be made aware of them?"
"Because that makes us more careful to watch over ourselves."
"And you, Sister, do you think it's a good idea for our Superiors
to know when we've failed?"
"Yes, Monsieur, for sometimes we commit faults without realizing it; and when our Superiors do us the charity of reminding us of
them, we see that they're faults and take care to avoid them."
"But, Sister, what if it's a fault of which a person knows she's
guilty and perhaps wants to keep on committing? I don't think there
are any such persons in the Company-may God preserve us from
that-but it can sometimes happen. A Sister who may be somewhat
indisposed will see in this a reason for not rising in the morning and,
for fear of becoming ill because of it, will stay in bed. She knows

this is against her Rule but, because she sees some reason for excusing herself, she thinks she's really excused. Is it well for the
Superioress to be notified of this?"
"Yes, Father, because the admonition of the Superioress will
counteract the laziness that keeps us from doing what we should
do."
"Also, Sister, in the case of Sisters who aren't in this house, like
those in the parishes, or out in the country, or in the hospitals, if they
commit any faults, is it well that others be informed of them-Mademoiselle, if she's in a place where that can be done, or the Sister
Servant of the places where they are?"
"I think that no matter where we are, Monsieur, if we commit
faults, they should be made known to our Superiors and also to others because the shame that ensues prompts us not to fall into the
same faults again."
"Well, Sister, suppose someone were to accuse you wrongly
sometimes, what should you do then? Wouldn't it be better to explain that a mistake had been made?"
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many other faults that people are unaware of."
"If I understand correctly, Sister, you think that, should we be
unjustly rebuked for some fault, it would be better to accept the correction without saying anything rather than to justify ourselves. I
certainly agree with you there, and I hold that, unless the silence
were sinful or would harm the interests of our neighbor, it's far
better to actin that way. That's imitating Our Lord. How many persons made accusations against Him, found fault with His life, censured His teaching, and vomited execrable blasphemies against His
person! Yet, no one saw Him excuse himself. He was brought before Pilate and Herod; yet, He said nothing in His own defense and,
in the end, allowed himself to be crucified. There's nothing better
than to follow the example He has given us. In this respect I can tell
you, dear Sisters, that I've never seen anything happen to a person
who refused to defend himself-never. It's not up to us to give explanations; if people blame us for something we haven't done, it's
not for us to defend ourselves. God wants us to leave the discernment between truth and falsehood to Him, Sisters. He'll know the
opportune time for making known the truth. If you knew how good
it is to leave all these concerns to Him, Sisters, you'd never try to
justify yourselves. God sees how we're maligned and doubtless
permits this to test our fidelity. He knows how you take it, the good
results you draw from it, or the bad use you make ofit and if, for the
moment, He allows you to be charged with it, He'll certainly know
how to manifest the truth later OD. It's a true and infallible maxim,

Sisters, that God always justifies those who don't try to justify
themselves.
"Just tell me, Sister, do we do well by not saying anything when
corrected for a fault we haven't committed? Do we have an example of that? Did Our Lord ever give us any?"
"Yes, Father," she replied.
"Yes, Sisters, He gave us the example not in one solitary action
but throughout His life. In these circumstances, Sister, is it a good
practice to pictore Our Lord before Pilate when the crowd falsely
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accused Him and He offered no defense?" The Sister replied that
this practice seemed good and useful to her because our emotions
are usually aroused, and, if we're not careful, nature immediately
takes the upper hand.
"Andin such a case, Sister, wouldn't it be well for her to seek out
one of her Sisters-tbe one to whom she's the closest-and tell her
of her displeasure? 'I've just been talking to the Superioress, who
told me I had committed such and such a fault. But that's not true. I
did say it, but not in the sense she says I did. Am I not allowed tojustify myself? Bon Dieu! is my whole life going to be like that?' What
do you think, Sister? Would there be any harm in unburdening
yourself in that way?"
"Yes, there would, Monsieur," replied the Sister, "because I
might win over the Sister to my side and, instead of doing myself
any good, I'd cause harm by murmuring and give my Sister reason
to complain on another occasion when something displeased her."
"So, Sister, you think it would be wrong to complain?"
"Yes, I do, Monsieur."
"You're so right! and this is such a great evil that when mention
is made in Holy Scripture ofthe seven sins God detests, 1 it is stated
that murmuring is abominable in the sight of God. Yes, Sisters, of
those seven sins there isn't one that God seems to hold in greater
horror than murmuring, and, although murder and robbery are specified among the seven, murmuring is still more abominable. All of
you are horrified at the mere mention of the word 'murder,' yet, if
we don't keep our evil inclinations tightly in check, we'll often allow ourselves to give way to murmuring. Be very careful about that,
Sisters. What do you think murmuring is in your Community? It' s a
plague that ruins everything. To destroy everything, all you need is
one Sister who complains and another who listens to her. It's the
mother of division.

ISacred Scripture contains several lists of sins. e.g., Prv 6: 16-19, but it is not properly the
origin of what are called the seven capital sins. Following Saint John Cassian and Saint Gregory
the Great, Christian tradition refers to "capital" sins because they engender other sins; they are
pride. avarice, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth.
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people accuse us of committing?"
"I think pride is the cause, Monsieur; and I say that because
many times I've had experience of this, and sometimes have allowed myself to give way to complaining of my Superioresses and
Superiors, for which I ask pardon of God, of you, Father, and of aU
my Sisters."
"Blessed be God, Sister, for the knowledge His Goodness has
given you of the origin of this evil! It's very true that it comes from
pride, which can't endure that someone should think anything but
good ofus. That's why, Sisters, we have to make the effort to uproot
this evil, detestable vice from the Company; and to do it more easily, we've arranged with Mademoisel1e that, at the usual Friday
conferences where you accuse yourselves of your faults, if someone does not accuse herself of a fault, one of the Sisters who witnessed that fault should kneel down and say, 'Sister, in a spirit of
charity, I remind you that recently you committed such a fault. I'm
so wretched that I've committed many others ofwhich I' m ignorant
but, because the Rule so ordains, I remind you of this one; and if
someoue has noticed any ofmine, I very humbly ask her to have the
charity to remind me of them.' And she will kiss the floor. That's
the way we've judged it advisable to remind someone of her
faults-in these or similar terms, but always very humbly and charitably. Do you think that wil1 be helpful, Sister?" M. Vincent had
the charity to question several Sisters one after the other, even the
oldest, then all in general; and everyone agreed.
Mademoiselle said that she judged this practice very necessary,

provided the Company not only agreed to it but also desired it, bearing in mind the good that would fol1ow from it. To this, Most
Honored Father responded, "You've seen the great blindness that
closes our eyes to our own faults, Sisters; you've seen the progress
we can make if we're admonished in the proper manner; you've already approved the means I suggested to you; do you want this, Sisters?" They all declared that they did.
Mademoisel1ebegged him to allow one of our Sisters to do her
the charity of admonishing her. To this he replied, "If aU our Sisters
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fair, Mademoiselle, that you and I alone should be deprived of such
a benefit and be so unfortunate as not to receive this charity from
someone, In certain Communities, a person is specially charged to
admonish the Superioress, It will therefore be necessary for a Sister,
who will be your Assistant and will take your place in your absence,
to receive the complaints to be made; then, after hearing them, she
will make her prayer on the subject and mention them to you. But I
have a complaint to make about the man who is responsible for admonishing me, because he doesn't have enough charity for this and
overlooks some of my really serious faults.
"So, Sisters, these are the means God wants the Company to use
to work at its advancement and the destruction of pride. If there are
any Sisters who can't accept admonitions, that's a very bad sign;
it's an indication that they're willing to let pride hold great sway;
and it's greatly to be feared that, without a very special grace,
they'll make no progress. They'll render themselves unworthy of
profiting from them if they don't soon take the trouble to make good
use ofthem. Ifthe Sister who is so disinclined to this is young and if,
after being admonished, she doesn't change, I don't think the Company should keep her; if she's older, she must correct herself at all
costs because she's supposed to give the example. You should
know, Sisters, that some can't be ofone mind and others of another;
there has to be complete uniformity, and all ofyou, with the help of.
God, must continue to desire what you've just expressed.
"An Emperor had several sons-ten or twelve, I'm not sure. Before he died he wanted to let them see the importance of unity for the
peace of a State and the welfare of all. He had a large bundle of arrows brought to his bedside, and said to the youngest, 'Come here,
son; take this bundle of arrows and break it in two.' 'Father,' said
the boy, 'I can't.' He then turned to another, who gave the same answer, next to the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, and all the others, who all admitted their inability. The father then said to the
eldest, 'Take one of them out of the bundle and see if you can break
it.' The eldest did so qnite easily. 'Children,' the father then said,
'this teaches you that as long as you're united and closely bound to-
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soon as you begin to be divided among yourselves, you'll be easily
defeated.'
"I say the same to you, Sisters; if all of you are always of the
same will, if you're all in harmony, your Company, which God in
His goodness has taken care to form, will be maintained with good
results and will serve as an example, and all the powers of earth and
hell will be unable to do anything against it. But as soon as there are
any Sisters who are attached to their own ideas, then good-bye to
the poor Daughters of Charity, if God doesn't come to their assistance. May it please the Divine Goodness that, as long as the world
shall last, this poor Company may always remain within the limits
prescribed for it by God, and may humbly give the neighbor the relief and assistance to which it has committed itself!
"Because it's getting late, Sisters, and most of you have come
from a distance, we'll leave the conclusion of the present conference for some other day. In the meantime, we'll ask God to bless the
resolution that each and every one of you has now taken, to be willing to be reminded of your faults by whomsoever and in whatever
manner He may permit, without harboring any ill feelings against
the person who reveals them. May it please His Divine Majesty to
accept the disposition you now seem to have, and be willing to bless
its beginnings, while I, wretched man, utter the words of blessing,
"Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."
Reflections ofMademoiselle

"The fIrst reason for consenting to be reminded of our faults is
that, if we are well aware of them, we'll have greater fear of the
judgments of God. The second is that if we're content to have our
faults revealed and that helps us to know our own weakness well,
then we'll tolerate our neighbor more easily and more charitably.
The third is that we're blind on this point, and if, by being told of
them we know them well, we'll fInd this very benefIcial for our
progress in the perfection God wills and asks of us, along with a
greater knowledge of the obligations we have to the holy humanity
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should have for Him.
"One means to benefit from admonitions is to show clearly that
we're willing not only to be reminded of our faults but also to have
our Superiors informed of them. A second means is to manifest
friendliness and affection toward the Sister who did us this act of
charity. Another means is that, if we feel our heart protest through
pride, and we want to complain of the person who has done us this
favor, we shonld kneel at the foot ofthe Cross, if we can, or take our
crucifix in our hands and reflect how often Our Lord was falsely accused, without complaining, and, on the contrary, said that if anyone had seen Him do wrong, they should have admonished Him for
it. With the help ofGod's grace, I am determined to make better use
than I have done in the past of the slightest remark made to me by
anyone who calls my attention to a fault, acknowledging, before
God and you, Father, and all my Sisters that I have truly failed in
that through my pride."

35. - THE GOOD USE OF ADMONITIONS
Man;h 15, 1648

"This conference, Sisters, is a continuation ofthe last one, which
was on admonitions, that is, on the reasons we have for consenting
that our faults be made known to others- including the Superioress
and Officers-and being corrected for them. This topic was so important for the welfare of the Company in general and the progress
ofeach Sister in particular that it was judged advisable to hold a second conference in which each Sister----<Jr the majority-should report how, on the occasions that presented themselves, she made use
of what was said at the last one; if, despite the resolution taken before God and the promise that was unanimously made, she let slip
any harsh or disdainful words about Sisters suspected of having reConference 35. - ArchivesoftheMotherhouse ofthe Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
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whether there have been any complaints.
"Please tell us, Sister, why a Daughter of Charity should be glad
to have her Superioress notified ofher faults and for the Superioress
to correct her for them." The Sister replied that it was a means of
preventing us from falling into them again, yet she had been so
weak that, having been reminded about something, she wouldn't
admit that there had been any fault in it, but maintained obstinately
that there was none, thereby failing in submission; subsequently
she had a fit of bad temper which, on several occasions, had given
bad example to the Company. For this she asked pardon of God, of
Most Honored Father, and of all our Sisters.
"You admit, then, Sister, that they were faults?"
"Yes, Father," said the Sister, "faults that were the result of my
willfulness and pride."
"Blessed be God! You're quite right in thinking that, Sister; and
I thank the goodness of God, who has made you see this so clearly
that, recognizing a lack of fidelity to God in having failed to accept
willingly, as you had promised, the admonitions given you and that
this made you lose your temper, become angry, complain, and give
bad example, you are willing to be admonished from now on. For,
tell me, Sisters, if a Sister had a conspicuous smudge of dirt on her
face and, because no one said anything to her, went out in that condition, wouldn't she have good reason to complain and to say, 'Because ofyou, people laughed at me.' And yet, the same holds true of
us. We're not aware of our own faults; we're blind on that point.
Those to whom God has entrusted us-and many others as
well-see them clearly. If they didn't tell us, wouldn't we be right
to complain or to think they don't feel that we're far enough advanced to be able to profit from admonitions? Yes, we certainly
would. If you consider the advantages to a person reminded of her
faults, and the disadvantage to the one who doesn't receive this act
of charity, you'll say, 'I want to be admonished; it's the greatest
benefit and the greatest charity that someone could do for me!
Quoi! everyone else would know their faults, and I'd be like some-
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one in the house afflicted with ozena! 1 Everyone would shun me
because of my imperfections, and I'd be like a person with ozena,
who infects everyone else without even being aware of it!'
"I've used the word ozena, Sisters, because persons who have it
don't realize that they have the disease. They have stomach trouble,
bad breath, and infect everyone else, but they themselves are unaware of it. An Emperor had it so badly that no one could bear to
stay around him. As soon as people came near him, they felt their
stomach turn, and he knew nothing of it. One day one of his friends
said to him, 'Sire, you should consult some skillful physicians
about your ozena; maybe they'll give you some remedy.' 'What!'
he said, 'What! do I have that disease?' 'You have it so badly,' said
the other, 'that no one can stand being near you.' 'And why has this
been concealed from me for so long? Why haven't my friends ever
told me about it? Why didn't my wife tell me?' He went off to find
the Empress. 'Beloved, why didn't you ever tell me that I had
ozena?' 'Alas, Sire!' said she, 'I made sure I didn't because I
thought that all other men had breath that smelled like yours.' What

an innocent this Princess was!
"But please note the nature of this disease! Now, there's the
ozena ofsin which infects the soul,just as the other infects the body,
and, if those who have no other interest than the glory of God and
your salvation didn't tell you about it, you'd all be so infected with
it that you'd have no idea you were tainted by it.
"Mademoiselle, would you please tell us if you've noted any
progress in the Company since it was decided that Sisters should be
reminded of their faults?"
"Father, so far we really haven't begun this practice; maybe
that's because I haven't yet asked the Sister whom Your Charity
designated to admonish me. Perhaps she hasn't begun it because
my pride might not have easily accepted it. I very humbly ask pardon, Father, of you and of all our Sisters, for this negligence and for
all the faults I've committed. In a spirit of humility and charity, I'll
tell you that, since the last conference, although our Sisters had conISaint Vincent is referring to the disease characterized by intranasal crusting, atrophy, and a
fetid odor.
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them haven't taken it well and have complained, saying among
themselves, 'Who said that already?' or some similar remark,
which indicated their displeasure that people were aware of their
faults. Some of them also allow themselves to refrain from Holy
Communion on the appointed days without asking for an exemption. Furthermore, Father, a certain liberty has slipped in with regard to rising on time in the morning. Some Sisters stay in bed until
five 0' clock, half past five, and even six, without asking permission
or mentioning their needs. There are still other faults, which I forget
at the moment. I ask pardon of the whole Company for not having
reminded them of these when I thought of them,"
"So then, Sisters, there are principally three things in which Mademoiselle has noted relaxation in the Company; pay close attention to them, for they're very important. The first is rising in the
morning. To make this easier for you, I'd like you to make up your
mind the previous evening to be faithful to answering the voice of
God, which will call you the next moming. The voice of God, Sisters, is the bell that summons you to go to adore God. Imagine that
it's saying to you, 'God awaits you; come, all ofyou, to adore Him.'
It's the custom of the Church to say at the beginning of Matins,
'Come, everyone; come to adore God.' It seems to be calling all nations, Princes, and peoples to come to adore God; that, Sisters, is the
thought you also should have on rising: 'I'm going to adore God,
and He's waiting to receive the oblation of my heart.'
"As for Holy Communion, you should know, Sisters, that you
must also ask to be dispensed from receiving it on the appointed
days, and permission to go to Communion on other days. 2 From the
day you entered a Community under obedience to a Superioress,
you're no longer free to act according to your own will and judg2Since the time of Saint Vincent, there have been developments of doctrine and practice
regarding Holy Communion. Here be is speaking of receiving Communion on the days
appointed, or when pennission is granted by one's confessor for other occasions. On December
20, 1905, on the urging of Saint Pius X. the decree Sacra Tridentina Synodus was promulgated,
encouraging frequent--even daily--reception of Communion, especially in religious Orders and
Communities. According to the Catechism ofthe Catholic Church (1994), "the Church warmly
recommends that the faithful receive Holy Communion when they participate in the Eucharist"
(p. 356, no. 1417).
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prescribe what's to be done.
"The other failing is the one we're now discussing; we've already said something about it. I'll tell you again clearly, Sisters, that
although you may feel some repugnance at being reminded of your
faults, you mustn't be surprised at this because very few persons
can be told of their faults without being upset by it. Nature loves itself and finds it painful to hear its imperfections mentioned, but we
must accustom it to this; therefore, Sisters, nature must be punished
when we see that we've committed a fault. A Sister will admonish
me and, instead of humbling myself, I'll try to justify myself and to
show her that she's wrong; or, ifIcan't, I'll be satisfied with saying
to the other Sisters, 'I've been told this or that just now, but it's
nothing; it's a misunderstanding or has been reported incorrectly.

Who would tell such tales? IfI knew, I'd let them have it.' Sisters, as
soon as you see that you've reached that point, punish yourselves to
overcome this cursed nature, tainted by sin, which suggests all these
reasons to us. Go to the Superior, or, if it's another Sister, go to her,
and say, 'Sister, I ask your pardon, I've taken badly the admonition
you had the charity to give me. I'll try, nevertheless, to make good
use of it, and I also entreat you, even if you see that my self-love is
piqued, not to stop reminding me.'
"Let me tell you in connection with this, Sisters, that a holy religious, a very important person, had great repugnance at being admonished; yet, when the first emotion had passed-for he always
became angry-he would get over it, ask pardon, and beg people to
continue to remind him ofhis faults. He spent three or four years engaged in this conflict, then succeeded so well in overcoming himself that nothing gave him more pleasure than to be reproved. Then
he felt greater joy than the repugnance he had previously experienced, and he reached. this point because of the violence he had
done to himselfin bearing with the admonitions and humbling himself for them.
"Tell us, Sister, why is it right for us to be reminded of our
faults?"
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"Because it's a means of correcting ourselves, and that helps us
to preserve our vocation."
"Very good! Our Sister has noted two great means for us: one
means for correcting ourselves-for who wouldn't correct herself
after an admonition?-and one means to preserve our vocation.
Nothing can preserve it better than to raise ourselves up, by means
of admonitions, from the faults that might cause us to lose it, were
we not reminded of them.
''The Visitation Nuns have a beautiful custom, which I fmd very
helpful; when one of them reminds another of a fault, the one who
receives the admonition kneels down and says, 'It's true, Sister, that
I've committed this fault through malice, pride, or some other motive; at the same time, I also committed another one because of such
or such a reason.' You see, Sisters, instead of excusing themselves,
they admit their faults, point out even greater ones that aren't apparent and, in addition, add another one. If it should please God that
this be introduced into the Motherhouse and done in a spirit of humility, I defy all the demons in hell-even should they be ten times
more numerous than they are-I repeat, I defy them to be able to upset it.
"Sister, you down there at the back, do you think it's right for a
Sister to be admonished of her faults?"
"It seems to me, Father, that it's the best means we could have to
correct them. Recently I was so proud that, when admonished of a
fault by one of my Sisters, whom I myself had asked the charity to
remind me, I showed that I didn't like it. I most humbly ask your
pardon for this, and I ask pardon of you, Sister, who did me that act
of charity." The other Sister knelt down and said, "Sister, I'm the
one who asks your pardon. I didn't admonish you as I should have
done because there were other people present."
"Oh, that's the way to do it! One accuses herself for not having
taken the reproof well, and the other for not having given it properly; in this way, each tries to put the blame on herself. I recently
asked one of our Brothers who doesn't belong to our house here,
'How is your family, 3 Brother? Are you getting along well in the
country?' 'Monsieur,' he replied, 'it can't be otherwise because it's
3Saint Vincent often refers to the local community of the confreres as the family.
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committed, each man says that he's guilty of it and takes it on himself, so we have no trouble living very peacefully. We're like children, and it's a marvelous blessing from God.' This good Brother
really consoled me by that and made me see that their great peace
and union was due to the fact that each was willing to be admonished, and even considered himself guilty ofthe faults. There was a
holy rivalry among them to see who would humble himself most.
"It's a key to the spiritual life, Sisters, to be willing to be reminded of our faults, to take admonitions well, and to believe that, if
people knew us, they'd help us to see other faults. This humbles us
interiorly because, if we take a good look at ourselves, we'll see that
there's no one more wicked than we are; and, because we neglect to
look closely at ourselves on account ofthe ugly things we see there,
admonitions reveal to us what our self-love was hiding. Ifwe accept
them well, we'll find that this will gradually lead us to greater perfection.
"Stand up, Sisters," he said to the Sisters who had remained
kneeling. But the holy custom is to kiss the floor when you have accused yourself of your fault. ... That's excellent! As long as the
Daughters of Charity act in this way-that is, that they admonish
one other in a spirit of charity, humble themselves, and are faithful
to the recognition and avowal of their faults--all hell will not prevail against them and will never be able to harm them. On the other
hand, however, if someone among you were so ill-disposed as to be
unwilling to be admonished and, instead of humbling herself, were
to rebel and display her ill-humor to others, the smallest demon in
hell would easily overpower her. Please be on the watch for this.
"Sister, please tell us why we should want to be reminded of our

faults?"
"It seems to me, Father, that this helps us to improve more and
more and gives the Sister who admonishes the chance to do an actof
charity, and the one who is being admonished the opportunity to
make an act of humility and submission."
''That's well put, and you're so right, Sister, in saying that it
helps us to improve, that the Sister who admonishes does an act of
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charity, and that the one who receives the admonition makes an act
of submission. For, what greater help can we have to improve than
to know our imperfections, and what greater charity can we do for
someone who isn't aware of them than to point them out to her?
"Alas! as soon as we see a spot of mud on someone's linen or
clothing, we immediately say, 'Be careful, Sister, you don't want
that to be ruined.' And yet we'd see stains on someone's soul without telling her! That would be failing in charity. So, remember, Sisters, that it would be failing in charity not to admonish your Sister if
you saw her fall into a conspicuous fault and she wasn't aware of it.
Not that everyone should give admonitions, nor on every occasion,
but you must choose your time so that the reminder may be beneticial.
"Sister, please tell us your thoughts on the topic under discussion."
"During the short time I meditated, Father, I thought it was necessary for us to be reminded in order to make us careful to correct
our faults. I know from my own experience that I commit many
faults that I notice but don't correct because no one says anything to
me about them. Since I've come to the motherhouse and since the
last conference, I've committed many against the practice of my
Rules, where I haven't been careful. On the contrary, I've often
used some slight pretext to excuse myselffrom them, especially rising in the morning. By so doing, I gave very bad example to the Sister with whom I was living, for she could easily see that there was no
legitimate excuse for it. I've also failed greatly in the matter of admonitions, for I've neglected to correct the faults for which I was so
gently reminded, out of compassion for my weakness, that I didn't
realize they were admonitions. Because of my pride, I also took issue with Mademoiselle when she had the charity to remind me of a
fault, because I was unwilling to admit that it was a fault and was too
impertinent in trying to justify myself. For all that, Father, I most
humbly ask pardon of God, of Your Charity, of Mademoiselle, and
of all my Sisters. I beg them with all my heart to mention the faults
they've noticed in me so that I may correct them."
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"Blessed be God, Sister, for the avowal of your faults His Goodness has allowed you to make! That's an excellent disposition for
correcting them. As far as rising in the morning goes, we've already
spoken about that. If each Sister didn't do something about this,
we'd really have to worry that in the end it wouldn't be observed
any longer. One means of preventing this disorder is to ignore the
slight indispositions that might try to keep you in bed; for, if you
stay in today because of them, tomorrow there will be others, and
you'll always find some excuse. I make exception for the sick, but
only those who are really sick and who suffer from not being able to
keep the Rule. Apart from that, I don't think one should exempt
oneself for minor ailments that are inconsequential. If you feel
slightly unwell and stay in bed today and then again tomorrow, and
if it doesn't pass, it's not rest that you need, and I think your health
would improve if you followed the Community schedule.
"We had a priest with us who was very soft on himself. He had a
few slight ailments and thought that rising in the morning contributed somewhat to them. 'Very well, Monsieur,' he was told, 'we
shall see; stay in bed for one month without getring up and we'll see
in the course of time how you're feeling.' So, he spent a month
sleeping to his heart's content and, at the end of that time, came to
me and said, 'Monsieur, I acknowledge that I have to follow the
Rule. I've been resting all this time, and I'm worse than ever. Please
let me get up. ' We granted his request and he's doing very well. It's
so true that early rising never does any harm; on the contrary, it dispels the humors that accumulate with too much sleep, and you'll always see that a person who rises regularly in the morning will have
better health than one who lazes about and sometimes gets up early
but more often late. Nothing accumulates unhealthy humors more
than too much sleep. It causes catarrh, congestion, and a thousand
other ailments that exercise eliminates. Furthermore, rising is the
first act offidelity we render to God when the bell summons us to do
so; and the rest of the day is usually determined by rising in the
morning. Believe me, there's no use haggling with your pillow, for
you won't get the better of it.
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you-and myself fIrst of all, who have the greatest need of
it-sttengthened by God's grace, which He'll never refuse us, provided we're faithful to Him, to take a good resolution to cherish and
have special affection for those who will do us so much good as to
admonish us of our failings, in the belief that there are no more sincere proofs of real affection than that."
HBut, Father," said a Sister, "what if a Sister asked someone else
to mention her faults, and the latter excused herself saying that she
was too young? Would that be right?"
"Sister, the one who excused herself would be between two virtues: humility, which would suggest to her that she's too young; and
charity, which would oblige herto admonish her Sister. Now, since
humility here concerns only herself, charity, which concerns the
neighbor, is more perfect; in that case she should prefer the act of
charity to humility. Even better, she's doing both: she's humbling
herself by thinking that it's not for her, the younger one, to admonish her Sister, and she's practicing charity by accepting, because
this virtue demands it and the Rule ordains it.
"You see, Sisters, what you're trying to do now is what the
Church did in the fervent days of the early Christians. For four hundred years this practice was observed, not only with ordinary people but also with Princes, Kings, and Emperors. It was the duty of a
deacon to write down the faults of which he was informed; this was
done in accordance with the word of Our Lord who said that if our
neighbor didn't correct himself after fIrst being admonished in private and then in the presence of two or three witnesses, recourse
was to be had to the Church.
"The Bishop himselfalso said it when the case required it, as did
Saint Ambrose 4 with the Emperor Theodosius. 'You've had many
people pullo death,' said the saint, 'and for that you're stained with
innocent blood. 1 won't open the door of the Church to you until
you've cleansed yourself by suitable penance, and 1 forbid you to
enter it.' 'Father,' said the Emperor, 'I confess that 1 have sinned.

4Bishop of Milan and Doctor of the Church (c. 339-97).
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You are my Nathan;' you admonish me for my sin and I acknowledge it. Help me to obtain God's forgiveness, and I'll do whatever
you command.' 'You've followed David's example as a sinner;' replied the saint, 'follow it now as a penitent, and I'll open the Church
to you.' And he sent him away just like that until he did penance.
"One of the Kings of France, an Emperor, was publicly flogged
for a crime he had committed, and Henry n, 6 King ofEngland, who
had Saint Thomas, the Archbishop of Canterbury, 7 put to death,
was condemned by the Pope to be publicly flogged for his crime. He
endured it hnmbly, so true is it that Kings must recognize that they
depend on God, who is greater than they. May God give each and
every one of us the grace to recognize the importance of this practice and how greatly it can contribute to the perfection of each of us
in particular and of the whole Company in general! May it please
the Divine Goodness to bless the resolution we've taken once again
to accept, and even to desire, that all our faults be made known to
our Superiors, and to impart to us, with His blessing, His true Spirit,
in order to make good use of this! Benedictio Dei Patris . .. ."

36.• THE GOOD USE OF INSTRUCTIONS
May 1, 1648

"Dear Sisters, the subject matter of this conference is confined to
two points: first, the reasons we have for profiting from the instructions given to us by our Superiors in the conferences and elsewhere;
and second, the means we'll use to put those instructions into practice.
"Sister, you down there at the back, please tell us your thoughts."
"Monsieur, I think that one reason for profiting from the instructions given us at the conferences is the thought that you hold for us
SOld Testamentprophet and adviserto KingsDavidand Solomon(cf. 2 8m 12:1·15. [NABD.
f7rhe conference mistakenly had Henry I.
7Thomas Becket (1117-70), Chancellor of King Henry II and then Archbishop ofCanterbury.
Conference 36. - MS SV 9, pp. 139ft.
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the place of God, and therefore we should listen to yon and profit
from all you tell us, as coming from Him."
"Alas, Sister! I'm a miserable sinner and nothing else. And you,
Sister, did you make your prayer on the present subject? Would you
please tell us your thoughts?"
"I thought, Father, that when we've forgotten our duly, God allows us to be reminded of it at the conferences, and this reminder
coming from God is one reason why we should profit from them.
On the second point-the means-I thought that listening humbly
to these instructions is a good means to profit from them, and I resolved to do so."
The two Sisters who spoke next repeated substantially what the
first Sister had said. Another stated that it was a means ofadvancing
in virtue; another, that it was the voice of God who was instructing
us at the conferences through the mouth of our Superiors, and that
one means of profiting from them was to be convinced that the admonitions given there were sound.
"Not just the admonitions, Sister," replied Most Honored Father, "but everything that is said and not only what the Superior
says-for, alas! I'm only a poor wretched sinner-but also everything the Sisters say. For you see, Sisters, it's God who speaks to
you and instructs you, through you yourselves, in what He wants
you to do. Before you learned of the topic we're now discussing,
you hadn't thought about it; you placed yourselves in the presence
of God; He spoke to your hearts and helped you to understand the
reasons why you should profit from what is said during the conferences; Of, if the conference is on some other topic. He teaches you
the reasons you have for practicing the virtue that's being discussed
and the means you will use from now on. When you're questioned
on it, you tell us the thoughts you had; consequently, we must listen
to them as an inspiration God has given you both for yourselves and
for us.
"Sister, why do you think a Daughter of Charity should benefit
from what is said at the conferences?"
"Because God is glorified by it, Monsieur."
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"What you mean, Sister, is that God in His goodness, wishing to
give the Company the virtues it needs, allows it to receive His instructions and is glorified when we're faithful to the practices He
ordains for us and has taught us. And what else?"

"It's for our advancement."
"So then, Sister, you think that, when God has instructions given
to you, His plan is to help you advance in the perfection of your
state; and you're quite right. And what should be done by a Daughter of Charity to whom God has given some inspiration during the
meditation she made on the subject of a conference to guide her in
the practice ofa virtue or to get rid of some imperfection? Shouldn't
she tell others? Should she keep it secret for herself alone? No, she
should mention it humbly and simply, knowing and realizing that it
doesn't come from her but from God, who gave it to her and wants
her to share it with others, since they all share with her the ones
they've had.
"Sister, tell me a means of profiting from the instructions given
at the conferences." The Sister replied that she thought it was helpful, for that purpose, to retain them in her memory. "Do you think,
Sister, that a Daughter of Charity who remembers what was said at

the conferences has certain advantages?"
"Yes, Father, because that will help her on various occasions,
and her neighbor will be edified by it."
"So you think, Sister, that a good Daughter of Charity who
comes prepared to the conference, planning to make good use ofthe
instructions given by the Superioress, the Superior, and the Sisters,
who listens very attentively with the intention of pleasing God, and
who leaves with her mind and heart filled with the thoughts with
which God has moved her; you think, I repeat, Sister, that this
Daughter can serve her neighbor? And how can she serve her?
She'll serve her by her modesty, her example, and her words filled
with the Spirit of God, which she will have stored up; she'll also
serve her by being more punctual in giving her what she needs at the
proper time, moved as she will be by the desire to please God and to
serve Him in His members, who are the poor. And do you think, Sister, that God doesn't communicate himself to a poor Daughter of
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Charity, who, before becoming one, had very little education and
scarcely knew who God was; a poor girl who perhaps had never
done anything but work in the fields? You should know, Sisters,
that these are the souls to whom God communicates himself most
intimately and efficaciously. From the day they put themselves,
once and for all, into the hands of God, and devote themselves to
know, love, and serve Him, these souls are raised up, and His Goodness communicates greater knowledge to them."
"But what do they learn, Monsieur, and what instructions do
they receive in the Company?"
"Understand, Sisters, that even if you had no other instructions
than these occasional conferences, you'd have enough to enable
you to reach a high degree of virtue and of the knowledge of God,
provided you made good use ofthem; yes, that would suffice. There
are souls-but good, holy souls-who need only one word to give
them a profound knowledge of God. We have an example of this at
our house; I'm speaking of a poor farmer from the mountains of
Auvergue. All his life he had only worked at plowing and at tending
goats and, while doing this, he communed with God in such a way
that he spoke of Him as well as any Prelate, theologian, or anyone
else could have done; and I don't ever expect to hear anyone speak
so well. And where was he iustructed? In a sennon to which he had
given all his attention, and on which he had subsequently meditated; and God, who delights in simple, humble souls, had communicated himself lavishly to him.
"If God granted this grace to a poor peasant who plowed fields
and tended his father's goats, do you think He'll refuse it to a
Daughter of Charity, who gives and consecrates herself to Him to
serve Him in His members and who, at her work; collects, like a bee,
the honey of the sacred words she has heard at a conference, a ser-

mon, an instruction, or in an admonition from her Superioress or
some Officer? Ohi there's no doubt, Sisters, that those who are on
this road will go far in a short time; if they wander away from it,
they'll come back, and you'll see them increase in virtue like the
dawn, which is ouly a dot at sunrise but keeps on growing in fullness until midday.
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distance from us; He has no need of grandeur; He is grandeur itself,
but He wants simple, humble hearts, and, when He finds them, how
wonderful it is to see Him make His home in them! In Holy Scripture He glories that His delight is to converse with the lowly. Yes,
Sisters, God's pleasure, His joy, His satisfaction, so to speak, is to
be with the humble and simple who are conscious oftheir lowliness.
What a great incentive for hope and consolation for us, and what a
great motive for humbling ourselves!
"And you, Sister, why do you think you're obligated by the instructions given at the conferences?"
"Because God, who causes them to be given to us, will demand
an account of us, if we don't benefit from them."
"You're quite right to fear that God will demand an account of
you, Sister, because it's His word. How attentively would we not
listen to a messenger corning to us from the King or from some great
nobleman! That thought, that word to which Sister refers are the
thought and the word of God. And shouldn't we have good reason
to fear, if we don't set great store by His word and the value it deserves?
"Sister, please tell us something more on this." The Sister read
her notes, which contained the following: "The first reason I see for
profiting from the instructions given to us at the conferences is that
God will be glorified by it and instructs us on how to live our vocation with greater virtue and perfection. Another reason is so that we
may advance in virtue and acquire knowledge both for ourselves
and for our neighbor. Another idea that occurred to me is that the
conferences are the school ofJesus Christ, to which He is calling us
when our Superiors tell us to come. We should therefore come to
them with a great desire to profit from them because, without this
desire, we would never benefit from them. Another means is to listen to them very attentively; another is to reflect often on them and
discuss them with one another."
Another Sister was questioned and said that one reason obliging
us to profit from the conferences is that in them we are instructed on
our Rules. Another motive is that if we don't benefit from them, it is
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without instruction, as He commanded the Apostles to do in regard
to those cities that refused to listen to them. One means of profiting
from them is to put into practice immediately whatever we've heard
at them.
Another Sister said that, since the conferences were suggested
by the Holy Spirit, there's reason to believe that nothing except
what we're obliged to know and practice will be treated at them.
Another reason is that, if we neglect them, God will demand a very
exact account from us, since they are means He has given us for going to Him and which we might not have used. The means for that
are: to have great respect for the conferences; to ask the assistance
of the Holy Spirit before and after hearing them, that it may please
the Spirit to imprint on our hearts what we've heard; and when occasions arise for practicing the virtue or shunning the vice that has
been treated, to remember what has been said so as to be strengthened by it.
When Mademoiselle was asked to share the inspirations God
had given her on the matter, she said that one reason for profiting
from the instructions given at the conferences was that, when God
saw that we were disregarding the instructions He gives himself by
His graces and holy inspirations, or through our Guardian Augels,
He allowed our Superiors to warn us of the faults into which we
might fall and to show us the road we should follow to attain the perfectiou ofour state. If we neglect tltis grace, it is to be feared that His
Goodness may withdraw it and we might remain without inspiration. This would be a great misfortune for each one in particular,
given the danger ofloss of a vocation, and for the whole Company
in general, which would be on the verge of ruin. We would also deprive our neighbors of the help they should expect from us, and this
would cause us to be unfaithful to God's graces. The better to convince ourselves of this, we should reflect that, since these words
come from God, we should esteem them as we esteem God himself,
and not allow a single one of them slip by without profiting from it.
Another means is to come with a great desire to become better, and
for this purpose, before the conference we should ardently ask the
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Holy Spirit for this grace, so that, with the help ofthe Spirit, we may
listen to it faithfully and attentively; afterward we should discuss it
among ourselves and reflect on it often.
Several other Sisters were questioned, all ofwhom said in different terms almost exactly what is given above. For this reason we
won't report here what they said, but only what Most Honored Father said.
"Sisters, I thank God for the insights He has given you on the
present subject, but before going back to the thoughts you had, it's
apropos that you know the origin of conferences and for how long
they've been in use. You know, Sisters, that Our Lord used conferences for the establishment ofHis Church. From the day He brought
His Apostles together, He gave them conferences; then, when His
company had grown larger and had Apostles and disciples, He
sometimes held meetings with them. It was during such a conference that Saint Philip, whose feast we celebrate today, said to Our
Lord, 'Lord, you are speaking to us ofyour Father, but show us your
Father,' and Our Lord replied, 'Whoever sees me, sees my Father;
my Father and I are one.' I
''The Apostles presented their difficulties at these conferences,
and Our Lord responded to them. He spoke of the spread of His
Church and the means God would use to make it flourish. So we
may say, dear Sisters-and it' s a fact- that Jesus Christ himselfinstituted the conferences, and made use of them for the beginning,
growth, and perfection of His Church. After His death and glorious
Ascension, the faithful were instructed by His Apostles and priests,
who used no other method than the conference. There were no sermons; when the Christians were assembled, the conference began.
"After the Apostles, and for a very long time in the early Church,
the use of conferences was continued; but the number of Christians
became so large that it would have been difficult to instruct them in
this way, so preaching in public was begun. Conferences continued
to be held among Church leaders: the priests, deacons, and others
who were involved in establishing it. From this, we rightly con-

ICf. In 14:9. (NAB)
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them with His Apostles for the establishment of the great kingdom
of the Church, which has reached the stage we now see. After long
use, He allowed this custom to be abandoned for a time; in our own
day He permits it to be renewed and gives us this means for our
growth, as it was used for the growth of the Church. What a great
grace, what great mercy of God, Sisters, that in the Company ofthe
Daughters of Charity this blessing exists of being able to do among
ourselves what Our Lord did with His Apostles!
''The second thing to note is that Our Lord is in the midst of us
when we're assembled for His glory; we can have no doubt of this,
for He says so himself: 'When two of you are gathered in my name,
I will be in your midst.' 2 Now, dear Sisters, if God promises His
presence to two, all the more reason will He give it to the whole
Company, made up of a great number who assemble in His name
and for love ofHim to strive to work for His glory. Assuming this to
be the case, we must conclude that this action is ofvery great importance for the glory of God and our own progress, and that we must
participate in it with the intention of pleasing God and of receiving
the instruction He has someone give us there, so we can put it into
practice and be pleasing to Him.
"With the intention of pleasing Him, because it's His word.
Speaking to Superiors, he says, 'Whoever hears you, hears me.' 3
For it's not the word of your Superior, alas! a poor miserable man!
Oh, no! it's the word of God, who deigns by him or by her who
speaks (because you can be instructed by a Sister-yes, by a Sister),
who deigns, I say, by this means to help you to understand your obligations. And with respect, because He is present; He sees and
hears you, and notes how we accept what He has someone say to us.
That being the case, dear Sisters-fIrst, that conferences go back to
the time of Jesus Christ and, second, that when we're gathered together, He's in the midst of us-you must know that, in order to
make us know and understand how greatly we should esteem His
2<:f. Mt 18:20. (NAB)
3ef. Lk 10:16. (NAB)
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'Blessed is the womb that bore you and the breasts that nursed you,'
'More blessed are they who hear the word of God and keep it.' 4
"You see how Our Lord values His word, Sisters. He admits that
His mother is blessed to have borne Him, a mother chosen by God
from all eternity to be the mother of His Son, a mother blessed
among all women, who proclaims that God has done great things in
her and that all generations will call her blessed; yet Our Lord
places above such a mother 'those who hear His word and keep it.'
"So, Sisters, it should be a great joy for us when we hear that
there's an opportunity to listen to this sacred word, the word of life,
the word of eternal life. When the notice is brought that your Superiors are informing you that a conference will be held on a certain
day, how you should rejoice among yourselves, Sisters! The first
Sister to hear or to receive the note should say to the next one she
meets, 'I have good news for you, Sister. We'll have a conference
tomorrow; my God, we'll hear Your holy word from the mouth of
our Superiors or of our Sisters. It will be Your word, my God, for
You will inspire them. '
"To explain to us the difference among the people who hear His
word, Our Lord declares in the Gospel that the word of God is like
the seed the farmer sows in his field. Some, He says, falls by the
wayside and the birds come and devour it, it is trodden underfoot by
the passersby, and thus produces no fruit. Another portion falls
among stones; it brings forth a few little leaves, but withers away
before producing any fruit and, like the first, is a loss to its owner. A
third portion falls among thorns and, instead of taking root, is
choked immediately, and remains as sterile as the others. The fourth
falls on good ground, finds good soil, and springs up, takes root, increases, and multiplies in such a way that one grain yields a hundredfold, or at least sixty. '
"Our Lord wanted to show us in this the difference among persons who go to conferences. All actually go to them, but it's to be
feared that the same thing happens as in the case of the sower's
"cf. Lk 11:27-28. (NAB)
5Cf. Mt 13:1-9. (NAB)
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seed. This beautiful seed of the word of God is scattered into the
hearts of all who hear it ; this beautiful word , this holy, life-giving
word is intended to serve as food for all persons . It's like the seed
the sower plants , which would become nourishing food if it found
everywhere a fertile soil in which it could fructify.
"There are souls who hear the word of God and receive it, but the
birds of the air, which are distractions , carry it off immediately, like
the seed that falls by the wayside and nothing of it remains because
it didn ' t have time to take root there . As soon as it's heard , it's lost
because the first thought that entered their mind diverted attention
from it . Others receive it into their hearts and speak of it occasionally: but , because their hearts haven ' t been prepared by mortification, they are like hard , unplowed ground . The seed has indeed
sprouted and produced a few leaves , but it quickly withers away
without bearing any fruit . Other souls are like the seed that falls
among thorns . They do, indeed , receive the divine word , but the
cares, worr ies, and restlessness with which they are filled choke the
word they ' ve received ; for, since their mind is too filled with cares,
they're not nourished by this holy food.
"It's true, dear Sisters , that you must go to the sick to bring them
their medicines , the neighborhood is spread out, and the number of
patients is very great , but it's also true that this shouldn ' t hinder the
practice of your Rules and especially your mental prayer, which
prepares you to receive the word of God with fruit and profit. There
are good souls among you , filled with esteem for the word of God,
and convinced of their need to be humble, submissive , mortified,
serene, and not restless or fretful , living in a holy joy founded on
God and tending toward God . Ah, Sisters! these souls are like good
soil, thoroughly plowed and tilled , that receives the seed , gives it
the necessary sap, and causes it to bring forth fruit in due season. By
the grace of God, there are some of these among you-I won't say
how many-but , by the grace of God , the number is large. Take
care , Sisters, that each of you may be in this number : act in such a
way that this divine word may find good soil in which to take root.
"Since this is so, Sisters , why should we benefit from the conferences and instructions that are given us? You ' ve said, `because God
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speaks by the mouth of those who are questioned. God has promised to communicate himself to the humble and lowly and to reveal
His secrets to them.' Why, then, shouldn't we believe that what is
said comes from God, since it's said by the lowly to the lowly'? Yes,
Sisters, God takes such pleasure that we can say that His great pleasure is to reveal himself to the humble. What beautiful words of Jesus Christ, which show clearly that it's not in palaces like the
Louvre nor in the residences of Princes that God takes His delight!
He says so in Scripture, '0 Father, I praise and thank you that you
have hidden your mysteries from the great ones of the world and revealed them to the humble." He doesn't look for pomp or external
display but takes pleasure in a humble soul , in a soul taught by him
alone and makes no account of worldly knowledge. What a motive,
Sisters, for loving the conferences, since it's there that God reveals
His secrets to you and shows you the means for your growth!
"If we discuss a virtue, someone will give one motive, and another, another; this Sister will give one means, that one, another;
and God wants each of you to be inspired by all the motives mentioned and instructed by all the means suggested. 'But it ' s a Sister
who gave this motive and that means.' No matter ! It's God acting
through her; it's God who communicated them to her; it's from Him
they come and, because they're from God, they should be precious
to you, and you should take careful note of them.
"The third reason, stated so well, is the help we get from these instructions for our conduct. A Daughter of Charity will be in the
home of a Lady. a sick person, or someone else, and there an opportunity will present itself to practice the virtue of modesty or to put
up with something repugnant to nature; she remembers something
she heard at a conference; ah! she'll be energized and will experience no more difficulty. She'll have had some slight disagreement
with her Sister, and the devil will try to dissuade her from humbling
herself, but she'll recall having heard at a conference how pleasing
an act of humility is to God; she'll go and cast herself at the feet of
her Sister, and both of them will profit from the conference they

"CL Mt I1:25. INABt
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necessary and very profitable.
"If you ask me what can maintain each of you individually, dear
Sisters, I'll answer that it's prayer, for it's the daily manna that
, comes down from heaven. But, you see, if you ask me what will
maintain the entire Company, it's the conference. Nothing will give
the Community more light, nothing will give it greater instruction;
nothing will raise it up more quickly from its falls and prevent it
from committing faults than the conferences. That's the way God
speaks to you, that's how His guidance is revealed to you and His
ways made known. You should praise God, Sisters, for having begun to participate in the conferences and for having been chosen for
this because, as I've told you, conferences were no longer in use,
and you've been raised up to restore them. Be very careful not to
misuse them, Sisters.
"Before going any further I'll tell you-for it's necessary for
you to know this-that if you find no benefit in prayer, you won't
profit much from the conferences. You see, dear Sisters, gardeners
take the time twice a day to water the plants in their gardens because
without this assistance they would wither away during very hot
weather. On the contrary, thanks to this watering, they draw their
nourishment from the soil because a certain humor coming from
this watering rises from the roots, flows through the stem, and gives
life to the branches and leaves and savor to the fruit.
"rn the same way, dear Sisters, we are like those poor gardens in
which drought causes all the plants to die, unless the gardener's care
and hard work make provision for this. That's wby you have the
holy custom of mental prayer which, like a gentle dew, moistens
your soul every morning by the grace it draws from God. When
you're worn out by encounters and difficulties, you have again, in
the afternoon, this salutary refreshment, which continuously invig-,
orates all your actions. How beneficial this will be for a Daughter of
Charity in a short space of time, if she is careful to refresh herself
with this sacred dew! You'll see her growing day by day in holiness,
just as the gardener sees his plants growing day by day, and in a
short time she'll advance like the beautiful dawn that rises in the
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morning and goes on increasing until noon. In this way, Sisters,
she'll go on until she has reached the Sun ofJustice, who is the light
of the world, and be swallowed up in Him, as the dawn is lost in the
sun. For all these reasons you yourselves have mentioned and
which God suggested to you, dear Sisters, perhaps you've been
fully persuaded of the importance of these talks.
"Let's go on to the second point. Someone was perfectly right to
say that, to profit from them, we must value them. What we've already said on the first point has helped us to understand how we
should value this custom. What should be done next? That also has
been mentioned, by the grace of God; both the motives and the accompanying means to make good use of instructions were given. It
was stated that we should pray at the beginning. What an excellent

means, Sisters! You can't imagine how efficacious it is. To offer to
God what will be said, to offer Him ourselves to hear and to profit
from it, to offer Him all those present and to ask the assistance ofthe
Holy Spirit and of our Guardian Angels and the other ones who are
there, so that what is said may be imprinted on our heart by the ministry of the Holy Spirit, and that we may be faithful to it by the ministry of our Guardian Angels; to make a profound act of humility
before God, to acknowledge our unworthiness to participate in this
benefit because of the misuse we've made of God's graces, and to
take the resolution to put them to quite a different use in future.
"The second means is to listen carefully and with close attention
to the sacred words of God that come from the mouth of those in
whom He has placed them and, while listening, to raise our soul often to God to ask Him for the grace to profit from them. My God, I
hear what is being said, but if You don't give that grace to my heart,
this divine seed won't germinate in it. Furthermore, dear Sisters, we
should be edified by everything, because we should beware ofjudging and ofsaying, 'This orthat Sister said that, but she doesn'tdo it,'
or 'This one spoke better than that one,' or 'That was poorly expressed.' 0 man Dieu! dear Sisters, let's avoid such conduct like a
poison the infernal serpent wants to inject into the Company; let's
protect ourselves from it as from death and hell. For each of you to
take for yourself the instructions given us there, you have to listen
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humbly and simply and not behave like persons who go to a sermon
with no devotion. They listen if the preacher speaks well. Ifhe gives
a reprimand for vices, instead of correcting themselves, they say,
'How well his remarks apply to Such and Such!' or 'He really told
that one off!' and never do they apply anything to themselves. So
they'll go to sermons all their lives without making any amendment
and, unless God works a miracle, in the end they'll die miserably in

their sins.
"A third means is to strive to remember well what you heard. It's
said of the Blessed Virgin that she kept the words of her Son in her
heart; 7 she drank them in and afterward meditated on them, so that
she lost nothing of what He said. Now, just imagine, dear Sisters, if
the Blessed Virgin, who discussed and shared so much with God; to
whom the sacred mysteries were revealed and who never lost sight
of the presence ofGod; if,l say, with all these natural and supernatural lights, in which she certainly surpassed all other creatores, she
still stored up carefully the sacred words ofher Son, what should we
not do to try to preserve in our hearts the eloquence of this sacred
word! Balm, which is an extremely sweet and fragrant liquid, never
loses its perfume, provided it's kept in a closed container, because,
if it isn't tightly stoppered, the perfume evaporates and you'll no
longer find anything in it.
"The fourth means to profit from the conferences is, as has already been said, to discuss them among yourselves. This is a very
worthwhile means because, by these conversations, your hearts
will be gradually imbued with what you say, you'll incite one another to practice them, and the Sisters with whom you speak will be
edified and instructed, and will instruct others. In that way, you'll
benefit and you'll help your neighbor to benefit. When opportunities present themselves, recall what you've heard. 'Mon Dieu! Sister, do you remember that Sister X said that at the conference?'
When you visit one another, refresh each other's memory with what
you recall.

7Cf. Lk 2:51. (NAB)
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"Dear Sisters, how beneficial this will be for you! It's incredible;

you have to experience it. When we go to give a mission in the country we sometimes meet fathers of families who are totally ignorant,
or others who know just a little, and when we ask the latter, 'How
come you're bellerinstructed than others?' they reply, 'It's because
my son goes to school, Monsieur; he learns the catechism, and
when he comes home he repeats it to us and, in that way we learn
something.' You see, Sisters, fathers learn from their children and
are pleased to be taught by them. And why shouldn't we be glad to
learn what we don't know?
"To all these means I'll add another, dear Sisters, namely, to put
into practice faithfully what we've heard, and to do it without delay
because, when we put something off, we forget, we grow slack, and
everything is lost. As soon as we've made a finn, strong resolution
to make good use ofthe instructions we've heard, let's show by our
works that we've profited from them, and we'll draw down the
blessings of heaven for our renewed progress. On this topic Our
Lord said, Habenti dabitur': God will give to the one who has made
good use of what He has given Him. Nothing, dear Sisters, draws
down God's graces more to do good than to be faithful to this and to
put it into practice once we know it; while, on the contrary. nothing
keeps the soul back more than infidelity. Sislers, do you know how
God acts toward a soul that spurns His graces? He withdraws them,
then the soul falls into hardness ofheart; after that, aversion; and, finally, into a state in which it's no longer possible to do anything.
The result is that the soul not only loses the grace offered to
it-which is a great loss-but also the virtues it had, and remains
deprived of all reinforcement, not knowing what to decide nor
which way to turn. May it please God in His goodness to preserve
the Company from this deplorable stale and to make it faithful to the
practice of doing good!
"I exhort you with all my heart, dear Sislers, by the sacred love of
the Son of God, who takes His delight among you, who came into
the world, worked, prayed, sweat, kept vigil, and died only to give
8Cf. Mt 13:12; Mk 4:25. (NAB)
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us the example of what we should do, I exhort you, I repeat, by the
incredible love that God has for you, to set to work immediately to
put into practice what you've heard; and rest assured that this is one
of the most efficacious means you could fmd to benefit from the
blessing God presents to you. Believe me, Sisters, our happiness
depends absolutely on our fidelity in this matter because, by profiting from what we've already done, we draw down a blessing on all
our actions; and, by losing no opportunity, we'll grow from virtue
to virtue, like that beautiful dawn that goes on ever increasing from
morning until noon.
"I entreat Our Lord Jesus Christ, who made use of conferences
for the establishment, development, and perfection of His Church,
that the graces with which He will shower you may serve to increase
and perfect the virtue He wants to place in you. I entreat Him also
that the fidelity each of you will bring to these graces may always
draw fresh ones in order to work more and more for the relief of
your neighbor in the way He asks of you for His greater glory.
Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

37•• MENTAL PRAYER
May 31. 1648

"Sisters, the topic of this conference is mental prayer. The first
point concerns the reasons for never failing to make meditation
daily; the second deals with the thoughts God has given you on the
coming ofthe Holy Spirit. With regard to the first point, Sisters, you
have to consider the reasons why it's good and even necessary for a
Daughter of Charity not to fail to make her meditation daily; the advantages that will accrue to her from it if she makes it; and the losses
she will experience if she doesn't.
"Sister, would you please tell us your thoughts on this?"

Conference 37.. Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
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"On the first point, it seemed to me that, after Holy Communion,
prayer is the food of the soul; and as we need food for the body
daily, so do we need spiritual food for the health of our soul. The
second reason is that in prayer we learn God's Will, we advance in
perfection, we gather strength to resist temptations, and we are affirmed in our vocation; lastly, that's where our soul has the happiness of speaking heart to heart with God. On the contrary, when we
haven't made our prayer, we become weak, and we don't experience God's presence during the day.
"On the second point, which is the coming of the Holy Spirit, I
thought that, to be worthy to have the Holy Spirit come to us, we
must be closely united among ourselves and have only one heart, so
that we may represent better the union of the Holy Spirit with the
Father and the Son, and rid all the powers of our souls of inordinate
affections so that the Holy Spirit may find room to fill them with His
gifts and graces. In addition, we must have deep huntility and interior peace because the God of peace resides only in a peaceful place.
We'll know that we've received Him when we find ourselves more
loving and more open to the acquisition of virtue. I recognized that

I'm far removed from these preparations, and r ve taken the resolution to work at that, with the grace of the Holy Spirit."
"Please tell us your thoughts on this topic, Sister."

"Father, one reason not to fail to make OUf meditation daily is the
need we have for strength to combat our natural inclination to evil,
and the obligation we're under to correspond to God's plan for our
sanctification, for which He gives us the means in prayer."
"And you, Sister, will you tell us what you thought?"
"On the first point I thought that Our Lord made use of prayer
throughout His holy life and practiced it from childhood, for He often went apart from His relatives to pray in the Temple of Jerusalem. Another time, when He wanted to select His Apostles, He had
recourse to prayer, and He continued this practice until His death on
the Cross. Since the Son of God has shown us the example, we must
intitate Him. Another reason is that prayer brings us closer to God
and unites us to Him by the practice ofthe resolutions we make during it. A third reason is that a Daughter of Charity who doesn't pray
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every day couldn't be pleasing to God nor persevere for long in her
vocation; and she can't be a true Daughter of Charity, since it's in
prayer that we find the strength to be sustained in the service ofGod
and our neighbor.
"On the coming ofthe Holy Spirit, I thought that if we want to receive the grace ofthe Holy Spirit in prayer, we must have great love
for this practice and be faithful to it daily until death, as the food of
our soul and its daily bread. Reflecting that, after the Apostles had
received the Holy Spirit they were completely changed and spoke
new languages, I felt that I would recognize having received the
Holy Spirit if, in my words or by my actions, I spoke a completely
different language, refrained from the many useless words I so often say through flightiness, and stopped giving bad example to my

Sisters."
"Sister, would you please tell us what God has given you regarding this theme?"
"I thought on the first point that Our Lord said that His house was
a house of prayer, and since He has given us the grace of calling us
to His service, we must be faithful to prayer so as not to act contrary
to what should be done in God's house.
(2) "Since prayeds the food of the soul, if we fail to make it, our
soul is in danger of growing weak, just as the body does when we
don't eat.
(3) ''To make our meditation is to do what the angels and saints
do in heaven; in prayer the soul speaks lovingly and familiarly with
God, from which it will infallibly fall away if it neglects this holy
exercise.
(4) "Prayer withdraws us from sin, for if we communicate daily
with God, how could we develop a habit of sin, which God detests
so intensely? If we do fall into sin God gives us in prayer the grace
to recoguize it, as well as the strength to rise from it. Consequently,
it's impossible for a souI, faithful and exact in the practice of prayer,

not to advance in virtue.
(5) "God gives us daily in prayer sufficient grace to work at our
advancement and helps us to see what is snitable for us to achieve it,
or what we have to avoid."
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"For my meditation today, I thought on the words, 'When the
day of Pentecost came,' I and how faithful God is to His promises,
without, however, changing the orders of His foreknowledge, as is
apparent in this mystery, which was fulfilled only at the time God
had ordained it, although it might have seemed that the Holy Spirit
should have descended upon the Apostles as soon as Our Lord as-

cended into heaven, so as not to leave them without some consolation. And yet, it seemed afterward that the delay was very profitable
to them in causing them to appreciate, through the inconveniences
of the deprivation, the favor they were awaiting, and to prepare
them for it. This made me resolve to love and adore that Divine
Providence which orders all things for our good, and to entrust myself to its renewed concern.
(2) "I thought about the joy the Blessed Virgin experienced
when she felt herself so filled with the sacred love of the Father and
the Son, which had brought about in her the Mystery of the Incarnation, and the thanksgiving and offering of herself she made to God
once again. I also considered the joy of the Apostles, who felt quite
different from what they had felt previously, and also the courage
that animated them, since, from that time on, they exercised their
ministry fearlessly. I turned to the Blessed Virgin, Spouse of the
Holy Spirit, to ask her to obtain from Him that He might take possession of my heart and enkindle in it His sacred love.
(3) "I thought of the great gift God made to the Church by the
Holy Spirit, who is Love itself. He willed that, after receiving this
Spirit it should begin to appear publicly, to teach us all that, as true
children of the Church, we must be united by true, holy affection. I
asked this Holy Spirit to bestow on me His fruits and gifts, to work
in me the true effects of His love, and to destroy the self-love that
until now has been my master, and which I have resolved to combat,
aided by His grace and assistance."
A few other Sisters said substantially the same things, so we are
omitting them. Because Most Honored Father was in a big hurry, he
cut short the questions His Charity usually asks most of the Sisters,
ICf. Acts 2: 1. (NAB) This conference took place on Pentecost Sunday.
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and questioned Mademoiselle, who replied, "On the fIrst point of
our prayer, I thought that one reason we should never omit making
our prayer is its excellence, since when we pray we are speaking to
God. And I saw great advantages in this, since in prayer God helps
us to realize His goodness in abasing himself to this degree and in
raising us up as He does. Another reason is the recommendation the
Son ofGod gave so many times, by word and example, ofpraying to
God His Father, both in vocal prayer, which He himself taught us,
and in mental prayer, reminding us that God wants to be served in
spirit and in truth. A third reason is that, since prayer is a gift ofGod,
we must do our utmost to obtain it, not only because of the great
help we may gain from it, but also because of the esteem we must
have for the Giver.
''The second point is on the thoughts God gave us in our prayer
today. My mind was occupied with the promise the Son of God has
made to those who love and keep His Commandments. I saw how
both of these are just, and God produced in me acts of the will, giving me profound gratitude for having been honored with this freedom, seeing my absolute unworthiness in every sense. I thought
that the effect of this promise was brought home fully to us today,
the day the Holy Spirit was sent to the Church by the Father and the
Son, for this surely makes it clear to us that the Holy Trinity dwells
in us, and thatit' s on this day that the children ofthe Church became
adopted children of God.
"This coming and indwelling of God in us is marked by a fullness of gifts and graces. I desired to consent to this and am determined to work harder than ever at removing the hindrances my
senses and passions may place to it, so that I may participate in that
fullness evident in the Apostles. Their understanding was enlightened and fIlled with the knowledge necessary for their vocation,
their memory fully refreshed by the words and actions of the Son of
God, and their will on fIre with His love and love of their neighbor.
The Holy Spirit, acting powerfully by this plenitude in them, helped
them to tell and teach effIcaciously the greatness and love of God. I
greatly desired to glorify God in His wonderful works, to give myself to Him so that in and through me He might do His most holy
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Will, though the truth makes me see my weaknesses and infidelities, which cause me to offend Him so often and to thwart His plans.
And what I really fear is that all this ntight hinder the graces the
goodness of God would pour upon the Community if I were different, for which I humbly ask His pardon, and because I was so bold
(she knelt down) as to have chosen the topic of the conference without having your express perntission, Most Honored Father."
Most Honored Father had her get up and began as follows: "The
first reason--<Jr one of them-given on the importance and great
benefit of making your prayer every day is that Our Lord recommended it very often to His Apostles and disciples, when He taught
them how they were to act after His death. 'Turn to my Father,' He
told them, 'ask my Father; whatever you ask the Fatherin my name,
will be granted you.' 2 And what He says to His disciples, Sisters,
He says to us. Shouldn't we have great respect for this recommendation of the Son of God, which is so beneficial to us, since it gives
us the freedom to turn to God in prayer? Shouldn't we give ourselves to Him in order never to fail in it? You must take great care,
Sisters, to avoid all the obstacles that may arise at the time of prayer,
with which nature is sometimes pleased. When that happens, however, and you become aware of it, stir yourselves up by the recommendation Jesus Christ gave regarding it. 'My God, you
recommended that I pray, and would I be so cowardly as to exempt
myselffrom it? Yes! I'll go!' All of you will experience how powerful this motive is, Sisters, and the benefits that will come to you
from it.
"To that I add another: it has been judged well for you to make it
every day, and your Rules prescribe this. I will go further, Sisters; if
you can, pray every hour, or even never stop praying at all, for meditation is so excellent that we can never make it too much; and the
more we do, the more we want to make it, when we seek God there.
Consequently, Sisters, because it's stated in your Rules that you're
bound to pray, try as far as possible never to miss it. And if the medicine you have to distribute in the morning at the time of prayer hinZCf. In 14:13. (NAB)
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yourselves to God for that purpose.
"A second motive mentioned was the confidence that should animate us when we pray, based on the promises of the Son of God
that it will have its reward. 'Ask,' He said, 'and you shall receive.'
There are certain people, naturally timid and fearful, who dare not
propose anything for fear of being rebuffed, or ask for anything for
fear of being refused. Jesus Christ wanted to give every assurance
that we'll be welcomed by His Father when we pray to Him. He
wasn't satisfied with making a simple promise, although that was
more than sufficient, but He said, 'Amen I say to you, that whatever
you ask in my name will be granted to you.' In this confidence, then,
dear Sisters, shouldn't we take every care not to lose the graces God
in His goodness intends to give us in prayer, if we make it as it
should be made?
"Another reason brought forward is that Our Lord himself was a
man of the greatest prayer; and it was pointed out that from His
early childhood He went apart from the Blessed Virgin and Saint
Joseph to pray to God His Father. In the whole course of His laborious life, He was careful and very exact about praying. People saw
Him deliberately go to Jerusalem; He went apart from His disciples
to pray; and He went into the desert for no other purpose. 0 mon
Dieu! How often did He not prostrate himself there face downward
on the ground! With what humility did He present himself to God
His Father, burdened with the sins of the world! Lastly, He prayed
even when exhausted by the fasting to which He subjected himself.
But His chief and constant exercise was prayer. On the rtight of His
Passion, He again separated himself from His disciples to pray; and
it is said that He went apart to the garden, where He often used to go
to pray. He prayed there with such fervor and devotion that, as you
know, His body sweat blood and water from the efforts He made.
So, Sisters, I repeat what I've already said; I'mjust saying the same
thing over again because I'm in a hurry. By the first motive we see
that Jesus Christ recommended that we make our prayer; by the second we see that He puts His faith in us and lovingly urges us to make
it; and by the third, we have the example He gave us, for He was
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never content with words. He acted, He did what He wanted us to
do, and He never willed anything except for our greater good.
"From all I've just said, dear Sisters, you can see the importance
of prayer, since it was recommended, taught, and practiced by the
Son of God, and how useful it is to the soul. Moreover, it has been
said, and rightly so, that what food is to the body, prayer is to the
soul, and if someone was satisfied with taking one meal every three
or four days, he'd soon grow weak and be in great danger of death;
or, if he lived, he'd languish, incapable of doing anything useful,
and in the end would become a carcass lacking strength or vigor.
Consequently, it has been said, a soul that isn't nourished by
prayer-or rarely so--becomes lukewarm, languid, without
strength, courage, or virtue, a source of annoyance to others and unbearable to himself.
"It has been pointed out clearly that it' s by prayer that vocation is
preserved, because it's true, Sisters, that a Daughter of Charity
can't survive if she doesn't pray. It's impossible for her to persevere. She'll last for a short time, but at length the world will get the
upper hand. She'll find her ministry too hard because she doesn't
take this holy refreshment. She'll become listless and bored, and, in
the end, she'll leave. And why do you think so many have lost their
vocation, Sisters? It's because they neglected prayer.
"It was also said that prayer is the soul ofour souls-that is, what
the soul is to the body, prayer is to the soul. Now, the soul gives life
to the body, causing it to move, walk, speak, and do all that's necessary. If the body had no soul, it would be a contaminated corpse, fit
only for burial. Now, Sisters, the soul without prayer is almost like
that body without a soul in what concerns the service of God; it's
without feeling or movement, and has only worldly desires. I add to
that, dear Sisters, that prayer is like a mirror in which the soul sees
all its stains and disfigurements; it notes what makes it displeasing
to God; it sees itself in Him; it arranges itself to be conformable to
Him in all things. Fashionable ladies won't leave home without
looking at themselves in their mirror to see that nothing is out of
place and nothing offends propriety. Some of them are even so vain
as to carry mirrors at their belts so they can take an occasional
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Sisters, isn't it reasonable that, what fashionable people do to please
the world, those who serve God should do to please God? They
should never leave home without looking at themselves in their
mirror. God wants those who serve Him to look at themselves, but
in holy meditation, so that every day and often during the day, by
means of interior glances and aspirations, they may see whatever in
them may be displeasing to .God and ask pardon for it and the grace
to rid themselves of it.
"Someone also said that it' s in prayer that God lets us know what
He wants us to do and to avoid; and that's true, dear Sisters, for
there's no action in life that helps us to know ourselves better, nor
shows God's Will to us more clearly than prayer. When the holy Fathers speak of prayer, they are exultant; they say that it's a Fountain
of Youth in which the soul is rejuvenated. Philosophers say that
among the secrets of nature there's a spring called the Fountain of
Youth, where old men who drink water from it become young
again. Be that as it may, we know that there are other springs whose
waters are very beneficial to one's health. But prayer rejuvenates
the soul far more truly than the Fountain ofYouth mentioned by the
philosophers rejuvenates the body. In prayer your soul, weakened
by bad habits, becomes very dynamic; that's where it recovers its
sight, where previously it had become blind; ears once deaf to the
voice of God are opened to good inspirations; and the heart receives
renewed strength, feeling energized by a courage it hadn't experienced before. That's why a poor country woman, who comes to you
lacking refinement, not knowing how to read, and unfamiliar with
the mysteries of religion, changes radically in a short time and becomes reserved, recollected, and filled with love of God. And what
else but prayer brings all that about? It's a Fountain of Youth in
which she has been rejuvenated; it's from there that she has drawn
the graces that are apparent in her, making her as you now see her.
''There are two sorts of prayer: mental and vocal. Voeal is made
with words; mental is made without words, but with the heart and
the mind. When Moses led the people of Israel into battle, while
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they were fighting he stood before God with hands outstretched to
heaven. As long as he did this the people defeated their enemies, but
as soon as Moses stopped holding his hands uplifted, they began to
lose. What wonderful power of mental prayer, Sisters, for that was
what Moses was doing with his hands uplifted to heaven, without
saying a word, and it was potent enough to win the battle for those
for whom he was praying!
"Holy Scripture also tells us that one day Moses went before
God, and didn't say a word. And he heard the voice of God saying,
'Moses, you're driving me crazy; you're forcing me to do what I
don't want to do. This people is ungrateful and rebellious to my law;
I want to destroy them, and you want me to save them. Why do you
force me? Go away, and let me do what I want.' 3 Please see, Sisters,
how constrained God feels by prayer-and by mental prayer-for
Moses didn't say a word, yet his prayer was heard so well that God
said to him, 'You're driving me crazy; you want me to do what I
don't want to do.'
"Prayer, Sisters, is a lifting of the mind to God, by which the soul
detaches itself from itself, as it were, to go to seek God in himself.
It's a conversation ofthe soul with God, a mutual communication in
which God tells the soul interiorly what He wants it to know and do,
and in which the soul says to its God what He himself helps it to
know it should request. What great excellence, and one that should
cause us to esteem and prefer it to everything else!
"Prayeds mental or vocal. Vocal prayer, made with words, is divided into three kinds: prayer of obligation, prayer of devotion, and
sacramental prayer. Vocal prayer of obligation is the Office that
priests have to say. Vocal prayer ofdevotion is what each individual
makes according to the impulse God gives him or her, such as the
Little Office of the Blessed Virgin, the Stations of the Cross, litanies, Vespers, etc., which are said not by obligation but by devotion.
Sacramental vocal prayer is the one that priests say during Holy
Mass, as laid down by the holy Canons.

3Cf. Ex 32:9-10. (NAB)
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"So much for vocal prayer, Sisters. Although said in words, it
should never be made without raising the mind to God and with
great attention to what is being said. Praying is natural; we see that
with children, and their little prayers are so pleasing to God that
some theologians say He takes immense pleasure in them. A great
man, the late Bishop of Geneva, held children in such veneration
that when he saw them he would guide their hand and have himself
blessed by them. I mention this only in passing, because time
presses, and this isn't the type of prayer we have to deal with now.
"Mental prayer is made in two ways: one by understanding, and
the other by the will. Prayer of understanding occurs when, after
hearing the reading, the mind is reawakened in the presence of God
and then is occupied with seeking to know the meaning of the mystery proposed, in seeing the lesson proper to it, and in producing affections of seeking good or avoiding evil. And although the will
produces these acts, this is still called prayer of understanding, because its chief function, which is the search, is done by the understanding, which is occupied primarily with the subject put before it.
This is ordinarily called meditation. Everyone can make it, each according to his or her ability and the inspiration God gives.
'The other type of prayer is called contemplation. In this the
soul, in the presence of God, does nothing but receive what He
gives. It doesn't act and, with no effort on the part of the soul, God
himself inspires it with everything it may be seeking, and much
more. Haven't you ever experienced this sort of prayer, dear Sisters? I'm sure you've done so very often in your retreats, when
you've been amazed that, with no contribution on your part, God
himself filled your mind and imprinted on it knowledge that you
never had.
"Now, in both these ways God imparts many excellent inspirations to His servants. In prayer He enlightens their understanding of
many truths incomprehensible to everyone else but those who devote themselves to prayer; it's there that He inflames the will; lastly,
it's in prayer that He takes total possession of hearts and souls.
Now, you must know, dear Sisters, that, even though educated peo-
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many succeed in it and may have, of themselves, minds open to
many inspirations, God's conversations with humble souls are
quite different. Confiteor tibi, Pater, etc" said Our Lord. 'I thank
you, Father, that You have hidden these things from the wise ofthis
world, and have revealed them to the little and the humble.' 4
"Sisters, it's into hearts without worldly knowledge, who seek
God in himself, that He's pleased to infuse the most excellent lights
and the greatest graces. He reveals to those hearts what all the
schools haven't discovered, and unfolds for them mysteries of
which the most learned see nothing. And, would you believe, dear
Sisters, that we have experience of this among ourselves? I think
I've told you this twice already, but I'll tell you once more: in our
house we have Repetition of Prayer, 5 not every day but sometimes
every two days, sometimes every three, as Providence allows. Now,
by the grace of God the priests make it well and so do the seminarians-some better, some worse, according to what God communicates to them-but as for our poor Brothers, God's promise of
revealing himself to the humble and to little ones is verified in them,
for we're astounded at the inspirations God gives them; and it certainly seems that they come from Him alone because they have no
education. It may be a poor shoemaker, a baker, or a carter, nevertheless they fill us with astonishment. We sometimes talk about it
among ourselves, ashamed that we're not as we see them to be.
'Look at that poor Brother,' we say to one another; 'didn't you remark the beautiful good thoughts God gave him? Isn't it wonderful? For what he said wasn't said because he learned it beforehand;
he knows it from his time of prayer.' What great, incomprehensible
"cf. Lk 10:21. (NAB)
5Repetition of prayer, a pious practice of the Congregation of the Mission. According to the
Regulae seminarii intern; Congregationis Missionis(Paris 1888), a novice/seminarian, at the
request of the Superior or Novice MasterlDirector of the Internal Seminary, would stand and
give an account of his moming meditation, a reflection, judgments, inspirations, and the
resolutions resulting from pondering the topic assigned for moditation. Until the 1983 revision of
the Constitutions and Statutes of the Congregation ofthe Mission, this practice perdured noljust
in the seminary but in all the local communities. In some Provinces the custom still continues,
particularly during retreats.
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simple and unlearned to let us see that all the knowledge in the
world is only ignorance in comparison with what He shares with
those who earnestly seek Him by way of holy prayer!
"Assuming this to be the case, dear Sisters, you and I must take
the resolution never to omit making our prayer every day. I say every day, Sisters, but if it were possible, I'd say let's never leave it
and spend no time without being in prayer; that is, without having
our minds raised to God; for, strictly speaking, prayer is, as we've
said, a lifting ofthe soul to God. 'But meditation keeps me from preparing this medicine, from delivering it, from going to see this patient or that Lady.' No matter, Sisters; your soul will never fail to be
always in the presence of God, and will always direct some ardent
desire toward Him. Sisters, ifyou only knew the pleasure God takes
in seeing that a poor country woman, a humble Daughter ofCharity,
is turning lovingly to Him, you'd go to prayer with more confidence
than I can encourage you to do. If you only knew the treasures and
graces God has planned to share with you! If you only knew how
much knowledge you'll draw from it, how much sweetness, how
much love! You'll find it all there, dear Sisters, for it's the fountain
and source of all knowledge. How is it that you see illiterate people
speaking so well of God, unfolding the mysteries with more knowledge than a theologian? A theologian who has only his theological
knowledge speaks ofGod absolutely in the way his field oflearning
has taught him, but a person of prayer speaks of Him in a very different way. The difference between the two, Sisters, arises from the
fact that one speaks of Him through simple acquired knowledge,
and the other through infused knowledge, filled with love, in such a
way that, in this circumstance the theologian isn't the most learned
one. And he should be silent when a person of prayer is present, for
the latter speaks of God very differently than he can do.
"We've seen Brother Antoine'-poor Brother Antoine. You
6Anloine Flandin-Maillet, born in Saint-Geoire (~re) in 1590, died with a reputation for
holiness in Montluel (Ain), February 16. 1629. ''The conversions due to the prayers of Brother
Antoine, the cures obtained by the laying on of his hands, his battles with demons, his
relationship with angels. and his advice, enlightened by supernatural illumination, had fonned
around him a sort ofaureola, whose prestige did not limit itselfonly to the lowly and the poor, but
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knew him, Mademoiselle. Did you ever see anyone speak of God
like that man did? As for me, I never saw anything like it, for ten
words from his mouth made a greater impression on people's hearts
than any number of sermons. What he said was filled with an eloquence that communicated itself so gently to hearts, that people immediately assented to it. And where did he leam that? From some
sermons he had heard and meditated on afterward; and God had
communicated himself so amply to him that no one ever spoke
better of God than he did, and all that through prayer. 'Monsieur,'
you may say, 'we see all that, but teach us. We see how excellent
prayeds, how it unites us to God, strengthens us in our vocation, ad-

vances us in virtue, detaches us from ourselves, and helps us to love
God and our neighbor; but we don't know how to pray. We're poor
women who can scarcely read-some of us, at least. We certainly
go to prayer, but we don't understand anything about it, and sometimes we think it would be better if we weren't there. Teach us.'
"Sisters, the disciples said to Our Lord, 'Teach us how to pray.' 7
And Our Lord said to them, 'Say, Pater noster, qui es in coelis.' 8
And you, dear Sisters, ask me what to do because you think you're
doing nothing there. Above all else, Sisters, I have to tell you never
to abandon it because you think you're no good at it. Those of you
who are newcomers, don't be surprised to see one month, two
months, three months, six months go by with no progress; No, no!
even a year, two years, or three. But keep going to it, just as if you
were doing great things there. Saint Teresa went twenty years without being able to pray. She couldn't understand it. When she went to
choir, she'd say, 'My God, I'm going because the Rule dictates it,
for I'll do nothing there; since, however, it's Your Will, I'll go.'
During all those twenty years, though she experienced nothing but
also to princes and.the powerful." (A. M. de Franclieu, Frere Antoine [Grenoble, 1864].) In order
to converse with him, the Queen had brought to Paris this illiterate man, whose sanctity everyone
proclaimed. It was at that time that Saint Vincent, Saint Louise, and Father Parmil had the good
fortune ofmeeting him. The portrait ofBrother Antoine was in one ofthe rooms of Saint-Lazare.

He was not a member of the Congregation of the Mission and there is no indication that he
belonged to any religious Community (cf. xn, Conf. 184).
7Cf. Lk 11:1. (NAB)

sCf. Mt 6:9. (NAB)
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years, God rewarded her perseverance by giving her such an outstanding gift of prayer that, since the time of the Apostles, no one
ever rivaled Saint Teresa. How do you know, Sisters, whether God
may want to make Saint Teresas of you? Do you know what reward
He wants to give to your perseverance? When you go to prayer, you
think you'l! do nothing there because you have 00 taste for it; but
you must know, Sisters, that all the virtues are to be found in prayer:
fIrst, obedience, of which you make an act at the time prescribed by
the Rule; humility, for, thinking you'l! make no headway in it will
give you a lowly opinion of yourself; then faith, hope, and charity.
In a word, Sisters, most of the virtues you need are encompassed in
this act. And you're always doing enough, provided you go to it in a
spirit of obedience and humility.
"For all these reasons, which show us the blessing God gives to
those who practice the exercise ofholy prayer, whether they have a
taste for it or are in a state of aridity there, you and I must now give
ourselves to God never to omit it, no matter what may happen. If, at
the Community hour for prayer, some business matters unexpectedly arise, fInd another time for it, and in some way or another make
up for that lost time. If you only knew how easy it is to distinguish a
person who prays from one who doesn't, Sisters! It's quite obvious.
You see a Sister who is reserved in her words and actions; is prudent, recollected, affable, cheerful-but in a holy way-you can
say, 'There's a Sister of prayer.' On the contrary, one who doesn't
go to prayer----{)r rarely-and who is glad when the opportunity
presents itself not to go, gives bad example, is not affable with either her Sisters or with the patients and is incorrigible in her habits.
It's easy to see that she doesn't make her prayer. That's why you
must be extremely careful not to become lax, Sisters, for if today
you fInd one excuse not to go, tomorrow you'll fmd another, and so
on after that; and you'll end by giving it up entirely. Then it will be
greatly feared that you may lose everything, for your ministries are
difficult. If God doesn't give you strength and grace often, it's impossible to resist. Flesh and blood fInd no delight in them, and it's
chiefly in prayer that God gives you strength.
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"So, Sisters, there you have the fIrst means, which is never to
omit your prayer. A second one is to ask God for the grace of being
able to make your meditation, and to ask Him constantly for it. It's
an alms you're asking of Him; if you keep at it, it's impossible for
Him to refuse you. Calion the Blessed Virgin, your patron saint,
your Guardian Angel. Imagine that the whole heavenly court is
present, and that, if God refuses you, He won't refuse them. Sometimes the Blessed Virgin will make your prayer for you, sometimes
your Guardian Angel, sometimes your patron saint; and in this way
it will never go without being made, nor will you be without benefIt
from it.
"To make it easier for you, it will also be a good idea for you to
read one point ofthe meditation the evening before, and reread it the
following morning, even acouple oftimes. We do that at our house.
It would also be well for you to keep handy some pictures of the
mysteries on which you meditate. While looking at them, think,
'What is that? What does that meanT And in that way your mind
will be opened. A servant of God learned to meditate in this way.
Looking at a picture of the Blessed Virgin, she would consider the
eyes, and say, '0 eyes ofthe Blessed Virgin, what did you doT And
an interior voice replied, 'I was recollected, and mortifIed myself in
things that might have delighted me.' 'What else did you doT 'I
would see God in His creatures, and pass from there to the admiration of His goodness.' And then she started over, '0 eyes of the
Blessed Virgin, what else did you doT 'I took great pleasure in
looking at my Son; and in looking at Him, I was raised to the love of
God.' 'What else did you doT 'I took great pleasure in looking at
my neighbor, especially the poor.' From all that, this holy soul
learned everything she should do in imitation ofthe Blessed Virgin;
for, when she had fInished with the eyes, she went on to the mouth,
the nose, the ears, the sense oftouch. And in this way she learned so
well how to control her senses that she attained a high degree of
prayer and virtue.
"Another means-I'm speaking now to those who know how to
read-is for each Sister to have her own book. It's a good idea for
each of you to have one, or that whoever reads should read sentence
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necessary, then move on to the second and pause there, then to the
third, and so on. Your prayer time will pass very easily. If you don't
find anything to retain your attention in the first sentence, go on to
the second, or to another. The Queen uses this method. 'I didn't
know how to pray,' she said. She has someone read to her, then she
meditates on what has been read. Many great people are following
her example and are making progress in prayer.
"Another means is mortification, Sisters, which will be an excellent preparation for your prayer. These are two sisters so closely
united that one is never found without the other. Mortification goes
first and prayer follows, so that, if you want to become Sisters of
prayer-as you must be, dear Sisters-learn to mortify yourselves;
mortify the external senses, the passions, the judgment, and your
own will; and have no doubt that, if you stay on this road, you'll
make great progress in prayer in a short time. God will take care of
you; He'll bear in mind the humility of His servants, for mortification springs from humility, and in this way He'll share with you the
secrets He has promised to reveal to the lowly and the humble. 1
thank Him with all my heart for having made us poor and in the
number of those who, by their lowly condition, may hope to attain
the knowledge ofHis greatness. 1thank Him also for willing that the
Company of the Daughters of Charity should be composed of poor,
simple women, who may, nevertheless, hope to share His most secret mysteries.
1thank Him for this and entreat Him to be His own thanks for it,
and 1ask You, my Savior Jesus Christ, to pour forth abundantly on
this Company the gift of prayer, so that, by knowing You, it may acquire Your love. Grant it to them, my God, You who, throughout
Your life, were a man of prayer, who prayed constantly from the
time you were a young child, and who, in the end, prepared Yourself by prayer to face death. Give us this sacred gift so that by it we
may be able to defend ourselves against temptation and be faithful
to the service You expect of us. 1 ask this of the Father, through the
Son, in whose name, miserable sinner that I am, I pronounce the
words of blessing. Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."
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July 28, 1648

The conference on !he spirit of !he world was begun by
M. Thibault 1 on July 28, 1648, and completed by M. Vincent on
Augusl25.
"The subject of!he present conference, Sisters, is !he spirit of!he
world. It's divided into ihree points. In !he first we'll see !he reasons
why Daughters of Charily should give !hemselves to God to shun
!he spirit of !he world; in !he second, what !he spirit of !he world is
and in whatil consists; and in !he !hird,!he means each of us should
take to shun !he spirit of !he world.
"Please tell us your !houghts on !his, Sister."
"One of !he reasons we have for shunning !he spirit of !he world
is !hat Jesus Christ didn't pray for !he world. Ano!her reason is !hal
Saint Paul states !hat, if we love !he world, we'll perish wi!h !he
world. A !hird reason is that, from all etemily, God planned to save
us by ways quite contrary to !hose of !he world, and if we follow !he
ways of !he world, !hey'll tum us away from !hose of God.
"On !he second point, !he spirit of !he world seemed to me to be

an ambitious,

irr~ligious

spirit, having no other aim than

self-gratification. One very efficacious means is !he reception of
the sacraments, which keeps us close to God and, consequently, detaches us from !he spirit of !he world. Ano!her means is to reflect
!hat our attire is poor and of a style far removed from !hat of !he
world; !herefore, we musl distance ourselves of !he spirit of !he
world if we don't want to be hypocrites, dressing contrary to our
Conference 38•• Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
lLouis Thibault, born in Ferrieres-GAtinais (Loire!) on March 29, 1618, was received at
Saint-Lazare on August 21,1637, and was ordained a priest in April 1642. From his post as
Superior of the Saintes house, he was recalled to Paris in 1646, where he took his vows and
dedicated himself zealously and successfully to the missions. From 1648 to his death in February
1655, he was Superior of the Saint-Meen house. During his missions he would seek out pious
persons wishing to detach themselves from the world and would assist them in the choice of a
religious Community. The Company ofthe Daughters ofCharity greatly benefited from his zeal.
(Cf. Notices, vol. ill, pp. 124-28.) After the death of his sister, his parents decided to dedicate
themselves to God's service--the father with the Priests of the Mission, the mother with the
Daughters of Charity. Whether they actually did so is uncertain.
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spirit. Poverty in regard to food is another means for avoiding the
spirit of the world, and so is work, which, by keeping our mind occupied, will easily divert it from a worldly spirit."
"Those are good reasons, Sister, and excellent means to combat
the spirit of the world; for it would really be ridiculous for women
dressed like you, poorly nourished as you are, and carrying out the
lowly, abject duties in which you are engaged, to maintain amid all
that a spirit filled with the principles, maxims, and opinions of the
world.
"And you, Sister, would you tell us another means for fighting
against the spirit of the world?"
"Father, I think the practice of the Rules is a good means for ridding ourselves of the spirit of the world."
"You're right, Sister, and, provided you're faithful to them,
nothing can keep a tighter rein on you against the spirit ofthe world
because, by God's grace, they're drawn up in such a way that they
have no part in it. And to help you to be more exact in observing
them, it will be well, Sister, for you and all those who feel as you do
to read them orhave them read from time to time. Reading the Rules
incites you to practice them. If a Sister has been lax in them, she's
ashamed of this and makes up her mind to be more faithful.
"Do you have any other means to tell us, Sister?"
"It seems to me, Monsieur, that the holy exercise ofthe presence
of God can be very helpful in detaching us from the spirit of the
world."
"And you, Sister, have you thought about the topic of this conference? Would you tell us why a Daughter of Charity must give
herselfto God in a special way to resist the spirit of the world?"
"Because the spirit of the world is displeasing to God, especially
in Communities."
"And do you know any means to do this, Sister?"
"It seems to me, Monsieur, that recalling the points ofthe conference will help us to resist the spirit of the world."
'That's an excellent means, Sister, especially striving to retain
the sentiments God gave you during your meditation on this topic.
Now, to facilitate for you the means of making this sort of prayer
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and (2) the means. To enter into the fIrst, we have to consider the
benefIts to a person who practices the virtue proposed, and, on the
contrary, the harm there is in not observing it; as, for instance, in
connection with today' s subject, to see how fItting it is for a Daughter ofCharity, who has given herself to God to serve Him in the lowliest work there is, to distance herself from the spirit of the world
and be fIlled with the spirit of God; and, on the contrary, the harm it
would do both her and her neighbor if, having given herself to God
in this way oflife, she were still fIlled with the spirit ofthe world.
"Next, if we recognize that we're tainted with this wretched
spirit and are aware of the harm it does the soul, we'll reflect on the
best means to free ourselves ofit. If, by the mercy of God, we're not
caught up in it, we'll see what precautions we'll have to take to prevent ourselves from falling into it. In this way, Sisters, you'll be furnished with motives and means on the topics proposed to you.
"Please tell us, Sister, the thoughts God has given you on the
subject at hand."
"I thought, Monsieur, that a powerful motive for detaching ourselves from the spirit ofthe world is to reflect that God has called us
to a vocation that is qnite opposed to it. As means, it seems to me
that humble obedience, the practice of mental prayer, and interior
recollection will keep us far removed from the spirit of the world.

But, on this point, Monsieur, a difficulty occurred to me, which is
. that we don't always make our prayer because it frequently happens
that, at the time we should be making it in the morning, we have to
deliver the medicines, and in the evening, there are always drugs to
be dispensed, with the result that entire days go by without our mak-

ing it."
"Sister, even though prayer is exttemely necessary for a Daughter of Charity, nevertheless, I'll tell you that, since your principal
ministry is the service of your neighbor, when there's question of
helping him and reason to fear it may be detrimental to him if you
put this off, then you are obliged to leave your prayer. Furthermore,
if there were no other time to assist him but the time for Mass, you
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on a day of obligation-rather than leave him in danger, for assistance to the neighbor has been established by God himselfand practiced by Our Lord Jesus Christ, but the obligation ofhearing Mass is
only of ecclesiastical institution. I'm glad to have the chance to tell
you this, Sisters, so that, although you should be as punctual as possible for all your spiritual exercises, nevertheless, you may be sure
that you must leave everything for the service ofthe poor. Still, Sisters, as far as you can, you must accommodate Martha to Mary, and
arrange your duties in such a way that both prayer and work may be
reconciled.
"Tell us another motive to oblige us to avoid the spirit of the

world, Sister."
"Monsieur, 1think that: (I) the Holy Spirit is not found where the
spirit of the world is present; (2) modesty is incompatible with the
spirit of the world, and (3) if we don't avoid the spirit of the world,
we're in great danger of losing our vocation."
"I won't conclude this conference, Sisters, because M. Vincent,
who was very anxious to hold it himself but was unable, will be glad
to finish it. That's why we'll just add a little to what you've said.
Moreover, it isn't for me, 1 who have very good reason to fear still
being tainted by this spirit, to treat effectively the means ofcombating it; for, in order to speak well about the spirit of the world, one
must be filled with the spirit of God. In addition, 1wasn't prepared
for this because 1 wasn't informed of it. Nevertheless, I'll still tell
you the thoughts that occurred to me on this topic while you were .
speaking.
"The first one, which is very pressing and to which no objection
can be raised, is that you are Christians, Sisters, and consequently
obliged to wage war against the world by the promises you made to
God at Baptism. When you were asked, 'Do you renounce the devil,
the world, and its pomps?' you replied, 'I do renounce them.' And,
although you didn't say the words yourselves, but by the mouths of
your godfathers and godmothers, you must keep faith with God and
carry out the promises made on your behalf. You wouIdn't want to
renounce the inviolable mark you received in this sacrament, nor
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the grace and faith conferred on you at that time. So, you must keep
the promises you made; otherwise, you would certainly be Christians, for the mark can't be removed, but, by not doing the works, it
would be in name only. Please give that a little thought, Sisters. 'By
a special grace of God, I am a Christian. Many others will be
damned because they were not, but they would have been better
than I, ifGod had granted them this favor. Would I want to renounce
what I promised God? What a crime that would be, and what punishment would I not deserve!' There's no doubt that, if you take
those ideas to heart, you'll preserve the spirit of God and eradicate
the spirit of the world.
"You should know, Sisters, that everyone has his particular
spirit. The spirit of a nobleman is different from that of a lawyer, a
merchant, a cabinetmaker, or a farm worker. And the spirit of each
consists in devoting himself to learning everything he must know
for his profession. God has given us the grace ofcalling us to a vocation totally contrary and opposed to the spirit of the world; and if,
instead of striving to know and seek the spirit of God, which is
proper to us, we're satisfied with the spirit ofthe world, which is opposed to us, we'll be like a statesman who would have only the spirit
of an artisan. To succeed in a state of life, one must have its spirit;
otherwise, one ruins everything. Put a soldier in a lawyer's office
and he'll be useless because that's not his spirit. Put a baker in a tailor's shop and he'll ruin everything because the spirit of a baker is
one thing and that of a tailor is another.
"In the same way, to be a good Daughter of Charity, you must
have the spirit of your vocation. When a Daughter of Charity
doesn't have the spirit ofher vocation, she does no good and doesn't
succeed in anything; you see no charity in her, no recollection, no
modesty; she gives bad example to those who see her, and you may
read on her forehead: 'This Sister doesn't have the spirit of her vocation.'
"What is your intention, dear Sisters? I ask you this quite
frankly, and you should put the same question to yourselves. When
you committed yourself to this way of life, was it to live according
to the world? If that's what you wanted, you shouldn't have left it. If
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adopt the one proper to the state oflife you've embraced; otherwise,
you'll never succeed. The world, as has been said, has maxims totally contrary to those of God; and to live according to the world is
to live as an enemy of God. Holy Scripture is filled with the invectives God utters through His servants against the world and its
spirit; and when the Son of God was on earth, He taught us by His
example how to resist the spirit of the world. And how did He teach
us? By poverty, humility, obedience, penance, hunger, thirst, and
finally by His death, which the world procured for Him and to
which He was condemned by the world and its maxims.
'Those who have the spirit ofGod, Sisters, do the works ofGod.
God is holy, and they do very holy wOlks. Eh bien! Don't you want
to be daughters of God? Yes, no doubt you do; I can tell that from
your expression, which is the witness ofyour heart. You are Daughters of Charity. God is charity, says Saint Paul; therefore, since you
are Daughters of Charity, you are daughters of God. To be His true
daughters you must do His works. Isn't this what you want? Yes, no
doubt you do, and you desire with all your heart to strive to combat
the spirit and maxims of the world because, if someone follows the
maxims of God, she's a daughter of God. So, too, if someone follows the maxims ofthe devil, she's a daughter of the devil. And you
don't want that; you want to wage war against it with all your might.
And to do so properly, you must know, Sisters, what the spirit ofthe
world is.
"According to Saint John, the spirit of the world consists in lust
of the eyes, concupiscence of the flesh, and pride of life. 2 These
three things are the fatal, miserable sources from which flow all the
other channels that lead the soul to its infallible loss. For a greater
realization oftheir enormity, Sisters, pause and reflect a little on the
spirit ofJesus Christ. He wasn't rich, as we see from what He said to
those who wanted to follow Him: 'The birds have their nests and the
foxes have holes, but I have no stone on which to lay my head.' 3 We
~. I In 2:16. (D-RB) The New American Bible expresses these three vices as follows:
"Camal allurements, enticements for the eye. the life of empty show."

3Cf. Mt 8:20. (NAB)
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know that, as long as He remained with Saint Joseph and the
Blessed Virgin, He earned His living by the work of His hands, and
from the day He began to preach, He lived on the charity of Mary
Magdalen and the other devout women who followed Him,looking
after His needs and those of His Apostles. Now, you see from this,
Sisters, that, if wealth had been a means necessary to salvation, Our
Lord wouldn't have lived in such poverty, and you can conclude
that the spirit of the world, which hungers for and covets riches,
leads to damnation.
"Sisters, if anyone among you should not love poverty, let her
consider that of the Son of God; if someone else should love approval, let her glance at the life of Jesus Christ and see how He received it. When praised for His teaching and miracles, He referred
all the glory to His Father; but His Father and He were one, and that
was to teach us that we mustn't attribute anything to ourselves. The
Christians of the primitive Church imitated the spirit ofOur Lord so
closely that whereverthey went they were recognized by theirpoverty, modesty, words, and works.
"A great means to combat the spirit of the world, Sisters, is to
think about those who have lived in the spirit of Jesus Christ. The
lives of the saints are full of it; otherwise they'd never have become
saints. Don't think that you have to be separated from the world to
acquire it. The Apostles preserved it while living arnong the people,
and communicated it to them by their conversation, for conversation is derived from the word versatio, which means the pouring out
of the thoughts and feelings of one mind into that of another by mutnal communication. Consequently, Sisters, to preserve the spirit of
Jesus Christ, we must avoid worldly persons, who try to destroy it
by their wiles, and never speak among yourselves of anything but
what will lead you to love all that Our Lord has recommended.
"The last means, which you should use the most frequently, is to
ask it often and confidently of God; for He'll never refuse you, Sisters. He has promised it to those who want to follow Him. You may
sometimes remind Him of His promises, if you feel a great desire
for this. Eh quai! My God, I'm totally filled with the spirit of the
world, and You have promised special assistance to those who
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would follow You; would You refuse it to me to help me rid myself
of an enemy who fights so boldly against Your glory, and who uses
so many tricks to thwart my salvation? My God, I hope You'll give
me all the assistance needed to bring him down. I desire this and ask
You for it with all my heart, which I implore You to fill with the
holy maxims You taught Your Apostles and those who, filled with
Your true spirit, have happily overcome the spirit of the world.
With you, Sisters, I pray earnestly for this spirit, both for you and
for me, I who need it so much. In the hope ofobtaining it, I will now
pronounce the blessing. Benedictio Dei Patris. ... "

39•• THE SPIRIT OF THE WORLD
August 25. 1648

'This topic has already been dealt with, Sisters; consequently,
since I have very little time, I'll just touch on each point. The first
point is why Daughters ofCharity should give themselves to God to
avoid the spirit of the world. Sister, please tell me the reasons that
may prompt a Daughter of Charity to rid herself of the spirit of the
world."
"Because we cannot serve two masters."
'That's an excellent thought, Sisters, for our Sister means that,
as long as a Daughter ofCharity has her mind filled with the superficial things ofthe world, she'll be inclined to follow it. It' s an infallible maxim of Jesus Christ that we cannot serve two masters; so
much so that anyone filled with the spirit of the world can be sure
that she can't have that of God.
"And you, Sister, give us one reason-just one-why Daughters
ofCharity must work to rid themselves ofthe spirit ofthe world."
"Because the spirit of the world prevents us from devoting ourselves to God."

Conference 39. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
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spirit of the world?"
"Because it's absolutely contrary to the spirit of Jesus Christ,
who said himself that He was not of the world."
"And you, Sister?"

"Because those who are of the world are abandoned by Jesus
Christ, who said that He didn't pray for the world."

"And you, Sister?"
"Because it has never been known that persons who succeeded
in serving God in Christian perfection had a share in the spirit ofthe
world."

"And you, Sister?"
"Because Our Lord, in the person of His Apostles, taught all
those who would follow Him that they musln't be part of it, saying
to them, 'You don't belong to the world; if you did, the world would
love you; but you don't, and that's why the world hates you."'!
"And you, Sister?"
"Because the world may be very prejudicial to our salvation,
seeing that Jesus Christ, who is a lover of peace, commanded His
servants to dissociate themselves from the world."
"Mademoiselle, would you please tell us your thoughts on this?"
"Father, the subject of the conference is flight from the world.
The fIrst motive we have for avoiding the spirit of the world is that
it's totally contrary to the spirit ofJesus Christ; the second is that the
spirit of the world is fIlled with darkness and confusion, which prevents us from knowing ourselves and what's good; the third is that
the spirit ofthe world is nothing but vanity and falsehood, and aims
constantly to destroy the spirit of Jesus Christ."
"By the grace of God, those are sufficient reasons to direct our
minds to rid themselves of the spirit ofthe world. That's why, since
this matter has already been treated, I'm not going to spend much
time on it. Let's now see in what the spirit of the world consists. In
what do you think the spirit of the world consists, Sister?"

lef. In 15:19. (NAB)
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"It seems to me, Father, that this spirit is an abyss of all sorts of
wickedness, since the world is simply an assembly of the wicked;
therefore, we can easily have the spirit ofthe world, even though we
may be far removed from it physically, if our mind is occupied with
thoughts ofwhat's going on in the world and wants to be part ofit."
"And you, Sister, will you tell us in what the spirit of the world

consists?"
"I think, Father, that to imagine in what the spirit of the world
consists, we must think about the spirit of Jesus Christ and all His
maxims, and picture to ourselves the opposite of everything He
teaches. For instance, Our Lord urges us to sell what we have, take
up our cross, and follow Him; and the world looks on that as folly.
Our Lord invites us to embrace contempt, humiliations, and sufferings; and the world rejects all that in order to seek honor and pleasure."
"And you, Mademoiselle?"
"It seems to me that the spirit of the world is to thwart all those
who do good, to love riches and honor, to avoid all that's distasteful
to nature, to give it whatever it wants by continually acquiescing in
all the suggestions of the senses, and to reject any form of constraint, in such a way that the spirit of the world seems to induce
those who follow it to form a god of their own, according to their
sensual, earthly idea, forgetting the honor and obedience they owe
to the one troe God. I have to mention this troth with great shame,
having learned it from my own weakness and from following my
sensuous desires, which I haven't combated with the courage I
should have had."
"Now, Sister, what means do you think should be adopted in order to reject the spirit of the world?"
"I think we have to ask God for it every day:'
Another Sister said, "Consider in all our actions the spirit with
which the Son of God performed His, so as to try to do ours in the

same spirit."
"It seems to me," said another Sister, "that a good means is never
to talk about what people ofthe world do, for fear that our mind may
tend to become attached to it, which could cause our ruin."
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"r think it's good to be very recollected," added another Sister,
"and not to linger with lay persons any longer than the time needed
to transact our business with them."
"One means of shunning the spirit of the world," replied another
Sister, "is to ask God humbly and constantly to help us realize
what's evil in it in order to have a great hatred of it."
Another Sister said, "Thank Our Lord every day for having
placed us on the path that will distance us from it, and ask Him for
the strength and help to rid ourselves of it once and for all."
"To be strongly attached to the spirit of Jesus Christ," added another Sister, "and to try to act in such a way that we do nothing that
is not in conformity with it."
Several other Sisters spoke on all the points and said much the
same as has already been included bere. Mter that. Most Honored
Father began as follows: "Well now, blessed be God, blessed be
God, and may He be praised forever that, in His infinite goodness
and mercy, He has deigned to make known to us that those who
would serve Him in spirit and truth must be far removed from the
spirit of the world! But when we speak of the spirit of the world,
dear Sisters, you must know both what the world is and what its
spirit is. The world, properly speaking, may be understood to be this
great machine that makes up the universe, and its spirit, the spirit
that moves and guides it. The world may also be understood to
mean all people taken together, and its spirit would be that of all
people in general. Again, the world may be taken to mean worldly
people, persons addicted to pleasure, vanity, and greed, and the
spirit that animates such persons is a spirit of perdition and damnation that revolts against God and leads the soul to total min. For that
reason the Son of God didn't pray for such people. He who came on
earth only to save us, who gave His blood and His life for our redemption, found there some persons driven by such an evil spirit
that they obliged Him not to pray for them.
"What a powerful reason, Sisters. 'Quoi! r, a Daughter of Charity, who had the intention of giving myself to God to serve Him and
to work out my salvation, shall r find myself in such a state that the
Son of God will abandon me and not pray for me! And to whom
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shall I turn? Who will protect me if I'm deserted by my Lord Jesus
Christ? How shall I dare to address the Eternal Father, if His Son
abandons me?' And yet, Sisters, this will be only too true if you
have any part in the spirit of the world and make no effort to free
yourself.
" 'But, Monsieur,' you'll say to me, 'how can a Daughter of
Charity have anything to do with the spirit of the world?' Oh, I'll
tell you how! In the first place, the world-or the spirit of the
world-is nothing other than lust of the eyes, by which is meant a
love of riches and a desire to have what we see others possess; concupiscence of the flesh, which is a love of pleasure, whether of the
sense of hearing, sight, taste, or touch-in a word, of anything that
satisfies these senses-and pride of life, which is an attachment to
honor and esteem, wanting people to have a high opinion of us, to
speak well of us, and to think we're doing a good job in a certain
hospital, parish, country district, or wherever we may be ministering.
" 'But, Monsieur, is it possible that a poorly dressed Sister, with
her work so mapped out for her that often she doesn't have time to
finish it, could be so involved with what you've just said?' I reply,
Sisters, that, ifwe're not on our guard, the world tries to have a hand
in everything. That's what led Saint Paulto say: 'Let us do good, for
fear that the world may seduce us.' 2
"A Daughter of Charity, who must imitate the holy poverty of
Jesus Christ, may have an immoderate, compelling desire to lack
nothing for her comfort: to be well housed in well-furnished rooms
and to have a nice bed; that's an attachment to the good life, which
proceeds from the spirit of the world and from lust of the eyes.
"Then there's an artaehment to honor. This Sister won't care
whether she's well accommodated, but will love prestige, be
pleased to be on good terms with the Ladies and with her Sisters
who are near the Superioress, and to be considered attentive in her
ministry, kind with the sick, and exact in her Rules. That's pride of
life.
2{;f. Gal 6:9. (NAB)
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"A Sister who is displeased because she has cheap clothing or
because her collar isn't nicely laundered or good enough, will be
upset by this. She won't go willingly where she has work to do, will
want shoes that are well made, and will be annoyed if they are
low-heeled or mended badly. All that is the spirit of the world, Sisters! Please be careful.
"A Daughter of Charity has the spirit of the world if she likes to
use refined language, to be singled out as someone who speaks
well, and who, if there's anew, fashionable word, knows it and
waits for the best opportunity to use it!
"When I point out to you all those desires proceeding from the
spirit of the world, don't think it's my intention, dear Sisters, to
have you fall into the opposite faults and that a properly furnished
room should give way to untidiness; or love of honor to a way of
acting that might give bad example to your neighbor; or instead of a
neat, clean collar, a soiled, untidy one; or that you should use
coarse, vulgar words instead of those affected ones that the French
language adopts from time to time and which you don't need to
make yourselves understood, because most often they're meaningless. No, you must always avoid extremes. You can have a tidy
room; that's always a good thing, but don't be concerned if it's not
so beautiful or the furniture is shabby. You have to do your best to
see that your poor persons never need anything, but don't do it ftom
a desire to have the Pastor and the Ladies hear of it and praise you.
You must be exact about your Rules, but with the thought that
you're pleasing God by following them and not in order to be held
in higher regard by your Superioress and your Sisters. You must
keep your linen and simple clothing clean, but if your collar is
soiled or if Providence doesn't permit that it be well laundered,
think nothing of it and act as if it were.
"A further sign of the spirit of the world, dear Sisters, is to keep
anything for your private use, to put something by, to set aside some
money for a time of need, to have certain comforts that you don't
have in the house or which wouldn't be allowed if you requested
them. How abominable and diabolical is the spirit of the world! By
the grace of God, I don't know of any Sisters who might want to do
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to the spirit and holy maxims of the Son of God!
"It's also the spirit ofthe world to find it hard to be with our poor
relations, to want people to think we've come from a better, more
comfortable home than we actually have, and to be ashamed to say
from whom we're descended. It's likewise the spirit ofthe world to
want to be well housed and to have a well-aired and comfortable
room in a fine house.
"Again, it's the spirit ofthe world to be unwilling to have certain
Sisters as companions, not to adapt ourselves to their moods, or to
consider them too unrefined. Alas! Sisters, we don't know what we
want; we often have tteasures without being aware ofit. But all that
is discovered afterward, when those Sisters have died and each of
you comes to tell us what you know about them. Man Dieu! Don't
you remember, Sisters, the beautiful conference we had on Sister
Louise,3 where we heard such wonderful things about her-things
we had never dreamed of? I know some of you who, by God's
grace, are far from having any of the signs we've given of this
worldly spirit, and I'd like to hope from God's mercy that if this
doesn't apply to all, it does to most of you. I'm not very sure of this
because I don't see you often on account of my other business affairs; it would certainly be one of my greatest and most tangible
consolations. At any rate, I do know that, by God's grace, there are
some who count nothing dearer than to find occasions to mortify
themselves. I know there are some who work hard and courageously at ridding themselves of the natural aversions they may
have for other personalities contrary to theirs. I know there are some
who never complain of their companions, whoever they may be.
I'm also aware, however, that several love their own ease, desire to
be well housed and accommodated, and to have as a companion
some Sister with an attractive personality. I'd like to hope that, with
God's help, they'll be cured of all that.

3Sister Louise had been missioned to Saint-Jacques de la Baucherie in Paris. Saint Louise
reported her death to Sister Barbe Angiboust in a letter of June 24 [1648) (cf, Spiritual Writings.
L. 1818, p. 247). The conference Saint Vincent mentions here is not extant.
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meat not always be of the poorest grade. To complain that the meals
haven't been prepared according to our liking is also a sign of a
worldly spirit. 'This bread isn't good; it's impossible to eat it. This
meat is so skimpy; it would make you die of hunger.' That's the
spirit of the world, Sisters, the spirit of self-indulgence!
"To complain about your health is likewise a sign of the spirit of
the world. 'We don't take care of the sick Sisters; they're left without any consolation; they don't have any delicacies; they're not
given remedies.' Ifsuch thoughts occur, Sisters, it's the spirit of the
world that's suggesting them because, by the grace of God, I know
of no Community that's so well looked after as yours, and that,
through the wise administration of the Sister in charge of you, the
Motherhouse is able to provide for the needs of both the sick and the
healthy. If there's nothing superlluous, you should praise God because to squander the good things He gives us, when there's no need

or usefulness in doing so, is to misuse them.
"I'm sure that while I'm telling you this, Sisters, some ofyou are
saying to yourselves, 'He's describing me; I recognize myself; I'm
full of the spirit of the world.' On this point, I'd like to remark that
there's a big difference between being tempted and yielding to it.
Now, there's no one who doesn't feel the natural repugnance we all
have toward inconveniences. But if the Sister who feels it controls
herself and doesn't let it gain the upper hand, far from this repugnance being imputed. to her as a sin, she uses it, on the contrary, as an
opportunity for merit. These feelings may certainly come to you,
Sisters, but if you resist them, don't dwell on them, and don't complain about them to others, they're nothing but tests of your fidelity
to God.
"It's also the spirit of the world to want to be Sister Servant and
to be in charge of the others, and to think that you're more capable
of this office and will fulfill it better than another Sister. That's the
spirit of the world, and may God in His infinite mercy be pleased to
preserve you from it!
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at every moment and on every occasion to combat this spirit with
which I'm filled? Frankly, I'djust as soon give it all up, and let matters take their course! I'll never see the end ofit. It's a problem with
too many ramifications.' Don't act like that, Sister! There's a remedy for everything. Doctors cure indispositions by their opposites.
They strive to fmd the cause of an illness, and if it comes from heat
they cure it by cooling medications, and if from cold, by warmer

remedies.
"For instance, a Sister loves nice things and is happy always to
keep something in her own possession to be used, so she says, in
time of need. This must be cured by some practice of poverty, being
content when we lack something, not being in too great a hurry to
have what we need for our convenience. It's all right to request
things, but if we feel that we're too inclined to ask for what we can
do without, we have to mortify ourselves in that. So, little by little,
today in one thing, tomorrow in another, with God's help and the
trouble we take, we'll acquire the habit of the virtue contrary to this
vice.
"We've said that people have a certain natoral inclination for
honor. Perhaps we're not concerned about it nor seek after it, but
we're glad to be respected because sometimes that gives us the opportunity to do more good and to procure some relieffor the neighbor
that he wouldn't have otherwise. The remedy for this, Sisters, is to
love the little humiliations Providence sends you or those encountered in the places where you are ministering. Love that, my dearSisters, and consider it as certain that there's no true glory except in the
practice of true virtue, which comes to us from God. Consequently,
it's to Him we must attribute all the glory that reverts to us from it.
Let's always mistrust our own strength and believe that if God didn't
preserve us constantly, we'd have some irreparable falls.
"As for the other sign of the spirit of the world, which is pleasure,
you must resist it by mortification of the senses. 'But, Monsieur, I
feel a constant penchant to look at things that satisfy me, or to listen
to what pleases me. How can I conquer this tendency, which is nato-
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ral to me and still deeply entrenched in me through force of habit?'
Take great care to rid yourself of that enemy, dear Sisters. Let no opportunity pass of attacking it. I feel inclined to look at something that
pleases me; then I won't look. I'm happy to talk with a certain person
I like, who speaks so well, gives such excellent reasons, and says
such lovely things; but that's unnecessary for my growth, forit isn't
conducive to it, and I'm seeking only to gratify myself in it; I have
to-and I want to-mortify myself in this. I take pleasure in the sense
oftaste, of touch. Oh, Sisters! slay those monsters by abstaining from
even legitimate contacts. Along with the sense of taste, mortify the
sense of touch by nsing rough linen and coarse cloth, and don't give it
any satisfaction.
"I've gone on inadvertently much longer than I thought, dear Sisters. I think those are some of the disorders that the spirit of the world
can create among you. I ask Our Lord Jesus Christ, who came into
this world to destroy it, to make known personally to each one of you
all the circumstances in which you'll need to fight it; to fill you with
His own Divine Spirit, which is a deep spirit ofcharity, humility, and
poverty, as opposed to the spirit of pride, covetousness, and avarice;
and to give it to the Company in general and to each one in particular!
"In this confidence, I will now pronounce the words of blessing,
which bring with them the Spirit ofGod. Benedictio Dei Parris. .. ."

40•• LOVE OF OUR VOCATION
December 25. 1648

Most Honored Father read the note and began in nearly the following words: "Sisters, the subject of this conference is the love we
must have for our vocation. It's divided into three points. The first

Conference 40.· Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
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concerns the reasons for loving our vocation more and more; the
second deals with what makes us grow cold or hinders us from loving it, and the third is the means we can use to love it ever more and
more. This is a very important subject, Sisters, because any progress we make in virtue depends on the love we have for our vocation.
"Please tell us your thoughts on the first point, Sister, and the
reasons that occurred to you."
"As a first reason, I thought that it's impossible for us to remain
always in the same state. If, therefore, we don't advance in the love
of our vocation, we grow cold and fall back. Another reason is that,
because of the difficulties we encounter daily in it, we can't persevere very long in our vocation if we're not affrrmed in this love, and
if it doesn't outweigh the difficulty. A third reason is that, without
this same love, we can't resist the temptations with which the
world, the flesh, and the devil continually assault us."
A further reason, offered by another Sister, is that our vocation
brings down God's blessing on all the rest of our actions and on our
entire life.
Another reason is drawn from the graces God has given each one
of us in particular-graces that can't be appreciated enough when
we think of the dangers from which He has rescued some, the hardships from which He has delivered others, and the places from
which He called us to bring us to this place to work out our salva-

tion.
Another Sister put forward that our vocation is in keeping with
the life the Son ofGod led on earth and the holy counsels He left us.
Another reason: Although our vocation is lowly and contemptible in people's eyes, it is, nevertheless, very lofty in the sight of
God because its sole aim is to please Him in all we undertake.
Another reason: God himself has given us an attachment to our
vocation, and we must endure all sorts of losses rather than consent
to anything whatsoever that might lessen the love we must have for

it.
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Another reason: The care God takes of our Company should
give us the confidence that, as long as we have the happiness of belonging to it, He won't allow us to perish.
Another reason is that, by the grace of God, we can note some
improvement in our lives and a change in our behavior, and so far
we haven't seen any of our Sisters-although virtuous before entering the Company-die without having made great progress in perfection.
Mademoisel1e, our Most Honored Superioress, commented that
we must love our vocation because it's a mission given to us by

God.
Another reason: Its whole purpose is the practice of spiritual and
corporal charity, which should always maintain us in a most pure
manner in God, who binds us to His holy love.
Another reason: If we don't love our vocation, it's to be feared
that God may allow us to lose it altogether; should that happen,
we'l1 be in great danger in regard to our salvation, which often de-

pends on our vocation.
Another reason: If we don't love our vocation, we won't do anything that merits for us the love of God, nor anything that can please
Him; we' 11 often give scandal and bad example to our neighbor, and
we ourselves will never be content-and may God not abandon us
entirely and leave us in a state of hardness of heart.
On the second point, namely, what can distance us from the love
we must have for our vocation, the Sister who had given the first
reasons on the first point noted, "What distances us from the love of
our vocation is, first of all, yielding to the temptations I just mentioned. The first, which concerns the world, is absolutely dangerous
and capable of causing us to lose all the love we could have; it occurs when we listen to the talk ofthe Sisters who might have no love
for their vocation.
''The second temptation comes from the flesh, which complains
constantly and desires to have all its comforts; in our vocation we
have to avoid this. The devil, by means ofthe temptations he creates
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for us, incites us constantly to thoughts of pride and vainglory; and
when they enter the mind of a Daughter of Charity, they take away
all love for her vocation, which calls for a love ofhumility and lowliness.
"Another obstacle to love of our vocation is the spirit of the
world, the desire to know what's going on there, and the fear ofnot
being esteemed by it. It may also happen that we stop loving our vocation because we fail to appreciate all that is proper to it, causing us
to become negligent, then discouraged, and finally to fall into such
a state that we're in grave danger of)osing it, if God doesn't assist us
by a very special grace.
"Another hindrance is not to be attached strongly enough to the
beliefthat this is where God wants us, and where we should live and
die. As a result, we set our sights on some other benefit-although
often an imaginary one-and are inclined to listen to the first proposals coming to us from elsewhere; thus it happens that we become troubled by the slightest conflict contrary to our inclination."
Another hindrance, brought forward by Mademoiselle, is the
failure to appreciate our vocation and not consider it a very special
grace of God.
Yet another is not to be on the alert against the first feelings of
weariness we may experience, and this applies both to newcomers
and to older Sisters, who, after rising from their original fall, have
recovered their first fervor, by the grace of God. Another is voluntary neglect of the smallest points of the Rules. The greatest hindrance of all is not to tell our Superiors of the first feelings of
distaste for our vocation and what has caused them.
On the third point, regarding the means that may help to increase
in us the love of our vocation, the following was said:
''The first means is to ask God for it everyday and to declare often that we don't want to yield to temptations, from whatever source
they come. Another means is to reflect that Our Lord says that He
regards as done to himself whatever we do to the least ofHis brothers and sisters, and to remember that on Judgment Day God will re-
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ward or punish us only for the works of mercy we've either done or
omitted. This will suffice to give us a love for our vocation. Another
means is to love persons who are poor as members of Jesus Christ,
as He recommends us to do. Another is to throw ourselves at the
foot of a crucifix when we begin to experience some temptation
against our vocation, and to ask God earnestly for holy perseverance through the merits of His Son. Another means is to mistrust
ourselves, which will cause us to turn often to God and to ask Him
for holy perseverance.
"Another is to make use of the reasons already specified, which
prompt us to love our vocation and to avoid what God has shown us
to be contrary or harmful to this love. Another means, given by Mademoiselle, is to ask it earnestly of God. Another is to ask our
Guardian Angel to obtain it for us and to help us by his wise counsel
and holy guidance to do or not to do what is mentioned above to

master ourselves in order to overcome our passions and mortify our
senses."

After listening with the greatest charity and patience to the Sisters, Most Honored Father began to speak as follows: "I thank God
for all I've just heard, Sisters: the motives inducing you to love your
holy vocation more and more, the hindrances that may arise and
cause this love to grow cold, and the means that can help us to increase it more and more. To all these reasons, which are amply sufficient, I'll add one, Sisters: the holiness of your vocation; for it
hasn't been instituted by human persons but is of divine institution.
Saint Augustine gives us a sign by which we may know if a good
work comes from God: good works whose authors can't be found,
says this great Doctor, most assuredly come from God. Now, no one
can doubt that this work is good in itself, for it is such that 1see nothing greater in the entire Church of God; 1see nothing more lofty for
Sisters. To be continually engaged in the service of your neighbor,
o Dieu! what a work! And is there anything more noble than to cooperate with God in the salvation of souls, which you strive to do
while administering remedies to them?
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''There can be no doubt whatever that it was God who established you. It wasn't MIle Le Gras; she didn't think ofi!. As for me,
alas! it never occurred to me. The first person to carry out these
functions was a good country woman. She used to herd cows, and
had taught herself to read while tending them, questioning
passersby who seemed to know how to read. Then she studied on
her own what they showed her, and so, by the grace of God, she
taught herself.
"Once she had learned, she felt urged to teach others and came to

see me in ... 1 where I was giving amission at the time. 'Monsieur,'
she said to me, 'I've taught myself to read, in a certain sense. I've
had a strong desire to teach other country girls who don't know
how. Would that be a good thing?' 'Certainly, certaiuly, my daughter,' I said to her, 'I advise you to go ahead.' So she went to live in
Villepreux, where she taught for a time.
''The Ladies at Saint-Sauveur had a Confraternity of Chality in
their palish; they were serving the sick themselves, carrying the
soup pots, medicine, and everything else. Since most of them were
of the upper class, were married, and had families, they were often
inconvenienced by carrying this soup pot, became disheartened,
and talked of finding some servants who would do it for them.
When this good young woman heard of the project, she wanted to
be part ofit and was accepted by the Ladies. The Ladies in otherparishes wanted to do the same and asked me if there was any way I
could give them some ofthese women. Mile Le Gras, to whom God
had given the zeal she had all her life for His glory, was asked to
take charge of them, to form them in holiness and in the manner of
serving poor persons. So, we got a house for them.
"And that's how the Company began, with no one planning it,
for the good country woman who started it had no thought of it; so
you see, Sisters, it's God himself who has brought you togetherin a
very mysterious, excellent way, and not a single person has ever
IThe name of this place was omitted. Tradition maintains that Marguerite Naseau met Saint
Vincent while he was giving a mission in and around Villepreux. The fact that she went back to
live there, as the conference states, seems to confinn this.
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found fault with it. I'm still looking for someone to say, 'This isn't a
good work.' Who then can doubt that God is the author of your
Company? Saint Paul says that every good thing comes from God;
and Saint Augustine states that every good work that has no author-that is, that no one can be found who planned it or first
brought it into being-comes infallibly from God. Who will assnre
me that yours has any other author than God himself? You weren't
instituted by Saint Francis, Sisters, nor by Saint Dominic, nor by
Saint Benedict, nor by Saint Bernard, nor by one of the other great
patriarchs, but by God himself.
" 'Am I to be a member of a Company instituted by God himself
and not love it? If that isn't sufficiently powerful, then what motive
do I need to make me love it? ' It certainly will be powerful enough
if you weigh it well, Sisters. When we find ourselves weary oflife,
lack ardor, and are confronted with the other annoying encounters
in which God tests the fidelity of His servants, both men and
women, we can reflect, 'Quoi! I'm becoming less zealous, but I
know I'm in a vocation that God himself established! Can I have
any doubt?'
"I'm well aware, dear Sisters, that some among you, by the grace
ofGod, love their vocation so strongly that they'd prefer to be crucified, torn apart, and hacked into a thousand pieces rather than tolerate anything contrary to it-and there are a good number of you, by
the mercy of God. This hasn't been given to all, however, and there
may be others to whom their vocation isn't so pleasing, who find its
practices more painful, who are less submissive, and to whom obedience seems like a yoke that's heavy and difficult to bear. Those
Sisters are subject to frequent upsets, and they upset others. Not, by
the grace of God, that I know of any, but there may be some and,
when that happens, dear Sisters, reflect a little, 'What do I have to
complain about? Am I not in a Company that God himself has
formed and fashioned by His all-powerful hand? And would I be so
unfaithful as not to love it?'
"And what could you love, Sisters, if you don't love your vocation, when considered in that light? Are you going to love your par-
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service? Are you to love your friends, your attachments, your own
satisfaction, and yourselves? No, Sisters, there's nothing so lovable
for you as your vocation, for the reason I've just given you, namely,
that God himself is its author.
"The second reason mentioned is that God has taken you from
your homes to bring you here by a very special grace-a grace so
great, so outstanding, that we could never appreciate it enough. David, filled with gratitude and praise, exclaimed, 'God has taken me
from my father's house to call me to him.' 2 It must indeed be the
goodness of God that attracted you, Sisters, for, I ask you, did the
Sisters seek you out? Perhaps you saw them, but did they urge you
to join them? Not at all. Did people pressure you about this? Just as
little. Perhaps they told you that the Company existed, but God had
to touch your hearts and give you the desire and courage to come
here. What could have made you leave your home, your father and
mother, your possessions-in the case of some-and your dreams
of the joys and pleasures of this world? It took a divine power, Sisters. Human beings couldn't have done it; nature is loath to do it,
and everything is opposed to it. It must, therefore, be God. So, Sisters, this is a very powerful motive, and keeping it in mind can and
should overcome all the obstacles that try to stand in the way of the
love of your vocation. 'Quoi! I'm becoming less zealous, no longer
have my first fervor, and am letting myselfbe demoralized! I'm forgetting that it's God who called me, and the great joy and consolation that gave me at the time!' Be very much on your guard against
this, dear Sisters, and if you feel your first fervor growing cold, try
to revive it by recalling these reasons.
"Here now is the third reason or motive to induce us to advance
in the love of our vocation, and that is its excellence and grandeur,
for it's such, dear Sisters, that I know of none greater in the entire
Church. You declare that you're devoting your life to the service of
your neighbor for the love of God. Is there any act oflove to surpass
that? No, for it's an acknowledged fact that the greatest proof of
2Q", Ps 78:70-71. (NAB)
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love is to give one's life for what is loved. You are giving your entire life to the practice of charity and, therefore, you're giving it for
God. It follows that there's no ministry on earth concerned with the
service of God that's greater than yours. 1 make exception of the
nuns at the Hotel-Dieu, who profess to do the same, and who work
day and night for the service of God in the person of the poor. So,
Sisters, 1 don't see anyone to equal you, except those who do what
you do. And then you're going to love something contrary to your
vocation that might tarnish its beauty? Far from that, Sisters, 1hope
you who already have this love will continue to grow in it, and that
those who might not experience it will strive to acquire it; for, take
my word, Sisters, our whole perfection depends on this. If a religious-male or female-a Carthusian, a Capuchin, a Missionary,
doesn't have the spirit and love oftheir vocation, everything they do
is worthless and they spoil everything because the spirit of a
Carthusian, a Capuchin, and a Missionary is different for each, and
the spirit of a nun is different from that of a Daughter ofCharity. To
do things right, each one must work so diligently at acquiring his or
her spirit that it' s impossible to confuse another with it; for however
good and holy in itself a spirit may be in those who profess it, it
would be harmful and contrary to the man or woman who should
have a different one.
"I know that a good number of you have this spirit so well
formed in you that nothing on earth could cause you to make the
slightest change in it. Furthermore, this grace was so strong in most
of our Sisters who have died that, had they lived in the days of Saint
Jerome, he would have written their lives in such a favorable light
that we'd be in admiration of them. What produced all that in them?
It was the love of their vocation, whose spirit was so steadfast in
them that they were faithful even to the smallest practices.
"So those are the three motives which, along with those you
mentioned, Sisters, can inspire you to love your vocation: God is
your founder; He himself has called you; and your vocation is the
greatest in the Church of God, for you are martyrs; whoever gives
his or her life for God is regarded as a martyr, and it's certain that
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"Let's see now what can draw us away from that. You've said
some beautiful things, and I'll add that, first of all, it must be taken
for granted that every mortal sin separates us from God and deprives us consequently of the love of our vocation. First, you have
the pride that inclines you to want to have a high position, to be esteemed, to keep people from thinking we're of little account. Now I
ask you, how could a person puffed up with presumption remain
among the poor Daughters of Charity? She'll see herself disdained,
set aside, with no claims to honor or to the hope of ever having any
among persons of the world; and there are no posts of honor in our
houses. 'Let him among you who wishes to be the greatest,' Our
Lord said to His disciples, 'be the least.' 3 Consequently, this accursed sin, which caused the angels to fall from heaven, will prevent Sisters prone to ambition from remaining any length of time in
the Company.
"You also have avarice, which is opposed to holy poverty. If a
Daughter of Charity were infected with this vice, then good-bye to
her vocation; there's no need to say any more about it; it's allover.
The desire to have something for yourselfin case ofneed, or to keep
something or other in reserve. Sisters, is to mistrust God's Providence and care. As soon as avarice has its clutches on a soul,
good-bye to all virtue! Judas, who had received the grace of being
called to be an Apostle and the gift of working miracles, and who,
like the other Apostles, was destined for great sanctity, became a
demon through avarice. See what this accursed sin really is, that it
had the powerto change an Apostle into a devil! So you can imagine
what will happen if it were once to enter the soul of a Daughter of
Charity.
''The third means that causes us to lose the love of our vocation
is-I don't wantto say impurity, oh no, never, by the grace of God
has that even been mentioned-simply a certain unrestrained liberty. A Sisteris quite pleased to meet men; she isn't disturbed in the
3Cf. Lk 9:4748. (NAB)
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least by listening to them; she replies to them and keeps up the conversation, even with confessors outside of the confessional; she
passes the time speaking of matters that are neither urgent nor necessary, but simply for the sake of making conversation. Watch out
for that, Sisters. I repeat, even with confessors, you see. Not, by the
mercy of God, that I know of anyone who does this, no; but since
these are things that could happen and would be very prejudicial,
it's well to be on the alert against them.
"It's also very harmful to toy with bad thoughts and not to men-

tion them to your confessor or Superioress; and if you're not careful, you'll be in grave danger oflosing your vocation.
"Another thing that's also damaging to the love ofyour vocation
is self-indulgence in eating and drinking, dear Sisters: wanting to
eat choice food, or to delight in having something different from the
rest of the Community. This sin leads to I don't know how many
others. I don't mean that you shouldn't be fed properly; no, you
have to live and, in order to do so, you have to have good, wholesome food, but no superfluities and no looking for something special.
"Envy also draws us away from our vocation. This sin is a very
dangerous plague. To envy is to be displeased that another Sister
does better than we do, that the Ladies take notice of her, that the
poor are contented with her, and even that she's faithful to her Rule
and puts us to shame by her example, if we ourselves aren't exactto
it.
"Our perseverance, dear Sisters, has also to do battle with another sin, which I don't say is mortal, except in certain circum-

stances, but which stems from mortal sin and in a lesser degree is a
venial sin, and that is anger. A Sister may be so bad-tempered that
everything offends her. If she's accused of something, she'll dispute it; if someone doesn't answer her quickly enough-perhaps
because the person didn't hear her-she'll get angry; if someone
enlightens her on her doubt, that will displease her; if she's left to
her own devices, she'll regard that as a reason for being discontented. This vice is very dangerous, Sisters, and I ask you to watch
out for it, especially since it sometimes becomes a habit-a very
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bad habit for anyone, but particularly for a servant ofGod, a Daughter of Charity who should always be amiable and gentle. It's quite
certain that the Sister who remains subject to it won't stay in the
Company, for she'll always find something in itto vex her, and this
vexation will some day reach the point where she'll abandon everything.
"Another great obstacle is laziness, love of one's own body,
which causes so much harm. Laziness sometimes generates misunderstandings among the Sisters, because the Sister tainted by it will
spare herself as much as possible, never lending a hand to the heavy
work, being content to go out only in fine weather, often leaving everything to the last minute, then hurrying her companion in such a
way that the latter can't stand it any longer and will be forced to say
so, which will then put herin a bad mood. She'll refuse to get up in
the morning, especially in cold weather. When she hears the clock
strike, she curls up for another quarter of an hour, then for half an
hour and, in the end, stays in bed until six o'clock. She'll be pleased
to sit close to the fire or, at any rate, not to move very far away from
it. Mon Dieu! Sisters, what evils stem from that source! Rest assured that a Sister so contaminated by this won't be concerned with
loving her vocation.
"So there you have sins ofevery kind that contribute to lessening
and destroying in us the love of our vocation, Sisters. In addition,
there are the complaints of a companion who is dissatisfied or is little devoted to her vocation. Be very much on your guard against
this, Sisters, for it's one of the greatest hindrances to love of your
vocation; it's one of the most dangerous plagues that can infect
Communities, and all the more to be feared the less careful you are
about it.
"A Sister discontented with her vocation is easily annoyed at the
slightest disagreeable experience. If the Superioress or the Sister
Servant charitably calls her attention to some fault she's committed, all is lost; she's up in arms. What doesn't she say? Now, won't a
poor Sister-either a newcomer or perhaps an older one who's a little gullible and impressionable, and who gives a hearing to every-
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great danger, if she's not aided by a special grace?
"Well now, dear Sisters, that's enough for today. I'm sorry to
have kept you so long-you poor Sisters who had so much trouble
coming and will have just as much going home. Man Dieu! how
many angels are now busy counting your footsteps! Those you've
taken to come here have already been marked off; so, too, will those
you will still take; for, says one of the saints, 'All the steps taken by
the servants of Jesus Christ for His love are counted.'
"I'll conclude briefly. Please God, we'll deal with this topic on
another occasion when we have more time, and I think it will be
helpful to do it more often than we've done until now. That's why
I'm going to give you succinctly only two or three means today. The
first will be holy humility, the virtue opposed to pride, which, as
we've already noted, leads to the loss of vocation for most Sisters... ."4

41. - THE LOVE OF GOD
September 19, 1649

"Sisters, the subject of the present conference is the love of God,
which is found in today' s Gospel, where Our Lord, when asked by a
Doctor ofthe Law which was the greatest ofall the commandments,
replied, 'You shall love your God with all your heart, with all your
soul, and with all your mind, etc.' 1 Our Lord allowed himself to be
asked this to have the opportunity to give us the instruction included
in today's Gospel. In line with that, Mile Le Gras judged it advisable for us to study this topic, which is divided into three points. In
the first point we'll see the reasons why the Daughters of Charity
are obliged-like all Christians, but in a more particular man-

"The rest of this conference is missing.

Confereoce 41. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse aCthe Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
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ner-to love God with all their heart, with all their mind, with all
their understanding, etc. In the second poiut, we'll see the signs by
which we can know if we love God. The third point will be on the
means of acquiring and increasing love in us; for it's not enough to
have it, but it must continue to grow. Well now, blessed be God,
blessed be God forever!
"Sister, tell me the reasons why a Daughter of Charity is obliged
to love God with all her heart."
"Because He's infinitely good."
"Right, Sister. That's a fine answer. You see, Sisters, our Sister
says that we must love God because He's infinitely good, and that's
a very pressing motive; for, since He'·s infinitely good, He must be
infinitely loved.
"But why must a Daughter of Charity love God more than anyone else?"
"As a Daughter of Charity, I feel infinitely obliged to love Him,
Monsieur, when I think that His Goodness has withdrawn me from
the corrupt mass of the world to place me in such a holy place,
where all the works that are done are holy. I'm ashamed to have
benefited so little from this until now. I asked Our Lord for the grace
to be more attentive to it and have taken the resolution to work
harder at it."
''Do you see, Sisters, the second motive for loving God given by
our Sister? The first is that God is infinitely good; that's a general
motive common to every person, each of whom feels personally the
effects of God's goodness. But one of the signs of this that she has
seen in herself is that God has taken her out of the corrupt mass of
the world and chosen her from among so many others He has left
there, to bring her to such a holy place. The result is that the motive
of her love, as a Daughter of Charity, is the thought of how deeply
obliged she is to God for the benefit He has conferred on her in calling her into the Company; in other words, for her vocation.
"And how can a Daughter of Charity know if she really loves
God, Sister?"
"It seems to me, Father, that she can know it if she feels a great
desire to please Him."
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"That's truly a great sign, Sister; for, if she has a strong desire to
please Him, she'll be careful not to offend Him and, on the contrary,
will take care to do everything she knows is in conformity with His
Will or desire. A person who wishes to please another tries to fmd
out his feelings about things, to conform herself to them, to anticipate them, and she lets no opportunity pass of showing her a joyous,
pleasant submission and respect. That's how she perceives and
knows that she loves. In the same way, the person who perceives
within herself this intention to please God, and is careful to neglect
nothing that can give Him glory, can reasonably believe that she
loves God. But how can this be seen by others, for often this interior
intention to please God is known only by the soul that experiences
it? It's a relationship between God and the soul. How can we recognize that a Daughter of Charity really loves God, Sister?"
"It seems to me, Father, that she loves Him if she keeps His commandments."
"You're right, Sister! that's the very sign Our Lord gave when
He said: 'If anyone loves me, he will keep my commandments.' 2
One ofthe most authentic signs that we love someone is to submit to
his commands. Ifyou see someone careful and exact in obeying every one of God' s commandments, then you can say. 'There' s a Sister who really loves God.'
"And you, Sister, why do you think that a Sister from the Charity
is obliged to love God?" After listening patiently to all the reasons
spelled out to him by the Sister, M. Vincent summed them up as follows: "Our Sister says that she's seen many reasons, but that God's
benefits to her in her vocation have especially touched her, considering that in this state of life we not only keep God's commandments but we also observe His counsels, and it' s a vocation in which
we profess to love God and our neighbor. That's very touching,
dear Sisters, and our Sister was right in seeing in it a powerful motive to prompt her to love God.
"And how can we recognize that a Daughter of Charity loves
God, Sister?" When the Sister had fmished, M. Vincent added,

lQ'. In 14:15. (NAB)
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loves God: if, as she says, she's careful to keep her Rules. Truly,
that's an excellent sign! It's what led one ofthe Popes to say-and I
myself have seen that Pope; it was Clement VIII3-'Bring me a religious who kept his Rule, and I won't need any miracles to canonize him; if! have evidence that he kept it, that's enough; I'll place
him in the catalogue of the saints.' That's how much this holy Pope
respected such a lofty, excellent matter as keeping one's Rule! So
then, Sisters, our Sister had good reason to say ofthe person you see
taking care to observe her Rules-not ouly the house rules, but also
those for outside, namely, the care of the sick-that in this we'll
know that she loves God. And who could doubt that this Sister loves
God if we see her faithful to rising in the morning, making her
prayer well, seeing that her patient has his medicine, that the soup is
ready, and that everything is carried out properly; and if, after
breaking her Rule through human frailty or perhaps from some apparent necessity, she immediately accuses herself of it and asks for
a penance? You may be certain, Sisters, that someone who acts like
that loves God.
"Tell me, Sister, how can a person who already has the love of
God grow in holiness and advance in His love?" After the Sister had
answered, M. Vincent added, "Our Sister is saying that one means
of increasing and perfecting oneself in the love of God is to be submissive to God and our Superiors, and she speaks the truth. Submissive to God-what an excellent means to grow in His love! If I'm
changed, ifI' m moved about, it's God who permits it. I take it from
His hand and I accept it for love of Him. Let the Superior do whatever he wants with me; I know that he's guided by the Spirit ofGod,
and because I love God I submilto all his orders. What a lovely, excellent practice is the love of God! Our Sister said it well: it's the
means of perfecting ourselves in it and of increasing it. The soul in
this state is constantly making acts of love, and she does it from
what's within her. It's the natore of our heart to love something. It
must of necessity love God if it doesn't love the world, forit can't
3Clement vm (1592-1605).
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God in His infinite mercy called us to His service, so it's natural for
us to love God. And all we have to do in order to love Him is simply
what our Sister has just said.
"To this, Sisters, I'll add that there's no place on earth where you
can work out your salvation more easily than in your Company; no,
not one, provided you do what depends on you and in the way God
asks ofyou. Tell me, please, can you attain a higher degree of virtue
than that of our Sisters who have gone to God, have edified us so
much, leaving us such a good reputation and such a great example
oftheir holy lives? No, 1don't know anywhere you can give more to
God, use your energies more freely for His love, and have greater
means of growing and perfecting yourself in it than among yourselves, provided you do what you're supposed to do."
The Sister who spoke next gave four reasons, most of which had
already been mentioned. "When you're going to repeat what others
have already stated," noted M. Vincent, "it will suffice to say, 'I had
the same thought as Sister x.' So you're saying, Sister, that you're
obliged to love God because He's infinitely good-and we've already mentioned that-and because He's lovable. Now, good and
lovable go together, Sister, and come to the same thing, so whoever
says good says lovable, and whoever says that God is lovable presupposes that He's good. You add, 'Because He heard your prayers
and redeemed you.' These are two strong motives that we'll reduce
to one, namely, that He created you, and His infinite goodness drew
you out of nothingness to make you a reasonable creature, capable
of knowing and loving Him and of enjoying His glory for ever and
ever. Now that's a powerful motive! I'll love God, yes, I'll love
Him, and I'm obliged to do so with good reason, since 1 am His
creature and He is my Creator and Redeemer."
M. Vincent questioned the Sister on these signs, and after she
had spoken, he went on, "Our Sister says that we can see that a Sister loves God if she does all her actions to please Him, that is, if she
isn't concerned about what people will say; for, Sisters, there will
always be some who find fault with what is done by God's servants.
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But what people say matters little to holy souls, provided their actions are pleasing to the Divine Majesty. What do you think you're
doing, Sisters, when you carry meals through the streets? You make
many persons happy with that pot of soup; you delight good people,
who see you on your way to work for God; you delight the poor,
who are awaiting their food; and you delight God, who sees you and
knows your desire to please Him by doing His work. A father who
has a handsome, grown-up son is pleased to watch from a window
as the boy walks boldly down the street, and this gives him unimaginable joy. In the same way, Sisters, God sees you, not through a
window but everywhere, no matter where you may be, and He
watches how you go off to render service to His poor members. If
He sees you going about it in the right way with the sole desire of
rendering Him service, it gives Him inexpressiblejoy. It's His great
pleasure, His joy, His delight. What a happiness, dear Sisters, to be
able to give joy to our Creator!"
After asking some questions on the means of loving God well,
M. Vincent continued, "Sister is giving us an almost infallible
means ofloving God; she says that it's to walk always in His presence. That's very true; the more we see someone who is the epitome
of good, the more we love him. Now, if we often imagine having
God before our eyes, who is beauty and perfection personified,
there's no doubt that the longer we look at Him, the more we'll love

Him."
Another Sister, questioned on the reasons for loving God, replied that she had thought of several reasons already mentioned, but
felt especially grateful to God for having called her when she was so
young. Most Honored Father noted this, and repeated it several
times. She added that one recognized that a person loved God when
she obeyed His commandments and that one means of acquiring
this love was to be careful not to offend Him.
Another Sister said on the ftrst point, '''The ftrst reason obliging
us in a very special way to love God is that this love is the most excellent ofall virtues, the one that confers weight and value on all the
others, and that God in His goodness has chosen us to love Him by
calling us to be Daughters of Charity.
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"The second motive is that, if we don't strive to acquire this holy
love, we'll spend our lives in vain, and our works will be counted as
nothing.
"The third is that, if we don't have the love of God, it will be very
difficult for us to persevere in our vocation and to fulfill the obligation ofour Rules and the service ofthe sick in the way we should.
"On the second point I thought that we'll know whether we love
God if, for love of Him, we overcome the difficulties we meet, as
well as all those things contrary to our senses, reason, and will, and
if we take great care to please God and greatly fear offending Him.
"On the third point, I saw that one means of acquiring the love of
God was to desire it with all our heart and to ask for it eamestly and
perseveringly; and one means of increasing it was to make those
acts frequently because we do more perfectly those things we practice more."

After mentioning several reasons already pointed out by others,
another Sister added that we can see whether we love God if we are
distressed when we offend Him, if we like to speak of Him and, in a
word, if our only intention in all our actions is to please Him, principally in matters involving the service we must render to our neighbor, who is His image.
On the third point, she noted that one means of acquiring, and
even of increasing, the love of God is the reception of the holy sacraments, especially Holy Eucharist. It's impossible for us to come
close to fire without being warmed, provided it be with the necessary disposition, that is, with the desire to give ourselves entirely to
God and to ask Him ardently to give us His love.
"I thank God with all my heart for the lights He's given you on
the present subject, dear Sisters. They are such that theologians
could scarcely say more. They might perhaps say more beautiful
things, but not betler ones.
"Among the reasons you cited-and they're all weighty, important, powerful, and urgent-I'll pause only on one, which seems to
me the most moving, namely, that God has commanded us to do
this. Wouldn't it be enough if He had permitted it? No, it wasn't
enough for His love to permit us to do it; He had to oblige us by an
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those who transgress it. If a peasant were summoned by a King to be
his favorite, and the King commanded him to love him, how obligated he would feel 10 do so! 'Alas! Sire' he'd doubtless say, 'I'm
not worthy of your consideration. I'm only a poor laborer.' 'No
maller, I want you to love me.' How greatly the kindness of this
King would oblige that poor man to love him, Sisters, and to love
him with his whole heart! He'd think of nothing else than the favor
bestowed on him by the King.
"Now, God, who is infinitely greater than all the Kings of the
earth and in whose sight we're less than atoms, nevertheless values
our love so highly that He wants to have it sole and entire. 'You
shall love the Lord your God with your whole soul,' He says, 'with
all your strength, with all your mind, with all your will. ' You see,
Sisters, He reserves nothing. Note that this is a commandment of
sweetness and love, not one of difficulty or constraint. You'll understand this by the following consideration. If the Queen sent for
one of you and said, 'Come, Sister X, I've heard about you. I've
been told that you're a good Sister; that's why I sent for you to tell
you that I want you to love me, but to love me dearly, and don't fail
to do so.' Tell me, Sisters, what would you not do to show the Queen
how grateful you were for this favor? Now, you're certain that God
wants you to love Him; He's shown it by His express command and
also, as has been said, by choosing you to be Daughters of Charity,
which means daughters of the love of God or daughters called and
chosen to love God.
"Another motive you gave is that God fulminates a curse against
those who don't love Him. 'Let those who do not love God be
anathema,' says Saint Paul. 4 A curse on those who don't love God!
Yes, Sisters, God artaches such great importance and has such a
high opinion of our love that it's His absolute Will that we love
Him, and if we don't, we're accursed.. What threats these are!
"Here then are two motives that I bring forward, Sisters, so as not
to repeat the ones you've mentioned: one is God's command that
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we love Him; the other is the curse with which He threatens those
who won't do so.
" 'But,' someone will say to me, 'all right; we're quite convinced
that we must love God, but what does it mean to love? How can we
do it?' To this, dear Sisters, I reply that to love is to wish a person
well, to desire that everyone know his merits, have great respect for
them, procure for him all the honor and satisfaction within our
power, and wish that everyone would do the same and that the person we love may not meet with any misfortune. The more perfect
love is, the more sublime and lofty is the good we want for the beloved. Now, as nothing is more perfect than God, it follows that the
love we bear Him is a sound and healthy love, tending to want His
greater glory and everything that may be for His honor.
''To understand this clearly, Sisters, you should know that there
are two kinds of love: one is called affective, and the other, effective. Affective love proceeds from the heart. The person who loves
is filled with warmth and affection, is continually aware ofthe presence of God, finds satisfaction in thinking about Him, and spends
her life imperceptibly in such contemplation. Thanks to this love,
she does, with no difficulty-and even with pleasure-the most
difficult things, and is vigilant and careful concerning anything that
can make her pleasing to God; lastly, she basks in this divine love
and takes no pleasure in any other thoughts.
"Love is effective when we act for God without experiencing its
warmth. This love isn't perceptible to the soul; it doesn't feelit, but
it still produces its effect and completes its act. This difference, says
the Blessed Bishop of Geneva, 5 may be illustrated by the example
of a father who has two sons. One is still young. The father hugs
him, enjoys playing with him, is delighted to hear him babble,
thinks about him when he doesn't see him, feels deeply his little sorrows. If he goes out, he keeps thinking about this child; when he
comes home, the first thing he does is to go to see him, and he loves
him as Jacob loved his little Benjamin. The other son is a man of
twenty-five or thirty years of age, already his own master, who goes
5Saint Francis de Sales, in his treatise On The Love of God
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of the house; and it seems as if his father has no tenderness for him
and doesn't love him. If there's any hard work, it's this son who
does it; if the fatheris a farm worker, it's this son who will take care
of any concerns connected with work in the fields, and will lend a
hand with it; if the father is a merchant, this son will work in the
business; ifthe father is a lawyer, this son will manage the practice.
And yet it seems as if the father doesn't love him.
"When, however, it comes to making provision for him, the father shows clearly that he loves him more than his little boy, whom
he hugs so fondly, for he gives the elder the best part ofhis property
and advances him plenty of money. And we see, from the customs
of certain regions, that the eldest children get the best part of the
family possessions, while the younger ones have only a small portion by law. So it wonld seem that, although the father has a more
tangible, tender love for the little one, he has a more effective love
for the older son.
"Now you see, dear Sisters, that's how the Blessed Bishop of
Geneva explains these two loves. There are among you some Sisters who really love God, who experience great sweetoess in prayer,
great pleasure in all their spiritual exercises, great consolation in
frequenting the sacraments, and experience no inner conflict, because oftheir love of God, who enables them to accept with joy and
submission all that comes to them from His hand.
"There are others who don't experience God at all. They never
have, they don't know the meaning of relishing prayer, and they
feel like they lack devotion; yet, they don't stop making their prayer
or practicing their Rules and the virtues, and they work hard, although with repugnance. Do they stop loving God? No, certainly
not, for they do all that the others do and with a love that's all the
stronger because they feel it less. This is effective love, which continues to be operative even though it's not apparent. Some poor Sisters become discouraged. They hear that a certain Sister is so
fervent, makes her prayer well, and has a deep love of God. They
experience none of that; they think all is lost, they don't belong in
the Company because they're not doing what the others are doing,
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and that it's better for them to leave, since they are there without the
love of God.
"Now that's a mistake, dear Sisters. If you're living your vocation, you can be sure that you love God and that you love Him incomparably more perfectly than those who feel this love deeply but
don't do what you do. Note what I've just said, Sisters: if you're living your vocation.
"I see some ofyou saying to me, 'I'm doing nothing, Monsieur; I
don't see any progress; nothing that's said or done moves me. I see
Sisters so recollected at prayer, and I'm always distracted; if we
have spiritual reading, they take so much pleasure in it, and I get
bored. This seems to be a sign to me that God doesn't want me here,
since He doesn't give me the spirit, as He does to others. I'm only a
bad example here.' That's a deceit of the evil spirit, who strives to
conceal from you the good you accomplish when you do what depends on you, dear Sisters, although you get no consolation from it.
"There are some who are troubled when they see others abandoning their vocation. 'That Sister left; why should I stay any longer? I'm doing nothing here either. If she works out her salvation
well elsewhere, so might I.' And yet, although they are upset by
these difficulties, they still do all that depends on them. Don't
worry, Sisters. God wills you to be in this state. You don't lack His
love since you are acting that way, and it' s one ofthe greatest proofs
you could give Him.
"God's commandment to love Him with your whole heart, with
your whole soul, with your whole mind, etc., doesn't mean that He
wants the heart and soul always to have a tangible experience ofthis
love. That's a grace His Goodness imparts to whomsoever He
pleases. But He intends that all our actions, by an act of the will, be
done for love of Him. When you entered the Company, you saw the
obligations entailed; you gave yourselves to God to fulfill all of
them in His love, and every day you repeat that act. Rest assured,
Sisters, that, although you may not enjoy the consolation of feeling
the warmth of this love, you can't fail to have it, doing what you do
for love of Him."
"But how can we make a perpetual act of love, Monsieur?"
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"You may be assured, Sisters, that this can easily be done by four
means that I'm going to explain to you.
''The first means of being in a continual act of the love of God is
not to tolerate any bad thoughts and to keep your mind free of them,
for they're very displeasing to God, who is all-pure and holy. Ifany
such thought occurs to you, dismiss it as soon as you perceive it, reflecting that your heart belongs to God alone, who wants nothing
soiled or contaminated. There's an easy way to do this. When the
clock strikes, remind yourselves that God is calling you and is saying to you, 'My daughter, love Me; my daughter, time is passing
and eternity is approaching; give Me your heart.' This simple, interior act, Sisters, will put you into the presence of God, cleanse your
heart, and help you to make an act of love.
''The second means-for it's a question of establishing that all
Daughters of Charity love God, and love Him always-the second
means, I repeat, is never to say anything bad, never to complain,
never to murmur, never to engage in conversation harmful to others, neither about those at home nor about those outside the house,
and to speak well of God and our neighbor. In this way our hearts
will be maintained in the love of God."
"But, do I have to be talking about God all the time, Monsieur?"
"No, no! But when you do speak of Him, let it be with respect
and devotion. When you're together in a place where you can talk,
speak to one another of the good you've seen, say how good God is
and how good it is to love Him, or discuss how to serve Him in order
to edify those who listen to you, and even for your own edification;
if they hear you talking like this, they won't allow themselves to
speak inappropriately.
''The other means ofloving God is to be faithful in following His
rules, which are continual acts of the love of God. As soon as you
rise, give your heart to God to practice your Rule and His most holy
Will in this; get dressed with the same thought in mind; go to prayer
with this desire and sentiment. When you're out ofthe house, serve
the poor in the manner laid down by the Rule. Rest assured, Sisters,
that if you don't fail in this, you're loving God and are making a
continual act of love.
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we're unjustly criticized; to suffer interiorly the ttials God sends us
to test our fidelity. Good Brother Antoine, 6 a holy man and a great
servant of God, whom we've seen here, had this practice. When he
became ill, he would immediately say, 'Welcome, Sister Sickness,
since you corne from God.' If someone said to him: 'Brother
Antoine, people say you're a hypocrite, a real impostor, and you
yourself should practice what you preach.' 'Welcome, Sister Detraction.' People would come and say to him: 'Brother Antoine,
many persons are annoyed with you; they say you're a playboy and
are deceiving people.' 'Welcome Sister Detraction.' He's the holiest man we've seen in our day. He considered everything that
caused him pain and distress as being sent by God. Likewise, Sisters, when you're told that people are dissatisfied with you, or some
word or action is falsely atrributed to you, say, 'Welcome to what
has come from my God.' If you're ill and this prevents you from
performing your exercises of piety as you'd like, praise God, who
allows it to happen. Do the same thing with any difficulty or opposition you may encounter, remembering, Sisters, that you can't make
a more pleasing sacrifice to God than by giving yourselves to Him
to endure whatever He pleases to send you.
"So then, there are four means by which Daughters of Charity
will be in a continual act of the love of God, if they practice them.
The first-we've mentioned it already, but I'll repeat it-is to accustom our heart to form good thoughts, and not allow it to be diverted from them by a thousand vain and useless fantasies or by
unclean thoughts. By the grace of God, I don't think you are
plagued by them, but rather by thoughts of envy, murmuring, and
secret discontent. Oh! how that would separate you from the love of
God and give you ideas of abandoning your vocation and of failing
God! Watch out, dear Sisters, for they're very dangerous. If you experience them, try to reject them and take care not to consent to
them.

6 Antoine

Flandin-Maillet.
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we come up against in our vocation, and which the holy love ofGod
will mitigate. In connection with this, Sisters, don't be surprised
when you hear (at these words M. Vincent's tone of voice changed
and tears came to his eyes), when you hear that a Sister has left, ungrateful for the graces God has granted her. Weep for her 10ss,lament the deplorable state into which she is plunged, and use this
example to strengthen yourselves. 'But, man Dieu! she was a Sister
who was doing so well! She gave so much promise! It surely is the
fault ofthe Company and Superiors.' Beware ofcoming to the point
of doing that, Sisters.
" 'But I go beyond that, for I think I could perhaps leave as she
did; I'm no better, I'm even more imperfect, I'll never be able to
last.' Be very much on your guard against using such language, Sisters. That's bargaining with God, bargaining with yourselves.
Should that happen-or even something worse-don't get upset or
discuss it with one another, or start wondering about the reasons
that led Sisters to leave-for reasons will never be wanting-but renew your act of the love of God and say in your heart, 'My God, so
it's true that this Sister, whom You had so mercifully called, has
abandoned Your service. Alas! What will become of us if You
abandon us! If You didn't support me, my God, I would have already done the same, bull trust that you'll never desert me; and I, on
my part, will do my utruost to be faithful to You. In the future I'll
avoid the company and private complicity that have done me so
much harm, and will seek out those who are stronger so that I may
profit by their good example and instructions.' That, Sisters, is how
you should act.
"Do you know what happens when a Prince revolts against his
King, forms a faction, rebels, and takes up arms? As soon as this occurs, all the Princes who don't belong to the faction go to the King
and say, 'Sire, we heard that a certain person has failed in the fidelity due to Your Majesty. We've come to declare that we have no
part in this rebellion but are ready, on the contrary, to risk our lives
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who are at a distance and can't come send a representative.
"In the same way, dear Sisters, if you see someone, as I've just
mentioned to you, who has failed in her promise regarding her vocation, rouse your heart to greater fidelity and say, 'No, my God,
even if all the Sisters should fail, with the help of Your grace, I'll be
steadfast.'
"Well, that's enough for now; I don't have much time and won't
delay any longer by explaining the other means to you, in the hope
that the goodness of God, who has suggested them to you, will give
you the grace to make use ofthem whenever and wherever you need
them. Meanwhile I entreat Him with all my heart to animate all of
you with His true and holy love, to give us the infallible marks of it,
and to grant us the grace to grow in it ever more and more, so that,
aided by this grace, we may begin in this world what we'll be doing
eternally in the next, to which we ask the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit to lead us."

42•• LOVE OF WORK
November 28. 1649

"Sisters, this conference deals with the importance for Daughters of Charity to work during the time they're free either from the
service of persons who are poor or from teaching children, in places
where they're not too busy. The first point concerns the reasons for
working to earn part of their living; the second, the kind of work
they should undertake; the third, what they should do so that God
may be as pleased with this work as with their assistance to the sick
and their other ministries.
"These are the three points we have to discuss, Sisters. Let's look
at the reasons why Daughters of Charity must keep busy in places
where they can do so without detriment to the service of the sick
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small parishes in Paris.
"Sister, tell us why a Daughter of Charity should work to earn
part of her living."
"On the first point, it seemed to me, Father, that we must keep
busy because Our Lord recommended that we make good use ofour
time; secondly, because we're poor; and in the third place, because
idleness generates bad thoughts and conversations and often destroys what grace has established in us, and which we might have
preserved if we had kept busy. On the second point, it seemed to me
that the work we can undertake includes spinning, sewing, and
other common occupations, which we don't lack. On the third
point, it seemed to me that one good means is to be devoted to it."
"Father," said another Sister, "I think we should work in imitation of Our Lord who worked so hard when He was on earth. On the
second point, 1 thought, as Sister just mentioned, that occupations
such as sewing and spinning are the most suitable ones for us. As for
means, 1think that care and diligence will be good ones for us, keeping in mind that we always have to work, and always to work as if
we had to hurry because, when we go slowly, we don't make much
progress, and when we think there's only a little to be done, we're
not concerned with going more quickly."
"Father," added another Sister, "it seems to me that one reason to
inspire us not to waste time is the example of the Blessed Virgin,
who was never idle. As for the type of work, 1 don't see any others
than those pointed out by our Sisters, except for the Sisters at the
Motherhouse who have special duties and offices. A good means
for making our work acceptable to God is to have some good
thoughts while we're working and not to allow ourselves any useless ones."
"God bless you, Sister!" said Most Honored Father. "And you,
Sister?"
"One reason why we have to work to earn part of our living is
that our vocation has the honor of imitating the laborious life of the
Son of God; consequently, since He worked with Saint Joseph and
His holy Mother to earn His living, so should we. A second reason is
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that we don't bring any money with us to the Motherhouse for our
subsistence so we must earn our living by our work. A third is that
most of us would be obliged to earn our living if we were in the
world. A fourth is that this is a good way to establish our Company
in solid virtue, especially in humility, which Our Lord so strongly
recommended to those who want to follow Him, and which He esteemed so higWy that He practiced it himself all His life."

"It seems to me, Father:' stated another Sister, "that one motive
for being concerned with earning part of our living is to imitate Our
Lord, Saint Joseph, and the Blessed Virgin His holy mother, who
worked all their lives. In addition, our Company professes poverty.
A third reason is that, if the beliefthat we didn't have to work to earn
our living was introduced into the Company, we'd soon become
lazy and our Company would go to ruin. Lastly, there's nothing so
harmful to a good life as idleness.
"On the second point, narnely, the work we should do when we
have some leisure time from nursing the sick and looking after the
schoolchildren, or the observances of our Rules, it seemed to me
that each, according to her ability, could do some of the necessary
occupations, such as sewing, spinning, and others that would benefit the house or poor persons, and not things that occupy our mind
too much and cause us to become eugrossed in them. When I
thought over how we should act so that our work may be pleasing to
God and helpful to the poor, I thought that, when I begin it, I should
make the intention of pleasing God by honoring the work Our Lord
Jesus Christ did on earth; and second, not to undertake anything
without permission and to be prepared to give up the work when
we're told to do so or when the service of the poor demands it."
After our most worthy Father, with his usual charity and patience, had heard what each Sister he had questioned had to say on
the subject, he began to speak as follows: "Sisters, I thank God for
the thoughts His Goodness has given you on the present topic; all of
them are good, important, useful, and practical, but, because we
don't have much time, I'm not going to dwell on them.
''I'll add just two things that occurred to me, Sisters, one of
which is that God has expressly commanded us to earn our living by
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you shall earn your living by the sweat ofyour brow, that is, Sisters,
by hard, painstaking labor. This commandment is so definite that no
one can be exempted from it, and the work such that, by the grace of
God, it serves us as a penance by the fatigue it causes the body. God
didn't simply say, 'You shall labor with the powers of your mind to
earn your bread,' but 'you shall labor by the sweat of your brow,'
you shaII not only labor with your mind but with your hands, your
arms, your entire body, and you shall work so hard that sweat will
drip from your brow. That, dear Sisters, is how we should understand God's commandment, which everyone is bound to obey.
"The peasant we see going to his plow to till the soil and to produce the grain that will feed people fulfills this commandment, for
his body suffers from it and toils at it, with the result that sweat often
pours down his face.
"'The Sister from the Charity who goes out morning and evening,
carrying her soup pot in hot and cold weather, not for herself but for
some poor person who can't go to her forit and who would languish
from need if she didn't take it to him, that Sister also fulfils this
commandment, dear Sisters.
"The second reason, Sisters, is that God, addressing the just
man, says that he'll live by the work of his hands-as if He had
wanted to make us understand that his greatest obligation, after that
ofrendering to God the service he owes Him, is to work to earn his
Iiving-and that He'll bless the pains he takes in such a way that no
one will ever see him in need, he'll never be dependent on anyone,
he'll live and support his family by the work of his hands, and all
will go well with him. God even promises to work with him and, by
working, he will bless God.
"That's how the just man lives, dear Sisters; he lives, in accordance with God's command, by the work of his hands, and is a burden on no oJ!:e. But the unjust man won't do that; because he won't
take the trouble of working, he'll be a burden on others; he'll beg for
his livelihood or steal. Note the difference; one is on good terms with
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God and others; he lives in the observance of the commandments of
God and has a sufficiency of the necessities of life; the other is offensive to God, nnbearable to decent people, and almost to himself becanse of the penury to which his idleness reduces him.
"I'm not implying that all those who live comfortably are just,
dear Sisters, nor that all those who suffer from want are unjust, because we often see that, by God's permission, the wicked prosper and
the good are unsuccessful. I do say, however, that no one has ever
seen anyone to whom God hasn't given more than sufficient means
of livelihood, when the person has been willing to work for it.
"As opposed to the blessings God has given to the just, we have
the maledictions fulminated by Him in Sacred Scripture against the
idle. He refers the slothful to the ants: 'Go, you sluggard' He says,
'and learn from the ant what you should do.' 2
"The ant, dear Sisters, is a little creature to which God has given
such foresight that it brings to the community all it can amass during the summer and harvest time, to be used during the winter. You
see, dear Sisters, the ant doesn't appropriate it to his personal use
but brings it to the little community storehouse for the others. Bees
do the same during the summer. They store up the honey they gather
from flowers so they can live on it during the winter; like the ants,
they, too, bring it to the community. They're only tiny creatures, the
tiniest on earth, and God has implanted in them this instinct to work,
so He refers us to them to learn from their example how to work
with foresight.

"The third reason we have, as was mentioned-mon Dieu! it was
mentioned and other beautiful ideas were added to it-is this,
namely, that God himself works incessantly, has worked incessantly, and will work incessantly. He works from all eternity within
himself by the eternal generation of His Son, whom He'll never
cease to beget. The Father and the Son have never stopped loving
each other, and this mutual love has eternally produced the Holy
Spirit, by whom all graces have been, are, and will be distributed to
us.

2Cf. Prv 6:6. (NAB)
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and preservation of this great universe, in the movements of the
heavens, in the influences ofthe stars, in the productions ofland and
sea, in the nature ofthe atmosphere, in the regulation ofthe seasons,
and in all that beautiful order we observe in nature, which would be
destroyed and return to nothingness if God was not constantly guiding it.
"In addition to this general worl<, He toils with each individual:
with the craftsman in his shop, with the woman in her household,
with the ant and the bee to do their collecting, and He does so constantly and continually. And why does He labor? For us, dear Sisters, only for us, to preserve our lives and to procure for us
everything we need. Eh quoi! if a God, Emperor of the entire world,
has never for a single moment stopped working interiorly and exteriorly ever since the world has been the world, and even in the lowliest of earth's productions, with which He cooperates, how much
more reasonable that we, who are His creatures, should work, as
He's said, in the sweat ofour brow! A God works incessantly, and a
Daughter ofCharity would remain idle! She'd convince herself that
all she has to do is to serve poor persons! And when she has few or
none of them, she'd remain idle! Let's be very careful about that, dear Sisters; let's avoid idleness like death-what am I saying?
Let's avoid it as we would avoid hell.
" 'But we're busy from morning till night, Monsieur; we
scarcely have time to eat our meals, and most often, not on time.'
Well and good, dear Sisters. I praise God fortha! with all my heart. I
would hope that it might please His Goodness that all of you would
be like that. I know that in Paris there's a great deal of work, that
very often three wouldn't suffice for what two have to do, and that if
there were forty-eight hours in the day, you'd find plenty to keep
you busy; but I'm also well aware that there isn't the same amount
ofwork in the country, that everywhere there aren't enough patients
to take up all your time, and that in Paris itself there are parishes
where the work isn't so heavy. Granted, there aren't many of these
parishes, but there are always a few, and I'm speaking mainly of
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them, dear Sisters, although you should never waste time in a single
one of them.
"If you really knew the misery entailed by idleness, dear Sisters,
you'd avoid it as you would avoid hell. It has been said-and it's
true-that it's the cause of bad thoughts and conversations. Alas!
that's only too true, Sisters; it's their wet-nurse. How will two persons with nothing to do occupy themselves, if not fIrst of all in useless and dangerous conversations? Then they'll go on to make
damaging and disparaging remarks, gossip, fabricate lies, murmur
against Superiors, criticize the Rules, speak contemptuously of
them and build castles in the air. Don't I myself know what extravagant notions can pass through an idle mind? They'll have a thousand bad thoughts, a thousand unclean fancies about this man or
that woman, about some young man they met-although, by the
mercy of God, I know of no such persons among you, dear Sisters,
and that His Goodness preserves you from these disorders in a very
special way. Yes, we can say to the glory of God that He takes special care to preserve your purity, but this mustn't be abused.
"Idleness also generates petty grudges, problems, and jealousy.
Often these are purely imaginary and groundless. An idle person
will make a thousand reflections contrary to the respect she owes to
God; she'll destroy that peace she ought to make reign in her soul
and will form judgments contrary to the charity she owes her neighbor.
"What did Our Lord do when He lived on earth, dear Sisters?
Someone has said it, so I have little, and almost nothing, to add. I'll
simply say that He led two lives on earth. One, from His birth until
His thirtieth year, during which He worked to earn His living in the
sweat of His divine brow. His trade was that of a carpenter; he was a
hod carrier, an unskilled laborer, and a bricklayer's assistant. From
His youth He worked from morning till night and continued until
He died. Heaven and earth blush with shame at the sight of such a
spectacle.
"That, dear Sisters, is how God acted-God, the Sovereign Lord
of the whole world, to whom all creatures owe infinite honor. We
see Him living by the work of His hands, in the lowliest and most
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difficult occupation there was; and we, wretched, miserable creatures, we would be useless! And a Daughter of Charity would want
to spare herself!
"The other stage of the life of Jesus Christ on earth is from the
age of thirty until His death. During those three years what did He
not do, day and night, going off to preach without a break, now in
the temple, now in a village, in order to convert the world and to win
over souls to His Father? During that time, what do you think He
lived on, dear Sisters? He possessed nothing on earth, not even a
stone on which to lay His divine head, in which Eternal Wisdom
dwelt. So, He lived on the alms given Him by Mary Magdalen and
the other devout women who followed Him to listen to His sermons. He went to the homes of those who invited Him and continued to work day and night and at all hours, sometimes going to
places where He knew souls might be won, sometimes to the home
of a sick person, to heal fIrst his body, then his soul. In this, He
wanted to point out two stages to the Daughters of Charity who
serve the sick; one, during which they look after their temporal
needs, and the other, while serving them or after having done so,
during which time they may say some good word to encourage
them to make a good confession, to prepare them to die well, or to
take good resolutions to lead a better life, in the event that God
should restore them to health. To act in this way, dear Sisters, is to
imitate Our Lord's conduct on earth; and to earn your living in this
way, without wasting time, is to earn it as Our Lord did.
"Saint Paul, that great Apostle and thoroughly divine man, that
vessel of election, earned his living by the work ofhis hands. In the
midst of his heavy labors, his important ministries, his continual
preaching, he took time, either by night or by day, to be
self-sufficient so as not to have to ask for anything from anyone.
'You know,' he says in one of his talks, 'that I've demanded nothing ofyou, and that the bread I eat to sustain my body was earned by
my own hands.' 3 Who will not blush with sharne at such an exarnpIe? It wasn't a young woman who was speaking, nor an ordinary
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man, but a man of good social standing by birth, learning, and virtue; and this man had such a high opinion ofthe holy poverty taught
by Jesus Christ that he would have scrupled eating a piece of bread
that he had not earned. !fhis important ministries didn't allow him
to work during the day, he'd take some time from his night's rest.
"In those days it was a holy custom in the Church for everyone to
work. In the beginning, members of religious Orders earned their
own living. After assisting at Divine Office, they busied themselves
making mats and wicker baskets, which they would sell. And this
was done even in Saint Bernard's day; four hundred years ago his
religious and he himself worked. But, since everything grows slack
with time, this holy custom was done away with, and that has had

serious consequences, for since then domestic discipline has ceased
to be as austere as when religious were subject to work.
"Now, do you see, dear Sisters, how good it is for you to work,
for then you're no burden in the places to which you're called?
That's an important point because, that being the case, you can always render service to God, and with commendation, even though
you shouldn't seek it. You won't be obliged to ask for more than
people can give you. And should you happen to have more than you
need, you know that the surplus is used to form other young women
who will one day render service to God as you do and will serve
their neighbor, and God will be glorified by them. Members of religious Orders render service to God and are the support of the
Church, but most of them-at least those in the mendicant Orders-are dependent. It's true that they do no wrong in this because
that's their Rule. Take, for instance, the Franciscans, who practice
such strict poverty; such a life is great in the sight of God, but
they're dependent and possess nothing; they live in destitution and
poverty because they have no endowments. But you, you can earn a
sufficient livelihood by serving your neighbor; you're not a burden
on anyone; you provide for yourselves. Would to God that I could
do the same, I who am unworthy of the bread I eat; would that it
were permissible for me to earn my living and to be able to serve my
neighbor without possessing anything or being dependent on anyone! Would to God that our priests could do so and that we were
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obliged to forsake everything we have! God knows how willingly
we'd do so. But we can't, and we have to humble ourselves because
ofi!.
"If God is pleased to grant you the grace of being able someday
to eam your living, dear Sisters, and to be able to serve villages that
are unable to support you, I know of nothing more beautiful. Quoi!
by working for others, Sisters will be in a place where they'll be
serving poor persons and educating girls with no contributions
whatever, able to do so thanks to the work they themselves have
done during their free time! What a favor, Sisters, and what a blessing of God that you who are already in a village or in the parishes,
serving persons who are poor and teaching children, contribute by
your work to help others do the same good in the future by bringing
your surplus to the Community! If, as we've already seen, bees do
this by gathering honey from flowers and taking it back to the hive
to feed the others, why wouldn't you, who should be like heavenly
bees, do likewise? If God is pleased, Sisters, to grant this gmce to
your Company, that, through you, poor persons will be served, children instructed, and this house enabled to subsist as it has hitherto
done and to admit and form the young women who present themselves with the intention of serving God, and who, in their turn, will
render Him the same services as you do, won't that be a great happiness for you? You're obliged to do this, as far as you can, dear Sisters; at least you should never neglect to do anything for this
purpose. Let each of you say to herself, 'This is the house in which
I've been raised; they did me the kindness ofaccepting me and welcoming me here; it's only reasonable for me to do my share in defraying its expenses so that it can continue to extend the same
charity to the Sisters who come after us, and the Company may not
stop nor discontinue the good it has begun. '
''That good is substantial, Sisters, greater than you could imagine or than I can express. Take, for instance, two Sisters living in a
parish; what do they not do? What do we hear people say of their
way of life? It's a life absolutely divine, a life like Jesus Christ led
on earth; God works continually with them, and He really must,
dear Sisters, for they wouldn't be able to do what they're doing. I'm
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thinking right now of two of our Sisters, who are in a place where
they don'thave much to do and have enough to live on; I'm worried
about them and fear that this may be an occasion for them to grow
lax and become lazy. I'd prefer that the foundation had not been
made, dear Sisters, because that will cause the ruin of your Company. When our Sisters are comfortably established and don't have
enough to do, they'll neglect the work they do have and won't
bother going to visit the poor. Then we'll have to say good-bye to
the Charity; it's no longer the Charity; it's buried; then we'll have
the funeral of the Charity. That's what will happen if God doesn't
maintain it. I myself won't see it, for I won't be on this earth much
longer; but you, to whom God will give a long life, you'll see it.
"So, give yourselves to God, dear Sisters, to work earnestly, in
imitation of His Divine Majesty who works unceasingly, although
He needs nothing; and, like the bees, bring your surplus to the Community so that, once you've made provision for your own needs,
you'll be contributing to the formation of other Sisters.
" 'But what jobs can we do? We can't undertake something that
requires a lot oftime; furthermore, we don't know how to do everything people may give us to do.' My reply to that, Sisters, is that
sewing and spinning are the most suitable jobs you can do. Everyone needs linen, and you can be sure that, if you take on that kind of
work, you'll always have plenty to do, either for your own use, or
for the poor, or for children, or others; you'll never be without it.
" 'But what should we do to make this work pleasing to Our
Lord?' Someone said it, dear Sisters, and such beautiful remarks
have been added to that. In the fIrst place, you must work to please
God, who takes His joy and delight in seeing you busily engaged for
a good purpose. Now, rest assured that your aim is pleasing to Him.
So have no doubts that you're doing something acceptable to God.
"Secondly, the goal ofyour work should be to honor the painful,
exhausting toil of Our Lord on earth, who lent His divine body to
the heaviest labors, without sparing himself.
"In the third place, you must do it with the thought that you're
working to serve your neighbor, who is so dear to God that He considers as done to himself whatever is done for the relief of others.
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have things with a view to profit. 0 man Dieu! no! that would spoil
everything. If a Daughter of Charity planned, by working, to amass
one ecu after another in order to have money on hand or to be better
fed, that would be displeasing to God and would give bad example
to good people.
" 'Monsieur,' a gentleman said to me yesterday, 'for the last
eight years I've given myselfto God notto make any profit from my
possessions. Once I'm fed and clothed, I give the surplus to the
poor. I'm well aware that I won't be able to provide a position for
my son, but I couldn't act otherwise.' He's a man of the world, dear
Sisters, who doesn't have to do anything, and who has children; yet,
after simply providing himself with the necessities of life, he gives
everything else to the poor, even going so far as to sell and mortgage
his property. We should sell ourselves to rescue our brothers and
sisters from destitntion, and would a Daughter of Charity be so despicable as to reserve something for herself and say, 'How do I
know what may happen? I may not always be a member ofthe Company; if I should leave it, I'd always have this.' Oh! that cursed
'How do I know!' A damnable idea, suggested by the demon to be
an occasion for the downfall of those Sisters who would listen to
him! It's not that I'm aware that any of yon are so inclined; I know
that ali of you are attached to the Motherhouse and well disposed in
its regard.
"I ask God, who, from all eternity, worked within himself; I ask
Our Lord Jesus Christ, who worlced here on earth, even as a laborer;
I ask the Holy Spiritto inspire us to work hard; I ask Saint Paul, who
earned by the work of his hands the bread on which he subsisted; I
ask all those holy religious who did manual labor and achieved
sanctity thalit may please the goodness of God to forgive us for the
time we've so often wasted, especially myself, who am most nnworthy of the bread I eat and which God gives me; I repeat, I ask
Our Lord Jesus Christ to grant ns the grace to work in imitation of
Him; I ask the Blessed Virgin and all the saints to obtain this grace
for us from the Most Blessed Trinity, in whose name and on whose
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infinite goodness I rely, I will now pronounce the words ofblessing.

Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

43. - HOW TO ACT AMID DIFFICULTIES
WHEN FAR FROM THE MOTHERHOUSE
April 19, 1650

"The subject of the present conference, dear Sisters, is what
Daughters of Charity should do when they are living away from the
Mother House, especially in the country and in very distant places,
and have a temporal or spiritual difficulty; for instance, when
they're in doubt and are distressed interiorly concerning their
Rules-for, at times some are contradictory in their ministries--or
difficulties regarding imperfections, inconveniences, or devotional
practices, and especially confession, Communion, physical morti-

fications, and interior communications.
"The topic is divided into three points, Sisters. The first deals
with the reasons we have for knowing clearly how to act when such
difficulties arise outside the Motherhouse; the second, what we
should do in those circumstances; the third, what each Sister has
done when she found herself in similar trials, and some resolutions
to take on this point for the future.
"This conference, Sisters, doesn't concern the Sisters of this

house nor the ones who live in Paris, because they're at the source
of the remedies, but only those living in the country, especially in
very distant places, where they're perhaps deprived of any consolation and unable to have the problem solved by their Superiors hecause the mailer is too urgent and the distance too great. But
because each and every one of you should be ready to set off at once
to wherever you may be sent, it's good for each ofyou to know what
she should do if she finds herself in a place where she might have
this need.
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"Isn't it important, Sister," said M. Vincent, turning to a Sister,
"for us to know how we should act when we're far from the
Motherhouse and some difficulty arises for which we may need ad-

vice?"
"It seems to me, Monsieur, that one reason for wanting to be informed about what we have to do in such needs is that it will put our
minds very much at ease if we are."
"And what would you do, Sister, ifsome trial ortemptatiou arose
when you were far away anddidn'tknow where to turn for advice?"
"Since we don't go alone to places, I think it would be appropriate, Monsieur, to mention it to the Sister with whom I'd be living."
"Yes, Sister, you're right, but it should be done prudently and according to the nature of the matter. If, for instance, it concerns the
care of the sick or the instruction of children, you may-and eveu
should-say something like, 'Man Dieu! Sister, I'm worried because it seems as if the care of the patients here isn't what I've seen
it to be elsewhere; I notice a certain abuse. What do you think?
Can't we do something about itT The same for schools. But if the
problem were such that the Sister might not be able to suggest any
way to solve it, or even ifit were prudent to conceal it from her, then
you might say to her, 'Please don't worry if you see that I'm a little
sad, Sister; I have something on my mind. Just pray for me. I hope
from the goodness of God that this will pass, but I'm so weak that I
can't help showing it.'
"You also said that you should have confidence in the person
given you as your spiritual guide, Sister. Yes; in fact, that's a great
means of setting your mind at rest. If you think of something that's
bothering you, for which you may feel the need of advice, turn confidently to him. God won't allow him to say anything that isn't for

your good."
When another Sister remarked that it was good to put one's mind
at rest and to try to be patient, M. Vincent added, "Sister has said,
and rightly so, that once you've think you've done all you should
have on that point, if you've told another Sister about your trouble
and no remedy is found for it, or if it should be something we may
not share with her without worrying her, and if you've mentioned it
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peace, then you have to believe that God is allowing it to be this
way, adore His guidance, practice patience, and strive to preserve
peace of mind antid worry or temptation."
Another Sister said that she had found no better means than to
kneel at the foot ofthe crucifix and tell her troubles to Our Lord with
confidence and submission, resigning herself to His holy Will.
"You're so very right, Sister, and that's one of the best means you
could fmd to do the Will ofGod and to be at peace. That has been the
practice of nearly all the saints. I remember that the late wife of the
General of the Galleys I used to do that. Once, her confessor' was
traveling to a place fifty leagues away, and she said to him, 'Well,
Monsieur, you're going away; to whom shall I turn in my troubles?'
'Madame,' he replied, 'God will provide. You could go to Monsieur X and Monsieur Y, the former for your ordinary confessions,
and the latter for advice if the other one doesn't satisfy you; and if
neither of them brings you peace of soul, I advise you, Madame, to
seek it at the foot of the crucifix. There you will lovingly present all
your difficulties to the Son ofGod, you will make acts oftrust and of
resignation to His good pleasure, honoring the abandonment in
which He found himself when in a similar state, deserted by those
who had the greatest obligations toward Him, and deprived of all
tangible consolation to the point where He believed himself abandoned by His Eternal Father. There you will contemplate the use He
made of His sufferings, Madame, and, with the help of His grace,
you'll have a happier outcome than I can tell you.'
"This good lady did as she was told, Sisters, and a few days later
she wrote to her confessor: 'I've tried the means you suggested for
fmding peace of mind in my troubles, Monsieur, but I've found
none better than that of kneeling at the foot of a crucifix. What men
said to me wasn't what I was looking for, but I did find it there,
along with all the consolation that creatures were unable to give
me,'

IMadame de Gondi.
2Saint Vincent himself.
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sure you'll never find one that's more efficacious. You were truly
inspired, Sister, and I ask God to bless you.
"You, Sister, sitting next to her, please tell us what a Sister
should do when she finds herself far away, is troubled in mind, and
doesn't know where to turn for advice."
"I think, Monsieur, that the simplest thing is to put ourselves in
the hands of God and to trust in His goodness. In addition, it seems
to me that if we're living with a Sister we trust, we can ask her permission to write to Superiors."
"Blessed be God! Sister confirms what the other Sister just said
about the peace to be found in abandoning yourself to God, and she
added that it's well to write about the matter. Now, Sisters, you
should know that when you want to write to a relative, a friend, or
someone else, you have to ask the Sister Servant's permission, and,
once the letter is written, to give it to her to be sent ifshe thinks fit, or
to be retained, if she thinks it better to do so. This is done in all
well-regulated Communities, and we do the same at our house. Not
one of our priests or Brothers would write to anyone whomsoever
without first coming to ask permission, then bringing me the letter,
which I read and either send or keep, depending on the circumstances. If I'm not there, they go to the other Superiors, who do the
same. 'But that's very hard, Monsieur. Quai! I write something
(which doesn't happen very often) and my letters must be read, and
they risk not being sent if they're not acceptable!' Yes, Sisters, it
has to be that way; otherwise there would be no order: one would
write in her own style, and someone else in another. That's the custom in all well-regulated houses. But when it's a question of writing
to Superiors or to the Directress, then, Sisters, there's no need to ask
for permission nor to show your letters to anyone. You're absolutely free to write to them; you should even do so whenever you
feel the need, without having to ask the Sister Servant's permission,
and she must have nothing to say about it because that's the order
that has to be preserved.
"The same is true for letters that come in; when they arrive, you
shouldn't read them until the Sister Servant has first seen them, nor
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should they be given or sent to the Sister to whom they're addressed. That's what's done everywhere. Do you think that in our
house a letter is given to anyone but me? All letters for individuals
are fIrst brought to me and, when I've read them, I give or keep
them, as I think fIt. But when you get a letter from Superiors or from
the Superioress, the Sister Servant has no right to read it; she should
deliver it, sealed, the moment she receives it, and if the Sister says to
her, 'Sister, would you like to read this?' she mustn't do it but say to
her, 'I'd better not, Sister; it belongs to you, and I shouldn't touch
it.' ..
At this point M. Vincent was called away on some urgent business and left M. Portail to speak in his place. "You're really going to
be deprived, Sisters, because M. Vincent left you on such a beautiful path. You had begun to taste the sweetness ofhis words and suddenly you've been cut off from them. You're left with me now, and
I'm just the opposite from him. But I'm under obedience, and
maybe he'll be able to come back tn fInish what he started. If he
does, you'll be very fortnnate. Meanwhile, since he has given orders, we'll say what God will inspire us on the topic that's being discussed.
"Please tell us your thoughts, Sister."
"Monsieur, the fIrst reason that occurred to me for knowing how
we should act when in diffIculty and at a distance from the
Motherhouse is that, if we didn't know, we'd be in danger of displeasing God by acting contrary to what we're supposed to do because we weren't duly informed. This might cause us great interior
distress and keep us from being at peace with God, with our neighbor, and with ourselves and, consequently, would separate us from
God, who dwells only in a place of peace.
"Secondly, we put ourselves in danger onosing our vocation because, if we don't know how to act amid great diffIculties, we'll easily allow ourselves to go to persons who, not having the spirit of the
Motherhouse, might advise us to do the opposite of what we're supposed to do, and that would bring about our total ruin. When, on the
contrary, we're well informed as to how to act in such circum-
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stances, we'll be preserved in the spirit of the Company wherever
we may be.
"On the second point, I thought, with regard to material things,
that, if we're near the Motherhouse, it's well to come and tell our
Superiors what we think, with the intention of following their advice; and if we're so far away that we can't come, we should place
ourselves in the presence of God and, after asking His assistance, do
what His Goodness will inspire us to do and what we think is permitted by our Superiors. For spiritual matters and interior trials,
however, I think we should seek consolation entirely in God, accept
them cheerfully for love of Him without worrying about them, and
bear with them as long as it pleases Him; and we shouldn't appear to
be in a bad mood or let our Sisters notice anything. To be in this
state, I think I have to ask it earnestly of God, and that was my resolution, with the help of His holy grace."
"Our Sister has mentioned a very compelling and remarlalble
motive, and we should study it a little. She says that, if we didn't
know the right thing to do, we'd put ourselves in danger of losing
our vocation. Maybe that's more serious than you think, Sisters, for
you shouldn't say to yourselves, 'If I weren't in that place, I'd be
somewhere else, where I could work out my salvation just as well;
people are saved everywhere.' Bear in mind, Sisters, that someone
who loses her vocation is like a fish out of water. A fish can't live
very long out of the water; it dies immediately. Why? Because wateris its element, and it's out ofit. In the same way, the Community
is the element of Daughters of Charity who are called to it. As long
as they remain in it. they're alive and have the grace to work out
their salvation, but if they're out of it, they don't know what to do
any more, and most of those who abandon their vocation are lost, if
God doesn't rescue them by a very extraordinary act of mercy. I
don't mean only those who leave from this house, but, in general, all

the men and women who abandon their vocation, wherever they've
been called, for they're all unfaithful to God and insult Him by
spurning the graces He gave them and not using them as they
should.
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do so with great sorrow because it concerns a man who was one of
us; but that doesn't matter, it will help you to see how dangerous it is
to lose one's vocation. A young man from a good family, addicted
to immorality and worldly vanity, was placed with us by his father,
who feared his bad conduct. For nearly a year he was confined to a
room, where no one saw him except a member ofthe house, to make
him aware ofhis duty. He was there like a prisoner. Toward the end
of the year, he was touched by God and felt a great desire not only
never to return to his excesses but to do penance for them, withdraw
from the world entirely, and serve God in the Congregation of the
Mission. After persevering for some time in this desire, he was admitted. He did very well and everyone was edified by him. He was
always to be seen performing acts of humility and seeking the
things that were lowly and humble. When he made repetition of
prayer, we thought we were listening to an angel. His fervor and devotion were unparalleled.
"That lasted about two years. After that he began to grow lax,
then to do everything negligently and to slip back. He was mined by
the company of certain bad persons who had no great love for the
Community. He left on the pretext of doing better elsewhere. He
wore his cassock and still seemed to want to be a priest, but soon
went back to the ways of the world. He rode about on horseback and
behaved quite differently from the way a man of God should act. He
was a courtier-clergyman. He slipped again, for I saw him yesterday without any ecclesiastical attire; he was dressed as a cavalry
man and was about to set out for the army.
"Now, please tell me, isn't it true that his salvation is injeopardy? Perhaps he'll be killed, and God knows in what condition, for
he no longer has the sentiments of piety he formerly manifested.
Now he talks like a freethinker and an atheist; he's beginning to
have doubts and says he doesn't believe in much of anything. That's
the state of a man who has lost his vocation, but who once seemed
like an angel.
"So, dear Sister, you were right to say that, by not knowing what
we're supposed to do, we put ourselves in danger oflosing our vo-
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doubtless the greatest misfortune that could befall a person called
by God to serve Him in a certain way of life would be to abandon it.
We rarely ever fall into such a state when we continue to observe the
sound customs that the Rules and Superiors teach us. I've noticed
that, in the ten to twelve years I've had the honor of serving the
Company, most of the Sisters who have left did so because they
didn't consult others in their difficulties. Some wanted a different
ministry, others wanted another companion. We harbor aversions
and don't mention them. This festers in our hearts. We have trouble
with one Rule that we don't know how to reconcile with another, for
occasionally there are Rules that contradict one another and, by
failing to seek clarification, we fall into abuses and weariness. We
go to confession and never say a word about this. Meanwhile, our
minds continue to be troubled. Should some unexpected occasion
arise, we lay down our arms. I've spent a little extra time on this
point because it's very important."
Another Sister said that it seemed to her that, when we're deprived of assistance, one good means is to offer God a Holy Communion that He may be pleased to consider our troubles or distress.
M. Portail questioned another Sister, who then asked two questions. The first was whether, whenever we feel upset, it might not be
advisable, before anything else, to begin by going to Holy Communion, before seeking a remedy elsewhere.
"You're right, dear Sister," replied M. Portail. "It's well to begin
with that. Prayer is excellent; it's good to kneel before a crucifix,
but it's even better to be united with God in Holy Communion. The
other means are only accessory; this is the principal one. After that,
if the trial persists, we'll have greater strength to endure it, and the
prayer we make will be more efficacious. If we find it hard to say
what's bothering us, this will make it easier for us; if we're in a
place where we have no one, God will inspire us; but, as long as
you're at the Motherhouse, Sisters, confide in your Superioress or
in your Directress; they have the spirit of God to guide you and they
will obtain it for the Sisters they'll give you wherever you go, and
you should look upon it as certain that you'll never be mistaken in
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Superiors God has given us than in an angel from heaven because
it's through them that God tells us what He wills of us. He has said
so himself: 'Whoever hears you, hears me.' 3 If, on the one side, you
saw an angel, who was ordering you to do something, and Our Lord
should tell you to do something else, you'd be obliged to ignore
what the angel might say to you, in order to do what Our Lord would
tell you.
"But, to benefit by what your Superiors say, dear Sisters, go to
them with a right intention in order to become better, not out of spite

or revenge, or to vent your anger and show resentment and aversion, or out of some kind of bravado. Sisters who would go to Superiors without the right intention, far from leaving their concerns
there, would carry back additional ones. Go to them in a straightforward way, with the intention ofcarrying out punctually all they may
tell you to do, looking on your Superior as God, listening to him and
obeying him as you'd obey God. In this way you can rest assured
that God will bless your compliance and give you the peace of mind
you're seeking."
The other question was to know whether, when we're living far
away and those who have made the establishment of the house or
contributed to it need our assislance, we should give it to them at the
expense of our service of the poor. This was discussed in various
ways. Mademoiselle cited the Rule by which we're forbidden to
serve rich persons who have the means of being served by others.
M. Portail advised us to excuse ourselves courteously from doing
so, alleging the danger into which poor persons might fall if they
didn't get food or medicine at the proper time. He added that, if the
service requested could be rendered outside the time we serve the
poor and was simply a case of assistance to the sick, such as preparing soups or medicines, we could do it, provided it happened rarely,
didn't take up much time, and didn't do a disservice to the local surgeons.

3Cf. Lk 10:16. (NAB)
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distant places is so that we won't do anything inappropriate or
harmful to the Company, our neighbor, or ourselves. Another reason is that this keeps us in conformity with the spirit and line ofconduct ofthe Company; for, if some difficulty should arise, 1'd reflect
before God as to what would be for His greater glory and would try
to remember what I heard my Superiors say on similar topics, in order tojudge from that what I could do to act in conformity with their
intentions. If the matter were such that I could mention it to the Sister with whom I was living, I'd talk it over with her in the hope that
God would give her His Spirit for that; if it was a matter of conscience, I'd confess whatever sin I recognized, make the resolution
to give it up, and try to put my mind at rest. My resolution was to do
my utmost, with the help of God, to acquire the spirit of the Company and its maxims during the time I have the happiness ofbeing at
the Motherhouse, so that I can make use ofthem when God permits
me to be far away from it."
"Now there's a motive," said M. Portail, "that hasn't yet been
mentioned, namely, uniformity. You must conform yourselves to
the spirit ofthe Motherhouse so that you will not only be recognized
by your attire and headdress but also by the way you act. You see
bow necessary that is, dear Sisters, so please pay close attention to
it. That's why you have to train yourselves in this. Soldiers going to
war are in training before they leave, and even in peace time they
still have to carry out military exercises frequently. And why do
they have to do that, if not to be fully experienced when they have to
go into battle? For, if they hadn't drilled beforehand, it's to be
feared that they'd lack experience at the time they go off to war.
Now, the Daughters ofCharity wage war against the devil by the instructions they give the sick poor, when they go to visit them and
teach them about God and the chiefmysteries ofour religion; this is
what helps persons who are poor to think of their salvation and
avoid the sins that put them in the power of the devil. They also
wage war against him by teaching little girls, in whom they instill
the fear of God and the desire of virtue. Above all, they wage war
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against him by the good example they give by their charity in assisting their neighbor, by their modesty, their humility, and all the other

virtues they practice."

430.• INDIFFERENCE
July 14 [1650}'

"So then, Sisters, the topic of the present conference is indifference, dealing with the disposition a Daughter of Charity should
have to go any place whatsoever, whether she be sent or called
there, and with any Sister, and the means of keeping themselves
from yielding to the weaknesses that could make them want to leave
there.
"Sister, would you please tell me your thoughts on this?"
"As for the reasons we have for going any place whatsoever, I
thought that it's to obey the Will of God; to keep the promises we
made on entering the Company, when we were told we'd have to go
wherever we might be sent; and to imitate the Apostles, who went
everywhere without any repugnance. As for the Sisters, I think we
must have no preference, but accept all of them cheerfully, always
putting the blame on ourselves for any difficulties that may arise."
On the same topic, another Sister said, "The first reason we have
for going where we're sent and for accepting the Sister with whom
we'll be living is that we're obliged to live under obedience and are
assured that this is how we do God's Will and work out our salvation. Furthermore, it's by changing places that we imitate the life of
the Apostles because, just as they went about to preach Jesus crucified, we also must go to many places and, by our good example,
proclaim that there is a God for whom we're working. As for Sister
Conference 43a. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; notebook written
by Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
IThis conference was recorded by Sister Elisabeth Hellot, who died between August 7, 1650,
and April 13, 1651, date ofthe Council meeting at which her death is mentioned. There is also an
allusion to a passage from a letter written by M. Nacquart on February 9, 1650, which arrived in
Paris that same year. For these reasons, this conference has been placed in 1650.
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companions, we should all have the same spirit, and by this means,
we won't have any difficulty being with one or the other Sister."
"On the reasons we have for going wherever our Superiors may
think fit," remarked another Sister, "it seemed to me that we dispose
ourselves for this by acquiring great charity and forbearance in order to be tolerant with those who may not be according to our
spirit."
On the same point, another Sister added that the virtue of obedience obliges us to do this, as well as the good example we should
give, and our participation in the merit of the Community.
"An additional reason," noted a Sister, ''for being always disposed to go anywhere and with any Sister whomsoever is to reflect
that we've given ourselves to God to that end, and that wherever we
go we'll find God and glorify Him, if we're faithful to what He asks
of us. A further reason is that, although we may be far from the
Motherhouse and our Sisters, we're always united with them and
share in all the good done there. A third reason is that no matter
which Sister we may be with, it's God who has united us with her;
consequently, it's for our advancement. If her temperament seems
incompatible with ours, we can think that God has permitted this to
give us the opportunity to practice virtue, especially gentleness and
patience, and that the saints would have been pleased to have shnilar opportunities of practicing virtue, since we know that some of
them obliged themselves voluntarily to live with bad-tempered persons in order to glorify God by the submission they manifested toward them,"
When Mademoiselle was asked by Most Honored Father to say
what inspirations God had given her on this subject, she replied,
"As the first reason we have for being always and at all times disposed to go everywhere and with any of our Sisters, I thought that
this disposition was absolutely necessary in order to be faithful to
God's plan in establishing this Company, which otherwise couldn't
give HiIn the glory His Goodness wills to draw from it, nor the service we owe to persons who are poor. The second reason is that by
this disposition we lend credence to the truth of the attribute God
gives himself, namely, that He is a jealous God, who wants our
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holy Will, made known infallibly to us by that ofour Superiors. The
third is that, without this disposition, a Daughter of Charity can't
truly be said to be a member of the Company, since her example
alone, if it were followed, would be capable of causing great hindrances and disorders to all the others. It's even to be feared that it
might be the beginning of the total ruin of the Company."
The second point concerned what Daughters of Charity must do
to prevent themselves from yielding to those weaknesses and the
flightiness that might lead them to want to be separated from their
Sister.
On this point a Sister said, "1 thought that what we can do to remedy those weaknesses and the flightiness that enter our minds is to
place ourselves at the foot of the Cross and reflect on the sufferings
of the Son of God in the difficulties that arise."

"It seemed to me," noted another Sister, "that the means to remedy such weakness and flightiness is to regret them as soon as we
become aware of them, without dwelling on them any longer."
"It seemed to me," added another Sister, ''that one good means of
thwarting the influence ofthese weaknesses and flightiness is not to
tell our little difficulties to laypersons because they might suggest
solutions harmful to our situation, but we should rather tell them to

our Superiors."
Another Sister stated that she saw no more sovereign remedy
against the harm that might be caused by these weaknesses and
flightiness than a great desire to suffer, which would stifle all our
repugnances and keep us from mentioning them to anyone but our
Superiors.
Another Sister said that when these thoughts arise, it's well to
think that this is God's Will, to adore this same Will, to regard as a
temptation any thoughts that might persuade us to the contrary, and
to ask God's help not to give in to them.
To this Mademoiselle added, "One of the means to keep ourselves from having dispositions contrary to that is to offer ourselves
frequently and unreservedly to God in our prayers and Holy Communions. Another means is, as soon as we perceive any sort of aver-

•
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whom we're placed, even for our Sister-or some of our Sisters if
there are several of us-is not to allow this passion to take root but
to take care in the beginning to make contrary acts, to go to Communion with this intention, and, if we don't feel that this gives us
strength, to examine carefully where that might come from, to ask
God's forgiveness for it, and to be renewed by the thought of the
first fervor that made us give ourselves to God. If, however, this
were to continue for any length oftime, we should tell our Superiors
about our temptations and about ourselves, and follow exactly the
advice God will allow them to give us, humbly asking Him for the
grace to do it, and praying to the Blessed Virgin and our Guardian
Angel for the same intention."
After all the Sisters questioned had spoken (we haven't mentioned all of them because several gave the same thoughts), Most
Honored Father began to speak as follows: "Before anything else,
Sisters, I'm going to tell you how you should give an account of
your mental prayer. Those who can write should put it down on paper: the conference is on such and such a subject; the first point is
such and such; the first reason that occurred to me on this was such
and such; the second, this or that; and so on. After that will come the
second point, which concerns the means. Mention the first means,
then the second, the third, and the fourth, separating the second
from the first and the third from the second, so as to make the meaning clear. I think it would be well, Sisters, to have a special conference, for which you need not prepare, in order to have to give some
reasons spontaneously. Not that you haven't, by God's mercy,
grasped the points of the present conference, dear Sisters, and chosen motives and means that are all pertinent to the topic. That's obvious, by the grace of God. I thank Him for this with all my heart,
and I ask His Divine Goodness to imprint on the heart ofeach one of
you what has been said and what will be said at this present conference.
"Some of you have given such very good reasons, so well perceived and carefully thought out that a preacher couldn't have done
better; and that can be said of all of you. Yes, all, every single one of
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you, Sisters, have given satisfactory motives and means, both those
who have written and those who have spoken. We can say that God
has enlightened all of you and that you have all discovered the secrets for fighting your enemy-other than those who weren't informed on time to make their prayer on this, and that's my fault,
because I should have told you about it sooner.
"One of you said that it was the Will of God that Daughters of
Charity should go wherever they're sent, and she was certainly
right. May God be pleased to bless her! It's God's Will that the
Daughters ofCharity should come and go to this parish, this village,
this hospital, or any other place, without being concerned or worried about whether she'll be with this Sister or another, for a long
time or for a short time. You should have no doubt, Sisters, that this
is the Will of God; and, as has been so well remarked, that it's what
He has willed for the Company from the time when, in His infinite
goodness, He first brought it into existence. And, since it is the Will
ofGod, which we know by the blessing He gives to the ministries to
which He allows you to be called, why should anyone be unwilling
to do it, or not want to do it gladly? For what should we be doing in
this world but the most holy Will of God? As has been said, Our
Lord came on earth only to do it. Mon Dieu! such a beautiful remark! May God be blessed for having given that thought to one of
our Sisters, and may God bless her for having said it to us! I don'tremember who mentioned it, but, whoever she is, may God be pleased
to bless her!
"So, Jesus Christ came into the world only to do the Will of His
Father, and did nothing else all His life; and will a Daughter of
Charity, who should model herself on Jesus Christ, want to do anything other than God's Will? 'But, Monsieur,' someone will say,
'what's the use of doing God's Will?' What's the use, Sister? If a
soul in this world could see it, she wouldn't find difficulties enough
to satisfy her; she wouldn't find anything painful enough; she
wouldn't see enough trials, so much would she want to embrace
them in order to do the Will of God.
"That, dear Sisters, gives glory to God by rendering Him the submission that a creature owes its Creator and in which He finds His
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delight in it. This is a truth sanctioned by Holy Scripture; so much
so, that, bearing in mind the Will of God, when you hear from the
mouth ofyour Superior that you must go to a certain place, and you
adore this same divine Will, going cheerfully wherever you've
been told, without wondering whether you'll be far from the
Motherhouse or be separated from your relatives, whether you'll
ever see them again, if you'll be going with a Sister for whom you
have no great liking; when you surmount all that by your desire to
do the Will of God, Sisters, you givejoy to God, who takes His pleasure and delight in you; you give joy to the angels, who rejoice at the
glory God draws from the obedience a poor creature renders to His
holy Will, and you give joy to the saints, who share God's joy. Look
how far that goes, Sisters: to give joy to God, to give joy to the angels, and to give joy to the saints!
''This truth is based on Holy Scripture, which states that the angels in heaven rejoice when a sinner does penance on earth. 2 And
what greater penance is there than to be ready at any moment to set
out and leave all to go to a place where you've never been, with persons you've never seen, leaving behind others with whom you were
getting along so well! Have no doubt that the angels and saints rejoice at this.
"If God, the angels, and the saints rejoice, the devils and the
damned are, on the contrary, saddened by it, as can be proven by
Holy Scripture. God points you out to the devil and says, 'Look, you
miserable creature, you who were unwilling to obey me, you whom
I created with so many privileges and with whom I shared my glory;
look at this simple Sister, who is so courageous that she makes no
account ofall the difficulties she'll have to face in order to obey me,
nor of all the repugnances nature may suggest to her. Look, you
miserable creature, and let this example also serve to confound you
and add to your eternal punishment!'
"Don't we see in Job the pleasure God takes in His chosen souls
and how He points them out to Satan to increase his shame? 'Do you
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law and how he wants to please me?' 3
"Now, Sisters, if the demons suffer additional torment from this,
so do lost souls. What reproaches would God not address to a Sister
from the Charity if, because she was unfaithful to her vocation, she
was enduring the pains of purgatory, and perhaps even those of hell,
to satisfy the divine justice! May His Goodness not permit that! But
if such a disaster did befall some of them, have no doubt that God
would make known to those souls the good that you're doing, Sisters. He says to them interiorly, 'If you had not moved from there, if
you had been faithful to your vocation, you would now be as pleasing to God as certain Sisters, who came long after you. They would
be your daughters. Look at them, some here, some there; each glorifying God in the way oflife established for her, this one in a parish,
that one in the country, another in a hospital, yet another with the
foundlings; and you, unfortunate woman, will be here for all eternity because you didn't follow the impulses God was giving you to

do similar works! Ah! you unfortunate soul!' Your submission to
the Will of God, Sisters, adds to the pain ofthese souls who suffer in
punishment of their infidelities.
"Don't we see that those who have left your Company are languishing? They're withering where they stand, Sisters, Withering; I
know that for a fact. God allows them to hear of the good which, by
His mercy, is being done, and which they now see in another light
than when they were listening to the temptation suggesting that they
leave. That's why they make incredible efforts to return. They use
the influence ofMonsieur X, Madame X, Father X, and anyone else
they can find among their acquaintances. They're always secretly
asking about what's going on at the Motherhouse and for news of
Sisters they knew; they ask for the whereabouts of this Sister and
that, and they hear that this one is in Nantes, another in Angers, another in Nanteuil, and then they say to themselves, 'Alas! if I were
still there, maybe I'd be in Angers, maybe in Nantes, maybe in
Nanteuil.' And what you're doing causes them remorse, which tyr-
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annizes them and gnaws at them with displeasure. I know some who
have neither property norjoy, and most of them are like that. Those
who don't experience these sufferings are certainly in danger of being insensitive to the impulses of grace.
'This should really encourage you, dear Sisters, to cherish the dispositions God has given you because, by the grace of God, I don't
know if it has ever happened that a single one ofyou has refused to go
where you were sent. No, I don't know ofany. By the mercy ofGod,
it has never come to my knowledge that a single one of you has been
guilty of refusing to obey. What we're saying is only by way of precaution and to point out to you how important it is for you to continue
in the same dispositions God gave you from the beginning. And, as
has been noted, it's to be feared that it would be the beginning of the
ruin ofyour Company. And why? Because it was clear from the start,
Sisters, that God wanted this ofyou, because He wants to be glorified
by it and because the neighbor is helped by it.
"And how could you render to poor persons the service that, by
the mercy of God, you do render them, if you never left a place!
Who would go to those poor convicts? Who would nurse the sick in
those villages? Who would visit those persons living in rooms and
attics with no assistance? Doesn't the blessing given by God to
these ministries make it clear how pleased He is with them? What
would happen if a Sister should refuse to obey? By the grace of
God, I don't think that has ever happened, but nothing can more
surely draw down the wrath of God upon you.
"If someone were to say, 'But where's this place I'm going to? I
don't know anyone; they'll laugh at me,' the same thing would happen to her as happened to Jonah. 'Go to Nineveh,' the Most High
said to him, 'and tell the people to do penance, or in three days
Nineveh will be destroyed.' Jonah began to think to himself,
'There's a King in that place who may have me maltreated; I won't
be welcome if I go there to preach penance; I might even lose my
life.' What does he do? He boards a ship to go elsewhere. Immediately the weather turns bad and a storm arises. To lighten the ship,
the sailors decide to throw Jonah into the sea. A whale swallows
him up, and holds him for three days, then spews him out alive. At
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that moment, Sisters, Jonah fully realized his disobedience, asked
God's forgiveness for it with the greatest sorrow, and, filled with
fire and faith, went off to preach in Nineveh. 4
"You can judge from the example of this prophet, Sisters, how
angry God is with souls He has chosen to carry out His works, when
they fail to obey. But who could hope for the grace He gave Jonah to
get up after his fall? Alas, Sisters, don't expect it, for it's greatly to
be feared that those as unfortunate as Jonah may,like him, fall to the
bottom ofthe sea, into the belly of a whale---I mean, into sin and the
incapacity to escape from it except by a remarkable miracle. And
God doesn't do that every day. May the Goodness of God be
pleased to preserve us from these faults!
"I know that people more than six hundred leagues away are asking for you, Sisters; I've had letters from them; yes, people more than
six hundred leagues away are thinking of you; and if Queens 5 are requesting you there, I know other persons who are also asking for you
overseas. 6 What a high opinion those Queens and those other persons must have of you, Sisters, to call for you from such a distance!
This is another fresh obligation for you to work at your perfection
and, above all, to acquire that detachment with which you must go.
"It seems to me, however, that I see you already sufficiently convinced by all the aforesaid reasons, dear Sisters, in view ofthe most
holy Will of God, in view of holy obedience, in view ofthe example
Jesus Christ, who was obedient even to death on the Cross, has
given you. He could have had millions of angels to defend Him
against the rage ofHis enemies, He could have finished them on His
own, since you see that He overturned them with a single word; yet,
Sisters, He's unwilling to use this power, so greatly does He love to
obey the most holy Will of His Father, and He's more content to die

4Cf. Jon 1:4. (NAB)
5r>espite her attachment to the Jansenist party, Louise-Marie de Gonzague, a former Lady of
Charity, wife of King Wladyslaw IV, then of his brother, Jan Casimir, held Saint Vincent in the
highest esteem. She summoned to Poland the Priests of the Mission, the Daughters of Charity,
and the Visitation Nuns, gave them housing, took care that nothing was wanting to them, and
never failed to protect them. She died in 1667.
6TIIe missionaries in Madagascar.
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on the Cross to satisfy the good pleasure of God than if everything
had come to His defense.
"I seem to read in your hearts the desire to imitate Him, Sisters.
'But will 1 be going six hundred leagues away from here? WilI 1be
going overseas?' 1 see clearly, dear Sisters, that you're wilIing to
go when obedience calls and that, even if you knew you'd never
return, you wouldn't want to delay for even a moment. And I'm
sure that not a single one ofyou hasn't already made this act ofresignation in her heart. There is even some who have already done it
more than six times. Yes, by the grace of God, 1 see all of you well
disposed to do whatever it wilI please the Divine Goodness to ask
of you, and 1 seem to hear you say, 'Yes, my Lord Jesus Christ,
with all the affection ofmy heart, with all the strength of my soul, 1
give myself entirely to You to live and to die in obedience as You
wilIed to live and die by obeying, whether I'm sent to this place or
that, or called back here to be sent somewhere else. It will be all the
same to me, my God, whether for a short time or a long time,
whether to live there or die there. I'm content with whatever You
permit, and 1 won't worry about what could happen, provided it
pleases you, my God, to grant me the grace of obeying all my life
for love of You.'
'The resolution all of you are now making, dear Sisters, 1 am
also making, and 1 fmnly hope that God in His goodness will grant
me the grace to render to my Superiors the obedience lowe them. 1
firmly hope for this, please God. Wretched man that 1 am, 1 have
good reason to regret having failed in it. Eh bien! blessed be God!
"What we have to do now, Sisters, is to find some means ofmaking sure that these weaknesses and thoughtlessness, which can come
even to the most virtuous persons, don't prompt you to want to be
separated from the Sister with whom God has permitted you to reside, on the pretext that the two of you don't get along very well, or
that she's not exact in following her Rules, or that you want to ask to
be changed because you're not happy there (because of someLady or
some confessor!). Man Dieu! Sisters, pay no attention to that, for it
would trouble your peace of mind. Oh no! never listen to that!
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"So, Sisters, I won't try to find any means other than the ones
you yourselves have given, because, by God's grace, I see none that
are more effective. The first is to ask earnestly for the grace of God,
for who could promise herself to advance a single step on the path of
virtue, Sisters, if God doesn't place us on it first and guide us on the
way? That's a truth guaranteed by the Gospel. 'No one,' says Our
Lord, 'comes to me, if my Father does not draw him.' 7 Now, to obtain this grace from the Goodness of God, Sisters, it's only right that
we should ask for it. So this will be one ofthe principal means you'll
use; and, if you take my word, you won't miss a day without doing
it. Ask for it earnestly; ask for it insistently; ask for it humbly; and,
above all, ask for it with a great desire to obtain it, recognizing and
admitting that without it you'll never take a step on the path of virrue. We delude and deceive ourselves if we think we can do anything on our own. Experience teaches us this only too well. We feel
nature complaining, we feel a repugnance for this, an aversion for
that, and sometimes a distaste for everything. Alas! if God didn't

come to our rescue. what would we do! So, Sisters, I can't recommend this practice enough to you. But I hope that, since God has led
you to understand how helpful it is, He'll give you the grace to
adopt it.
"Another means-which you've also mentioned-is to believe
that we're the ones at fault in the little confrontations that sometimes trouble our hearts. If you're dissatisfied with your Sister,
think about your own conduct: 'But isn't it I who have given her
reason for being in this mood?' Put yourself in her place and take a
good look. If someone answered me as rudely as I answered her,
wouldn't I resent it? Believe me, Sisters, God is the one who has led
you to discover that this is one of the most effective means for preserving charity among yourselves because, if you consider your
neighbor in the same light as you would like to be considered, you'll
never think that she's wrong; on the contrary, she'll always seem to
you to be right.

lCf. In 6:44. (NAB)
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" 'But what should be done when the person is so annoying that
everything we do annoys her, Monsieur?' Sister, in the fIrst place
see whether or not you've given her cause to be annoyed, and
whether you haven't given her reason to be more annoyed with you
than you are with her, and say, 'Alas! this Sister must be very good
since Our Lord is trying her in this way; no doubt He wants to sanctify her by patience.' But don't ever say, 'This Sister is annoying;
she's so discontented! Nothing I can do pleases her,' because, fIrst
of all, you'll destroy charity between you, for there's nothing that
cools it so much as contemptuous expressions.
"In the places where you are, you won't produce the good results
God wants you to bring about there, for, from the moment you no
longer have the spirit of charity, there is no more question of good
works. You'l1 lose your reputation of being Daughters of God, for
charity is nothing other than God, and whoever says Daughters of
Charity says daughters of God. What would the people who are expecting help from you say, and what would the Queens who are
waiting for you say, if they no longer saw in you the spirit of God?
So, preserve this spirit of God, Sisters, this spirit ofcharity and mutual support, which will always cause you to take the blame for everything and not put it on your Sister. Love one another with a
heartfelt love and, since all of you are of only one mind, then be all
of one heart as well. I'm not saying that you're to love one another
with that sensual love that consists in I don't know what sort of satisfaction, Sisters; I don't mean with that evil love with which the
wicked love the wicked, but with the love God wants us to have for
one another and has its principle in Him.
"Feeling a certain natural repugnance at going far away or being
with one person rather than another, Sisters, doesn't mean that you
don't have the right disposition, provided it's ouly in your feeling
but you don't consent to it and, as soon as you do feel it, that you go
for the remedy, that is, to the foot of the Cross, to address your complaint lovingly to Our Lord, saying, 'My God, You see how weak I
am and how powerless to control myself and my passions. Please
help me not to do anything contrary to Your Will; give me the
strength, my God, not to give in.'
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"Be very careful, Sisters, not to let your Sister see that you're upset with her. Always live in peace. If, however, things don't calm
down, Sisters, you can tell your troubles to your Superiors, but with
submission, ready to do whatever they tell you, as coming from
God. You can say to them, '1 find it hard to go to such a place or to
do such a thing; nevertheless, I'll still go, if you think fit.' And let
me tell you, Sisters, allow yourselves to be guided. You'll experience the blessings God gives to submission. But if that should last
for a month or two-even three or four-you shouldn't be upset by
it, provided God and your Superiors are aware of it, for souls accept
orders in diverse ways: some joyfully, others indifferently, and others with great difficulty. The ones who accept them with great joy
are filled with the Spirit of God; they welcome difficulties and take
their delight in them. These are gentle souls to whom God has
given, together with His Spirit, fullness of peace, as a reward for the
difficulties they've previously overcome. These souls, 1 repeat,
dear Sisters, instead ofexperiencing any repugnance, are filled with

consolation in the most trying circumstances, and rejoice to accept
the most difficult proposals made to them. Lack ofcomfort, remoteness, any sort of companionship-and death itself, if it should come
to them-are all the same to them in the sight of God because they
are filled with God.
"Other souls also receive with pleasure the news that they are being sent to far off places, but from a motive quite contrary to that of
the former, for it' s because they'll be far removed from someone they
dislike, or because they'll have greater freedom than at the
Motherhouse, or because people will have a high opinion of them,
talk about them and say, 'That Sister has gone to such and such a
place, to such and such a house. They must really appreciate her!'
Let's be on our guard against this dangerous poison, Sisters, and
strenuously reject these pernicious thoughts that would ruin all of us.
"Fifteen or sixteen years ago a great nobleman of the court was
condemned to be beheaded. A holy person was chosen to assist him
to die. This person was Fr. de Condren, 8 General of the Oratorians,
8Charles de Condren, born in Vauxbuin, near Soissons, December 16, 1588. entered the
Oratory on June 17, 1617, afterreceiving his doctorate at the Sorbonne. He founded the seminary
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a man who had the spirit ofGod. He was told that this nobleman was
the most resolute, the best prepared to die, the most generous, and
the bravest man alive, and that he was going to his death as cheerfully as to battle. Now, this holy man who had vast experience and
excellent judgment, was afraid that the nobleman was acting that
way for the wrong reason, namely, vanity, so that he wouldn't appear to be a coward in his passage from this life, and to have people
speak ofhis courage after his death. He went to see him and, finding
him so determined, began to assail him with the fear of death. 'Do
you realize, Monsieur,' he said to him, 'that you're going to die in
two hours and that you'll have to appear before God and give an account ofthe many souls you've sentto hell? Fifteen or twenty men,
whom you've slain in duels, and most of whom died without confession, are crying out to God for justice. And how do you know
whether you'll be eternally damned with them? It's God you're
dealing with, Monsieur; think carefully about that; very little time
remains; you must spend it well.'
"These words and a few others that this good priest addressed to
the unfortunate nobleman gripped him with fear. He was disconcerted and no longer knew what to do. He was heartily sorry for the
evil he had done. He feared the judgment of God, and when that
holy man saw him in this state, he shored up his courage with the
following words: 'It's true that you can't be too sorry for the evil
you've done, Monsieur, but I assure you on the part of God that, if
you really and truly repent, if you accept death in satisfaction for

of Langres in 1619 and that of Saint-Magloire in 1620; then he established a house of his
Congregation in Poitiers, where he remained for over a year. On his return to Paris, he made a
fine reputation for himself as a director ofsouls, which attracted to him Olier, Meyster, Amelote,
Gaston, Due d'Orleans and brother of the King, and other eminent persons of rank. He governed
the Oratory from October 30, 1629. to January 7. 1641, the day ofhis death. (Cr. Denis Amelote,
La vie du P. Charles de Condren [Paris, H. Sara. 1643J,) Saint Vincent held him in high esteem.
"He spoke to me about him in terms that might seem unbelievable," writes Jean-Jacques Olier
(cr. Memoires autographes, vol. IT, p. 225), "and I remember that he said to me concerning him,
'There has not been found a man like him,non est inventus similis illi;' and a thousand other
similar things, going even so far as to fallon his knees and strike his breast when he learned ofhis
death, and to accuse himself, with tears in his eyes, of not having honored the holy man as much
as he deserved."
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your sins, they will be forgiven.' So, he was reassured and full of
confidence. The good priest then made him acknowledge that his
courage was due to vanity alone and a desire to acquire a reputation.
"Now, God forbid, Sisters, that you should act from such a motive! I hope that God in His goodness will preserve you from that. I
entreat Him to do so with all my heart, and also to deign to give us
the dispositions necessary for the accomplishment of His holy Will
for our entire lives, in every place and with anyone whomsoever. I
ask that, in His infinite mercy, He will deign to forgive all of us the
faults we've committed against holy obedience and to accept the
resolution we're taking to live and die under obedience for love of
Him. I make the same resolution for myself and, with the grace of
God, I hope to be faithful to it, obeying my Superiors meticulously.
This is the resolution you are now making, Sisters, and I pray with
all my heart that God may graciously accept it. With this confidence, I will now pronounce the words of blessing on you. At the
same time I'm pronouncing them, may God be pleased to send you
the strength of His Spirit by the power of His word!
"Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

44•• OBEDIENCE
August 7,1650

"Sisters, the subject of this conference is obedience. The first
point deals with the reasons we have for this obedience; the second,
the conditions necessary for true obedience, and the third, the
means of acquiring this obedience with all its conditions. So that's
the subject, Sisters: holy obedience; a great virtue and a great topic
for us to discuss; a great, great virtue! Please tell us your thoughts

on it. Sister."

Conference 44. - Archives ofthe Motberhouse ofthe Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Elisabeth Hellot.
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After the Sister had spoken, Most Honored Father said to her,
"So, Sister, you're detennined to acquire the virtue of obedience!
That's very fme indeed! May God be ever blessed and praised!

"And you. Sister?"
"On the first point, the reasons why we should have the virtue of
obedience, I thought in the fIrst place that it was to please God; second, to imitate His Son who gave ns the example while ·He was on
earth. And since He had no other intention than to please God, we
must do the same in all our works.
"On the second point, the conditions for true obedience, I
thought that the first one was to obey of our own free will and not
out of constraint; and simply, without asking why we are being ordered to do such or such a thing.
"On the third point, the means of acquiring this obedience with
all its conditions, I thought it was necessary to obey humbly, without any argument, and perseveringly, without asking questions. I
have resolved, therefore, to submit to whatever it pleases God to
have my Superiors order me to do."
Another Sister recalled the example ofJesus Christ in the matter
of voluntary obedience and added that this virtue should be blind.
"And you, Sister," said our worthy Father, turning to another
Sister, "please tell me why Daughters ofCharity should work at acquiring the virtue of obedience."
"Because nuns have cloisters. Monsieur, but we don't; and if
obedience didn't restrain us, we'd be in danger ofcommitting many
faults."
"Man Dieu! that's well said! That's very well said, indeed! So,
Sister, do you think obedience should restrain you as much as cloisters restrain nuns?" The Sister answered that she did, adding that,
even though we're not enclosed, we're no less obliged to be obedient than nuns.
"In that way, Sisters, obedience serves you as walls. How beautiful that is! A Sister will nurse sick persons in a parish. If she were
her own mistress, she'd have no problem going now to this place,
now to another, to the home of a Lady she knows or to a relative, or
of lingering longer than her work requires in places where she is
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called to minister. Holy obedience keeps her from all that; she goes
simply where the work demands, and wastes no time in useless visits. Isn't that what you mean, Sister, when you say that nuns have
cloisters but Daughters of Charity have only obedience? Do you
think that a Daughter of Charity who observes obedience exactly

does just as well as a nun in her cloister?"
The Sister said yes, and M. Vincent went on, "Yes, Sisters, you
can be certain of that. If there's anything beautiful to see, anything
that's pleasing to God, and admirable in the eyes of angels and humans; if there' s a phenomenon worthy of amazement, it's to see
Sisters living on their own in a room, who seem, in the judgment of
those who don't know them, to be doing as they please, but in reality
are so submissive that it may be said that they never do their own
will because they do nothing except by holy obedience. No, dear

Sisters, you can rest assured that nuns, confined their entire lives
within their cloisters, do no more than you, if you're obedient, and
that what you do by this virtue is so great that it would be hard to
find anything greater.
"What means should you use to acquire this virtue of obedience,
Sister?" When the Sister had answered that we should obey Superiors as we would God, Most Honored Father continued, "So then,
Sister, you think that when a Sister says something to us it's God
who is saying it to us through her?"

"Yes," she replied.
"And if it's the Sister Servant who gives the order, and we find it
hard to obey, thinking that it would be done better in some other
way, should we refrain from obeying?"

"No," said the Sister.
"But if the Sister Servant is younger and a more recent arrival
than you, wouldn't it be better to follow the knowledge and experience you have than to do what she advises?" To this the Sister replied that she felt it was more meritorious to listen to the Sister
Servant.
"You're quite right, Sister! and you need have no doubt about it;
take my word that what God orders you by your Superiors for love
of Him will never fail to be for His greater glory.
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"And you, Sister, do you think it's necessary for a Daughter of
Charity to be obedient?"
"Yes. it is."
"Why do you think so, Sister?"
"Because the Son of God has given us the example."
"When did He do that, Sister?"

"When He came on earth."
"And how long did He obey?"
"Until His death."
"You said it well. Yes, He obeyed even to death, and to death on
the Cross, which wasn't a common, ordinary form of death, but the
most painful and ignominious of all. For what other reason do you
think a Daughter of Charity should obey?"

"Because God orders it."
"That's an excellent reason; God has ordered that we obey, and
if anyone should do what God has ordered it's the Daughters of
Charity.
"To understand clearly the importance of obeying, Sisters, you
have to consider that two kinds ofmerit are entailed in obeying. The
fIrst is the merit of the work you're doing, which is good in itself;
the second is the merit of the obedience with which you do the
work. For example, you serve the sick, which is a good work and
very meritorious in itself. If you weren't obliged to do it through
obedience, you'd have only the merit ofthe work; if you serve them
through obedience, you have double merit: that ofthe work and that
of obedience. If possible, we should always desire to act through
obedience. Imagine, Sisters, that for works done through obedience, the same holds true as for a picture that may be worth ten ecus
for what it is in itself, but because it's from the hand of a great master, such as Michelangelo, or some other highly-respected artist, its
value doubles; and, instead of the ten "cus it would be worth, it's
now worth twenty. These works are also like the vestments used at
Mass; you see beautiful linen, gleaming white, carefully folded,
with a pleasing scent. That's lovely. But because this linen is to be
used at Holy Mass, it's of far greater value. So, if we do a work
that's good in itself we merit from the goodness of the work, but if
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in themselves, having no value of their own, are made meritorious
by obedience. If a Sister knew the real meaning of obedience she'd
never do anything until after she had asked the Sister Servant:
'Sister, would you like me to do this?' I'm speaking not only of
matters of importance but of others as well. The Sister Servant
herself should never do anything until she has consulted her companion: 'Sister, do you think it would be a good idea for us to do

this?'
"That's how you should act with one another, dear Sisters; and,
by the mercy of God, I think you do; for, no doubt the Sister never
undertakes anything without permission of the Sister Servant, and
the latter is very careful never to order her Sister to do anything by
saying, for instance, 'Go there; do that.' 0 Jesus! don't do that, for
that would be to speak like mistresses to their servants. But when
she has something to ask, she should say, 'Sister, would you kindly
do this?' Never any categorical command. Please remember that,
Sisters, and speak to one another only gently and graciously.
"Can you tell us, Sister, why Daughters of Charity should practice obedience?" The Sister replied that a Community couldn't subsist without obedience. "What a good reason, Sisters! A
Community couldn't subsist if obedience weren't observed in it,
says our Sister. How true that is! Alas! what desolation would there
be? You can't imagine. Each one would start giving orders, and not
a single one would take the trouble to obey. To understand this, picture to yourself what would happen to a body whose arms and feet,
the members best fitted for action, were unwilling to be attached to
it. Nothing would be more ridiculous; they'd leave the body crippled, and they themselves would perhaps hasten their own decay
because, detached from the body, they'd be fit for nothing but to be
buried in the ground. It would be the same for a Community where
obedience wouldn't be observed. The Superioress who lacked the
virtue of obedience to the point or in the manner required, and the
Sisters who wouldn't practice it, would dismember one another.
Good-bye to the poor Community where there's no obedience;
nothing can be maintained. That's why our Sister was perfectly cor-
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who has suggested to you what you are saying.
"And for what further reason do you think it's well to obey, Sis-

ter?"
"To imitate the Son of God."
"To what point did He obey, Sister?"
"Unto death."
"So, Sister, you think that those who wish to follow Him should
obey unto death?"
"Yes, Father."
"For young people, there's nothing better; but can't an older Sister be dispensed from obedience? Isn't it enough that she obeyed
when she was a Sister companion? Now that she's a Sister Servant,
is she still subject to itT'
"Yes, she is," replied the Sister.
"And shouldn't an older Sister who fmds herself living with
someone younger and less experienced than herself think that she
should be the Sister Servant?" The answer was in the negative, and
Most Honored Father went on, "Oh no, dear Sisters! just because
you're old don't think that it's ever permissible to make any claims.
Never, Sisters, never; please put that out ofyour minds; never claim
anything on account of seniority. Quoi! because you're older and
have been in the Company a long time; because you know more
about what should be done in hospitals, parishes, and in the country,
you should be dispensed from holy obedience and from a more exact observance of the virtues? No, Sisters! that would be an abuse.
Instead of giving greater example of virtue to others, the older Sisters would be a source of disedification.
''Tell me, Sister, do you think a Sister should be just as obedient
in sickness as in health? Yes, she should, Sisters; and don't think
there's any time when she may be dispensed from obeying. And
should she obey the physician?"
"Yes," said the Sister.
"Yes, Sister, she must obey the physician, and in everything, not
picking and choosing among the remedies prescribed for her, or
taking those she likes and refusing those she fmds repugnant. But if
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the Sister Servant is ill and another Sister tells her how she should
care for herself, does she have to obey, if she herselfjudges it advisable to act differently? I remember meeting a Counselor, who never
did anything without consulting his footman. If he wanted to go
somewhere, he'd caIl him and say, 'Come here, brother; do you
think we should go to such a place or do such a thing?' Sometimes
the young man didn't know what to reply and would say: 'I don't
know, Monsieur,' [but the other would say,] 'I want you to answer
me yes or no.' Then the footman would give his opinion, and the
master would follow it. I have no doubt that this man was doing the
Will of God by doing the will of his footman for the love of God,
and he had the merit of obedience to the divine virtue that divinizes
people. It's a light that sheds its brightness on the souls disposed to
receive it and dazzles by its splendor the eyes ofthose who see it and
who begin immediately to admire its beauty.
"Ifyou give yourselves once and for all to the practice ofthis virtue, Sisters, you'll be more resplendent than the sun of suns; the
same will hold tme of your Company as of pictures of the saints.
Haven't you sometimes seen pictures in which saints are represented in a brilliant light, like sunbeams. That's delightful, and even
before you stop to consider what this is, you've already said to yourself 'that's a saint' because you've seen the light radiating from the
person. In the same way, Sisters, when the virtue ofobedience is apparent in each of you, it will immediately cause those who see you
to say that you're servants of God, so true is it that virtue comes to
the fore wherever it is. And not only Christians but even pagans
thought it so beautiful that they were quite enchanted with it and
made greater efforts to acquire it than we might do to acquire the
Christian virtues (it was the only moral virtue they knew of at the
time). Let's not have less admiration for it than the pagans did. So,
dear Sisters, let's give ourselves to God, I say, not tomorrow but beginning right now, from this very moment-and I don't mean only
you, but I'm speaking for myself because I have as much or even
greater need of it than you. So let's give ourselves, Irepeat, with all
our heart, to work earnestly to acquire this beautiful, amiable virtue,
so well loved by Our Lord Jesus Christ.
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true, and we've already said sojust now. Moreover, there isn't a single well-regulated Community in which it isn't strictly observed.
This applies not only to religious Communities but also to the army.
Should a captain command a soldier to be the first to mount the
breach, to act as a lookout over a passage where he runs a great risk
of encountering the enemy and of being the weaker party, he'll
never refuse. No matter what man in his company the captain orders
to do this, he'll be obeyed immediately. No soldier has yet been
known to refuse, although frequently the danger may have been obvious. No, not a single one has ever refused. That's admirable. I
sometimes ask them, 'But when you see inevitable danger, don't
you give some good reasons for not going?' 'Oh no, Monsieur!'
they tell me, 'that has never happened.' If disobedience were to
creep into the army, then good-bye to all the rest oforder in warfare;
it would no longer exist. The same would happen to Companies
committed to God's service, Sisters; if obedience is absent, then
good-bye to all order; that's the end of it.
"Now, tell me, Sister, what is the virtue of obedience?"
"It's doing what we're ordered to do."
"It certainly is that, Sister, but when you're asked what is the virtoe of obedience, you should say that it's a virtoe by which we submit ourjudgment and will to the judgment and will of our Superior
to approve and carry out whatever he may think fitting to order us to
do, without finding any fault in it. If a feast day occurs, which a Sister in a parish did not foresee, may she go to Communion, even
though she hasn't asked permission?" The Sister didn't know what
to reply. "Oh no, Sister! she mustn't do it; you must never receive
Communion without permission.
"A Sister obeys willingly, but only when given orders by Mademoiselle or someone she likes but not by her Sister Servant; is she
obedient, Sister? Oh no, definitely not, because true obedience
makes no exception of persons.
"And would the Sister who obeys in something that pleases her,
but not in something that doesn't, have the virtoe ofobedience? No,
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order not to contradict her Superioress or to fail in the respect due to
her, a Sister showed that she was ready to do what was asked of her
but didn't do it, would she be disobeying? Yes, dear Sisters, she'd
be disobedient, and in a way very harmful to the Company, letting it
be seen that she prefers her own judgment to that ofthe Superioress.
And supposing the Superioress ordered something that might be a
sin, should sbe do it? No, she shouldn't, Sister, because our Superiors can't oblige us to do anything sinful.
"Supposing what she ordered was contrary to the Rule, what
should be done?"
"I think it should be pointed out to her, Monsieur, and, if she persisted, her order should be carried out."
"That's very well thought out, Sister, for sometimes Superiors
alter certain circumstances for good reasons, without, however,
changing the matter completely; in such a case, because of the zeal
each of you should have for the observance of Rule, it's a good idea
to point out humbly and quite simply that the order seems contrary
to the Rule on that point. Then, it's up to the Superioress to see if the
thing is necessary. We must be extremely cautious on this point.
There are two kinds of obedience: one to the Rules and the other to
Superiors. Obedience to the Rule should always take fIrst place and
be preferred; if Superiors were to give an order directly contrary to
the Rules, they shouldn't be obeyed and would be blameworthy.
Each of you must be exact to this obedience and not allow any delay. If the bell rings for an exercise, leave everything. Our progress
in the spiritual life depends on this obedience to Rule. Obedience to
Superiors must be so faithful and entire that, if we knew for certain
that, by doing the contrary of what they said, things would go better
and they themselves wouldn't disapprove, such thoughts should
still be rejected; they're diabolical and are prompted by the spirit of
pride and presumption.
"So, Sister, how many kinds of obedience are there?"
"There are two; one to the Rules and the other to Superiors."
"Well now, Sister, a Sister who goes to Mass after asking permission has double merit: the merit of assisting at the Holy Sacri-
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that ofobedience, habitoal obedience to the Rule that ordains it, and
actoal obedience to the Superioress of whom she has asked the permission.
"And whom does a Sister obey when she kneels down before
leaving the house?"
"She obeys the Rule."
"And if she didn't obey it, would she sin?"
"No, Monsieur, but she'd deprive herself of the merit of obedience."
"So then, Sister, you think it's meritorious to obey?"
"Yes, I do, Monsieur."
"Yes, it is, Sisters, and it's such that if you and I appreciated it
properly we'd never, in the entire course of our lives, want to perform any action, however unimportant it might seem, except from
obedience. You have this in your power, Sisters. And what a degree
of virtue you can attain if you devote yourselves wholeheartedly to
practice it! I tell you, Sisters, as long as the Company continues in
the way God has given it the grace to begin, no nun on earth will do
better than you. Each and every one of you can give more glory to
God and greater service to your neighbor and work harder at your
own perfection than any nun on earth.
"Please tell us the thoughts with which God graciously inspired
you, Sister."
"The first reason I saw is that, when we enter the Company, we
place ourselves voluntarily under the guidance of a Superioress;
from then on we're obliged to live under obedience. A second reason is that it's impossible to remain in the Company without this
virtoe; we'd gradually begin to grow lax in our exercises, find the
orders ofour Superiors wearisome, and be a source of scandal to all
our Sisters. Superiors would then be forced to send us away, or we
ourselves would be prompted to withdraw, for we'd no longer be
able to endure our own failings, imagining that everyone was
watching us, that we were a burden to them, and a thousand similar
thoughts. In the end we'd have to give up everything. Another reason is that, since we have no other model in the Company than the
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Son of God, we're obliged to work at acquiring the virtues that
were most resplendent in His life, and obedience bolds the first
place among all of them because He began to obey from the time
of His Incarnation until His death on the Cross.
"On the second point, the conditions of true obedience, I,
thought that it must be humble, patient, prompt, joyous, and persevering and that we should have the same will and judgment as
those who give us orders, and equally towards all ofthem, without
considering to whom we're SUbmitting, recognizing the right of
everyone to command us.

"On the third point, the means of acquiring this virtue with all
its conditions, the first is to ask it often of God; the second, always
to see God in the person of those to whom we're subject; the third,
to set ourselves the task of acquiring this virtue until God gives us
the grace to do so; to make frequent interior acts of submission of
our judgment and will and, beginning in the morning, to foresee
occasions of doing so; to make our particular examination of conscience on it and to impose some penance on ourselves when we

fail; and to renew our resolutions with confidence in God. I recognized how greatly I need this virtue. That's why I resolved, with
the grace of God, to use these means. Nevertheless, I've been so
remiss that, since the day I made that resolution, I failed again in
obedience on an occasion that presented itself. For this I very
humbly ask pardon of you, Father, and of Mademoiselle and all
our Sisters."
"Get up, Sister, Get up. Blessed be God and blessed be the
thoughts He has given you and the resolutions He has led you to
make! You said very rightly, Sister, thalit would be impossible to
remain in the Company without obedience. That has already been
mentioned several times, but it seems to me that we can't ponder it
enough.
"And you, Sister, please tell us what was the most resplendent
virtue in the Son of God."
"1 think it was obedience, Father."
"Yes, Sister, holy obedience. He had all the virtues to a sovereign degree, but He loved obedience above all.
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"Whom should we obey, Sister? Whom should Daughters of
Charity obey?"
"It seems to me, Monsieur, that they should obey God fIrst of all,
then their Rules, Superiors, and the Lady Officers in the parishes
where they are."
'That's well stated. You see, Sisters, the Ladies have to be
obeyed in whatever concerns the service of the sick, provided they
don't tell you to do anything contrary to your Rules. You owe them
that, with all respect and submission. They're the ones who employ
you and give you the means of rendering the service you render to
God. If they ask you to do something forbidden by your Rules, then
you must excuse yourselves frankly and in such a way as not to vex
them; I'm sure they won't be annoyed, if you speak to them humbly
and gently.
"And when a parish Sister wants to go to Communion but
doesn't have permission, what should she do, Sister?"
"I think she must refrain from going, as has been said, Father."

"Yes, Sister, never go to Communion without permission. No
doubt, when you live far away, you can't come to ask for it each
time, but you have to get instructions beforehand for the whole time
you're away. If some feast of special devotion occurs, on which you
know the Community doesn't receive Communion, then you
mustn't do so either. With us, if a priest recited an Office different
from the one ordered by the Church, that would be wrong. If a person is attached to reciting the OffIce ofa certain saint, ofthe Blessed
Virgin, of the Holy Cross, etc., it doesn't matter, he must submit to
what the Church orders and not change it in any way whatsoever.
Neither is it allowed to add something to the OffIce. I'm telling you
this, Sisters, to help you to understand how important it is always to
conform to what the Community is doing.
"There would be nothing more beautiful in the world, Sister,
than the Company ofthe Daughters ofCharity, ifit were so uniform
that, no matter where it was established, nothing would be done that
was not in conformity with whatis practiced in this house, and obedience was in effect everywhere, with the Sister Servant being the
fIrst to obey, to ask advice, and to submit to others. No, take my
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beautiful and more edifying.
"And you, Sister, will you tell us some of your thoughts?"
"On the fIrst point, Father, I thought that the primary reason for
acquiring the virtue of obedience is that the fIrst man lost all the
other virtues by the sin of disobedience, and that all Christians are
obliged to practice this virtue in order to be saved. This is clear from
the fact that God has given us commandments which must be
obeyed if we don't want to be damned. The second reason is that
Our Lord has given us the example, for He came on earth, accomplished our redemption, and appeased the anger of God by His obedience. The third is that, besides the obedience God wills from all
Christians, He asks for a more defInite, particular obedience from
those He has called to serve Him, without which we couldn't be
saved. A fourth is that, in our state of life, we could have no interior
peace without obedience."
"Our Sister has mentioned two powerful reasons, Sisters; and
I'm going to repeat them so that they'll remain in your ntinds. One
is that the Son ofGod appeased the wrath of God His Father by obedience, and by this means accomplished the work of our salvation.
Man Dieu! that's beautiful, and who can refuse to obey if she reflects on these truths? The other compelling reason, in addition to
the ones our Sister gave, is that a Sister who wasn't obedient
wouldn't have interior peace. No, Sisters, she'd never have it;
there's never peace where there's no obedience, so don't expect it;
there's continual uurest, making people anxious and unbearable to

themselves. Please continue, Sister."
"On the second point, the principal condition necessary for true
obedience is subntission of the judgment and the will; the second is
perseverance, in intitation of the Son of God, who was obedient
unto death on the Cross. The flfst means of acquiring this virtue is to
ask it earnestly from Jesus Christ-the kind He himself had, both in
regard to God His Father in all that concerned our salvation, and His
holy Mother and SaintJoseph in what concerned the conduct of His
life while He was subject to them. The second means is to practice it
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on all occasions that arise, for nothing makes it easier than to make
freqnent acts of it."
'That's the only way, Sisters: to ask Jesus Christ for this virtue.
That's its source. Never, never, Sisters, will you obtain obedience
except in that way. But what do you mean by acts, Sister? A little
while ago someone said that we should make iuterior acts. Is that
what you mean, or do you want to speak ofthe works themselves?"
The Sister replied that interior acts were the desire to practice the
virtue when we have the opportunity, and that by acts she meant
obeying when the occasion arose, neglecting no opportunity of doing so.
Most Honored Father questioned another Sister, who repeated
what others had said. Then he questioned Mademoiselle, who replied, 'The first reason that came to my mind is that, in creating the
world, God subjected all creatures to obedience. It seems, therefore,
that only rational creatures have contravened this, which really
obliges us to love and practice the virtue of obedience.
"Another reason is that disobedience has always been so displeasing to God that, since it was man who introduced it, it was necessary for one of the three Persons ofthe Blessed Trinity to become
man to make amends for the fault-not only to let us see by His acts
of obedience how reasonable it is for us to obey, but also that our
imperfect acts of obedience, by being united to those of the Son of
God, may have the merit of His. This is a strong reason to acquire
and practice the virtue of obedience.
"A third reason is that, without obedience, there would be continual disorder in every family, especially in Communities, and
even greater among the Daughters of Charity because of the freedom their custom gives them to go to various places, and because of
the interior and exterior disturbance disobedience would cause
them.
"One ofthe means that I thought could help me to have the virtue
ofobedience in the way God asks it is, in my opinion, to have a high
regard for it, often calling to mind the obedience of the Son of God
in things that are painful and difficult for us, reflecting that He
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willed to observe it unto death to serve as an example and encouragement to us.
"Another means I hope to make use of is to be on the alert for opportunities of practicing obedience. If I'm not fortunate enough to
have them often in my daily actions, I thought that, when I give orders or advice to the persons to whom I'm obligated to do so by my
office, it's because I have been commanded to do so by the Will of
God expressed to me by my Superiors.
"As for matters of minor importance, I'll try, with the help of
God's grace, to defer and acquiesce more humbly to those who demand something of me, provided I can do so without offending
God. And because obedience may be observed in various ways, it
seemed to me that, if it is to be in the way God asks of me, it was imperative to obey with great simplicity and humility.
"Second, we must obey those who have a right to give us orders,
without making any distinction of persons, as if it were God commanding us, since it's for love of Him that we must obey and in order to do His holy Will.
"A third condition of true obedience is to do nothing to influence
our Superiors to tell us to do what we desire, but to try to have them
order us what they know God wants of us.
"In the fourth place, I think obedience must be prompt and unquestioning, with submission of our own judgment and fidelity to
the practice of what we're ordered to do. To my mind, it will be a
great help to us if we accustom ourselves not to be opinionated and
to yield to all sorts of persons, even in trifling matters.
"I've been deeply ashamed, seeing how often I've failed in all
those practices through my arrogance and obstinacy. I'm sorry for
this and ask pardon of all my Sisters who may have remarked it."
"Well, dear Sisters, it seems to me that you're all filled with respect for this virtue; you're convinced that your Company, which is
so pleasing to God for what it does and the ministries to which it devotes itself, will also receive an increase of merit that cannot be
imagined, if it does them virtuously and for the love of holy obedience. That's why I think all of you are filled with the desire to devote yourselves to it and to give yourselves now to God never to do

---

-----------------------
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Divine Goodness for all the inspirations He has given you: the reasons why it's just and necessary to obey, the conditions that must
accompany true obedience, and the appropriate means and resolutions for putting it into practice. I entreat Our Lord Jesus Christ, by
whom all graces are given to us, to obtain for us from the Eternal Father an obedience like He himself had, to make up by the infinite
merits of His obedience for the deficiencies that are in ours, to be
pleased that all of you here present may be faithful and exact in carrying out the inspirations He'll send you by His Holy Spirit, to make
the grace He has given you fruitful, to communicate it through you
to our absent Sisters, and through you and them to those who come
after you, so that, when they hear of the obedience that was practiced in the Company, they may feel bound to continue it. I ask this
ofmy Lord Jesus Christ, and I entreat it ofthe Most Blessed Trinity,
in whose narne I, although a miserable sinner, supported by its infinite mercy, shall not refrain from pronouncing the words of blessing.
"Benedictio Dei Parris. ..."

45. - TO SOME SISTERS BEING SENT TO TIlE COUNTRY
October 22, 1650

"Dear Sisters, one of the principal virtues you must possess is
humility; yes, Sisters, maintain great humility. Consider yourselves
the least ofeveryone; remember that you're servants ofthe poor, regard them as your masters and serve them with great gentleness and
humility.

Conference 45. - Archives of the Motherbouse of the Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Julienne Loret. Sister Julienne added in a note: "'These instructions were given to Sisters
Anne Hardemant and Genevieve Doinel, who were leaving to open the bouse in Hennebontj to
Sisters Jeanne-Baptiste and Nicole Hazan. who were opening the house in Montmirail; and
Sisters Marthe [Dauteuil]. Fr~ise Menage, and Louise Michel, who were going to join our
Sisters in Nantes."
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"The second thing you must have, Sisters, is charity-great
charity with everyone.
"The third thing, dear Sisters-and I recommend it above
all-is mutual support; yes, Sisters, great support. Never do anything to displease one another, Sisters, never; and for that purpose,
acquiesce to one another and ask each another's advice. The Sister
Servant must consult her Sister: 'Shall we go there, Sister? Shall
we do that?' And if the Sister replies, 'I think that would be a good
idea, Sister,' then do it. 'But,' you'll say to me, 'must the Sister
Servant consult and give in to her Sister?' Yes, she certainly must;
yes, she has to do it; she must yield in everything and be the most
humble, but she has to hold her own if her Sister should want to do
anything contrary to God and the Rules; she must stand fast. The
Sister Servant must also do nothing without informing her Sister,
and have great respect for her.
"So bear with one another, dear Sisters, when any slight misunderstandings arise among you-for they will arise. Give yourselves to God for that intention, beginning right now, for there's
no one who doesn't commit some fault. What seems to us to be a
fault in our Sister may not always be one. Sometimes we're the
ones who aren't in the right mood to agree with what our Sister is
doing; it's not what we expected, and that annoys us. Let's not be
surprised at finding it hard to bear with others, Sisters, since at
times we can't stand ourselves. What pleases us today displeases
us tomorrow; we're never in the same state; we want something
and then we don't want it. We're disagreeable to ourselves. If
something happens to annoy you, Sisters, excuse one another and
think, 'It's because I'm not in a good mood. It's not that my Sister
has done anything wrong; I'm the one who isn't humble and can't
even stand myself.' Lastly, Sisters, if you've given one another
any cause for displeasure, ask forgiveness for it as soon as possible, and both of you kneel down and say, 'Mon Dieu! Sister, I've
given you some reason for being displeased; 1ask your pardon for
it.' The other Sister should reply, 'Sister, I'm the one who asks
yours.' By so doing, you'll preserve union among you. Please
don't fail in this, Sisters,
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"So, then, take great care to instruct those poor people, Sisters;
teach them how to die well. What a consolation to help those good
people getto heaven ! Yes indeed, you'll be leading them to heaven.
As for your pupils, you'll be teaching them to serve God well.
You'll do great things if you're faithful to God, Sisters. In connection with this, I have to tell you what dear Mme GoussauIt, who was
a great servant ofGod (she was a saint, Sisters; she loved your Company dearly), said to me the night before she died: 'Monsieur, I've
been very much absorbed with God tonight, and I've seen a DaughterofCharity before Him. What great things they'll do, Monsieur!'
How happy you'll be, Sisters, if God is glorified by your actions.
Yes indeed, He'll be glorified by them ifyou work for love ofHim.
"Don't waste your time ingratiating yourselves with persons of
the upper class, paying them compliments and acting like Ladies of
the court. 0 man Dieu! no, no, don't do that; all would be lost, Sisters. 0 man Dieu! avoid that carefully.
"So, you'll be going to visit certain persons, dear Sisters, and if
you're taken to see the Bishop of the area, ask for his blessing; tell
him you want to live entirely under obedience to him, that you give
yourselves entirely to him for the service of the poor, and that
you've been sent for that purpose. If he asks you who you are and
whether you're nuns, tell him that you're not, by the grace of
God-not that you don't have a high opinion of nuns, but that, if
you were nuns, you'd have to be enclosed; consequently, you'd
have to say good-bye to the service of the poor. Tell him that you're
poor Daughters of Charity, who have given yourselves to God for
the service of the poor, that it's permitted for you to withdraw, and
that you may also be dismissed.
"Ifhe asks you, '00 you make religious vows?' tell him, 'Oh no,
Monsieur! we give ourselves to God to live in poverty, chastity, and
obedience, some of us forever, and others for a year.'
"Lastly, dear Sisters, give yourselves totally to God to do well
what you're going to do. Ask Him for the spirit of His Son so that
you may be able to perform all your actions as He did His, Sisters,
because you have the happiness of imitating the life that the Son of
God led with His Apostles on earth. I ask Him, Sisters, to be pleased
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to ftll you with His spirit and to give you the graces necessary for
you to be true Daughters of Charity. This is what I beseech Him to
do with all my heart and, on His behalf, I will pronounce the words
of blessing.
"Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."
Afterward, a Sister Servant asked, "Father, I beg you to order my
Sister to remind me of my faults whenever I fail."
"Yes, Sister, willingly, but we shouldn't admonish someone on
every occasion because what we think is a fault may perhaps not be
one; we should make our prayer on this beforehand and ask ourselves, 'Is what my Sister has done a serious fault?' And if we see
that it isn't, then say nothing. It's not important; it gives bad example to no one; so, ignore it. But, if God lets us see in prayer that it's a
serious fault, then attention must be called to it. However, do you
know how this must be done? You should kneel down and say, 'Sister, I think you're willing to allow me to remind you of this fault so
that you'll be careful about it.' That's how you should act, dear Sisters. I recommend myself to your prayers."

46•• THE VIRTUES OF SISTERS ANNE Dll GENNES, MARIE LULLEN,
MARGUERITE BOSSU, AND CECILE DELAITRE>
December 9 2

The first of our Sisters mentioned at this conference was Sister
Anne de Gennes. She was of noble birth and left everything to give
herself to God in the Company of the poor Daughters of Charity, in
which she had the happiness to persevere until death. One of our
Conference 46. - Confireru:es spirituelles tenues pour les Fiiles de fa Charite par plusieurs
superieurs et directeurs de Ia Compagnie, 1826 edition, vol. III, pp. 15ff.
IOf the Daughters of Charity mentioned in this conference. only limited biographical data is

known about Sisters Anne de Gennes and Marie LulleD.
Anne de Gennes was born in Richelieuandentered the Company in 1644. Shedied in 1650.
Marie Lullen was bom to a family of comfortable circumstances in Le Mans. After entering
the Daughters of Charity, she frrst cared for little children in Nanterre and then went to
Montreuil-sur-Merin 1647. As noted here, she died sometime in 1649 or 1650.
2The year is uncertain. Since Marie Lullen was still living on July 23, 1649, the conference is
probably from December 9 of that year.
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Sisters who had lived with her said that Sister de Gennes was chagrined whenever anyone spoke to her ofhernoble birth, that it mortified her, and she couldn't endure it.
"Ah! Sisters," said M. Vincent, "what virtue not to seek esteem
and not to want people to speak of her family! That good Sister hid
what others parade and humbled herself for what would have given
others reason to elevate themselves. Is there anyone here who lived
with Sister Anne?"
"Yes, Father," replied one of the Sisters, "I lived with her for a
short time."
"Well, Sister, what virtues did you remark?"
"She was very patient in her sufferings, Father, never complaining, never growing weary of suffering. She sometimes feared, however, that she was a burden and was upset because she was unable to
work like the others. I also noticed that Sister was very humble: she
always thought that what she did was worthless and that what others
did was much better."
"It's all right to feel upset at not being able to work," replied
M. Vincent, "butit's a temptation, Sisters, to think you're a burden
to others and to be troubled in such circumstances. You must be resigned to God's Will with regard to the ilinesses He sends you, and
believe that your Sisters are happy to practice charity in the services
they render you."
"Father," said another Sister, "I noticed that Sister Anne often
shared with her Sisters the thoughts God had given her in prayer.
She took great care that the sick whom she was nursing received the
sacraments in due time. She neverleft a patient's room without saying something edifiying. She served poor persons as she would
have served Our Lord, and used to say that she felt greater pleasure
when she had been to see some poor persons than if she had been
visited by her parents."
"Ah! Sisters," said M. Vincent, "what virtue! What a good Sister! To prefer visiting persons who were poor to seeing her own parents, and always seeing Jesus Christ in them! May God be forever
blessed for that, Sisters! This should stir up in us the desire to give
ourselves in earnest to Our Lord to imitate the virtues noted in this
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dear Sister, who, as we've just heard, was humble, patient, and
charitable. Let's imitate above all her humility, desiring to be unknown and counted as nothing, and let's reflect that, if we make a
show of the little good we do, we'll lose all the merit of it before
God.
"Mademoiselle, did you observe anything?"
"Father, I noted that Sister Anne had a great love of her vocation,
courageously overcoming all the difficulties she encountered in it,
which were far greater in her case than in that of others because her
health was very delicate. Nevertheless, she didn't complain, and I
never heard her say that she was unable to do what she was told. Her
love for her vocation was also apparent in her last illness, for she
asked insistently to be taken to the Motherhouse because she
wanted to die there. She showed great patience in her sufferings
and, when she was on her deathbed and someone said to her,
'You're really in a lot of pain,' she answered, 'What l' m suffering is
nothing in comparison with what Our Lord suffered for me.' She
was submissive and obedient to the end, for, a moment before she
died, the Sister infirmarian urged her to take something, although
she felt a great repugnance because of the violent pains in her stomach which were brought on by anything she ate or drank. She took it
nevertheless, showing that she was doing it through obedience; and
she died shortly afterward."
"Sisters," said M. Vincent, "there's every reason to believe that
she's with God. Let's see now what was remarked in Sister Marie
Lullen, who was a native ofLe Mans. Those of you who lived with
her can tell us quite simply anything edifying you saw in her conduct."
'"Father," said a Sister, "I noticed that this dear Sister was very
kind to the little children whom it was her duty to instruct. While
she was in Nanterre, where I knew her before I had the happiness of
being in the Company, I sometimes saw her kiss their feet, saying
that she liked to think she was kissing the feet of the InfantJesus."
"Blessed be God," said M. Vincent. "This good Sister had good
reason to believe she was kissing the feet of the Infant Jesus. How
pleasing He found such simplicity!"
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she was taking the children to Mass, and I admired her charity to a
poorman she met on the way. She spoke to him of God, and since
he had not heard Mass and didn't seem to want to go, she chided
him so much that she persuaded him to go."
"I noticed that she was humble," remarked another Sister, "and
seemed content when she was rebuked. One day someone mortified her a little. Noticing that she seemed pleased, I expressed my
surprise to her. 'Sister,' she replied, 'I must abase myself so that
Jesus may live in me.' "
"Oh! what a beautiful remark," said M. Vincent, 'I must abase
myself!' And she rejoiced when she was reproached; may God be
blessed and glorified! I'm not surprised that the Pastor of Nanterre
has praised her so highly-although he's not very free with his
compliments. But it seems that this dear Daughter had a virtue
above the common run of people."
"I knew Sister Marie Lullen while she was still in Le Mans, before she came here," added another Sister, "and I remember that
she and another young woman set aside their secular clothing and
wore grey dresses; this led to their being ridiculed and mocked by
those who disapproved of that change. They began to serve poor
persons in the Le Mans hospital. They established great order in
that house, where, until then, not much order had existed. Many
people found fault with this, and they were really persecuted because of it, but they endured it courageously. In the end, desiring
to give herselfentirely to God, our good Sister decided to leave her
family, which was very well off and in which she could have had
every satisfaction, but her love of God caused her to leave everything courageously to come to our Community here in Paris."
"Sisters," said M. Vincent, "God doubtless had great plans for
this Sister. Don't you think there's something in that, M. Portail?
As for myself, I'm delighted with what has just been said. I never
have greater consolation than when I hear an account ofthe virtues
of our Sisters because it's clearly the work of God. May He be forever blessed for it!
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see, Sisters, God's glory is made manifest by speaking ofthe virtues
of our Sisters. He gave them these virtues to sanctify them, and He
also wants us to profit from them by following their example. Mademoiselle, will you tell us what you know?"
"Father, this good Sister belonged totally to Our Lord, who had
chosen her. She was a privileged soul. She had a special love for the
practice of the hidden virtues and was very humble. I also remarked
her conduct and submission when she was ill, taking the little things
presented to her without showing any repugnance, and she expressed no annoyance when she wasn't given what she requested."
"Sisters," said M. Vincent, "that's how you should act when
you're ill, and not say, 'This medicine isn't prepared properly; I
can't take it.' To speak like that and to express your likes and dislikes is a sign of great imperfection. If someone takes pleasure in
eating and drinking or looks for tasty foods, she must be on the
watch against that, for such persons are scarcely ever virtuous. How
guilty you'd be, Sisters, if you didn't profit from the good example
of our Sisters, about whom such beautiful things have just been
said!
"That brings us to the third Sister of whom we have to speak.
Who lived with Sister Margnerite Bossu?"
"I was with her for a short time," replied a Sister. "I noticed that
she had a great love of the poor and also that, when I reproached her
for something, she took it well and made no excuses."
"She was also very quiet and gentle," added M. Vincent. "Would
you like to tell us anything about her, Mademoiselle?"
"Father, I recognized in her a great love of her vocation, for she
surmounted the difficulties raised by her parents, who were very reluctant to allow her to come here; but she left them courageously,
and when she was admitted, she was so overjoyed that alI the wealth
in the world couldn't have made her want to leave the Community.
She was in it only a year, but her fervor made her worthy of receiving her wages, like the workers who came at the eleventh hour and
received as much as those who had labored all day long. In the same
way, I think Our Lord was as pleased with the service this good Sis-
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she did, in fact, have the desire to serve and honor Him all her life,
however long it might have been. Sister Marguerite was very gentle
and did everything she was told, without ever fmding fault with it.
She was very obedient and had a great love of the Community. She
clearly demonstrated this when she became ill and, being told by the
Sister with whom she was on mission that she should return to the
Motherhouse, got up immediately and manifested the greatest pleasure at coming here, even though she was very sick."
"What a fine Sister!" said M. Vincent, ''what a good thing it is to
love to come to the Motherhouse! She showed clearly that she loved
ouly God, since she was so detached from everything. She made no
difficulty about leaving the house where she was happy, in order to
do the Will of God. That's how you should act, Sisters, and never
seek any pretext to dispense you from doing what you're told."
"Father," said another Sister, "r remarked that Sister Marguerite
was very zealous to learn what we're supposed to know and was
also very discreet in what she said; she was unwilling to speak one
unnecessary word, especially during the time of silence. It made me
ashamed to see her virtue and to be so far removed from it myself.
She always spoke about edifying things, especially the happiness of

her vocation."
"Blessed be God forever! What excellent practices! Aren't you
touched at hearing this account of so many beautiful virtues,
M. Portail?"
"We still have to share our thoughts on the virtues remarked in
Sister Delailre. Who lived with her?"
"Father," said Mademoiselle, "this dear Sister never left the
Motherhouse. She was here only four months. Her ministry was to
serve the poor in Saint-Laurent parish."
"Well, what virtues did you note in her, Mademoiselle?"
"r noted great gentleness; she was very attentive to the sick, but
wasn't hasty nor anxious about that. She was active and
hard-working, and looked for no noticeforthe work she was doing.
She was very much inclined to what was good and the desire to improve, very forbearing with her Sisters, and very obedient to her Su-
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periors. Her only regret was not having served the poor for very
long."
"What a good Sister! Although young in the Company, she was
mature in virtue. In the short time she was in it, she accomplished
what someone else might have done in six or even ten or twelve
years. What a happiness, Sisters, to live among plants that bear such
fruit! But also what a shame to see ourselves still vain, still seeking
our own satisfaction. If there should be any among you who might
desire to be seen, to be known, and to look for notice, if there should
be any, I repeat, she should humble herself before God and say, '0
my God, what shal1 I say? What shall I do? What shall I answer on
Judgment Day, when I'll be reproached for having lived with the
spouses of Jesus Christ, with Sisters fil1ed with virtue, and didn't
fol1ow their example!' What a misfortune if there were any who
might seek the appreciation of creatures or want to be commended!
Nothing further wonld be needed to draw down the curse of God on
the entire Company! I'd like to think that all of you are disposed to
belong to God in real earnest. Don't you promise me, Sisters, to determine to work at your perfection and no longer have any high
opinion of yourself? For as soon as someone has a high opinion of
herself, she wanders away from God. So, make up your mind, Sisters, to renounce your own will in order to no longer will anything
but the accomplishment in you of the holy Will of God."

"Yes, Father," responded all the Sisters, "that's our earnest desire."
"1 hope so, with the help of God's grace," replied M. Vincent,
"and, on His behalf, I will now pronounce the words of blessing,
asking Him at the same time I am saying them, to fil1 our
hearts-mine as well as yours-with the desire to acquire the virtues of which we've heard the account.
"Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."
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March 5.1651

"The topic of this conference is confession, dear Sisters. It's divided into three points. The first deals with the reasons obliging
Daughters of Charity to know how to make a good confession; second, the faults they may commit in confession, and third, the means
of making a good confession. This is an important subject, Sisters;
and, if we don't make good confessions, we're in danger of often
committing sacrileges.
"Please tell us your thoughts, Sister."
"On the first point, Monsieur, I thought that one of the reasons
obliging us to know how to make a good confession is that we can't
teach the sick how to make a good confession, if, in the first place,
we don't know how to do it ourselves. Another reason is that this

sacrament is like a second Baptism, insofar as it restores us to grace.
This is what obliges us to make a very careful preparation for it. The
faults that may be committed are: not having the purity of intention
of going simply to place ourselves in the state of pleasing God and
seeking too much of our own satisfaction. The means of making a
good confession are deep humility and the thought of the enormity
of sin, etc."
"That's good, Sister. God bless you! And you, Sister, tell us your
thoughts."
"It seems to me, Father, that if we don't make a good confession,
we're in danger of committing a sacrilege."
"Sister's fIrst reason is that. if our confession isn't made properly, we commit a sacrilege and add to the number of our sins and,
instead of the ten we had, we carry away eleven; and if you die in
such a state, dear Sisters, you're lost. And what faults may be committed during your confession?"
"It seems to me, Father, that they include not making a good examination ofconscience, masking my sin, and not explaining it as it
is."
Conference 47. - Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters ofCharity; notebook written by
Sister Iulienne Loret.
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"Alas! yes, Sisters, it's a serious sin to lessen the gravity OfyOUf
sin and to confess it other than it is. How many people will be
damned for that!"
"It seems to me, Father, that it's vanity that makes us excuse ourselves, and we really don't want people to see that our sins are as
bad as they are."
"Yes indeed, it's a spirit of vanity, a diabolical spirit when, instead of accusing ourselves, we excuse ourselves. Sisters, it doesn't
discredit a Sisterto make known her faults. Oh no! on the contrary,
when she humbles herself and says, 'I've done such and such; I'm
so wretched as to have done that,' then we see that it's the spirit of
God causing her to speak in that way.
"And you, Sister, why do you think Daughters of Charity must
know how to make a good confession?"
"It seems to me, Father, that our predestination depends on a
good confession, and we should reflect that perhaps this may be the
last time God will give us the grace of going to confession."
"Yes indeed, dear Sisters, our predestination does perhaps depend on that act. In connection with this, I'll tell you that some Prelates told me at a meeting that they had taken the resolution, every
time they went to confession or celebrated Mass, to reflect that it
might perhaps be the last time. Just imagine, Sisters, Prelates are
giving us this example!"
"It also seemed to me that, ifGod gives me the grace to go to confession one more time, I could be better disposed to go another
time."
"Our Sister says that we can make a good confession to prepare
ourselves for another. That may be, because to make a good confession so as to be able to make a better one at another time is very
good; and in fact, the good use ofthe graces God gives us is not only
meritorious for the present action, but also for the next and for all
others.

"But into what faults may we fall in our confessions?"
"We can make light of our sins, thinking perhaps that it's no
great matter and that we'll do better another time, or else to diminish their gravity for fear that we may be thought less of."
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whatsoever, what will happen? Ah! Sisters, great misfortunes! The
evil spirit makes himself the master. Finally, the Sister who fails to
make a good confession may fall into serious sins both in public and
in private. But when, on the contrary, we've made a good confession, God's grace is immediately restored to us, and all the good
works we've done return with an increase of faith, hope, charity,
love of God, moderation, and humility; in a word, with all the other
virtues.
"And you, Sister, what reasons do the Daughters ofCharity have
to know how to make a good confession?"
"I think it's to acquire the grace of God, Father."
"That's good: to acquire the grace of God. We should be happy
for everyone to know our sins; one of the saints has said that we
should be ready to tell our sins in the public marketplace."
"The faults we commit in confession are human respect, which
comes from vanity or even through habit, and lack of contrition.
That's all the more to be feared since sometimes our sins appear
trivial. It seems to me that it's good to mention some serious sin of
our past life--even several."
"Yes, mentioning some serious sins from our past life is a very
good means to incite us to contrition: 'My God, 1did such and such
when 1was young,' for it's to be feared that we may not have sufficient sorrow for ordinary sins.
"But tell me, Sister, if a Sister goes to confession without manifesting any sorrow for her sins, is her confession good?"
"No, contrition is essential."
"But, Sister, is it good always to accuse ourselves of the same
sins?"
"No, because we have to strive to correct ourselves; but when it
happens that we fall into the same sin, we have to say so."
"You see, Sisters-I have to say this for the sake of some scrupulous souls-there are certain faults into which we can't prevent ourselves from falling. Even the saints, as the Holy Spirit tells us, fell
seven times a day; I'm talking about letting our mind wander,
flighty thoughts-even during prayers-and other similar faults.
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When you keep falling into the same faults, you must humble yourselves before God, desire to be united to Him, and say, 'How I
should humble myself before You, my God, and long to see You!'
and then patiently make acts of hope and humility, offer yourselves
to God, and stir yourselves to conttition and a firm purpose of
amendment.
"But tell me, Sister, would a Sister who resented the admonitions given her be making a good confession?"
"No, Father."
"Is it a fault to choose a confessor, Sister?"l
"Yes, it is, Father."
"Sister, what do you think of a Sister who wants one confessor
and won't have another?"

"Father, a Sister who wants one confessor and won't have another has too great an attachment and is self-seeking."
" 'But,' you'll say to me, 'he knows me better, and what he says
is more relevant to me.' That's not it, Sisters, it's an attachment-not to say love-and it would become wrong as it continued. Take my word, dear Sisters, it's a propensity toward that, and
to put it plainly, it's a sentimental attachment, which, if not remedied quickly, can make confession invalid. I ask God to give our
Sisters the grace never to become attached to any confessor, either
in this parish or in any other, and I make this prayer to God with all
my heart, through Jesus Christ Our Lord, for all of you, that the confessor may not become attached, because that would be the ruin of
him. God willing, I'll say Mass for that intention, Sisters-not tomorrow but Wednesday.
"Is there any fault in saying that the confessor is too harsh or too
gentle, or to complain that he doesn't say anything?"
"Yes, Father."

lCurrenllegislation (1983 edition of the Code OfeanOR Law) obliges Superiors "to recognize
the due freedom of their members concerning the sacrament of Penance and the diJ'e(:tion of
conscience.. .. They are to be solicitous that suitable confessors to whom they can confess
frequently be available to members." (Can. 630) Can. 991 slates that "the Christian faithful are
free to confess to a legitimately approved confessor of their choice."
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Is it also wrong to make known what he said to you?"

"Yes. Father."
"Yes, without a doubt it' s wrong, Sisters, and very wrong, for the
penitent is as obliged to secrecy as the confessor, and a person who
goes off and says, 'He told me this and that,' sins grievously.
"If he leads her to do something wrong or makes some flattering
remark such as, 'No one has pleased me so much nor given me as
much satisfaction in my guidance than you have,' or any other remark that expresses affection, then, Sisters, beware of that! Man
Dieu! how dangerous that is! She should report it. Butto whom? To
her Superiors and to no one else.
"And you, Sister, tell me: does a Sister do wrong who argues
about her penance, or even refuses the ones imposed on her, or
doesn't want to go to a certain confessor because he gives penances
that are not to her liking?"
"Yes, Father, that seems to me to be a serious fault."
"Doubtless a serious fault, Sisters; that reminds me of a beautiful
saying of Saint Augustine, 'A person who refuses his or her penance refuses forgiveness.'
"Does someone who goes to confession without examining her
conscience, without contrition, or without a desire to accept her
penance or to make restitution of the property of others in her possession commit a sin 1"

"Yes, Father."
"Sin is never. never remitted without restitution.
"Is it a sin to economize on what belongs to the poor in aparish in
order to appropriate it to yourself?"

"Yes, Father."
"Ah, Dieu! it's a sacrilege, Sisters, because it's taking from God
something that belongs to God and using it for yourself-and I
don't think a single one of you falls into that sin; no, not a one, by the
grace of God-because this sin is never forgiven without making
restitution, Sisters, and not only of the property but also of honor.
"You must never speak: of others, even in confession; if you
can't conceal the evil done by someone else, it would be better to re-
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main silent about your own sin. But is it to deprive a Sister of her
good name if you mention a Sister's faults to her Superioress so that
she may do something about it? Not at all! it should be mentioned,
but neverto others, for to take someone' s property is nothing; but to
take away one's honoris to deprive the person of everything. If that
has ever happened with you, Sisters, please don't do it again.
"Now please tell us your thoughts, Sister."
"Father, the first reason for learning how to make a good confession is that we'd otherwise often be in danger of committing
sacrileges. The second is that we couldn't teach poor persons nor
the girls in our schools, if we didn't know how to make it well ourselves,"
"That's a fine reason, Sisters, because you have persons who are
poor here, and especially the girls in your classes, whom you have
to teach how to make good confessions."
That's why M. [Vincent],2 turning to the priest who accompanied him, said, "Will you please write down everything those little
girls should be taught on this subject? The Sister in charge of the
new pupils will teach it to them because this is very important. And,
as long as we live, we will please have a conference every year on
this topic. I ask you, Monsieur, Mademoiselle, and you, Sister, to
remind me of it. Go on, Sister."
"Among the numerous faults we can commit when we go to confession, I noted three principal ones, Father. First, speaking too
much. That happens when we mention sins we haven't committed,
when we talk about domestic matters, when we reveal the faults of
our neighbor, and, lastly, when we discuss things that have nothing
to do with the confession.
"Second, speaking too little; for example, when we don't give

the number and circumstances of our more serious sins, when we
fail to mention certain sins, either because we're afraid the confessor may repeat them to someone else-which we should never
fear---or for any other motive.

2The manuscript has "Portail," but this is an obvious distraction by the copyist. There is no
doubt that it is Saint Vincent speaking. Fr. Portail must have accompanied him to the conference.
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don't appear as they really are, or to mention them as if we're dubious about them: 'IfI have done such or such, I ask God's forgiveness,' when we're not dubious at all, or to make excuses for
ourselves, or to keep back a sin in order to mention it to another confessor. To my mind all these are serious faults. As for the means of
making a good confession, I think it suffices to be attentive to these
five points, with the grace of God."
''That's very good, Sister. God bless you! Mademoiselle, will
you please tell us your thoughts?"
"Father, may I ask you a question regarding what has already
been said?"
"Yes, most certainly,"
"Ifthe confessor has no intention ofgiving absolution unless the
person does the penance 3 he gives her, has the person been absolved if she doesn't do the penance?"
"No, Sisters, the confessor gives you absolution only on condition that you do the penance he gives you, and you don't receive it if

you don't do the penance."
"As the first reason," continued Mademoiselle, "I thought that
when the sacrament of Penance is received properly, it really helps
sonls to glorify God, putting them in this state by the reconciliation
it brings about with His Goodness, who pardons all their sins. A
second reason is that, if we don't do our utmost to receive this sacrament well, in a certain sense we're spurning the grace God offers us
in this sacrament, by which the merits ofthe death ofthe Son ofGod
are applied to us. The third reason is that we put ourselves in danger
of dying impenitent and outside the grace of God-which we certainly deserve, since we've refused it.
"As to the second point, there are many faults we can commit in
regard to the preparation for making a good confession, but there
are three or four major ones. One is not to have the desire to correct
3A more exact statement can be found in the Catechism of the Catholic Church: "the
imposition and acceptance of a penance" (no. 1480); "the intention to make reparation and do
works of reparation" (no. 1491). If. through forgetfulness. the penance is not fulfilled, the
penitent's sins are still absolved·-and the penance is to be fulfilled at whatever time it is recalled.
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ourselves, since we're in a frame of mind that hinders us from
knowing our faults, or not to acknowledge them; this prevents us
from being able to confess them.
"Another fault is to fail to stir ourselves up to have deep sorrow-{)r simply sorrow-in the will, for having offended God. We
could do this easily by applying ourselves to consider the goodness
of God, His love for us, and our own perversity in having offended
Him.
"A third fault is the fear of telling our sins to our confessor as
they actually are. And a very great and grievous fault, for each of
our sins in particular or for all in general, is not being attentive to
work at correcting ourselves and of asking God for the grace to do
so.
"On the third point, the means of preparing ourselves to make a
good confession, the fIrst thing we must do is to have a high regard
for this sacrament and a great desire to receive it, and, to that end, to
be well instructed in all that helps us to do so. Second, to go to the

confessional convinced that we're sinners; to reflect that it's God to
whom we're about to speak, without considering the person of the
priest who listens to us; to accuse ourselves as consciously of guilt

and as clearly as we're able, not making known that others are the
cause of our having offended God, being very careful, above all, to

conceal the accomplice of our sin without very grave necessity; and
not to keep anything back. Lastly, when we've fInished accusing
ourselves, we must continue to have the remorse our sins should
have given us, listen with great reverence and humility to the advice
of our confessor, receive the penance with amazement that God
permits it to be so small, tum our minds once more to deep regret for
having offended God, and, in expectation of His mercy, listen to the
holy absolution, thinking that at that moment the merit of the Blood
of the Son of God, poured into our souls, washes away our sins. In
this way we're totally renewed in grace and made pleasing to the
Blessed Trinity."
"God be praised, Sisters! I'm deeply edifIed by all that has been
said. I think you do make good ones and, for the consolation of
many of you, let me say that, as long as I've been hearing your con-
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making very good confessions, and I like to think you're doing even
better and haven't relapsed but, on the contrary, are doing even
better and better. Courage then, dear Sisters! How happy you'll be
if you make your confessions in the manner described, for a good
examination of conscience, contrition, a firm purpose of amendment, an integral confession, and perfect satisfaction! Blessed be
God, Sisters! For that's the basis of perfection and I'd like to think
that, if you act in this way, God will shower you with His graces.
That is what I, though unworthy, ask Him with all my heart to do
and, on His behalf, I will pronounce the words ofblessing over you.
uBenedictio Dei Patris. ... "

48. - INDIFFERENCE

(Now 43a.)

49. - TIlE GOOD USE OF ADMONITIONS
April 25, 1652

''This conference, dear Sisters, is divided into three points: first,
the reasons we have for profiting from the reminders others give us;
second, the fanlts we may commit when told of our failings; and
third, the means of benefiting from the admonitions we receive."
Because M. Vincent had been delayed by some business matter,
M. Portail began to question the Sisters. The first Sister said that
one of the reasons why we should profit from the admonitions we
receive is the charity our Superiors have for us. Just as it's a charity
on their part to bear with us in our faults and failings, it's a greater
charity for them to admonish us and to desire that we correct our-

Conference 49. - MS. sv 9, pp. 222ff.
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selves. Another reason is that if we're not reminded of onr faults,
we'll keep on committing them.
Turning to another Sister, M. Portail said to her, "What fault can
we commit when we're reminded of our failings?"
"I think that the worst fault we can commit, Monsieur, is not to
accept the admonition as coming from God, who reminds us
through our Superiors, and afterward to murmur and complain to
another Sister."
"So you think that one means of benefiting from admonitions is
to believe that God speaks to us by the mouth of Superiors."
"What obliges us to be content to be reminded ofour faults," said
another Sister, "is that it's a means of killing self-love, which always does its utmost to conceal our faults from us. If we find it hard
to accept the charity given us, all the more reason would we find it
difficult to acknowledge our faults ourselves. One means of benefiting from admonitions is to mention our own faults to the
Superioress when we're aware of them. Another is to think frequently of the faults of which we've been reminded so we can correct ourselves. There's no more certain means than to ask God often
for this grace because of our weakness."
"You're right, Sister, in saying that we must have recourse to
God, for we resolve often enough to take admonitions in good part,
but when the time comes, our resolutions are to no avail."
Another Sister was saying that God would ask an account from
us of the admonitions our Superiors-and even our peers-had the
charity to give us, when Most Honored Father arrived. He knelt
down as usual, asked M. Portail ifthe conference had begun, and on
being told that it had, he added, "Blessed be God, Sisters! Blessed
be God!"
And turning to the Sister who was speaking, he said, "Tell us
your thoughts on the subject of the conference, Sister."
"Father, I thought that what obliges us to profit from the admonitions given us is, in the first place, that we don't know ourselves;
consequently. we need someone to remind us,"
"You're right, Sister; we're blind, we don't know ourselves. A
blind person never sees the sun, and we don't see our own face. That
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was a very good point our Sister made; remember it carefully.
Continue to tell us what you thought, Sister."
"Father, my thought is that God will demand a strict account of
the admonitions that have been given us."
"God bless you, Sister! You see, it's a very certain truth taught
in Holy Scripture, Sisters, that God will demand an account of the
admonitions given us, and if we don't make good use of them, it's
greatly to be feared, Sisters, that the measure ofour ingratitude being filled, God may abandon us, for a Sister who allows herself to
be carried away by natural feelings when she has been reproved
for her faults, becomes so hard-hearted afterward that nothing
moves her. The less she likes what may be told her for her own
good, the more she finds fault with everything that's done. If a regulation for the good order of the house is made, she complains
about it; if she sees a Sister faithful to her duly, she scoffs at her
and treats her as pietistic; she has nothing but temptations against
her vocation and distress of mind-all because she didn't profit
from admonitions nor resist the impulses of corrupt nature.
"Look, Sisters, Judas was lost because he failed to resist his
covetousness. If a Daughter of Charity acts in a similar manner,
she'll soon leave, even though God may still continue to give her
His grace, for He didn't deprive Judas of it, although He was
aware of his vice. The sun shines on a blind person as well as on
someone who can see, but it shines in vain because the blind person sees nothing.
"And what did you think on the subject of this conference, Sister?"

"Father, I thought, as you stated, that not to benefit from admonitions is to grow hard-hearted. I also thought that we shouldn't be
satisfied with reminders from our Superiors but should also ask
those who are with us to do us the charity of admonishing us of our
faults. I've asked this service of my Sisters, Father, and promised
them that every time they render it to me I'll say three Our Fathers
and three Hail Marys for their intention and will remember them at

Holy Communion."
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"God bless you, Sister! God bless you for having this beautiful
practice! Dear Sisters, how I wish that this practice might be
adopted among you of asking one another, especially your Sister
Servants, to remind you of your faults, in order to give greater freedom to the Sisters with whom you live to tell you anything they may
have remarked in you that might not be good! When a Sister asks
you to admonish her, you must do it with great respect and humility
and, after excusing yourself, say, 'It's true that! noticed this fault in
you, Sister; but perhaps you weren't aware of it.'
"Sister Servants have to be admonished as well as the other Sisters, for the saints themselves need to be reminded of their faults.
The disciples were senttwo by two, as today' s Gospel teaches us, so
that they might practice fraternal chatity.
"Now, Sisters, there are two kinds of admonitions; general admonitions and personal ones. The first are those given for all at conferences. To admonish a Sister who is vain in her appearance or
who holds conversations with men is a personal admonition. If she
doesn't benefit from it, it's for her damnation."
Turning to another Sister, M. Vincent asked, "What fault do you
think we can commit when we're told of our failings, Sister?"
"Father, one great fault is to allow ourselves to get angry and be
carried away by emotion, and then to let this be seen by our Sisters,
whom we scandalize. 1myself have greatly failed in that respect."
"Did you ask pardon of the Sister in whose presence you acted
that way, Sister?"

"Sometimes, Father."
"You see, dear Sisters, you have to ask pardon of each other
when you've disedified or displeased your Sisters so that, by this
means, you may heal the wound that has been inflicted."
Most Honored Father let us see his very profound humility on
this point by telling us something we didn't know. He said he had
committed a fault in regard to a Brother, who was reporting some
business matter to him. "1 spoke sharply to him," he said, "and other
persons could hear it. 1 think M. Portail was present." He repeated
the same thing two or three times to give M. Portail the opportunity
to say that he had been there, butM. Portail didn't say a single word.
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"On the following day," M. Vincent went on, "when the same
Brother was taking care of business with me, 1spoke to him sharply
again. 1recognized my fault when 1was examining my conscience,
and in full chapter 1knelt down and said, '1 ask your pardon for having spoken sharply to you,' and 1 asked him to ask God to forgive
me. That's what we must do when we've been remiss, Sisters. The
wife ofthe General ofthe Galleys I was quick-tempered, but as soon
as she realized that she had been impatient, she would kneel down
before her maid and ask her forgiveness. Do that, Sisters; it's the
means to preserve union; for, if you speak or correct with emotion,
you strike and wound your Sister. She feels an aversion for you;
considers whatever you say or do as bad; makes up her mind to do
nothing to please you; she can't stand you. But ask her forgiveness,
and let her see that you're sorry for your fault; that's the way to remove all bitterness from her heart.
"When we're reminded of our faults, or when we admonish others, Sisters, there's no problem, unless it's done in a fit of temper.
Our Superiors have to admonish us; even though they see that a Sister grumbles or takes an admonition badly, they still have to remind
her ofher faults, for, sooner or later, she'll profit from this. Don't be
surprised if she's sad and crestfallen, for an admonition is a medicine and a bloodletting to eliminate bad spirits. When a very bitter
medicine is broughtto you, you loathe it, you scowl, you balk at taking it, but you take it nevertheless because you know it will cure
you.
"The Sister who is admonished should be very careful to control
her feelings, though naturally hurt and annoyed, and to profit well
from the correction, even if she's not aware of the point of which
she's being reminded. She should turn to God in her little oratory or
before the Blessed Sacrament and say from the depths of her heart,
'0 my God! I'm deeply pained by this; I'm being corrected for a
fault of which 1have no knowledge. Well, my God, others know it;
may You be forever blessed for this!'

IMme de Gondi.
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who reprove her. That's adorning the Company, gilding it, and inserting precious stones in it. Above all, Sisters, 1recommend to you
the practice of our Sister who said that she asked her Sisters to remind her of her faults. And when should you do this? Begin this
very evening, if the opportunity presents itself. And when should
you continue? Tomorrow and forever, Sisters. 1say forever, for, believe me, if you establish this practice finnly in the Company and
make good use of the admonitions given you, dear Sisters, your
Company will be one of the holiest in God's Church. If you don't,
you'll bring about its ruin. People will ask, 'Where is that lovely
Zion, of which everyone spoke so well, that lovely Company of
Daughters of Charity? Where is their modesty, good order, attention, and vigilance for the poor? Where is their reserve in not speaking to men and not allowing them to enter their rooms? Where are
those Sisters who died like the saints?' None of that will be seen
again.
"Sisters, it's a question of doing something to strengthen your
Company. I'll see about the means to be taken to remedy any failing
of which I'm informed. If, through the fault of Mile Le Gras,
M. Portail, the Sister Servant, or myself, you don't advance in virtue, Sisters, we'll have to answer for it to God, and He'll demand a
strict account of us."
We see by this how earnestly Most Honored Father M. Vincent
desired our perfection, with what care he tried to obtain it, and also
the need to be thorougWy convinced that, despite the promptings of
nature, our Superiors are obliged to watch over us, since they must
render such an exact account.
"I'm forgetting something ... "M. Vincent added, "I don't remember what; please let me know, M. Portail, or tell us some
thought that will benefit the Company."
"I think, Monsieur, that one very necessary point is to be satisfied when our Superiors are informed of our faults."
"That's very fine, Monsieur, what a good thought! God bless
you! Yes, Sisters, we must be contentto be reminded of our faults.
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When we're sick, we're glad that someone tells our father, or tells
the physician, and that he is given a thorough explanation of our illness. And why, Sisters, if not to get some relief and have people
sympathize with us, especially since, when they commiserate with
us, we feel relieved? It's right to want this. When Our Lord was
about to die, He was certainly hoping for this satisfaction, and it was
an extreme suffering for Him that no one sympathized with Hitn
when He was on the Cross. Now, dear Sisters, sin makes our soul
sick, and sick of a mortal illness; let's be glad to have someone notify the doctor about it, that is, to notify those who can find a cure for
it.
"Why not do what is done in a religious house I know, Sisters?
When the Superioress is told that a Sister has committed a fault, she
says to her, 'Sister, I hear you've committed such and such a fault.'
The Sister kneels down and replies, 'Mother, not only have I comntitted the fault you mention, but certain circumstances make it
even greater than you have been told.' Just see the virtue of those
good nuns, dear Sisters. Even though someone may dislike being
corrected for her faults, she disregards that and cheerfully prontises
to amend and to correct herself. That's what should be done, Sisters: don't let your emotions run away with you; overcome and cast
off the sadness and distress that tries to grip your heart.
"Mademoiselle, please tell us your thoughts on the need we have
to be rentinded of our faults."
"Father, we must be willing to be admonished because of Our
Lord's words to the man who had struck Him a blow in punishment
for having spoken the truth: 'If I have spoken ill, reprove me.' 2 Beconting angry, complaining, and looking for excuses are the faults
we can commit. One means of profiting from admonitions is to believe that people do us a great charity by reminding us ofour faults."
"That's beautiful! God bless you, Mademoiselle! See, Sisters,
how Our Lord, who is innocence personified, wishes to be reproved
and subntits to it. Ground yourselves firmly in these practices, Sisters, so that your Company may be strengthened in virtue; and since
2cf. In 18:23. (NAB)
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God's graces operate according to the dispositions they find in persons, dispose yourselves to receive the blessing He's going to give
you by the most wretched and greatest sinner ofall men, who offers
himself to God to ask Him for the grace to benefit from all that has
been said and to do forever His most holy and adorable Will. This is
whatI desire with all my heart, Sisters. Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

49a. - INSTRUCTION TO SISTERS BEING SENT TO POLAND
September 5. 1652

On September 5, 1652, Most Honored Father M. Vincent informed our three Sisters who had been chosen to go to Poland that
they would be leaving the next morning. Divine Providence caused
their departure to be postponed until September 7.
The names ofthe three sisters are Sister Marguerite Moreau, Sister Madeleine Drugeon, and Sister Fran90ise. 1 Most Honored Father gave them approximately the following advice: "Dear Sisters, I
think you're aware that for more than two years the very virtuous
Princess, the Queen ofPoland, has been urging me to send her some
Daughters of Charity to establish in her kingdom works like the
ones she had seen them do in France. We needed time to reflect on
this appeal to be sure that it came from God. Now there is no longer
any doubt about this, since this good Lady has persevered in her de-

Conference 498. - Ecrits spirituels, A. 89b, pp. 782-83. This instruction, of which Saint Louise

made a copy, was not published by Coste.
IMarguerile Moreau, a native of Lorraine, was born in 1623; she entered the Daughters of
Charity in 1646 and was sent !oAngers in 1647. A strong personality, she found it difficult to get
along with Sister Cecile Angiboust, the Sister Servant. In 1651. Saint Louise was thinking of

naming her Sister Servant in Angers but chose her for Poland instead, where she went on
September 7, 1652, with Sisters Madeleine Drugeon and FranlJoise Douelle. Sister Marguerite
refused to remain in Warsaw with the Queen while her two companions were going to serve the
poor in Krakow. She died of typhus in Poland on September 29, 1660.
Madeleine Drugeon, daughter of a rich Parisian merchant, entered the Daughters ofCharity in
1647. She arrived in Poland in September, 1652, and died there in February 1671.
Franljoise Douelle was the youngest of the three. After some difficulties, she adapted herself
so well in Poland that she became known by her Polish name Duelslca (cf. Charpy, Documents
D.C., Doc. 556, n. 1).
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sire and has been putting great pressure on me for the past six
months to send her some Sisters.
"Sisters, what a happiness the assurance of this caH is for the entire Company! And what a joy for you to have been chosen from
among so many others in the Company, who might perhaps do
better than you! You should have no doubt of this. But why is this
can a cause for such great happiness, Sisters? Here are a few reasons:
"The fIrst is that it' s God who is calling you. What a great vocation it is to be called by God! This is clear from the complaint God
himself makes when persons try to work in His service when He
hasn't called them. And doesn't Our Lord make the greatness of a
vocation to follow Him clear when He says to His Apostles, 'You
have not chosen me but I have chosen you'? 2 So have great respect
for your vocation. Humble yourselves, dear Sisters; be astounded
by this grace, and be very grateful forit. If you don't humble yourselves in view of your own nothingness, amazed that God has
drawn you out of poverty and lowliness to make use of you, what
would you be, dear Sisters? Had you remained in the way of life
destined for you by your birth, you would have been like your peers,
doing the manual labor of poor people. Who would have shown you
any more respect than they do to others ofyour background? That's
why you and I have great reason to humble ourselves. This humility
must be solid, however, causing you always to consider others
better than yourselves."

50.• THE SPIRIT OF THE COMPANY
February 2. 1653

After saying the Veni, Sancte Spiritus as usual, Most Honored
Father began as foHows: "Sisters, this conference is divided into
three points: fIrst, the reasons that oblige us to know clearly the
2O.1n 15:16. (NAB)
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spirit of the Company of the Daughters of Charity; second, in what
this spirit consists; and third, the means of being firmly grounded in
it.
"Have you made your prayer on this subject, Sister? What do
you think? Why must Daughters of Charity know what the spirit of
their Company is?"
"I haven't considered the matter at great length, Monsieur, but it
seemed to me that we should perform our actions in a spirit of charity, in intitation of Our Lord."
''That's well said, Sister. Before we go any further, however,
you should know, Sisters, that to all Companies God has established for His service He has given a particular spirit, along with the
esteem and practice of the virtues connected with that spirit. It is, as
it were, the soul of the Company, which gives itlife. Dead animals,
deprived of their vital principle, are fit only to be thrown into the
dump; the body can no longer act. To make tIlls point clear, Sisters,
I'll tell you that, as God has made use of this principle in regard to
Companies, He has given the Capuchins the spirit of poverty, by
which they must go to God, living detached from all earthly anxieties and from all private property. To the Carthusians He gives the
spirit of solitude. They're almost constantly alone; their very name
is indicative of this spirit because formerly prisons weren't called
prisons but charter houses; their spirit makes them continually prisoners of Our Lord. To the Jesuits God has given a spirit of leaming
to be shared with others. The spirit of the Carmelite Nuns is austerity; that of the Visitation Nuns, aimed atloving God deeply, is one
of gentleness and humility. So you see, dear Sisters, that God conveys His Spirit differently to some and to others, in such a way that
the spirit of one'isn't the spirit of the other.
"When God created the Company of the Daughters of Charity,
He gave it a spirit ofits own. It's the spirit that animates the body.
It's important for Daughters of Charity to know in what this spirit
consists, just as it's important for a person setting out on a journey
to know the route to the place she wants to go. IfDaughters ofCharity didn't know their spirit, to what could they devote themselves in
a particular way?

- 458"Tell me, Sister, do the Daughters of Charity have to know in
what their spirit consists'?"
"Yes, they do, Monsieur."
"And why?"
"Because if they don't know it. they'll do something very different from what they should be doing."
"And you, Sister, why must a Daughter of Charity know what
her spirit is?"
"It seems to me, Monsieur, that a Daughter of Charity who didn't
know her spirit would be like a person who, without knowing a
trade, would try to practice it, she'd act quite differently from the
way she should: she has to learn it before adopting it."
"What you say is the truth, Sister; if a Visitation Nun led the life
of a Carmelite, she wouldn't be doing what God asks of her."
"Well now, Sister Antoinette, why do you think the Daughters of
Charity must know their spirit?"
"All of them must know their spirit. Father: if anyone. out of devotion, tried to live like a nun , she'd upset her companions and
would fail a great deal in the service of the poor."
"That's well said, Sister. If the Daughters of Charity knew God's
plan for them and how greatly He wants to be glorified by it, they
would consider their state fortunate and superior to that of religious.
Not that they shouldn't regard themselves as much lower, but I
don't know any religious Company more useful to the Church than
the Daughters of Charity, if they really enter into their spirit for the
service they can render their neighbor. unless it's the nuns of the
Hotel-Dieu' and the Sisters of the Place Royale; z who are both nuns
and Daughters of Charity at the same time because they devote
themselves to the service of the sick-with this difference, however, that they nurse them in their own establishment and assist only
those who are brought to them, whereas you go to them in their own
homes and minister to those who are dying without any assistance
The Augustinian Nuns.
''The Hospitalieres de In Charity dc Notre-Dane , founded in Paris in 1624 by Mother
Frangoise de la Croix . Since 1629 , they had served at the hospital for sick women near the Place
Royale ( now the Place des Vosges ). on the comer of the rue des Tournelles and the rue des
Minimes.
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did. He had no home of His own; He went from town to town, from
village to village, and healed everyone He met. Eh bien! Sisters,
doesn't that show you clearly the greatness of your vocation? Have
you ever really reflected on that? Quoi! doing what God did on
earth? Wouldn't you have to be very perfect? Yes indeed, Sisters!
Shouldn't you be angels incarnate? Ask God for the grace to be well
aware of the greatness of your ministry and the holiness of your ac-

tions.
"Leave grandeur to nuns; have a high opinion of them, but don't
seek out their society-not that it isn't good and very excellent, but
sharing their particular spirit isn't proper to you. The same holds
true for male religious as for nuns. You should never turn to either
of them in your needs, so greatly should you fear to share in any
spirit other than the one given by God to your Company. And how
could you receive advice from a person in a religious Order, whose
life is completely different from yours, and who could ordinarily
advise you only according to his or her own maxims and spirit?
That's why, Sisters, in the name of God, you mustn't frequent their
society. Furthermore, you can't do so without doing harm to the service of poor persons or children, who are in constant need of your
service, whether you go to seek them out in their homes or whether
you prepare in your house what they need.
"On this point, I have to praise two of our Sisters. Having heard
that I was officiating at a Sister's profession at the Visitation convent, they went there to see the ceremony and, when they saw me,
asked permission to be present. Although I felt some difficnlty
about granting this, I still acceded to their desire. Then one of them
said to me, 'Father, Mile Le Gras told us one time not to indulge this
-,utiosity and not to frequent the company of nuns.' 'How is that,
Sister? Would it upset you not to go?' 'It doesn't matter to me, Father; I'll do whatever you tell me.' 'Well then, go off, Sister, and
mortify yourself in this matter.' I really have to praise this action,
Sisters, because it's truly laudable. As long as you do well, I'll
praise all of you, but if you do something wrong, I'll also reprimand
you.
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our Sister had asked the advice of a nun, most likely she wouldn't
have dissuaded them from going to see the ceremony, and for good
reason, according to her spirit; and our Sisters would have lost the
merit ofrenouncing their own will and the slight mortification they
may have had on that occasion."
The Daughters of Charity should note the humility and deference of Most Honored Father in his reply to the Sister.
"That shows how important it is, Sisters, that you take only the
advice of persons capable of giving it to you and to whom God has
communicated your spirit. Our Blessed Father the Bishop of
Geneva expresses this so well in his Introduction,3 'If a Bishop
wanted to follow the spirit of a Carthusian and live like one, he
wouldn't be acting according to the spirit God has given to his office and, therefore, he wouldn't acquit himself of his duty.' So it's
important, Sisters, that you have no communication with nuns. But,
don't say that to them because they might perhaps think it's through
contempt. Oh no, on the contrary! The esteem you must have for
them puts you very far below them. So, it's not advisable for you to
tell them that you're forbidden to do that; for what would they think,
not knowing the reasons we have for giving you this advice? How
necessary it is, Sisters, for you to give yourselves to God to know
your spirit! One thing you may fmd very helpful is to call to mind
the virtues of your Sisters who have died, which were very great;
and I have no doubt that there are several saints among them. You'll
fmd in them the marks of the true spirit of the Daughter of Charity.
Try to imagine what they were, what they did, and spur yourselves
on to imitate them.
"Sister Fran~oise, 4 in what does the spirit of the Daughters of
Charity consist?"
3lntroduction to the Devout life.
4~se Fanchon, born in Concl1e-les-Pots (Picardy) on June 25, 1625, entered the
Company of the Daughters of Charity on August 9, 1644. She remained at the Motherbouse,
where she worked in tum as gardener and cook, taking her vows for the first time in 1649.
F~ise did not know how to write and made a simple cross on the Act ofRitablishment of the
Company in 1655 (cf. XDIb, 227). She later became Sister Servant in Saint-M6dard parish. She
died unexpectedly on May 12, 1689. Her companions stated that her charity and compassion
extended to everyone.
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Superiors and in the observance of the Rules. With that, I think our
Sisters will have the spirit God wants them to have."
"So, here are two signs by which to know if a Sister has the spirit
of a Daughter of Charity: it was said that one sign is patience in suffering, in imitation of Our Lord; and you're adding a second,
namely, submission to one's Superiors.
"And what other sign do you have, Sister, of the spirit of the
Company of Charity present in a Sister?"
"The exact observance of the Rules, forbearance, and gracious-

ness, Father."
"Well now, that's the third sign of the Daughters of Charity, and
it's very necessary to practice all three in order to imitate Our Lord;
it's not enough to work for the service of the poor; mutual forbearance and condescension are also necessary. Who doesn't need forbearance? Think about a husband; no matter how much he loves his
wife, he has to put up with her. He can't imagine that she'll always
be the same as on her wedding day, or that in the second year she'll
be the same as in the fIrst, or that the third will be like the second.
Her moods will change, and so he has to bear with her. Likewise,
the wife will have to put up with him and realize that not a day will
pass without some change of mood, and he won't be as cheerful in
the evening as he was in the morning.
"The same holds true of ourselves, Sisters. We're often so distressed and ill-humored that we have a hard time putting up with
ourselves. It sometimes happens that we're so dissatisfIed with ourselves that in the evening we regret what we did in the morning.
Shouldn't our personal experience help us to bear with one another?
"Two Daughters of Charity will be on mission together. No matter how virtuous they are, they won't always be in the same mood,
and yet they have to be united and friendly with one another. One
will be sad, the other cheerful; one satisfIed, the other discontented
If you observe carefully you'll see that we're never in the same
mood for a whole hour. And what must be done in such circumstances, Sisters, except to bear with one another and practice this so

very necessary virtue of condescension?
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Daughters of Charity but daughters of discord and confusion,
which would give bad example to your neighbor and be a great
scandal to her. Be on the alert so that you don't often deceive yourself by thinking that your Sister is in a bad mood. Oh no! she's not
the one; you are. That's why you have to endure the annoyance you
feel. And if you can't shake off the idea that she's cranky, accede
graciously to her wishes, provided they're in no way contrary to the
Will of God. If you do, you'll be fulfilling your obligations, you'll
please God, and He'll be glorified in you. But should it unfortonately happen that Daughters of Charity were to disregard forbearance and condescension, the neighbors would take offense and say,
'They're not Daughters of Charity but little demons who tear one
another apart.' Avoid this disorder among yourselves, Sisters; see
the great necessity offorbearance. But someone may ask me, 'How
many times a day do we have to put up with one another, Monsieur?' My answer is this, Sisters: as often as the occasion arises. If
you bear with one another twice or four times, so much the better;
that's so many diamonds and precious stones you're adding to your
crown, and can be the greatest help to you in establishing the spirit
ofthe Company of Charity among you. So, give yourselves to God,
Sisters, for such an important matter. If you observe this practice
you'll draw down many graces on yourselves and on the Company,
ofwhich God wants to make use. Good Mme Goussault understood
this truth clearly. Speaking about your Company, which she loved
tenderly, she said to me one day when she was on her deathbed,
'Rest assured, Monsieur, that this Company will be very useful to
the neighbor and will bear great fruit.' These must not be empty
words, dear Sisters, and for that you must give yourselves earnestly
to God so that His plan may be fulfilled in you.
"It's getting late; we have to fmish. I recommend to your prayers
our Sisters in Poland, who are giving such beautiful signs that they
have the spirit of true Daughters of Charity. You know about their
arrival in Poland, Sisters, and how kindly they've been welcomed
by the Queen. After giving them time to get used to the countty and
to learn a little of the language, she said to them, 'Now, Sisters, it's
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with me, and it's you, Sister Marguerite; 5 the other two will go to
Krakow to serve the poor.' ,Ab, Madame,' replied Sister Marguerite, 'what are you saying? There are only three of ns to serve the
poor, and in your kingdom you have plenty ofother people more capable than we are to serve Your Majesty. Allow us, Madame, to do
here what God is asking of us, as we do elsewhere.' 'What, Sister!

you don't want to serve meT 'I'm sorry, Madame, but it' 8 because
God has called us to serve the poor.' Isn't that beautiful, Sisters?
"0 Savior ofmy soul, God has permitted this example in order to
animate you. Quoi, Sisters, to trample royalty under foot! What
great virtue you need, Sisters! Mustn't you truly have the spirit God
has given the Company? How fortunate you are to have been called
to it! And how fortunate you will be if you persevere! On the other
hand, however, what a misfortune for a soul who, because she was
unwilling to submit to the Rules of the Company, should fail in fidelity to God and see herself deprived ofRis graces. Consequently,
as her fervor gradually diminishes, she'll be on the verge of leaving
the Company on some vain pretext temptation puts before her! How
ashamed such a person shonld be! But I don't think there are any of
these in the Company. If there were one and she were not moved by
this example, what could possibly move her? Not that everyone
may not be tempted, Sisters, but you have to resist courageously,
and then the temptation is a proof of true and solid virtue.
"I forgot to tell you that, when the Queen ofPoland was speaking
to our Sisters about the foundlings in Paris, she added that, after
these children had been raised, they could be admitted into the
Company, and that Sister Marguerite, without too much reflection,
had replied, 'Forgive me, Madame, our Company isn't recruited
from, nor composed of, such persons. We accept only virgins.'
"It was God who caused her to speak like that, Sisters, to let us
know that there should be only pure and chaste persons in the Company. That's why I've so often recommended that you avoid the
company of men, even should they be saints. It's so important for
5Marguerite Moreau.
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don't allow men in your rooms, not even your confessors, even if it
should be M. PortaiI. Remind them ofwhat you've been told, unless
it's a case of illness.
"I didn't tell you, Sisters, that our poor Sisters in Poland are in a
town where many people are dying ofthe plague, and, although every possible precaution has been taken, they're still in danger. 1recommend them to your prayers. And do you know whatM. Lambert'
did for Sister Marguerite when he sent her to serve the poor in a certain area? He placed her under the guidance of Sister Madeleine
Drugeon, which she has taken very welI.Let' sthank Godforthat."
Most Honored Father then knelt down and said, "Blessed are
You, my God, for the graces You are giving the members of this little Company. Please continue to grant them, my God, and don't permit them to abuse them by glorying in them; but rather give them
the grace to humble themselves in proportion as You raise them up,
admiring Your power of working so many wonders in such lowly
subjects."
And when the Sister Servant asked his blessing for the whole
Company, His Charity said with great humility, "Quoi! I, my God,
wretched sinner that 1 am, that 1 should give the blessing to holy
sonls and to Your servants! But since You will it, I'll pronounce the
words of blessing. Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."
6t..ambert aux Couteaux, born in Fossemanant (Somme) in 1606, had been a member of the
Congregation of the Mission since August 1629. In the early 16308 he preached in the South of
France with Robert de Sergis. He opened the house in Toul in 1635 and remained there as
Superior until 1637. In January 1638 he opened the house in Richelieu (Indre-et~Loire), where he
was Pastor and Superior for four years. The General Assemb1Yof 1642 named him Assistant to
the Superior General. For a brief period he was Superior at the Bons-Enfants (1646-49), then at
Saint-Charles. In 1650..51 be was again in Richelieu. The Saint had such confidence in him that
he had him make the visitations of Saint-Lazare, La Rose, and Toul, as well as oftbe houses of
the Daughters of Charity in Angers and Nantes.
Urged by Propaganda Fide in 1647 10 designate someone as Coadjutor Bishop of Babylon.
Saint Vincent could think ofno one more worthy than Lambert aux Couteaux. In his response to
Bishop Ingoli (cf. m, 169). he expressed himself as follows: "I must confess, Excellency. that
losing this person is like pluc:king out one of my own eyes or cutting off my arm." 1be plan.
however, did not materialize. In 1651 Lambert was chosen to establish the Congregation in
Poland, where the Queen was asking for the Missionaries. Everything had to be organized in that
war-tom and plague-stricken country. Lambert's efforts were blessed by God but were
short-lived because he died on January 31, 1653, a victim of his dedication to the
plague-stricken. (Cf. Notices, II, 1-28.)
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February 9, 1653

"Sisters. the subject of this conference is the continuation of the
one we held on Sunday, which was on the spirit of the Company of
the Daughters of Charity. It's divided into three points: fIrst, the
reasons that oblige you to know what your spirit is; second, in what
it consists; and third, the means of grounding yourselves fmnly in
this spirit.
"Last Sunday we dealt with the fIrst pnint, and I asked you how a
Sister can show that she's a true Daughter ofCharity. Several ofyou
were questioned and explained how impnrtant it is to know this
spirit.
"Today we should discuss the second point. I won't question
anyone because it would be hard to fInd someone who could answer
me, except perhaps Mademoiselle, for, if I ask you what this spirit
is, you'll reply, 'Have you evertold us, Monsieur? Teach us what it
is and we'll give you an answer,'
"Now, for you to understand this clearly, dear Sisters, you must
know the difference between your Company and many others that
profess to assist poor persons as you do, but not in the way you usually do. The spirit of the Company consists in giving yourselves to
God to love Our Lord and to serve Him corporally and spiritually in
the person of the poor in their homes or elsewhere; to instruct poor
young women, children, and generally all those whom Divine Providence may send you. You see, dear Sisters, this Company of
Daughters of Charity is compnsed, for the most part, of poor young
women. How excellent is this characteristic of poor young
women-poor in their clothing and poor in their food! In fact, people call you poor Daughters of Charity, and you should consider it a
great honor to have this title because the Pope himselfconsiders it a
great honor to be called the Servant of the Servants of God. This
qualifIcation of poor distingnishes you from those who are rich.
You've left your villages, your parents, and your possessions. And
Conference 51. - MS. SV 9. pp. 231ff.

-466why? To love Our Lord and His maxims. You are His daughters and
He is your Father. He begot you and gave you His Spirit; for whoever sees the life ofJesus Christ would see far and away the similarity in the life of a Daughter of Charity.
"And what did He come to do? He carne to teach and to enlighten. That's what you're doing. You're continuing what He began; you are His daughters, and you can say, 'I'm the daughter of
Our Lord,' and you must resemble Him. So then, what is the spirit
of the Daughters ofCharity? It's the love of Our Lord, Sisters. Isn't
it natural for daughters to love their father? And in order for you to
understand what this love is, you should know that it operates in two
different ways, one affective; the other effective.
"Affective love is the tender element oflove. You must love Our
Lord tenderly and affectionately, like a child who can't bear to be
separated from her mother and who cries out 'Marna' as soon as she
tries to move away. In the sarne way, a heart that loves Our Lord
can't endure His absence and has to hold fast to Him by this affective love, which produces effective love. For the fIrst doesn't suffIce, Sisters; you must have both. Affective love must pass to
effective love, which is to be engaged in the works of the Charity
and the service of poor persons, undertaken with joy, courage, fIdelity, and love. These two kinds of love are like the life of a Sister
who belongs to the Charity, for to be a Daughter ofCharity is to love
Our Lord tenderly and steadfastly: tenderly, being pleased to speak
of Him, think about Him, and fIlled with consolation when you reflect, 'Quai! My Lord has called me to serve Him in the person of
the poor; what a happiness!'
''The love of the Daughters of Charity is not simply tender; it's
effective, because they actually serve persons who are poor, corporally and spiritually. It's your duty to teach them how to lead good
lives-I repeat, Sisters, to lead good lives; that's what distinguishes
you from many nuns who care for the body only, without saying a
good word. There are only too many like that. Now then, man Dieu!
let's not talk about that any longer; now then, man Sauveur! the
Daughter of Charity mustn't be concerned only with assisting the
sick poor corporally; unlike so many others, she must instruct the
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poor. You have to do this in addition to what the Sisters of the
Hotel-Dieu and the ones at the Place Royale do; you also have to go
to seek out poor persons in their homes, which, until now, has never
been done, whereas they're content to take in those God sends
them.
"So then, you must take the sick poor two kinds offood: corporal
and spiritual, that is, to tell them some good thought from your meditation-five or six words to prompt them to fulfill their Christian
duty or to practice patience. God has reserved this for you. Neither
church history nor secular history states that anyone has ever done
what you're doing-with the exception of Our Lord-which gives
you great reason to humble yourselves. People brought the sick to
Our Lord for Him to heal them, like that poor paralytic they lowered
through the roof of the house. Isn't that what you do in hospitals?
Ah, Sisters! From all eternity you were destined to serve poor persons in the same way Our Lord served them! Yes, Lord, you've
waited until now to form for yourself a Company that continues
what you began.
"Another purpose of your Company, Sisters, is to teach the fear
and love of God to children in schools, and you have that in common with the Ursulines. But, because their houses are large and
wealthy, poor persons can't go there, and come to you for assistance.

"Furthermore, when some disaster occurs in Paris-in wartime
for example-people turn to the poor Daughters of Charity. I see no
one better qualified than you to assist poor persons in every way.
You wouldn't be Daughters of Charity if you weren't always ready
to render service to persons who might need it.
"That, in broad terms, Sisters, is the essence of affective and effective love: to serve Our Lord in His members spiritually and corporally in their own homes or wherever Providence may send you.
"You should know then, dear Sisters, that the Spirit of your
Company consists of three things: to love Our Lord and to serve
Him in a spirit ofhumility and simplicity. As long as charity, humility, and simplicity exist among you, one may say, 'The Company of
Charity is still alive,' but when these virtues are no longer seen, then
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doesn't have its spirit; she's like the person to whom the angel in
Holy Scripture says, ' You are dead because you don't have charity,
which is the life of the soul.' Just as the soul is the life of the body,
the day when charity, humility, and simplicity are no longer seen in
the Company, the poor Company of Charity will be dead; yes, it
will be dead.
"I've just seen a poor man from Etampes, who is very disabled. I
asked him, 'Who did that to you, my friend?' And he replied, 'The
dead.' I That's what thedead do, Sisters; they cause the living to die.
And just as a body, from the day it no longer has its own spirit, is
dead, so a DaUghter of Charity who does not have her spirit is dead.
Where is the charity of a Sister who has no humility or simplicity,
and who doesn't serve the poor with kindness and love? She's dead.
But, if she has these virtues, she's alive, for that's the life of her
spirit.
"Do you understand this clearly? Do you really grasp my mean-

ing, Sisters?"
Several Sisters said, "Yes, Father."
Most Honored Father then went on, "I repeat once again, Sisters,
that the spirit of your Company consists in the love of Our Lord,
love of persons who are poor, love of one another, humility, and
simplicity. It would be better if there were no longer any Daughters
of Charity, if they didn't have these virtues.
''That, Sisters, is your spirit in three points. Well now, it's getting
late. Perhaps if! begin to explain humility, I'll wear you out; that
will be for another time, please God.
.. 'But, Monsieur,' you'll say to me, 'mustn't all Christians have
those three virtues?' Yes, Sisters, but the Daughters ofCharity have
to be more attentive to practicing them. Anyone who sees you
should know you by these virtues. Whether you're talking with
your neighbor or going through the streets, do it plainly and simply,
recalling that the angels see your reserve. When you go to the refec-

'Coste thought that this probably referred to burying the dead.
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"All Christians are bound to practice these virtues, Sisters, but
Daughters of Charity are obliged to practice them in a special way.
'But, Monsieur,' you'll say to me, 'don't we have to practice all the
other virtues?' Yes, you do, but you have to practice these three especially; heaven and earth call you to this. Carthusians are obliged
to practice all the virtues, but they devote themselves especially to
singing the praises of God. Capuchins are obliged to practice all the
virtues, but none is so dear to them as poverty. And it's God's Will
that the Daughters of Charity devote themselves particularly to the
practice of humility, charity, and simplicity.
"Here's an objection you may raise: 'That's all very well, Monsieur, but how can we acquire and preserve this spirit?' I recommend two things to you, Sisters; first, to ask God for it every day at
morning prayer, at Holy Mass, at noon, and throughout the day, especially at the beginning of your principal actions, saying interiorly, 'Am I doing this out of charity, for the love of God? Am I not
doing it by natural temperament or from vain complacency? For example, I come here to mention my faults to Mademoiselle; do I have
enough humility to do it? Am I simple? If I use ambiguous language, if I say things other than they are, I lack simplicity.'
"The second means is to lead a good life in the spirit of a true
Daughter of Charity and, at your examination of conscience in the
evening, to examine yourselves to see if you 've acted in conformity
with your spirit. 'Did I carry out my actions today in the spirit of
charity? Did I not do them out of pride? Did I not use duplicity?' If
you recognize any faults in yourselves, you must do penance for
them; if the fault is serious, take the discipline-but with permission; kiss the floor, sayan Our Father and a Hail Mary; and if it' s
customary to visit the Blessed Sacrament, do so with this intention.
If you do all that, Sisters, you'll generate in yourselves the love of
lowliness and will increase the spirit of charity and of humility.
"0 Savior of our souls, Light of the World, please enlighten our
understanding so that we may know the truth of what we've just
heard, You who have formed for Yourself a Company of poor
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women who serve You in the manner You have taught them. Make
them Your instruments, my God, and give them and me, wretched
sinner that I am, the grace to carry out all our actions through charity, humility, and simplicity in the assistance ofthe neighbor. Grant
us this grace, Lord. If we're faithful in the practice of these virtues,
we hope to have the reward you promise to those who serve You in
the person of the poor."
As Most Honored Father was about to conclude, Mile Le Gras
said to him, "Father, I beg you to offer us to God so that we may enter fully into this spirit, and ask Him to forgive us the faults we've
committed against this same spirit."
"I'll do so tomorrow at the Holy Mass I'm going to celebrate in
honor ofSaint Appoline, who loved OurLord so much that she gave
up her body to torture and her life for His sake. Benedictio Dei
Patris. ..."

52. THE SPIRIT OF THE COMPANY
February 24, 1653

After reciting the Veni, Sancte Spiritus, Most Honored Father
began as follows: "Well now, dear Sisters, we're goingDaughters
of Charity and the many virtues that go with it. Sister, please tell us
what the spirit of the Company is."
"Father, you told us that it consists of charity, humility, and simplicity, and that charity includes two sorts oflove: one affective, the

other, effective."
"You say that charity consists of two sorts of love. What do you
mean by affective love and effective love, Sister?"
"Father, affective love causes us to love God tenderly and joyously; effective love causes us to move to the practice of the good
works that present themselves to be done for Him."
"Do you understand that clearly, Sister?"
"Yes, I do, Father."
Conference 52. - MS. SV 9, pp. 235vO ft.
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"Did I give any example to distinguish one type oflove from the
other? That, dear Sisters, may be explained by the example of a father who has two sons: one is the youngest child, four or five years
of age; the other is grown up. This father has two kinds of love for
his children. He loves the little one tenderly, he hugs him, plays
with him, is delighted with what the child says and does, and even
sometimes lets the little one beat on him. That's affective love. As
for the other son, he doesn't speak to him so often, and when he
does, he speaks more seriously. He lets the little one do anything he
likes. Now, if someone were to ask this father which one he loves
best-the little one, for whom he shows so much affection, or the
older one, for whom he doesn't do that-he'd answer, no doubt,
that he loves the older one more. And, in fact, he intends to provide
him with a profession and make him his heir, but he doesn't make a
show of it. The first kind of love is affective; the second, effective.
Now, dear Sisters, you must have these two kinds oflove. The spirit
of the Company of the poor Daughters of Charity consists of these
two kinds of love for God and for your neighbor as well, beginning
with your Sisters; it also consists of humility and simplicity, so a
Sister is a true Daughter of Charity when she has these virtues. On
the contrary, if you see a Sister who lacks charity, a sly, proud, cunning Sister, she's not a Daughter of Charity.
"How many virtues make up the spirit of the Daughters of Charity, Sister?"

"Three, Father."
"And what are they?"
"Charity, humility, simplicity."
After questioning other Sisters, who answered in the same way,
Most Honored Father added, "In the first conference I spoke to you
about charity, the first virtue necessary for your spirit; today I'm going to speak about the two other virtues, which are humility and
simplicity. First, we'lliookat the reasons why you should have this
spirit; then, its characteristic marks; and third, the means of acquiring it--{)r of preserving it, when you have it.
''The first reason is that your spirit is for you what the soul is for
the body. Now, as soon as a body no longer has a soul, it's dead. In
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has her spirit, that is, as soon as she no longer has humility, charity,
and simplicity. God have mercy on her! She's no longer a Daughter
of Charity except in her attire. It would be better if she were no longer one. Have you ever seen a sick person with gangrene or an infected limb? All possible remedies are used to heal it; if they're
ineffective, the diseased limb is amputated. So, it would be better
that a Daughter of Charity who doesn't have the spirit of the Company should not remain in it---better for her own salvation, for the
glory of God, and for the good of the Company because she spoils
everything. There are Companies in which a single person has
spoiled all the others. So then, Sisters, that's the fIrst reason: a
Daughter of Charity is dead when she doesn't have its spirit.
"The second reason for asking God for this spirit and for striving
to acquire it is that God himself has given it to your Company. I've
told you this before, but since all of you weren't present, I'll say it
again. It's not Mile Le Gras, it's not I, it's not M. Pottail, it's God
who has given this spirit to some great saints, now in heaven, for we
can believe that some of them are there. If Mile Le Gras, or
M. Pottail, or I have done anything, alas! it was rather to place some
obstacle in the way ofthis. God is the author ofworks whose author
can't be found. I never thought ofit; consequently, it's God himself
who did it on His own.
"The fIrst Confraternity ofLadies established in Paris, by God's
inspiration, was that of Saint-Sauveur parish. At that time a poor
young woman from Suresnes I had a desire to teach those who were
poor. She had learned to read while tending cows. She had procured
a primer for herself, and whenever she saw someone, she would ask
him to point out the letters to her; then she would spell them out, little by little, and when other people passed by, she would ask them to
help her to form her words; on their return, she would ask if that was
what they had told her to do. When she learned how to read, she
went to live fIve or six leagues from Paris. We went there to give a
'Marguerite Naseau, whom Saint Vincent called me first Daughter of Charity and whose
touching story he recounts here and in other conferences to the Sisters (cf. Conferences 12, 20,
24, and 40). She died around February 1633.
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mission. She made her confession to me and told me about her plan.
When we set up the Charity there, she was so attracted to it that she
said to me, 'I'd like very much to serve the poor in that way.'
"Around that time, because the Ladies of the Charity of
Saint-Sauveur were women of quality, they were looking for a
young woman who would be willing to carry the soup pot to the
sick. When that poor young woman came to see Mlle Le Gras, she
was asked what she knew, where she had come from, and whether
she was willing to serve the poor. She gladly accepted. So, she came
to Saint-Sauveur and was taught how to administer medicines and
to render all the necessary services, and she succeeded very well.
And that's how it all began, Sisters. We never thought of it. That's
how the works ofGod begin; they're accomplished without anyone
thinking of them. That poor girl had been led in this way from her
youth.
"Requested for the establishment of the Charity in SaintNicolas-du-Chardonnet parish, she slept with a girl who had the
plague, which she caught from her, and was taken to Saint-Louis
Hospital, where she died. We were so impressed with that poor
young woman that we accepted others who presented themselves,
and they did what she had done.
"And that, dear Sisters, is how God brought this work into being.
Mademoiselle never thought of it, neither did I, nor did M. Portail,
nor that poor young woman either. Now, it must be admitted-it's
the rule laid down by Saint Augustine-that when we don't know
the author of a work, it's God himself who has done it. Who gave
the spirit to the poor Daughters of Charity-I mean the good ones?
It's God himself. Daughters of Charity who have their spirit have
the spirit of God. God began this work; so it's from Him. Never forget that human beings didn't do it, but God.
"In the second place, since God turned to a poor village girl for
this, He wants the Company to be formed of poor village girls. If
some are from towns, all right, you have to believe that it' s God who
attracted them to it, but if women of the upper class were to come,
you should fear that this might ruin the Company, unless they had
the spirit of a poor village girl, for God could well give them this
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spirit. Ifsociety ladies were to come, you would have to be wary and
test them well to see if the Divine Spirit wills them to be there. Well
now, dear Sisters, that's the second reason, namely, that it's from
God that you must get your spirit.
"The third reason is that it would be terrible for a Daughter of
Charity not to have charity but rather a spirit of pride, and might try
to be noticed and to control everything; she might dress in a singular
way, arrange her hair to let people know that she had some, might
have no simplicity, but a double-dealing spirit, inclined to conceal
her thoughts from her Superioress, her Director, and her Sisters.
She wouldn't be a Daughter of Charity, but rather a daughter of
malice. This is very important, Sisters. Please put it into practice.
"The second point concerns the conditions or signs that indicate
whether a Daughter of Charity really has her spirit. There are three
signs. FIrst, to be truly charitable. A charitable Sister is one who
loves God, takes pleasure in speaking of Him, does her utmost to
please and satisfy Him, and endures, for love of Him, the sufferings
that come her way. How well our dear Sisters who have gone to God
showed clearly that they had this spirit!
"The second sign concerns our neighbor. It's found in the Sister
who sets aside her own satisfaction for love of the neighbor, who
leaves the people or places she likes, and, when told that a sick person needs her, makes no distinction of persons, and doesn't prefer
the clean ones to those in a sorry condition.
"The third sign is indifference. The Sister who has the spirit of a
true Daughter of Charity is ready to go anywhere, prepared to leave
everything to serve her neighbor. If we love Our Lord, we find Him
everywhere.
''Those are the three signs ofcharity, Sisters: to love God and the
poor, to make no distinction of persons, and to be indifferent to all
places.
"Now let's look at the signs of humility. A person is humble
wheu she loves her own abjection. If there were among you a deformed person, someone who limped, who might love her inf'rr-
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mity, she would love her abjection. I knew one 2 who had a crippled
thigh that she used to call her dear thigh, her blessed thigh. That was
her humiliation. That's why she never married. In the sarne way, if
one of you had a disfigured face and loved that scar, that would be
humility. To love to think: that we don't have a mind capable of doing good is to love our own abjection. If a Sister who is criticized,
rightly or wrongly, in the Company or in the parishes, loves this
criticism, she loves her own abjection. If you're questioned, as we
do here, and you don't know much to say, you must love that.
"Have a humble opinion of yourselves, consider yourselves unworthy not only of speaking well, but even of belonging to the
Company, and say in regard to all things, '0 my God, what have
You done! Quoi! I, a miserable Sister, to continue to do what You
did on earth! I'm so wretched! I spoil everything and arn incapable
of anything. ' On the other hand, Sisters who have a good opinion of
themselves think: they're intelligent and say, 'I know how to earn
my living; I know how to do many things.' They boast that people
miss them everywhere when they leave. What a cursed state of
pride!
"So, that's the first sign of humility, Sisters: to have a lowly
opinion of yourselves, to think: that you spoil everything, like Job,
who said, 'I fear there is sin in all my actions.' 3 We may say of a
Daughter of Charity who has such fear that she has true humility. A
Sister is also humble who always takes the worst for herself, who always wants to be last, who says all the good she can of her Sister
companion so that the latter may be appointed Sister Servant, and
speaks disparagingly of herself so that she may no longer be one.
That, Sisters, is a true indication of humility.
"The third sign is found in those who are distressed at being
praised and upset when they hear someone commend them. It's a
bad sign when a Daughter of Charity is pleased to be praised and
2Isabelle du Fay, a Lady of Charity of eminent piety, entirely devoted to Saint Vincent. whom
she assisted with her wealth. If a troublesome infinnity--one of her legs was two or three times
larger than the other--had not prevented her, she would have taken a much more active role in the
Saint's work. Her paternal uncle, Ren6 Hennequin, was married to Marie de MariIlac, Saint
Louise's aunt.
3ef. Jb 9:28. (D-RB)
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own abjection.
"Here now are the signs of the virtue of simplicity. A Daughter
ofCharity is simple when she carries out the orders ofher Superiors
without asking why these orders have been given her. The Sister
who says, 'Why do they want me to do thatT and picks them apart,
has a quarrelsome disposition and is far from the simplicity that
causes Sisters to obey the Rule without questioning it.
"A truly humble Daughter of Charity isn't concerned with what
people will say about her, or what will happen to her when she
obeys; she doesn't reflect on what people will think ofher, whether
they have a good or bad opinion of her, whether she's regarded as
virtuous or not; it matters little to her if there's some embarrassment
in serving the poor, practicing virtue, or doing some act of charity.
A Sister who has the virtue of simplicity pays no attention to all that.
And here's another sign, dear Sisters, namely, to say what you
think. If Mademoiselle asks a Sister a question, she must say what
she thinks, but ifanother Sister comes and asks you what Mademoiselle said to you, you must keep silence if there's any harm in making it known. I repeat, if you have to give an account to your
Superiors, tell things just as they are and conceal nothing; you're
obliged to be simple toward them, and Sisters who are not are
two-faced.
"There are things about which you must be silent; as for example, if your Superiors told you to keep a secret, or you were in danger of causing harm to your neighbor. Prudence then commands us
to be silent. But when you must speak, dear Sisters, then speak quite
simply. As for myself, I don't know, but God has given me such a
high esteem of simplicity that I call it my Gospel. I have special devotion and consolation in saying things as they are.
"We still have to speak about prudence, but it would take too
long; that will be for another time, please God. Let's now look at the
means of acquiring this spirit, dear Sisters, and, for those who already have it, the means of preserving it.
"The ftrst means is to ask God for it. If there's anything we
should ask of God it's our spirit, as I told you recently, because it's
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the life ofour soul. Ask it ofGod, Sisters, at mental prayer and in all
your prayers, as often as you can.
'''The second means, Sisters, is what 1 just told yon, since a
Daughter of Charity who doesn't have the spirit of charity is dead;
she does live an animal life, but the supernatural life is dead. How
pleased God is with a Sister who strives to acquire these virtues! He
loves that Sister; He takes His delight in her; she's like a beautiful
sun in His eyes; He points her out to the blessed and to our dear Sis-

ters now in heaven.
"Well now, dear Sisters, let's take the resolution to work at our
perfection, no matter what the cost, and each day let's say, 'I want to
be charitable, humble, and simple. ' If you're at table, be charitable;
if someone with you needs something, point it out humbly; have a
humble attitude so that no affectation or self-sufficiency is apparent.
"With regard to simplicity, you can't very well keep or preserve
it here except by using quite simply the things that are given to you.
"As a third means, dear Sisters, examine yourselves daily to see
if you've been careful to practice these virtues; ask yourselves often, 'Have 1done any acts ofcharity, humility, and simplicity?' And
if you see that you've done one, thank God, Sisters, for He wants to
be thanked for it; but if you see that you've failed, Sisters, do penance in order to help yourselves to rise more easily from those faults
by the punishment you'll impose on yourselves.
"Well now, dear Sisters, please remember this carefully because
if ever there was a useful conference, it's this one. If there's anything in the world for which you should ask God, it's your spirit;
and if you must give yourselves to God for any purpose, it's for that
one. So then, may this spirit always be apparent in your coming and
going; may people always see the spirit of charity, humility, and
great simplicity, and that you never make use of craftiness. If you
live in this spirit, dear Sisters, how propitious charity will be, how
you'll honor it, how it will grow!
"Speaking of this, 1 recall that the night before the late Mme de
[sic] Goussault died, she said to me, 'Monsieur, all uight long I've
seen the Daughters of Charity before God; how they will grow in
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Sisters, that if you're good and you work to have your spirit, then
God will be glorified in you, for He wants to be glorified by our
good works. So, strive then with all your might to acquire these virtues ofcharity, humility, and simplicity, never concealing anything
from your Superiors."
All the Sisters knelt down, and Most Honored Father was about
to give his blessing when one of them said to him, "Please allow me
to accuse myself of a fault 1 committed a long time ago." After
M. Vincent had given his consent, she added, "I ask pardon ofGod,
of you, Father, and of the whole Company for something that happened when 1was with a Sister who is now dead. 1took a book from
her without her knowledge. It was a beautiful book and 1 wanted to
keep it. She looked for it and asked me about it; 1 told her 1 hadn't
seen it. It happened that 1 was missioned from that place. God permitted that for my own good because 1 also intended to take something else. One day at prayer 1was so tormented with remorse that 1
deeply regretted having committed such a serious fault and having
lied to the Holy Spirit, denying something that 1 knew was true. At
once 1 resolved to ask God's pardon and to hand the book over in
your presence and in that ofthe whole Company. 1do so now, and 1
ask you with all my heart to please ask God' s forgiveness for me."
"I'll do so very willingly, Sister. My God, may You be blessed,
You who allow our faults to present us with the opportunity of practicing the virtue of holy humility! Oh! happy fault, Sisters! How
happy we'll be if our faults bring us back to God, for you committed
a great fault, Sister, but consequently God has been honored by the
act of humility you've just made. 1ask Our Lord to give this grace to
all of you. Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."
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"Dear Sisters, the subject of today's conference is the Jubilee. It
has three points: the first concerns our reasons for giving ourselves
to God to gain the Jubilee properly; the second will explain what a
Jubilee is and what is to be understood by the word 'Jubilee' because many people talk about a Jubilee without knowing what it really is; and the third point deals with what we must do to gain it well.
"Sister, tell us the reasons why we must give ourselves to God to
gain the Jubilee well."
"First of all, Father, it seemed to me that God will be honored by
it because, when we do a good work as it should be done, God is glorified. Another reason is that perhaps this is the last Jubilee in our
lifetime."
"That's well said. Sister has given two reasons. The first is that
God is honored by our good actions when they're well done. And
since the Jubilee is a holy work, importantto our salvation, we must
give ourselves to God to make it well, in conformity with what a
great saint said: 'Tell the just to do well whatever they do; whether
they rest, or pray, or engage in conversation, they should do it as it
should be done.' The second reason is that perhaps we may never
see another one. Alas! I've seen many Jubilees and perhaps never
gained a single one. Some Sisters may say that perhaps they'll never
see another because the young may die soon and the older ones
can't live much longer. That's why all of them should give themselves to God to make the Jubilee well.
"And you, Sister, did you know what the subject of the confer-

ence was?"
"Yes, I did, Father."
"Eh bien! Sister, what reasons do we have to give ourselves to
God to make the Jubilee well?"
"Father, we have to give ourselves to God because without His
grace we can do nothing."
Conference 53•. Archives ofthe Motherhouse of the Daughters ofCharity; notebook wriuen by
Sister Mathurine Guerin.
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''That's well said: we can do nothing without His grace. And
from now on we must give ourselves to God to say fervently the
prayers that will be prescribed for us. And you, Sister, what reason
do we have to give ourselves to God?"
"Father, I think we have to give ourselves to God because without Him we could do nothing."
"God bless you, Sister! And you, Sister Antoinette, do you know
what the Jubilee is?"
"Father, I think it means that God opens His treasures to us to
give us many graces."
"Very good! I'm going to explain to you what the Jubilee is, dear
Sisters, and I ask you to retain it well so you can explain it to the Sisters who are absent and especially to the poor. The word 'Jubilee'
means jubilation. Before the coming of Our Lord it occurred every
fifty years. God commanded that during that year people shouldn't
till the earth; they were to live on the goods stored up in the preceding year. No one was to work; everyone rested during the year ofJubilee.
"In the second place, property was restored to those who had
mortgaged it; they were once more in possession of it and were released from all their debts. Slaves were liberared. So, everyone
shared the benefits of the Jubilee during that year. In those days,
Sisters, people used to be sold, but now they're no longer sold-at
least not in Christian lands. So, the slaves who had been sold were
emancipated and were no longer snbject to those who held them
captive. What a great source ofjoy andjubilation for snch persons! I
leave yon to imagine what a consolation this was for everyone after
so much misery! That's what the Jnbilee led people tohopefor: rest,
the recovery of their property, and the emancipation of slaves.
''That Jnbilee was temporal, dear Sisters, and a symbol of onr
spiritoal Jubilee. Those who make their spiritual Jubilee properly
receive the same spiritual graces; we're set free and enter once
again into possession ofthe benefits we had lost by committing ourselves to the devil, the world, and the flesh. For example, we had
pledged faith, hope, charity, justice, fortitude, and temperance.
Those beautiful virtues are the treasures of Christians and are like
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suns that shine on our souls and make us pleasing in God's eyes.
Now, all of that is lost by sin, and by the Jubilee we are released
from all our debts; we're freed from the captivity of the demon and
of ourselves to be given the liberty of the children of God; we enjoy
the peace of a clear conscience, and are freed from the pains of purgatory that we had deserved by our sins.
"The temporal Jubilee is related to earthly possessions and the
spiritual Jubilee to those of grace. By the latter we enter once more
into possession of all the infused virtues of faith, hope, and charity.
So, you see what great reason we have for rejoicing, dear Sisters, for
having exchanged earthly goods for spiritual ones.
"Now, dear Sisters, let's consider what a Jubilee is, strictly
speaking. It's full remission of sins and a release from the punishments for which we would have to make satisfaction in purgatory.
We were deprived of our possessions and were slaves of sin; grace
gives us back those goods that sin had taken from us. 'But, Monsieur,' you'll say to me, 'doesn't confession do that?'
"You should know, dear Sisters, that there are two evils in sin:
the evil of guilt and the evil of punishment. The guilt, Sisters, is the
insult we make to God by turning our backs on Him; it makes us unworthy of ever seeing God. The punishment obliges us to suffer in
this life or in purgatory. By guilt we tum our backs on God, by punishment we tum our face toward creatures, toward relatives, toward
our country, and all other bad attachments. You have an example of
this in David, who had sinned against God. The prophet Nathan said
to him, 'You have committed such a sin; well then, David, you have
gravely offended the Divine Goodness. As for yourself, God has
forgiven you, but your child won't tum out as you think, for he shall
die.' I On hearing this news from the prophet, David wept because
he loved the child tenderly. You see, Sisters, God had forgiven David's sin, but He still chastised him because of the punishment due
to that sin. You see then that there are two things present in mortal
sin: one that makes us tum our face away from God, and the other
that makes us tum it toward creatures. You understand that clearly,

'Cf. 2 8m 12:13-14. (NAB)
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sin.
"Confession wipes away the guilt of the sin, so that if, before
confession, you had your face turned toward creatures, you'll turn it
back to God. The guilt of sin is therefore remitted, but not the punishment. The punishment is remitted in purgatory by fire. Because
we've taken pleasure in creatures and given our hearts to them by
loving them too much, this pleasure sends us to purgatory, which
Saint Augustine says is a fIre, greater and fiercer than we can imagine, and of which the element of fIre is only a figure. 'You have
sinned,' says Saint Paul, 'you will be purged, but purged as by fIre;
you will burn for that.' 2
"Why, dear Sisters, did Saint Magdalen do such great penance
after the assurance she had that OurLord had pardoned all her guilt?
She continued to do great penance because she knew that the punishment due to her sins remained. She went off to a high mountain, 3
so steep and difficult that it takes several days to c1itnb and descend
it, and so cold that I myself, who was there in the month of August,
had to wrap myself up because ofthe cold; but when we reached the
foot of the mountain we found it was very, very hot there. So, Saint
Mary Magdalen went up this mountain to weep over her sins, bearing in mind the pains of purgatory.
"You see from this, Sisters, that after confession we still have the
obligation to do penance in this world or in purgatory for a long
time. By the Jubilee, we're freed from those punishments, just as by
confession we're released from the guilt of sin. Now, Sisters, that' s
what the Jubilee does for us, a complete remission of the punishment due to our sins. I'm going to give you a comparison. When a
man has been condemned to death and petitions the King for a pardon, the King gives him back his life, for he's the masterofour lives
and can restore them to the guilty. So, this man will have the pardon
of the King, who spares his life. He must, however, present his letZCr. 1 Cor 3:15. (NAB)
3In the canton of Var (France), in the Sainte-Baume Mountains, 921 meters high, is the
celebrated grotto where, according to Provem;al tradition. Saint Mary Magdalen is supposed to
have spent the last thirty-three years of her life.
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ters to the Parlement, which confIrms the pardon and states that the
criminal will enjoy the King's pardon, that is, his life will be saved.
But he'll be condemned either to banishment or to the galleys for
four or fIve years or pay a certain sum of money to the widow, if
he's a murderer; for the law ordains that anyone who kills another
person will die; a life must be given for a life. In short, the King restores his life to him, but he has to pay a penalty in reparation for the
evil he's done; his life is spared him, but the punishment remains.
"In the same way, by confession we receive the pardon of the
Prince, who is God; but we have to undergo the punishment that the
sin entails. Do you grasp this clearly, Sisters? Therefore, we have to
make satisfaction for our sins; and how do we make satisfaction to
God? By the Jubilee, which is drawn from the treasures of the
Church. What are these treasures? They're the merits of the life and
Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and the merits of the Blessed Virgin and of the saints.
"The Blessed Virgin never sinned; she also suffered a great deal;
where have all the merits of her sufferings gone? Into the treasures
of the Church. The same applies to the tortures all the saints endured. Look at your patron Saint Laurence' (you should have a
great devotion to him because he loved the poor), how courageous
he was to endure such a unique form of torture as to be burnt alive,
roasted on a gridiron, so that the grease that ran down his body
served to make the fIre even hotter! He endured all that with such
great pleasure and courage that he said to the tyrants, 'Turn me over
on the other side; I'm cooked enough on this one.' So, Saint
Laurence suffered far more than was necessary for his sins, and
those merits have entered into the treasures of the Church.

"That's what these treasures contain, dear Sisters. And who can
apply them? The Pope, the Vicar of Jesus Christ on earth. General
Councils can grant a Jubilee, too. Likewise Bishops can dispense
these treasures in their dioceses by granting indulgences, but only
for a hundred days. The Pope and General Councils can grant a plenary indulgence and a Jubilee. Who teaches us that? Holy Scripture

4Patron saint of the parish in which the Motherhouse of the Sisters was located at that time.
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does, when Our Lord says to Saint Peter, 'Whatever you declare
bound on earth shall be bound in heaven; whatever you declare
loosed on earth shall be loosed in heaven.' 'Notice the power given
by Our Lord to His Apostles, Sisters, and conjointly to their successors by these words: 'Those whose sins you shall forgive (in the
sacrament of Penance for the guilt, and by the Jubilee for the punishment), they are forgiven them; if you hold them bound, they are
held bound.' 6
"So that you 'n remember this well, dear Sisters, I'll repeat it: our
guilt is forgiven by the sacrament ofPenance, and the punishment is
remitted by the merits of Jesus Christ, the Blessed Virgin, and the
saints, which are applied to us by the Jubilee. Those to whom God
gives the power ofapplying these merits to us are the Popes. So, Sisters, these merits satisfy divine justice for us, and because you must
know this thoroughly, I'll now ask you some questions.
"Sister, what is the meaning of the word 'Jubilee'?"
"Father, the Jubilee frees us from the punishments of purgatory
after a good confession accompanied by sorrow for having offended God."

"That's right, Sister."
"And you, Sister, what does 'Jubilee' mean?"
"It means joy, Father."

"And in ancient times, Sister, was the Jubilee the same as it is
now?"
"Father, the ancient Jubilee was temporal, to restore a person's
property to him; Our Lord changed those temporal favors into spiri-

tual ones."
'That's well expressed. God bless you, Sister! You say that the
temporal Jubilee has been changed into a spiritual one. You see,
people in ancient times could hope for this Jubilee only every fifty
years, and it was a great source ofjoy to them because their property
was restored to them; during that year they rested and slaves were
emancipated. Doesn't this give us great cause for rejoicing? That
Jubilee was a symbol of our spiritual Jubilee. If we're under the
~Cf. Mt 16:19. (NAB)

IScf. In 20:23. (NAB)
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"And you, Sister, tell us, has this temporal Jubilee become a spiritual one, and do we receive the benefits we've lost?"
"Yes, Father."
"If we had been committed to the devil and had lost our benefits,
which are faith, hope, and charity, do we recover them?"

"Yes, Father; and the remission ofour sins is granted in regard to
both the punishment and the guilt."
"What do we have to do to gain it?"
"We have to do what the Pope orders, Father."
"That's well put; we have to do what the Pope orders, and that is
to go to confession and Holy Communion, visit certain churches,
and say the prescribed prayers there. If a person is already in the
state ofgrace, he or she may make the Stations 7 before going to confession," .
"How many evils are there in sin, Sister?"
'There are two, Father, the sin and the punishment."
"What is the guilt of sin, Sister?"
"It's what causes us to turn our backs on God, Monsieur; and the
punishment is what attaches us to creatures."
"And you, Sister, are there two defects in sin?"
"Yes, Father, the guilt and the punishment. By the guilt of sin we
turn our back on God, and the punishment causes us to turn our face
to creatures. The guilt is effaced by confession, and the punishment
by the Jubilee and indulgences."
"Sister, on what is the Jubilee based?"
"On the treasures of the Church, Father."
"What does 'treasures of the Church' mean?"
'They're the merits of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the Blessed Virgin, and the saints."
"Well now, that's well stated, those are the treasures of the
Church. Who can dispense these treasures?"

7S tat ions are those designated churches at which Jubilee indulgences may be gained during a
Holy or Jubilee Year.
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"The Pope alone can grant the Jubilee and the plenary indulgence; Bishops can grant an indulgence of only one hundred
days."
"So what is the Jubilee?"
"It's an application of the merits of Jesus Christ that the Pope
gives for the remission of the punishment due to our sins in this
world and the next."
"And you, Sister, you're still very young, let's see what you
know. How many evils are there in mortal sin?"
"There's the evil of guilt and the evil of punishment. Guilt is
turning our back on God, and punishment is attaching ourselves to
creatures,"
"How is the guilt of sin effaced?"
"By confession, Father, and the punishment is effaced by the
Jubilee."
"Tell me, Sister, from what source is the Jubilee drawn?"
"From the treasures of the Church."
"That's well said. Who can apply them?"
"The Pope and General Councils."
"Yes, the Pope and General Councils can grant the Jubilee and
plenary indulgences. What's the meaning of Jubilee, Sister?"
"It means joy."
"Sister, has the Jubilee, which in ancient times was temporal,
been changed into a spiritual one?"
"Yes, it has, Father."
"What does the Jubilee do for us, Sister?"
"It wipes away the punishment of purgatory, Father."
"See then, Sisters, if being released from debts isn't a great reason for rejoicing. In former times, people didn't work during this
year of jubilation; everyone rested and enjoyed great tranquillity,
and that was called the Great Sabbath.
"Well now, Sister, does someone who has gained the Jubilee
have restored to her the benefits she had lost by sin?"
"Yes, she regains possession of the virtues she had lost."
"Sister, when a person goes to confession, are both her guilt and
punishment remitted?"
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"No, Father, only the guilt; the punishment is remitted by the Jubilee."
"From where are those graces drawn?"
"From the treasures of the Church."
"What is understood by treasures of the Church?"
''They are the merits of Our Lord Jesus Chris!."
"Who can apply them?"
"Our Holy Father the Pope 8 who, as Vicar ofJesus Christ, offers
those same merits to God the Father for the sins that so many Christians commit every day."
"Well now, God bless you! I'm deeply consoled, dear Sisters.
When you go home, I think it will be well for you to discuss all that
we've just said. You who live here will explain itto one another and
especially to those who are absent. Make sure to remember that
confession wipes away the guilt of sin and that the punishment is remitted by the Jubilee. We still have to say what must be done so that
the Jubilee may be profitable to us and keep us from the fire of purgatory, in which we'll perhaps be obliged to suffer for twenry or
thirty years, even though we've made good confessions. What good
reason we'll have for rejoicing, dear Sisters, if we gain the Jubilee!
But what must we do to gain it? I'm going to have the Bull read
aloud for you, and then you'll see the intention of our Holy Father
the Pope and of the Archbishop. 9
"Brother," said Most Honored Father to the Brother who accompanied him, "please read the Bull."
After it had been read, M. Vincent went on, "So, there are four
things, dear Sisters: we must be contrite, go to confession, receive
Holy Communion, and visit four churches and say five Our Fathers
and Hail Marys in each of them."
"Father," a Sister asked, "is it necessary to make a general confession?"
"It's good to make one, Sister, but for you Sisters it's notnecessary. I simply suggest it to you. It would be well if you began and
finished by going to Holy Communion, without, however, adding
8Innocent X (1644-55).
9Jean-Fran~ois de Gondi (1623-54).
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also pray for our Holy Father the Pope, Sisters, for peace, for the uprooting of heresies, and for the exaltation of Holy Church, that God
may be pleased to give her good priests, good nuns, and good
Daughters of Charity; that is, Sisters, that all the present needs of
the Church may be supplied. So, that was the Bull of our Holy Father the Pope; here now is the instruction from the Archbishop."
When the reading was fmished, Most Honored Father said,
"Those, Sisters, are the rules laid down by the Bull. You've just
heard what they are and even what you have to do, namely, to be
contrite, to be very sorry for having offended God, to go to confession and Communion, to visit the churcbes, and to say five Our Fathers and Hail Marys in each one. As for the Stations, those in good
health will make them, but those who are aged or infirm, like Sister
Jeanne at Saint-Martin, 10 can be dispensed from them by their confessor, whom they'll ask what to do in place of them.
"The rest of you, Sisters, can visit the churches while making
your rounds visiting the poor. This is what Our Lord wants, especially since the service you render to persons who are poor is also
rendered to Him.
"You'll say five Our Fathers and five Hail Marys for the intentions ofour Holy Father the Pope, who has ordered us to pray for the
uprooting of heresies, the exaltation of Holy Church, peace, all the
needs ofthe present time, and those that can't be specified. Go with
great devotion, Sisters, with your eyes cast down and your minds
occupied with good thoughts. The King himself makes his Stations
on foot. The Queen does what she can. 'I'm an old woman,' she
says, 'r can't go the whole way on foot.' Lastly, dear Sisters, I've
never seen so much devotion as at the present time. 0 my God, r desire that it may be efficacious in Your sight and r hope, from Your
goodness, that You will give us interior peace.
"r almost forgot to tell you, dear Sisters, that in ancient times the
Jubilee was celebrated every hundred years; then, when it became
evident that people had to wait too long, the Jubilee took place evlOA parish in Paris.
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thirty-three years on earth. This period was subsequently reduced to
twenty-five years because people don't live as long as they used to.

There's no shortage. Furthermore, in times of great necessities, we
have recourse to God by this means.
"So, make it with great devotion, after giving yourselves wholly
to God, with the greatest possible desire to obtain from Him everything you need. This is the time for Daughters of Charity to ask God
for the three beautiful virtues that make up their spirit: charity, humility, and simplicity. The charity you must have is charity toward
God, toward your neighbor, and toward yourselves. You must begin with yourselves, loving one another tenderly. If a Sister wears
the attire of a Daughter ofCharity in the sight ofGod and the world,
but doesn't have charity, that amounts to nothing. Humility consists
in taking what is least and in looking upon yourself always as the
last of all. The simplicity you must have is the kind you saw in our
dear departed Sisters. You'll obtain the spirit of true charity from
God by means of the Jubilee.
"Mile Le Gras, please tell us what you think."
"It seems to me, Father, that Your Charity has said all that can be
said about this. All I can add is that, beginning with the newest
members, we must strive to make good use of this means that God
uses to give us His grace. Another reason for giving ourselves truly
to God is that, the punishment of our sins being remitted in general,
His Goodness may grant us the grace not to fall into those same sins
for the rest of our life. It seemed to me that, in order to be restored to
grace, we must turn to God, since nothing on earth can give us this
grace, if the Divine Goodness doesn't do it.

"With regard to the means, it seemed to me that we must have a
strong desire to gain the Jubilee, considering how much we need it.
Another is mistrust of ourselves. In my own case, I see that I'm
powerless to make myself capable of this grace if God in His goodness doesn't supply for my defects."
"Well now, I ask Our Lord Jesus Christ to grant us the grace not
to offend Him and to remain steadfast in His love. As for me, the
most wretched sinner of all, who need this grace more than anyone,
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Him to give you at the same time the necessary dispositions for
gaining the Jubilee well. Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

54. - FIDELITY TO GOD
June 3,1653

"The topic of this conference, dear Sisters, is the fidelity we owe
to God all our lives. This subject is divided into three points: our
reasons for being faithful to God; what it means to be faithful to God
all our lives; and the means of acquiring and always preserving this
fidelity to God. Without fidelity, we're nothing but poor wretched
creatures, wicked and ungrateful to God.
''The first point, then, concerns the reasons we have for being
faithful to God. Is Sister Genevieve 1 here? Sister, what reasons do
we have for being faithful to God?"
"I've thought ofseveral, Father, the frrst being that God, who has
granted us the grace ofbeing Christians, of calling us to His service,
and of preserving us in it, would reserve a severe punishment for us,
if we were unfaithful to Him. Another reason is that we honor God
by this fidelity to Him."
"God bless you, Sister! God bless you! Sister Jeanne, what reasons do we have for being faithful to GodT'
"Father, it seems to me that since God is so good to us, we must
be faithful to Him in gratitude for the graces He has granted us by

Conference 54. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Mathurine Guerin.
IProbably Genevieve Poisson. who entered the Company Of the Daughters of Charity before
1636 and was first placed atthe H6tel-Dieu in Paris. In July 1647 she took part in the installation
of the foundlings in Bic8tre, where she devoted herself for several years. She showed great

prudence and astuteness, especially during the first war of the Fronde (1648-49), when
upheavals made it very difficult to obtain the means of subsistence for the house with its eleven
hundred children, mostly under seven years of age, and twelve Sisters. In 1651 she participated
in the Council as a senior Sister. On August 8, 1655 she signed the Act of Establishment of the
Company (ct. XIllb,227). She was named Treasurer on May 22, 1657.
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calling us to His service. We can show our fidelity to Him by being
exact in keeping our Rules."
"Can you hear what our Sister is saying, Sisters? I think it will be
a good practice to begin today to speak out loud. 1'm reminding you
of a fault in which I myself often fail. Isn't it true, Sisters, that frequently you don't hear what I say?"
"Pardon me, Father," replied a Sister, "but we hear you quite

well."
"If we really want our Sisters to hear what we're saying, we'll
speak out loud; if we have charity for our Sisters, we'll be glad for
them to hear our thoughts; by speaking too softly, we'd deprive our
Sisters of the good thoughts God has given us.
"And you, Sister, tell us the reasons that oblige us to be faithful
to God."
"Father, it's because God is good and is our Father and always
continues to do us good, like a good father toward a child he loves
tenderly. The child, on his part, is obliged to love a father who is so
good to him, and he'd be very unhappy if he didn't."
"God bless you, Sister! Our Sister says that we should be faithful
to God, a God who is so good and who always continues to do us
good. We would indeed be very unhappy if we weren't faithful to
Him, Sisters. Another reason is that God is our father, but in a very
special manner; yes, God is the father ofthe Daughters ofCharity in
a special way, so they shouldn't even inhale or exhale except to
please Him. A Daughter of Charity is a tree that He has planted and
should bear fruit only for God. How beautiful that is, Sisters! A wife
takes great pains to please her husband. Everything she does is for
that purpose. If she works to try to earn something, it's for her husband. So, Sisters, your whole aim in everything you do must be to
please your Spouse. Look at a poor girl working in a village, and all
the care and trouble she takes to serve her master. She expects nothing in return but her wages, and for that reason she strives to win the
favor of her master or mistress. A Daughter of Charity isn't like
that; she must desire no other reward for all her labors, both inside
and outside the house, than to please God alone, who is the end for
which she endures all her sufferings.

-492"Well now, sit down, Sister; God bless you! And you, Sister,
stand up; what is fidelity?"

"It's perseverance, Father."
"Well said, Sister. Sister mentioned something that's very true:
to be faithful is to persevere to the end in the service of God; for,
without perseverance, all is lost. You can see this in a person who
has served God for a year or two, Sisters; if she doesn't persevere,
what good is it? It' s good fornothing at all, no more than it would be
any good for a Daughter ofCharity to have spent ten, fifteen, twenty
years, if you like, in the Company, if, after that, she grows weary
and doesn't persevere. What does all she has done profit her, if not
for greater damnation? It's not I who say this; it's Saint Jerome:
'We Christians,' he says, 'think very little of a person who gives
himself to God in the beginning, if he does not persevere.' The reason for this is that there are many to be found who began well and
ended badly, as you see in the case of Judas, who did so well in the
beginning of his apostolate and came to a very bad end. He merited
to be chosen from among all the Apostles to be the steward of his
Master's household; he persevered for a time, and it's even thought
that he had worked miracles. After all that, a few days before Our
Lord died, he was so wretched as to sell his good Master for ready
money. That's why, in punishment for his infidelity, God pennitted
that he should hang himself and burst open in the middle. Yet, he
had begun well. Saint Paul, on the contrary, had begun badly; he
wasn't only wicked himself, but went about like a roaring lion persecuting God's servants and hating them so violently that he' d have
liked to extenninate them all, if he could have, as the Acts of the
Apostles tell us. He thought he was rendering a service to God by
doing all those wicked deeds. Despite all that, he was a great servant
of God. Although he had begun badly, he ended well. So, our Sister
was right to say that perseverance is essential and that, otherwise, it
would profit us nothing to have begun well.
"Now, Sisters, I think it's better not to ask any more questions
for fear of inconveniencing Mile Le Gras, who isn't well. I'll tell
you my own little thoughts on this subject and then, if there's time,
I'll question some others.
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"Mademoiselle, would you please tell us your thoughts?"
"Father, among the many reasons we have for being faithful to
God all our life, the fIrst is the example His Goodness has given us
in many instances. The most important is the fulfIllment of the
promise God made to us, after the Fall, of giving us His Son to redeem us. He didn't fail to do so although, since then, the increase of
our sins should have provoked His wrath not to grant us this mercy.
We must, therefore, in gratitude for this grace, be faithful to God all
our life. A second reason is what Our Lord told us with His own lips
when He was on earth, promising a rich reward to those who are
faithful to Him in little things. A third reason is that, if we aren't
faithful to God all our life, we'll be eternally branded with the stamp
of ingratitude, which we should greatly fear because this ingratitude is the height ofall infIdelities to God, and people are extremely
blameworthy when some sign of this is discovered in them. A
fourth reason for being faithful to God all our life is the love His
Goodness continually shows us in the guidance of Divine Providence.
"We can be faithful to God in many ways. First, by being attentive to recoguize the graces His Goodness grants us at almost every
moment, and to esteem them, receiving them with gratitude for His
greatuess and with the feeling or thought of our own lowliness and
unworthiness. Second, to consider why God gives us these graces.
It can only be to manifest His glory and to unite us to Him, who is
our last end; this should raise our hearts to love Him above all
things. Perfect fIdelity to God is to make good use of the graces He
gives us and to love His most holy Will, even though our own will
may often feel repugnance regarding what has to be done to carry it
out.

"As for the means of acquiring the fIdelity we owe to God, I
thought I should think often of my need of it and my powerlessness
to acquire it on my own, and to ask God often for it, and to ask my
Guardian Angel to help me recognize every opportunity-great
and small-that God will give me to be faithful to Him, considering
them of equal importance, since they concern God's desire to save
me in order to glorify Him.
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"Another means is to make good use of everything that happens,
pleasant or unpleasant, reflecting that the good stewards of this
world neglect nothing that may increase their temporal wealth and
that the Christian should have a similar concern for every opportunity given him or her to increase the graces of love of God for all
eternity. These thoughts made me very ashamed because all my life
long 1've resisted the practice of those real responsibilities and, by
my bad example, have perhaps led others to act as I did."
"That's really good. God bless you, Mademoiselle!" The following is contained in the note of a Sister, who wrote out her
thoughts: "The first reason that occUlTed to me, Father, is that infidelity is a very great sin in the sight of God. A second one is that, by
our want of fidelity, we make ourselves unworthy of the other
graces God might have wanted to give us, had we not abused the
first ones. A third reason is that fidelity, like perseverance, crowns
all our actions. Fidelity consists in being exactto what we've promised God and in carrying out everything He desires of us in our vocation, particularly in our ministry. The means of acquiring this
fidelity are: to think higWy of God's graces, to thank Him often for
them, to ask Him daily and earnestly for the grace of being faithful
to Him until death, and to believe that it's important to be faithful in
the smallest matters so that we may thereby dispose ourselves to be
so in greater ones. That's what! asked of God, recognizing my great
need of it."
"Father," said another Sister, "the first reason that obliges us to
be faithful to God is His great goodness to us. The second is our own
interest because, if we aspire to participate in the merits of Jesus
Christ, it's absolutely necessary for us to be faithful to God until
death. I thought that to be faithful to God is to keep the promises
we've made to Him. His Goodness gently urges us on to be faithful
both in the observance of our Rules and in the occasions of doing
good that arise, notwithstanding the dryness and repugnance that
occur so often in His service. It seemed to me that the means of acquiring and preserving fidelity to God forever is to hope for it from
Him alone, and to ask Him often for it. Another means is not to seek
our own satisfaction in the things Divine Providence ordains we
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should do because, once there were no more consolations, our courage and fidelity might also change."
"God bless you, dear Sisters! I'll add to all these thoughts the
ones God has given me, poor and wretched though I be. Our first
reason for giving ourselves to God wholeheartedly to be faithful to
Him is that you've given yourselves to Him in the Company with
the intention of living and dying in it. You promised this when you
entered it, and some of you have even prontised solemnly to do so.
A second reason is that persons who are faithful in a few things receive from God the reward due to their fidelity. I'm not speaking of
great, heroic actions; no, I don't intend to speak of ones like that,
Sisters; I'm not talking about being faithful in such great things but
I mean to speak about Sisters who are faithful in the least and smallest actions connected with the observance ofRule. It's to these persons that Our Lord made great prontises: 'Those who are faithful in
a few things, I will place over many'; 2 'You have been faithful to
me in little things, I will place you over great ones.' 3 What happiness, dear Sisters, for the Daughter of Charity who will hear these
words! 0 Seigneur! how will You treat a Daughter of Charity who
doesn't neglect the slightest little Rule, who wants to ontit nothing
that is prescribed for her? Listen to what He says to such persons:
'You have been exact in small things, I am giving you the reward
for great ones.' So then, dear Sisters, to be faithful in small things is
everything. What does Our Lord promise, even in this world, to Sisters who do that? You won't remain where you are, He says. No,
Sisters, He won't leave them in that state but will cause them to go
higher, to go from virtue to virtue. If you had six degrees of merit,
He'll give you many more. Quai! my God, You'll thus increase
Your graces so abundantly for a little fidelity in Your service! It's
the Holy Spirit who says in Sacred Scripture that He won't leave
such Daughters where they are but will cause them to go higher, that
is, will help them to acquire greater perfection. Jesus, Sisters! how
that should encourage us to great fidelity in all that we do. Think of a
Sister who is faithful to rising at the sound of the bell to go to the
ZCf. Mt 25:21. (D-RB )
3ef. Mt 25:23. (NAB)
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with that short time. Why? Because she's been faithful in a small
thing. That's nothing, you'll say to me; it doesn't matter; she was
faithful in a trifle. What a great consolation that is for you, Sisters!
"Our blessed Sisters who have died are now receiving the reward
oftheir fidelity. When 1hear the lives of the saints read at our house,
Sisters, 1 say to myself, 'That's what our Sisters have done.' As for
me, 1think that, ifthey did so much good, it was because oftheir great
fidelity to God in the smallest details.
"After all these reasons, the last 1 have to mention, dear Sisters-although 1 have many others-is, that a crown of heavenly
glory is promised to all who are faithful to God. Yes, Sister, it's
promised to all ofyou; it's promised to M. Portail, to Mile Le Gras, to
myself, and, in a word, to all those who will be faithful. What a consolation for all of you, Sisters! But should there be someone among
you who would turn her back on God and who lacked this fidelity,
that crown wouldn't be for her. So, fear losing this treasure, Sisters,
and strive to make yourselves faithful to God in all things without exception, from the small ones to the great ones.
" 'But, Monsieur,' you'll say to me, 'I've persevered for ten years
in God's service; I've worked for Him for such along time; must lbe
faithful to the end in orderto have the reward?' Yes, Sisters, you must
persevere, or you'II lose everything through your own fault. If on the
day of your death you're found with a single mortal sin, all is lost, all
the good you've done nursing your patients, the virtoes you've practiced during your life-all that is lost for you, dear Sisters.
"Now please tell me, ifa woman had been faithful to her husband
for many years and in the end gave in and lost her honor, would pe0ple say that she was faithful? Not at all. And how would her husband
deal with her? He'd repudiate her as being unfaithful.
"Now, dear Sisters, you have the happiness to be the spouses of
Our Lord; ifyou were so unfortunate as to fail in your promises-I'm
not referring to your body-<>h no! 1don't mean that, bullo your will;
what would He say to His servants, He who is so good and who wants
to be loved like a spouse? 'I am a jealous God,' He said by His
prophet. Yes, Sisters, God is jealous of the love of His creatures,
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whom He created to love Him. 'I am a jealous God,' He said, 'and I
will punish to the fourth generation those who offend me by refusing
to give me the love that is due me, and, on the contrary, I will bless
even to the hundredth generation those who are faithful to me.' 4 A
Sister who doesn't reflect on the fidelity she owes to God begins by
neglecting now one thing, now another, and then allows herself to go
a little further; on another occasion she thinks it's only a small matter,
and in the end she gradually falls into a state of negligence.
.. 'But, Monsieur,' someone will say to me, 'if it should happen
that at the end of five or six years I commit a sin, I'm unfaithful, I no
longer love my vocation, I have no fervor in my prayers, nothing
touches me, I don't correct my faults and am always falling into the
same ones; I'm utterly lost for I have no fidelity.' No, dear Sisters, as
long as a Sister has the will to amend and works at this with all her
might, even though she may sometimes fall, wounded, she's not unfaithful. However, I'm talking about only those Sisters who fall
through weakness, for it's quite another matter for those who fall
through malice or willfully. 'But,' that Sister will say, 'I had kept my
Rule for such a long time, I was so attached to even the least of my
spiritual practices, and now all that has grown cold.' Is that Sister
faithful? Yes, Sisters; when she rises at once after she has fallen,
she's faithful, notwithstanding her failings.
.. 'But, Monsieur,' someone will say to me, 'I have to tell you that
for a year or perhaps six months, I was so fervent that I would fly, I'd
go to serve the poor so willingly, I said such beautiful things to them,
I had so much satisfaction in listening to spiritual reading, in speaking of God and in hearing others talk of Him, and everything seemed
easy to me. But now things are quite the contrary, for I've lost all that;
I have no more fervor; I no longer do anything except for form's sake;
spiritual reading and conferences don't move me; ifl go to serve poor
persons, it's only because I have to; ifI' m told to do something, I do it
only through obedience; if I have to go to Holy Communion I do it
only because it's stated in the Rule, for I really don't feel like it. So often I gave such good example, but for the past year I've done

4Cf. Ex 20:5-6. (NAB)
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everything negligently, and I obey and carry out all the other things
I have to do so grudgingly that it' s sickening to see it. When I'm told
to do something, I'd prefer to go for a walk. Consequently, I'm unfaithful. I no longer serve God cheerfully in my vocation. It's much
better for me to leave than to deceive God and the world like that.'
''That's what temptation suggests. Oh no, no, dear Sisters!
you're not unfaithful because of that. You should know that Our
Lord is pleased to lead us by those ways after He's strengthened us
in His service. In the beginning, God ordinarily gives great delights
and consolations to the souls He attracts to himself, but afterward
He allows us to be deprived ofthem and even sometimes to fall into
such discouragement that everything that's said or done to us
causes us pain, and we take no pleasure in anything, neither in mental prayer, Communion, nor anything else in the world, not even in
conversation. In the beginning, then, God gives us great consolations, but afterward it's just the opposite. Note that carefully, Sisters. Consider a Sister who is in a state of dryness; she has no taste
for anything, everything displeases her. Is a work less good because
you do it reluctantly or without consolation? Oh no, Sisters, on the
contrary! it's all the better, since you do it purely for God. In the beginning, God gave you milk, as we do with children, for it is said in
Saint Paul, 'I gave you milk but I will now give you more solid
food.' 5 He gave it to you formerly, dear Sisters, while you were infants, that is, weak in His love; for to babies we give milk and other
foods suited to the weakness of their age; but when they have become adults, they're given hard bread. At the beginning of his conversion, Saint Paul received great consolations, and afterward had
dreadful temptations. And did he forsake everything because of
that, did he abandon his duties? Oh no! Was he less faithful because
of all those temptations? Oh no! Now, dear Sisters, even though
you're in a constant state of dryness and temptation, you are faithful, believe me, provided you don't fail to fulfill your obligations;
yes, even though you do them without any feeling-like an animal,
if you like-even though everything is repugnant to your nature and
~Cf. I Cor 3:2. (NAB)
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you often commit faults; nevertheless, provided you do your duty
and raise yourselves up, you are faithful.
"When Our Lord was on the cross, in what distress was He?
Didn't nature suffer great pangs because ofits repugnance to death?
Even though He was well aware that it was for our salvation and the
glory of God His Father, He was still pierced with sorrows and afflicted with interior anguish to the point of crying out, 'Father, Father, why have you abandoned me?' 6 Eh bien! Sisters, don't you see
by this example that being disposed to such suffering doesn't prevent us from being faithful to God, since Our Lord didn't fail to remain faithful to God His Father? In the midst of those painful
moments, didn't He carry out the wonderful work of our redemption? So, be consoled when you have something to suffer, dear Sisters, knowing that, since you're Daughters of Charity, you have the
means of imitating Our Lord your Spouse, who suffered so greatly,
and don't think you're unfaithful because you're tempted. Be consoled, too, at your frequent lapses. If you humble yourselves for
your falls, you're not unfaithful. Provided you work at correcting

yourselves, persevere, and don't abandon your vocation, you have
nothing to fear. However, a Sister who abandons her vocation, who
despises her Rules and wants to please herself, indulging herself to
her heart's content, that Sister is unfaithful. But the one who does
what she can, despite all her loathings, is faithful. And even if it
seems to you that you're bad Daughters of Charity and do nothing
worthwhile, Sisters, don't give up, even though you might think
you'd do better elsewhere, for it may happen during these times of
loathing and temptation, that you may want to go to some other
house; that, however, is a deceit of the devil and a very obvious
temptation.
"One day I went to see a great nobleman who had given himself
to God in the priesthood. I found him saying his Office and I asked
him, 'Eh bien! Monsieur, are you beginning to taste a little of the
happiness there is in serving God?' 'Monsieur,' he replied, 'I assure
you that I find no consolation in it. I say my Office every day; I pray
6t:f. Mt 27:46. (NAB)
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all. But I wouldn't want it otherwise if God didn't will it. It doesn't
matter whether I go to God in dryness or lovingly, provided I go to
Him faithfully.'
'Think about that, Sisters, and remember this example well, for
it's a beautiful one, given by a great nobleman who is still living.
So, you see from that, dear Sisters, how differently God treats His
servants. In the beginning, He gives them great consolations-at
least to some--but afterward, for their own greater good, He permits them to be assailed by great temptations. He makes others walk
on thorns. So, as long as you have the determination and the courage to raise yourselves up from your falls, you'll be faithful, Sisters.
These are the reasons you have for being faithful to God and the answer to the objections natore might raise. Well now, let's give ourselves to God wholeheartedly to be faithful to Him all our lives.
~'Let's go

on to the second point of our conference, dear Sisters.

which is in what this fidelity consists. You'll understand it by the
comparison of a master who has a servant. The former says to the
latter, 'Go and do such or such a thing; but I want you to do it this
way.' And not ouly does the servant do what his master has ordered,
but he does it in the way his master has told him, even though he
isn't seen by the master, and he doesn't know whether he'll be paid.
Such a servant can be called faithful. If he does what his master ordered, but not in the way he was told, he does it according to his own
inclination and whim; that servant isn't faithful. If he receives a reproof from his master, if he resents it, ifhe thinks he's been given a
disconcerting rebnke and leaves his master, then he's a bad, unfaithful servant and mustn't be surprised ifhis master gives him no
reward, since he abandoned him.
"You can see clearly by this comparison that anyone who
doesn't persevere until the end receives no reward. Quoi! Sisters,
you have the happiness to be God's servants; you've left your parents, your possessions, and everything else for God; for you are His
servants, if there are any in the Church. He called you to a way of
life in which He has commanded you to do certain things, and He
wants you to do them in the way He has prescribed. You do them in
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the sweetness of consolations; but when temptation arises, you
abandon everything. What infidelity that is! Well now, those Sisters
among you who do what is in your Rules and are not satisfied with
merely doing what the Master commands, but do it as God commands and in the right spirit, are faithful; have no doubt about it. But
there are others who, when tempted, give up everything and think
they'll do better elsewhere. Should it happen that someone has
thoughts of entering a religious Order or of getting married, and
toys with the idea, it's one thing if that occurs once, but if the same
thoughts recur and she dwells on them as she did before, be greatly
afraid for her, Sisters. Afterward, she'll go off and tell her troubles
to another Sister-but to whom? Not to her Superioress, still less tn
the Director,7 but to a Sister who she knows is discontented and of
the same ntind as herself. It's to such a one she'll tnm to say how she
feels and to complain if she's displeased with her Superioress or her
Sisters. And the other, who is already ill-disposed, will say to her,
'Quoi! is it possible that you've been treated like that, Sister! How
can anyone expect you to put up with that! It's better to leave than
always to be that uncomfortable. We could save ourselves elsewhere, and we're damning ourselves here.' That's what the Sister in
whom she confides will say to her; no need to worry that she'll tell
her troubles to her Superioress or to other Sisters she knows to be
virtnous; she'll make sure not to do that. You'll never see a Sister
who's wearied with her vocation tnm to a devoted and steadfast
companion; they wouldn't agree with her.
"A Sister who puts up with all her troubles without complaining
or mentioning them to others, unless to her Superioress, and continues to do her duty, although she has no taste for it and is tempted by
the devil, such a Sister is faithful. Fidelity consists in this: doing
what God commands and in the way He commands, not telling your
troubles either to your Sisters or to outsiders, for you mustn't do
that. So, Sisters, as long as you observe the Rules of the
Motherhouse, rest assured that you're faithful. Sisters who act otherwise than what is laid down in the Rule, and what the Superioress

7Fr. Parmil.
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tells them, are not faithful; they're in the Company in body only; the
spirit isn't there. It's not enough, then, to do good; you must also do
it in the way prescribed. And how happy will be those who persevere to the end in this fidelity!
''Those poor Sisters in Poland have great need ofthis fidelity and
of reflecting that it's God who has called them. There they are, in a
foreign country, by the guidance of Providence. What is God's
plan, Sisters, if not that they might become apostles ofPoland? And
what graces has not God bestowed on those Sisters, whom He has
destined for the service of the poor people of an entire kingdom?
You're about to see.
"He gave one of them the strength to resist a temptation she had,
and He did so because she was faithful. A proposal was made to her
to remain with the Queen, who wanted to place her in a ministry that
wouldn't take her away from the service of poor persons, but would
keep her nearer Her Majesty than the works Sisters ordinarily do.
And it was God's Will, in these circumstances, to give a Daughter
of Charity the grace to refuse the Queen. Do you know how? By her
tears, Sisters, by her tears. When the Queen saw her crying, she
said, 'Eh quoi! Sister, don't you want to serve mel' 'Forgive me,
Madame; she said, 'but we have given ourselves to the poor,'
showing by these few words that she loved nothing as much as the
poverty ofa Daughter ofCharity, and by that this Sister showed that
she understood clearly the grandeur of the service ofthe poor. What
a grace God has given all of them to have witnessed this example,
Sisters, and which He still gives them every day! I know more about
this than you could imagine. Well now, blessed be God!
"Let's go on to the third point, which concerns the means of acquiring and of always preserving the fidelity we owe to God. As
Mademoiselle has stated, we must, first of all, ask God often for this
grace and be grateful for His favors. In speaking ofthis fidelity, Job
says that we're under an obligation to God because He has made us
rational creatures. Not only that, but He preserves us every moment
in the state of existence He's given us. And you can say, Sisters,

'It's God who made me and who, at every moment, preserves me.
He could have made me an animal, a demented person, or someone
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with another disability, yet in His goodness He made me as I am, capable of meriting the possession of Him one day in paradise, which
I hope to do with His grace. It was for that reason that, when I least
thought of it, He came to seek me out and draw me to himself to be
His spouse and to serve Him in the Company of the Daughters of
Charity.'
"Furthermore, God died for us, and by His death He has given us
His Blood, which He shed for love of us, and His gloty, which He
has promised us in eternity. Ah! Sisters, if there were no other reason than the thought that 'God died for us,' that would suffice to induce us to be faithful to Him. But even more, God goes on preparing

crowns for us every day; yes, dear Sisters, there are crowns awaiting us.
"The second means is to do the opposite of Sisters who corrupt

one another by their conversations and are so cowardly as to give in
to their temptations. For what does a Sister do who fails to persevere? I've already said something about that. As soon as the temptation arises, she listens to it and reasons with it, thinking, 'Maybe I'd
be better off in a certain religious Order or working as a servant; my
mind would be more at rest.' She turns over these ideas in her mind,
and afterward, if she knows a Sister who is ill-disposed and of the
same mind as she is, she goes to tell her the reason for her discontent. The other will say, 'You're right, Sister. Quai! you, to do such

a thing! There's no way we can remain in such a state forever; we'd
do better to go elsewhere, join some religious Order or get married;
perhaps we'd save ourselves better there than by staying here with
our minds always in a state of distraction. Marriage is holy; the
Blessed Virgin was married; what harm would we be doing?' If the
thought of marriage shocks her and the idea of a religious Order returns, she'll go find a religious she knows and say to him, 'Father,
I'm a Daughter of Charity; I've been upset for some time now; I'm
constantly mistreated; I can't stand it any longer; please advise me
as to whether I can't leave and enter a religious Order.' That priest,
who doesn't know you, nor what your vocation is, nor the good you
do by serving in the Company the members of Jesus Christ, will ask
you, 'Have you made a perpetual vow?' When you answer, 'No,'
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no vow that might hold you back. Since you've suffered so long and
this anxiety isn't going away, then leave.' That's the advice he'll
give you; how could you expect anything else? He knows the Company ouly from what you've told him-which is inaccurate-and
can talk to you ouly in accordance with his own spirit, which is that
of a member of a religious Order, but this spirit isn't suitable for
you, however good it may be for those who have been called to it by
God.
"So, remember what I've already told you on many occasions,
Sisters: don't take any advice from your confessors with regard to
your conduct; you have to tell them your sins, not get spiritual direction from them. A layman who goes to confession is satisfied with
telling his sins to the priest and nothing more. Do you think he asks
for advice about his business? Oh no! that isn't done. Ifhe needs advice, he gets it from persons who understand business mallers and
not from his confessor.
"So, what is to be done when you have temptations, Sisters? Oh
yes! you must have recourse to your Superiors at once. They are the
ones to whom God gives the gift of advising you. Tell your sins to
your confessors, but reveal your temptations to Mademoiselle,
M. Portail, or myself; and state things as they are; make no excuses.
You often see what is done to cure bodily ailments; nothing is concealed; the patient tells the physician everything to get some relief;
he's not satisfied with saying that he doesn't feel well, but goes into
detail: 'Monsieur, I have a pain here and a pain there; and this still
hurts me.'
"Act in a similar way for your spiritual ailments, and you'll get
some relief. Listen to the advice given you as coming from God;
and if your temptation recurs, again make known your troubles to
the Director at the Motherhouse or to the Directress. Perhaps God
will allow them to give you some advice that will console you; or,
should He leave you with the temptation, it's doubtless because He
wants you to be tempted for your greater good. Be consoled, dear
Sisters; I hope that as long as you act in this way you'll remain faithfolto God and pleasing to Our Lord.
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"Since, to receive the influences of the head, the members have
to remain united to the body, likewise, dear Sisters, as long as you
are united to your head, you'll share in the influences God communicates to the whole body; but if you go elsewhere you'll make
yourselves unworthy of this benefit. If my arm were amputated, it
would no longer share the influences of my body; thus, a Sister separated from the body of the Company no longer shares in what it
does. As long as you remain united to your head, dear Sisters, you'll
be faithful to your vocatiou, but if you go elsewhere, turning to
some religious, you won't have the life of your spirit. Be consoled,
theu, dear Sisters, and be faithful in following your heads, who are
your Superiors, and rest assured that you will have the crown.
That's what I wish for all of you.
"And while I'm preparing to give you the blessing and am asking
God to grant you and me, a wretched sinner, the grace to be faithful
to Him, call to ntind all the acts you've made while we were talking.
I thank Him for having called you to be Daughters of Charity; in the
name of Mademoiselle, M. Portail, and myself, I thank Him that
we've been calledto serve you. And while I pronounce the words of
blessing, humble yourselves before God, and ask Him for the grace
to make good use of all that we've just said. Benedictio Dei
Patris. .. ."

55•• THE PRACTICE OF ASKING PERMISSION
July 27, 1653

"Dear Sisters, the subject of the preseut conference is divided
into three points: first, the advantage of doing nothing without the
perntission of Superiors; second, the great troubles that will come
to Daughters of Charity when they fail to ask perntission; third, the
principal faults that may be committed against this practice ofdoiug
uothing without perntission; and fourth, the means to be taken to
Conference 55.. Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharity; notebook written by
Sister Mathurine Guerin.
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have already begun it.
"This is one ofthe most important topics we've treated with you,
dear Sisters. May the Savior ofour souls grant you the grace to enter
into these practices and to live in conformity with what you're
about to hear!
"Tell me, Sister, what advantage does a Daughter ofCharity and
the whole Company derive from the practice ofdoing nothing without the permission of its Superiors?"
"Father, I'm not smart enough to understand that, but it seemed
to me that a Sister who is obedient must be assured of persevering in
her vocation. And as the Son of God was obedient all His life until
death, we must consider it a great honor to imitate Him in that. Furthennore, without obedience all we have is worry and unrest."
"Sister, there's a difference between obedience and the subject
now before us; we're dealing with the question of doing nothing
without pennission. It's up to you to ask permission. Obedience
presupposes a command; it consists in doing what has been ordered; it begins with the person who gives the command, but the
practice we're now discussing begins with the person who asks the
permission. You've stated very well, Sister, that an obedient
Daughter will persevere in her vocation, for there's no reason to
hope that a Sister from the Charity can persevere without obedience. Here it's a question of giving the reasons why a Daughter of
Charity should always ask permission of her Superiors.
"You, Sister, what have you to say about it?"
"Father, obedience will bring us great peace of mind because,
when we've asked permission, we know that it' s God's Will that we

do such or such a thing."
"God bless you, Sister! Note that, Sisters, remember it well. Sister has said that to do nothing without obedience is to do the Will of
God, and she added that this practice always makes us happy. No
one in the world is as happy as those who live under obedience, and
I see only remorse ofconscience in those who fail in obedience. So,
there are two things that submission brings us: great peace of mind
and the grace to do God's Will. Now, you see, dear Sisters, to do the
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Will ofGod is to begin our paradise in this world. Give me a person,
give me a Sister, who does God's Will all her life; she begins her
paradise here on earth, for she has no other will than the Will of
God, and that is sharing in the happiness of the blessed.
"What advantages come from obedience, Sister?"
"I couldn't add anything to what our Sisters have already said,
Father; but it also seems to me that this gives great consolation to

Superiors."
"Well, Sister! so you think it's a great satisfaction for Superiors
to see that their subjects are obedient?"
"Yes, Father, 1see that both Superiors and subjects receive great
consolation from it."
"Do you want to live like that, Sister, and does it seem to you that
it would be a great benefit to see the entire Company observe this
practice-which 1 think it does, by the grace of God?"
"Yes, Father, that gives great consolation."
"Ah yes, Sisters! One of my greatest consolations is to know that
the Company does nothing without permission, and that's the reward God gives-if He gives any in this world-to Superiors. I've
had this reward sometimes. 1 shouldn't speak about myself, poor
sinner and wretched man that 1 am. 1was once a country Pastor 1 (a
pretty miserable Pastor!). 1had such good people, who were so obedient in doing what 1 asked of them that, when 1 told them they
should come to confession on the fIrst Sunday of the month, they
didn't fail to do it. They came to confession, and 1 saw from day to
day the progress these souls were making. That gave me so much
consolation, and 1was so pleased with it, that 1used to say to myself,
'Man Dieu! how happy you are to have such good people!' And I
would add, 'I don't think the Pope himself is as happy as a Pastor in
the midst of such good-hearted people.' And one day Cardinal de
Retz' asked me, 'Eh bien! Monsieur, how are yon?' 1 said to him,
'Your Eminence, 1 can't tell you how happy 1 am.' 'Why?' he
asked. 'Because 1 have such good people, so obedient to all that 1
tell them that it seems to me that neither the Holy Father nor you,
lIn Clichy, in the environs of Paris.
2Henri de Gondi, Bishop of Paris (1598-1622) and the first Cardinal de Retz.
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flock advancing in the way of obedience, he's wonderfully consoled.
"Sister," said M. Vincent, "what advantages come from obedience?"
"It seems to me, Father, that the virtue of obedience is never
alone, for as a rule it's accompanied by many other virtues, especially humility, the love of God, and many others."
"That's well stated, Sister; obedience is never alone, for along
with it you'll find the fear of God, love of the neighbor and of our
vocation, and all the other virtues. Don't you see, on the contrary,
the truth of this, dear Sisters? Give me a Sister who isn't obedient.
Observe her closely. You'll find that's she's wanting in everything
and has no virtue-no love of God, since this love isn't strong
enough to make her ask permission for what has to be done. Lastly,
as our Sister has said, being obedient is an important sign, and a
very clear one, of great virtue. On the other hand, disobedience is
the sign of a lack of virtue.
"Sister, would a layperson be scandalized if he asked a Sister to
go to a particularplace, to do a certain thing for him, and she replied,
'I'd really like to do it, Monsieur, but I can't do it without permission'? And if someone gave you some linen, a prayer book, or suchlike things, do you think he'd be offended if you didn't accept it
without permission?"
"No, Father, on the contrary, it would give him good example."
"And if someone were to give you some shoes, a rosary, or
something else, do you think you should accept them?"
"No, I don't, Father."
"If you were urged to accept, you should say, 'Monsieur, I don't
take anything without permission.' Do you think that would
disedify him? On the contrary, people would be filled with admiration to see poor Sisters living like that because there's something divine in it. Believe me, dear Sisters, if anything keeps the Company
together, it's the fact that our dear Sisters who are in heaven were
faithful to this practice. If a Sister says, 'I don't always need to ask
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she's doing the Will of God and can persevere in her vocation?"
"No, Father, on the contrary, that's a great way to lose it."
"Right you are, Sister. The Company is like the sea, which can't
retain a dead body; it has to cast it up because it can't tolerate corruption. If, in a Company, someone wants to live her own life, that
is, to follow her own will, she's dead and the Company can'ttolerate her; God and the angel of the Company cast her out; that's the
touchstone.
"Do you agree with that? If a Sister receives and reads a letter
without giving it to her Superioress, or sends one without pennission, do you think she's content?"
"No, Father."
"Oh! certainly not, Sisters! And you, Sister, do you think
laypersons are scandalized if they see a Daughter of Charity who is
unwilling to accept or do anything without permission of her Superiors?"
"No, Father; on the contrary, they're edified by it."
"Sisters, is that the way you see it?" All the Sisters stood up and
answered., "Yes, Father."
"If you do, are you willing that we give ourselves to God, both
you and I, to do nothing without the pennission of our Superiors?
And don't you acknowledge that Sisters who are unwilling to do
anything without pennission give good example to the whole Company and greatly console their Superiors?"
"Yes, Father,"

"Don't you want to act in that way?"
"Yes, Father."
"God bless you, Sisters!
"So those are two of our points. We still have to consider the
faults a person can commit against this practice. Sister, what are the
principal faults we can commit against this practice?"
"It seems to me, as our Sisters have said, Father, that we can fail
in everything."
"You see, Sisters, there are some things for which you don't
need to ask pennission; these are the ones prescribed by the Rules;
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do to carry out your Rules is done with permission, whether you rise
in the morning or go to your meals or the examination of conscience. God calls you there, and when you go you're acting
through obedience. For example, take the bell that rings and says to
you, 'Get up, Sisters.' By that, God's Will is made known to you.
The Sisters who rise are doing God's Will, but the ones who stay in
bed, even though the Rule is calling them, must have permission. If
they foresee on the previous evening that they need to rest, they
must ask Mademoiselle's permission; and in that way they obey by
staying in bed. The Sisters in the parishes have to go to the Sister
Servant and say, 'Sister, may I please stay in bed a little longer?' If
it's the Sister Servant, she'll say to her companion, 'Sister, I think I
need to rest,' and the Sister will reply, 'All right, Sister.'
"Tell me, Sister, does a Sister who needs to eat something outside of mealtime and does so without permission go against God's
WillY'
"Yes, she does, Father. The Sister who was on mission with me
used to say it was a sin against the virtue of temperance; when she
thought I needed something, she encouraged me to eat, but she herself, in similar circumstances, was unwilling to take anything."
"That's really beautiful. What a good Sister Servant! But, Sister,
are you obeying when you eat something after asking permission?"
"Yes, Father."
"Does a Sister do wrong if, in order to give herself greater freedom to talk, won't go to the fIrst sitting for meals? For you're all
supposed to be there except the OffIcers, who can't be present because of their duties."
"Yes, Father, she disobeys the Rule; and the freedom she wants
to take is an additional wrong."
"But, Sister, if, for some reason she doesn't go, after having
asked the permission, does she do the Will of God?"
"Yes, she does, Father."
"So then, according to our Sister, three things may be done contrary to the Rule: not to rise at the sound ofthe bell, to eat outside of
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Well now, Sister, I ask you, would a Sister who wanted to buy
something, such as a prayer book, a rosary, and the like, without
permission, be acting contrary to the Rule?"

"Yes, Father."
"And if someone gave her a present, should she accept it without

permission?"
"No, Father."
"Could she do so with permission?"
"Yes, Father. One time I accepted without permission a book
from a good Pastor, who gave it to me. However, I did tell my Sister.
I won't do it again, Father."
"No, Sister, don't do it again. Think how much you would have
edified that good Pastor if you had declined to accept his book and
told him you had to have permission. Anyone who saw you acting
like that would be converted if she were bad, and reach the sixth degree of virtue if she had reached five already.
"Sister, would it be wrong to give away your money, if you had

any?"
"Yes, it would, Father."
"And you, Sister, is it a fault to receive or to give away money

from a relative or acquaintance?"
"Yes, Father."
"Oh yes, Sisters! for poverty dictates that we shouldn't have
anything contrary to the Rule."
The Sister who had spoken previously stood up and said, "Father, when I was in the country, people sometimes used to give us
grain."

"But, did you need it, Sister?"
"Yes, Father, we didn't have any."
"In that case, Sister, you acted correctly; but if you had some,
you'd have done wrong by taking it."
"Father, when one of the Ladies comes back from ajourney, she
may say, •Sister, here's a rosary I've brought you; please accept it.'
Since she's not poor but a lady, would it be wrong to take it?"
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"Yes, it would, Sister; you musto't take it, and don't be afraid of
offending her; on the contrary, people will have a high opinion of
you because they trust you; they give you money to be distributed to
the poor. These Ladies will have greater confidence in you; they'll
say, 'How could these Sisters take something from the poor, since
they're unwilling to accept anything without permission.'
"And you, Sister, does a Sister who receives and opens letters
without the permission ofher Superiors act contrary to obedience?"
"Yes. she does, Monsieur."
"So, it's wrong to write or to receive letters without showing

them?"
"I think so, Father."
"Give yourselves to God for that, for it's the gate of perdition for
Daughters of Charity, especially because, if you don't show your
letters, that's a sign they contain some complaint or something you
don't want to be seen; consequently, something that's not good. 0
Sauveur! how many men 1have in our house who have kept letters
for two or three days rather than open them!
"Sister, is it right to pay a visit, now to one relation, now to another, and to ask them to pay you a return visit?"
"No, it isn't, Father."
"1 don't think that ever happens here, Sisters. If it did, you'd be
despised by the persons you might visit in that way.
"And you, Sister, does a Sister who buys dainty shoes, or has
someone make her a quilted bodice, or buys gloves, and lets her hair
show, act in conformity with obedience?"
"No, Father."
''Those Sisters who would like to have dainty shoes or a quilted
bodice already have one foot out ofthe Company, Sisters. Don't desire to have anything the others don't have; for, if you have something that's not in common usage in the Motherhouse, you make
yourselves conspicuous.
"And you, Sister, if a Sister learns to read or write orto do bloodletting without permission, is she going against God's Will?"
"Yes, Father, she is."
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"Yes, Sister, she's acting contrary to the Will of God, who
doesn't want a Sister to take it upon herself to do anything whatsoever contrary to obedience, but rather to act in conformity with what
she is told to do.

"You see, dear Sisters, you can't all be alike; some are suitable
for nursing the sick, others for schools. It's up to Superiors to decide
what you're suited for. All of you aren't qualified to let blood, for
there are some whose hands are too clumsy. Everyone's fingers
aren't the same, so you can't all do the same thing.
"It's said in Saint Paul, 'Some prophesy, others are Apostles or
evangelize,' 3 and God is pleased to see this variety both in spiritual
and in temporal things. So, Sisters, be satisfied with your ministries,
and may no one take on anything except by obedience. If a Sister
who is apt for teaching wanted to learn how to let blood, perhaps she
wouldn't be suitable for that and might spoil everything. Please
God that, for having let blood without knowing how, you haven't
harmed anyone, caused any serious accidents, or killed someone!
"Does a Sister who would like to change her confessor, perform
acts of mortification and penance, or recite the Office ofthe Blessed
Virgin sin against obedience?"
"Yes she does, Father, for she's ruining herself."
"Don't do it, Sisters! Nothing should be done without the perruission of the confessor who will be sent here or of Mademoiselle.
God bless you!
"Sister, suppose a Sister requests something of Superiors but
doesn't get it. She goes away angry and says to herself, 'I'll never
ask for anything again; I've been refused; I don't intend to ask for
anything again.' What sort of spirit animates her, Sister?"
"The spirit of pride."
"You're quite right: the spirit of arrogance. Such a diabolical
word, the daughter of pride, should never be spoken. God grant that
it may never be heard among you! If your request is refused, it's because it's not good for you, or it's to test you. That's why you must

3Cf. Eph 4: 11. (NAB)
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continue to ask. How do you know whether you'll be given perntission tomorrow for what you've been refused today?
"Should you go to Holy Communion without permission?' No,
you mustn't do that. May you forego it on your own? You mustn't
do that either. What should you do to request that and to get perntission to take the discipline? I certainly approve of all of you having a
discipline, but I also approve of your not using it without perntis-

sian.
"But you may say to me, 'Monsieur, you're telling us many
things about this-many, many things; but won't our Superiors be
weary of our asking perntission for so many things?' No, Sisters,
you'll never weary your Superiors; on the contrary, they'll be
greatly consoled to see a Sister who does nothing without perntission. As for your Rules, you have permission to follow them, and
there's no need to ask perntission for what is contained in them; but
you do have to ask for anything else. When Sisters in a parish hear
that a sermon is being preached in some place ofdevotion, they may
not go there without perntission from the Sister Servant. The Sister
Servant herself must ask her Sister's perntission. For matters of
greater importance, the parish Sisters must come to ask Mademoiselle's perntission, and Sisters in the rural areas must write for it.
"You'll say to me, 'Supposing I ask a general perntission for all
the necessary things, Monsieur?' You have to be very careful not to
do that, and we have to take care not to grant it, because you
wouldn't have the merit that's found in asking for each permission
individually.
"I also have to tell you that some Sisters worm out perntissions.
These are the small-minded people who are perturbed and anxious
if no attention is paid to them. It's wrong to force a perntission. Always ask with indifference, and never insist if you see that it' s difficultto grant itto you. Say to yourselves, 'If I'm granted it, fme; but
if I' m refused, perhaps it will be to humble me.' God said to Moses,
'It's true that you gave them perntission, but it was because of the

4As noted previously, present-day practice in the Church differs from what Saint Vincent says
here about Communion (cf. Conf. 35, D. 2).
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hardness of their hearts.' 5 In the same way, a Sister is sometimes
given permission when it's clear that she's incapable of being
guided by the voice of reason.
"You'll ask me, 'Can't a confessor in the parish where I live give
me permission to perform some act of penance?' No, he can' I. His
jurisdiction doesn't extend to that; he has power only to hear your

confession; as for Communion, he can give you pennission to re~
ceive it or he can forbid you to do so.
"Well now, what will we do to practice this well, dear Sisters? If
you ever had an important conference, it's this one. I'm well aware
that most of you observe this practice, but I ask all of you to do so; if
you do, you will all be carrying out God's Will on earth as the angels
do it in heaven, and you'll enjoy unimaginable peace and tranquillity of mind. The senior Sisters especially should give the example
in this; for, if they allow themselves to act without permission, the
younger ones will imitate them, thinking that there's no harm in il.
If, on the contrary, they're faithful to asking permission, they'll edify the younger ones and their neighbor and will experience great
consolation, instead of the strange, inconceivable distress they'd
have of failing in this and giving disedification.
"Supposing that's the case, the first means to be taken is to reflect often, 'I'm beginning a happy life, which I'll continue in
heaven.' As a second means, get in the habit of mortifying yourselves. You mortify yourselves by not doing your own will, which
might want to go sometimes here, sometimes there. You have to
overcome such inclinations and be fmnly attached to obedience. In
the third place, ask God constantly for this grace. There's nothing
easier than to ask permission for what you want to do. Politeness
alone demands thaI.

"Well now. mon Sauveur! these are more or less the means you
must take to ground yourselves solidly inlhis practice, dear Sisters.
I ask OurLord Jesus Christ to let you see and know that this is one of
the most important conferences we've ever had. I ask His Divine
Goodness to establish us firmly in this practice, as He did for our

Sec. Mt 19;7-8. (NAB)
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dear Sisters who are now in the state of the blessed. Let's endeavor
to imitate them, particularly in this practice, by which the whole
Company will be very edified.
"0 Savior of our souls, You who have listened to what has been
said and who were yourself so obedient as to prefer death to disobedience, may it please Your Divine Goodness, by the obedience of
which You gave us the example when You were on earth, to grant
us the obedience we need in order not to do anything contrary to the
glory of God! And because we need His grace, dear Sisters. I ask
you to offer God your next Communion to obtain from Him the
grace never to do anything contrary to this practice. In this way
you'lI have no reason to envy the Carmelites, because you'll be as
happy as they are and will give as much honor to God in the state to
which you've been called as they do in theirs.
"Mademoiselle, would you please tell us your thoughts?"
"Father, I have nothing to add to what Your Charity has said, except that I've always observed that all this is very true and that all
those who have left the Company did so because of no other reason
than an attachment to their own will and to all those characteristics."
"So, you're saying, Mademoiselle, that Sisters who have left the
Company and lost their vocation did so because they followed their
own will and didn't do what we just mentioned. You speak volumes
in those few words. Remember well what Mademoiselle has just
said, Sisters; it's very important; and don't act like those who have
left, but enter into this practice of obedience with the assurance that
it's the work of salvation that will lead you into the eternal sanctuaries. Please be very devoted to saying these words frequently, Fiat
volunlas luu, h during prayer, when you hear the word of God, as a
testimony that you're subject to His Will in all things."
Then Most Honored Father knelt down and added, "Dear Sisters. this is the prayer I am addressing to Our Lord, and I ask Him
once again that, as I am pronouncing the words of blessing, He may
make us capable of doing His holy Will-both you and Inc. a miser-

'Your will be done.
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able sinner , who have never done anything but my own will-and
that He may pour into your hearts the grace of never doing anything
without permission either of the Rule or of Superiors . I ask Him for
this with all my heart . Benedictio Dei Parris...."

56. - TO THE SISTERS WHO WERE SENT TO NANTES
November 12, 165 3

On Wednesday, November 12, 1653, the three Sisters mentioned earlier' left Paris for Nantes, and this is the exhortation given
them by Most Honored Father.
"Dear Sisters, God has chosen you to go to the Nantes Hospital,
and you must give yourselves entirely to Our Lord, since He has
chosen you from among all the others. You have three reasons for
giving yourselves to God to carry out well your ministry there.
"The first reason, dear Sisters, is the general reason that obliges
each and every one of us to renounce ourselves to do the Will of Our
Lord with the result that we'll never do our own.
"The second is that you're going to a large hospital, where
there's more work to be done than in some other place. It's not like
being in a parish in Paris, where you have to care for only a small
number of patients, nor like country places, where you have only to
visit and instruct the poor. Things are quite different there, and
that's why you must give yourselves to God so that He will grant
you the graces you need.

Conference 56. -Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity; MS ent itled: Recued
des proces-verbaux, pp. 1 19ff.
'Marie-Marthe Trumeau. a native of Poissy (Yvelines), had been sent to Angers in March
1640: she returned to Paris in June 1647 after becoming seriously ill in Angers. In 1648 she was
serving the poor in Saint-Paul parish. In 1653 she was named Sister Servant in Nantes, where she
remained for two years (cf. V,43, n. 6). She was sent to La Fere on July 31, 1656. and from there
to Cahors in September 1658,
Of the other two Sisters little is known. Anne de V aux, born in Ardivilliers in 1629, entered the
Company of the Daughters of Charity in December 165 1. As mentioned here. site went to
Nantes; in 1672 she was at the Motherhouse. Madeleine Micquel was in Nantes (1653-60).
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"The third reason 1felt necessary to mention, dear Sisters, is that,
by the instigation of the evil spirit, there is division in that hospital.
Yes, Sisters, the devil has been powerful enough to use his wiles to
sow discord among our Sisters, and you will remedy this by the union and harmony that will exist among you. Don't be surprised that
the devil has caused this bitter battle, for he usually aims his resentment especially at God's servants, both men and women; he attacks
the holiest Companies with the hatred he bears them. He doesn't
worry much about certain individuals, because they're already his,
but the houses consecrated to the service of God and united by the
bond of charity, Sisters, that's where he sows discord. So, Sisters,
you are going to remedy the disorders this evil spirit has caused in
this hospital.
"And what will you do to achieve this? Sisters, it's essential for
you to know that the higher the state of a person, the greater virtue
she must show. The title of Daughter of Charity that you bear
obliges you to the highest perfection to which a person can aspire;
therefore, people expect it ofyou. Moreover, you've been chosen to
go to the assistance of persons who have been wounded. You know
that when people go to war they take up arms; they fight one an-

other; some are killed, others wounded; some are conquerors, the
others conquered. Our poor Sisters have been wounded in the war
our enemy has waged against them. Don't despise them on that account. They're very virtuous, but this divisive enemy has waged a
cruel battle against them with the permission of God, who has
willed to give us good reason to humble ourselves by showing us
that no one is exempt, and to teach us that He doesn't always send
afflictions as a punishment, but to test His servants. One day the
devil threatened Saint Francis: 'Your religious,' he said to him, 'are
at peace just now; but a day will come when I'll test them properly,
and that will be when persons of rank enter the Order.' And that's
what he did, Sisters. So, don't be surprised if the demon has attacked our Sisters, since he certainly dared to do the same in Our
Lord's own company.
"I had to warn you about these things, dear Sisters, so that you
might arm yourselves with the virtues needed to bring down this en-
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emy and this spirit ofdivision. Those who go to war carry weapons.
Your weapons are humility, gentleness, and condescension. When
you have these virtues, you'll be armed from head to toe, prepared
to do battle with the enemy. Condescension is a powerful means of
preserving union among persons who have given themselves to
God; all of you must have this virtue, dear Sisters, and renounce
your own will as often as your Sisters hold opinions different from
yours; for a Daughter of Charity must be ready to do or not to do
whatever the Sister Servant orders or forbids her to do. 1say the Sister Servant, because you should pay no heed to what another Sister
says, when her advice tends to the contrary. For, if people were willing to listen to everyone, they'd do nothing worthwhile. Do what
the Sister Servant says and never what Jacquette, Marie, or anyone
else may say, once the Sister Servant has given an order. That's the
true means of being united, as true servants of God must be. Other-

wise, everything is in a state of disorder. One has one opinion;'another has another. Not that we should spurn the advice of our
Sisters; oh no! but those who give it must be indifferent as to
whether their advice is followed or not.
"The Bishop ofGeneva used to say, '1 prefer to do the will ofothers than to make someone else comply with mine; and I'd rather
adapt my will to that of a hundred persons than to force that of a single person to agree with mine.' See how well this blessed man
teaches us the practice of condescension, Sisters, and how necessary it is among you. A great saint used to say that to attain perfection we must lay aside our own will and that nothing else is needed
to reach perfection. These are the arms with which we send you off,
dear Sisters, to vindicate our Sisters by the good example you'll
give. Everyone expects that of you, and the fragrance emanating
from those beautiful virtues will have as a result that you will not
bear the name of Daughters of Charity in vain.
"You'll be dealing with the Fathers of the Poor' there, and in
general with all those who have any responsibility concerning the
poor. You'll pay them all possible honor and respect. A few priests
2Title used for the Administrators of the hospital in Nantes.
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are in residence at the hospital. It's a little difficult to tell you how to
act toward them hecause they may want to have different food than
the Fathers of the Poor allow. They're complaining that the Sisters
don't feed them as they desire. That's a little awkward, Sisters, and
is the source of part of the trouble and disorder. But, no matter what
is said to you, and even though the priests may want to have different and hetter food than the Fathers of the Poor allow, don't give in,
stand fast and do nothing contrary to the orders of Superiors. Try to
condescend to those boarders and to satisfy them verbally as hest
you can. If the Fathers of the Poor say to you, 'Such a thing must be
done,' and the priests want you to do otherwise, you should do what
the Fathers wish.
"There's also the Bishop of Nantes. 3 He is saying that you're
nuns because someone told him that you make vows. Ifhe speaks to
you about them, tell him you're not nuns. Sister Jeanne, 4 who is the
Sister Servant, said to him, 'Excellency, the vows we take don't
make us nuns, because they're simple vows that may he taken anywhere, even in the world.'
"As a matter of fact, people can't say that the Daughters of Charity are nuns, because they couldn't he Daughters ofChariry if they
were, since a person must be cloistered in order to be a nun. The
Daughters of Chariry can never be nuns, and woe betide anyone
who speaks of making them nuns!

3Gabriel de Beauvau de Rivarennes, Bishop of Nantes. He was antagonistic toward the
Daughters in Nantes.
4Jeanne Lepeintre had been sent to the Daughters of Charity by her mistress, Madame
Gouss8ult. Saint Vincent says elsewhere that she was "a very fine, wise. and gentle girl." Both he
and Saint Louise had great confidence in her because of her intelligence and organizational
skills. She was first sent to the school of the Charity in Saint-Gennain-en-Laye (1642). In the
spring of 1646, after installing the Sisters in the Le Mans hospital, she returned to Paris, where
she was put in charge of the Motherhouse while Saint Louise was establishing the house in
Nantes. Jeanne then became Sister Servant in Nantes (1646), where greatdifficulties were being
encountered. In 1654 she made the foundation in ChSteaudun and, in 1657, at the Salp&ri~re (cf.
Spiritual Writings. L. 64, p. 77, n. 1). In Recueil de pieces relatives aux Filles de la Charite, MS,
p. 24, preserved in the Archives of the Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity, we read:
"During the lifetime of Mademoiselle Le Gras. she seemed to be a hypochondriac. Moreover,
she could not be made to do anything she did not like, nor would she accept opinions other than
her own." She was reprimanded for this fault more than once by Saint Vincent. Her last years
were sad ones spent at the Nom-de·Jesus hospice. where she had to be committed because of
mental illness.
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"So go then, dear Sisters; work hard for Our Lord, hold our dear
Sisters in high regard and respect them, and he very careful not to
have a poor opinion of any of them. In a word, let it he evident that
you have the true spirit that God wants you to have. Benedictio Dei
Palris. ... "

57, • HOW TO ACT WHEN AWAY FROM THE MOTHERHOUSE
January I, 1654

"Dear Sisters, the subject ofthis conference is divided into three
points. The first deals with the reasons why Daughters of Charity
should know clearly how to act when they're outside the
Motherhouse, both with regard to those under whom they work and
with one another, in hospitals as well as in the villages and in the
parishes of Paris; the second point concerns the faults Daughters of
Charity may commit in ministries outside the honse; and the third
concerns the means they can use to act as true Daughters ofCharity,
when they're engaged in the service of poor persons in hospitals, as
well as in the villages and the parishes of Paris.
"Ultimately, dear Sisters, and in a word, we're talking about how
Daughters of Charity should act outside the Motherhouse, at the
Foundling Hospital, at the Nom-de-Jesus, I with the galley con-

Conference 57. - Archives oCtile Motherhouse of the Daughters ofCharityj notebook written by
Sister Mathurine Guerin.

IThc Nom-de-J6sus [Name of Jesus) Hospice, whose foundation was made by an anonymous
rich merchant ofParis. Saint Vincent accepted the work on condition that the Superior General of
the Priests of the Mission, together with the laymen from Paris whom he would employ, would
have the spiritual and temporal direction of the hospital. with authority to admit and discharge
poor persons. The contract was accepted on October 29. 1653, approved by the Vicars-General
on March 15, 1654, and ratified in the Parlement by letters patent in November. (Cf. Arch. Nat.,
M53.) The work was already in operation in March 1653. Twenty male and twenty female
artisans who, because of old age or infirmity, could no longer earn their living, were provided
with looms and tools to occupy their time. Men and women were housed in separate wings;
although they came together in the same chapel for Mass, they were not permitted to see or speak
to one another. The Daughters of Charity served them and a Priest of the Mission acted as
chaplain. Saint Vincent often used to go to visit and instruct them. (Cf. XIDa, 173·79, and
Abelly,op. cit., bk. I, chap. XLV, pp. 211-13.) The Nom-de-Jesus later became the municipal
health center (1802-16); the site is now occupied by the offices of the Gare de I'Est.
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viets, etc. To tell the truth, this is a very broad topic. It's impossible
to touch on everything, for it would be necessary to say how you
should act with parish priests, the Ladies, and other persons with
whom you minister. Today we'll talk in a general manner about a
few of the more important points.
"Sister, is it important to know clearly how to act when outside
the Motherhouse?"

"Yes, Father, for if we don't, serious disorders may arise; we
might say and do things quite contrary to the spirit of the Company.
It may also happen that, through our own fault, because of ignorance of our obligations, poor persons may not be provided with all
that they need."
"And you, Sister, what did you think on the subject of this conference?"

"Father, we can't have the spirit of the Company or perform our

actions in conformity with it, if we don't know what it is."
"Now, Sister, it's your tum to tell us your thoughts."
"Father, it seems to me that, in order to fulfill our obligations, we
have to be very careful to recall the instructions we're given at the
Motherhouse and be exact in observing them; if we fail in this, I
think we are offending God."
M. Vincent asked another Sister ifit' s necessary to know how to
act at the Foundling Hospital, the Nom-de-Jesus, and other places.
"Yes, Father," she replied, "because we can't have the spirit of the
Company if we don't know what our Rules teach us; and in order to
keep them we must follow exactly the advice our Superiors give
us."
"God bless you, Sister! You see, Sisters, I'm sure everyone
knows how important it is for a Sister to be well informed about
what she must do when she is sent somewhere. The Ladies expect it;
they're relieved when they see a Sister well instructed in every-

thing; poor persons also are happy about this, better taught, and
better served. That's why you have to be so careful, Sisters, because
it's very important for each and every one of you here to be well informed of everything you're obliged to know, and for you to take
great care to remember all that you'll be told. And because you
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told you during the short time you're here.
"At Sainte-Marie' the Sisters spend seven years in the novitiate,
even though they may be faultless, in order to be well instructed
about what God is asking of them. But you are like ripe fruit because you don't have the time you need to be instructed. How is it
then that, with so little experience, you do so much good, unless it's
because God's grace is so great, the Company is just starting and,
consequently, has-and should have---much greater fervor than at
another time? You'll do incomparably more now than fifty years
from now because grace is given abundantly in beginnings. In the
early Church the fervor and charity of the first Christians were admirable; they had but one heart and one will; and with that fervor
they worked wonders, converted souls, and encouraged one another to endure all kinds of torments, even martyrdom. That's the
fervor of beginners who want to serve God wholeheartedly.
They're strong and courageous in doing all that's pleasing to God.
When wine is put into a cask, it foams and bubbles and is so strong
that it would burst the barrel if air weren't introduced into it. In the
same way, at the beginning of the Company, with the abundant
grace found in it, you'll do more in three months than you would in
six years at another time.
"I'm going to talk to you about this, dear Sisters. I know quite
well that if I questioned you, you'd tell me some beautiful things,
but time is pressing us; therefore, I'll tell you succinctly what you
should do. One of the main things is to know your Rules well.
That's a general principle. Coming down to particulars, Sister Servants must take great care to know all that concerns their office; the
Sister here who is in charge of instructing you will take the time to
explain this to you; otherwise, you'll make some big mistakes. The
second means is to edify everyone and to be very cordial with one
another so that, even though you're not together, some being in the
rural areas, others in parishes, people will see that there's only one
heart among you. Let there be no division, but the same affection,

2The

Visitation Monastery.
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the same esteem of virtue , the same horror of evil. You see, Sisters,
you have to work especially at that ; otherwise , you'd always be
starting over and would never have any rest or peace among yourselves.
"Why is that? I'm going to tell you why . It's because we change
every day, and our poor nature is never in the same state . Job says
that man is never in the same state. He's like a wheel that's forever
turning and never stops. You see from this how important it is for
you to practice mortification while you're here in this house. You
should have great regard for it in all your actions because of the inconstancy of our nature , which sometimes wants one thing and
sometimes another ; is mortified now and , in a moment, is
immortified . We mustn ' t trust ourselves because we ' re constantly
changing; that's why we need to reflect often on ourselves in order
to make amends for the failings our corrupt nature causes us to commit. Just as a clock has to be wound every day to rectify any loss of
time, we must always start over in practicing mortification of our
passions because we always need to be working on ourselves from
one minute to the next.
"Suppose you're with a Sister ; no matter how fervent she is, the
devil and nature will still tempt her , with the result that sometimes
she'll seem to you to be in a bad mood . But don ' t think she ' s imperfect on that account , and don 't have a poor opinion of her because
that comes from the corrupt nature of our first father. Oh no! Sisters,
don't allow an unkind thought to enter your head about such a Sister. Should it happen that you feel some aversion or disdain for her,
squelch that thought at once and say to yourself, ' Wicked thought,
against whom do you have it? Quoi! against your Sister , against the
spouse of Jesus Christ, against the life of your life! I'll do the opposite of what this had thought suggests , by going to embrace this Sister and being cordial to her. If I've said an unkind word to her, I'll
ask her forgiveness , saying. "please forgive me , Sister ; With God's
grace, I hope I'll never do that again , and I ask you to bear with
me."' Don ' t be surprised if that 's repugnant to nature , on account of
the pain there is in humbling ourselves and because the devil butts
in, doing his utmost to dissuade us from doing it.

■
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"Be very courageous. Sisters, and act like the children of Israel
who were building the Lord's temple. In one hand, they held the
stones, and in the other a sword to defend themselves against their
enemies. So, you see. dear Sisters, you must do likewise because, at
the same time we're working at the edifice of our perfection, the
devil and nature are opposing it and waging a powerful war against
us. You have to take up the sword of mortification, the discipline,
fasting, and write to Superiors when you're living far away. If you
do this. Sisters, what will happen? You'll live everywhere as in paradise, for you'll be in God, and you'll have paradise on earth. On the
contrary, if you don't, you'll be living, if not in a hell, at least in a
purgatory. So. Sisters, those are two means: the first is to have good
knowledge of your Rules and the second is to have great forbearance with one another.
"The third means is to win the love of everyone by the example
of your good life. The fine reputation you have has led to your being
asked for in several places. And why is that? Because they've seen a
little of the flower of your charity. I've received another letter from
a Bishop. who is asking for you. If it's like this now. Sisters, what
will it be when you have improved? 0 neon Dieu! let's humble ourselves profoundly for that, and if people want you so much now,
while you're still imperfect. how much more will you he in demand
when God has given you the grace to attain greater perfection!
"The fourth means is to give yourselves to God so as never to
find fault with the overall administration of the Company or the particular guidance of the Sister Servant, but to act like a child who appreciates everything its father does and says. The son of a plowman
thinks his father and mother are the most capable people nature can
produce. If the Sister Servant does or says something that doesn't
please us, don't think on that account that she's not doing a good
job. It's not your place to criticize what she does: you have to believe that what she does is good; for you see, Sisters. there's a grace
for that duty. and there's a special angel concerned with it. God
gives sufficient graces to those He calls to it . Don't think that responsible positions are always given to the most capable or virtuous. You must believe that a Sister Servant has been given to you by
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placed in those duties. And if sometimes we change one Sister,
sometimes another, dear Sisters, it's to give practice to some in
leadership and to othersin obedience. So consider that it' s God who
does things this way, for all order comes from Him, and whoever resists order resists God.
" 'But it seems to me that there's a better way to do it.' That's
what you think! And who are you? Is it for you to find fault with
what your Superiors do, you who don't have the grace of God for
that? Rest assured that God will bless you, dear Sisters, if you use
the means I've just given you.
"Another evil that may arise among you is attachment to confessors; that's why change is necessary, for otherwise a certain spiritual friendship may spring up, which comes from the penitent's
esteem for the confessor and his esteem for the penitent, and both
are pleased with this little reciprocal affection. It's very difficult for
a confessor, who sees his penitent making progress and benefiting
from his advice, not to receive some satisfaction from it. But what
happens? The confessor may say, 'I'm really consoled at seeing the
progress you're making in virtue,' and the Sister will reply, 'Father,
I haven't found any confessor in whom I have such confidence.
Your words put me so much at ease that I have no trouble following
your advice.' And those honeyed words shoot an arrow into the
heart, causing a scandalous breach in it. As soon as they are spoken,
all is lost. In the end a great commotion is created by such familiarities. Alas! dear Sisters, this happens only too often, even in religious Orders.
"So, tell your sins to the confessors and waste no time in conversation with them after confession. Don't say to them, 'I'll see you
and will tell you more about this in private, Monsieur.'
"If he goes to see you and asks you what you're doing, cut the
conversation short and show that you're not pleased with that. If
you find that it will be difficult for you to go to another confessor
and that you continue to be troubled by this affection, you should be
alarmed, Sisters, and let Mademoiselle, M. Portail, or myself know
about it, stating quite simply how you feel: 'Please change my con-
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away, you must write; even if you're in Toulouse, where people are
asking for you, you should write. The reason why you're changed is
so you won't become attached to anything. When this isn't done,
what happens? One Sister wants to go to one confessor and the
other to another. They lose God's peace; they fall into the worst and
most dangerous state of disunion that can occur. Do you know
which fractures are the most difficult to heal, dear Sisters? Fractures at the joint. Now, the joint of the Daughters of Charity is the
person who is supposed to unite them to one another and all ofthem
to God, namely, their confessor. If they break this bond and want to
change, if, following their own whims, one wants to go to this confessor and another to that one, there will be constant division, a
complete break. When a Sister, to gratify herself, wants to have a
man who charms her by his qualities and pleases her, what a source
of great disorder she is, Sisters! That's why I ask that, whenever
Mademoiselle sees this, she should change the Sister and, like Our
Lord today, feast of the Circumcision, cut off and remove her.
"A fifth means to bind and unite you closely together is, dear Sisters, when you're in a parish or out in the country, not to take advice
from anyone except those given you for that purpose. Mentioning
your aversion for your Sisters or your Sister Servant, or telling your
temptations to anyone but those appointed for that is never permitted. Oh no! you may never do that. No, dear Sisters, tell your troubles only to those to whom you should tell them.
" 'Wouldn't it be permissible to mention them to some kind
Lady?' Be very much on your guard against that, Sisters, for, not
having had the spirit of your Company, how can she give you the
proper advice? What she'lltelI you will be inappropriate. Never tell
your troubles to the Ladies; if you do, even should you be as strong
as Samson, one oftwo evils will occur: either you '11 lose your vocation or you'll give scandal. This Lady will tell another-and don't
be surprised at that, for if you yourselves were unable to keep your
secret, how can you expect someone else to do so? That's the myrrh
you can offer to God: mortify yourselves by telling your troubles
only to those to whom you should tell them.
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" 'But if you send me to Toulouse, to Poland, or to other distant
places, how can we write? If we do, we'll have to wait a long time
for the reply. What shall I do then?' Sisters, there will always be
someone to advise you; we appoint someone for that purpose everywhere, but never consult anyone other than him.
"We still have to talk about how to behave in order to edify the
neighbor, and about many other things; please God, we'll discuss
them at another time. May Our Lord grant us the grace to really put
into practice all that we've just said!"
Mademoiselle knelt down and said, "Father, I very humbly entreat you, for the love of God, in the name of all our Sisters, to ask
the Divine Goodness to pardon all our faults and the bad nse we've
made of the admonitions Your Charity has given us, and me especially, who should give good example to our Sisters by putting them
into practice myself, for which I most humbly ask their pardon."
"Very well, Mademoiselle! Unworthy though I am, I ask Our
Lord Jesus Christ to pardon our Sisters for the bad use they've made
of the instructions they've received and for all their infidelities in
the practice ofthese instructions. And because I've been very negligent about giving you the necessary reminders, or haven't given
them as I should have or in the spirit in which I ought, and because
Mademoiselle perhaps feels guilty, we ask you, dear Sisters, to forgive both of us for the faults we've committed in your regard. I ask
Our Lord in His mercy to forgive all of us in general and, at the same
time I pronounce the words of blessing over you, to grant you the
grace to enter fully into the practice of what has been said.
Benedictio Dei Patris. ..."

58. - SECRET PRIDE
March 15, 1654

"Dear Sisters, the subject of this conference is secret pride, not
pride generally speaking, but secret pride. It's divided into three
Conference 58. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters of Charity; notebook written by
Sister Mathurine Guerin.
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against secret pride; second, the signs by which we can know if we
have this secret pride in us; and third, the means of keeping it from
entering our hearts, or of driving it out if it' s already there. Tell us,
Sister, the reasons we have for knowing whether we have this secret

pride in us."
"One reason that obliges us to do this, Father, is that this pride is
very displeasing to God; humility, on the contrary, is very pleasing
to Our Lord Jesus Christ, who gave us an example of it himself
throughout His life, and willed that His Mother should be the most
humble of all creatures. It seemed to me that we have secret pride
when we look down on others, have a better opinion of ourselves
than ofthem, and are pleased that others have a good opinion ofus'"
"Sister. even were there no other reason than the one you just
mentioned, namely, that Our Lord came to combat this vice and to
overthrow it by actions contrary to it, that's a powerful motive to
make us avoid it.
"Well now, Sister, did you think that Daughters of Charity can
have secret pride?"
"Yes, Father, it seems to me that they can have a good opinion of
themselves, murmur against the actions ofothers, ignore them, criticize what their neighbor is doing, and many other things."
"You're quite right, Sister. And yet vainglory shouldn't have
any place among you because pride usually comes from the noble
birth and social status of individuals, and, for the most part, you are
poor country girls, children of plowmen like myself. All of us are of
very little account. As for your attire, your headdress and the rest,
there's no room for being vain about them. With regard to intelligence, alas! most of you are from the country and can't have very
lofty minds. As for food, poor people eat almost the same things
you do: a little beef or something similar. There's no room there for
self-esteem or presumption. And for your conversations, you mix
ouly with persons who are poor and are their servants; there's certainly nothing in that to make you proud.
"So, it's not that kind of pride that will come among you. But
there are two kinds of pride: one stems from occupations; it's the
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about them. A Sister who would set off in the morning to visit the
poor, doing so only to please a Lady and to be thought well of by
her, would commit an act of pride. The other sort of pride resides
just as well in a grey dress as under more elegant ones, and that's the
pride we're talking about, for it can exist in you. We know it by its
effects.
"It's the cause of all the sins we commit, just as humility is the
origin of all the good we do. There's no evil that doesn't begin with
hidden pride.!f a Sister says something in praise of herself, if she's
disobedient, if she's on bad terms with her Sister, if she wants to be
Sister Servant, all that is hidden pride. So, the first reason why we
must avoid this vice is that it's the cause of all evils.
"The second is that God grants nothing to those affected by it;
for, no matter what prayers they say or what good they do, God
doesn't answer their prayers. It is written that 'God resists the proud
and gives His grace to the humble.' 1 Ponder those words: 'God resists the proud,' and say, , Quai! I have this pride, and God says that
He won't grant anything to such persons; I want to try to get away
from that.'
"The third reason is that God permits souls tainted by it to fall

into serious sins: impurity and loss of vocation-yes, Sisters, loss
of vocation. Hasn't God said, 'You esteem yourselves highly and
raise yourselves up; you shall fall'? 2!fa Sister is well thought of in
a parish, if she imagines she's more adept at pleasing a confessor or
a Lady, it's to be feared that she may ultimately fall and lose her vo-

cation.
"The fourth evil is that pride spoils all the good we do and causes
such disorder in our actions that they're displeasing to God. That's
what usually happens to vain, proud souls. The good works they do
are completely spoiled. Whether it be by an individual Sister or the
whole Company, everything that's done will be spoiled.
"The fifth reason is that secret pride is a sign of damnation, just

as humility is a sign of predestination. Now, isn't there reason to
ICf. las 4:6. (NAB)
2Cf. Mt 23:12. (NAB)
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Savior, deliver us, and deliver me, I who am perhaps more guilty
of this vice than anyone else.
" 'You've told us many things,' you'll say to me, 'but how will I
be able to know if I have this secret pride, Monsieur? Perhaps I'll
become humble when I know it.'
"The fIrst sign, dear Sisters, is if we think too highly ofourselves
and of what we do, if we want others to have a good opinion ofus,
and want our confessors and the Ladies of Charity to esteem us.
There are two things, then: having a good opiniou of ourselves, and
wantiug our Superiors, companions, and others to esteem us and
say, 'There's afme Sister who's doing good work.' But how do we
know if we have a good opinion of ourselves, and if we're pleased
when others think higWy of us? We know it wheu we're pleased
that people praise us, or are satisfied when someone is pleased with
us.
"The third sign is to do something apart from obedience, for disobedience is a sign of arrogance. Mademoiselle or the confessor
will prescribe something, and a Sister will pay no attention to it.
That's a sign of secret pride.
''The fourth sign is when we say somethiug in praise of ourselves. We dou't say it openly, but we boast openly, 'I've done this
or that.' Just as fever manifests itselfby a high temperature, so pride
manifests itself by the tongue. We're so pleased to relate what
we've done! We introduce it in a roundabout way so it doesn't seem
like we're looking for praise.
"The fifth sign, dear Sisters, is when actions are deliberately performed to gain the good graces of a Superior or another Sister.
Visiting the sick in order to please a Lady ofCharity or anyone else,
or doing our utmost to acquire esteem, all that is a sign of secret
pride. We must really be on our guard against that.
"The sixth sign is to quarrel with our Sisters and to be unwilling
to yield, and the seventh sign is stubbornness. One Sister wants
something to be done one way; the other wants it done differently.
Each will hold to her own opinion. The advice of her Sister Servant,

o
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her confessor, the Director, or her Superioress will be incapable of
making her give in because she's confIrmed in her own decision.
It's fIrmly entrenched in her brain; it's impossible to make her
budge an inch. That's a sign of secret pride and a diabolical characteristic because only demons remain fIxed in their obstinacy. So,
it's a devilish spirit, so fIrmly established in evil that the demon remains in it forever. Such a person sometimes feels remorse, but she
doesn't have the strength to follow the impulse; she'd like to do it,
but cannot.
"The eighth sign is singularity, even in devotional matters, such
as wanting to go to Communion more frequently than others, to
have a rosary, to wear a nicer collar, to draw attention to herself by
her headdress or her attire. All that, Sisters, is a sign of pride. Be
very careful of that; avoid any singularity.
"Another sign is to be ambitious for more honorable offIces or
duties, leading one to want to become a Sister Servant. If a Sister
who has this desire is sent to a parish, she can't submit to her Sister;
she thinks she's more capable, would be a better leader, has greater
experience, is more prayerful, and should, therefore, be the Sister
Servant. Ifshe has thoughts like this and doesn't reject them immediately, but entertains them, that's a diabolical spirit; yes, to presume that we do better than others is a diabolical spirit.
"So, Sisters, those are the signs by which we can know if we
have this secret pride; for you see, this vice is all the more to be
feared because it's secret and unknown.
"But how can we rid ourselves ofit? It's all the more diffIcult because we're unaware of it and are blind about ourselves; and when
we're told that we have it, we don't want to believe it. Note carefully that we can know it only by its effects. What makes it more
dangerous is that it never appears except under the semblance of
good. For instance, if a Sister asks to receive Holy Communion
more often than her Sister, her confessor, who is inexperienced,
will think she's led to this by a great love of God and great tenderness toward Our Lord. He'll say to her, 'Go to Holy Communion,
Sister.' Who won't believe thalit's not for a greater good? And yet
it's pride.
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'There's no pride without disobedience. For example, you fail to
make your prayer. Why? You'll say, 'I was detained; I was writing a
letter to a relative, or I went to see a Lady or a poor person, or I
didn't wantto hurt my Sister, who also failed to make her prayer, so
as notto seem better than she.' Well now! who wouldn't think that
all these things are apparently good? What makes this sin incurable
then-or almost incurable-is that it's always committed under the
guise of something good.
" 'But, Monsieur,' you'll ask me, 'I admit that I'm guilty; I'm
pleased when I'm praised; I'm disobedient; and to appear steadfast,
I've said things in praise of myself to a Sister who seemed more lax.
What's to be done about that?'
"Let me give you two or three pieces of advice, dear Sisters. The
first is to try to discover if you have this pride. If you see that you do,
declare before God that you want to strive with all your heart to acquire holy humility, and ask Him to grant us this grace.
"The second is to examine your actions every day and often reflect: 'Haven't I been pleased when people praised me? If I have,
I'll be more careful on another occasion; I'll recall the humiliation
ofOur Lord Jesus Christ before Pilate; I'll cast myself at the foot of
Your Holy Cross.' Ask yourselves whether you've been disobedient or stubborn, even with the confessor, whom you sometimes
question and resist, or with Superiors, or the Superioress. 'Haven'tI
had some proud thoughts or the desire to be the Sister Servant?' If
you recognize such a desire, break it off and say, 'My Lord, I renounce that with all my heart, and I prefer to be a simple Sister from
the Charity all my life rather than to be a Sister Servant.'
"Ask yourselves also whether you're on bad terms with any of
your Sisters, whether you're unwilling to give in to others, whether
you dispute everything that's said. The Sister who wants to become
humble must yield in everything except what conscience does not
allow.
"If a Sister intended to break a Rule, if, for example, she were to
say to her Sister Servant, 'Four 0' clock is very early to get up; we
should rise later'; or if, when it's time to go to Mass, she objected:
'We have too much to do today, Sister'; in those instances the Sister
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Servant must remain firm and not give in. But, in matters of indifference, the Sister who wants to belong to God will yield in everything. So, it's advisable to examine your conscience every day and,
if you find that you've failed, to ask pardon of God and the grace to
correct yourselves.
'The third means, dear Sisters, is to ask your confessor, Director, or Superioress, 'Do I have any hidden pride?' If the answer is

yes, then believe it, even if you yourselves don't recognize it, because we are blind. A physician who is ill doesn't diagnose himself,
he calls in another doctor. Even when he's well, he does the same.
In like manner, a person suffering from secret pride doesn't know
herself. God allows the devil to blindfold her so she doesn't see this
vice, doesn't speak about it, doesn't accuse herself of it How then
will she get rid of it if no one tells her about it? Ask your confessor,
'Monsieur, do you think I have some secret pride? I beg you to let
me know.' And you'll have to believe him.
"If you do have hidden pride, what should you do? Ask God for
the weapons to fight it because it's our greatest enemy; it's the
cause of all evil and the ruin of all that's good; it makes us enemies
of God, who resists the proud and gives His grace to the humble.
That's why you should say every day in your prayers, 'a Savior, deliver me from secret pride, from too much self-esteem, from the desire that others think well of me.' In addition, have great devotion to
Our Lord; to the Blessed Virgin, who tells us that God looked upon
her because she was humble; to the saints; and to your Guardian
Angel-all of whom have given us examples of humility.
"In the third place, perform some acts of humility every day. I
don't mean external acts, although they're good, such as kissing the
feet of others, but acts of the heall. Let's say to ourselves interiorly
that we're nothing, that we're sinners; let's not desire to be known
or esteemed, like Our Lord who led a hidden life; when people saw
Him, they said of Hirn, 'Isn't this the carpenter's son?' 3 To imitate
that humility of Jesus we must love the hidden life as He did, consider ourselves among the least in the Company, acknowledge that

3ef. Mt 13:55. (NAB)
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there's any evil, we're the cause of it, and attribute what is good to
others. If you follow this advice, dear Sisters, to what degree of
grace will you not attain? God himselfsays, 'On whom do you think
I turn my eyes if not on the one who hides herself? She is my spouse,
my beloved, in whom I take my delight.'
"What pleasures, what interior delights are received by a soul
who is hidden in this way from others and happy to be known by
God alone! Only those who experience it can say.
"So there, dear Sisters, is the enemy unmasked; I've shown him
to you; be very vigilant and make good resolutions beginning right
now. If you're faithful to them, the Company will be the Company
of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and you will acquire the title of His

spouses."
Most Honored Father then knelt down and offered the following
prayer to God, after telling us to recite it with him: "Lord, what I
have just heard makes me see how important it is to recognize the
great evils this pride brings to a soul. But how can I know it unless
You yourselfgive me the grace to do so? And if You do not give me
inspiration and impulses, how can I rid myself of it? You ask each
of us for our goodwill to cooperate with Your graces. Lord, behold
us prostrate at Your feet; we offer our wills to You and declare that
we no longer want people to esteem us. You gave the Blessed Virgin an abundance of profound humility; through her we ask You to
give us a share in it. You were so humble that You willed to be regarded as a sinner and to be nailed to a cross. You willed not only to
be humble during Your life but also after death so that Your children might follow You. It is therefore from You, my Savior, that we
ask the grace to strive for the acquisition ofthis virtue, as you desire
of us.
"Holy Virgin, you who share so fully in this holy humility, help
us; obtain this virtue for us from your dear Son for the whole Company and for all our dear Sisters who are far from here. This is the
prayer I offer you with all my heart. Benedictio Dei Patris. ... "
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"Dear Sisters, the subject of this conference is the preservation
of the Company. It's divided into three points. The first concerns
the reasons why Sisters should give themselves to God to live in
such a manner that their Company may last for many years or, to put
it better, that it may subsist happily, continue, and be preserved forever; in the second point we'll deal with what can ruin it and, in the
third, the means for preventing it from being ruined.
"Sister, what reasons do Daughters ofCharity have to give themselves to God to live in such a way that the Lord's work may not per-

ish in your hands?"
"Father, 1haven'tthought about it yet, but it seems to me that it's
very necessary to give ourselves to God for that purpose so that He
may do, in and through us, His most holy Will, without which we
can do nothing."
"And you, Sister, what reason do you have for that?"
"The first one is that we must abandon ourselves to the Providence ofGod and trust completely in it A second reason is that God
is the author of this Company, which He has formed for himself. It

seems to me, Father, that there's no need for any other reason to
prompt us to desire the preservation of the Company of the Daughters of Charity."
"God bless you, Sister! Sister states that one reason is to put our
trust in the Providence of God, and that's very true. She proposes as
a second reason that the Company has been instituted by God. As a
matter of fact, it's a rule laid down by Saint Augustine that what human persons haven't done comes from God. Now, dear Sisters, the
fact is that no one on earth can say, 'I did that.' Mademoiselle can't
say it, neither can M. Portail, nor anyone else. No, Sisters, no one
can say, 'I'm the one who did this work.'
" 'How can that be, Monsieur,' you'll objectto me. 'If what you
say is true, then who is the workman? Did it do itself?' No, it didn't,
Conference 59. - MS. SV 9, pp. 272ff.
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thought of the Company of Charity. From this you can conclude
with Saint Augustine that what has not been done by human persons
has God for its author.
"0 Savior, You then are the one who created this great work,
from which You draw such great benefits; may You be forever
blessed for it! How happy you are, Sisters, to be called to such a
holy ministry! That's a strong motive for living so perfectly that this
Company will not decline. Another reason is the great blessings
God has imparted to the Company, for we have to acknowledge that
He has blessed it in the sight of everyone. Isn't it a great blessing
that He brought to it so many good souls, now in heaven, who lived
like angels and whom we can call saints, seeing the life they led?
Man Dieu! dear Sisters, what a blessing is the example they've left
us!
"Recently I related at a meeting of very devout and virtuous Ladies what we were saying a few days before about Sister Andree 1
and the words she uttered before she died. It was at a conference like
this one. I told them Sister Andree's reply to a question I put to her:
'I have no anxiety, no remorse,' she said, 'except for having taken
too much pleasure in serving the poor.' And when I asked her, 'Eh
quai! Sister, is there nothing in the past that causes you any fear?'
she replied, 'No, Monsieur, nothing at all, other than that I had too
much satisfaction when I used to go through those villages to see
those good people; I used to fly, I was so overjoyed to serve them.'
When I told them this, one ofthose good Ladies, clapping her hands
before all of them, couldn't refrain from exclaiming that she had
never heard anyone say something like that. She must have had
deep feelings of admiration not to have been able to contain herself
and to manifest these external signs. Has anything like it ever been
seen? Isn't great purity needed to be in such a disposition? Must she
not have led a saintly life to have had no remorse of conscience at a
moment when the saints themselves have been assailed by it? Could
such a perfect state be found in a religious Order? Not that I'm trylPerhaps Andree Guilmine who died before 1655. Born in Sache, near Tours, she entered the
Company of the Daughters of Charity around 1641-42.
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far above them; no! God forbid! bnt I will say that I've never seen a
more perfect state. From that we have to conclude that the Company, in which there have been, and still are, so many excellent
souls-for I do believe there are some who are very perfect-is a
work of God. I know some Sisters who would rather die than fail in
fidelity to God; one of these is the Sister whom the Queen of PI>
land 2 wanted to keep with her. I told you this before, but I can't refrain from saying it again; perhaps all ofyou weren't here. However
that may be, that Sister didn't appreciate the Queen's offer and her
heart was stricken by it. 'Sister,' Her Majesty said to her, 'Ilove you
and that's why I wanllokeep you with me; are you really unwilling
to serve me?' Since the Sister remained silent, the Queen added,
'Eh quoi! Sister, you're not giving me a single word in reply! I'm
inviting you to remain with me and you have nothing to say.' 'Alas!
Madame, I belong to the poor; I gave myself to God for that purpose; you'll fmd plenty of worthy people to serve Your Majesty; allow me to do the work to which God has called me.'
"0 Savior of our souls, what a grace was needed to prompt that
Sister to give such a reply, and what a blessing You have bestowed
on a Company in which there are souls so attached to Your service!
Isn't that beautiful, Sisters? Is that the work of a human person? Oh
no! not at all, by no means. Consequently, we have to say that God
has given great graces to the Sisters in this house whom He has
called. She's not the only one; there are many others. Quoi! to prefer
the poor to Queens, the poor dress of a Daughter of Charity to taffeta-for one goes with the other-the conversation of poor
Daughters of Charity to that ofLadies, a poor life to the riches ofthe
Court. That certainly isn't the work of creatures but of God. He
himself is the one who does these works; He uses you as instruments to show how much He wants to make use of you. Add to that
the service you render to poor persons wherever our Sisters are
present, so many souls who have gone to God and whom you have
helped by your instructions and assistance both corporally and spir2Louise~ Marie

de Gonzague.
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country and in hospitals, there are as many of them as at the
Hiltel-Dieu. Who would believe that of poor creatures such as you,
if he wasn't aware of the blessing Our Lord imparts to the whole
Company? Our Sister was right in saying that God is the author ofit.
"No other motive is needed to encourage you to improve and to
strengthen your vocation. This is a work that God has placed in your
hands. He will ask you for an account of it. Isn't that just, Sisters?
It's a treasure you have in your care and whose loss you must prevent. Say to yourselves, 'God has called me to His service for this
work; He has placed it as a deposit in my hands; I want to preserve it
carefully. If I were responsible for a foundling, I wouldn't let it perish in my hands. If I'm so careful about something that concerns
only the life of the body, what must I not do for the preservation of
the Company, which is concerned with both the life ofthe body and
the life of the soul!' If we had a thousand lives, dear Sisters, we
should devote all of them to striving for the development of this
work. What a misfortune if the Company were to decline through
our fault! Our Lord, turning toward the city ofJerusalem, wept and
sorrowfully lamented its destruction. 3 Who could wituess the destruction ofthis Company, dear Sisters, without bursting into tears?
We would die of regret if that were to happen!
"That's the subject of the second point, namely, what can destroy the Company of Charity, that is, what can oblige God to take
His grace from us because of the bad use we've made of it and to
look upon us as persons who have been excommunicated and are
unworthy to occupy this place.
"Sister, in your opinion, what else could bring about the ruin of
the Company of Charity?"
"It seems to me, Father, that this would happen if we were to lis-

ten to temptations ~gainst our vocation."
"Sister is right. Temptation will never be lacking to souls who
are trying to serve God; it wasn't lacking even to the Apostles and to
3ef. Lk 19:4144. (NAB)
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Our Lord; all those who try to live a holy life will sufferpersecution,
that is, will be tempted and aff1icted. Now, if a Daughter of Charity
doesn't resist temptation, if, for example, she wants to have something that would allow her more freedom or something similar, and
takes pleasure in this, she'll say to the others, 'If only we had this or
that! Our life is too hard!' If all of them listen to this temptation,
what will they do? They'll murmur, complain about Superiors, and
say they don't have what they want That's the harm that will be
done to those who don't resist from the very beginning.
"Be aware, Sisters, that it's nothing to be attacked by one, two, or
even several temptations; no, that's nothing if, from the beginning,
we reject them, after recognizing that the devil is putting these
wicked thoughts into our minds. You should say, 'Lord, I know
there will never be a Daughter of Charity who isn't tempted.' No,
dear Sisters, there are none and there never will be any. All good
people must resign themselves to being tempted. No tree is free
from worms; likewise, there's no Daughter of Charity who doesn't
have temptations against her vocation, but you must resist them
courageously and never listen to them, no matter how good they
may appear; for whatever good they may offer you, Sisters, they're
basilisks that put up lovely pretenses in order to seduce you.
"Tell us, Sister, what could bring about the ruin of the Com-

pany?"
"Father, I think it would be a disregard for the graces God has
given us; all those who have left us went away because they didn't
know the value of their call to the Company and didn't esteem their
vocation sufficiently."
"What you say is so true, Sister; God bless you! Man Dieu! Sis-

ters, the cause of all our misfortunes, of the sins we commit, of our
disregard for the Rules, in a word, of all the evil we do is that we
don't appreciate the gifts of God. Our Lord said to the Samaritan
woman, '0 mulier, 0 woman, if you knew the gift of God, 4ifyou
knew the power of the water I give!' So too, Sisters, if we only knew
the worth of this grace! 0 Sister! if you only recognized your good

4Q'. Jo 4:10. (NAB)
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fortune! If you could only fonn some idea of the greatness of your
ministry! How well that Sister knew it who declined the honor of
serving the Queen ofPoland! Oh yes! she understood clearly what a
happiness it is to serve the members of Our Lord; and all our other
Sisters have shown on similar occasions how highly they esteemed

their vocation.
"Who wouldn't esteem this vocation! Quai! to do what God did
when He was on earth! You'd have to be very insensitive! Let's ask
this grace of God so that, knowing our happiness, we may not spurn
it. I think that all of you love your vocation, but there may be some
who don't appreciate this grace properly and aren't sufficiently
steadfast in the endeavor God has given them the grace to undertake. Let each ofyou ask herself, 'Am I growing weary ofmy Rules
and the instructions of my Superiors? Shall I be so cowardly as to
throwaway my vocation for the few vain hopes this temptation
presents to me?' And if we see that we're determined to be faithful
to God, disdaining all the honors and pleasures that may present
themselves, we must thank God for this and give Him all the glory
for it. If, on the other hand, we are fainthearted in these dispositions,
we must ask pardon of His Divine Goodness and say, 'My Savior,
forgive me the sins that have brought me to such a sad state; forgive
me, Lord, the infidelities that are the cause of my misfortune.'
"Sisters, if I were to ask you, 'Do you want to leave the Company? You'll have a little property and freedom; you won't be
obliged to such submission; you'll be better fed,' you'd say to me,
'Shame on you, Monsieur! What are you saying to me? Quai! are
you suggesting that I abandon my God, who has given me so many
graces, for a fleeting pleasure! For we can call fleeting that which
passes away with time. Oh! I'll do no such thing.' I think, Sisters,
that many of you would answer me this way. Give the same reply to
temptations.
"Sister, how could the Company of the Daughters of Charity be
destroyed?"
"Father, I think that what can ruin it and cause the Sisters to leave
is the failure to mention our temptations to Superiors; and the
means of preventing this is to have great freedom in telling them our
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troubles. In my own case, whenever God has given me this grace,
I've been extremely happy about it."
"God bless you, Sister! You're quite right. That's the source of
the ruin of the Company, namely, keeping our temptations in our
hearts, and being unwilling to tell our Superiors about them but telling them to one another. A Sister whose mind is ill at ease will unburden herself to another with the same malady and, instead of
helping, consoling, and comforting one another, they'll harm one
another. From these two the contagion will spread quickly to the
others. And that's how the ruin of the Company will come about.
That's why, Sisters, rest assured that you can't persevere if you
don't tell your troubles to those who can console you.
"Sister, please tell us what is capable of leading Daughters of
Charity astray and, consequently, of ruining the Company."
"Father, I think it' s the company oflaypersons because we learn
their manner of acting, and then we inadvertently behave like
them."
"Sister, what you say is so true and important! It's certain, Sisters, that anyone who ntingles with worldly-minded people becomes worldly; just as, on the contrary, those who fmd themselves
in good company benefit from it. When you see a Daughter ofCharity enjoying herselfin society, that's not a good sign. When a parish
Sister is pleased that the Ladies think highly ofher and say, 'She's a
very good Sister; she takes excellent care of the poor,' she takes a
liking to those persons, who praise and applaud her. Be careful, Sisters, that people's attachment to you may not be caused by your attachment to them.
'If I were of the world,' said the Savior of the world, 'it would
love me, but because I am not of the world it hates me because it
finds nothing of its own in me.' 5 Consequently, dear Sisters, when
you see that you're loved by people in the world, conclude from it
that you are of the world, since it loves only its own; for, as soon as
you feel pleased at receiving the praises people give you, say, 'I
don't have the spirit Our Lord wants me to have.'
0<
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"What do you think the spirit ofthe world is? It's to love esteem,
honor, and praise; it's to disdain Sisters who are exact and obedient.
As soon as a Sister loves those who have the spirit of the world and
takes pleasure in their company, you can say, 'This Sisteris in grave
danger oflosing her vocation.' Not that you should disdain the Ladies. Oh no! they should be respected and honored because of the
means they give you of serving the poor, as well as for the authority
they have over you, for they take the place ofa mother toward you in
all that concerns the poor; but you shouldn't take pleasure in their
company or remain a long time with them, if necessity doesn't
oblige you to do so; above all, never let yourselves go so far as to tell
them your troubles, your aversions, or your complaints against your
Sisters. You see from this how dangerous the company of
laypersons is for you; therefore, you must avoid it as much as possible; for they can be the cause of your losing your fervor in your vocation. Sister was right in saying that this would be a great danger
for the Company.
"And you, Sister, what could ruin the Company?"
''The Company, Father, would be ruined if the Sisters weren't
faithful to keeping their Rules."
''That's well said, Sister; especially since a lack of fidelity in
keeping your Rules shows a contempt for holy things, for your
Rules are holy and tend to what is holy; they help you either to serve
poor persons well or to improve yourselves. So, when you neglect
or despise them, people can say good-bye to the Company, and although it may not be completely destroyed, all that will be visible
will be the bark of the tree, and nothing more; it will be like dead
trees that have nothing underneath the green bark. Sisters, what a
great evil is the failure to keep the Rules! To neglect them, not to
take them into account, and to disregard the means God uses to save
us merit a severe punishment. Quoi! To turn up your nose at the
means of salvation and not to think highly of the graces God gives
us! Has He given us any greater grace than to make known His holy
Will to us by our Rules?
"God gave His law to the people ofIsrael and said, 'Keep this
law faithfully and don't neglect a single point of it, for as soon as
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So, Sisters, rest assured that you'll be blessed by God as long as
you're faithful to the practice of your Rules, but as soon as you
break them, you'll be filled with spiritual wretchedness, temptations, repugnance, and loathing.
" 'But, Monsieur,' you'll say to me, 'someone comes to look for
me at the time to go to prayer; what should I do then in order to be
faithful to my Rules?' Sisters, you have no obligation more important than the service of the sick, and you certainly don't break your
Rules by going to nurse the patients. But as soon as you have finished what called you to them, return to your prayer; for you see,
Sisters, you must be zealous about observing all your Rules, even
the smallest; and when the service of the sick obliges you to alter
your schedule, you must try to make up that time. Mademoiselle, I
think it would be well to have the Rules read aloud so that the Sisters
may see and leam what they are."
"Father, we do that every month for those who are here but, if it
pleases Your Charity, I think it would be essential to bring the Sisters in the parishes here every month, and for fear that this might inconvenience the Ladies or give them reason for saying that the
Sisters come here too often-for Your Charity has led us to hope for
aconference every month-it would be well, if you see fit, for some
of them to come one day and the others on another day."
"That sounds like a good idea to me, Mademoiselle. M. Portail,

are you of the same opinion?"
"Yes, Monsieur, I think that's very necessary."
"Yes, Sisters, that will be very helpfnl. The Capuchins read their
Rules every week, not to leam them, for they know them well, but to
refresh their memory and spur them on to practice them. So then,
you'll come here to hear the Rules read, with the desire to observe
them. But before settling that, and how and when it shall be done,
we'll reflect on it before God; for that's how our Rules were drawn
up, after asking for His inspiration.
"Please tell us your thoughts, Mademoiselle."
"Monsieur, the first reason we have for giving ourselves to God
to obtain from His Goodness that the Company may last for long
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years to come-forever, if possible-is the conviction we must
have that God himself willed this establishment and willed it in the
form in which it exists. Now, God doesn't will that His creatures destroy what He has made. Another reason is that those who would
contravene God's plan by the destruction ofthe Company would be
the cause of the loss of many souls and would prevent many poor
persons from being assisted, and this infidelity would put their eternal salvation in danger. What might also contribute to the ruin ofthe
Company is, first, to want to change the customs because that
would be, in a certain sense, to prefer our own judgment to the guidance of God, who knows well enough its future needs."
"Mademoiselle, please stop there; that idea needs to be explained. It's very important-if there's anything important-not to
change anything. What was said before is good, but this is even
better; it's the touchstone. Some misguided person might say, 'It's
all very well not to change anything, but how is that to be done?'
One Sister will think, 'It would be much more modest if we had our
faces veiled. Quoi! to be seen unveiled!' Another will judge it well
to admit young women ofhigh rank; that would make the Company
attractive. And once these upper-Class young women were in the
Company, the plain, simple sort oflife that's led in it would have to
be changed; it would have to be a little more accommodating.
They'd find the Company rustic; they'd have to be seen a little more
in public to please Mile X who doesn't like such simplicity. Ah,
cursed state! Wretched self-satisfaction! Perdition! As soon as you
get to that point, Sisters, as soon as you begin to dress a little more
fashionably, someone will say, 'We must be better housed; when
people come here, it's mortifying to have them see such cheap
things.'
"Others will say, 'Quoi! Monsieur, to oblige us not to have anything of our own is very hard.' When you reach that stage it's a diabolical temptation, it's perdition. You see, Sisters, you must avoid
as representatives of Satan all those who want you to make changes
because by that means they are aspiring to nothing else than the ruin
of the Company. Ab, Sisters! be afraid when you hear a Sister say,
'This should be done like that; it would be better and more conve-
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nient.' A Sister who loves her vocation and hears such language
must flee; she can believe that anyone who wants to change what
God has done is a very wicked person, who deserves to burn in hell.
"When it's Superiors who think it advisable to make a change,
you must believe that it's God; God, who used them to establish the
Order, uses them again when changes are to be made. That's why
you must never criticize. But if a private individual tries to interfere
and to change something, you mustn't tolerate it! Judas's malady
began with that: he wanted to change Our Lord's maxims for the
use of the money entrusted to him. There's no need to say anything
more to persuade you to take the resolution never to change anything. Ifsomeone suggests a change to you, don't listen to him. Say,
'That man hasn't been called by God to direct the Company; therefore, I'm not obliged to follow his advice.'
"I recall, in this connection, the story ofRechab. 6 He was a good
man. It's said ofhim that, thinking that the use of wine was harmful
to a person's life, he never drank any, and neither did his children.
When someone said something to them about this, they would say,
'My father didn't drink: it; and we don't wantto drink: it either.' His
children's children observed this custom from father to son for
three hundred years. See how Rechab's good example was followed for so long by his children's children. They used to say, 'Our
forefathers didn't drink: wine and they continued to live; why
shouldn't we do as they did?' See from this example how you
should act, Sisters.
"When someone talks to you about making changes, you should
reply, 'What are you saying, Sister? We've been brought up like
that; we've always keptto this way of life. 0 Sauveur, I don't want
to change anything.' If there are two persons who think this way,
there will be two more in favor of a change. What will happen? The
first two will win over two others, whom they'll persuade to stand
fast; the other two will agree with one another, and there you have
division. When people see that, everything will fall into disorder;
all will be lost and the ruin of the Company will be at hand.
t>cf. Jer 35:1-10. (NAB)
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"Dear Sisters, take the resolution, beginning right now, not to
change anything, neither in Mademoiselle's lifetime nor after her
death, nor after mine, but to preserve inviolably the excellent customs that have prevailed, and still do, in this house, and hold finnly
to that. Why desire any other way of life than the one with which
God inspired your Superiors, and which is in conformity with that
ofJesus Christ? If the Daughters ofCharity observe their little ReguJations faithfully, they'll be imitating the Sisters His Goodness
chose at the beginning of this Company. Such excellent souls, and
how well they knew how to use those practices and good customs!
"This is one of the most excellent states of life I've ever seen,
dear Sisters; don' t look for one that's more perfect. If you want to be
great saints, you'll find the means in your spiritual exercises. How
many perfect souls we've had in the Company! They're now in
heaven, and by the mercy of God there are still some on earth.
"Well, now, it's getting late. I think it would be advisable to
postpone this to some other time. What do you think, Mademoiselle? Would it be better if we put it off until some other time?"
"Father, I think we really shouJd do that, if Your Charity thinks it
advisable."
"Then let's postpone it because, you see, this is a matter of great
importance; when there's question of preserving a Company, neither time nor trouble shouJd be spared. Do you know, Sisters, how
long Noah took to build the ark and to make it as perfect as it should
be? One hundred years. 0 Savior ofour souls! 0 my dear Sisters! If
so much time was required to build the ark, in which only eight persons were saved from the deluge, how much do you think is needed
to strengthen and preserve this Company, which such a large number of souls will enter and will save themselves from the deluge of
the world!
"When a city is besieged, the Governor and those responsible for
defending it keep guard, see where danger may be lurking, and reinforce the weak places. If some gate isn't secure-and even if it
is-they still post a sentry. See what vigilance is used for what concerns the body, dear Sisters, once people know where the dangers
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are. God inspired you to make such an important remark, Mademoiselle; may He be blessed for it!
''Let's now see where the enemy could make a breach; let's ask
ourselves where he might be able to get in, let's build a wall there
and mount our cannon; in a word,let' s look for the means ofthwarting him; for, once this enemy of our souls succeeds in penetrating
the Company, what would he not do to ruin and overturn it?"
Most Honored Father then said three times, pausing each time
and raising his eyes heavenward, "Ab, Sisters! Ab, Sisters! Ab, Sisters!" then he added, ''Well now, man Sauveur, that's enough. May
Our Lord Jesus Christ give us a good understanding of the importance of what has been said in order to put it into practice so that, by
our sins and infidelities, we may not cause the ruin of this beautiful
Company, which He himself has formed as He wished it. We ask
this grace of You, Lord, through the merits of Your Holy Mother
and by the service You want to obtain from this Company. My Savior, You who are the light of the world, grant us the grace we need to
recognize the wiles by which the enemy tries to seduce the souls of
those who give themselves to You, in order to keep him from entering and overturning the work of Your hands. Benedictia Dei
Patris. ..."

60•• ENVY
June 24, 1654

"The subject of this conference, dear Sisters, is envy or jealousy.
It is divided into three points: fIrst, the great evils that will befall the
Company in general and each Sister in particular if envy and jealousy prevail in it; second, the various ways of sinning by envy or
jealousy, and third, some means to be taken so as not to fall into
them.
"Sister, would you please tell us your thoughts on this subject?"
Conference 60. - Archives ofthe Motherhouse ofthe Daughters ofCharity; notebook written by
Sister Mathurine Guerin.
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great evils, since it caused the death of Our Lord, but if, instead of
this bad envy, we had a great desire for what is good and perfect,
then it would be a good kind of envy."
"In that case, Sister, you are including two kinds of envy: a
good one and a bad one. The one that tends toward evil is for
worldly persons but not for the servants of God. The other is recommended by Saint Paul who says, 'Be jealous, but of virtue and
not to prevent it from producing the effects it is wont to do, but
rather to acquire it.'
"Our Sister has remarked another form of it. It's the envy that
causes a Sister to be sad and upset at the well-being of her Sisters
because another is better fed, better maintained, better clothed
than she, and is held in higher esteem and appreciation by Superiors. Those are the effects of this accursed envy, which causes'
great disorder in the souls affected by it. Well now, Sister, you say
that it must be detested because it brought about the death of Our
Lord. When the Pharisees saw that the people were following Him
and leaving them behind, they began to have feelings of envy
against Him and, from that time on, sought how to take His life.
Envy must have had great power to bring about the death of an incarnate God. Mon Dieu! Sisters, it was envy that led Judas to sell
Our Lord. We can say that it has great power once it is embedded
in the mind, since it led to the death of the author of life itself.
"And you, Sister, what harm do you think envy does to a Sister?"
"First of all, Father, it takes away peace of conscience; this is a
very great evil, especially since, when we're not at peace interiorly, there's nothing but trouble and sadness. Another thing is that
envy may be the cause ofloss of vocation, for when sadness takes
hold of us we feel nothing but disgust, everything distresses us
and, in the end, that could lead us out of the Company. It seems to
me that one means of preventing envy is to reject such thoughts as
soon as we're aware of them."
"God bless you, Sister! And you, Sister, what evils would envy
and jealousy bring about in the Company?"
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"Father, it can cause great disorders and even the loss of vocation; for, as soon as we imagine that others are preferred to us, we
grow sad and discouraged, and that's the end of us."
"Ah! how right you are, Sister, in saying that's the end of us
when we reach that stage. So you think envy is powerful enough to
lead to the loss of vocation?"
"Yes, Father, because we becomejealolls when we see that our
Sister is better loved, more cherished and esteemed, more virtuous;
and so we grow weary and want to abandon everything. I think the
remedy for that is to reflect that she's more deserving of it than we
are; if she's more esteemed than we and placed in more lofty ministries, it's because she's better qualified for them than we are."
"You see, Sisters, when a Sister spends more time with Superiors, when she talks to them more often, and it seems to you that
she's better loved than the others, you're mistaken. 'But she's always talking to Mademoiselle or the Sister Servant!' Do you think,
Sisters, that she's more highly regarded because of that? No, no, it's
not that they have greater esteem for her. A father who has two sons,
one grown up and the other little, hardly ever speaks to the older
one, but he hugs the little one, talks to him, and plays with him. Do
you think this father loves that little boy more than the older one because he talks to him so often? No, without a doubt he loves the
other one more; and when he makes his will he'll leave more to the
older boy than to the little one. So, when the Superioress talks to a
Sister more often, it's not a sign that she's better loved than the others. If she shows her more affection and tenderness, perhaps it's because that Sister is disttessed, demoralized, and beset with troubles,
and therefore needs the gentleness and kindness shown in that circumstance. We have to sympathize with her. Our Lord himself demands it.
"Do you remember, dear Sisters, what is said about the prodigal
son? The prodigal asks his father for his fortone, leaves home, and
goes off to spend it. After he has dissipated everything, to the point
of being forced to live on the food that's given to pigs, he makes up
his mind to go back home. As soon as the father sees him, he begins
to rejoice, 'Ah!' he says, 'it's my son! I'll entertain him; I'll give
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clothes, and people will rejoice at my child's return!' Eh bien! Sisters, see how this father hugs the poor dejected fellow; he embraces
him and gives a great banquet; in a word, the whole house is filled
withjoy. Is it because he loves him more than the elder son, who has
given him nothing but satisfaction? No, but it is because he's more
worthy of compassion on account of his misery.
"When the elder son came in from the fields and saw the sttinged
instruments and all the preparations going on in the house, he was
saddened. 'Look at this!' he says, 'this is how my father treats my
brother, who never gave him anything but grief, and he's never
shown such affection for me, even though 1've ttied to obey him in
everything. Is that the reward he gives him? It looks as ifhe's giving
him a wedding feast.' It was envy that made the elder brother talk
like that; he thought his brother was being preferred to him. Although the father might seem to love the prodigal more than the
other one, it's certain that he loved the older son much more, and
with good reason.
"You see from this example, Sisters, that if greater affection is
shown to some than to others, it's not because they're loved more.
You're quite mistaken, and please don't think that it's for that reason. When you see a Sister with the Superioress more often, you
should think that there's some reason for it; maybe she's an Officer
who needs advice about something she has to do, or a Sister who has
a problem and is being consoled. So, think again, Sisters, and never
allow yourselves to give in to such thoughts because it would be a
mistake to believe that Superiors loved one Sister more than another; this is a snare the evil spirit uses to ttip you up.
"Sister, is there any reason to fear that envy may infect the Company; and what harm could it cause the Sisters?"
"It seems to me, Father, that envy begets jealousy; the result is
that we envy everything others have, and are annoyed when we see
that they're better off than we are."
''That's well said: envy begets jealousy; well said, Sister. God
bless you! Listen to what she's saying, Sisters: ifenvy fills a Sister's
mind, it begets jealousy, jealousy begets division, and then all is
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I've ever seen disorder arise in any religious Order except through
envy orjealousy. Now, if envy is to be feared anywhere, it's among
you, all the more so since it's like the corruption of the Company.
When fruit is spoiled and rotten, it's no longer good for anything; in
the same way, if envy takes hold among you, your Company will
soon go to rack and ruin. Ab, Sisters! could a greater misfortune befall the Daughters of Charity than jealousy, since it's the cause of
disunion? What good is there where there's division? Rest assured,
then, that as soon as there's envy in your Company, it's finished;
you're Daughters of Charity in name only, you don't have its inte-

rior signs. That's why you can say, Sisters, that as soon as we see
that vice embedded in this poor house, it's time for the funeral of
our poor Company; it no longer exists; it's dead. And how is that?
Because you're Daughters of Charity, daughters of the love of God
and of your neighbor; and the opposite of charity is envy. A Sister
who has this spirit, instead of being the daughter of God that she
was, becomes a daughter of the demon, a daughter of perdition.
What a misfortune to become the daughter of the devil! You see, the
executioner of the Daughters ofCharity is envy, which causes us to
be angry when we see our Sister better cared for during her illness,
or sought after in a parish because she does so much good, or better
dressed than we are. For that's what envy does. As soon as a Sister
reaches that point, say, 'She's no longer a Daughter of Charity;
she's divested of the interior habit, which is the love of God and of
the neighbor.' Ab! but we have our attire! Poor Sister, it's not the
dress that makes you a Daughter of Charity; it's the interior habit of
the soul.

"So, envy concerns external goods. It also concerns reputation.
A Sister is sick at heart because such a one is more highly esteemed,
or is being considered for some duty or other, or has the reputation
of walking in the presence of God, or gives good example to all
those who are with her. The demon makes us envy all that. I have to
say that so far we have reason to praise God. I've seen very few who
have given me any disedification in the city. I can think of only one
Sister, who went on her way swinging something she was carrying
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to offer it to someone. If she's here, let her ask pardon of God for
this fault and for the bad example she gave by her thoughtlessness.
"Watch out for that, Sisters; evil thoughts are a worm that gnaws
the heart, takes away peace, and causes us pain, not only to see others being esteemed, but also for the interior gifts of the soul and that
such a Sister is humble and is considered a saint. The devil makes us
envious of all that.
"You see, dear Sisters, you must detest envy, not only because
Holy Scripture shows us that it had the power to cause the death of
Our Lord, but also because it brought sin into the world. Accordingly, we can say that all the evils occurring in a Company are
caused by envy; have no doubt about it, as also that all the sins in the
world originated with envy.
"Sister, do you think envy can destroy the Company?"
"I do, Father, because it divides those who let themselves be carried away by it and, when there's no longer union among us, the
Company will soon be brought low."
"Yes, Sisters, because you are daughters of love; and envy is totally contrary to charity. It's like fIre and water, opposed to one
other. And just as there's great incompatibility between these two
elements, it's the same for envy and charity. Now,just as water extinguishes fIre, envy extinguishes and kills charity. And when people see envy in the Company, they'll despise you, and rightly so,
saying, 'Quoi! are these the Sisters of whom we've heard so much?
Shame on them; they're not fItto distribute the alms of respectable
people; persons who do so should be charitable.'
''That's how envy can destroy the Company of the Daughters of
Charity. And how many has it upset? Because of it, several have
disbanded and disappeared, and a short while ago two Companies
in Paris were suppressed because ofthe envy in them. An entire Order, called Scuola Pia, I has been overturned, except for one house,
'The Order of Poor Clerks Regular of the Mother of God of the Pious Schools (commonly
known as Piarists or Scolopi) founded by Saint Joseph Calasanz (1556-1648) in 1597, was
recognized as a fannal religious Congregation in 1617. and in 1621 was given the full privileges
of a Religious Order. It was suppressed by Pope Innocent X on March 16. 1646. as the result of
calumnious charges made against their founder by two of his religious; Pope Alexander VO
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see how we can sin by envy."
One Sister replied that it's self-love that causes us to sin by envy;
that excessive love for ourselves causes us to be upset when others
are preferred to us; that we can sin in this by thought, believing that
we certainly are as deserving of being given a particular duty as the
person in it, who doesn't have much knowledge or experience. We
can also sin by word, saying that some are preferred to others and
receive more support, etc.
"God bless you, Sister! You say that envy is shown by words and
that we can offend God in this, and you're right. If, therefore, we see
a Sister speaking often to the Sister Servant, and we're inclined to
envy her, we'll think, 'What is she saying to her?' If she has a dress
that's different from what others have, even though this may be
from necessity, we'll think it's made of better fabric, for the devil
makes use of all that. One day a Sister said to me in tears, 'Monsieur, one of the things I dread most is to be a Sister Servant.' Sisters, think about the words of that good Sister. Those who aspire to
that are far removed from such sentiments! What a sorry state
they're in! It's the devil who incites them to that. Search your memory to see if, until now, you've had these desires. If you still have
them, ab, poor Sister! what state are you in? If there's ever something you should fear, it's that. If you feel tainted with this vice, ask
God earnestly to free you from it· and, if you have any tears, shed
them before His Goodness to obtain it. Don't rest until you're rid of
it, and say, 'My God, how can You allow a Daughter of Charity to
be a daughter of the devil, who is pride!' For the devil and pride are
one and the sarne; if you have envy, which is its daughter, you are
the daughter of the devil. Quoi! is it possible for a Daughter ofCharity not to suffer by being in that state! She'd have to be unaware of
God! A Sister who thinks she's guilty should have no rest until she
has won her deliverance from the Divine Goodness. She must ask
for the prayers of others and beg her Sister to obtain this grace from
reestablished it in 1656 as a Congregation with simple
completely reinstituted the Order.
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in 1669 Pope Clement IX
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entreat you, Father, to ask God to deliver me from an accursed
proud thought that is tormenting me: 1 want to be a Sister Servant.
Obtain from His Goodness that He will free me from this temptation.'
"Recently, a Prelates' meeting was held for the election of a Superior. Two of those good Prelates wrote to me about it, and 1 also
wrote to them on this matter. When they were on the point of narning the Superior, those good Fathers from that Order began to shed
bitter tears for fear that they might be raised to that office, which
they knew was too burdensome for them. The Archbishop of
Narbonne and the Bishop of Alet 2 wrote me that words cannot express how edified they were by the humility of those Fathers. Indeed, Sisters, aren't positions of authority onerous and dangerous
for those who seek them? How far removed they were from envy!
"The means of finding a remedy for envy, then, is neither to desire such positions nor to set great value on them. We send Sisters to
a new establishment, such as we've done for Poland; Sisters
shouldn't be thinking that they'd be suitable for that.
"So, Sisters, there you have sufficient reasons to make you want
to be freed from envy, if you have any. You know the misfortune of
a soul who is jealous. It's a diabolical state. We must rid ourselves
of envy, if we want to persevere and don't want God to abandon us,
especially since He gives His grace to the humble and resists the
proud.
"Sister, what are the means of combating envy?"

2Nicolas Pavilion was born on November 17, 1597. As a very young priest he placed himself
under the direction of Saint Vincent, who had him teach catechism and work in the missions and
the Charities. where his presence was deemed useful. More than once he entrusted him with
conferences and retreats for priests. Appointed to the diocese of Alet in 1637, PavilIon accepted
it only on the Saint's urging. This Dew office did Dotdeter him from his apostolic works; he gave a
mission in Rueil at Richelieu's invitation, then in Saint-Germain-eo*Laye at the King's request
He was consecrated at Saint-Lazare on August 22, 1639, and went to his diocese accompanied by
Etienne Blatiron, CM. A zealous, intelligent Bishop, dedicated to reform, he justified the
expectations placed on him. His episcopate would have been more fruitful had he been more on
his guard against Jansenistic ideas. Saint Vincent begged him in vain to sign the formulary
against Jansenism. Pavilion died on December 8, 1677. There are several biographies of him,
notably that ofEtienne Dejean, Un prilat indipendant au XVlle siecle, Nicolas Pavilion, eveque
d'Alet (1637-77) [Paris: Plon-Nourrit, 1909].
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"Well now, that's one means, it's a thought God has given you.
Another is to bring before our minds the example of the saints so as
never to be ambitious about anything whatsoever. A further means
is to reflect that this is displeasing to God. Do you think, Sister, that
a good means of not sinning by envy is to love patched clothes?"

"Yes, I do, Father."
"It's certain that a very good means is to be satisfied with shabby
clothes and to be distressed when you're given new ones, far from
wanting to have better clothes than others, and to say to Mile Le
Gras, 'Mademoiselle, that dress is too good for me. You're making
me too pretty. Don't you know that I'm proud already, and this will
only make me more so? I'm too vain and filled with envy! That's
why' don't deserve to be dressed that way.' That's how you should

act, Sisters.
"And you, Sister, what are the means of not falling into the sin of
envy."

"It seems to me, Father, that one means is always to seek after the
most insignificant things."
"You're quite right, Sister. And when we're given something
more than is given to others, we should blush for shame. When you
see yourselves better dressed than poor persons, you should blush

for shame and confusion, Sisters, because the poor are your masters
and you are their servants; therefore, you should have less than they
do."
"Father, , think it's also a good means to reject promptly every
thought tending toward envy, without trying to scrutinize them too
closely."
''That's what' like to hear! Sister says that as soon as you have
an envious thought, you shouldn't wait until tomorrow but reject it
immediately as if it were poison. Ab, but it will return! If it does, begin over again and urge all the good people you know to ask God to
free you of an accursed thought that's trying to ruin you; ask your
Sister to tell you something to help you to dispel the envy that's tormenting you, and ask Our Lord to free you from it. 'My God, grant
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to the Sister who wept for fear of being one and asked Mademoiselle never to make her one.' Afterward, go at once to your confessor; hurry here to Mademoiselle and to M. Portail, declare yourself
openly and confess as follows: 'I accuse myself of having an accursed thought of envy against my Sister; and afterward I allowed
myself so many times to say some arrogant, contemptuous words.'
That's how you should confess because envy usually causes people
to fall into this fault.
"If you hear something good said about a Sister of whom you're
jealous, you'll say that it isn't the case: 'She's not even as good as
you say; you don't know her; she's a real hypocrite,' and similar expressions. For that's the work of the devil; he stirs up jealousy with
regard to the good and the virtue practiced and, if no fault can be
found in the deed, the intention is attacked and is regarded as not being pure but simply capricious. What disorder when that happens,
Sisters!
"One of the greatest evils that can happen in the Company is if
the Sisters-I'm speaking of some and not of all because I know
that some of you live very virtuously; Man Dieu! what holy souls
there have been in the Company, and still are i-is, I repeat, if you
were to discuss one another's failings. When you come here you
sometimes question one other, 'And who is in the house with you
now? How do you get along? Is your Sister kind? Isn't she
bad-tempered? And what about that other Sister, in such or such a
parish, what's she like? Do you get along well together?' The others, in reply, will mention the things that annoy them: 'Ab, Sister! I
get on so badly with Sister X. She's so rude to me. She's always
scolding; she does this or that,' and many other things that are said
on such occasions. Dear Sisters, never open your mouth to talk
about your Sisters. Converse, rather, about good things such as your
Rules, the service you're rendering to poor persons, and how many
they are, so as not to give rise to these bad conversations. And when
you're asked, 'How are you getting along in the parish where you
are?' I entreat you, Sister, to reply as follows: 'Let's remember that
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it's forbidden for us to talk about these matters and about our Sisters.'
"That's what you should do, Sisters. If a Sister persists, stop listening to her and leave; for, by listening to such talk, you encourage
her to continue. That's why theologians say of those who listen to
uncharitable persons that they're as guilty as those who do the talking; and this is true, because it's in our power to prevent it, and we
don't. That's why we sin just as much-and more-than they do.
"When you come here, never report what you're doing, nor the
difficulties you may be having with one another, but talk about
something good, the means of improving yourselves and ofacquiring the virtues you need so as to encourage one another to persevere. By so doing, you'll avoid many temptations that arise from
such conversations.
"Mademoiselle, would you please tell us your thoughts on this
subject?"
"Father, what Your Charity said, along with the thoughts of our
Sisters, is sufficient to warn us of the danger that this accursed spirit
of envy and jealousy may infect the Company in general and each
one in particular. Reflecting on this today, it seemed to me that it
might have been envy as well as pride that caused Lucifer to become an inhabitant of hell instead of the angel of light he once had
been, since this accursed sin is like a worm that gnaws constantly
until it has destroyed itself, or is destroyed.
"An envious orjealous spirit gives itself no rest and incessantly
persecutes, from near or far, the envious person, who thus cannot attain any perfection and is always in danger of being lost.
"Envy and jealousy are two passions which, like oil, diffuse
themselves aimlessly as far as they are inclined, but their usual
practice is to cause aversion, to be displeased at seeing the temporal
or spiritual well-being ofthe person envied, to be unable to bear that
any good be said of them. In a word, they're a source that constantly
generates occasions to offend God and to act contrary to the charity
we owe our neighbor.
"The means to prevent ourselves from becoming habituated to
this wicked vice are to consider that it' s directly opposed to the Will
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to repeat attentively the Commandments ofGod in order to recall to
mind our obligation to do to others as we want them to do to us."
"Blessed be God, Mademoiselle! Well now, Sisters, I'll just
make a brief comment on that. First, people say that all those who
commit sin receive some satisfaction from it: the thief, for example,
has the money he steals and he spends it; the glutton has the satisfaction of eating fme foods. In short, from every sin people imagine
that they'II get some pleasure, but in the case of envy they can't ex-

pect any satisfaction; on the contrary, it's an executioner who immediately punishes those consumed by it. Look at an envious
person: everything causes her pain; if she hears some good of a Sister whom she envies, it torments the life out ofher and causes her to
languish. Sometimes she feels that people really don't know her,
and sometimes that, by esteeming that other Sister, they are despising her.
"The envious person may be compared to a man who has a tapeworm inside him. You know what agonies such people suffer; those
worms gnaw at their hearts and give them no rest. Now, all those
who have envy in their souls have a tapeworm. 'Envy,' says the
Holy Spirit, 'rots the bones of those consumed by it.' 3 What a misfortune for envious persons! To be worse off than those with tapeworms in their bodies! Ab, Sisters! who among you will not dread
falling into this vice? Let's give ourselves to God, beginning today,
never to envy the welfare of others, but rather to want the lowliest
and most difficult ministry and the shabbiest clothing, looking upon
ourselves as the least ofall, and always being satisfied with what we
have.
"What will help you a great deal is for you to confess the sins
you've committed through envy, making afrrm purpose of amendment. In that way, Sisters, you can be sure that God will bless the
Company and that, wherever people request the Daughters ofCharity, they'll be an edification, the whole Company will enjoy a good
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reputation, and God will give you the full measure of grace in this
world and glory in the next.
"May Our Lord grant us the grace of helping us to understand
and detest this accursed vice, so contrary to charity! I ask the Divine
Goodness that the words of blessing I'm about to pronounce on His
behalf may be operative in your hearts and mine, so that the wicked
sin of envy may be driven out of them forever, and we may live
henceforth in such a way that it may never find its way into them!"
"Benedictio Dei Patris. .. ."
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